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The PD photographic process

L. K. H. van Beek

Work has been going on for several years at Philips Research Laboratories in Eindhoven
on a new kind of photography based on a different principle from that of conventional
photography. This is the PD process. The initials PD have a double significance: they
relate not only to 'Physical Development', the essential feature of the process, but also
to 'Philips -Dipper, the name given to the process by those who pioneered it, after the
initiator of their work, the late Dr C. J. Dippel. The scientific results obtained under
Dippel and his successors - H. Jonker after 1962 and the author after 1970 - have led
to various applications of particular interest to an electronics -oriented company. The
process combines very high sensitivity with a resolution never before attained at this
sensitivity. There are many applications for the process, which can be used for making
ultra -microfilm, photomasks with details smaller than one micron, fine metal gauze,
delay lines for colour television and conductor patterns of any desired design. This article
discusses the physico-chemical principles of the process and describes a number of
industrial applications.

To many people photography simply means taking
pictures: father taking a snapshot of the family. Pho-
tography embraces a much wider field, however, and
includes other processes with features that are par-
ticularly useful in scientific and technical applications
and are not found in the more everyday kind of photog-
raphy. One of these is the PD process, in which the
final image is formed by physical development (PD
stands for physical development).

What is meant by physical development is illustrated
in figs. 1 and 2, where the conventional process of
black -and -white photography is compared with the
PD process. The conventional film consists of a base
of paper or cellulose triacetate, coated with an emulsion
of finely divided grains of silver bromide in gelatin
(fig. la). On exposure, silver nuclei are formed in the
grains exposed to light (fig. lb). During development
the grains containing silver nuclei are converted to
silver by means of a reducing agent (fig. lc). A charac-
teristic of the conventional process is that the silver
bromide acts both as a photosensitive reagent and as
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the source of silver during development. In the PD pro-
cess, on the other hand, separate substances are used
for these two functions. The first substance is uniformly
distributed - in molecular form - in a coating, e.g.
of gelatin, on the base. The second substance, which
may be silver or another metal, is added in a suitable
form to the developer together with the reducing agent.
The name 'physical development' derives from the
earlier belief that the metal from such a solution
`condensed' on the nuclei formed in the photosensitive
reagent. Although we now know that the development
in this case is also a chemical process, the old name has
remained.

In principle therefore the photosensitive coating of
a PD filin contains no grains (fig. 2a). Where the film
is exposed the photosensitive molecules are activated
(fig. 2b). In an intermediate step, preceding the develop-
ment, the exposed film is immersed for a fraction of a
second in a dilute solution of an appropriate metal salt,
causing metal nuclei to be formed in the sensitive layer
by reaction with the activated molecules (fig. 2c). These
nuclei are made to grow by allowing silver or some
other metal to be deposited on them from the developer
(fig. 2d).
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The differences outlined above between the conven-
tional and the PD processes determine the special fea-
tures of the methods. If a high resolution is desired, the
photographic material must meet three requirements:
the photosensitive compound must be sufficiently
dense, the grains formed by development must be suf-
ficiently small, and there must be very little scattering
of light in the material.
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factory. These results, which are rather disappointing
considering the extremely small grain diameter, are
mainly due to the scattering of light from the grains
during exposure. The scatter effect is intensified because
the light rays have to travel a relatively large distance
in the sensitive layer (3 to 6µm). Thinner sensitive
layers are not a practical possibility since they would
not be able to contain enough silver bromide.

b

I
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Fig. I Fig. 2

Fig. 1. Conventional black -and -white photography. a) The photosensitive layer consists of
silver -bromide grains uniformly distributed in gelatin. The base (hatched) consists of paper
or cellulose triacetate. b) On exposure silver ions are converted into silver nuclei. c) The
grains containing the silver nuclei are completely converted into silver during development.
Because of light scattering, the image spreads out in the downward direction.

Fig. 2. A typical PD system. a) A base material (hatched) is given a coating which is made
photosensitive by a dispersion of molecules of trans benzenediazosulphide. (The coating can
be thinner than that of a conventional AgBr film, and various materials may be used for the
base.) b) During exposure molecules are activated: the inactive trans form of benzenediazo-
sulphide is converted into the active cis form. c) In contact with a solution of silver and
mercurous salts, metal nuclei are formed. d) During development the silver, which is con-
tained in the physical developer in salt form, is deposited on the metal nuclei.

The AgBr grains in the layer of emulsion are always
so closely packed that the first requirement is no
problem, except in very thin layers. The second require-
ment causes more difficulties, since the usual kinds of
AgBr film contain fairly coarse grains (up to 3 or
5 microns). There are however special AgBr films that
have grains no greater than 0.05 p.m. In practice it is
found that details as small as 3µm can be resolved
fairly easily with film of this type, but smaller details
present problems. Moreover the edge acuity of details
that can easily be resolved is not always entirely satis-

In these respects the PD process is more promising
since individual molecules and not grains are present
during the exposure. In the first place this means that
there are no limitations arising from grain size,
and in the second place the adverse effect of scatter is
virtually eliminated. What is more, the photosensitive
layer can if necessary be made thinner than 1µm, and
layers as thin as this can still accommodate sufficient
photosensitive reagent.

Another difference between the two processes is to
be found in the developed image. On photomicrographs
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Fig. 3. In the PD process the latent -image nuclei grow into rounded particles, and not into
masses of filaments as in the conventional process. This feature of the PD process also con-
tributes to the higher resolution.

it can clearly be seen that the silver in conventional film
grows in tiny filaments during the development of an
exposed silver -bromide grain, resulting in a tangled
mass that causes additional blurring. In the PD film,
on the other hand, the silver is deposited on the nuclei
in such a regular way that the grains formed are com-
pact rounded particles ( fig. 3).

These features make the PD film capable of resolving
very fine details. By concentrating on this aspect we
have succeeded in producing materials possessing such
a high resolution that the edges of lines only 0.3 ti. m

wide (this corresponds to 1500 black lines and the same
number of equally wide interlinear spaces per milli-
metre) are still clearly enough defined. Material of this
type is particularly suitable for making ultra -microfilm,
and for making the photomasks used in the manu-
facture of integrated circuits. A special section on these
two applications of the PD process is included later in
this article.

Other practical applications of the PD process have
stemmed from the possibility of continuing the physical
development for so long that the image 'grows out of
the layer' and appears in relief as a conducting metal
layer on the surface of the film. The metal patterns pro-
duced photographically in this way can be reinforced
with copper to form patterns of any desired thickness,
for example by using the long-established electroplating
processes. This combination of techniques has opened
the way to an entirely new method of fabricating print-
ed wiring.

Printed wiring is still widely produced by subtractive
or by semi -additive methods, in which the deposited
copper is partly etched away (fig. 4). A purely addi-
tive PD method for this purpose has been developed
at Philips Research Laboratories; this method has
fewer process steps and is more suitable for automation
of the production process. Copper losses are also com-
pletely eliminated.
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of two ways of making conductor
patterns: a) by a subtractive method, b) by a semi -additive method
(unlike these two methods, the PD process is purely additive).
The base material is shown hatched, the copper black, the photo -
resist white. In (a) the exposed photoresist is removed, and the
uncovered copper is then etched away. In (b) a very thin copper
layer is applied to the base material. The unwanted parts of the
copper are then screened with a lacquer, and copper is deposited
on the wanted parts until a little more than the required thick-
ness is obtained. Finally, after the lacquer has been removed,
the copper is uniformly etched away until the thin, unwanted
parts have disappeared.

This application of the PD process will also be dis-
cussed at greater length, but first we shall take a closer
look at the method itself DJ.

Since the PD materials we have developed are not
panchromatic, they cannot be used for the more
familiar forms of photography. The PD process uses
light in the blue and near ultraviolet parts of the spec-
trum; the sensitivity of PD materials to this light differs
very little from that of ultra -fine-grain silver -bromide
materials.

The three steps of the process; reagents

Like every photographic process, the PD process be-
gins with a reaction under the influence of light. The
direct action of light can be made to form nuclei that
react with the developer, but this has never as yet given
satisfactory results. In the PD process at present used

an intermediate step is necessary. The exposed film is
briefly immersed in a solution of metal salts, causing
nuclei to form on the activated molecules of the
photosensitive substance. The metal present in the de-
veloper is easily deposited on these nuclei. This deposi-
tion, the process of physical development, is an auto -
catalytic process. This means that the metal deposited,
usually silver, itself acts as a catalyst for the further de-
position of metal. The reactions take place in the fol-
lowing sequence:

by

A A',
A' B ->- B' (metal nuclei),

B' + physical developer C,

C + physical developer C, etc.

Table I. Three combinations of photosensitive material (A),
nucleator (B) and developer metal (C).

A B C

1 benzene-
diazosulphide

silver and
mercurous salts

silver

2 benzene-
diazosulphonate

silver and
mercurous salts

silver

3 titanium
dioxide [2]

palladium salt copper,
nickel

Table I shows the combinations of substances A, B
and C that will be discussed in some detail in this article
as they are the ones that have so far been most widely
used.

We shall now consider the first step of the process,
and take as an example the benzenediazosulphide reac-
tion. Under the action of light the trans form of this
compound is converted into the cis form:

(Q)-N\
N - SR

-
N

sIR

[1]

[21

The first publication on this subject was by C. J.. Dippel and
H. Jonker in: Reprographie (I), edited and published by
Dr. 0. Helwich, Darmstadt 1964, on p. 187.
A more extensive treatment of the PD process will be found
in the following seven publications:
H. Jonker, C. J. Dippel, H. J. Houtman, C. J. G. F. Janssen
and L. K. H. van Beek, Photogr. Sci. Engng. 13, 1, 1969;
H. Jonker, C. J. Dippel, H. J. Houtman, A. Molenaar and
E. J. Spiertz, ibid. 13, 33, 1969;
H. Jonker, A. Molenaar and C. J. Dippel, ibid. 13, 38, 1969;
H. Jonker, C. J. G. F. Janssen, C. J. Dippel, Th. P. G. W.
Thijssens and L. Postrna, ibid. 13, 45, 1969;
H. Jonker, L. K. H. van Beek, C. J. Dippel, C. J. G. F.
Janssen, A. Molenaar and E. J. Spiertz, J. photogr. Sci. 19,
96, 1971;
H. Jonker, L. K. H. van Beek, H. J. Houtman, F. T. Kloster-
mann and E. J. Spiertz, ibid. 19, 187, 1971 and 20, 53, 1972.
Unlike the two other photosensitive compounds, titanium
dioxide is not distributed in molecular form; this is discussed
on page 11.
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The benzene ring usually contains one or more substit-
uents ; R is frequently an alkyl group. As can be seen,
the compound of the one form 'switches' to the other.
(A similar reaction takes place with benzenediazosul-
phonate.)

In the second step of the process the cis compound
reacts - which the trans form does not - with silver
and mercurous salts, giving rise to the formation of
silver amalgams, i.e. intermetallic compounds of silver
and mercury:

N x÷1 2+ ,,Ag+
2

S
R

where x y = 1.
The third step of the process consists in each case

of an oxidation reaction followed by a reduction reac-
tion. In the oxidation reaction the reducing agent Red
in the developer gives up an electron to the nucleus of
silver amalgam:

Red Ox e, (1)

where Ox is the oxidized form of the reducing agent
Red. (If this reaction is reversible, it is referred to as
a reversible redox system or redox couple; an example
is Fe3+/Fe2+.) In the reduction reaction a metal ion M+,
in our case a silver ion, is reduced by the electron:

M+ e M. (2)

Both reactions take place at the surface of the nuclei,
with the result that the nucleus grows by the addition
of a silver atom, a process that is repeated many times
during development.

With the two other combinations of substances the
process takes place in much the same way.

We shall now examine some advantages and disad-
vantages of the various combinations. Benzenediazo-
sulphonate has the advantage of being soluble in water.
Benzenediazosulphide is soluble in organic solvents,
but not in water. It has the important advantage of
giving very little fading after exposure - the effect in
which the active form partly reverts after some time to
the inactive form. The photographic density obtained
with benzenediazosulphonate is ten times less if after
exposure nucleation and development are delayed 15
minutes; the exposure result obtained with benzene-
diazosulphide, on the other hand, can remain for weeks
without undergoing any significant changes. With ben-
zenediazosulphonate fading is not a disadvantage in
applications where development takes place immed-
iately after exposure.

N Hg(SR)2 HgvAgy

If titanium dioxide is used as the photosensitive
reagent in combination with a palladium salt as a
nucleator no silver need be used at all. In this case the
practical procedure differs from that with the other
combinations. We shall go into this subject in more
detail when describing the application based on the
photo -reaction of titanium dioxide.

An effect not yet dealt with is the spontaneous nuclea-
tion that occurs in the physical developer. It is a funda-
mental property of the physical developer that it causes

reduction of metal ions at
the nuclear surface, irre-
spective of the manner in
which the nucleus has
formed. If nuclei form
spontaneously in a bottle
of developer, this means

that complete precipitation of the metal will soon
take place, making the developer useless. Not until
about 1958, when the group at Philips Research
Laboratories managed to eliminate this 'intrinsic'
instability of the physical developer, could the PD pro-
cess evolve from a curiosity into a method capable of
application on a wide scale. This very important stabili-
zation is the subject of the following section.

Stabilization of the developer

The instability of the physical developer is caused by
the simultaneous presence of the reducing agent Red
and the metal ions M+ in the developer. These react
with each other as indicated in reactions (1) and (2),
with the transfer of electrons and the spontaneous for-
mation of metal nuclei. The problem is therefore to
keep the development rate high for the photographic-
ally formed nuclei, while at the same time avoiding
spontaneous nucleation and the precipitation following
it.

To solve this problem we must examine what hap-
pens during the physical development.

When a silver nucleus is brought into an environ-
ment that contains sufficient Ag+ ions, the nucleus
takes up Ag+ ions, and with every ion it takes up it
acquires a higher positive charge. As this process speeds
up, the potential difference between nucleus and liquid
causes the release of an increasing number of Ag+ ions,
until an equilibrium is reached in which as many 'Ag+
ions are taken up as 'are released. In this state of equi,
Librium the potential difference - from now on this
will just be called the 'potential' - has the value

RT
EAg = EL + In [Ag+] . (4)

Here E`,Zg represents the potential of the silver nuclei at
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a concentration of Ag+ ions of 1 gram ion per litre, the
standard potential; R is the gas constant, Tthe temper-
ature and F a charge constant.

A current of silver ions will only flow to the nucleus,
and thus the nucleus will only grow, if the nucleus is
given a potential that is lower (less positive') than the
equilibrium potential EAg, e.g. by the addition of a
reducing agent (fig. 5).

When a silver nucleus is brought into an environment
that contains a redox system, i.e. one in which reducing
and oxidizing agents change reversibly one into the
other, then depending on the chosen concentrations
and standard potential the nucleus either takes up or
gives up electrons. If it takes up electrons the nucleus
acquires an increasing negative charge, until here again
an equilibrium is reached. The potential at this equi-
librium is

RT [Ox]
-Eredox - gedox -F- In [Red]

A current of electrons, which is required for the
growth of the nucleus, will only flow to the nucleus if
it is given a potential that is higher (less negative')
than the redox potential Eredox, e.g. by the addition
of Ag+ ions.

When reducing agent, oxidizing agent and Ag+ ions
are simultaneously present, the potential of the nucleus
assumes an intermediate value Em, at which the cur -

0

(5)

Eredox

EA9 Em E

Fig. 5. The current ic of Ag+ ions to a nucleus and the current is
of electrons to the nucleus as a function of the potential differ-
ence E between nucleus and solution (the 'potential). When the
silver nucleus is brought into an environment of Ag+ ions, an
equilibrium is established at EAg (zero current); when the nucleus
is in equilibrium with a mixture of reducing and oxidizing mole-
cules, the potential is equal to Eredox. In the simultaneous pres-
ence of Ag+ ions and reducing and oxidizing molecules, silver
is deposited on the nucleus. The potential thus acquires an inter-
mediate value Em at which the current of Ag+ ions to the nucleus
is equal to the current of electrons to the nucleus.

rent of Ag+ ions to the nucleus is equal to the current
of electrons to the nucleus, and at which the reduction
of silver ions to silver at the nucleus takes place just as
fast as the oxidation of the reducing agent.

The growth of the nuclei - and also the spontaneous
nucleation, which is based on similar reactions - takes
place when the difference AE between the equilibrium
potentials EAg and Eredox is positive. The higher the
positive value of AE the stronger the spontaneous
nucleation. If AE were negative a current would flow
in the opposite direction, and silver would then be
converted into silver ions. This is an unwanted reac-
tion, for it would make silver deposition on the photo-
graphically formed nuclei impossible, and might even
cause the nuclei to dissolve. The way to prevent spon-
taneous nucleation is therefore to give 6E the lowest
possible positive value.

This does not necessarily imply low development
rates, since the development rate depends less on AE
than on the concentrations of the reagents, in particular
the concentrations of Ag+ and the reducing agent. A
high development rate can be obtained without the un-
wanted consequences of strong spontaneous nuclea-
tion. Again, there is a special way to prevent this from
speeding up the growth of nuclei that are still being
spontaneously formed, which would be just as disas-
trous.

Large concentrations of Ag+ and reducing agent give
a high development rate. From equations (4) and (5)
we may derive the following expression for a reversible
redox couple Fe3+/Fe2+:

DE Fe2+ = EFe3+/Fe2+- EAg- EFea+1

RT
In

[Fe3+]

F [Ag+] [Fe2+]

(6)

It can be seen from this equation that AE can be small
for large concentrations of Ag+ and Fe2+ if steps are
taken to ensure that the Fe3+ concentration is sufficient-
ly high; in this case spontaneous nucleation will be
negligible.

But however few nuclei may now form spontane-
ously, the rate at which they grow is so much greater
that if no further measures are taken the life of the
developer is still generally too short for practical pur-
poses.

An adequate solution to the problem has been found
by H. Jonker and A. Molenaar (3] who were able to
use microelectrophoresis to show that the metal nuclei
spontaneously formed in the developer are negatively
charged. This led to the idea of screening these nuclei
with positively charged surface-active molecules (soap
molecules). These molecules consist of a long apolar
chain with a positively charged group at one end. It
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would appear that these positively charged groups
gather around the negative nucleus, while the apolar
chains point outwards from it ( fig. 6). The nucleus
thus surrounded will be surrounded by a second layer
of soap molecules in the solvent, but this time the posi-

Fig. 6. The nucleus in a physical developer surrounded by a
micelle consisting of stabilizer molecules. The metal cations in
the developer are repelled by the micelle, which prevents the
nucleus from growing further.

tively charged groups remain on the outside. This
results in fairly large, positively charged particles
(`micelles') on which the metal ions in the developer
cannot readily settle since they also carry a positive
charge.

For the physical development of a photographically
formed latent image it is however essential that the
stabilizing surfactant should not penetrate into the
photosensitive layer, because in that case the nuclei
there too would be screened. In the most commonly
used materials in which the photosensitive compound
is dispersed the pores are so small that the stabilizer
molecules have no chance of penetrating [4].

The techniques described above have been applied
in making physical developers whose life is a hundred
to a thousand times longer than that of the original
one, with a development rate four times greater. Where-
as the life of a physical silver developer used to be
about 5 to 10 minutes, the stabilized versions now have
a life of more than three months, and the development
rate has been increased from 0.05 to 0.23 milligrams of
silver per cm2 per minute.

In applications where a conducting pattern is to be
grown on the surface it is however better not to use a
stabilizer, since after some time it could have the effect

of screening the metal that comes from the layer. In a
continuous technique, as used with the photoplating
machine that will be discussed shortly, two -bath devel-
opment is preferred. In this method the developer is
produced right at the place where it is required to act;
this is done by bringing together separately stored solu-
tions of the silver salt and the reducing agent. This
alternative solution of the stabilization problem is only
effective in some cases, however.

Ultra -microfilm

Recent years have seen a marked growth, particularly
in the United States, of the microcopying business, in
which whole libraries as well as catalogues, telephone
directories and other bulky printed matter of con-
tinuously changing contents are copied on microfilm
(reduction ratio 20-24 : 1) or HR microfilm (reduction
ratio 40-60 : 1), HR standing for high reduction.
Recently UR or ultra -microfilm has also come into
use (reduction ratio of at least 150 : 1) [5]. The ad-
vantage of such great reductions is most evident if
regularly changing data have to be sent in large quan-
tities by mail. The number of pages of average size that
can be copied on a UR microfiche (ultrafiche) is 3000
with a reduction of 150 x , compared with 600-1000 for
an HR microfiche. Although the price per fiche is
higher for UR microfilm than for HR microfilm, the
lower postal charges compensate for this when large
numbers of copies have to be sent out.

The PD process based on benzenediazosulphide is
eminently suited for this application. The resolution
allows even greater reduction ratios to be used - up to
500 : 1 - and these reductions can also be made in
yellow light and at normal room temperature (this is
not possible with the other processes). Details as small
as 0.3 p.m can be reproduced, making it feasible to
copy such bulky works as the Encyclopaedia Brittanica
- 24 volumes of 1000 pages each - on a single micro-
fiche.

Such extreme reductions require high -quality objec-
tive lenses which are carefully corrected for blue light.
Lenses of this type have been commercially available
for some time.

The gamma of the photographic image (the slope of
the straight-line portion of the characteristic curve of
density plotted against the logarithm of the exposure)
can be varied as required by varying the silver-salt/mer-

[3] See the fourth article of note [1]. (Jonker, Molenaar and
Dippel).

[43 When a more porous material was used the development did
not in fact proceed so readily. This difficulty was overcome
by using a stabilizer molecule whose apolar chain was only
0.3 nm longer, i.e. one CH2 group.

(5] See for example C. P. Yerkes, J. Micrographics 5, 59, 1971.
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curous-salt ratio during nucleation. This makes it pos-
sible to reproduce half -tones, which may be required in
copying text with photographs.

The preparation of benzenediazosulphide film is a
very simple process. It starts with a strip of transparent
cellulose-triacetate of the type commercially available.
The strip is first dipped in an alkaline bath, which has
the effect of saponifying some of the ester groups, thus
making the surface accessible to water and alcohol. The
material is then sensitized by impregnation in an alco-
holic solution of benzenediazosulphide, and, after dry-
ing, the photosensitive film is ready for use.

The sensitivity of the film prepared in this way is of
the same order of magnitude as that of high -resolution
AgBr film.

To illustrate the capabilities of our process, fig. 7
shows a linear reduction by 400 : 1 of a book of 247
pages, so that the whole contents of the book occupy
no more than 8 x 8 mm. A single page only takes up
an area of 0.1 mm2; the letter e is 4.5 p.m high. Fig. 8
shows the re -enlargement of part of one page, which is
clearly legible. There is no other process that can rival
this performance. This, combined with the fact that the
PD process is cheaper, makes it reasonable to predict
that it will come into very wide use for microcopying.

Photomasks

The ability to resolve details smaller than one micron
also makes the PD process of interest for the fabrica-
tion of photomasks, mainly used in the production of
integrated circuits [61. Photomasks can briefly be de-
scribed as microphotographic negatives used for trans-
ferring patterns to the photosensitive lacquer (photo -
resist) with which the silicon slices are coated. The
photomasks are placed on the slice, and after exposure
the photoresist - depending on the type - can be
removed at the unexposed or exposed places; the silicon
is then accessible for diffusion processes. Integrated cir-
cuits are usually made by repeating this procedure a
number of times with a set of multiple photomasks.

The requirements to be met by a set of photomasks
and the method of making them with a repeating
camera have been described in a previous article in this
journal [7]. The masks in a set must be in accurate
register with each other, and the overall error must be
no more than about 0.5 p.m. The material for photo -
masks must therefore have high dimensional stability:
in particular it must be insensitive to temperature varia-
tions and to changes in the relative humidity of the
atmosphere with which the masks come into contact.
To keep these variations as small as possible, the masks
are usually made in air-conditioned rooms. The only
material that possesses sufficient dimensional stability

and the required transparency is glass.
Glass can be coated with a photosensitive layer in

much the same way as described above for ultra -micro-
film. Cleaned and pretreated glass plates are coated
with a solution of cellulose triacetate by means of an
automatic spraying machine [81. The coating is dried
and hardened by infrared radiation. The process steps
described above then follow: dipping in an alkaline
bath and impregnation in an alcoholic solution of ben-
zenediazosulphide. After rinsing, the material is cut to
the required dimensions; this must be done very accur-
ately because of the small tolerances. Glass splinters are

Fig. 7. A book of 247 pages (P. J. Bouman, Growth of an
enterprise, Macmillan, London 1970) reduced 400 times on PD
material.

removed ultrasonically. Since the material is not sensi-
tive to light of longer wavelengths than 500 nm, the
entire procedure can be carried out under yellow light.

In the manufacture of integrated circuits as many as
10 000 identical patterns may be recorded one after
another with a repeating camera by flash expo-
sures on a plate of 6.5 x 6.5 cm. This means that the
plate cannot be developed until after the recording
procedure has been completed, which may sometimes
take several hours. Here advantage is derived from the
fact that benzenediazosulphide shows no fading. Even
after a week the result of exposure in benzenediazo-
sulphide material is still present and has not changed.

It is evident that this material is suitable not only for
very fine but also for coarser masks. Reproducibility
for the various properties required is excellent, e.g. the
exposure needed for the minimum required density and
the gamma. Edge acuity and edge linearity are better
than with most other photomask materials. Table II
gives some data of practical interest.
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It is also worth noting that positive images can be
obtained by reversal processing. This extension of the
potential of physical development is a fairly new devel-
opment at Philips Research Laboratories. Further dis-
cussion of this process would however be out of place
here.

Photoplating

Benzenediazosulphonate sensitizer

PD photoplating is our name for the method of
generating metal patterns from a combination of PD

First of all the film base is given an adhesive coating (2),
which for most applications must be about 4 p.m thick.
The adhesive is applied by passing the film over a roller
which is in contact with the adhesive solution. The wet
adhesive layer is then dried with warm air (3), and tra-
vels over a roller (4) in contact with a solution of ben-
zenediazo sulphonate.

This solution contains lactate additives to prevent
crystallization of the diazosulphonate when it is applied
to the adhesive layer. The solution is also buffered to
keep the acidity constant at pH = 4 to prevent chemi-
cal decomposition, and it contains thickening additives.

To the youngcr members of the audience, Philips said, `When,
after having reached some conclusion, you find that someone else
has a better idea, don't be headstrong; never think of opinions as
a matter of prestige. It is better to turn back half way than to
persist on a wrong course.'

This was a principle to which Philips had always adhered to
the best of his ability: to accept advice, to listen, to take note of
changing circumstances, and thus to retain the flexibility to
change course in time, in short the policy of rapid adaptation so
valuable to a leader. He had always been aware of the danger of
professional blindness, as we have noted earlier, and he felt that

, it was to his wife, whose strong common sense had proved so
valuable, that he owed his piiiii-Vation from it. His audience
found his grateful references to his wife profoundly moving.

Fig. 8. Re -enlargement of part of the ultra -microfilm of fig. 7.

photography and electroless plating or electroplating.
This method was used in industrial applications at
Philips as long ago as 1965. In that year a machine was
put into use [9] for making wiring on a continuous strip
of flexible material passed over rollers (fig. 9). Printed
wiring boards can also be made on the same principle.

In this machine the photosensitive compound is ben-
zenediazosulithonate, and a solution of silver nitrate
and mercurous nitrate is used for forming the metal
nuclei. As already indicated, a developer that contains
no stabilizer is employed.

The flexible base material is usually a polyester or
polyimide film. A 30 cm wide strip of it is passed over
rollers as illustrated schematically in fig. 10. The film
is transported at 5 cm per second, from a feed roller I.

Table II. Practical data of photographic material based on ben-
zenediazosulphide.

Threshold exposure (405 nm)
Exposure for density D = 2
Exposure for electron radiation (< 20 keV)
Gamma for photomask material (up to D = 4)
Lowest possible gamma (to D = 2)
Minimum line width obtainable photographically

0.25 mJ/cm2
0.8 mJ/cm2
10 [IC c m2
6
0.8
0.3 p.m

After the wet film has been dried with warm air (5),
a thin glassy layer is obtained on the adhesive. With
this method of application the photosensitive com-
pound is close to the surface, so that the metal is able
to build up quickly on the film.

The exposure is made through a transparent plastic
drum 6, in which the light sources are fluorescent lamps
mounted along the axis of the drum. A photographic
negative on which the pattern is to be formed is fixed
around the outside of the drum. The drum and the
negative rotate together with the film, and pressure
rollers ensure good contact.

[6] See for example A. Schmitz, Philips tech. Rev. 27, 192, 1966.
[7] See F. T. Klostermann, Philips tech. Rev. 30, 57, 1969.
[8] The choice of cellulose triacetate, an ordinary commercial

product, represents a considerable advance over the use of
gelatin in the AgBr method. The preparation of gelatin for
the emulsion coating is extremely laborious, and requires a
great deal of skill, understanding and experience. Even the
gelatin has to be of the correct type, which can only be ob-
tained from the hides of cattle from particular mountain
pastures.
This machine was developed by H. C. N. van der Sanden
and H. J. Veenendaal of the Chemical Laboratory of the
Philips Radio, Television and Record -playing Equipment
Division, Eindhoven.

[9]
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Fig. 9. A PD photoplating machine based on the use of benzenediazosulphonate as photo-
sensitive reagent. The photoplating is a continuous process on a 30 cm wide strip of flexible
plastic, e.g. polyester or polyimide film. The operation of the machine is illustrated in fig. 10.

The exposed film is then passed to a nucleation bath
7, a rinsing bath 8, then to a drier 9, and the actual
physical development takes place on the upper track 12
(fig. 11). As already mentioned, this is preceded by an
operation in which the silver -salt solution and the

reducing agent are successively supplied from separate
baths 10 and 11. During development a silver layer
about 0.1 p.m thick is formed. After further rinsing
and drying the film is rewound (14). For many applica-
tions the conductor pattern is reinforced with the aid
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of copper or nickel. This is done in an electroplating
machine developed for this application (it can be seen
in the background in fig. 9).

During the various rinsing operations,- metal ions
from the nucleation bath and from the developer are
carried along with the rinsing water. Treatment with
ion -exchange resins to remove these metal ions com-
pletely has been available for some time; the process
does not therefore contribute to water pollution.

ductor patterns for telecommunication and space appli-
cations, fields in which reliability is very important.
Silver, when subjected to strong electric fields, has a
tendency to migrate, and in certain conditions this can
cause short-cirduiting. Although this seldom happens,
the risk is enough to make the use of silver inadvisable
for conductors for such applications.

It is possible to make conducting patterns without
using silver if titanium dioxide is used as the sensitizer.

Fig. 10. Operation of the PD photoplating machine in fig. 9. 1 film supply. 2 bath containing
adhesive and roller. 3 drying. 4 bath containing diazosulphonate solution and roller. 5 drying.
6 exposure drum of transparent plastic around which a photographic negative is fixed. The
black dots are cross -sections of the fluorescent lamps used as light sources. 7 bath containing
silver and mercurous salts and roller. 8 rinsing. 9 drying. 10 spray installation for applying
silver -nitrate solution. 11 bath from which the reducing agent is applied to the strip. 12 upper
track along which the development takes place. 13 rinsing and drying. 14 roller on which
the finished product is wound. If necessary further plating can be carried out in an electro-
plating machine (this can be seen in the background in fig. 9).

Finally, there is another version of the same tech-
nique that uses the same machine. If the silver patterns
are applied to a poorly binding thin coating of adhesive,
the metal pattern can be stripped from the adhesive
after electroplating with nickel or copper. To minimize
possible damage, the adhesive can be treated for this
purpose with an organic solvent. Fine wire gauze can
be made in this way, e.g. for use as grids in indicator
tubes. Fig. 12 gives more information about this and
other applications.

Titanium -dioxide sensitizer

In the two modifications of the PD process described
above, in which the sensitizers are benzenediazosul-
phide and benzenediazosulphonate, silver is used for
forming the image. The application may however re-
quire that no silver should be used. This is so with con -

Titanium dioxide is a semiconductor with an energy
gap of 3.1 eV between valence and conduction bands.
On exposure to light from the near -ultraviolet part of
the spectrum, electrons can be raised from the valence
band to the conduction band, thus producing an active
form of titanium dioxide. This can react with palladium
salts to produce palladium nuclei. These nuclei catalyse
the deposition of copper and nickel in an autocatalytic
physical -development process.

The photosensitivity of titanium dioxide is a property
of the material in the solid state. In this case it is there-
fore necessary, as with AgBr, to use the sensitizer in the
form of grains, and not in molecular forms. The reso-
lution, compared with the two other modifications of
the PD process, is therefore unavoidably lower. A
special technique has made it possible to limit this
reduction in resolution. The titanium dioxide grains
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are applied to an adhesive layer which is mechanically
or chemically roughened in such a way that the grains
partly stand out from the surface. Only the parts of the
grains striking out from the adhesive coating are then

with a highly diluted solution of PdC12. During expo-
sure palladium nuclei form at the places affected by the
light, and copper or nickel can be deposited on these
nuclei in electroless plating baths. A machine based on

Fig. 11. The upper track of the machine in fig. 9 on which the development takes place.

activated on exposure. In the introduction it was stated
that a thicker photosensitive layer implies a smaller
resolution, because of light scattering. Since the process
described here takes place entirely at the surface - in
the same way as in the benzenediazosulphonate pro-
cess - the effect of scattering is much smaller than in
the AgBr film.

The film, consisting of base, adhesive coating and
projecting titanium dioxide grains, is uniformly wetted

this principle, which closely resembles the machine
already described, was recently put into operation at
Philips.

The PD process will no doubt suggest many other
applications besides those discussed in this article,
which has only considered applications that are actually
feasible and of interest to an electronics company. The
photosensitive compounds - and there are many more
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of these than mentioned here - can be combined with
other substrates. This has been demonstrated with oxi-
dized aluminium, transparent sheets of plastic, paper,
cotton and wood, and other materials; in short, the
PD process can be used to make photographic or
metallic patterns on widely different materials. In addi-
tion coloured patterns can be produced by physical
development. The PD process is a subject with many
attractions, and indeed in our work it was often diffi-
cult to decide which interesting thing to do next.

The continuing trend towards further miniaturiza-
tion of components calls for ever smaller details. The
steadily increasing flood of information makes the
storage of documents in greatly miniaturized form inev-
itable. In view of the economic necessity of automating
manufacturing processes, electroless plating is an at-
tractive alternative to vacuum -evaporation techniques.

The PD process offers new solutions to these prob-
lems, and will undoubtedly make a useful contribution
to future technological progress.

Fig. 12. Some products made by the PD photoplating process. Right: part of a colour -tele-
vision delay line. Left, foreground: a microphone diaphragm. Background: strip with con-
ductor pattern that can fulfil the same function as a 'tree' of connecting wires (cable -form)
as used in telephone exchanges. Centre: an indicator tube whose anode (lying in front of the
tube) is in the form of a thin mesh made by the PD process. The tiny square at the centre
of the foreground is an integrated circuit on film with conductor pattern made by the PD
process.

Summary. The PD photographic process described here consists
of three steps: the formation of activated sites (usually activated
molecules) during exposure, the formation of metal nuclei, and
the further deposition of metal on these nuclei during develop-
ment. The PD process differs from the conventional ones in that
the metal to be deposited is contained in the developer. Since
the photosensitive reagent in the PD process can be distributed
in molecular form, the resolution obtainable is very high. To
stabilize the metal in the developer, the difference AE in redox
potential between the reducing redox couple and the metal is
given the smallest possible positive value. At the same time, if
the application allows, the (negatively charged) nuclei are sur-
rounded by cationic surfactants.

Photosensitive reagents that can be used include benzenediazo-
sulphide, benzenediazosulphonate and titanium dioxide. Metal
nuclei are formed on exposed molecules of the first two reagents
with a solution of silver and mercurous salts. Silver is used in
the development. With the titanium dioxide reagent a palladium
salt is used for the formation of metal nuclei, and copper and
nickel are used for further development.

PD photoplating methods are also discussed in which metal
patterns are built up on the photosensitive layer. In this way con-
ductive patterns can be produced on a flexible or rigid substrate.
The PD process can be used for making ultra -microfilm, photo -
masks, very fine metal gauze, printed wiring patterns, delay
lines, etc.
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Miniature pressure transducers with a silicon diaphragm

A. C. M. Gieles and G. H. J. Somers

Readers of this journal will probably now be familiar with the many advantages of the
planar technology in modern electronics. It may however come as something of a sur-
prise to learn of an application of this technology to a purely mechanical device. This
is a miniature pressure transducer, whose submillimetre dimensions enable measure-
ments to be made in situations previously considered to be completely inaccessible.

Silicon, strain gauges and pressure meters

A pressure measurement amounts to a determination
of a mechanical load. When a structure is subjected to a
mechanical load, a strain is produced. It therefore fol-
lows that a pressure can be detected with a strain
gauge [1] mechanically coupled to an elastic wall (such
as a diaphragm) on which the pressure to be measured
is exerted. The deformation of the strain gauge caused
by the pressure affects the electrical resistance of the
gauge. If the relation between deformation and pressure
is known the unknown pressure can be determined by
measuring the change in resistance.

Strain gauges used to be made - and to some extent
still are - of alloy metals of high resistivity. Later it
was found that single -crystal silicon is a much more
suitable material for this purpose because of certain of
its elastic properties, which will be dealt with presently.

In this article we shall discuss pressure transducers in
which the elastic part is a minute circular diaphragm, of
single -crystal N -type silicon. The diaphragm has a
diameter of about I mm and is an integral part of a
substrate acting as a clamp ring (fig. 1). This ring
can be mounted in a simple encapsulation that also
connects the transducer to the space in which the pres-
sure is to be measured. For measuring the deformation
or flexure of the diaphragm - and hence the pres-
sure - the diaphragm contains four small strain
gauges, which together form a complete Wheatstone
bridge. The unbalance of the bridge is a sensitive meas-
ure of the pressure, provided that the gauges are locat-
ed to take the best advantage of the mechanical strains
in the diaphragm. In their basic design, therefore, the
new pressure transducers are extremely simple [2].

An advantage of the monolithic construction is that
it dispenses with the difficult and expensive process of
mounting and tensioning an extremely thin diaphragm

Jr A. C. M. Gieles and G. H. J. Somers are with Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven.

on a separate clamp ring. Another advantage is that
the strain gauges are an integral part of the diaphragm.
The gauges are made by the planar technology used for
integrated circuits; in fact they are simply P -type zones
of high conductivity diffused into the N -type dia-
phragm. A separate connecting layer is therefore not
needed. Such a layer could lead to troublesome creep
effects, which would of course impair the stability of
a transducer.

a

b

Fig. 1. The diaphragm of a miniature pressure transducer, seen
from above (a) and in cross-section (b). The cross-section shows
the clamp ring C and the circular diaphragm (typical thick-
ness 15 tim, diameter 1 mm). Both are parts of a monolithic
structure of single -crystal silicon. Diffused into the diaphragm
(red circle, plan view) is an uninterrupted and electrically con-
ducting four -active -arm pattern. The four (grey) aluminium con-
tacts enable the diffusion pattern to be used as a Wheatstone
bridge of four pressure -sensitive resistors.
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The miniaturization of pressure transducers offers
various advantages in measurement techniques. The
first is an improved frequency characteristic, since the
frequency response of a pressure transducer improves
with decreasing mass and dimensions. We have made
transducers that faithfully follow periodic pressure
variations up to about 100 kHz. This represents a band-
width about a hundred times greater than that of con-
ventional pressure transducers. A miniaturized trans-
ducer also interferes less with the pressure to be meas-
ured. Another associated advantage is that tempera-
ture differences across the surface of the diaphragms
are small.

Miniaturization has allowed many measurements to
be made that were previously thought to be almost
impossible, and this is of course also partly due to the
useful properties of the single -crystal silicon incor-
porated in the transducers. Pressure measurements on
scale models in wind tunnels, measurements in fast
hydraulic control systems, ultrasonic measurements of
certain types, and local blood -pressure measurements
(for example inside a blood vessel in cardiovascular
examinations) are four examples of cases where the new
transducers can prove to be of great value.

Why is single -crystal silicon a more attractive mat-
erial for diaphragms and for strain gauges than the alloy
metals? One of the reasons is the fact that pure single -
crystal material obeys Hooke's law over a wider range
of strain values, the resulting stress being proportional
to the strain in a given direction up to an elongation
of about 1 %. With the alloy metals, on the other hand,
the elastic limit is exceeded at a ten times smaller strain;
permanent deformation then occurs, and the repro-
ducibility deteriorates as a result of hysteresis effects.

In structural terms, the single -crystal material is
clearly superior in ruggedness and strength, and is free
from hysteresis. It can withstand high temperatures,
remaining perfectly elastic up to about 500 °C, and it
is chemically not very reactive.

However, it is not because of any of these features
that single -crystal material is used. It has been chosen
because of another elastic effect: the piezoresistance
effect. This is the change in the resistivity of the material
caused by a mechanical stress.

From the expression el/D for the resistance R of a
conductor of a cross-section D, length land resistivity e,
it can be shown that the change in resistance in a de-
formed strain gauge is composed of two terms:

OR = eA(//D) (11D)A .

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation
describes the change of resistance directly caused by
the deformation of the conductor. The second term is
the contribution of the piezoresistance effect, as the

deformation is accompanied by a mechanical stress
that changes the resistivity.

The alloy metals also give the piezoresistance effect,
but the change it brings about in the resistance is
generally considerably less than that caused by the
ordinary deformation effect, i.e. by the change of length
and cross-section under strain.

Since 1954 it has been known that the piezoresistance
effect is very much larger than the ordinary deforma-
tion effect in single -crystal silicon [3]. In this material
the same stress causes a change in resistance that is a
hundred times greater than in the alloy metals, resulting
in a proportionately larger output signal from a trans-
ducer using such a strain gauge. A disadvantage of
silicon strain gauges is that their resistance is rather
temperature -dependent.

We shall now take a closer look at the piezoresistance
effect in strain gauges located in a diaphragm of single -
crystal semiconducting material of cubic structure, and
we shall then discuss the new pressure transducers with
their characteristics and fabrication processes.

The piezoresistance effect

Let us first of all examine the physical background
of the piezoresistance effect in silicon.

In a P -type single -crystal silicon chip the normal
single valence band is not found, but a more complicat-
ed structure, described as a degenerate valence band.
The holes are therefore of two kinds. They differ in
effective mass, which has the result that the contribu-
tions to the conductivity measured in a particular
direction are different. Nevertheless, the conductivity
of non -deformed chips is independent of direction; this
is referred to as the 'normal' conductivity. If, however,
there is deformation in a particular direction, for exam-
ple along a crystallographic axis, the value of the effec-
tive masses - and also the ratio between the number of
`light' and 'heavy' holes - may change considerably.
Both effects are strongly dependent on the direction.
The deformation is associated with a mechanical stress
in the same direction. The resistivity for currents in the
direction of the mechanical stress changes in that direc-
tion. The magnitude of this piezoresistance effect there-
fore depends closely on the direction chosen.

In the case of N -type silicon the explanation of the
effect is rather different. The conduction electrons are

See for example: Semiconductor and conventional strain
gaugeS; (ed. M. Dean III and R. D. Douglas), Academic Press,
New York 1962, and T. Potma, Strain gauges. Centrex,
Eindhoven 1967.
Further details are given in: A. C. M. Gieles, Subminiature
silicon pressure transducer, 1969 IEEE Int. Solid -State Cir-
cuits Conf. Digest tech. Papers, pp. 108-109.
C. S. Smith, Piezoresistance effect in germanium and silicon,
Phys. Rev. 94, 42-49, 1954.
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in a multi -valley conduction band, which implies that
the electrons are distributed in a number of groups (e.g.
six) which make different contributions to the conduc-
tivity measured in a particular direction. In this type of
material the conductivity is also independent of direc-
tion as long as the material is not deformed. On de-
formation there may be a marked direction -dependent
redistribution of the electrons among the valleys.

In order to examine the effect in a strain gauge we
must know the mechanical stresses in the gauge. In our
case we want to know the stress distribution in a dia-
phragm clamped at the edge, which is flexed by the
application of pressure. The thickness of the diaphragm
is much smaller than the diameter. For flexures that are
small compared with the thickness the stress distribu-
tion is then very nearly circularly symmetrical in the
plane of the diaphragm. The curves of the radial and
tangential components of this stress distribution [4],
illustrated in fig. 2, show for example that gauges near

'R

v= 3(131-P22P2[3.42-11«vd at=
308h2

R21-p2P2[(1.31/1-,-2_ 11.1,1]1E0 L R2

Fig. 2. The radial component or and the tangential component at
of the stress distribution, assumed to possess circular symmetry,
in a clamped circular diaphragm that flexes slightly under a uni-
form compressive load, plotted against the distance r between
the points where these stress components occur and the centre
of the diaphragm. R the radius of the diaphragm, h its thickness,
pt pa the pressure difference across the diaphragm, v Poisson's
ratio.

the edge and near the centre are subjected to stresses
of opposite sign, which can increase the output signal
of a bridge circuit and thus increase the sensitivity of
the pressure transducer.

The stress distributions deviate from pure circular
symmetry because the elastic properties of single -
crystal material are direction -dependent [5]. For
example, in single -crystal silicon with a cubic structure
the proportionality constant in Hooke's law is about
40% greater in the [111] direction than in the [100]
direction, at least in extremely pure material. Such
material is therefore much more rigid on the main diag-
onal than along a crystallographic axis.

The relation between the state of stress in a strain
gauge that forms part of a single -crystal silicon dia-
phragm and the piezoresistance effect in the gauge can
be described by the general expression

0e = Ofirli 7'±G9e,

where Ae is the change in resistivity encountered by an
electric current in the longitudinal axis of the strain
gauge, and 611 and al are the components of the stress
in the diaphragm parallel to the long axis and perpen-
dicular to it. (Any stress perpendicular to the plane of
the diaphragm is neglected here.) The longitudinal and
transverse piezoresistance coefficients ,r5 and Al can
be expressed in fundamental piezoresistance coefficients
(material constants) and in geometrical factors for the
orientation of the normal stresses in the gauge (aii and

) with respect to the crystallographic axes [6].

There are in total 36 fundamental :7u coefficients (i, j = 1, 2,
. . . , 6); in a crystal of cubic structure only three of them are
important: :7 :711 and :712 111 171. The values of each of these
three coefficients differ considerably in N -type semiconductors
from the values in P -type semiconductors.

The values also depend slightly on the resistivity itself and on
temperature. The coefficient 7r44 is found in situations where
shear stresses occur; ati and 7712 are connected with normal
stresses.

For doped silicon of resistivity no greater than a few tens of
Skin and no less than about one thousandth of an S2cm, the
relations between the fundamental coefficients given in the first
line of Table I are approximately correct. The expressions given
in the table are found by inserting these relations in the general
expressions 16] for nil and nl. The geometrical factors Fli and
F12 are respectively /12m12 li2ni2 m12n12 and /12122 +

mi2m22 ni2n22, where 11, int and ni are the direction
cosines of all (i.e. of the longitudinal axis of the gauge) with
respect to the three crystallographic axes, and likewise /2, M2, n2,
are the direction cosines of al.

The behaviour of these geometrical factors, to which
the anisotropy of the 'ordinary' elastic properties also
relates, explains why it is possible to influence the piezo-
resistance effect by the choice of orientation. In our
investigations the choice was limited to two orienta-
tions and to P -type silicon.
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Table I. Fundamental piezoresistance coefficients 7E44, 7L11 and
n12 of single -crystal silicon (resistivity between about 102 and
10-3 Clem) and expressions for the longitudinal and transverse
coefficients nil and 7c1, applicable to strain gauges which are
arbitrarily oriented with respect to the crystallographic axes.
Fn. and F12 are geometrical factors (see text).

Type

Coefficient
P

nil= 742 =
N

an = -2 7212, 7L44 = 0

nII 2 7r44F11 711(1 - 3Fu)

781 7Z44F12 _17E11(1 - 3 Fie)

In the first case we choose the diaphragm plane paral-
lel to the plane determined by a main diagonal and an
edge of the cubic crystal, for example the (110) plane.
For gauges in this diaphragm with a direction perpen-
dicular to the cube edge, we then have:

= in44(70,

where n44 is one of the fundamental coefficients. In this
case the longitudinal coefficient :Tril is equal to half the
fundamental coefficient n44, and the transverse coef-
ficient n is equal to zero. For gauges parallel to the
edge the whole effect disappears because nil is then
zero as well as nr

In the second case, where the diaphragm plane is
taken parallel to a plane determined by three side diag-
onals, we find on the contrary a certain isotropy. In
such a plane, for example the (111) plane, the change
of resistivity is given by

Ae = in44(a 101)e,

irrespective of the orientation of the gauge. Although
in this case the piezoresistance effect is smaller than in
the first case, there are definite technological advantages
if the orientation of a gauge is not too critical.

There are graphs from which the fundamental coef-
ficient 7C44 can be determined for, say, a diffusion zone
in single -crystal silicon as a function of the surface
doping concentration and the temperature [8]. The max-
imum value of this coefficient (about 140 x 10-11 m2/N
at room temperature) is found for resistivities greater
than about 1 Qcm. Unfortunately the resistivity is
most dependent on temperature in this region. A
good compromise is a choice in the region of 0.015 Qcm,
which reduces the temperature dependence by a factor
of five, while reducing n44 itself by only about 30 %.
Finally, there is the preference for gauges of P -type
material. There are various reasons for this. One is that
the fundamental piezoresistance coefficient n44 is about
35 % greater than the coefficient nu that would have
to be used for N -type silicon. Another is that the
relation between change of resistance and strain is
more linear in P -type silicon and the temperature
dependence is less.

The new pressure transducers

Location of the strain gauges

The free choice in the location of the four strain
gauges on the diaphragm makes it possible to give a
transducer a choice of desirable features, such as high
sensitivity or temperature independence. It is of course
then necessary to know the orientation of the crystallo-
graphic axes with respect to the diaphragm.

Out of the many possible locations we have only
adopted the two mentioned in the previous section.

Our aim with the first location was to obtain a pres-
sure transducer with the simplest possible bridge ar-
rangement on the diaphragm and with the least tem-
perature dependence. The diaphragm lies parallel
to the (110) plane. The bridge consists of two gauges
in the [001] direction and two in the [110] direction,
and all four are located close to the centre (fig. 3). The
piezoresistance effect does not then arise in the, first
pair. The second pair, on the other hand, is subject to
a reasonably strong effect. Because they are all close
together the four gauges encounter very nearly iden-
tical temperature changes. A change in temperature
hardly affects the balance of the bridge at all, since the
four resistances then change by the same amount. The
bridge does however go out of balance if the pressure
changes.

Although this arrangement looks promising, it has
not in practice come up to expectations, for two main
reasons. The first, which is apparently related to the
fairly high anisotropy of the elasticity in the (110) plane,
is the presence of strongly direction -dependent mechan-
ical stresses in the diaphragm at zero pressure. The
second is that the measurements are not sufficiently
reproducible, owing to variations in the junction resist-
ances between the aluminium and the P -type silicon
of the gauges.

These difficulties do not arise in the transducers in
which the second choice of location is adopted (fig. 4).
The diaphragms in this case are parallel to the (111)
plane. The internal stresses at zero pressure are now
found to be negligibly small, and the orientation of the
gauges with respect to the crystallographic axes is not
particularly critical. The gauges form one continuous
diffusion path, and all junction resistances from alumi-

S. Timoshenko and S. Woinowsky-Krieger, Theory of plates
and shells, 2nd edition, McGraw-Hill, New York 1959.
See the review article by H. B. Huntington, The elastic con-
stants -of crystals, Solid State Physics 7, 213-351, 1958.
See W. G. Pfann and R. N. Thurston, Semiconducting stress
transducers utilizing the transverse and shear piezoresistance
effects, Appendix B, J. appl. Phys. 32, 2008-2019, 1961.
A review of the subject has been given in: R. W. Keyes, The
effects of elastic deformation on the electrical conductivity
of semiconductors, Solid State Physics 11, 149-221, 1960.
0. N. Tufte and E. L. Stelzer, Piezoresistive properties of
silicon diffused layers, J. appl. Phys. 34, 313-318, 1963.
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nium to P -type silicon are kept 'outside' the current -
carrying branches of the bridge circuit. This helps to
prevent interference with the pressure measurements.
In this configuration the four resistances are identical,
and the gauges therefore have the same number of
right-angle bends. The changes in resistance are of the
same magnitude but of opposite sign, which increases
the sensitivity of the bridge and facilitates measure-
ments. The active parts of the gauges S1 and S3 are
arranged radially because at the edge of the diaphragm
the radial component of the stress is several times great-
er than the tangential component (fig. 2). Another
attractive feature of the pressure transducers based on
the configuration in fig. 4 is that fabrication is straight-
forward with few rejects.

W /

\1
N

Fig. 4. Configuration of four strain gauges (Si, , 4) and alu-
minium connections in the (111) plane. The gauges have the same
resistance and the same number of right-angle bends. The changes
in resistance that occur are equal in magnitude but of opposite
sign. Diaphragms with this configuration are found to be more
satisfactory than those in fig. 3. The dashed circle again indicates
the boundary of the free part of the diaphragm.

Fig. 3. Location of the strain
gauges (Si, . 4) in the (110)
plane for minimum temperature -
dependence of the pressure trans-
ducers. Gauges Si and S3 react
only to temperature, Sz and S4 to
pressure and temperature. In this
configuration the resistances of
the junction between the alumi-
nium connecting strips and the
P -type silicon of the gauges are
included in the current -carrying
part of the bridge circuit, which
is a disadvantage because these
resistances are not constant. The
area outside the dashed circle is
the clamp ring, which carries the
contact strips for the electrical
connections.

Features of the transducers

The measuring range of the pressure transducers with
the configuration of strain gauges and connections
illustrated in fig. 4 on the diaphragm can be varied
extensively by selecting the ratio between the thickness
and diameter of the diaphragms. The limits of the
measuring range lie at about 1 atm and 100 atm. These
values correspond to thickness/diameter ratios of 0.015
and 0.15. Within these limits the sensitivity is the same,
i.e. a full-scale deflection of 20 millivolts per volt ap-
plied to the bridge. The sensitivity is satisfactorily linear
with the pressure being measured, deviations remaining
below 1 % of maximum unbalance. If a little greater
deviation from linearity is permissible, or a slightly
lower sensitivity, the pressure range can be extended to
0.2 atm full scale. The linearity is worse because the
flexure in the middle of the diaphragm is no longer
small compared with the thickness. The diaphragm
bulges out in the middle (the 'balloon effect' [4]).
The transducers can safely be overloaded, and an over-
load of ten times full scale causes no damage. The zero
shift is at the most 0.02 % of full scale per degree Cel-
sius. The adverse effect of temperature on the signal
sensitivity of the circuit can be kept below about the
same level by means of a compensating device, such as
an NTC resistor connected in series.

The reproducibility of the measurements is excellent;
the differences are no more than 0.05 %, which shows
that the transducers are free from hysteresis effects and
creep.

Technology

The main technological problem to be solved was to
find the right combination of planar silicon technolo-
gies with two advanced finishing processes to enable the
transducer with all its composite parts to be made in a
single monolithic device of the required miniature
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AI

B

N -Si

1V+ -Si

1

Standard slice,
single -crystal
(p - 0.01 12cm)

2

N -type layer
(5-50µm,
p = 5 Slcm)
epitaxially on
standard slice;
surface oxidized

In N -type layer
200 x 4 strain gauge,
of P -type Si(B)
(p = 0.02 f2cm)

Material Growth Diffusion

On N -type layer
connections (Al)
for 200 Wheatstone
bridges, each with
4 strain gauges

Vacuum
evaporation

Substrate spark -
machined, except
damp ring C and
,hielding layer
on Al; diameter
of M 0.3-2 mm

Sp irk
machining

Shielding layer
etched away

Electrochemical
etching

Process Planar technology

Table II. Survey of the technology used for the simultaneous
production of 200 miniature pressure transducers. There are five
steps (horizontal axis) and four materials (vertical axis). The
starting material, N' silicon, is defined in block I. The blocks
2, 3 and 4 give the results of the processing of the materials
(planar technology). Blocks 5 and 6 refer to the finishing tech-
niques, limited to the Ni silicon substrate. Each process step takes
place simultaneously for the 200 transducers, with the exception
of the machining process (4 ---,- 5).

dimensions. For quantity production it was also neces-
sary to meet the requirement of satisfactory reproduci-
bility.

A survey of the production technology is given in
Table II. Three conventional planar processes are
used [9]. The bridge circuit can easily be kept so small
that a complete signal amplifier and the bridge can be
mounted on a diaphragm with a diameter of 0.5 mm.

The other techniques used, spark machining 1101 and
electrochemical (or anodic) etching 1111, are less con-
ventional. The first is used for removing material in the
N+ -silicon substrate at the locations where the dia-
phragms are to be formed, and the second is used for
fine finishing. The relatively high conductivity of the N+
silicon, which has a resistivity of only 10 to 20 mf2cm,
facilitates the application of spark machining. The
inside diameter of the clamp ring is accurately
defined by the diameter of the cylindrical electrodes.
The dimensions produced so far range from about 0.3
to 2 mm, but smaller inside diameters can be produced
if required. Spark machining is a relatively crude pro -

ME A!

0 S4
EZ2 P -Si
1771 N -Si

= N* -Si

Finishing techniques

\

//a

cess; the lower surface of the recesses may be pitted to
depths of about 3 p.m, and the centre of the recess is
somewhat deeper than at the edge. Since the diaphragm
(the epitaxial N layer) is usually required to be ex-
tremely thin, the spark machining is stopped when the
bottom of the recess is within about 15 p.m of the epi-
taxial layer. The remaining substrate material (the
shielding layer) on the diaphragm is subsequently re-
moved by electrochemical etching, an anodic oxidiza-
tion in which the silicon -oxide layer produced is re-
moved by a dilute HF solution. The N' silicon acts
as the anode, and the cathode is of platinum. At
an appropriate current density the silicon then
t9]

[10]

[11]

The processes in question are described in: J. Goorissen and
H. G. Bruijning, Doping methods for the epitaxial growth
of silicon and germanium layers, Philips tech. Rev. 26,
194-201,1965, and in : A. Schmitz, Solid circuits, Philips tech.
Rev. 27, 192-199, 1966.
See C. van Osenbruggen, High -precision spark machining,
Philips tech. Rev. 30, 195-208, 1969.
A simple discussion of this technique is given in: J. A. van
Nielen, M. J. J. Theunissen and J. A. Appels, MOS tran-
sistors in thin monocrystalline silicon layers, Philips tech.
Rev. 31, 271-275, 1970.
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dissolves away at a rate of about 2µm per minute,
but the epitaxial layer is unaffected, because N -type
silicon has a much higher resistivity and is not etched
away under these conditions. The substrate layer
dissolves away completely in a few minutes. At the
same time the inside diameter of the clamp ring has
become 20 to 30 tim larger, but this is no disadvantage
as there is some rounding off at the edge between the
ring and the diaphragm. The gradual transition in
thickness here ensures good clamping of the diaphragm.

In this way perfectly smooth and flat diaphragms are
obtained whose thickness is exactly equal to that of the
epitaxial layer, and which are integral with the clamp
rings. The completed transducers can easily be separated
from each other, either by breaking along a pattern of
scribed lines on the silicon slice, or by spark machining
with a tubular electrode.

The reproducibility of the method of fabrication can
be judged from the signal sensitivity of the transducers.
Even with batches of several hundred transducers the
variation in signal sensitivity can be kept within 10 %.

The mounting of a pressure transducer is another
matter. The encapsulation for such a transducer must
of course be as small as possible. The encapsulation
must also be designed to permit firm mechanical bond-
ing of the four electrical leads to the bridge circuit.

Fig. 5 shows a way of meeting these requirements
that is eminently suitable for applications such as
blood -pressure measurements. It consists essentially of
a thick-walled glass tube, with an outside diameter of
about 1.5 mm and a length of 6 mm. Four thin chan-
nels are recessed in the wall for the electrical leads. The
clamp ring of the transducer can be located at the
front of the tube in such a way that the ends of the
leads just touch the four contact strips of the trans-
ducer. These strips are located on the clamp ring
(fig. 4) so that they do not load the diaphragm, and are
tinned with a layer of solder. The contacts are soldered
by heating the whole assembly in a non -oxidizing
atmosphere, and a nickel layer along the circumference
strengthens the joint and ensures a good seal. The glass
tube can easily be mounted in the tip of a catheter, so
that measurements can be made inside a blood vessel.
What the catheter measures is of course the difference
between the blood pressure and the pressure - usually
atmospheric - which appears on the other side of the
diaphragm via the central opening in the glass tube.

The technology described above is clearly applicable
for making other types of transducer. In one such
example we were able to produce an accelerometer by
making a pressure transducer in which the central part
of the diaphragm had a relatively large mass.

,--nib-4Lb-4

Fig. 5. The tip of a catheter for blood -pressure measurements,
fitted with a miniature pressure transducer with a silicon dia-
phragm. The dimensions are smaller than those of a match. The
various parts of the transducer are shown separately. A thick-
walled glass tube supports the diaphragm with its clamp ring.
The ring can be attached to the front of the tube. The wall of
the tube contains recessed channels for the four electrical leads
to the bridge circuit on the diaphragm.

Summary. Planar -technology processes, as used in making inte-
grated circuits, are combined with spark machining and electro-
chemical etching to make miniature diaphragm pressure trans-
ducers from single -crystal silicon. The diaphragms, with diam-
eters ranging from 0.3 to 2 mm and thicknesses from 5 to 50
consist of an epitaxial layer of low -conducting N -type silicon
grown on a substrate of N÷ silicon, from which the clamp ring
is machined. Four pressure -sensitive strain gauges of highly con-
ductive P -type silicon are formed by boron diffusion into the top
surface of the diaphragms. The four gauges comprise a complete
Wheatstone bridge.

The optimum location of the gauges to obtain a high signal
sensitivity and low temperature dependence is found by applying
the theory of the piezoresistance effect in P -type silicon and of
stress distribution in clamped diaphragms.

The pressure ranges of the transducers vary from 1 atm to
about 100 atm, in which the full-scale deflection is 20 millivolts
per volt applied to the bridge. The deviation from linearity is
less than 1 %. An overload of ten times full scale does not affect
the transducer. Bandwidths of 100 kHz and more have been
obtained; the transducers are free from hysteresis and creep.

Applications include intravascular blood -pressure measure-
ments, pressure measurements in hydraulic control systems and
ultrasonic measurements.
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Plasma-MIG welding

Through the years a variety of techniques have been
developed for joining metals together. An important
group among these techniques is that of the arc -weld-
ing processes. Recently Philips Research Laboratories
have extended this group by a new method, whose
essential feature is that the filler wire and its arc are
surrounded by a thermally ionized gas stream. This
enables the welding process to be controlled accurately,
and makes possible a number of interesting appli-
cations, such as overlay welding of stainless steel on
mild -steel plates at a relatively high speed and high-
speed welding of thin sheet. The process may be re-
garded as a combination of plasma welding and gas -
metal arc (MIG) welding (MIG standing for Metal
Inert Gas). To make this clear, we shall first briefly
describe these two processes.

In plasma welding the work is heated by means of
an arc discharge between a non -consumable tungsten
electrode and the workpiece in an atmosphere of argon
or of some other gas. In plasma welding the energy
density is made greater than in ordinary arc welding
with a non -consumable electrode (argon -arc welding)
by reducing the diameter of the arc. This is done by
passing the arc through a cooled copper nozzle. The
arc stays clear of the wall of the nozzle, because the
gas near the wall is not ionized, owing to the low
temperature, and does not therefore conduct electri-
cally. Between the nozzle - which is part of the weld-
ing torch - and the workpiece there is very little
divergence of the arc. Because the arc is thinner at the
same current, the temperature of the plasma is higher [11
than it would otherwise be.

In plasma welding it is sometimes necessary to add
filler metal to the weld pool. Since the tungsten elec-
trode, the copper nozzle and the arc are all coaxial it is
usual to introduce the filler wire into the arc sideways.

Filler wire introduced in this way is not very intensively
heated, and the deposition rate is therefore low. The
feed rate of the wire also has to be very accurately
controlled. It would be better if the wire travelled a
longer distance through the plasma.

MIG welding is also carried out with an arc discharge
in a shielding -gas atmosphere (argon or CO2). In this
case, however, a consumable electrode of filler wire is
used. The wire is fed continuously from a reel through
a guide tube, which conducts the welding current to
the wire.

Like plasma welding, MIG welding has its limi-
tations. In MIG welding at low current the limit is
found where the arc becomes unstable and the metal is
transferred to the work in very large molten drops from
the filler wire. At very high currents the tip of the filler
wire and the arc begin to rotate rapidly, and molten
drops are spattered from the arc to land well away
from the heated part of the workpiece [21.

Experiments have shown that combining these two
welding methods gives an entirely new situation. To
indicate the close relationship we have called the new
method plasma-MIG welding [3]. In this method there
is no lower limit to the current through the filler wire
below which the welding process becomes unstable,
while the upper current limit is much higher than in
MIG welding.

[11

[2]

[3]

H. Maecker, Z. Physik 141, 198, 1955.
To some extent the behaviour of the wire tip is comparable
with that of a running hose clamped at a distance from the
nozzle; when the flow of water exceeds a certain strength, the
reaction causes the dangling end to start twisting. See for
example the article by A. Lesnewich, Welding J. 37, Res.
Suppl., 418-s, 1958.
W. G. Essers, A. C. H. J. Lief kens and G. W. Tichelaar, Proc.
Conf. on Advances in Welding Processes, 1970, p. 216, publ.
The Welding Institute, Cambridge 1971.
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The methods could be combined by offsetting the
tungsten electrode that generates the plasma arc from
the axis of the copper nozzle (see.fig. 1). Although the
arc is then slightly curved between the electrode T and
the nozzle R, this presents no difficulties. The filler
wire F can now be introduced into the plasma axially,
and the length of wire in the plasma arc can now be
much greater than with a side feed. In this way the
lower part of the wire F and the arc M, between the
wire tip and the workpiece W, are surrounded by the
plasma P, thus ensuring efficient heating of the wire
and consequently a high deposition rate. The deposi-
tion rate is of course largely determined by the current
in the filler wire. The presence of the plasma also gives
better control of metal and heat transfer to the work -
piece than in conventional MIG welding. Fig. 2 shows
the experimental arrangement in our laboratory.

Interesting results can be obtained with plasma-MIG
welding, especially when the electrodes are connected
to the positive pole of the current source and the work -

R

-F

PG

-P
-M

Fig. 1. Diagram of the plasma-MIG welding process. An arc M
is maintained between the filler wire F and the workpiece W.
This arc is located at the axis of a plasma arc P between a non-
consumable tungsten electrode T and the workpiece. The plasma
arc is constricted by a copper nozzle R located at the end of a
water-cooled double -walled housing. The plasma gas PG is
supplied through this housing. SG is a stream of shielding gas
around the plasma arc. The arc M and the plasma arc P are
each fed from a separate d.c. source (IM and 4).

Fig. 2. Experimental welding torch for plasma-MIG welding. The
reel carrying the supply of filler wire can be seen at the top. The
wire is automatically fed at the desired speed into the welding
torch, which also contains the tungsten electrode.

piece to the negative pole. Just as in ordinary MIG
welding, the current in the welding wire in plasma-
MIG welding has a critical value above which the
molten wire tip and the arc are made to rotate by the
action of electromagnetic forces and mechanical
reaction forces. The process of metal transfer from
welding wire to workpiece when the arc is stationary is
quite different from the process when it is rotating, but
in plasma-MIG welding both processes are completely
controlled. We shall illustrate this with a few examples
which show that the two situations lead to entirely
different welding results.

Fig. 3 shows a photograph of a plasma arc with a
thin stationary arc in the centre; this situation holds as
long as the current in the wire remains below the
critical limit. The welding process can be very effec-
tively demonstrated by taking high-speed films and
showing them in slow motion. The title photograph
shows a frame from such a film (2500 frames per
second) of the same arc as in fig. 3. The molten drops
can be seen to be moving vertically in a straight line to
the workpiece, about 500 drops per second with an
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Fig. 3. Photograph of the plasma-MIG process with a thin
stationary arc. The brighter arc between the tip of the filler
wire and the workpiece can be seen at the centre of the plasma
arc.

average diameter of 0.9 mm, travelling at an approximate velocity of 2.2 m/s.
The high energy. density in the arc causes the molten zone to penetrate deeply into
the workpiece, producing welds like those in fig. 4 (see page 24). The stationary
type of arc can also be used for high-speed welding of sheet steel: 1 mm stainless
steel sheet can be welded at a speed of 10 mimin.

Fig. 5a is a photograph of the rotating arc obtained when the critical current is
exceeded. The fluid end of the wire assumes the form of a conical helix and
rotates very rapidly within the almost unchanged plasma arc. The arc extends
from the fluid wire tip to the workpiece and describes a vertical cylindrical sur-
face as it rotates. Here this surface has a diameter of 8 mm. Fig. 5b gives a clear
picture of the rotating fluid part of the wire and of the droplets detaching from it.
High-speed films like this - in this case taken at a speed of 4000 frames per
second - enable useful quantitative data to be derived. For example, the fre-
quency of rotation at a given wire thickness is found to be related to the current
in the filler wire and to lie between 130 and 270 revolutions per second. Another
example relates to the transfer of the filler metal. If the conditions are the same as
those in the stationary process illustrated in fig. 3, apart from the current in the
wire and the wire feed, then at least 3000 droplets with a mean diameter of 0.6 mm

a

Fig. 5. a) Photograph of the
plasma-MIG process with ro-
tating arc. The contours of the
surface of the molten wire tip
can be seen inside the plasma.
b) Series of frames from a
high-speed film (4000 frames per
second) of the rotating arc.
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Fig. 4. Square -butt weld in plate of 8 mm stainless steel welded by
the plasma-MIG method using a thin arc. The filler wire (PZ 6061)
had a diameter of 1.2 mm and was also of stainless steel. The
plasma gas was argon (6.5 1/min), the shielding gas a mixture of
argon (10 1/min) and CO2 (5 1/min). The diameter of the plasma
exit was 6 mm, and its distance to the workpiece was 15 mm.
Plasma -arc current 100 A at 50 V. Current in the filler wire 180A
at 40 V. Both electrodes were positive with respect to the work -
piece. The rate of travel was 40 cm/min at a deposition rate of
95 grams of filler metal per minute. Under these conditions the
critical current through the wire at which the arc starts to rotate
is approximately 250 A.

Fig. 6. Weld bead of stainless steel (filler wire PZ 6061, diameter
1.2 mm) on a 10 mm steel plate. Plasma gas 6.5 1 argon per
minute, shielding gas 12 I argon ± 3 1 CO2 per minute. Nozzle
diameter 10 mm, distance from torch to workpiece 22 mm.
Plasma -arc current 100 A at 45 V. Current in the filler wire 400 A
at 40 V, both electrodes are positive with respect to the work -
piece. Travel rate 23 cm/min, deposition rate 300 g/min, bead
width 40 mm.

are transferred per second. The detached droplets move
in an almost vertical path to the workpiece, with a
velocity of about 2.6 m/s.

With the rotating arc there is no question of the deep
penetration shown in fig. 4, since the electrical and
thermal energy is spread over a larger surface of the
workpiece. In this case a relatively wide weld bead is
formed (in fig. 6 nearly 40 mm) with shallow penetra-
tion in the metal sheet.

This welding method appears to be very suitable for
cladding chemical storage tanks and nuclear reactor
vessels with a corrosion -resisting layer of stainless steel.
The high deposition rate is an economic advantage in
such work. With a single welding torch a deposition
rate of 30 kilograms per hour has already been
obtained in our laboratory. This rate is high compared
with that obtainable with other methods.

W. G. Essers
G. Jelmorini
G. W. Tichelaar

W. G. Essers, G. Jelmorini and Dr Ir G. W. Tichelaar are with
Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven.
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A water -pressure operated control system for dishwashers

P. L. Holster, C. J. Th. Potters and H. F. G. Smulders

In the automatic washing machines at present on the market the various washing pro-
grammes are controlled by an electromechanical system. However, by using 'fluid -logic'
elements it is now possible to make compact control systems that work entirely from the
water pressure. The experimental system for dishwasher control described in this article
is one of the results of investigations at Philips Research Laboratories.

Introduction

In an automatic washing machine the various parts
of the preselected programme (prewash, main wash,
rinse, etc.) have to be worked through automatically
in the correct sequence. Each part of the programme
requires in turn a number of successive operations
from the machine; for the main wash, for example,
these could be: filling to the high level while adding a
detergent, heating to 60 °C, washing and finally drain-
ing off the water. To make this whole process take place
automatically a. fairly complicated control system is
needed.

For many of the machine operations the only pro-
gramming required is to set the operating time. A
control system for washing machines therefore always
contains a timer, consisting of a miniature synchronous
motor, or stepping motor, which drives a camshaft on
which cams operate switches controlling the various
parts of the machine. The whole system is generally
referred to as a programme timer. There are some
machine operations, however, where the most important
factor is not the operating time but the attainment of
a certain final state: filling to a specified level, heating
to a specified temperature. During these phases of the
process the programme timer therefore has to be
stopped until the final state is reached. This makes
the control system more complicated, especially where
some conditions have to be satisfied simultaneously.
For example, the heating may only be switched on if
the programme tinier gives the command, and if the
drum has been filled to a specified level, and if
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the final temperature has not yet been reached; the
drum must be emptied when the programme requires,
or if a fault in the system makes the machine liable to
overflow. Such combinations of conditions can be
described with logic functions, in this case AND and
OR functions. To meet all these conditions, the control
system of a washing machine must therefore contain a
logic circuit as well as a programme timer. This logic
circuit controls the operation of the machine and is
controlled by signals from sensors that detect quanti-
ties such as level or temperature. In conventional
control systems all these components are electrical or
electromechanical.

A few years ago E. A. Muijderman of Philips Re-
search Laboratories proposed the idea of developing 
a control system for washing machines that would
work entirely from the water pressure, making use of
the new technique of fluid logic or 'fluidics' [1]. Al-
though a water -operated logic circuit could also be
built with conventional hydraulic techniques, the result-
ing systems would be too complicated and too bulky
for this application. The camshaft drive is no problem;
there is sufficient energy available in the water mains
to allow a small hydraulic motor to be used for this
purpose. (The Dutch water -supply authority, for
example, officially guarantees a water pressure of
1 atmosphere at the tap, and in practice it is usually
much higher.)

[I] Fluidics, or fluid logic, is the term used to describe the use of
fluids - gas or liquid - for carrying out logic or amplifica-
tion functions. Where a gas is used in the operation of fluid -
logic elements, the term gas logic or air logic is sometimes
used (in practice the gas is usually compressed air).
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To investigate the possibilities of systems operating
from the water pressure we have made an experimental
control system for a dishwasher. We chose a dishwasher
because it works with a much simpler programme than
an ordinary washing machine. Before dealing with
this system we shall first discuss the logic elements
used.

The logic elements

In fluidics a distinction can be made between two
groups of elements: those with and those without

moving parts. The elements without moving parts
work through the interaction of flowing fluids. We
therefore call them dynamic elements. The other group
includes a large number of devices in which com-
ponents such as diaphragms, valves, foils or balls
are displaced by the pressure of the fluid. This second
group of elements can be further subdivided into

static and quasi -static elements. In static elements
there is no fluid flow except during switching from
one state to another, while quasi -static elements allow

fluid to flow in one of the states - though the quantity
that flows is much smaller than with the dynamic
elements.

The logic elements used in our control system are
mainly quasi -static diaphragm elements, chosen be-
cause they are very simple and also reliable. While it

might seem that the restrictors in these elements could
easily become blocked, this was not found to happen
in practice. Other static elements that we could have
used instead would have required diaphragms of a type
too complicated for the manufacture of a single proto-
type. The water consumption of the quasi -static ele-
ments is not a disadvantage in the control of a washing
machine, since the water can be drained into the wash
unit. All the elements employed are binary, and their
input and output signals are either hydraulic or
mechanical.

The input elements, which are required to convert
mechanical signals (in this case the positions of cams)
into water -pressure signals, are quasi -static elements
with a valve, called baffle nozzles. The principle of this
element is illustrated in fig. 1. The water supply is
connected to the input A. When the valve (the baffle)
B is closed, the pressure in the element, and hence the
pressure at the output F, is equal to the input pressure.
(We assume that no water is drawn off at the output,
which implies that only the pressure is used as the
output signal.) When the valve is opened, water flows
through the element from the input A, through the
restrictor R along the valve and to the outside. The
restrictor is a constriction that acts as a flow resistance,
and a pressure difference appears across it during flow.

As the valve opens and the flow through the element
increases, the pressure difference becomes greater and
the pressure in the element therefore falls. When the
valve is fully open, the pressure in the element, and
hence the output pressure, will be practically equal to
the ambient pressure. The baffle nozzle is thus an
analog device, the output pressure varying propor-

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the principle of the baffle nozzle.
A input to which the water supply is connected. B valve (baffle)
which opens and closes the outlet (the nozzle). When the valve
is closed, the pressure at the output F is the same as at the input.
When the valve is open, water flows through the element to the
outside. Owing to the pressure difference across the restrictor R
the output pressure falls nearly to the ambient pressure, while
the input pressure remains high.

tionally with the position of the valve. In our system,
however, only two positions of the valve are used:
`open' and 'closed', and the baffle nozzle therefore acts
as a binary element.

Fig. 2a shows the baffle nozzle as designed for our
control system. The valve B is opened against the
force of the spring S when the valve rod is raised (by
a cam on the camshaft of the programme timer).
Briefly the device operates as follows : when the pres-
sure at the input A is PA, the output pressure pF is
equal to PA when the valve is closed and is zero when
the valve is open. (In this article we take p to be the
excess pressure over the ambient pressure.) When the
input pressure of the element is zero, the output pres-
sure is always zero.

The baffle nozzle is usually used in such a way that
the valve is opened when the machine has to perform
a particular operation; the logic convention we have
adopted is therefore: B = 0 means 'baffle closed',
B = 1 means 'baffle open'. For the water pressure we
have adopted a convention in which A = 0 means
`water pressure at A low', A = 1 means 'water pres-
sure at A high'. With the aid of this description we can
easily verify that the baffle nozzle operates as an AND
gate with negation; F is only 1 if A = 1 and B = 0
(thus B = not 1): F = Al Fig. 2b shows the logic
symbol for the element.

Fig. 3a gives a cross-section of the diaphragm
element mostly used in our system. When the pressure
at the input A of this element is high and the pressure
at the input C is low, the pressure in the annular space
that communicates with A will make the diaphragm
flex downwards against the force of the spring S. A
connection is then established between input A and
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output F, and the output pressure will therefore be
high. if high pressure is applied at both C and A, the
pressure will then be the same on both sides of the
diaphragm. The forces acting on the diaphragm are
now approximately equal and the spring S is able to
press the diaphragm against the seat, so that the con-
nection between A and F is broken. Since water can
flow away to the outside through the restrictor R, the
output pressure is low. The restrictor can be omitted
if the pressure drop is allowed to appear across a
water -transmitting element connected to the output.
If we regard the diaphragm device as a logic element,
we see that it works as an AND gate with negation, the
output pressure only being high if the pressure is high
at A and low at C: F = A.0 (fig. 3b).

We can also regard the diaphragm device in fig. 3
as a flow amplifier (again of course with negation), for
if C = 0 a connection is established between A and F
and the flow of water can be large, while the input C
takes no water in either position. We make consider-
able use of the diaphragm element in our control
system as a flow amplifier in series with a baffle nozzle.
We do this because the baffle nozzle can only handle
very small flows : when water is drawn off at the output,
the output pressure drops even when the baffle is closed,
owing to the pressure difference across the input re-
strictor.

Since quasi -static elements take water in the 'open'
position, the 'high' pressure will gradually fall across
a large number of these elements connected in series.
In such an arrangement the 'low' pressure will not
usually be constant either; even fully open valves will
form small flow resistances that will have pressure dif-
ferences across them, so that the low pressure will rise
above the ambient pressure. The two pressure levels
are therefore not defined as pressure values but as
pressure regions. In the system that will be described
here, the high level at a supply pressure ps is defined
by ps > p > 0.8 ps and the low level by 0.2ps > p > 0.

The control system has to operate a number of
electrical switches (for the heating, the pump, etc.), and
output elements are therefore required that can convert
a water -pressure signal into a movement signal. This
is done by a pair of static diaphragm elements; the
simpler of the two is shown in fig. 4a. When the pres-
sure at A is high, the diaphragm M pushes the rod F
upwards against the force of the spring S (the space
above the diaphragm is freely connected with the
outside). The rod can operate a switch. If F = 0
denotes the rest position and F = 1 the upper position,
then A =1 corresponds to F =1. We can describe this
element by the simple relation F = A; it operates only
as a signal transducer and does not perform a logic
operation. Fig. 4b shows the symbol used for it.

The second output element used in our system,
shown in fig. 5a, is somewhat more complicated. It
has two inputs and two diaphragms; fixed between
the diaphragms there is a disc D, of hard rubber. When
pressure is applied to the space between the diaphragms

R
F=A.a.

a

Fig. 2. a) The baffle nozzle used in the control system. B valve. S
spring. The valve is opened by raising the valve rod; this is done
by a cam on the camshaft of the programme timer. When the
valve is closed (B = 0) a high input pressure (A = 1) corresponds
to a high output pressure (F = 1). When the valve is open
(B = 1) a high input pressure (A = 1) corresponds to a low out-
put pressure (F = 0). If there is no input pressure (A = 0) the
output pressure is always low (F = 0). b) Logic symbol for the
baffle nozzle; a single line denotes a water -pressure signal, and a
double line a mechanical signal. The element acts as an AND
gate with negation, since F = 1 only if A =1 and B = 0 (not 1).

R

a b

F=A.0

Fig. 3. a) The diaphragm element. A and C inputs, F output.
When the pressure is high at A and low at C, the diaphragm M
is pushed downwards so that a connection is established between
A and F. The output pressure is then high. If the pressure is high
at both A and C, the spring S can push the diaphragm upwards,
breaking the connection. The pressure at F can now leak away
through the restrictor R, which connects with the outside, so
that in this situation the output pressure is low. b) Logic symbol
for the diaphragm element. This element also acts as an AND
gate with negation: F = 1 only if A = 1 and C = 0.

F

F=A

a

Fig. 4. a) Output element that converts a water -pressure signal
into a movement (e.g. for operating an electrical switch). When
the pressure at input A is high (A = 1), the rod F is at its highest
position (F = 1). The operation of the element is thus represented
by the relation F = A; it funciions only as a signal converter.
b) Logic symbol for this element.
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via the input A, the upper diaphragm flexes upwards
and pushes up the rod F. (The lower diaphragm
flexes downwards at the same time, but this does not
matter.) If pressure is applied to the input B and not A,
then the lower diaphragm flexes upwards; the disc D
transmits this movement to the upper diaphragm,
which again pushes up the rod. The rod is of course
also displaced when both A and B are under pressure.
The element therefore operates as an OR gate: F = 1
when A = 1 or B = 1 (or when both are 1). The logic
symbol for this element is shown in fig. 5b.

We have seen that both the element of fig. 3 and the
output elements belong to the group of diaphragm
elements. However, since the element of fig. 3 is by far
the most widely used in our system, we shall reserve
the term diaphragm element exclusively for this par-
ticular type, and where necessary indicate the output
elements with their figure number.

a

1

b

F=A+B

Fig. 5. a) Output element with two inputs A and B. Fixed between
the two diaphragms MI and M2 is a solid disc D (of rubber).
The rod F is in its highest position when the pressure at A or at
B is high, or when both pressures are high. The element thus
acts as an OR gate: F = 1 if A = 1 or B = 1 (or if A = 1 and
B = 1). b) Logic symbol for this element.

Operation of a dishwasher

In most dishwashers the dishes and other articles
(the load) are arranged in racks and sprayed with jets
of water from one or two spray arms which rotate
because of the reaction from the jets of water. A prede-
termined quantity of water is taken for each washing
or rinsing cycle. It is pumped to the spray arms from
a sump at the bottom of the washing unit, drains back
after spraying, is pumped up again, and continues to
circulate in this way through the machine until the
washing or rinsing cycle is completed. The detergent
and the rinsing agent to prevent streaky drying can
therefore be introduced into the machine at any ap-
propriate point, and they automatically mix with the
circulating water. The sump contains the heating
element, and the used water is pumped away from the
sump on the completion of a washing or rinsing cycle.

The water temperature is controlled by a thermostat,
the water level by a `pressostaf connected to the sump
near the bottom.

In some machines the load is dried by blowing hot
air through it, in others it is heated by the final rinse to
a temperature at which the water still clinging to the
load evaporates. This method is of course cheaper but
takes longer.

In districts where the water is very hard, the machine
has to be provided with a water softener. This works
on the ion -exchange principle: the water is passed
through a solid which replaces the Ca and Mg ions by
Na ions. The Ca and Mg ions are retained in the soft-
ener, which therefore has to be regenerated occasion-
ally with Na ions. This is done at the end of the pro-
gramme by flushing the softener through with a
solution of NaCl.

The control system

Our control system was designed for a dishwasher
with a hot-air drier and water softener; the pro-
gramme is shown in fig. 6.

The load is first rinsed with cold water, then washed,
rinsed twice with cold water, then rinsed with hot
water containing rinsing agent, and finally dried. Dur-
ing the drying the water softener is regenerated; since
this inevitably leaves salt behind, the machine must
first be rinsed clean before starting the programme.
The figure shows the succession of machine operations
during the various cycles of the programme. The valves
of the input elements of the control system have to be
opened and closed to this pattern. The operation of
valve VI departs from the rule that an operation is
always carried out when the appropriate valve is open;

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a pro-
gramme for a dishwasher with hot-air
drier and water softener. On the left is
a list of the various operations of the
machine with the numbers of the input
valves I to X of the control system. An
indication is given on the right of the
sequence in which these valves must be
opened as the machine works through
the various parts of the programme (a
dash means 'valve open'). The whole
programme is completed in 40 steps of
1 minute each, plus the time needed for
heating, during which the programme is
interrupted.

Valve
no.

Machine
operations

Machine operating

Pump out

Fill

Heat to 52 °C

Heat to 80 °C

Spray (if valve shut)

Dry

Add detergent

Add rinsing agent

Regenerate
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the spraying action is performed when the valve is
closed. This is done to limit the water consumption of
the control system, since the water is heated during
the spraying operation, and the programme is not
continued until the required temperature is reached,
so that the spraying takes up by far the greatest pro-
portion of the total time.

The valves are operated by cams on a shaft driven by
a hydraulic motor. This is a linear motor in which a
piston makes one stroke per minute; this movement
is converted by a ratchet -wheel and pawl into a rotation
of the camshaft. Since there are 40 positions in the
programme (0 to 39 in fig. 6) the transmission is ar-
ranged in such a way that the camshaft is rotated 9°
for every stroke of the piston, so that the whole pro-
gramme is run through in one revolution of the cam-
shaft. It takes 40 minutes to complete the programme,
plus the total time needed to heat the water.

Fig. 7 shows the logic diagram of the control system.
The input elements are shown on the left in the figure
and the output elements, such as the electrical switches
for operating the pump motors, are shown on the right.
The logic elements are numbered 1 to 38. The connec-
tions between the elements are indicated with a single
line if they relate to a fluid flow, and with a double line
if the connection is a mechanical one. The letters de-
note input and output signals.

In setting 0 of the programme (see fig. 6) all the in-
put valves are closed (except valve VI, of course). When
the water supply is connected (S = 1) the output pres-
sure of element 1 (a baffle nozzle with two valves) is
high (A = 1), so that the diaphragm element 2 blocks
the supply of water to the rest of the system (B = 0).
The machine is switched on by pressing the pushbutton
SB, causing the valve SB of element 1 to open. The

output pressure of element 1 is now low, and the dia-
phragm of element 2 opens the inlet (B = 1). The water
can now flow in two directions, first to the filler valve
FV (for the moment closed), and secondly via a filter Fi
and a reducing valve Red to the door safety unit DP
and the high-level part of the pressostat.

We shall first follow the path of the water through
the door safety unit. This consists of a restrictor with
a hose that allows water to flow when the door is open
and is squeezed shut when the door is closed. This can
be considered as a baffle -nozzle element (3); closing
the door then corresponds to shutting the valve DP.
When the water supply is opened (B = 1) and the door
closed (DP = 0), the output pressure of element 3 is
high (C = 1). In this situation the actual control part
of the system must enter into operation. Since this
requires a fairly large water flow, and element 3
cannot supply this, two diaphragm elements 4 and 5
are connected in series with this element as flow ampli-
fiers. Element 5 passes the flow of water capable of
supplying the control section (D = 1). (We have used
two elements in this case since one element gives a
negation, whereas here an input signal 1 must also
result in an output signal 1.) A pressure now acts on
the line that runs from top to bottom in fig. 7; the
linear motor LM and a large number of input elements
are connected to this line. The motor consequently
starts up, causing valve I to open as soon as SB is
operated and the door closed. The pushbutton can
now be released and the machine left to complete the
programme automatically. At the end of the pro-
gramme the machine is stopped by valve I, which closes
when the machine switches from setting 39 to setting 0,
causing element 2 to interrupt the water supply. As
long as the machine is in operation a neon lamp remains

Machine
rinse

Prerinse Wash Rinse Rinse Hot rinse with
rinsing agent

Dry and
regenerate
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alight; this is switched on by element 6 (an output
element of the type in fig. 4) and the switch NS.

Let us now follow the programme step by step. In
setting 1 valve III is opened to admit the water into
the machine. The output pressure of baffle nozzle 7 is
now low and the output pressure E of diaphragm
element 8 is high. This pressure is applied to baffle
nozzle 9, which forms part of the pressostat. In the
rest position the valve of this element is closed; when
subjected to the water pressure in the machine it opens
as soon as the normal water level (NL) required for
washing and rinsing is reached. As long as valve NL is
closed (NL = 0) and valve III is open (E = 1) the
output pressure of element 9 is high (F = 1). Elements
10 and 11 now cause the filler valve FV to open
(W = 1), allowing water to flow into the machine. The
filler valve does not close again until the pressure F is
low, which is the case either when the normal water
level is reached, so that valve NL opens, or when valve
III closes. (The programme must of course be arranged
so that for a given cycle time of the motor there is
sufficient time for the required level to be reached
before valve III closes again.)

In setting 2 of the programme, valve 11 is opened
and the pump is started. Meanwhile the water con-
tinues to flow in, since the machine has first to be
rinsed clean. When valve II is opened, element 13
gives the signal G = 1. This signal is applied to element
14 (an output element of the type in fig. 5) which
operates the pump switch PS. In setting 3 of the pro-
gramme valve III is again closed, stopping the inflow
of water; pumping continues, and the water in the
machine is completely drained away.

For the second part of the programme, the cold
rinse, the filler valve is first opened to let the machine
fill up to the normal level. Next, in setting 5 of the
programme, the spray pump that sends the water to
the spray arms is started. This is done by closing valve
VI, which is open in the rest state. The output pres-
sure of baffle nozzle 15 is then high (H = 1) and this
signal causes element 16 to operate switch SS, which
actuates the spray pump.

Fig. 7. Logic scheme of the control system. The input elements
are on the left: SB starting button; DP door safety unit; Ito X
valves of baffle nozzle elements, which are raised by cams on the
camshaft. The output elements are on the right: FV filler valve;
switches NS for a neon indicator lamp, PS for the pump, HS
for the heating, SS for spraying and DS for drying; Det, Ritz and
Reg are outputs whose pressure is used for introducing the
detergent, the rinsing agent and the regenerating salt. Also
shown in the scheme are a filter Fi, a reducing valve Red, and the
linear motor LM that drives the camshaft. The figures I to 38
denote the various logic elements, and the letters A to U denote
pressure signals. The pressostat and the thermostat are sur-
rounded by a dot -dash line.

We shall not follow the programme further here,
but will take a look at the remaining parts of fig. 7. In
addition to the valve NL the pressostat contains two
other valves: HL and LL. Valve HL (high level) is an
overflow safety valve. In normal operation the valve
stays closed, but it opens if a fault occurs, e.g. in the
filler valve, that might allow the water level to rise too
high. The element used is again a baffle nozzle. It is
directly connected to the reducing valve so that, what-
ever the position of the door, if the water level is too
high (HL = 1) the output pressure of element 16 is
low and that of element 17 is high (I = 1). The pump
switch is then operated via element 14.

The heating element must not of course be switched
on before the machine has filled up far enough for the
element to be completely submerged. This protection
of the heating element is provided by the low-level
valve LL of the pressostat. This is open when the
machine is empty and closes as soon as the machine
has filled to the lowest level at which the heating can
safely be switched on. Baffle nozzle 18 then gives the
signal J = 1, which causes diaphragm element 20 to
open the inlet to baffle nozzles 21 and 26, allowing the
heating to be switched on (L = 1). As in the door safety
unit diaphragm elements 19 and 20 are connected as
a flow amplifier without negation.

To heat the water to 52 °C valve IV is opened so
that element 22 gives the signal M = 1. Element 23 is
a baffle nozzle that forms part of the thermostat. When
the water temperature is lower than 52 °C the valve of
this element is closed, so that a high input pressure
gives a high output pressure (N = 1) and the heating
is switched on by means of element 24 and switch HS.
The signal N is also applied to element 25. This shuts
off the flow of water through the motor, which there-
fore stops and the programme is discontinued. (The
reason why this element, like element 29, which performs
the same function for heating to 80 °C, is located after
the motor and not before it, will be explained when we
deal with the motor.) When the water temperature has
reached 52 °C the output pressure of element 23 goes
to the low level, so that the heating is switched off,
the motor starts up again, and the programme is
resumed. The same functions are performed by valve V
with elements 26-29 and the signals L, P and T for
heating to 80 °C.

We are left with elements 30-38 to consider. When
valve VII is opened (in setting 32 of the programme),
elements 30, 31 and 32 actuate the switch DS of the
hot-air drier. When valve VIII is opened, the output
pressure of element 34 rises (U = 1). This water
pressure is used to feed a quantity of detergent into
the machine, e.g. by tilting a filler tray. In the same
way, a signal from valve IX causes element 36 to add
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rinsing agent, and finally, a signal from valve X
causes element 38 to supply the regenerating salt to the
water softener.

Design and construction

To make the construction of this type of control
system as simple as possible, a design was used in
which the whole system is assembled from a number
of plastic plates separated by sheets of rubber - a
kind of sandwich construction. The elements are
introduced by milling holes in the plates; for a dia-
phragm element, for example, this can be a recess in
one plate and a diaphragm seat in the next plate, so
that the rubber sheet can serve as a diaphragm between
these plates. At locations where there are no elements,
the rubber sheets act as a seal. The connections be -

A

11_1;r 11Ilv A
Nrip'

A A

a

under the diaphragm. In practice the two elements
therefore form a single space. We have located the
restrictor Ri of the baffle nozzle on the left of the dia-
phragm element, below the input A of the supply pres-
sure, thus dispensing with the need for a separate
supply line to the baffle nozzle, and making the design
much simpler.

Before describing the construction of the complete
system, we shall first discuss the design and operation
of some components that have so far only been men-
tioned briefly.

The linear motor

The motor used for the intermittent drive of the
camshaft in the programme timer is a linear hydraulic
motor (see fig. 9). The motor piston MP gives one
stroke per minute; this movement is controlled by the

0

b

Fig. 8. a) Cross-section of the elements that convert the mechanical signal from a cam into a
water -pressure signal for introducing the programme information. The elements are con-
tained in a sandwich construction of plastic plates, separated by rubber sheets which act as a
seal and also serve as diaphragms for the diaphragm elements. On the right is a baffle nozzle,
whose valve is raised by a cam, and on the left can be seen a diaphragm element. A input for
the supply pressure. Foutput. R1 restrictor for the baffle nozzle. R2 restrictor for the diaphragm
element. E outlet. b) Logic diagram for this arrangement.

tween the elements are also milled into the plates, and
where necessary holes are punched into the rubber
sheets for this purpose. The other parts of the elements
(springs, valves, etc.) are mounted in position when
the plates and rubber sheets are assembled.

As an example of this sandwich construction fig. 8a
shows a cross-section of part of the programme input,
consisting of a baffle nozzle combined with a dia-
phragm element, which converts the position of a cam
into a water -pressure signal. Fig. 8b gives the logic
diagram for this arrangement. The elements in this
design have the same form as in figures 2 and 3. Since
the output signal of the baffle nozzle has to be applied
to the control input of the diaphragm element, the
inside of the baffle nozzle is connected with the space

valve V, and the cycle time is determined by means of
the delay element D.

The control valve is located between two diaphragms
in a space that freely communicates with the outside
atmosphere. The position of the valve (upwards closed,
downwards open) therefore depends only on the forces
acting on these diaphragms. The space above the valve
is divided into three by two circular seats. The water
supply (supply pressure ps) is connected to the annular
space between the two seats; the outer space, where the
pressure is shown as pi., is connected via a restrictor
with the space under the valve and above the rolling
diaphragm MR of the piston (pressure p2). The central
space (pressure p3) is connected with the delay element,
consisting of the piston DP with rolling diaphragm
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DR, and also with the 'blocking element' B, a kind of
diaphragm element.

We shall now follow a single cycle of the motor,
starting from the initial position in which the valve
rests on the seats, all pressures are equal to zero and
the motor piston is at its highest position. When the
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water supply is connected, the valve is pushed down, so
that water starts to flow along the seats and the pres-
sures pi and p3 rise (see fig. 10a). The pressure pi rises
almost to the value ps. The pressure p2 also rises; but
owing to the pressure drop across the restrictor Ri the
value of p2 remains lower than that of pi. Moreover p2
stops rising as soon as the piston begins to move, since
neglecting inertial forces there are two forces acting on
the piston, one due to the water pressure above the

value vs, the piston starts to move (at t = t2, see
fig. 10a and b). If the motor is not then under load, the
magnitude ofp2 until the piston reaches its lowest posi-
tion is determined solely by the opposing force exerted
by the spring. This means that during the downward
stroke p2 cannot become greater than aps. Not until
the piston reaches its lowest position (at t t4) can
the pressure start to rise again.

The diaphragms above and below the control valve
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are designed in such a way that a pressure p2 = aps
under the valve is not great enough to close the valve
against the action of the pressures exerted from above
(pi; ps and p3). This does not happen until the pressure
becomes higher when the piston reaches its lowest
position. The water supply is then interrupted. The
motor spring now tries to push the piston up again,
but since both the valve and the blocking element are
closed (the latter will be dealt with presently), the

P

1

a 'cfPs

RPs

b

cycle. The piston DP of the delay element is at its
highest position. As soon as the control valve is opened
and pi starts to rise, p3 - the pressure above the rol-
ling diaphragm DR of the delay element - also starts
to rise. This increase in pressure also stops when the
piston begins to move (at t = t1, see fig. 10a and c).
During this movement the equilibrium of forces is the
same as was described for the motor piston; the pres-
sure p3 does not rise above a value 13ps, the factor 16 at

I!
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6

t6

f

t

t

Fig. 10. The pressures pi., p2 and pa in the motor (a) and the positions stir of the motor piston
and SDP of the delay piston (b and c), plotted as functions of time. The positions of the pistons
are given as fractions of their maximum stroke; the initial position (at t =--- 0) corresponds to
the situation in fig. 9. The whole cycle of the motor is completed between to and t7. The down-
ward stroke of the delay piston starts when pa is equal to flps, the downward stroke of the
motor piston starts when p2 is equal to aps. At the end of the downward stroke of the motor
piston the control valve closes. The delay piston then starts on its upward stroke, keeping the
blocking element closed. This blocks the upward stroke of the motor piston, which cannot
start to move until the delay piston has reached its highest position, and opens the blocking
element. The duration of the cycle completed by the motor is determined mainly by the
duration of the upward stroke of the delay piston..

water above the rolling diaphragm cannot be displaced,
and the piston therefore remains in its lowest position
(see fig. 10b). In this situation the spring acts as a
pressure source, so that we again have /32 = aps. Thus
the pressure p2 only rises above aps for a moment to
close the valve, and then immediately returns to the
value aps. Since no more water flows through Ri after
the valve has been closed, pi and p2 are now equal,
which means that on closing the valve the pressure pi
also falls to the value aps (t = t5 in fig. 10a).

To explain the operation of the delay element and the
blocking element we return to the beginning of the

a given supply pressure - like a for the motor piston -
being determined by the spring force and by the surface
area of the rolling diaphragm. When the piston has
reached its lowest position (t = t3),p3 rises to the supply
pressure while the piston remains in this position.

From the beginning of the cycle the pressure p3 has
kept the blocking element closed. When the control
valve closes (t = t5) the water supply to the delay
element is interrupted and the spring begins to move
the piston DP upwards again, causing the water above
the rolling diaphragm to drain to the outside through
the restrictor R3. After the control valve has closed the
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pressure p3 therefore falls back to the value 13ps and
stays at this value until the piston reaches its highest
position. During this whole cycle the blocking element
remains closed and consequently the motor piston
remains in its lowest position. The blocking element
does not open until all the water has byen expelled from
the delay element and p3 has therefore fallen to zero
(t = t6). The piston can then begin its upward stroke,
forcing the water through the restrictor R2. When the
motor has again reached its uppermost position (t = t7),
the pressures pi and p2 start to fall, until the supply
pressure above the valve again becomes dominant and
the cycle is repeated by the opening of the control
valve.

The total duration of one cycle of the motor, i.e. the
length of the interval between to and t7, depends on the
speeds at which the pistons Move. The speed of the
motor piston during the downward stroke is deter-
mined by the pressure difference pi - /32, the swept
volume and the restrictor Ri; during the upward stroke
it is determined by the pressure p2, the swept volume
and R2. The speed of the delay piston depends on the
pressure p3, the volume swept by this piston and on the
restrictor R3. The design is such that the stroke of the
delay piston lasts longer, so that the length of the cycle
is mainly determined by the delay element.

The downward stroke of the motor piston is the
working stroke of the motor, the linear movement of
the piston rod then being converted by a ratchet -wheel
and pawl into a rotation of the camshaft. The resis-
tance to be overcome in this process is not the same for
every working stroke, since during the rotation of
the camshaft differing numbers of valves of input
elements are opened, depending on the programme
instructions. This varying load affects the speed of the
piston and therefore causes a variation in the time
taken for the downward stroke. However, to keep the
cycle time as constant as possible, the downward stroke
of the piston is made very fast to minimize the varying
part of the cycle time.

In dealing with the logic scheme in fig. 7 we saw that
the motor can be stopped by two diaphragm elements
(25 and 29) after the motor, which interrupt the water
flow through the motor on a signal from the thermostat.
In fact these elements are not located after the motor,
but between the blocking element and the restrictor R2
(fig. 11). Here they work in the same way as the
blocking element: as long as a high control pressure is
applied to one of the elements, the flow remains
blocked and the motor piston cannot begin its upward
stroke. (We saw in fig. 7 that this high pressure arises
when the appropriate input valve is opened, i.e. when
the heating is switched on, and lasts until the desired
temperature is reached.) The motor cannot resume

operation until all three elements have stopped blocking
the flow. It would of course be possible to stop the
motor by means of diaphragm elements in the supply
line. In that case, however, the motor might stop during
the working stroke at a moment when a valve was not
properly opened or shut, which would upset the oper-
ation of the machine. In our design this is not possible,
since the motor always completes its working stroke
before stopping.

B

P3

fr)
25
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29 R2 'e

Fig. 11. Detail of the linear motor in fig. 9, showing that two
additional diaphragm elements located between the blocking
element B and the restrictor R2 can stop the motor in the same
way as the blocking element. These two elements (25 and 29 in
the logic scheme in fig. 7) are controlled by the output signals
N and T from the thermostat. They block the working stroke of
the motor while the water is being heated until the desired
temperature is reached.

Pressostut and.filler valve

Fig. 12 shows the design of the pressostat and the
filler valve with the associated logic elements. The
central part of the pressostat is the diaphragm Me,
which is strengthened by a reinforcing disc. The space
above this diaphragm is connected through the inlet
In with the underside of the sump; the space below this
communicates with the outside. After the machine has
been filled, the diaphragm first closes the low-level
valve LL, and then opens the normal -level valves NL.
The water levels at which this takes place can be preset
by special adjusting springs. The cross-section given in
the figure is selected to show two of the three valves
arranged in an equilateral triangle; these are LL in
element 18, with the adjusting spring AL, and NL in
element 9, with the adjusting spring AN. Only the top
of the rod of valve HL can be seen. To operate the
valves a fairly large force is required. Thus to close
valve LL, it has to be forced down against the pressure
J of about 1 atmosphere. Since valve LL must close
when the pressure above the pressostat diaphragm is
not yet greater than a few centimetres of water, the
diameter of the diaphragm must be much greater than
the diameter of valve LL.

The various elements and signals are indicated in
fig. 12 by the same numbers and letters as used in fig. 7.
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In the situation shown there is no water in the machine
and input valve III and filler valve FV are closed. The
pressure D, which sets this part of the control system
in operation, is applied to the space above element 7
through a line not visible in the figure. The pressure
from this space is applied to elements 18 and 19 of the

Me 9 NL

therefore acts as the input restrictor of baffle nozzle 11.
It can be seen that the sandwich arrangement has

been used throughout in the design of the parts of the
control system described here, even for the large
diaphragm of the pressostat and the diaphragm of the
filler valve.
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Fig. 12. Cross-section of the pressostat and filler valve with the associated logic elements. Me
pressostat diaphragm. In inlet connecting the space above this diaphragm with the underside
of the sump. FV filler valve, B water supply, W drainage to wash unit. LL, NL and HL are
valves of baffle -nozzle elements that are opened or closed by the diaphragm when particular
water levels are reached (low, normal and high). AL and AN are adjusting springs for setting
the low and normal levels. (The elements for the high level are not in the plane of the drawing.)
III input valve which receives the signal 'fill to normal level' from a cam. The various water -
pressure signals, like the logic elements and the associated restrictors, are indicated by the
same symbol as in the scheme in fig. 7.

low-pressure part of the pressostat, and to elements 7
and 8 near valve III. The output of element 8 con-
nected with the baffle nozzle 9 in the normal -level part
of the pressostat, and from here the signal F goes to
elements 10 and 11 which actuate the filler valve. The
input and output restrictors of all these elements are
indicated in the figure; for reasons of design the output
restrictor Rs of diaphragm element 8 is not situated
immediately beside this element. The filler valve FV,
which opens and closes the passage to the wash unit
(W = 1 or 0) when there is water pressure at the input
(B = 1) , is an enlarged version of the diaphragm
element. The filler valve opens when the pressure
above the diaphragm of this valve decreases, and this
happens when the valve of baffle nozzle 11 is opened
by the signal F = 1 applied via element 10. The water
feed to the space above the diaphragm of the filler valve
goes through a small hole in this diaphragm, which

The thermostat

The thermostat follows the design most commonly
used in washing machines. The measuring element
consists of a sealed tube filled with a fluid with a high
coefficient of expansion. Fixed to this element is a
capillary tube in which the fluid moves in response to
changes in the temperature of the element. This move-
ment is converted by means of a tiny piston (an accur-
ately fitting pin in the end of the tube) into a linear
movement, which is used for successively opening the
valves of baffle nozzles 23 and 28 (see fig. 7).

Design of the complete system

All logic elements, the pressostat and part of the
motor are contained in a sandwich construction of six
plates and five rubber sheets, together forming a block
of 11.5 x 8 x 5 cm. Fig. 13 shows a view of the block
from underneath. The camshaft with the drive is fitted
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to the sandwich construction at the lower left; the
filler valve, with the water supply on the right and
beneath it the connection for the wash unit, can be
seen projecting from the block. The capillary of the
thermostat is mounted at the left. The connections for
the electrical switches are near the upper side of the

Control for an ordinary washing machine

A system of the type described here can of course
also be used for controlling an ordinary washing
machine. There is only one fundamental difference be-
tween such a machine and a dishwasher: the drum of
the washing machine has to be set in motion at regular

Fig. 13. View of the control system from underneath. The filler valve with the water supply
and the outlet to the wash unit are on the right. To their left is the camshaft with the motor -
driven ratchet mechanism. The connection to the thermostat is at the far left. The connections
for the hydraulic output elements can be seen at the top of the system.

block on the left (not visible in the photograph) and
the fluid lines for the door safety unit and for the
supply of detergents and regenerating salt can be
seen right at the top. The delay element is not located
inside the block but projects above it.

Fig. 14 shows a view of the sandwich construction
from above, partly dismantled. The valves, springs,
etc. have been removed, while two plates and a rubber
sheet have been folded outwards. The diaphragm seats
of the baffle nozzles for the programme input can be
seen in a row in the bottom plate. The large circular
cavity beside it is the chamber for the motor piston.
At the top, next to the block containing the delay ele-
ment (see fig. 9), the pressostat diaphragm is visible
through the top plate.

intervals, e.g. 12 seconds of clockwise rotation, 3 sec-
onds stop, 12 seconds of anticlockwise rotation, 3
seconds stop, and so on. This washing motion requires
a basic time of 3 seconds in addition to the basic time
of 1 minute for the programme. This can be accom-
plished by using a linear motor with a cycle time of
3 seconds to drive a camshaft with cams to control the
movements of the drum and an extra cam to give a
signal after each twenty cycles. This signal (which thus
appears once per minute) is used to actuate a second
motor that rotates the programme timer through one
step. Since the cycle time of the first motor is so short,
the motor in fig. 9 may be used without a delay system;
for the second motor all that is required is a piston with
a spring and a rolling diaphragm.
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The prototype described here has performed well in
the laboratory. It was found to be important to use
rubber of good quality for the diaphragms, otherwise
the machine eventually develops faults as a result of
permanent deformation of the diaphragms in the
elements. Other problems might be expected from the
restrictors which, with bores no more than 0.3 mm in
diameter, could become blocked by scale formation or
by solid pat tides or algae in the water. In our experi-

ments the water was fairly soft and of good quality,
and this trouble was therefore not encountered. But
even in less favourable conditions there is little fear of
trouble from such blockages, since a water softener
can always be added in hard -water districts and a filter
can be used for trapping solid particles. In any case,
the system can also be made to operate with static
elements, which do not need restrictors. This approach
is being investigated in our further studies.

t'

Fig. 14. The sandwich construction of the control system; the plastic plates and rubber sheets
have been stacked one above the other without the separate components of the logic elements
(springs, valves, etc.). Two plates and a rubber sheet have been turned outwards to show
details on the bottom plates such as the row of diaphragm seats for the baffle nozzles of the
programme input, and the motor piston chamber. The block mounted on the top plate con-
tains the delay element. The pressostat diaphragm is visible through the top plate.

Summary. The techniques of fluid logic, or fluidics, can be used
in control systems for automatic washing machines. The systems
operate from the water pressure and are simple and compact.
The article describes a prototype designed for dishwasher control.
After a brief survey of the various types of fluidic element
(dynamic, quasi -static and static) a description is given of the
elements used in the prototype, generally baffle nozzles and
diaphragm elements. The elements are mainly of the quasi -
static type, i.e. they use water in one of two states. Next a de-
scription is given of the operation of the dishwasher and of its
programme of operations. In the control system the camshaft
which operates the switches for the various parts of the pro-
gramme is driven through a ratchet mechanism by a linear hydraul-
ic motor with a cycle time of 1 minute. The mechanical input
signals from the cams are converted by baffle nozzles into water -

pressure signals which are handled in a fluid -logic system. The
output signals of the control system are electrical (switches for
pump, heating, etc.) and hydraulic (supply lines that provide
the machine with water, detergents and regenerating salt). The
practical basis of the design of the system is a sandwich construc-
tion of plastic plates and rubber sheets, in which the rubber
sheets act as a seal and also form the diaphragms for the dia-
phragm elements. Such a system is very compact, and the whole
control system measures only about 11.5 x 8 x 5 cm. The system
includes the linear motor, consisting of a piston with a valve -
controlled rolling diaphragm, and the pressostat, consisting of
a large diaphragm which, under the action of water pressure in
the machine, operates baffle nozzles when specific levels are
reached. The article concludes with an indication of the applica-
tion of systems of this kind in ordinary washing machines.
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The flow of highly rarefied gases

A. Venema

Some forty years ago Dr P. Clausing, who worked at Philips Research Laboratories
from 1923 to 1960, published an article in 'Annalen der Physik' on the flow of highly
rarefied gases. The appearance in 1971 of an English translation of Clausing's article
renewed our interest in the subject, which remains of great importance to vacuum
physicists. The article below by Dr Venema combines a modern treatment with a histor-
ical introduction which has special interest since Clausing's work is not always fully
treated in all the textbooks.

Historical background

The year 1972 marked the tercentenary of the publi-
cation of Otto von Guericke's famous book Experi-
menta Nova (ut vocantur) Magdeburgica de Vacuo
Spatio' [1], in which he described his experiments with
`vacant space'. To remove the air from the space to
be evacuated Von Guericke used piston pumps of a
model directly comparable with the pumps that had
been used for pumping water since ancient times.
Originally he first filled up the space with water, and
then pumped the water out. In this way he reduced the
problems of removing the air to one of removing water,
already a familiar technique. He also used a layer of
water as a seal for pistons, cocks and couplings. In
1654 Von Guericke, who was then the burgomaster of
Magdeburg, demonstrated the operation of his pumps
with the well known Magdeburg hemispheres, which
can still be seen in the `Deutsches Museum' at
Munich. Von Guericke may be assumed to have built
the first vacuum pumps, and we may therefore look
upon him as the father of vacuum technology, which
thus goes back quite a long way in history.

An understanding of the flow of gases at low pressure
was not obtained until the development of the kinetic
theory of gases in about the middle of the last century.
In 1909 M. Knudsen [2] published his experiments and
calculations on this subject. He gave a formula for the
flow of rarefied gases through tubes and openings for
the case where the mean free path of the gas molecules
(fig. 1) was equal to or greater than the radii of the
tubes and orifices. Soon afterwards M. von Smo-
luchowski [3] published an improved version of the
calculations, which gave the same results as Knudsen's,

Dr A. Venom is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven.
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Fig. 1. The mean free path 1 in nitrogen as a function of pressure
P (1 pascal = 7.5 x 10-3 torr).

however, when applied to cylindrical tubes. It had long
been known [4] that gases under these conditions do
not behave in accordance with the Poiseuille equation
for viscous flow, but follow quite different laws. The
reason for this is that as the gas becomes more rarefied
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

Amstelodami, apud Joannein JansOnium a Waesberge; 1672.
A German translation of this work, with the original illus-
trations, was published in 1968 by the VDI-Verlag, Dussel-
dorf.
M. Knudsen, Ann. Physik (4) 28, 75 and 999, 1909.
M. von Smoluchowski, Ann. Physik (4) 33, 1559, 1910.
A. Kundt and E. Warburg, Pogg. Ann. 155, 337 and 525,
1875.
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the number of collisions between the gas molecules
becomes considerably less than the number of colli-
sions between the gas molecules and the wall. Even-
tually the gas becomes so rarefied that the molecules
can no longer be said to be in collective motion. The
behaviour of such a highly rarefied gas must be
described on the basis of the individual behaviour of
the separate molecules and no longer as the behaviour
of a homogeneous viscous mass.

Following Knudsen, we speak in such a case of
molecular flow. He gave the following expression for
the molecular flow of a gas per second through a long
cylindrical tube (L >> r) as a result of a pressure dif-
ference tip:

4 - 1 r3
Qpv =

3
- I/27c

Vp L
-Op 5

where Qpv is the product of the, pressure and the
volume of gas flowing through per second, p is the
density of the gas at unit pressure, r is the radius and L
the length of the tube.

Knudsen gave two derivations for this formula. In
one he calculated the tangential force exerted by the
colliding molecules on the tube wall and compared
this with the pressure difference across the tube, and
in the other he calculated directly the number of
molecules flowing through a cross-section of the tube.
In both cases the tube was assumed to be so long that
perturbations caused by the ends of the tube were
negligible. It is therefore not surprising that for small
values of L equation (1) does not approximate to the
equation

(1)

n- 1

Qpv = r2 Op, (2)
2 V p

which Knudsen derived for molecular flow through a
circular opening of radius r in an infinitely thin wall.

Vacuum technology, which previously had led to no
more than a number of remarkable demonstrations
and interesting theoretical questions, began to acquire
practical significance at about the turn of the century
in the manufacture of incandescent lamps and X-ray
tubes, and later also for thermionic valves. This
prompted the development of more efficient vacuum
pumps, based largely on the work of W. Gaede and
I. Langmuir. In addition to mechanical pumps, in
which the reciprocating pistons were replaced by
continuously rotating components, diffusion pumps
and vapour pumps were also developed, based on
entirely new principles.

In the design of vacuum equipment for production
purposes it was necessary to include in the calculations
the pump -down time for a lamp or valve. This required
an equation to describe molecular flow through a short

tube. In 1920 S. Dushman [6] published a formula
that gave the relation between pressure difference and
the gas flow per second for molecular flow through a
short tube. Like Knudsen, he assumed that the expres-
sions for a long tube and an opening could be written
as:

Ap
Qpv = -R vp'

where R is the molecular flow resistance. This resistance
is determined entirely by the geometry of the tube or
opening. Dushman now obtained his formula by
postulating that the resistance R of a short tube ought
to be the sum of the resistance of the entrance opening
and the resistance of the tube as follows from Knudsen's
formula for a long tube (eq. 1), giving:

Ap
Qpv -

( 3 L If 1 \ (3)

1/2.7r r3 -7-r. r2)

,es"

This formula has the advantage of giving a satisfactory
description both for large L and for L = 0. On the
other hand, the use of Knudsen's formula (1) for the
resistance of the tube completely overlooks the fact
that it was derived for a long tube, whereas here it is
used for a short one. Since Dushman gave no derivation
for his equation, there was no way of estimating even
roughly the reliability of the molecular -flow resistance
calculated with his equation.

This unsatisfactory situation was resolved in 1932
when P. Clausing published an article [6] that gave
an adequate treatment of molecular flow through a
short tube. This forty -year -old article is still widely
quoted in the literature. According to the Science
Citation Index the references to this publication in the
years 1968-71 averaged fifteen per year. To make this
classic paper, originally published in German, more
readily accessible to those interested in vacuum
technology, an English translation was made avail-
able [7] through the courtesy of Veeco Instruments,
Inc., one of the leading American firms in vacuum
technology.

We shall now briefly consider Clausing's calculation
of the molecular flow resistance of a short tube, and
we shall then discuss the problems that arise in the
calculation of this resistance for a number of short
tubes or other components (valves, cold traps, etc.)
connected in series. However, an understanding of
molecular -flow phenomena is of more general impor-
tance to modern vacuum technology than simply as
an aid to calculating the flow resistance of high -
vacuum lines. We shall illustrate this in a brief discus-
sion of the difficulties encountered in determining the
pumping speed of high -vacuum pumps.
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Molecular flow through a tube of arbitrary length

Gas -kinetic calculations

Clausing calculated the molecular flow in a tube
connecting two vessels on the assumption that the
vessels were so large compared with the transverse
dimensions of the tube that the movement of the
molecules in the vessels was not perceptibly disturbed
by the entrance openings of the tube. This means that
the cosine law for the angular distribution of the mole-
cules applies to the entrance openings just as it does
to the walls of the vessels (fig. 2). Since the movements
of the molecules are completely independent of one
another in molecular flow, the reasoning still remains
valid when it is assumed for simplicity that the pres-
sure in one of the two vessels is zero.

Fig. 2. Cosine distribution. The number of molecules, N(99
striking a surface element per second at an angle of incidence y5
with the normal to the wall, is given by N(9) = N(0) cos 0, where
N(0) is the number of perpendicularly incident molecules. The
ends of the vectors that give the values of N(0) as a function of
lie on the periphery of a sphere of diameter N(0).

Instead of the macroscopic quantities 'pressure
difference' and 'mass of gas' Clausing used molecular
quantities, i.e. the rate of incidence of the molecules
and the number of molecules. He showed that all the
Knudsen and Von Smoluchowski flow equations can
be written in the form

K = WSv.

Here K is the number of molecules passing per second
from the vessel at pressure p to the vessel at zero
pressure, S is the cross-sectional area of the entrance
opening of the tube, and v is the rate of incidence of
the molecules (the number of gas molecule's striking
a surface per second per unit area) at this opening.
He called the quantity W the transmission probability,
i.e. the probability that a molecule entering the connect-
ing tube will reach the second vessel without having
returned to the first vessel. W is a dimensionless
factor that depends solely on the geometry of the con-
necting tube; its value goes to 1 when the length

of the tube goes to zero. In calculating W Clausing
assumed that the cosine distribution applied not only
to the directions of incidence at the entrance opening
of the tube, but also to the directions in which the
molecules striking the tube wall leave the wall again.
In other words, he assumed that the reflection of the
molecules from the wall was completely diffuse.

It is not necessary to go into the physical details of the reflec-
tion of gas molecules from a wall to show that it is reasonable to
assume a cosine distribution [9]. Clausing considered an arbitrary
element of area dS inside a vessel which is uniformly filled with
gas molecules and is in perfect temperature equilibrium with its
surroundings. The molecules in this vessel move completely at
random in all directions. The number of molecules that passes
through an element dS at an angle B to the normal will be propor-
tional to cos 0 because of the perspective shortening that applies
to dS when seen from this direction. If now the element dS is
replaced by a solid wall element, then the movement of the
molecules in the environment of dS will only remain completely
random if the molecules continue to leave dS in the same way as
if there were no solid wall there. In other words, the molecules
leave the wall in numbers that are proportional to cos 0. If this
were not so, anisotropies and non -uniformities in the distribution
of the gas molecules would occur within a layer equal in thickness
to the mean free path of the gas molecules. With a suitable ar-
rangement of the surfaces these inhomogeneities could set up a
perpetual motion of the second kind, a 'machine' that performs
work when operated from a single temperature and not from a
temperature difference. Such a mechanism would contravene the
second law of thermodynamics.

Although this reasoning shows that a cosine distribution of the
molecules that leave the wall satisfies the second law, it does not
follow that such a distribution is the only one possible. To prove
this, however, requires a rather extensive treatment of the sta-
tistical mechanics of the scattering process at the wall [9].

To calculate W Clausing defined four probabilities :
1. The probability wrr(z)dz that a molecule leaving a

ring of the tube wall will directly strike another ring
of length dz at a distance z from the first ring.

2. The probability wrs(z) that a molecule leaving a ring
of the tube wall will pass directly through a cross-
section of the tube at a distance z.

3. The probability wsr(z)dz, averaged over a cross-
section of the tube, that a molecule leaving that
section will directly strike a ring of the tube wall
of length dz located at a distance z.

4. The probability wss(z), averaged over a cross-section
of the tube, that a molecule leaving this section will
directly pass a second cross-section at a distance z.

Here 'directly' means without first colliding with

[5] S. Dushman, Gen. Electric Rev. 23, 493, 1920.
(6] P. Clausing, Ann. Physik (5) 12, 961, 1932, also Thesii,

Leiden 1928.
[7] P. Clausing, J. Vacuum Sci. Technol. 8, 636, 1971.
[9] P. Clausing, Ann. Physik (5) 4, 533, 1930.
(9] E. P. Wenaas, J. chem. Phys. 54, 376, 1971. '
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the wall again or with another molecule. The definitions
are illustrated in fig. 3. It is not necessary to calculate
all four probabilities separately. It can easily be shown
that:

and

Wrr (Z)
dwrsW

dz

dwss(z)
W sr(Z) =

dz

Wrs(z) = i rwsr(z),

so that it is sufficient to calculate only one of the four
probabilities.

Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating the significance of the probabilities
wrr, wrs, wsr and wss.

Clausing calculated the probability wss(z) for a
cylindrical tube of constant diameter, using established
calculations for the diffuse scattering of light, which of
course also follows a cosine law. This led to an equa-
tion for the exit probability e(z) for a molecule at a
position z, with which he was able to calculate the
desired transmission probability. Clausing gave a
numerical approximation of the solution for this equa-
tion.

The results of the calculation are presented in fig. 4
and also in Table I. They show that the theory for
the transmission probability of a tube of zero length
does indeed give the value for an opening in a thin wall.
He also used the general equations to calculate the
transmission probabilities for small rectangular open-
ings in plates of finite thickness.

In 1956 W. C. DeMarcus [11] derived a transport
equation for a Knudsen gas frcim Boltzmann's trans-
port equation. This led him to an integral equation
for the collision rate at any point of the wall; Clausing's
equation for the exit probability proved to be a special
case of this equation. By applying modern numerical
methods to his integral equation DeMarcus was able
to calculate the transmission probability for a short
cylindrical tube. As- can be seen from Table I, his

results confirm those that Clausing had obtained 25
years earlier. The scale used in fig. 4 does not allow
the results of Clausing and of DeMarcus to be present-
ed separately.

Monte -Carlo calculations

It is now possible to use digital computers to calcu-
late this probability statistically by the Monte -Carlo
method. In this method the paths of the molecules
travelling through the tube are calculated. A cosine
distribution is assumed both for the directions in which
the particles pass the entrance opening and for the
directions in which they leave the wall after reflection.

The transmission probability is arrived at by calcu-
lating the paths of a very large number of molecules in
this way. The more paths are calculated the more
accurate are the values found. The vertical bars in
fig. 4 give the regions in which there is a 95 % certainty
that the correct values of the transmission probability

1.0
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003
0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50 100

L r

Fig. 4. The transmission probability Was a function of the length -
to -radius ratio, L/r, of a cylindrical tube. C is the function
W(L/r) as calculated by Clausing, D is the same function cal-
culated from Dushman's flow -resistance equation, and K is
calculated from Knudsen's formula. The vertical bars show the
intervals within which the transmission probability must lie with
95 % certainty for a number of values of L/r from calculations
performed by the Monte -Carlo method [10].

Table I. The transmission probability W for a cylindrical tube
as a function of the ratio of the length L to the radius r of the
tube, after Clausing Du and DeMarcus [111.

L/r
(Clausing) (DeMarcus)

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0
5

10
20
50

100
1000

co

1.0000 1.00000
0.9524 0.95240
0.9092 0.90922
0.8699 0.86993
0.8341 0.83408
0.8013 0.80127
0.6720 0.67198
0.5810 0.58148
0.5136 0.51423
0.4205 0.42006
0.3589 0.35658
0.3146 0.31053
0.1973 0.19099
0.1135 0.10938
0.0499
0.0258
0.002658
8r/3L
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will lie. The length of the bars corresponds to four times
the standard deviation cr.

Clausing's approach to the subject and his results are men-
tioned in many textbooks and publications. Some textbooks,
however, still give Dushman's formula. Although this formula
yields results that differ by less than 10-15% from the correct
values and would thus be adequate for many applications, the
nature of the formula, the explanation often given with it and
the absence of any real proof do not contribute to a proper
understanding of molecular -flow phenomena.

Several flow resistances in series

So far we have consistently referred to a single tube
between two vessels. In practice, however, there are
usually two or more sections of tube of different
diameter, bends, cold traps or stopcocks connected in
series. How can the resistance of such a combination
of different components be found? Analogy with
electrical resistance suggests that the resistance of the
whole ought again to be the sum of the resistances of
the parts. This is no longer true, however, when the
smallest dimensions of the components are comparable
with the mean free path of the gas molecules. To begin
with, each component affects the flow in every other
component. A molecule that has passed through a
component will not go back into it again if there are
no following components; if however there is another
component then the molecule may go back into the
first component. This is why the transmission prob-
ability of a group of components in series does not
follow from those of the components. Another point
is that the resistance of each component is calculated
assuming a cosine distribution of the directions of the
gas molecules at the input. In fact, however, molecules
leave a tube in a beam whose width diminishes with
increasing length of the tube. Fig. 5 shows an example
of this.

For the case of two tubes of identical dimensions in series
fig. 6 shows the actual value of the transmission probability W
and the value calculated from I/ W = 1/ WI. + 1/ W2, where WI.
and W2 are the transmission probabilities of the individual tubes.
The points were calculated from an approximation method due
to C. W. Oatley [13].

Oatley has shown that the transmission probability for two
consecutive tubes of equal diameter can be approximated by the
expression

W

1 1

W
=

W2
1

1
(4)

[10] D. H. Davis, J. appl. Phys. 31, 1169, 1960.
[11] W. C. DeMarcus, Union Carbide Nuclear Company, Oak

Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant Report K 1302, Parts I -VI,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 1956/57. For a short review of the
results, see W. C. DeMarcus and E. H. Hopper, J. chem.
Phys. 23, 1344, 1955.

[12] P. Clausing, Z. Physik 66, 471, 1930.
[13] C. W. Oatley, Brit. J. appl. Phys. 8, 15, 1957.

Fig. 5. Beaming of the molecules leaving a tube with L/r = 2
(solid curve). The dashed curve gives the cosine distribution [12j.
The symbol t9 in the figure, which has been reproduced directly
from the article referred to in [12], corresponds to 0 in the text.
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Fig. 6. Transmission probabilities W for two cylindrical tubes of
the same length and diameter in series. C is the exact value follow-
ing from the total length -to -diameter ratio, R the values calculated
from 1/ W = 1/W1 ± 1/ W2 (analogous with electrical resistances).
The points were calculated from Oatley's equation.

To derive this equation Oatley argued as follows. When N
molecules enter tube I (fig. 7) on the left, a fraction Wi will
reach the right-hand end, while a fraction 1 -Wi will leave the
tube again at the left-hand end. Of the NWi molecules that enter
tube II a number NW3. W2 will reach the exit, while NW1(1 - W2)
will again enter. tube I. Of these molecules entering tube I,
NW1(1 - W2) (1 - Wi) will return into tube II, of which
NW1(1 - W2) (1 - Wi) W2 will eventually leave through .the
exit opening on the right. Examining further the fate of the
remaining NWi(1 - W2) - - W2) molecules and
summing all those that pass the exit opening of tube II, then
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finally the following expression is obtained for the NW molecules
passing through the two tubes in series:

NW =-- NW3.W2 {1 + (1- W3)(1- Ws) +

+ (1- W 1)2 (1 - W2)2 +  ) + Ws- Wi.Ws.

This gives the relation (4) between W, W1 and W2 imme-
diately.

Equation (4) is an approximation, because it is assumed in the
derivation that the directional distribution of the molecules that
leave the first tube and enter the second one is a cosine distribu-
tion. This is not so; but, as argued by Oatley, the deviation from
a cosine distributioh is not large enough to give rise to serious
errors. An indication of this is given in fig. 6.

I H

NW1W2 .

Fig. 7. In the derivation of equation (4), two tubes I and II of
the same diameter are connected in series. The primary gas flow
enters tube I from the left; successive `generations' of scattered
molecules are designated by dashed arrows.

An attempt to calculate the transmission probability
for a number of arbitrary components in series leads
to integral equations of the same kind as those already
solved by Clausing for the simple case of a cylindrical
tube. Solving equations of this type nearly always
involves complicated numerical calculations. It is there-
fore often preferable to determine the transmission
probability by the Monte -Carlo method [14]. However,
useful approximate formulae for the transmission
probability can be derived for relatively simple geomet-
ries [16].

Measuring the pumping speed of a high -vacuum pump

As Clausing pointed out, the concepts of transmis-
sion probability and hence of a resistance also apply
to a vacuum pump. In many cases, however, and
certainly in the case of a pump, it is more usual to use
the reciprocal of the resistance concept, i.e. a conduc-
tance. To measure this conductance, i.e. the volume
rate of flow of the pump, we must measure the quantity
of gas flowing through per unit time (the throughput)
and the pressure at the mouth of the pump.

The difficulty here is that in a flowing gas the pres-
sure above the pump depends on the direction of
measurement, so that the idea of a particular pressure
at a particular place is meaningless without quoting a
direction of measurement. Because of this the volume
rate of flow of a pump can only be defined if the full

definition of the pressure at the pump mouth is given.
To be able to compare the performance characteristics
of different pumps it will therefore be necessary to
reach agreement on the method of measuring the
pressure. If a physically satisfactory choice is to be
made, which links up as closely as possible with fun-
damental theory, a proper understanding of molecular -
flow phenomena is essential. My suggestion at the
time [16] was to connect the pump to such a large vessel
that the directional distribution of the molecules at the
pump mouth would be a cosine distribution, so that
the pressure in the vessel could be taken as the pres-
sure at the pump mouth. An arrangement of this kind,
which gave good results for small pumps, is almost
impossible for large pumps. Some of these have a
mouth diameter of a metre or more, and the vessel,
which is usually spherical, would have to have a diam-
eter at least three times the pump mouth for reliable
pressure measurements.

A way around this difficulty was found by using a
vessel of the same diameter as the pump mouth and by
performing the pressure measurement at a place in this
vessel yielding numerically the same results as would

1.5D

D

P

Fig. 8. Scale drawing of the vessel used for measuring the volume
rate of flow (pumping speed) of a high -vacuum pump in accord-
ance with ISO Recommendation R 1608. I inlet for gas flow.
G pressure -gauge connection. At P the vessel is connected to
the pump. Most dimensions are related to the diameter D of the
pump mouth.

be obtained if a very large vessel were used. Monte -
Carlo calculations by J. N. Chubb [17] showed that a
system of this kind was indeed possible. Work by
B. B. Dayton [18], H. G. Miller [19] and W. Steckel-
macher [20] also contributed towards the final choice
of this measuring system. The last phase of the search
for the most appropriate method for measuring the
volume rate of flow of a pump took place at the
meetings of the 'Technical Committee 112 - Vacuum
Technology' of the 'International Organization for
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Standardization' (ISO). The method recommended by
this committee [21] for measuring the volume rate of
flow of a high -vacuum pump is illustrated in fig. 8.

[14] See also L. L. Levenson, N. Milleron and D. H. Davis,
Trans. 7th Nat. Symp. on Vacuum Technology, Cleveland
1960, p. 372, and J. N. Chubb, Proc. 4th Int. Vacuum
Congress, Manchester 1968, Part 1, p. 433.

[153 Derivations of this type are to be found, for example, in
B. B. Dayton, J. Vacuum Sci. Technol. 9, 243, 1972, and in
L. Filstoss and G. Toth, ibid. 9, 1214, 1972.

[AA] A. Venema, Vacuum 4, 272, 1954 (published in 1957).
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249 and 503, 1965.
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measurement of the performance characteristics of vapour
vacuum pumps, Part 1: Measurement of the volume rate of
flow (Pumping speed).

Summary. A review of Clausing's contribution to the present
understanding of flow phenomena. at extremely low pressure
(molecular flow) is preceded by an outline of the historical back-
ground. This includes a discussion of Knudsen's and Von
Smoluchowski's formulae for the flow of highly rarefied gases
through tubes sufficiently long that corrections for end effects are
negligible. The industrial application of vacuum technology
required formulae for shorter tubes. In 1920 Dushman proposed
a formula for short tubes, but he gave no derivation or other
theoretical basis. It was Clausing who provided a good theoretical
description of molecular flow through tubes of arbitrary length.
Later work by others in this field has fully confirmed the correct-
ness of his approach.

The mean free path of gas molecules in molecular flow is large
compared with the transverse dimensions of the tubes employed.
Because of this it is not possible to determine the total flow
resistance of separate parts of a line by simply adding the resist-
ances of the components. In such cases an exact calculation can
only be made by numerical methods. Approximate expressions
are also available, however, that yield much smaller errors than
simple addition.

Finally the importance of a proper understanding of molecular
flow phenomena is demonstrated by the international agreement
for measuring the volume rate of flow (pumping speed) of a
high -vacuum pump.
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A stabilized r.f. argon -plasma torch for emission spectroscopy

P. W. J. M. Boumans, F. J. de Boer and J. W. de Ruiter

Analytical atomic spectrometry and the plasma torch

Nowadays a great deal of chemical research on mat-
erials relies on physical methods of analysis referred to
collectively as analytical atomic spectrometry [1]. The
word 'atomic' indicates the limitation to the quantita-
tive determination of free atoms, that is to say elements.
These methods therefore provide very little information
about the bonding of atoms in molecules or crystals.
The radiation used is not nuclear but the radiation that
results from processes in the electronic shells of the
atoms and ions. In the type of analytical atomic spec-
troscopy considered in this article the radiation used is
contained in the wavelength region extending from the
ultraviolet to the near infrared (0.1-1 gm). The sample
for analysis is atomized, which is most simply done by
heating it in a vaporized state to a temperature at which
the molecules dissociate. The analysis is made after
calibration, using reference standards. To obtain accur-
ate results there should be close correspondence be-
tween samples and standards, both in chemical com-
position and in physical properties, since the various

Dr P. W. J. M. Boumans and F. J. de Boer are with Philips
Research Laboratories, Eindhoven. J. W. de Ruiter is with the
Philips Centre for Manufacturing Techniques, Eindhoven.

Until recently the simultaneous multi -
element analysis of aqueous solutions
was none too easy a problem, especial-
ly when the concentrations involved
were extremely small. A revival of
interest in atomic emission spectro-
scopy, however, makes the situation
look more promising. This develop-
ment, which may surprise many chem-
ists, is partly due to the use of the
plasma torch, a 'flame' of extremely
high temperature ( 10 000 K) that is
not based on chemical combustion.
An outstanding feature of the torch
described here is the automatic stabi-
lization of the power dissipated in the
plasma.

processes that lead to the emission or absorption of
radiation are affected by the composition and proper-
ties of the samples. These effects are known as matrix
effects or interelement effects. They can reveal their
presence as a decrease in the temperature of the source
of excitation, giving a marked reduction in the dis-
sociation of the molecules in which a particular element
occurs.

There are three basic methods of carrying out an
atomic spectrometric analysis: the emission, absorp-
tion and fluorescence methods. The simplest radiation
process, the resonance transition, is used in fig. la to
demonstrate the physical differences between the three
methods. The block diagrams in fig. lb illustrate the
arrangement of the related measuring instruments. The
atomic fluorescence method will not be considered in
this article, since it is still too recent for any proper
judgement to be made of its practical value in chemical
analysis.

The various emission techniques can be classified on
the basis of the types of emission source, such as arc
discharges, flames, spark discharges and the plasma
torch, which is attracting increasing interest. Atomic
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absorption techniques may be subdivided according to
the primary radiation source used and the absorption
cell. The primary light source is often a gas -discharge
tube with a hollow cathode, made of the element to be
determined in the sample. The absorption cell may be
a flame or a tubular furnace. Provided that several ele-
ments do not have to be determined simultaneously,
the absorption method is usually preferable. This is
evident from the great popularity of atomic absorption
spectrometers for routine analytical applications in
chemical laboratories.

In recent years, however, analysts have become more
demanding, and a need has arisen for rapid and relativ-
ely simple techniques for simultaneous multi -element
analysis, enabling perhaps ten elements to be deter-
mined at the same time. The analysis of samples in
solution is preferred, mainly because it reduces prob-
lems associated with the inhomogeneity of samples and
the preparation of standards, so that some of the matrix
effects are removed. The trace analysis of surface water
for environmental control, the trace analysis of soil
extracts in agriculture, and a wide variety of analytical
work in materials research, such as the analysis of thin
films, all impose requirements that differ from those
met by existing instruments. What is wanted is an

b

Xres

DR

Fig. 1. a) The three radiation processes involved in the spectro-
metric methods of (from left to right) atomic emission, atomic
absorption and atomic fluorescence, used for chemical analyses.
W the energy of a free atom. Qe the amount of energy trans-
ferred to the atom on collision with another particle, resulting
in the first excited state (the resonance transition). Ares wave-
length of the radiation which occurs on de -excitation - in the
case of emission - or which gives rise to excitation - in ab-
sorption and fluorescence. Q,, the amount of energy which, on
de -excitation, becomes available for conversion into mechanical
energy (heat). b) Block diagrams of the spectrometric instruments
based on these processes. M monochromator (usually a grating
spectrometer). DR detector and recorder. S sample injection.
E emission source. A absorption cell. F fluorescence cell. The
fluorescence is observed at right angles to the path of the emitted
light rays. The two other spectrometric arrangements are con-
cerned with the presence (emission) or the attenuation (absorp-
tion) of radiation with the wavelength Ares, in the direction of
the emitted light.

instrument that combines the advantages of the flame
- ease of operation, stability and good reproducibil-
ity - with those of a d.c. carbon arc - low detection
limit and simultaneous multi -element analysis.

To produce an instrument with this combination of
features an attempt was first made to increase the tem-
perature in the absorption cell of atomic absorption
spectrometers. The idea was that the resultant higher
degree of molecular dissociation would improve the
detection limit. It was found, however, that the emis-
sion that is always to some extent present in such an
absorption cell could become so high that it would be
possible to use the cell as an emission source with
characteristics somewhere between those of an ordinary
flame (1900-2200 K) and those of the carbon arc
(5000-7000 K). It was therefore decided, rather hesi-
tantly at first, to return to the relatively neglected
method of atomic emission, using a high -temperature
flame (2800-3000 K) as emission source.

At about the same time, T. B. Reed and others were
working on a new method of maintaining an ionized
gas (a plasma) at atmospheric pressure [2]. The method
is based on the principle of inductive heating, which is
employed to induce high -frequency eddy currents in the
plasma. The power thus supplied to the plasma sustains
the ionization and gives the plasma a high energy con-
tent. Reed was able to 'demonstrate temperatures in the
plasma up to 16 000 K, which is a great deal higher
than the temperatures of about 3000 K in the high -
temperature flames currently used for flame spectro-
metric analysis. Temperatures as high as this not only
cause many more molecules to dissociate into atoms,
they also vastly increase the number of atomic excita-
tions. Consequently the light emission can be several
orders of magnitude greater. The efforts made to use
this plasma in emission spectroscopy have proved very
successful [3] and have led to the development of a new
emission source, called a 'plasma torch'. This device is
encouraging more and more chemists to return to the
atomic -emission method of analysis.

A plasma torch consists in the main of a gas -feed
system and a plasma -tube assembly surrounded by an
r.f. coil. Another essential part of the equipment,
though to some extent separate from it, is the aerosol
generator, or `nebulizer'. For heating the plasma by
r.f. induction we have developed a special r.f. generator

[ 1]

[2]

[3]

A review of analytical atomic spectrometry is given in:
P. W. J. M. Boumans, Spektralanalysen, Techn. Rundschau
No. 37, pp. 49-53, 3rd September 1971, and ibid., No. 43,
pp. 33-37, 8th October 1971.
T. B. Reed, Induction -coupled plasma torch, J. appl. Phys.
32, 821-824, 1961.
G. W. Dickinson and V. A. Fassel, Emission spectrometric
detection of the elements at the nanogram per millilitre level
using induction -coupled plasma excitation, Anal. Chem. 41,
1021-1024, 1969.
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designed to keep the power supplied to the plasma
automatically constant. This constant power in par-
ticular has considerably widened the. scope of the new
torch for emission spectrometry. We have measured
the detection limit for thirty elements, and have found
very low values (10 to 5000 ng per gram of solid) if
there is no interference from the matrix.

In the following we shall consider in turn the design
and features of the new torch and its components. In
doing so we shall touch on the physical background of
the very large temperature difference between a flame
and a plasma torch, and we shall briefly discuss the
automatically stabilized r.f. generator. In conclusion
we shall mention some experience gained with the new
torch as an emission source in an experimental arrange-
ment for atomic spectrometric analysis.

Design and operation of the plasma torch

Fig. 2 shows a schematic cross-section of the 'burner'
in our plasma torch. The gas -feed system consists of
three concentric quartz -glass tubes held in an acrylic
glass base. The working gas is argon, which has the
overriding advantage of not forming chemical com-
pounds with the elements of a sample. An argon plasma
is also very easily ignited and maintained. It is ignited
by switching on a low -power auxiliary inductor while
the argon is fed into the ignition tube (the second tube
in the assembly). This generates a small 'pilot' plasma.
The r.f. generator then takes over the power supply,
causing the amount and size of the plasma to increase
rapidly and the torch to come up to its working tem-
perature. The temperature is then about 10 000 K
inside the coil and about 6000 K just above it. The
temperature decreases with increasing distance from
the coil and is about 4000 K at a height of 30 mm above
the coil. These temperatures, which are very much
higher than in an ordinary flame, are easily reached
because argon is a monatomic gas, which means that
during heating no energy is lost to molecular dissocia-
tion.

The amount of energy needed to turn one mole of argon into
a fully ionized plasma is 1.7 MJ. This means that in a torch in
which argon at a pressure of 1 atm flows at the rate of 2 litres
per minute, the argon will have to take up about 2.6 kW of
energy to maintain the plasma. It can be seen from fig. 3 that
the temperature can then rise to a maximum of more than
16 000 K. For comparison the curve for nitrogen is shown;
the maximum temperature for the same energy content is less
than 11 000 K.

In an ordinary flame the temperature depends on the energy
released on combustion. Above a particular temperature certain
prOducts of combustion start to dissociate, which uses up extra
energy, so that the temperature rises no higher. The maximum.
temperature is therefore found in the range where strong mole-

cular dissociation of the combustion products begins. The
hottest flame (4850 K) is based on the reaction C2N2 -I- 02
2 CO + Ns + 1.082 MJ/mol. The combustion products CO and
N2 therefore have the extremely high dissociation energies of
1.075 and 0.941 MJ/mol respectively, corresponding to 11.1 and
9.8 eV per molecule.

The temperatures in the plasma in the torch are so
high that the plasma must not of course come into con-
tact with a wall or other component. Here a significant
advantage of inductive heating is that it requires no
electrodes. The presence of electrodes would have a
marked cooling effect and undesirable spectra could
arise from evaporated electrode material.

In our torch the plasma is kept away from solid
walls by means of a cylindrical sheath of a relatively

Ch

Arco&

Arign

Arcarr

Fig. 2. The gas -feed system of the plasma torch. P acrylic glass
holder in which three concentric quartz -glass tubes are mounted.
The relatively cool shielding gas (Arcooi) flows through the outer
tube. The second tube is used for igniting the plasma (Arign).
The inner tube, the injection tube, carries the sample into the
plasma as an aerosol in a carrier gas (Arcarr). The inner diameters
of the first two tubes are 18 and 12 mm. I watercooled r.f. coil.
S screws for centring the tubes. 0 -ring seals around each tube
make accurate centring possible and prevent leakage of the argon
gas. Ch torch chamber with aluminium wall as an r.f. interference
screen.
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Fig. 3. The energy content per mole, Qm, at 1 atm pressure for
nitrogen and argon, as a function of absolute temperature T.
DT denotes the region of dissociation temperatures, IT the region
of ionization temperatures. The initial slope of the curve for argon
is equal to (5/2)R, the specific heat at constant pressure of a mon-
atomic ideal gas (R being the gas constant). For the same energy
content the temperature of the argon is higher since there is no
dissociation.

cool shielding gas, for which argon is again used be-
cause of its low thermal conductivity. The shielding
gas is fed in through the outer tube at the rate of 15 litres
per minute. Inside the tube the laminar flow of the
shielding gas ensures that the plasma remains in posi-
tion. In the region just above the tube the flow becomes
turbulent, giving a sort of plume shape to the plasma.
Between the coil and the outer tube a quartz -glass collar
around the coil gives added protection against contact
with the plasma.

The sample to be excited reaches the plasma through
the injection tube (the inner tube in fig. 2). It is car-
ried along in the form of particles in a stream of argon
gas that flows through the injection tube during the
operation of the torch. The flow rate of this gas (1 to
2 litres per minute) can be accurately controlled, which
is necessary because it affects the performance of the
torch as an emission source, as we shall see presently.

The frequency of the generator that supplies the
power for maintaining the plasma is so high (about
50 MHz) that there is a distinct skin effect in the
plasma [41. Therefore, with a correct choice of the tube
diameters we were able to produce a plasma that had its
highest temperatures in a thick, roughly toroidal zone,
whose exact shape is related to the flow rate of the gas.
At the centre, where the particles of the sample reach
the plasma, the temperature is much lower (fig. 4).
The particles therefore have a much greater chance of
penetrating into the hottest zone than they would if
they were immediately confronted with it after leaving
the injection tube [3].

Some idea of the thickness of this toroid can be obtained with
the aid of an equation which states that the skin depth is pro-
portional to (elf )t, where f is the frequency of the r.f. field and
p is the resistivity of the plasma [5]. For an argon plasma with
a temperature of 8000 K and a pressure of 1 atm the answer at
50 MHz is 0.3 cm, which is suitably small compared with the
radius of the opening in which the plasma forms (0.9 cm).

To prevent the r.f. field from interfering with nearby
electronic equipment, the plasma and the coil are
housed inside an aluminium screen called the torch
chamber. The housing of the r.f. generator and the torch
chamber are rigidly interconnected, and are mounted
together on a motor -driven platform that can be accur-
ately adjusted to the desired height with respect to
the fixed optical system. The optical part of our emission
spectrometer is fixed; this greatly increases its relia-
bility. A sliding flange provides a flexible connection
between the torch chamber and the optics.

This arrangement makes it possible to determine
simply and reproducibly the height in the plasma where
the most suitable emission zone for an analysis is to be
found.

li

Fig. 4. Vertical section through the upper end of the gas -feed
system, with plasma (PI) and r.f. coil (I), which consists of two
turns with internal water cooling. The toroidal structure of the
hot core (To) of the plasma is due to the skin effect and to the
carrier gas flow. The central zone (C) remains relatively cool.
The particles to be excited are fed in through the injection tube;
they can penetrate the hot region To relatively easily via the cool
region C.

[4] The skin effect is treated in: H. B. G. Casimir and J. Ubbink,
The skin effect, I. Introduction; the current distribution for
various configurations, Philips tech. Rev. 28, 271-283, 1967.

[5] For details see P. W. J. M. Boumans, Excitation of spectra,
chapter 6 in: Analytical emission spectroscopy, Part II (ed.
E. L. Grove), publ. Dekker, New York 1972, and also
P. W. J. M. Boumans, Theory of spectrochemical excitation,
Hilger & Watts London, and Plenum Press, New York, 1966.
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The r.f. generator; power stabilization

Maintaining the plasma in our torch requires a
power of no more than 1 or 2 kW. The quantity of
power required was not therefore the main problem in
the design of the r.f. generator. Far more important
was the requirement that the power dissipated in the
plasma should be very constant, otherwise fluctuations
in the emission intensity could become very large.
There are many possible causes of power fluctuations.
In the first place of course there are heating -up effects
in the generator itself, and the properties of the plasma
may not always be constant. In particular the injection
of the particles of the sample to be analysed may have
a pronounced effect on the thermal conductivity of the
plasma or on its resistivity, resulting in a marked
change in the impedance. If these effects are not cor-
rected in good time, they may even completely ex-
tinguish the torch. The r.f. generator [6] for our torch
is designed to take the necessary corrective action
automatically. We shall first give the general theoretical
background of this stabilization, and then show in
somewhat more detail how it is carried out.

The r.f. coil containing the plasma may be regarded
as the primary coil of a kind of transformer. The plas-
ma, which of course also has inductance, acts as the
secondary winding; it constitutes a single turn, whose
resistance is approximately equal to

Rpi = end/(h6).

In this equation e is the resistivity of the plasma, which
behaves approximately as a conducting cylindrical ring
of diameter d, wall thickness 6 (the skin depth) and
wall height h. The coupling between the primary and
secondary windings increases with the diameter of the
plasma. The degree of coupling is determined by the
factor k 1), which is equal to M/(LsLp04, where
M is the mutual inductance of coil and plasma, and
Ls and Lpi are the inductances of the r.f. coil and of
the plasma. Fluctuations in the energy content of the
plasma affect the diameter d of the plasma through
temperature changes; the situation resembles that of
a gas at constant pressure and changing temperature.
There is therefore a connection between the behaviour
of the coupling factor and the power fluctuation. In
general terms, the operation of the stabilization is that
any small change in the power input, when a particular
condition is satisfied, causes a new and compensatory
change in the power through a change in the coupling
factor.

Fig. 5 illustrates the operating principle of the r.f.
generator under load, and also shows the operating
point of the high -power amplifying valve used in the
generator. The load consists of the internal resistance rp
of the generator and a resonant circuit which comprises

three components of the actual generator circuit - the
capacitors C1 and C2 and the choke L - and also a
choke Lt with a resistance Rt. Arranged in series, Lt

and Rt represent the transformer constituted by the
r.f. coil and the plasma. To understand the stabilization
process it is necessary to know that during the growth
of the plasma - which is accompanied by an increasing
coupling factor k - the inductance Lt decreases.

Using the equivalent circuit for a loaded transformer we find:

La (1 - k2
1

1 + (Rpi/WLpi)2

and

Rt Pz.t Rpik2Ls/Lpi,

where w is the angular frequency of the r.f. current. In the
derivation of the second equation the d.c. resistance of the
r.f. coil is set equal to zero, and co2Lpi2 is substituted for
Rpi2 co2Lp12. It can be seen from these equations that as k
increases, the inductance Lt decreases while the resistance Rt
rises.

The angular frequency, we, of a Colpitts oscillator is given by:

wee = 1

1

1 Rt

(L Lt)C ( I + Ci/C2 rp

where C = C1C2/(Ci + C2). The resonant circuit itself has an
angular frequency at parallel resonance (anti -resonance), War,
that is a little lower than we. Calculation shows that

wart
I CiRt2

+(L Lt)C L + Lt

Nevertheless, at the angular frequency we, relating to the fun-
damental frequency in the pulses of anode current, the imped-
ance of the parallel -resonant circuit is practically at its maxi-
mum. The higher harmonics also present dissipate very little
power here, since the capacitance C1 acts virtually as a short-
circuit at these higher frequencies. The greatest transfer of power
is obtained when the load is matched at the fundamental fre-
quency.

rp

oeg

=CI

0
0 T-2

Rt

Fig. 5. Simplified equivalent circuit of the r.f. generator with
load. rp internal resistance of the a.c. voltage source E, describing
the operation of a power triode. Lt, Rt equivalent circuit for the
`transformer', constituted by the r.f. coil and the plasma (as the
secondary winding). C1, C2, L components of the generator. The
generator is a Colpitts oscillator whose triode works as a class C
power amplifier; the anode current ip therefore appears as a
series of pulses. The feedback voltage es across the capacitance C2
sustains the oscillation. i current in the plasma.
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An advantage of the circuit in fig. 5 is that the r.f.
coil and the plasma form part of the resonant circuit
in the oscillator. Whatever happens to the plasma,
within fairly wide limits, the impedance of the resonant
circuit at the fundamental frequency (wc) of the cur-
rent i always remains at a maximum. (There can of
course be a change in the fundamental frequency.) A
separate resonant circuit for the coil and plasma, which
is usually included in such circuits, was not necessary
in our arrangement. Matching problems were thus
avoided.

We shall now show how the variation of the coupling
factor can give power stabilization. We shall see that
for this purpose the magnitude of the inductance L
must be such that Lt/L is smaller than 2. The Q (quality
factor) of the loaded coil, i.e. weLtIRt, is given by:

1 L \I A

Q Rt C (1 + A)1.

In this expression A represents the ratio Lt/L, and C
the equivalent of the two capacitances Ci and C2 in
series. The power stabilization is concerned with the
power Ppt dissipated in the resistance Rt. Calculation
shows that

Pp' aE2RtCIL(1 + A).

In this expression a is a positive number smaller than 1
that gives a measure of the efficiency; E is the a.c. voltage
of the generator, which remains practically constant.
Using the factor 1 /Rt we can substitute in the expression
for Q the power Po dissipated in the plasma; this gives:

C E2 A

Q I
L Pp1 (1 + A)3I2

Provided that a is known, this equation enables the
combinations of Q and A to be determined at which the
plasma will take a power Po. In the Q,A plane we can
thus draw a family of characteristic curves with the
power consumption as a parameter (fig. 6). As long
as the operating point remains on the same curve, the
power consumption does not change. The curves have
a maximum at A = 2; the value of the maximum is
inversely proportional to Po. For any desired power
at the same loaded Q of the coil there are apparently
two values of A, that is to say two possible operating
points.

We shall now show that the situation is stable only
at the operating point on the left of the maximum, i.e.
at A< 2. To do this we assume that at such an operat-
ing point the coupling factor k decreases slightly at a
certain moment. The inductance Lt will then immedi-
ately increase slightly, and so too will A. As a result the
operating point shifts first horizontally towards a set-
ting that gives the same Q at a higher power Po
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Fig. 6. The Q of the loaded r.f. coil as a function of the ratio Lt/L
(see fig. 5), denoted here by A. Each characteristic relates to one
value of the power Pm taken by the plasma (expressed in arbitrary
units for the three curves shown). The a.c. voltage E of the gener-
ator is assumed to be constant. All characteristic curves have a
maximum at A = 2. For any desired power there are two settings
for the same value of Qic, only one of which, with A < 2, is
stable. On a change in the coupling factor between r.f. coil and
plasma the operating point therefore automatically returns to
the original curve, so that the power consumption remains con-
stant. At operating points on the right of the maximum this is
not the case.

- which slows down the decrease of k. Next the operat-
ing point moves almost vertically upwards and returns
practically to the original characteristic curve, at a
somewhat higher value of Q. If, on the other hand,
the operating point is on the right of the maximum,
then upon a decrase of k the operating point will move
to a position where Ppt is somewhat lower, causing k
to decrease further. As a result the operating point
moves further away from the curve on which it was
originally situated; in other words, in this situation
there is no power stabilization.

If k had originally increased slightly, then of course
exactly the opposite would have happened in the two
situations (since A would decrease), but even then the
operating point on the left of the maximum is the only
stable one.

On ignition the operating point starts somewhere at
the top right on a characteristic curve with very low
power and high Q in the non -stable region. The operat-
ing point then moves rapidly to the stable part of the
curve, corresponding to the final value of the power
consumption.

Thus, by giving the inductance L of the choke in the
generator a value higher than 1Lt, we ensure that the
power consumption remains constant during small
changes in the impedance of the plasma, whatever they
may be due to [71. This is what makes our r.f. generator
so outstandingly suitable for use in a plasma torch for
spectrochemical emission analysis.

161

[7]

Philips type 131202/01 HF table model with separate power -
supply unit (output power variable up to about 2 kW).
A similar situation was encountered in stabilizing the zone
length in a zone -refining process for purifying semiconductors.
See E. Buehler, Rev. sci. Instr. 28, 453, 1957.
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The nebulizer

In an analysis, as we saw earlier, the sample is usually
introduced as an aqueous solution. The solution, whose
salt content must be no more than a few tenths of a
per cent, is nebulized to produce a fine distribution in
the carrier gas, ensuring that the sample is fed uniform-
ly into the plasma. An important requirement is that
molecules of the solvent, which are present in consider-
able excess, must not enter the plasma. If this did hap-
pen, these molecules - in particular water molecules -
would absorb so much energy that the limit of the stabi-
lizing capacity of the generator would be exceeded, and
it would then no longer be able to sustain the plasma.
It is therefore necessary to dry_the aerosol, in other
Words the sol must be stripped of the solvent before it
reaches the plasma. This is done by first passing the
wet aerosol through a heated pyrex -glass tube, which
raises the temperature of the aerosol to about 200 °C,
thus vaporizing the water and leaving the dissolved
salts as solid particles. The carrier gas with the water
vapour and the sample particles then flows through a
water-cooled reflux condenser, which traps the water
vapour by condensation. The dry aerosol emerging
from the condenser finally enters the injection tube
(fig. 7). Only about 10 % of the aerosol is lost during
transport through vaporizer and reflux condenser. The
'condenser is cooled with tap water.

The aerosol generator used is an ultrasonic nebulizer
developed for other applications [8]; some relatively

4
jpIl

Fig. 7. Diagram of the plasma torch with nebulization system.
1 sample in aqueous solution. 2 pump. 3 ultrasonic nebulizer.
4 vaporizer. 5 cooled reflux condenser. 6 plasma torch. A good
separation is obtained in the vaporizer at about 200 °C between
the particles of salts and the solvent, which evaporates. The
reflux condenser, cooled with tap water, traps the water vapour
by condensation.

simple but essential modifications have been made to
make the sample feed sufficiently fast and uniform.
The nebulizing process has an efficiency of 25 %, which
means that 25% of the solution supplied enters the
vaporizer. In the nebulizer the carrier gas flows tangent-
ially into the space above the vibrator plate, and is
thus brought into close contact with the nebulized
solution. Complete mixing takes place in a conical fog
chamber in the nebillizer head, through which the wet
sol finally passes to the vaporizer (fig. 7).

Experience with the new emission source

The performance of our plasma torch as an emission
source was investigated in a conventional arrangement
for spectrochemical analysis (fig. 8). Here we need
only mention that the experimental equipment [9] in-
cludes two monochromators, which receive the emitted
light alternatively. The monochromators are each ad-
justed to a particular line of the spectrum, one emitted
by an element to be analysed, and the other a reference
line from an element added in known quantity. The
intensity ratio of the two emission lines is used as the
analytical signal. A dual -channel arrangement of two
monochromators is a highly flexible spectrometer since
it allows rapid 'and convenient adjustment of wave-
lengths. The resolution of these monochromators has
to be high, since: owing to the extremely high tempera-
ture of the plasma, the emitted light contains a large
number of lines, which have to be detected separately.
A higher resolution also means better detection limits,
since the intensity of the spectral lines is then increased
in relation to the continuous background.

The investigations on the plasma torch have shown
that the dissipated power remains constant within
0.5 %. During the ignition of the plasma the resonant
frequency shifts from the initial value of 51.8 MHz to
52.3 MHz at full load.

The temperature in the plasma depends closely on
the distance of a particular zone from the top of the
r.f. coil. This means, for example, that elements that
are difficult to excite (and also have a high ionization
potential) can best be detected in a zone of the plasma
situated immediately above the coil, for the temperature
is higher here than in regions further away from the
coil.

Apart from the height of the plasma zone used, an
important quantity is the flow rate of the carrier gas,
which must be chosen with some care if the best de-
tection limits are to be achieved. Fig. 9 shows the op-
timum combinations of the location of the observation
zone (`observation height') and flow rate for each of a
number of elements.

It is usual to take the noise level and the slope of the
analytical curve as a measure of the detection efficiency
for a particular element. The analytical curve gives the
relation between the concentration of the element in
a series of standard samples and the signal from the
spectrometer (fig. 10). In analyses with the plasma
torch these curves are found to be straight lines at the
small concentrations involved. When using an analyti-
cal curve it is necessary to bear matrix effects in mind
that might introduce systematic errors.

The fluctuations in the background (the 'noise level')
determine .the smallest signal that can be said with a
stated probability, say 95 %, to be a .`true' signal, in
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Fig. 8. Photograph showing general view of the plasma torch used as emission source. The
aluminium torch chamber can be seen on the left. The 'flame' and the two horizontal turns
of the r.f. coil are just visible inside the torch chamber. Part of the acrylic glass holder of the
gas -feed system can be seen below the torch chamber. The upper (double) tube supplies the
shielding gas, the tube below it the ignition gas, and the carrier gas with the particles for
analysis flows in from below through the vertical tube. The nebulization equipment, including
the ultrasonic nebulizer with fog chamber (right-hand corner), the evaporator and the reflux
condenser can all be seen in the right foreground. The light emitted leaves the torch chamber
on the left and passes through a lens system to the optical part of the spectrometer, which
is not shown here.

other words a signal not due to background fluctua-
tions. The noise level is found experimentally from a
series of blank analyses, in which a solution is nebulized
that does not contain the element to be detected but
otherwise has as nearly as possible the same composi-
tion. The 95 % signal corresponds to twice the standard
deviation in the measured background. The slope of
the analytical curve is determined from signals that are
clearly above the noise level but are still of the order of
magnitude of the background signal.

A good signal of course only gives the intensity of the line
being analysed, which implies that the intensity of the spectral
background always superimposed on analysis lines must be sub-
tracted. It is the practice to work with a dimensionless measured
quantity by dividing the intensity found by the intensity of a
reference line. The advantage of such an intensity ratio is that

[8] LKB Medical AB, Ultrasonic Nebulizer NB 100 (frequency
3 MHz).

[9] See P. W. J. M. Boumans and F. J. de Boer, Studies of flame
and plasma torch emission for simultaneous multi -element
analysis, I. Preliminary investigations, Spectrochim. Acta
27B, 391-414, 1972 (No. 9).
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it is independent of interfering effects that affect both quantities
to the same extent, such as a slow drift in the efficiency of the
nebulizer. Moreover, by choosing the right combination of ana-
lysis and reference lines, it is possible to eliminate certain matrix
effects.

A final point that we should make is that far fewer
compromises have to be made in using the plasma torch
in routine work then are needed for analysis with the
d.c. carbon arc, even though the detection limits are

Mo 7.35eV Ga 5.97 eV

a (mm) Pb Fe W Al
V

30 Cr Mn

Ni 7.61 eV

Li 5.36 eV

Cu ,Cd
20

Zn

10
As 10.5 eV

B

1.5 1.8 l/min 1.8 2.2 1/min

Fig. 9. The optimum combinations of carrier -gas flow rate and observation height a
in the plasma for sixteen elements. The distribution of the elements in the diagram
shows that simultaneous multi -element analysis is possible, provided the elements
are separated into two groups. From the values of the ionization potential it can
be seen that a high ionization potential is generally associated with a small value
of a, i.e. with a high -temperature zone.

Table I presents our results for some thirty elements.
The detection limit (Cmin, fig. 10) was calculated in all
cases as the product of the measured noise level and
the measured slope of the analytical curve. Many of
these detection limits are exceptionally low. It is

reasonable to conclude that the combination of a sta-
bilized plasma and our modified ultrasonic nebulizer
with desolvation facilities has led to a marked improve-
ment in the detection limit, in some cases by a factor of
ten or more.

For multi -element analysis the optimum combination
of the location of the observation zone in the plasma
and the flow rate of the carrier gas must necessarily be
a compromise between the requirements that apply for
the various elements to be separately determined. The
results obtained so far with our spectrometer indicate
that a very good choice of observation zone and flow
rate can be made by simply dividing the elements into
two groups (see Table II, and also fig. 9). Conveniently
it so happens that the detection limit for various ele-
ments does not change very much with the observation
height in the plasma. This is because a slight deteriora-
tion of the signal amplitude then turns out to be com-
pensated, and sometimes even more than compensated,
by an improvement in the noise level.

Cmin

Sn
S

Fig. 10. Example of an analytical curve. The vertical scale shows
the concentration C of the element to be detected, and the hori-
zontal scale shows the signal S from the emission spectrometer.
The points on the graph are obtained with the aid of a series of
standard samples. sn noise level, corresponding to the detection
limit Cmin.

just as low. The reproducibility of the results is also
good (98 to 99 % over a period of a few hours; the
same values are found in analyses using a flame emis-
sion source).

To summarize briefly, we think that the most impor-
tant features of our work are the improved stabilization
of the torch and the modifications to the nebulizer,
which make the equipment much easier to use.
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Table I. Slope (AC/AS) of the analytical curve, and noise level
(sn) for thirty elements, measured with an emission spectrometer
using the argon plasma torch as emission source. The detection
limit Cmin is set equal to the product sn X AC/AS (see fig. 10).
The signal S is dimensionless since the measured intensities are
divided by a reference intensity (that of the background in this
case). The noise level is also relative and therefore dimensionless.
All tabulated values are for a measuring time of 15 seconds.
There are four groups of elements: (1) elements for which the
detection limit found is much better than the values reported in
the literature, (2) elements for which the detection limit is im-
proved by less than a factor of five, (3) elements for which, as
far as known, no detection limit has been reported in the litera-
ture, (4) elements for which the detection limit is not so low.
I spectral line originating from a neutral atom; II spectral line
from a singly ionized atom.

Element
Wavelength of
spectral line

(A)

Crain
(ng/ml)

Ac/As
(ng/m1) Sn

(1) Al I 3961.5 0.2 4.0 0.056
Ba II 4554.0 0.02 0.8 0.028
Cd I 3261.1 3 80 0.042
Fe I 3719.7 0.3 5.5 0.058
La II 4086.7 0.4 8.3 0.046
Ni I 3524.5 0.4 7.7 0.050
Pb I 4057.8 2 62 0.038
Ti II 3349.4 0.2 7.1 0.028
V I 4379.2 0.2 4.0 0.054
Zr II 3438.2 0.4 18 0.022

(2) Ce II 4186.6 2 50 0.041
Cr I 3578.7 0.3 4.3 0.058
P I 2535.6 70 17 x 102 0.042
W I 4008.7 1 33 0.033
Y II 3710.3 0.06 1.8 0.033

(3) Be I 2348.6 0.4 5.6 0.078
Ca II 3933.7 0.02 0.5 0.033
Cu I 3274.0 0.1 4 0.035
Ga I 4172.1 0.6 11 0.054
Ge I 2651.2 4 1.4 x 102 0.030
Hg I 2536.5 1 33 0.038
Li I 6707.8 0.3 9 0.032
Mg II 2795.5 0.05 1.7 0.028
Mg I 2852.1 0.2 6.3 0.031
Mn I 4030.7 0.06 1.8 0.031
Mo I 3798.2 0.2 45 0.036
Na I 5889.9 0.3 20 0.017
Pd I 3634.7 2 50 0.042
Sn I 3034.1 30 500 0.060
Yb H 3694.2 0.04 1.3 0.033

(4) As I 2780.2 360 10 x 103 0.036
B I 2497.7 80 20 x 102 0.039
Zn I 3345.0 16 6.3 x 102 0.025

Table H. The optimum position (see fig. 9) of the observation
emission zone for multi -element analysis. I atomic line, II ionic
line.

aont
(in mm)

Type of
spectral line Element

5-15 I

15-25 I

II

As, B, Be, Ge, Mg, P, Zn

Al, Be, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, Li,
Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Pd, V, W

Ba, Ca, Ce, La, Mg, Ti, Y, Yb,
Zr

Summary. Spectrochemical analysis of dilute solutions by means
of plasma -torch emission is a technique of increasing importance.
An argon plasma torch with stabilized r.f. heating is described.
The plasma has a working temperature of about 10 000 K at
atmospheric pressure. The gas -feed system consists of an acrylic
glass holder with three concentric quartz -glass tubes, one for the
shielding gas (which keeps the plasma in place), one for the
ignition gas, and one for the carrier gas (flow rate of 1 to 21/min
for sample injection and plasma maintenance).

The r.f. generator (50-70 MHz, 0-2 kW) is a Colpitts oscillator;
the plasma impedance forms part of the parallel -resonant circuit.
The power dissipated in the plasma is stabilized by exploiting
the fact that the coupling between the r.f. coil and the plasma
depends on this power. The solutions are ultrasonically nebulized
and then stripped of water vapour; the sample to be analysed
reaches the toroidal hot region of the plasma via the relatively cold
centre.

The noise level, slope of the analytical curve and detection
limit for some thirty elements in an aqueous solution were de-
termined in a dual -channel spectrometric arrangement using the
torch as emission source. Multi -element analysis with low de-
tection limits (for most elements 0.02 to 10 ng/ml in a measuring
time of 15 s) and a short-term reproducibility of 98 % make the
system suitable for routine determinations of metals in solution
(environmental studies, trace analysis, analysis of thin films).
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The Philips PW 1100 single -crystal diffractometer

J. Hornstra and H. Vossers

The automation of intensity measurements in the X-ray analysis of crystals is not only a
matter of operational convenience. In fairly complicated crystal structures the number
of intensities to be' determined may run into thousands (perhaps hundreds of thousands
in protein crystals), and there is virtually no alternative. The necessity for automation
is also related to the accuracy desired. Higher accuracy than that given by the photo-
graphic recording method can be obtained by measuring the intensities of the reflections
electronically, for example by using a scintillation counter. However, the crystal and
detector then have to be positioned correctly for each reflection. Manual setting even for
a thousand reflections is not really a practical possibility.

There are various automatic diffractometer systems available. One of them is the
`PAILRED' system, previously described in this journal. The present article describes
a new system, the Philips PW 1100 single -crystal dffractometer, which not only carries
out automatic intensity measurements but also carries out the rather laborious pre-
liminary routines automatically by means of a built-in computer. Another novel feature
of this system is that the orientation of the crystal is monitored and automatically re-
determined during the measuring process if the change in orientation becomes too great.

In describing this system we shall place more emphasis on the many new facilities
which the built-in computer offers the user than on the construction of the actual equip-
ment. The development of the PW 1100 diffractometer was a joint project of the Philips
Industrial Equipment Division and Philips Research Laboratories.

Introduction

In the usual methods of determining crystal struc-
tures it is necessary to know the intensity of the reflec-
tions that occur when a single crystal is irradiated by
an X-ray beam. The number of reflections may be in
the thousands for quite a simple structure, and can
reach hundreds of thousands for complicated struc-
tures like those of protein crystals. In a previous
article in this journal [11 a diffractometer system was
described that measures the reflections automatically.
The automatic facilities of this system, called 'PAIL-

RED' (an acronym for Philips Automatic Indexing
Linear Reciprocal -space Exploring Diffractometer)
are limited to the main operations. The orientation of
the crystal, in which an axis of the crystal lattice is
aligned parallel to the main axis of the diffractometer,
is not done automatically. The measurement of the
reflections is partly automated: Measurements are

Drs J. Hornstra is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven;
h. H. Vossers is with the Philips Industrial Equipment Division,
Almelo.

made in series, and for each new series of automatic
measurements several angles and constants have to be
set to new values.

In working with `PAILRED' it was found that the
alignment of the crystal and the setting for an auto-
matic run were increasingly made on the basis of a
fixed schedule, and that the occasional errors could
usually be traced back to simple arithmetical mistakes.
There was therefore a very good case for automating
these parts of the procedure as well. `PAILRED' is not
however very easily adapted for this automation. Apart
from the two angles of rotation that are set auto-
matically, there are another four that have to be set by
hand, whereas it is known that in principle a rotation
about a total of three or four axes is sufficient to
generate and measure all reflections. Moreover, the
system of logic circuits in `PAILRED' is not very suit-
able for considerable expansion.

1'] P. G. Cath and J. Ladell, Philips tech. Rev. 29, 165, 1968.
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Fig. 1. The Philips PW 1100 automatic single -crystal diffractometer with built-in computer.
The four -circle system in which the reflections are generated is located on top of the cabinet on
the left. This cabinet contains the high -voltage generator. The X-ray tube is fitted in a holder
on the right of the goniometer. The computer is located in the left-hand side of the second
cabinet; the only part of it that can be seen is the control panel. The right-hand part of this
cabinet contains the electronic circuits, together with a punch or a magnetic -tape recorder for
the output. Some of the controls and the numerical display panels can be seen at the top with
the count -rate meter, which displays the instantaneous value of the intensity of the radiation
incident on the detector. There are two controls for selecting the quantities to be displayed on
the numerical -indicator panels. A 'Teletype' and a pen recorder can be seen on the table in
the foreground. The 'Teletype' is used both for input and output. It enters the parameters and
starts the programs.

After inexpensive small computers for process con-
trol had appeared on the market it was clear that such
a computer would be very suitable for controlling the
new single -crystal diffractometer. On the initiative of
the Philips Industrial Equipment Division, develop-
ment work was started in 1967, resulting in the
PW 1100 four -circle diffractometer, illustrated in

fig. 1. With this system the preliminary routines just
mentioned can easily be carried out in half an hour;
with `PAILRED' they require a day of fairly tedious
work.

The equipment is arranged in two cabinets. The left-
hand cabinet contains the high -voltage generator; the

goniometer with crystal holder and X-ray tube are
mounted on top of it. The left-hand part of the other
cabinet contains the computer, of which only the con-
trol panel can be seen. The right-hand part contains
the other electronic circuits and a paper -tape punch
or magnetic -tape recorder for the output. This cabi-
net has numerical displays, which show various quan-
tities that can be selected with the control on the right ;
these panels are continuously supplied with data from
the computer. In the foreground there is a table
with a 'Teletype' and a pen recorder. The 'Teletype'
is used for both input and output. It is the main input
device, used for starting all parts of the program and
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for the input of all parameters. The control panel on
the computer is used only for starting and stopping
the equipment and for the program input.

There is a cooling system (not shown in the photo-
graph) that cools the crystal under investigation and
keeps it at low temperatures for days at a time by blow-
ing it with boiling nitrogen vapour. To prevent ice
from forming on the crystal holder, the stream of cold
nitrogen is separated from the surrounding atmosphere
by a 'sheath' of warm, dry nitrogen.

The design included a 'dedicated computer' right
from the start. The computer was made an integral part
of the equipment. This means that certain operations
are assigned to the computer that could have been
carried out by simple logic circuits. Arranging for
them to be performed by the computer, however, gives
greater flexibility. For example, a high speed of rota-
tion about the four axes can be obtained with no loss
of accuracy, since the computer ensures that the rota-
ting parts switch to a lower speed just before the end
of the rotation, so that the mechanical requirements
are not too difficult.

With the computer it is unnecessary to give the
crystal a particular orientation in advance. The lattice
constants and orientation of an unknown crystal in an
unknown orientation can be determined automatically
in less than half an hour. Another interesting feature
is that the orientation of the crystal can be monitored
by the computer during the automatic sequence of
measuren-it-its. As soon as the orientation changes by
more than a preset limit value, it is re -determined
within a few minutes, and the measurements are then
automatically resumed.

The accuracy with which the PW 1100 measures the
intensity of X-ray reflections was investigated on the
spinel ZnGa2O4 [2]. Two small crystals were used, and
large numbers of reflections were measured to deter-
mine the oxygen parameter. The standard deviation
of this parameter was found to be 4 x 10-12 cm or
0.04 pm. For strong reflections the error in the intensity
measurement was 1 to 1.5 %; for weak reflections the
error was determined by the counting statistics.

In the following we shall first deal with the four-

circle geometry on which the diffractometer is based.
We shall then briefly discuss the design of the equip-
ment, and finally take a closer look at the various
routines which the computer takes over from the user,
i.e. the determination of the orientation, the measure-
ment of the reflections and the accurate determination
of the lattice constants.

[2] J. Hornstra and E. Keulen, Philips Res. Repts. 27, 76, 1972
(No. 1).

[3] See for example: U. W. Arndt and B. T. M. Willis, Single
crystal diffractometry, University Press, Cambridge 1966.

The four -circle geometry

Principle

Since the principle of the four -circle diffractometer
is now well known and has been described in detail
elsewhere (3], we shall discuss it here only very briefly.

There are four possible rotations : three for the
crystal and one for the radiation detector. Fig. 2 gives
a highly schematic picture of the mechanical part of
our diffractometer. A vertical ring A is mounted be-
tween bearings at top and bottom. Inside this is a
second ring B, which rotates in the plane of A. The
mount C of the crystal holder D is fixed to the inside
of B.

The four rotations are as follows:
1. The ring A, with everything it carries, can rotate
about a vertical axis; this is the cv rotation.
2. The ring B can rotate inside A, the x rotation.
3. The crystal holder D can rotate about its axis, the

rotation.
4. The radiation detector Det, a scintillation counter
as in 'PAILRED', can rotate about a vertical axis that
coincides with the axis of rotation of the ring A: this is
the 20 rotation.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the four -circle system. Ring A rotates about
the vertical w -axis (w rotation). Ring B rotates inside ring A
(x rotation). Ring B carries a mount C on which the crystal
holder D is able to rotate about its long axis (# rotation). The
detector Det can rotate about an axis that coincides with the
w -axis (20 rotation). The X-ray beam passes through the colli-
mator Col perpendicular to the °w -axis and parallel to the x-axis.
All parts drawn here are in the zero position.
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As is customary, the angle 0 is the angle between
lattice plane [4] and incident beam for which the

.condition for reflection is satisfied (the Bragg angle).
The angle 20 is then the angle between incident and
reflected beams, and this is the angle at which the de-
tector must be aligned to receive the reflection - hence

the name 20 -axis for the axis about which the detector
rotates.

Let us now assume that a crystal of known orienta-
tion and lattice constants is located at the centre of
the instrument, at the point where the four axes of
rotation and the incident beam intersect. We can then
imagine that a particular lattice plane is brought into
the reflection position in the following way (fig. 3).

Starting from the zero position (see fig. 2) we first
rotate the crystal about the 0 -axis until the lattice plane
perpendicular to CPo is parallel to the incident beam
IB; we then rotate it about the z-axis until the lattice
plane is vertical. The incident beam is now still parallel
to the plane, but from Bragg's law :

A = 2d sin 0, (1)

it must be at an angle 0 (A is the X-ray wavelength, d
is the distance between successive lattice planes with
the same orientation). If we now take w equal to 0,

the crystal will then be in the reflection position for the
plane under consideration. When the detector is next
rotated through the angle 20, the diffracted beam falls
exactly at the centre of the detector aperture. Since
the plane of the x ring (the name we shall give to the
assembly of rings A and B in fig. 2) now halves the
angle between the incident and the diffracted beam,
we shall refer to it as the bisector setting.

The four -circle geometry offers other possibilities. We have just
discussed the setting at which co = 0 in the reflection position. If
the z ring is prevented mechanically from taking up this position,
it will be necessary to find another setting of w at which reflection
occurs. There are many such settings, all of them at different

angles 0 and x. The essential difference between all these settings
is that the crystal is rotated into different positions about the
normal to the reflecting lattice plane. While the angle B at which
the X-rays meet the plane is always the same, so that the reflection
condition is satisfied, the azimuth vi varies. The way in which the
angular settings st) and x change when v changes may be under-
stood as follows (fig. 4). When the crystal rotates about the
normal to the reflecting lattice plane, the 0 -axis must rotate with
it. This axis describes a cone for which half the apex angle is
equal to the angle between this normal and the 0 -axis. The angles
0, x and co adjust themselves accordingly. The greatest deviations
of co = B occur when v is ± 90° and are equal to half the apex
angle. One of these extreme positions is used in the automatic
run when reflections have to be measured at 0 > 70°. This is
because with these angles there is no room at the bisector setting
for the z ring between the X-ray tube and the detector. At this
extreme setting, reflections up to an angle 0 as 80 ° can be meas-
ured, provided the angle between the 0 -axis and the normal is
large enough.

Fig. 3. Illustrating the setting for a reflection in the bisector posi-
tion from the zero position of the instrument. In the sphere
with centre -point C, the perpendicular from C to the plane that
is to be rotated into the reflection position intersects the sphere
at Po. This point of intersection moves along the surface of the
sphere to Pi when the crystal is rotated about the 0 -axis, from
Pi to P2 when it is rotated about the x-axis and from P2 to P3
when it is rotated about the co -axis. In this position the in-
cident beam IB makes an angle 0 with the lattice plane being
considered, and the beam is then reflected. The detector must be
rotated through the angle 20 to intercept the reflected beam RB.
In this position the z ring (the name given to the assembly of
the A and B rings of fig. 2) bisects the angle 20, hence the name
`bisector position'.

Fig. 4. Illustrating the azimuth rotation. The crystal rotates
about the normal to the reflecting lattice plane. The angle be-
tween the incident beam and the lattice plane thus remains the
same, and the condition for reflection is satisfied at all times.
The crystal is located at the centre C where the incident beam
IB cuts the co -axis. MC is the direction of the normal about which
the crystal and crystal holder rotate. The end -point Q of the
0 -axis describes the dashed circle with the centre M. This point Q
lies on the z ring, which must therefore move with it. The ring is
shown in three positions: the bisector position through M and Q,
and the two extreme positions through E1 and E2.
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There is in addition a special program for calculating the
angles 0, z and co for any value of tp and making the appropriate
angular settings if mechanically possible. The use of this program
will not be discussed further here.

Calculation of the bisector setting

To explain how the angles for the bisector setting
are calculated, we need to use the concept of reciprocal
space, which was introduced in the article of note [1].
We shall confine ourselves here to the essential features.

In reciprocal space each lattice plane is represented
by a point at a distance A/d from the origin in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the plane. The vector d* from the
origin to this point is the reciprocal -lattice vector cor-
responding to the plane. The points belonging to all
possible lattice planes form a three-dimensional lattice,
called the reciprocal lattice. This means that for each
reciprocal -lattice vector we can write:

d* = ha* + kb* + lc*, (2)

where h, k and I are integers, the 'Miller indices' of the
lattice plane. The vectors a*, b* and c* are the base
vectors of the reciprocal lattice. The lengths of these
vectors and the angles between them are characteristic
of the crystal. They are related to the base vectors of
the ordinary lattice as follows:

a  a* b  b* = c  c* = A;

a  b* b  c* = c  a* = a*  b = b*  c = c*  a = O.
To describe the orientation of the crystal in the go-

niometer we introduce a rectangular coordinate system
that rotates with the crystal (fig. 2). If all the angles
are zero, the x-axis points in the same direction as the
incident beam, the z-axis is vertical, and the y-axis
completes a right-handed orthogonal set of axes. We
now resolve the three base vectors of the reciprocal
lattice into their components along these axes, and
assemble these nine quantities to form a matrix, which
we call UB [5] :

az* bx* Cx*
UB = (ay* by* Cy*). (3)

a,* 1),* cz*,

The coordinates of the point hkl in the reciprocal
space or, in other words, the components of the vector
d*hki, are found from the following matrix operation:

(yx ) U B (k) .

1,

(4)

14] For convenience we have consistently used 'lattice plane'
where we mean a set of parallel equidistant lattice planes.

[53 W. R. Busing and H. A. Levy, Acta tryst. 22, 457, 1967.

The relation between these coordinates and the
angles for the bisector setting is now:

d* = V x2 + y2 + z2 2 sin 0,

x = d* cos x sin 0,

y = d* cos x cos 0,

z = -d* sin x.

From this we can find 0 and z; we choose the solution
where -90° < x < 90°. If the distance CPo in fig. 3
is made equal to d*, we can then derive the equations
(5) from the figure.

(5)

At this point we shall briefly describe the procedure
carried out before starting the automatic intensity meas-
urements. The crystal is centred by hand by trans-
lation in three orthogonal directions, i.e. it is moved
into a position such that when the various axes are ro-
tated no further displacement of the Crystal is observed.
With an arbitrary orientation of the crystal in the
centred position we then operate the system to search
for all the reflections, usually about twenty, in a small
angular region. After the observed positions of the
reflections have been converted to points in reciprocal
space, the computer looks for the three shortest vectors
between these points, not lying in one plane, and
chooses these as base vectors of the reciprocal lattice.
Once the reciprocal lattice is known, we can then set
the instrument automatically for measuring the inten-
sity of any desired reflection.

The equipment

In designing the mechanical part of the diffracto-
meter a compromise had to be found between many
requirements, some of them contradictory. In the first
place we wanted high stability: the four axes were to
intersect within a sphere of radius 5 p.m. Secondly, we
wanted highly accurate and reproducible angular set-
tings; for the a.) scan the accuracy was to be better than
0.005°, and better than 0.02° for the rotations about
the other axes. The accuracy of rotation about the
ca -axis had to be greater because we wanted to use this
rotation for a highly accurate determination of the
lattice constants (we shall return to this point at the end
of the article). Thirdly, we wanted the angular region
that could be scanned to be limited as little as possible
by mechanical obstruction or by interception of the
X-ray beam.

High stability is necessary to ensure that the crystal
under investigation will always be irradiated by the
same part of the. X-ray beam. This is especially im-
portant when a crystal monochromator is used. (The
PW 1100 works either with a crystal monochromator
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or with balanced filters.) If the monochromator is a
perfect crystal, the intensity of the beam is fairly low;
when a monochromator crystal with a large mosaic
spread such as pyrolytic graphite is used, the intensity
is greater.

The greatest stability problem was the method of
mounting the x ring to rotate about a vertical axis.
This problem was solved by mounting the ring on bear-
ings at top and bottom (see fig. 1). This arrangement
gave the required accuracy without too much difficulty.

The rotation about the four axes is controlled by
stepping motors (`Slo-Syn' HS 25) which make 200 steps
per revolution. The motion is transmitted by gears,
one step corresponding to a rotation of 0.005° about
the co -axis and 0.01° about the three other axes. A
flexible coupling in the transmission ensures that the
shocks from the motor are not transmitted to the
mechanism, without affecting the accuracy even at high
speeds. The maximum speed of rotation about the
co -axis is 12°/second with an accuracy of 0.002°, and
about the other axes 25°/s with an accuracy of 0.01 to
0.02°.

The motor shafts are fitted with optical encoders, i.e.
perforated discs situated between a number of lamps
and photodiodes. These enable each step to be detected
in the form of a pulse, and all pulses are fed to the
computer. At every two hundredth step an extra pulse
is generated. If an error has been made anywhere, this
pulse does not occur exactly 200 pulses after the pre-
vious one. In such a case the measurement is inter-
rupted and the shaft returns to the zero position. It
then rotates again to the desired position. This closed -
loop system prevents the accumulation of errors.

Special attention was paid to the rotation about the
0 -axis. In view of the space available and the many
electrical connections, we thought it undesirable to
locate the motor that controls this rotation immediately
below the crystal holder. The motor is situated outside
the x ring and its movement is transmitted by gears in
the x ring and a worm -gear. Another gear in the x ring
is connected to ring B and mount C and thus controls
the angle x. To achieve the desired accuracy it was also
necessary to fit a counterweight opposite the base of
the crystal holder. This arrangement enabled the x
ring to be kept narrow, giving little limitation in the
range of angles that can be scanned; the ring subtends
no more than 32° at the crystal. The goniometer head
on which the crystal is mounted also comes within this
angle (fig. 5).

Although the arrangements for adjustment of the
X-ray tube have to meet the same requirements as in
PAILRED, which also uses a crystal monochromator,
adjustment is much simpler in the PW 1100. Fig. 6
shows a vertical section through the mechanism. The

Fig. 5. The four -circle system. The detector can be seen on the
left, with obliquely above it a telescope for aligning the crystal.
The end of the collimator for the X-ray beam can just be seen in
the opening of the ring.

tube holder T rotates about a shaft Ai fixed to a plate
PI, which in turn rotates about a shaft A2. The mono-
chromator crystal Mo also rotates about the shaft A2.
Once this crystal has been set to the Bragg angle Onto,
the plate PI is rotated until the beam IB passes through
the centre point of the goniometer and strikes the

IB

Fig. 6. Principle of suspension of the X-ray tube T when the
crystal monochromator Mo is used. To produce a horizontal
incident beam IB at the crystal C, the monochromator crystal
must be oriented at an angle Ors (the Bragg angle of the mono-
chromator) and the axis Al of the X-ray tube must be brought
into a line which makes an angle 213mo with IB. The plate P1 can
be rotated about A2 to fulfil these conditions. The X-ray tube
can be rotated about Ai. This rotation serves for setting the
angle r at which the X-radiation leaves the focus F.
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crystal C. Rotation of the X-ray tube about A1 varies
the angle x at which the useful X-ray radiation leaves
the focus F.

Much of the electronics of the diffractometer consists
of standard units that were not specially designed for
the PW 1100. This applies in particular to the high-

voltage generator (PW 1130) which only required a
slight modification of the table surface to accommo-
date the heavy base plate of the goniometer, and to the
computer. The computer storage capacity is 8192 words
of 16 bits. Since control is left as far as possible to
the computer, only simple input and output devices
are required to the four stepping motors and to the
optical encoders. The computer also controls a shutter,
which stops the irradiation of the specimen when meas-
urements are not being made. To determine whether
the diffracted beam is exactly at the centre of the detec-
tor aperture, either the top half or the right-hand half
of the aperture can be closed; the beam is central in the
aperture if closing one half has the effect of halving the
intensity of the beam. At high intensities attenuation
filters are employed.

The intensity measurements can be carried out either
with the aid of a crystal monochromator or with bal-
anced filters. In this latter case the wavelength range in
which the measurements are performed is determined
by two filters, whose transmission is virtually iden-
tical over the whole range of wavelengths, with the
exception of a small region in which the transmission
is quite different. The filters are chosen in such a way
that the desired Ka line falls in the middle of this region.
The measurement is performed first with the 13 filter,
which absorbs very little of the Ka radiation, and then
with the a filter, which absorbs the Ka radiation
strongly. Subtraction gives the intensity that would
be measured if only Ka radiation were present. The
computer can interchange these filters.

The counting system comprises a scintillation detec-
tor with a photomultiplier tube and a single -channel
pulse -height analyser. The transmitted quanta are
counted in a binary counter, which is read out by
the computer every 1/32 of a second. An automatic
correction is made in the countet for the 'dead' time.

Finally, measures were taken to prevent the moving
parts of the goniometer from colliding with fixed parts
of the equipment. The rotations about the co -axis and
the 20 -axis, which could bring the x ring or the detector
into collision with the collimator, are monitored in the
first place by the computer, which knows the limits of
their range. Extra safety is provided by microswitches
located beyond these limits. These stop the appropriate
motor if they are touched. There is no risk of collision
for the 0 and x movements, since the parts rotating
about these axes are fairly small.

Software

We shall begin our discussion of the capabilities of
the instrument by considering a number of operations
that could easily have been carried out manually if
this did not introduce some confusion for the computer.
To avoid such confusion these simple operations also
have to be performed by giving commands to the com-
puter. Each command is started by typing a combi-
nation of three letters. if the computer knows the com-
bination, it answers with two spaces. This may be fol-
lowed by typing in a number of figures.

Fig. 7 gives some examples of simple operations,
such as the stopping of a current command to the
computer (STP), the interruption of a long-standing
command (INT), the opening of the shutter (SHO),
the setting of the a filter (SAF), the setting of co, 20,
x and 0 to particular values (OME, TTH, CHI and
PHI respectively), and so on.

A somewhat more complicated command effects the
automatic determination of the direction of the incident
beam. This makes it unnecessary for the user to adjust
the goniometer in such a way that the incident beam
is exactly coincident with the x-axis when w = 0. As
soon as a reflection has been found, the command
AZC (automatic zero correction) can be given. By
measuring this reflection in various positions, the com-
puter determines the direction of the incident beam.

STP
INT
SHO
SAF
OME 25
rTH S0.5
CHI -13.6
PHI 88.13
TAN 25.000 50 SO -13.60 88.13
HKL 2 2 5 0
PSI 10
STM 60 = 8813
WAV 0.7107
XYZ- 0.5 0.5 0.5 90
TAN -29.080 51.32 -90.00 135.00

Fig. 7. Example of some simple commands to the computer. Af
the command STP (stop) the computer immediately stops the
command in progress; at the command INT (interrupt) it inter-
rupts the program at an appropriate point. SHO is the command
for 'shutter open'; SAF means `seta filter'. The next four com-
mands are for setting w, 20, x and st. at specific values. At the
command TAN (`type angles') these four angles are printed out.
If the UB matrix is stored in the memory, a particular reflection,
in this case 225, can be set with the command HKL. The fourth
figure indicates the azimuth; 0 indicates the bisector setting.
The command PSI is used for changing the azimuth v of the
adjusted reflection. The next command, STM (stationary meas-
urement), enables a measurement to be carried out on the
stationary crystal during a specific time (in our case 60 seconds).
The equals sign precedes an output that will follow later, in this
case the number of quanta counted. The wavelength of the
radiation, here MoKa, is communicated to the computer after
WAV. The command XYZ allows a setting to be made at an
arbitrary point in reciprocal space; here again the azimuth must
be stated. TAN is again used to obtain the corresponding values
of w, 20, x and '.
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The deviations from the ideal direction are used as
zero corrections.

The entire program for the PW 1100 is stored in the
computer. This means that it is never necessary to
change the program and all the facilities can be used at
any time. A short and efficient program was obtained
by writing it in the assembler language DAP -16.

Automatic determination of crystal orientation

Before automatic data collection can be started, it is
necessary to know the lattice constants and the orien-
tation of the crystal, contained in the UB matrix. The
PW 1100 determines this from the unknown crystal in
an arbitrary orientation. The computer performs the
necessary operations so quickly that there is nothing
to prevent this method from being used even when the
lattice constants are known. We have already indicated
the procedure: part of the reciprocal space is searched
and all the reflections found are listed. After these
reflections have been transformed into points in reci-
procal space, the computer finds the three shortest
vectors between these points, not lying in one plane,
and takes these as the base vectors of the reciprocal
lattice.

The region to be searched is determined by indicat-
ing a lower and an upper limit for 0, x and 0. This is
done after typing the command SPH (start peak hunt-
ing) at the same time giving the maximum number of
reflections to be found, which can be up to 25 (see
fig. 8). The region is searched along arcs of constant 0
and x, with alternately increasing and decreasing
values of 0. At every reversal point x is raised in value,
and when it has reached its upper limit a repetition
follows for a greater value of 0. The magnitudes of the
steps in 0 and x depend on the horizontal and vertical
dimensions of the detector aperture, which must be
given in advance, following the command DET
(detector) from fig. 8. The angle 0 changes continuously
at a rate that can be set by the operator.

The computer determines whether a reflection has
been discovered by comparing the number of quanta
counted with a discrimination level after every 0.25°
of rotation about 0, an angular interval which is a
little greater than the width of a reflection profile. A
discrimination level is chosen which is a few times
higher than the background level, but not so high as
to run any appreciable risk of missing weak reflections.

After the command DIS (discrimination level) the
selected rate and discrimination level are entered (see
fig. 8).

As soon as the counting system has counted a num-
ber of quanta greater than the discrimination level in
a particular angular interval of 0.25°, a few more steps
are taken to find the maximum of the intensity distri-

bution. Next, using the half -shutters that close the
upper half or right-hand half of the detector aperture,
a check is made to see whether the reflected beam pas-
ses through the centre of the detector aperture. If not,
detector or crystal are rotated until the half -shutter
exactly halves the intensity. Further peak location is
then carried out in an omega scan and the aligning
procedure is repeated in small steps. The angles 0, x
and 0 ultimately found are printed out in a list with the
peak intensity values. A check is made beforehand to
see whether the reflection had been found earlier; if so,
this is stated and the reflection is not listed a second
time. The computer stores the reciprocal -space coor-
dinates, calculated from equation (5).

The search procedure can be terminated in three
ways :
1) when the stated number of reflections has been

found;
2) when the whole angular region has been searched;
3) when the operator types in INT.

Next the computer calculates the reciprocal vectors
between each point in the list and the origin, and be-
tween each pair of points. From these vectors the three
shortest are chosen that do not lie in one plane. If a
vector found later is almost identical with one of these
three, the average is taken. Finally these three vectors
are resolved into their components, printed out as
columns of the UB matrix (fig. 8). Above each column
the points are indicated between which the vector was
first found and the number of vectors over which the
average has been taken.

After the UB matrix the matrix M = UB'  UB is
printed out. As a result of multiplication by the trans-
posed matrix UB', i.e. the matrix UB in which the
columns and rows have been interchanged, the infor-
mation on crystal orientation is lost, but the data on
the lattice constants become much clearer. The matrix
M therefore plays an important part in the determi-
nation of the crystal symmetry.

Each element of M is the scalar product of two base vectors in
reciprocal space (e.g. M12 = az*bz* ay*by* az*bz*). If two
base vectors are equal in length, two diagonal elements are then
identical. If two base vectors are at right angles, the corre-
sponding matrix element is zero.

Owing to unavoidable errors of measurement, these relations
are never satisfied exactly. (Although none of the elements in the
example in fig. 8 is zero, the three base vectors are nevertheless
found to be orthogonal.) The matrix M only gives an indication
of the symmetry that could be present. Confirmation is necessary
in all cases by comparing the intensities of reflections that are
related by symmetry.

If the shortest base vectors are not parallel to the axes of sym-
metry, it is awkward finding the reflections that belong together.
In such cases it is therefore the practice to introduce other axes
that are parallel to the axes of symmetry. This makes the recip-
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Fig. 8. Example of the output in the automatic
determination of the crystal orientation. The
initial input is the aperture of the detector, given
after the command DET, and the required speed
and discrimination level, given after DIS. The
search for reflections is started with the com-
mand SPH (start peak hunting), followed by
the maximum number of reflections to be searched
for and the limits of the angular scan. The com-
puter then types out the reflections found, 8, x
and ., and the peak intensity. This is followed by
the corresponding provisional UB matrix and the
M matrix. After the command IRF (index and
refine) the reflections are indexed and the matrix
UB refined. The coordinates x, y and z are given
for each reflection. After the command TLC (type
lattice constants) the lattice constants are printed
out.

DET 5 1.5
DIS 3 10
SPH 10 5 10 -30 30 0 60

1 5.870 11.03 49.99 8130
2 5.415 10.83 23.28 2883
3 8.450 -28.47 21.35 2461
4 7.940 -31.11 48.23 3656
5 8.450 10.83 53.28 317
6 7.650 11.2 1 35.26 1073
7 6.535 10.69 18.66 4497
8 7.715 10.38 15.41 723
9 9.340 -23.58 35.64 542

10 9.365 -24.24 18.14 326

2 7 2 3 9 2 1 4 4

-0.001678

0.041473

-0.006622

0.001767

-0.000014

-0.000070

IRF
1 3 2
2 4 1

3 5 1

4 3 2

5 4 3
6 5 2
7 8 1

8 6 1

9 5 2
10 6 1

1LC

0.079254

0.001282

..0.009888

-0.000014

0.006381

0.000020

0.022491

0.028259

0.181915

-0.000070

0.000020

0.034398

0 0.1537 0.1291 -0.0391 8130
0 0.0732 0.1703 -0.0355 2883
1 0.0941 0.2406 0.1401 2461
1 0.1764 0.1578 0.1427 3656
0 0.2314 0.1726 -0.0552 317
0 0.1508 0.2133 -0.0518 1073
0 0.0715 0.2119 -0.0422 4497
0 0.0702 0.2546 -0.0484 723
1 0.1733 0.2418 0.1298 542
1 0.0924 0.2820 0.1336 326

-0.001516 0.079174 0.022488

0.042149 0.001354 0.028233

-0.006409 -0.009912 0.181864

0.001820 0.000001 -0.000010

0.000001 0.006369 0.000016

-0.000010 0.000016 0.034377

A = 16.660 B = 8.906 C = 3.833

COSA = -0.0011 COSS = 0.0012 COSC = -0.0002

rocal cell a few times smaller and the unit cell in the ordinary
space lattice the same number of times larger. On the basis of
this new (non -primitive) cell a reflection occurs only for particular
combinations of h, k and I (e.g. in the case of a body -centred cell,

only if h k 1 is even). This is taken into account in the auto-
matic series of measurements.

If the lattice constants for ordinary space are re-
quired, they can be obtained from the computer by
giving it the command TLC (type lattice constants);
see fig. 8 below. The computer then calculates them
from the inverse of matrix M.

It may now be of interest to find the indices of the
measured reflections based on the provisional matrix

UB. These can be found by giving the command IRF
(index and refine). From equation (4) it follows that
the indices are obtained from

k) = UB-1 
z/

If a matching reciprocal cell is found, the indices will
turn out to be almost integral. The computer rounds
them off if the deviation is less than 0.125. Fractional
indices may occur if too few reflections are found (the
unit cell constructed then being too large), and also if
the crystal is twinned or consists of several crystals.
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The reflections whose indices are all integers are used
for refining the UB matrix by the method of least
squares. This is a linear problem if the coordinates x,
y and z are treated as the observed quantities instead
of the angles 0, x and 0.

After refinement the accuracy of the UB matrix is
usually sufficient for the whole automatic series of
measurements. With the command OMT (omit) weak
reflections that cannot be indexed and presumably
originate from foreign crystal residues can be removed
from the list, and strong reflections can be added to
obtain a better distribution in reciprocal space by
giving the command ADD. The same list is used for
re -determining the crystal orientation during the meas-
uring process.

The automatic measuring process

Before a start can be made on the automatic meas-
urement of the reflections, a large number of param-
eters must be fed into the computer. Parameters
already known to the computer, such as the UB
matrix, do not have to be re-entered. It is desirable at
this stage, by way of a check, to have a print-out of all
parameters to be used. This can be obtained by the
command PAR (parameters). Fig. 9 shows such a
print-out, and we shall use this list to discuss the
various parameters.

Each reflection is scanned by means of a rotation
about the co -axis; the parameter SPE (speed) gives the
speed of rotation in degrees per second about this axis.
The width of the region scanned is given by SWD
(scan width), followed by two quantities a and b, which
occur in an equation giving the range Lw of the scan:
Aco = a + b tan 0. The region scanned is adapted in
this way to the width of the reflection profile which
increases with 0.

During the scan the detector may remain stationary,
which is preferable for small values of 0, or can be
made to rotate at twice the speed, which is preferable
for large values of 0. The parameter SCT (scan transi-
tion angle) gives the value of 0 at which a change
should be made from one method to the other.

The insertion of absorption filters is determined by
FLI (filter intensity level). If the peak intensity rises
above the figure indicated with this command, the
reflection is measured with suitable absorption filters.

In the case of weak reflections the relative error may
become too great as a result of the counting statistics.
To avoid this, the scan is repeated until the total num-
ber of counts exceeds the number specified with the
command CNT (counts). In this way the weak reflec-
tions are measured more often than the strong ones,
which improves accuracy and also saves time. The
command MXN (maximum number) gives the maxi-

mum number of scans, to limit the time spent on
measuring the very weak reflections.

Different methods of scanning are indicated by the
command SMO (scan mode). The normal value of
SMO is 1. When SMO is 0, only the peak intensity is
measured; when SMO is 2, the measurement of weak
reflections is stopped after the first scan, instead of
being continued up to the maximum number of
scans (MXN). The criterion here is whether the peak
intensity /peak in quanta per second is significantly
above the background level /box, i.e. whether
/peak - 2 1//peak is greater than ibck. This saves time
as well as limiting the quantity of output.

The manner in which the background on each side
of the scanned region is to be measured is determined
by BMO (background mode). If BMO is 0, measure-
ments are made during a fixed period of time. If BMO
is 1, measurements are made during half the scanning
time. This is useful if the width of the scanned region
or the number of scans is subject to variation. If BMO
is 2, the background measurement time is adapted to
the strength of the reflection. The stronger the reflec-
tion, the less the error in the background measurement
contributes to the relative error in the net intensity,
and the shorter the time spent on measuring the back-
ground. This also saves time for strong reflections.

The method of determining the background measurement time
is based on the following. if /s is the average intensity per second
during scanning, and lb the average intensity per second of the
background, then the net intensity per second /net is equal to
Is- lb. If the scanning time is is and the background measure-
ment time tb, the variances are given by a2(1s) = IsIts, a''(/b) =
= /b/tb and a2(/net) = /sits /b/tb. It is known 161 that the mini-
mum of 0.2(inet) lies at tb = tsV/b//s, subject to the subsidiary
condition is tb = constant. This subsidiary condition does not
apply in our case, since is is fixed. However, if in this case we
look for the value of tb at which (ts tb)c2/bet is a minimum,
or at which the inverse - the statistical weight per unit time -
is a maximum, we find the same expression.

The commands for using the balanced filters are
BAF = 0 or BAF = 90. The parameters TRG (theta
range) are the lower and upper limits of 0. The param-
eter MVM (maximum value machine indices) will
presently be discussed in connection with the matrix
SEQ (sequence).

For crystals that have a high degree of symmetry it
is not necessary to measure the whole of the reciprocal
space; an octant or a part of an octant may be suf-
ficient. This is indicated by the matrix BND (boundary),
which when multiplied by the vector hkl:

pa) .= BND k) ,

\pa 1

gives the three quantities pi., p2 and pa. A reflection is
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Fig. 9. Example of the output in an automatic series
of measurements. The actual run begins after the com-
mand SDC (start data collection), followed by the
initial values of the machine indices and the direc-
tion in which H has to be changed (by 1 or - I).
First two reference reflections are measured (RFA
and RFB). For each of these reflections the position
of the maximum and the intensity are printed out.
This line begins with the number of reflections meas-
ured so far, in this case none. Before the start, the
command PAR produces all the parameters required
for the automatic run; further particulars will be
found in the text. In this example the lattice constants
have also been printed out, after the command TLC.

PAR
SPE 0.1000 SWD 1.40 0.00 SCT 45.00

FLI 80000 CNT 50000 MXN

SMO 1 BMO I BAF 90.00

TRG 3.00 27.00 MVM 16 4 9

BND 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0

SEQ 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0

ANT 0 OTP

REF 2 60 0.010 0.050 10.00 0

0 2 0 0.0300 0
-3 0 2 0.0300 0

SUB

-0.001509 0.022329 -0.079107

0.042072 0.028124 -0.001371

-0.006187 0.181355 0.009993

WAV 0.7107 DET 1.00 1.50 DIS 2.40 10

TLC A = 16.702 B = 3.844 C = 8.912

COSA = -0.0005 COSB = 0.0001 COSC = -0.0035
SDC 1 0 0 1

0 RFA 10.675 58060 RFB 5.835 42178
3 0 0 0 0 34 93 42
4 0 0 0 0 42 157 49
5 0 0 0 0 39 76 24
6 0 0 0 0 25 3934 23
7 0 0 0 0 20 57 18
8 0 0 0 0 16 2446 17
9 0 0 0 0 5 22 14

10 0 0 0 0 24 7119 20
11 0 0 0 0 14 29 11
12 0 0 0 0 10 60 14
13 0 0 0 0 6 14 9

0 0 0 0 11 29 8
15 0 0 0 0 9 25 7

16 0 0 0 0 23 5091 13
16 1 0 0 0 26 4192 14
15 1 0 0 0 10 12 6
14 1 0 0 0 7 57 9

only measured if pi ,- 0, p2 > 0 and p3 > 0. In the
example given in fig. 9, this means when h 0, k > 0
and 1 0.

The matrix SEQ (sequence) is called by this name
because it is used for determining the sequence in which
the reflections are to be measured, i.e. which index
must change first. To give the user this freedom of
choice a second set of indices is introduced in addition
to the normal indices h, k, 1; these are the machine
indices H, K, L. The relation between these sets of
indices is given by:

(k

h

= SEQ (K .

1

The sequence in which the machine indices change
is fixed. First, H is changed by OH (which is + I or -1)
until I HI reaches the maximum value, i.e. the first num-
ber after MVM. Then K is increased by 1 and the sign
of OH is reversed (see fig. 9 below). When K has
reached its maximum value, L is increased by 1 and
K is reset to its minimum value. When L has reached
its maximum value, the series of measurements is com-
plete. Either the indices h, k and 1 or the machine in-
dices H, K and L can be displayed on the numerical
indicator panel.

[61 See the passage in small print on page 214 of the article by
W. Parrish, Philips tech. Rev. 17, 206, 1955/56.
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Another important feature of the matrix SEQ is that it can be
used for passing over absent reflections when a change has been
made to a non -primitive lattice, for reasons that were explained
on pages 68/69. The non -primitive lattice has a reciprocal unit cell
that is too small. With a suitable choice of the matrix SEQ it is
possible to ensure that the machine indices relate to a reciprocal
cell of the correct size, i.e. to a primitive lattice. Since in any
lattice there are many ways in which a primitive lattice can be
chosen, the matrix SEQ provides considerable freedom of choice
with regard to the sequence in which the reflections are to be
measured.

If it is also desired to measure hkl immediately after
each reflection hkl, we put ANT (anti -reflection) equal
to 1, otherwise it is put equal to 0. These pairs have
the same intensity when the structure possesses a centre
of symmetry. If this is not the case, the absolute con-
figuration can often be determined from the differences
in intensity. The parameters OTP (output) determine
the information required in a print-out and on the
output tape.

A maximum of three reflections can be given as
reference reflections, which are measured at fixed time
intervals. In addition to their intensity, the position of
the maximum of the profile is printed out. It can be
seen from the intensity whether the crystal breaks down
during the measurement, and from the position of the
maximum whether the crystal changes its orientation.
After REF (reference reflections) follow the data on
these reflections and the criteria that are used to deter-
mine whether the orientation should be determined
again automatically.

The UB matrix is printed out after SUB (set UB
matrix) and the wavelength appears after WAV. We
have already discussed the parameters DET and DIS
in connection with the automatic orientation deter-
mination. The command TLC is followed by the
lattice constants, and SDC (start data collection) by
the initial values of H, K and L and H. After that
comes the output. For each reflection the computer
then prints out h, k and 1, the azimuth y,, the number
of attenuation filters, the first background, the total
intensity and the second background. When reference
reflections are measured, the results are printed out on
a separate line.

Accurate determination of the lattice constants

The program described earlier for determining the
crystal orientation yields lattice constants with an in-
accuracy of about 0.2%. This method cannot give more
accurate values because the maximum of the reflection
is used instead of the 'centre of gravity'. This causes
discrepancies, because the Ka radiation used is not
monochromatic, but a doublet of Kai and Ka2 radia-
tion, which is manifest in a splitting of the reflections
at high values of O.

A special program in which centres of gravity are
determined has therefore been designed. This program
also makes use of the fact that the rotation about the
co -axis is more accurate than the rotation about the
0 -axis. The method reduces the inaccuracy in the
lattice constants to a value usually less than 0.02 %.

From relation (5), d* = 2 sin 0, it follows that d*
can be determined by simply measuring co, provided
w = 0, i.e. provided the bisector setting is exact. In

LAT 3 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

6 0 0 7.350 8.61 357.93
8 0 0 9.830 8.51 357.92

10 0 0 12.305 8.60 357.91
12 0 0 WK
14 0 0 WK
16 0 0 19.890 8.57 357.92 2551

18 0 0 22.505 8.57 357.91 251

0* C 2 0 0). 0.08523 0.023

4
3
5
8

-4
-3
-5
-8

9.841
7.375

12.329
19.948
-9.791
-7.325

-12.288
-19.909

-0.00011
-0.00024
-0.00010
0.00028
-0.00005
0.00006
0.00024
-0.00007

O 2 0 10.670 -78.77
O 3 0 16.110 -78.76
O 4 0 21.705 -78.73

0* C 0 1 0)= 0.18466 0.028

4

3

2
-4
-3
-2

21./09
16.104
10.663

-21.650
-16.053
-10.604

-0.00023
0.00015
0.00022
0.00014
0.00001
-0.00030

O 0 4 9.190
O 0 5 11.505
O 0 6 13.835
O 0 7 16.180
O 0 8 18.565
O 0 9 20.990
O 0 10 23.435

38.48
38.37
38.38

2580
1 561

4149

8604
3285
1959

7.19 89.01 1644
7.20 89.01 3216
7.23 89.01 131

7.18 89.02 400
7.19 89.02 1408
7.19 89.01 1471
7.17 89.02 1282

0* C 0 0 1)= 0.07971 0.005

8 18.597 0.00001
10 23.490 0.00006
9 21.026 -0.00005
5 11.503 -0.00013

-8 -18.589 0.00005
-10 -23.477 -0.00017
-9 -21.014 -0.00003
-5 -11.497 0.00024

Fig. 10. Example of the output in an accurate determination of
the lattice constants. The starting command LAT (lattice con-
stants) indicates the number of lines along which the reciprocal
lattice constants have to be determined, followed by the first
reflection along each of these lines. Each line is explored to find
the strong reflections, with which the refining is carried out; WK
is printed out for very weak reflections. Then the lattice constant
di* (D* is given in the example) is printed out, followed by the
apparent zero point in w. Next, for a maximum of four strong
reflections and their antipodes, the order of the reflection is given,
the position of the centre of gravity and the deviation /1 with
the value calculated from di*.
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practice this is never the case. All the reflections along
a line through the origin of the reciprocal space, such
as the NO reflections, have their bisector setting at the
same value of 0 and z. This also applies to the reflec-
tions with a negative value of h, provided they are
measured at negative values of co and 20. This means
that a series of reflections of this type can be measured
without making any change in 0 and z. The inaccuracy
then appears as an apparent shift of the zero point of
the co scale, i.e.:

dn* = ndi* = 2 sin (con- coo), (6)

where n stands for h, k or 1, in general for the order of
the reflection, and where coo represents the zero shift.
By determining the centre of gravity a)n of two or
more reflections along this line it is possible to deter-
mine d1* and coo using the method of least squares.

Only the lengths of reciprocal vectors are found in
this way. Angles between reciprocal axes are deter-
mined from these with the aid of relations such as

(dno*)2 = (di00*)2 (doio*)2 + 2 dioo*doio* cos y *.

Here y* is the angle between a* and b*. This equation
shows a close relationship to the M matrix; the right-
hand side is equal to Mil + M22 + 2M12.

The program is started with the command LAT
(lattice constants), followed by the number of lines
(no more than 9), along which measurements are to be
made, and the indices of the first reflection along each
line, e.g. 100, 010, 001, 110, etc.; see fig. 10. If it is
known that there are no hk0 reflections with odd h, as
in our example, then 200, 210 or 220 can immediately
be entered.

An exploration is first carried out for each line. The
intensity I for all reflections within the region of 0
values given by TRG is determined. The four reflec-
tions with the highest value of I tan 0 are stored for
the determination of the centre of gravity. Multi-
plication by tan 0 ensures that reflections for small 0
are not the only ones taken into acount. During this
exploration 0 and z are refined. Next, 95 and z are left
unchanged and the centre of gravity is determined for
the four stored reflections, and also for the correspond-
ing reflections with negative n, in so far as 0 < 50°
(the lower limit of co is -50°). Finally the best values
of d1* and coo are calculated and printed out, followed
by the centre of gravity of each reflection and the devi-
ation zln:

tin = 2 sin (con - coo) -

From the values of di* given in fig. 10 the lattice
constants are found in this case by dividing the wave-
length 2 = 0.7107 A by the di* values. This gives
a= 16.677,b = 3.848 and c = 8.916 A.

The determination of the centre of gravity con of a reflection
profile is based on the defining equation

fcoI(co)thocon -
f 1(w)dw

In this equation 1(w) represents the intensity after correction for
the background; the integration must extend over the complete
profile. For the computer calculation of the integrals we must
decide the range of integration and choose the step size and
measuring time per step. The choice of this time depends on the
intensity at the maximum. Both accuracy and time taken are of
importance in each choice.

We decided on a step size of 0.03°, which is about one -fifth of
the width of the reflection profile at half height. The range of
integration chosen is the area between the points where the in-
tensity has decreased to 5 % of the peak value, and the measuring
time was taken as 1000 divided by the intensity of the maximum.

It will simplify the discussion of the errors introduced in this
situation if we count w from the peak u)m of the profile. In this
case

(On = (Om ±
E(an - comm

where It is the intensity measured in step i at the angle wt. In
practice it was found that about 30 steps are needed; the denom-
inator is about 5000 and the numerator is small. The effect of
errors due to the counting statistics is greatest when tot -

0.2°, where It n 200. An error of 1/200 (i.e. about 14) in ft
contributes 0.2 x 14/5000 ss 0.0006° to con. If some 10 steps give
a contribution of this magnitude and the contributions of the
other steps are negligible, the contribution of the counting statis-
tics to the standard deviation of wn is found to be about 0.002°.

Another source of errors is the assumption that the point
where the intensity amounts to 5% of the peak value lies exactly
between two measuring points. The last measuring point is taken
in full even if it lies close to the 5% limit, in which case it should
be halved. The maximum error in con is half the contribution at
the last point. If cot - coin = 0.4° and It = 50, the error is then
0.002°. This error, which may occur at both extremes, is com-
parable with the error due to the counting statistics.

The error introduced by the uncertainty in the correction for
the background is comparable in magnitude, and so also is the
maximum error in the w scale. The absorption by the crystal and
the limited accuracy with which the crystal can be aligned also
lead to errors of comparable magnitude. We therefore believe
that the compromise between speed and accuracy is not far from
the optimum.

Summary.The article describes a four -circle single -crystal d ffracto-
meter, Philips type PW 1100, which is controlled by a built-in
computer with a storage capacity of 8192 words of 16 bits. The
lattice constants and orientation of an unknown crystal of arbi-
trary orientation can be determined in about half an hour. The
intensity measurements are also fully automatic. For strong re-
flections the inaccuracy of the measurement is between 1 and
1.5 %; for weak reflections it depends on the counting statistics.
The lattice constants can be determined with an accuracy of
0.02 %. If necessary, the orientation of the crystal can be re-
determined within a few minutes if it alters by more than a
specified amount during the intensity measurements. Consider-
able attention is given to the software, with emphasis on auto-
matic determination of orientation, the automatic measuring
process, and the accurate determination of the lattice constants.
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`Droplet interferometry' for investigating smooth surfaces

Very small irregularities on smooth surfaces can be
observed and investigated with instruments whose
operation depends on optical interference [1]. One such
instrument is the Linnik interference microscope, in
which the state of the surface being investigated is com-
pared with that of a very smooth reference surface that
forms part of the instrument. When this reference sur-
face is correctly positioned in relation to the test sur-

magnitude of these irregularities is a measure of the
roughness of the surface. A modification of this fringe
pattern is obtained if the angle between the two sur-
faces is such that the field of the microscope is com-
pletely filled by a light fringe. This gives a 'contour
map' of the surface under investigation. Irregularities
show up on the map as closed or nearly closed con-
centric interference fringes.

Fig. 1. Interference pattern from a drop of paraffin on a rough surface.

face, reflection of light by the two surfaces gives an
interference pattern that can be observed with the
microscope. If the test surface is also very smooth the
pattern is very regular and consists of straight equi-
distant light and dark bands (`fringes'). Each successive
light fringe corresponds to an increase in optical path -
length of one wavelength, which means that the two
surfaces are half a wavelength further apart at each
new light fringe. (The unit of measurement is 2/2n,
where 2 is the wavelength in vacuum of the light and
n the refractive index of the medium between the two
surfaces.) If however the surface is not smooth then
there are irregularities in the fringe pattern. The

If differences in height of the order of 42 are to be
detected, the reference surface must be extremely
smooth and the optical pathlength between the refer-
ence and test surfaces should not be too large since
this would give less contrast in the fringe pattern [2].
Optical attachments have been developed that enable
an ordinary microscope to be used as an interference
microscope that satisfies those conditions. The attach-
ment designed by S. Tolansky is an example [3].

[I] S. Tolansky, An introduction to interferometry, 4th edition,
Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd., London 1966.

[2] M. Francon, Optical interferometry, Academic Press, New
York 1966, pp. 53-56.

[3] S. Tolansky and M. Omar, J. sci. Instr. 30, 337, 1953.
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At Philips Research Laboratories we have recently
developed a simple and inexpensive method for meas-
uring irregularities in smooth surfaces that does not
require a special attachment. In this method the refer-
ence surface is formed by the surface of a drop of a
wetting fluid placed on the test surface. The surface of
the fluid is by its nature perfect, and in the 'wedge' of
liquid at the edge of the drop it is sufficiently close to
the test surface for a well defined interference pattern
to be produced by the reflection of monochromatic
light at the two boundary surfaces (air -liquid and
liquid -solid). This is shown in the photographs figs. I
to 4. The spacing of the fringes is determined not only
by the location of the liquid surface but also by the
refractive index of the liquid. If this is high the spacing
of the fringes is smaller for the same angle of contact,
giving greater measuring accuracy than with a liquid
of low refractive index. Differences in height of less
than 0.1 pin can then be measured. The liquid used
for the results shown in figs. 2, 3 and 4 was a-bromo-
naphthalene (n = 1.658).

The sense in which the interference fringes are dis-
placed with respect to the edge of the drop indicates
whether the irregularity in the surface is a depression
or an elevation. The weight of the drop is so small that
it does not distort the surface. Since the drop is located
directly on the surface, the location of the surface with
respect to the microscope is not very critical. This
means that the method can be used for surfaces that
are not completely regular in shape. The area of
investigations can be relatively large if the complete
edge of the drop is scanned. It is also possible to make
this region move slowly across the surface by using a
fluid with an appropriate rate of evaporation. An ad-
vantage is that the objective can be brought very close
to the surface, enabling a high magnification and hence
a fine sampling to be used.

J. P. M. Verbunt

J. P. M. Verbunt is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven.

Fig. 2. Quality check by 'droplet interferometry' of a polished
ferroxcube surface. The irregularities in the interference pattern
are due to polishing scratches (see the arrows). The depth of the
scratch at A is about 0.1 pan.

Fig. 3. Interference pattern from the surface of a magnetic head
at the gap, where two pieces of ferrite are bonded together with
glass. In the polishing process more of the relatively soft material
in the gap is removed than of the neighbouring material (about
0.15 p.m).

Fig. 4. Interference pattern from the surface of a magnetic tape,
used to determine the surface roughness. The distortions of the
lines show that the irregularities in the surface are not greater
than 4-A/n (about 0.18 I.un), and usually much smaller.
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Integrated Injection Logic (I2L)

C. M. Hart and A. Slob

In the large-scale integration of logic circuits the basic building blocks must combine
great simplicity and compactness with very low dissipation. These requirements are met
by the elegant combination of an inversely operated N -P -N transistor with a simple P -N
junction for the power supply. In this way 'integrated injection logic' can lead to 'bipolar'
integrated circuits whose performance can match that of MOST devices in many respects.

Introduction

The continuous improvement in the manufacture of
integrated logic circuits was initially directed at the
achievement of shorter delay times. In about 1970,
however, the extent to which speeds could be increased
reached a practical limit, and the trend is now towards
circuits with an increasing number of gates per chip.

For applications where it is desirable to manufacture
multi -gate circuits as single units, this large-scale inte-
gration (LSI) will constitute an improvement. If LSI
is to be a practical proposition, the logic circuits must
meet three important requirements. In the first place
the basic 'building blocks' must be simple and compact
to allow as many of them as possible to be accommo-
dated on a single chip. Secondly, the circuits must be
designed in such a way that a reasonable speed does
not entail excessive dissipation on the chip. This means
that the product rD of the delay time -c and the
dissipation per gate D, which is the determining factor
here, must be sufficiently low. Thirdly, the fabrication
process must be simple and easily controllable and
capable of producing a good yield of reliable LSI cir-
cuits with as many as a thousand gates. The circuits
now in use do not always meet these requirements
entirely satisfactorily, and therefore to obtain suffi-
ciently large numbers of gates per chip a new family of
logic circuits is necessary.

The circuits that will be described here represent an
attractive and novel approach, which meets the require-
ments [1]. They are in fact multi -collector transistors,
i.e. transistors with more than one collector in com-
mon base and emitter regions, which are supplied with
power by injecting minority carriers into these regions.
The injection can take place in two ways: by irradi-
ation with light or by means of a P -N diode.

The first method, which could be of interest in space
applications, has the advantage that it requires 'no
external power supply and therefore no supply leads,
since small light -actuated current sources are distributed
over the whole circuit at the exact places where they
are needed. Relatively high levels of illumination are
needed, however, if high switching speeds are required.

In the second method the injection is effected by
means of a forward -biased P -N diode. This does
require an external power supply, but it can be con-
nected into the circuit by a very simple pattern of
central power supply rails on the chip. The switching
speed can be varied over a wide range by varying the
current level. The supply voltage which the circuits
require is low (< 1 V). Typically the packing density
is 200 gates per mm2 and the -cD value is 0.7 pJ per
gate (the smallest detail in each mask being 7 p.m).

The production technique for integrated injection
logic circuits (`I2L' circuits) involves only five masking
steps. This is rather simpler than the present bipolar
production process. Reverting to the normal seven -
mask technique, however, it is possible to combine
I2L circuits with ordinary integrated circuits (e.g. with
analog circuits), thus greatly widening the field of
applications.

Injection by light; the photodiode

A P -N junction illuminated with light of a suitable
wavelength behaves like a diode with a current source
connected to it in parallel (fig. 1). Light quanta pene-

Vd

Id

Fig. 1. Illuminated photodiode, symbolically represented by a
C. M. Hart and A. Slob are with Philips Research Laboratories, current source /0 in parallel with a diode. Id diode current, Vd
Eindhoven. diode voltage.
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trating into the diode release electrons and holes, in-
creasing the concentration of both kinds of carrier.
The concentration of the minority carriers is increased
relatively much more than that of the majority carriers.
The extra carriers formed in the neighbourhood of the
P -N junction are separated by the internal field, giving
the effect of a current source [23.

The current /0 from this source depends on the
illumination; its effect on the behaviour of the diode
is to displace the normal diode characteristic (curve 1
in fig. 2) through a vertical distance to (curve 2).

In a short-circuited diode (Vd = 0) a current -Io
is found in the short-circuit, and in an open -circuited
diode (id = 0) the voltage across the diode is equal to
the voltage V; that is normally required for a current ./o.

The idea is to use such current sources in integrated
circuits as distributed supply sources, located at the
exact places where they are needed. To make this clear
we must first consider the situation found in illumi-
nated transistors.

Vd

Fig. 2. Characteristics of a non -illuminated diode (curve 1) and
an illuminated one (curve 2); cf. fig. 1. Vi is the value of Vd at
which the current begins to increase steeply.

The illuminated transistor

Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of a phototransistor
like those used in our circuits. In principle there are
two current sources in this phototransistor: one
across the junctions 1-2 and one across the junction 2-3.
In a phototransistor of this type the current source
across junction 2-3 gives a much larger current than
the one across junctions 1-2. There are four reasons for
this. In the first place, region 3 is much larger than the
regions 1, and consequently the number of carriers
generated there is greater. Secondly, the life of the
minority carriers before they disappear by recombina-
tion is much longer in region 3 than in the regions 1.
Thirdly, the regions 1 are normally completely screened

by the deposited -aluminium connections, which are
opaque. Fourthly, owing to .the doping gradient, there
is usually a 'built-in' electric field in region 2, causing
the minority carriers formed there to drift into region 3,
so that they contribute to the photocurrent of junc-
tion 2-3.

I N N+ V AP MA1
Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section of a phototransistor for integrated
injection logic (I2L). On illumination both the junctions 1-2 and
the junction 2-3 act as current sources, but the junctions 1-2 only
play a subsidiary part since they are largely screened by the
aluminium wiring pattern. In the light -activated injection logic
described, regions / are used as collector and region 3 as emitter.
The regions 4 isolate the transistor from its neighbours.

In practice this means that the photocurrent in par-
allel with the junctions 1-2 can be neglected. To pro-
duce transistor action the base -emitter junction must
be forward -biased; for the photocurrent to act as the
only supply source, the junction 2-3 must be taken as
a base -emitter junction, with region 3 as the emitter and
the regions 1 as the collector. If we compare this with
a conventional planar N -P -N transistor, we see that
the light -activated transistor is operated 'upside down',
for in the conventional version region 1 is the emitter
and region 3 the collector. If in these conditions we
leave the base unconnected, this region will then be-
come positively charged and a collector, given suffi-
cient voltage, will be capable of drawing a current /e,
where /, will depend on the surface area of the col-
lector. The base current ./o, as we have seen, depends
on the total area of the emitter -base junction. For each
collector we can now define a current gain 13:

= h/10.

In the transistor shown in fig. 3 two collector regions
can be seen ; more could have been shown since it is a
multi -collector transistor. The collector regions are of
the same size, and since the voltage is the same every-
where in the base region, each collector will be capable

[1] See C. M. Hart and A. Slob, IEEE J. SC -7, 346, 1972 (No. 5),
and C. M. Hart and A. Slob, 1972 IEEE Int. Solid -State Cir-
cuits Conf. Digest tech. Papers, p. 92.

12] See for example: L. Heyne, Physical principles of photo-
conductivity, Ill. Inhomogeneity effects, Philips tech. Rev. 29,
221-234, 1968.
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of drawing a current 13/0. In the application of such an
arrangement, the individual collector currents will
usually also be approximately equal to Jo. If fl > 1, the
collector voltage will then be very low.

This may be explained as follows. Let us consider
two identical phototransistors Ti and T2; see fig. 4.
For simplicity, we assume that each of the photo -
transistors has only one collector and that h =12 = Jo.
The collector of T1 is connected to the base of T2, and
is used as a switch for short-circuiting or open -circuit-
ing the base of T2. In such conditions we can construct
operating points P and Q in fig. 5 by intersecting the
transistor characteristics with the photodiode charac-
teristic of fig. 2. In this case we have taken the photo -
diode characteristic upside down, since the positive
current direction is reversed. When the base of Ti is
earthed, the current /0 which the current source sup-
plies to the base of Ti will leak away through this short-
circuit and the base current /b of Ti will be zero. Inter-
section with the photodiode characteristic then gives
the operating point Q. When the base of Ti is open -
circuited, however, then /b is equal to /0 and the col-
lector of T1 would then be able to draw a current fib.
However, this collector current must be supplied by

Fig. 4. Standard arrangement for injection logic, in which each
collector draws only one base current.

110
4 = 4

kCI

:=0

Vi Vce

v

Fig. 5. Vac -II diagram for the transistor Ti from fig. 4 when
I1 = le. P and Q are possible operating points when the collector
is connected to the base of a similar transistor. The point P
applies to the case in which the base of T1 is open -circuited
(lb = /o), and the point Q to the case in which the base is earthed
(lb = 0).

Fig. 6. Example of a logic circuit with transistors (positive logic: the truth of conditions a, b
and c corresponds to a high voltage). The dashed lines indicate how the transistors can be
combined to form multi -collector transistors.

the current source at the base of T2, and can therefore
be no greater than Jo. This situation then gives the The phototransistors discussed here are very suitable
operating point P. In this case Vce of Ti is very small, for use in logic circuits. In a circuit like the one of
which means that the base of T2 is short-circuited. fig. 6 the transistors produce the logic inversion of the

Logic circuits with phototransistors
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base signal, while the interconnection of collectors
causes the collector signals to perform a 'wired -AND'
function. The result is that transistors with inter-
connected collectors may also be regarded as NOR
gates (described in positive logic). As fig. 3 shows, our
circuits can easily be given the form of a multi -collec-
tor transistor, and mainly because it is desirable to
have each collector connected to only one base, the
transistors within the dashed lines in fig. 6 can be
lumped together to form a circuit as shown in fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Injection logic circuit corresponding to the circuit of fig. 6.

Technology

To fabricate a light -injection circuit of the type
shown in fig. 3, four masks are required. The process
begins with a slice of N+ material on which a layer of
N -type material is grown epitaxially; this corresponds
to the layers 2 and 3 in the figure. The first mask is
used to make a deep diffusion 4 in this layer to
form the demarcations for the transistors. This dif-
fusion encloses the N -type regions. In the next stage
the complete slice is subjected to a P -type diffusion. In
this way the bases 2 of the transistors are introduced,
and no mask is required because the P concentration
is lower than that of the deep N+ regions. The second
mask is now used for introducing the shallow N+
regions 1, producing the collectors. The third mask is
required for generating contact holes in the isolating
oxide layer, and the fourth mask produces the final
aluminium wiring pattern.

Hole injection by means of a P -N junction

In the circuits so far discussed, light was necessary
for generating holes in the N -type material of the
emitter to produce a current source /0. This would
make the circuits eminently suitable for space applica-
tions in which sunlight would be the only source of
energy. In the case of illumination by artificial light,

however, the difficulty is that relatively high levels of
illumination are required, which are then utilized at
relatively low efficiency. This makes it a more econo-
mic proposition to inject holes into the emitter region
by means of a forward -biased P -N junction. This
results in the configuration shown in fig. 8. The only
difference compared with the circuit in fig. 3 is the
extra injector rail 5 now required on the chip. With
this power supply system it is easy to select and vary
the current level at which the circuits operate.

The fabrication of these circuits requires only one
additional masking step, which is the step for generat-
ing the separate P -type regions. In some circumstances
it is possible to omit the deep N+ diffusion; four mask-
ing steps are then sufficient.

Circuit and layout considerations

As can be seen in fig. 8, a multi -collector transistor
has the shape of a long rectangle. A suitable and con-
venient layout for a number of these multi -collector
transistors on the chip is to arrange them in linear
strips on each side of, and perpendicular to, the injector
strip that provides the power supply. This is illustrated
in fig. 9, which shows two D -type flip-flops and some
separate gates. A short injector strip supplies power to
three multi -collector transistors and one long rail
supplies power to two sets of nine transistors each.
Since the relative location of base and collector con-
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Fig. 8. Schematic cross-section and layout of multi -collector
transistors with injection from a forward -biased P -N junction.
The figures have the same significance as in fig. 3. Region 5 is an
extra P region that with 3 forms the P -N junction for the injection
of charge carriers into region 3. The multi -collector transistors
are rectangular regions enclosed by the isolating regions 4 (shown
dashed in the plan view); they are located in rows perpendicular
to the injection rail (region 5), which extends as straight tracks
over the whole chip. Compared with the circuit in fig. 3, this con-
figuration requires only one extra masking step for applying the
P regions.
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tacts is not subject to any fundamental restrictions,
they can be laid out in the way most convenient for the
wiring pattern required. Space can also be left between
collectors where connections can pass a multi -collector
transistor without making contact with it, if crossovers
are necessary in the wiring pattern. All this is possible
provided the multi -collector transistors are not too
long.

At high current levels a limit is imposed by the
resistance of the base region. This resistance causes a
voltage drop across the base, and if this voltage drop
is too high the collector currents will not be uniform.
Voltage drop across the injector, which would give rise
to non -uniform injection, is prevented by applying an
aluminium contact rail over the whole length of the
injector region. The requirement that the collector
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Fig. 9. Layout of a double 'D -type flip-flop' with direct set -and -reset inputs (2 x 9 transistors),
and a few separate gates (3 transistors).

It follows from the geometry that the injected
minority carriers are distributed uniformly over each
multi -collector transistor. This does not however imply
any fixed current level, which the user can in fact select

within a wide range.
At low currents a limit is set by the current gain 9

becoming too small. This situation only arises, how-
ever, with currents of the order of nanoamperes. We

have already seen that each collector must be capable
of drawing one base current. To obtain a suitable
operating point (P in fig. 5) this means that the current
gain /3 must be greater than unity. A value of 13 close to
unity is not advisable because of low speed and sen-
sitivity to interference (noise), as we shall see later.

current for the worst -fed transistors should remain
greater than the highest values found elsewhere for the
base current can be met in a carefully designed circuit
at current levels of up to a few tens of milliamperes per
chip. This gives the user a freedom of choice of current
level over several decades. Fig. 10 shows a 108 -bit shift
register consisting of 820 gates, operated at currents
ranging from 8µA to 100 mA. At the low current
(about 10 nA per gate) the maximum frequency is
300 Hz, at high currents it is about 800 kHz.

As we saw above, the current level can be selected
by the user. This implies that it can be changed during
operation. For example, the shift register of fig. 10
has been used in an experimental pocket calculator
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that can be given a very low current level during
stand-by, i.e. while no operations are in progress and
the machine is waiting for a new instruction. This cur-
rent is automatically switched to a much higher level
as soon as the calculator is given an instruction for
further operations by pressing one of the buttons. This
automatic switch -over makes it possible to keep the
average power consumption very low.

A is closed (see fig. 12b). From what has just been said
it will then be clear that the base of 7'2 is open and T2
forms a short-circuit for the base of T3. Transistor T2
is now 'on' and biased to the operating point P. We
now apply at point S a noise voltage Vsi, which we
represent in fig. 12b by the noise current 'Si.

Since T2 short-circuits the current source h, a mini-
mum base current of /02 is necessary to maintain this

Fig. 10. Part (about half) of a shift register of 108 bits, consisting of 820 gates, used for storing
three 9 -decimal numbers in an experimental pocket calculator.

Noise sensitivity

The relation between the input voltage V, and the
output voltage Vce of a transistor in the circuit given
in fig. 4 can be found with the aid of figs. 2 and 5, or
by direct measurement. This relation is shown in

fig. 11. It can be seen that at the operating point P a
relatively small negative noise voltage Vsi on the base
is sufficient to switch off the collector current, whereas
at the operating point Q a relatively large (and positive)
noise voltage Vso is permissible before the transistor
switches from 'off' to 'on'. The noise margins are
perhaps better expressed as current sources.

Let us therefore consider the noise sensitivity at
point S in fig. 12a for two cases: switch A open and
switch A closed. Transistors T1, T2 and T3 do not
necessarily have to be identical; there may be differ-
ences in geometry, and this is why we have given the
transistors different current sources Ii, h and h.
Furthermore, the current gains I% #2 and /93 may be
different.

We shall first consider the situation in which switch

current in the collector of T2. Since /2 is available and
7'2 draws no current, the maximum value which the
noise source may have is

'Si = - 102,
if the transistor is not to switch from the operating

Vce

Vi

Fig. 11. Curve showing the relation between input voltage Vi and
output voltage Vce, e.g. for transistor Ti in fig. 4. Vso and Vsi
are the extreme values of noise voltages that are acceptable at
the operating points Q and P (see fig. 5) if the logic level is to
be correctly reproduced.
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S

.12

Fig. 12. a) Configuration of three transistors Ti,2,3 with the resul-
tant current sources 11,2,3, for calculating the noise sensitivity of
an 12L circuit. The noise is assumed to enter at point S. b) Con-
figuration for calculating the maximum permissible noise /21 for
the case where the base voltage of Ti is zero (switch A closed).
T2 is then at the operating point P of fig. 5. c) The same as (b),
but for the operating point Q (A open).

point P to point Q. The corresponding noise voltage
is then given by

I3
Vsi -kr In ( )

q /3212

(k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature
and q the electronic charge.)

We now consider the situation in which switch A is
open (fig. 12c). Transistor T1 is now biased to point P
and short-circuits T2. Consequently T2 draws no col-
lector current from T3, which is 'on'. For a noise
source Iso to be able to switch 7'2 to 'on', T2 must first
draw the collector current h, for which a base current
13/fl2 is required. In addition, T1 can draw a current

before any substantial increase in its collector
voltage appears. It follows that a noise source Iso is
acceptable if

/so = /31/1 + 131/32 -12 

This corresponds to a noise voltage

Vso F% Vj.

For the situation I1= /2 = /3 = /0 and /31 =--182 =183 =
= 18, we find:

and
Isi=Io(1- 11/3); Vsi = (- k71q) ln /3

1-o (13 - 1+1//9); Vso ^ V.

In practice there is not likely to be much noise pro-
duced on a chip. In our equations, which we obtained
by assuming all values of /9 and all current sources to
be equal, a current gain /3 = 2 will be quite sufficient.
The noise produced in the connections between the
chips is expected to be higher, and therefore the first
transistor on the chip and the last one on the previous
chip are given a larger )3 and a higher current level. This
can be achieved with a suitable geometry.

Switching speeds

When considering the switching speeds of inte-
grated injection logic a distinction must be made be-
tween situations of low and high current level. In the
first situation only stray capacitances have to be
charged and discharged; in the second, charge accumu-
lation in the transistors becomes important, which
means that the cut-off frequency is of significance.

At low current levels the propagation delay time per
gate (r) is determined only by junction capacitances
and stray capacitances. This delay time will be pro-
portional to the time t needed to charge or discharge
these capacitances. The time t is proportional to
Q/I = CVII, and the dissipation D is equal to VI,
where V is the voltage across a forward -biased junction.
From this it follows that T1) is proportional to CV2,
which is constant.

At high current levels the accumulated charges in
the transistors become more important than the
charges in the junction capacitance plus the wiring.
In this region the transit times are independent of the
current level used, since inside the transistor the
charges are proportional to /aft, i.e. proportional to
the current divided by the cut-off frequency. The time
taken to build up these charges is proportional to the
charge divided by the current /0; the delay time r is
therefore proportional to 1/ft and independent of the
current level.

This reasoning explains the measured -cD curves.
Since the voltage of the injector rail depends only
slightly on the current, the dissipation is proportional
to /o. At low currents the product TD is therefore con-
stant, irrespective of /0. In our circuits it amounts to
about 10-12 joules, as can be seen from fig. 13. At high
currents, z is constant and dependent on the cut-off fre-
quency, which can however, in an inversely operated
transistor, as here, be about 20 times lower than with a
normally operated one.

Conversion of a logical design into VL

As we noted earlier, when our circuits are described
in positive logic, they represent a negation followed
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by a 'wired -AND', which corresponds to a logical
NOR.

In general, however, it may be more advantageous
to base the design of an I2L circuit not on NORs, but
on NANDs. To explain this there are three points that
we should consider. First, every collector in our multi -
collector transistors represents in effect the negation

to's
-r

,06

10-9

-r D =constant

10-3 10-6 10-3 W
D

Fig. 13. Relation between delay timer and dissipation D for a
single gate (the TD curve). At low current levels (low dissipation)
the product TD is constant; at high currents (high dissipation) r
is independent of the current level.

of the base signal. Secondly, a branching of the signal
takes place between base and collectors. Thirdly, each
collector or set of interconnected collectors in our
circuits can only draw current from one base. It is
perhaps more obvious to regard a transistor base,
together with the preceding 'wired -AND', as an entity
and to think in terms of NANDs when drawing up the
design. How this works out in practice will be illustrat-
ed by reference to the circuit in fig. 14, a D -type flip-
flop with direct set and reset inputs.

If for simplicity the symbols of fag. 15 are introduced
for a 'wired -AND' connection and for a multi -collector
transistor, the circuit of fig. 14 can be redrawn as
shown in fig. 16. The six NANDs from fig. 14 directly
give the transistors 8, 6, 3, 5,1 and 2. The double input
S required is derived from the additional transistor 9,
fed by S, and the inputs R are derived from transistor 4.
The double clock input 7' comes from transistor 7,
which now, however, has to be fed by T. The input D,
which goes direct to a 'wired -AND', is regarded as
having its associated transistor outside the circuit. The
circuit thus requires nine transistors; it is in fact one
half of the circuit whose layout is given in fig. 9. The
rules for designing a layout of this type will not be dealt
with here.

Combination of FL with other circuits

The circuits described above are made with a five -

mask technology starting with an N+ substrate. This

means that the transistors must always have the emit-
ter connected to the substrate. Transistors used in
some other way would also be possible in this technol-
ogy, but in all cases either the emitter or the collector
in N -P -N transistors, or the bases in P -N -P transistor,
are connected to the substrate. This design limitation
can be removed by starting from a P substrate (see

Fig. 14. Logic scheme (in NANDs) o f the D -type flip-flop with
direct set and reset inputs from fig. 9.

Fig. 15. Symbols for a 'wired -AND' connection and a multi -
collector transistor (with three collectors), with which the dia-
gram in fig. 14 can be converted into I2L.

Fig. 16. Conversion of the basic diagram in fig. 14 into a form
with multi -collector transistors and `wired -AND' collector,
directly suitable for translation into the layout of fig. 9.
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fig. 17), using a buried N+ layer as auxiliary substrate
for the integrated injection logic, and P+ diffusions for
isolating the N -type regions from each other.

In this way, by introducing two additional masking
steps (for the buried layer and isolating diffusion) it
becomes possible to work with fully isolated transis-
tors, as commonly used in conventional IC technology.
Interface circuits of all types can then be produced, and
analog circuits can be combined with 12L digital cir-

N+ I

I

N v P+

cuits on the same chip. An example can be seen in
fig. 18, which shows a 24 -bit shift register combined
at each of the 24 outputs with a circuit of isolated
transistors capable of switching a high a.c. voltage.

Conclusion and results

A convincing proof that 12L is a realistic approach
to the LSI problem is our achievement of a packing

V A P AI

Fig. 17. Combination of injection
logic with 'conventional' transistor
circuits in a seven -mask technology.
The region I enclosed by N+ regions
comprises the injection logic. Region
II shows a 'conventional' transistor.
The P+ regions are isolation diffu-
sions.

Fig. 18. Example of injection logic
combined with analog circuits,
showing a 24 -bit shift register in
which each of the 24 outputs is
provided with a circuit of isolated
transistors for switching a high a.c.
voltage.
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Table I. Data for a number of circuits made in 12L. The chip
sizes given are overall dimensions, i.e. they include the area taken
up by bonding pads and scribing lines. (These were not included
in the calculation of the packing density.)

Type of circuit No. of
gates

Chip size
(mm)

Tone generator for electronic organ 180 1.2 x 1.5
Liquid -crystal display driver 200 2.2 x 2.4
Counter for digital voltmeter 325 2.2 x 2.4
108 -bit shift register 820 2.96 x 2.85
1536 -bit read-only memory ", 1000 3 x4
Control -logic calculator 980 4 x4

density of 200 gates per mm2. The minimum detail was
7 p.m, there were five masking steps, and established
technology was used throughout. Circuits with up to
1000 gates per chip have been made and put into prac-
tical application, e.g. in an experimental pocket cal-.
culator.

With a seven -mask technology, normal integrated
circuit can be combined with 12L, enabling analog and
digital circuits to be produced on the same chip. A

wide variety of interface circuits between all kinds of
logic can also be achieved. The range of potential ap-
plications is therefore very wide. Table I gives data for
a number of circuits made with the 12L technique (the
smallest details were 10 p.m). The xD product was be-
tween 1 and 2 x 10-12 J.

Summary. Large-scale integration (LSI) requires building blocks
that combine great simplicity and compactness with a low dissi-
pation per gate (D), without the speed (delay per gate T) being
too greatly affected. Integrated injection logic (I2L) meets these
requirements. I2L circuits consist in practice of multi -collector
transistors that are supplied with power by the injection of minor-
ity carriers, either by illumination of the base -emitter regions
- no external power supply is then required - or from an injec-
tor rail that forms a P -N junction with the emitter region. The
current level of the circuits can be varied in a wide range. I2L
circuits with illumination injection can be made with four masks,
the others with five. If seven masks are used integrated circuits
can be made that consist partly of I2L circuits and partly of
isolated conventional transistors. With a minimum detail of 7µm
packing densities of 200 gates/mm2 and a TD product of
0.7 x 10-12 J have been achieved. Circuits with 1000 gates per
chip have been found to be a practical possibility, e.g. in an
experimental pocket calculator.
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A flexible method for automatic reading
of handwritten numerals

M. Beun

I. General description of the recognition method

II. Thinning procedure and determination of the special points

For the last twenty years or so, efforts have been made in various parts of the world to
devise automatic methods of reading handwriting, so that large volumes of handwritten
data for clerical processing can be fed direct to a computer. The present article describes
an automatic method of reading numerals. In an experimental equipment using this
method, which is based on a few simple principles, more than 91 % of a collection of
10 000 numerals written by hand without any restriction were read correctly, some 3
were read wrongly and 6% were rejected as unrecognizable. Since the numerals were not
written particularly well (they were obtained in a door-to-door survey) this result com-
pares very well indeed with the results of other methods, and in fact the flexibility of the
method allows further considerable improvement. The author comes to the conclusion,
however, that the reliability in the automatic reading of forms with many numerals
written on them (such as giro cards) will never be completely adequate unless the people
who have to fill in the forms are prepared to give a little cooperation. In part I of the
article the recognition system is described in general terms; in part HN the author
deals at greater length with some important details of the procedure.

I. General description of the recognition method

Information to be fed into a computer is frequently
presented in the form of handwriting. A familiar ex-
ample in some countries is the giro card, which is filled
in by the account holder, usually by hand. The problem
is by no means limited, however, to the giro service
or to the cheque and payment -transfer departments of
banks. There are very many other applications of the
computer, both administrative and scientific, in which
the input consists of large quantities of handwritten
data. At the present time the data are usually processed
by hand to bring them into a form in which the com-
puter can understand them. In the giro service, for

example, many hundreds of punch operators are
occupied in this kind of work. Mark sensing is another
system that has been used, in which marks made in
predetermined positions on documents can be directly
read by the computer, either optically or magnetically.
Filling in these marks presents too many problems,
however, and they are also difficult for people to read
back. There is clearly a need for a machine that can
put data into a computer by reading handwriting
directly.

For most practical purposes numerals are adequate.
Giro services, for example, can manage with the

Tr M. Beun is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven. E*3 Part II of this article will appear in the next issue.
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amount and two, account numbers. For many other
applications the information can be presented in a
numerical code. In some countries the post office now
asks people to add a numerical 'postcode' for the town
to the address on the envelope. The considerable
research that has already been done on optical charac-
ter recognition has therefore usually been limited to

this image is electronically transformed into a matrix
of occupied and unoccupied positions (fig.2). The
occupied positions (black in fig. 2) reproduce the
numeral, the unoccupied positions (grey) reproduce
the surroundings. This matrix can easily be stored in
the memory of a computer and is therefore very suit-
able for electronic processing.
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Fig. 1. Example of the test material used in our experiments. Test subjects were asked to
write any 70 numbers on a sheet of paper with printed lines enclosing spaces measuring 5 by
7 mm. Four of these sheets are shown here. The first was filled in by the author himself with
carefully written numerals. These were read with no errors using the method described here
and a very simple recognition procedure.

numerals, and even in many cases to stylized numerals.
In our research we have concentrated on the auto-
matic recognition of non -stylized numerals, our aim
being to impose no restrictions whatever on the hand-
writing. The principle of our system will now be de-
scribed, and it will then be compared with the consider-
able work by others in this field.

Principle of the recognition method

Fig. I gives an idea of the types of numerals used in
our experiments. The only rule laid down is that the
numerals must be written on a preprinted form, with
no more than one numeral per space. Before applying
the recognition procedure the numerals are put into
a form in which they can readily be processed electroni-
cally. This is done by means of a television camera.
The camera produces an image of the numeral, and

No knowledge of computers is required for the
understanding of this article. The reader need only
think of a drawing of a matrix in which occupied and
unoccupied positions are distinguished from each other
in some way; for example by making the occupied
positions black and the others white.

Very briefly, the recognition process takes place in
the following phases. First the numeral is 'thinned' to
a skeleton (skeletonized), i.e. reduced to a pattern that
is nowhere thicker than one square. Next the end
points and forks or junctions in this pattern are found,
and then the numeral which the camera has read is
determined from the shape of the skeleton, and in
particular from the relative positions of these special
points. In this last phase, the actual recognition
process, a procedure is used that is drawn up after
studying the characteristics of a large number of
numerals written by test subjects. By continously
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checking this recognition procedure against numerals
written by other people, and if necessary introducing
new criteria, the accuracy can be steadily improved.
This is what gives our method its flexibility [1].

The operations described can all be performed by a
computer. Working with a computer has great advan-
tages in the development of the recognition method,
since it enables a quick test to be made of the effect of
changes in the thinning procedure or in the recognition
scheme. With a final version of the method and
development of a machine for practical use, it could
well be advantageous to design a special electronic
system capable of performing the necessary operations
faster than a computer. Since we are for the present
only concerned with the development of the method,
these questions fall outside the scope of this article.

Among the recognition methods that others have
developed [2] there are some that work as follows.
First, the numeral to be read is enclosed in the smallest
possible rectangle, which is then divided up into a
grid of smaller rectangles, and some of the character-
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Fig. 2. Matrix of occupied (black) and unoccupied (grey) posi-
tions, the occupied positions forming the numeral to be recog-
nized. A matrix of this type is very suitable for storage in a com-
puter memory and further electronic processing.

istics of the line sections of the numeral in the various
spaces of the rectangular grid are determined. These
characteristics (e.g. the direction of the line section, or
the curvature, or the presence of a junction) are com-
pared with the characteristics of the corresponding

line sections of a number of reference numerals. Next,
by applying certain criteria, the figure is determined
from the correlations thus found. Some of these meth-
ods are not very flexible and they are therefore gener-
ally used for stylized, or at least 'well written' numerals.
The basis is usually the 'thick' numeral [3], but various
methods of skeletonization have been reported, not
only of handwritten numerals [4] but also of chromo-
somes [5]. In two cases an attempt has been made, in
much the same way as in our method, to use the special
points of the skeleton for the recognition of handwritten
characters [6] ; as far as we know, however, these in-
vestigations have not led to practical results. A ma-
chine for reading non -stylized numerals [7] has been
developed in Japan; this is used for reading postcodes
on letters. These postcodes consist of three numeral
digits, and the machine reads 70 % correctly and 2 %
wrongly, while 28 % are rejected as unrecognizable.

The good results that we have obtained with our
method are in no small part due first to the applica-
tions of a special thinning procedure that makes use of
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the work of P. Saraga and D. J. Woollons [8.1 and
secondly to the flexibility built into it by allowing new
criteria to be added continuously to the recognition
procedure.

The description of our method will now be con-
tinued, followed by an examination of the provisional
results obtained in an experimental arrangement used
for the recognition of several thousand numerals.
Part I of the article includes an evaluation of these
results, plus the findings of a small experiment de-
signed to find out how accurately people could read
the numerals.
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1) break points, i.e. points that leave a gap in the line
when they are removed;

2) end points, i.e. points that have only one neighbour;
3) loop points, i.e. points that give a loop if they are

removed (the loop is formed by the four neigh-
bouring points).

A skeleton therefore consists exclusively of break
points, end points and loop points. The loop points are
fairly rare; an example is the crossing point in fig. 5b.

Making a good skeleton is not so easy as it may
seem, since the shape of the skeleton depends to a great
extent on the thinning procedure adopted. We need a
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Fig. 3. The skeletonization process. The pattern of positions forming the figure (a) is thinned in
a number of steps (b and c) by removing points around the edge of the numeral. Points that
must not be removed are end points and points whose removal would cause a break in the
pattern. The thinning process is continued until there are no more points that can be removed
(d). The figure then remaining is the skeleton.

Skeletonization

We start from the situation where the numeral is
present in the form of a matrix with occupied and
unoccupied positions. Fig. 3 shows how a skeleton is
made by successively removing points on the edge of
the original shape. This thinning process is continued
until the skeleton only contains points belonging to
one of the following categories :

skeleton that reflects no more than the basic form of
the pattern, but if no special precautions are taken the
skeleton will usually have some odd strokes or 'tails'
that have nothing to do with the basic shape. Fig. 4
gives an example of such a skeleton; it contains many
end points and fork points at illogical places, and
therefore recognition from the special points will
obviously not be possible in this case.
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The shape of the skeleton also depends, of course, on the initial
pattern, and thus on the way in which it is formed from the
television picture. Since we only have occupied and unoccupied
positions in the matrix, the grey tints will be lost from the tele-
vision picture; above a certain threshold value they will be
regarded as black, and below it as white. The choice of this
threshold value may affect the shape of the skeleton produced
from the pattern. In our investigation this threshold was given a
fixed value, but a better result would be expected if the threshold
value were allowed to adjust itself automatically to the blackness
distribution in the television picture [9].

We have successfully developed a thinning proce-
dure that produces very useful skeletons (see fig. 5a, b
and c). Even these skeletons may sometimes have a
`tail', but this always corresponds to a distinct bulging
of the unthinned numeral, as can be seen in the top
right-hand corner of fig. 5c. The details of our thinning
procedure will be given in part II of this article, which
will also give a description of the method of deter-
mining the special points of the skeleton.

Fig. 4. Example of a skeleton that cannot be used for the recogni-
tion procedure because it has a number of 'tails' that have noth-
ing to do with the basic shape of the figure to be thinned. The
picture shown here was made by the line printer of the computer
used for the skeletonization process. The dots indicate the points
of the original figure that were removed during the skeletoni-
zation. After the print-out, the skeleton points were joined up by
hand to make the skeleton visible.

Since there is not space here to describe a complete
recognition procedure, we must confine ourselves to a
simple procedure capable of recognizing a limited as-
sortment of numeral types. It will then be shown how
a procedure of this kind can be used as a starting point
for the development of a procedure for recognizing
numerals written with no restrictions.

A simple recognition procedure

To recognize numerals of the types shown in fig. 6a
it is sufficient to use the simple recognition procedure
of fig. 6b. In this the numerals are first divided into
groups corresponding to the number of end points
found in the skeleton - this number will be denoted
by E - and to the number of fork points - denoted
by the letter F. If such a group comprises different
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Fig. 5. Three examples of skeletons that are suitable for our
recognition procedure. The figures were traced out in the same
way as in fig. 4 by the line printer, but in addition the unoccupied
positions of the matrix have now been marked with an 0. After
printing, the skeleton points were marked by hand and the edge
of the original figure was drawn in. Crossings (four -junctions) in
the original numeral usually degenerate into two three -junctions
(fork points) (a) ; if the skeleton does have a four -junction (b) it is
counted as two fork points. The skeleton of (c) has a tail at the
top on the right that corresponds to a marked bulge in the
pattern.

L81 See the first article of note [4].
[9] See the first article of note [2].
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Fig. 6. a) Collection of carefully written
numerals, for some of which two widely
used types are included. This is of course
only a very small selection from the
many possible ways of writing these
numerals. b) Procedure for recognizing
numerals of the types in (a) . The
numerals are first classified by the num-
ber of end points (E) and the number of
fork points (F). If a numeral belongs
to an (E,F) group that includes more
than one numeral, a subsidiary recog-
nition procedure is used to distinguish
between these numerals.
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numerals a subprocedure is used for further selection.
Fork points as used here refer exclusively to three -

junctions; a crossing in the original numeral in the form
of a four -junction usually degenerates in the skeleton
into two fork points (see fig. 5a). On the rare occasions
when a skeleton contains a real four -junction (see
fig. 5b), we count it as two fork points.

In addition to E and F there is a third and equally obvious
characteristic of numerals; this is the number of closed loops.
We do not use this characteristic in our method, but that does
not mean that we neglect any essential information, for there is
a simple relation between the quantities E and F, the number of
loops L and the number of separate sections S in the figure. This
relation, which is easy to verify, is:

F- E = 2(L- S).
Normally the pattern (the numeral) is in one piece, so that
S = 1. Once we have determined F and E, the difference L-S is
then a fixed quantity, but not L and S themselves. This is easily
understood, for if a closed loop is added as a new section, F and
E do not change, but L and S are both increased by I.

We shall now deal in turn with the various groups
(see fig. 6b).

E = 0, F = 0 (group 0,0).

Only a nought can possibly give a skeleton of this
kind. The noughts are thus recognized (since here we
are only concerned with the carefully written noughts
of fig. 6a).

E = 0, F = 2 (group 0,2).

This applies only to the
recognized with this group.

eights, which are thus

E = 1, F = 1 (group 1,1).

This applies to the sixes and the nines. A simple and
sufficient criterion for making the correct choice is
found in the relative positions of the end point and the
fork. If the end point e is higher than the fork f, we
then have a six, otherwise we have a nine.

E = 2, F = 0 (group 2,0).

This group includes the one, and also the two, the
three, the five and the seven of the top row in fig. 6a,
none of which: have a fork. To distinguish between
these numerals we -first count the total number of
points (squares) forming the skeleton. We call this
number W (for weight). Next we count the number of
rows that the skeleton covers in the matrix, and we call
this number H (for 'height). For all ones we have:
W = H, but this does not apply to the other numerals.
We have thus eliminated the ones.

To select from the other possibilities, we number the
end points in the sequence in which they are en-

countered when the matrix is scanned row by row,
beginning with the top row and moving from left to
right. The end points are given the symbols el and e2.
We then enclose the skeleton in a rectangle formed
from the horizontal and vertical lines that touch the
skeleton. If ei is at the right-hand edge of this frame,
the numeral must evidently be the five from the top
row of fig. 6a; if, however, e2 falls here, then the
numeral is a two. If neither ei nor e2 are at the right-
hand edge of the frame, the decision is between the
three and the seven. Because of the limitation to the
types of numeral given in fig. 6a, we need in this case
only look to see whether e2 is at the bottom edge of
the frame. If this is so we then have a seven, otherwise
it is a three.

E = 3, F = 1 (group 3,1).

This group includes the two fours, and also the two,
the three, the five and the seven of the lower row in
fig. 6a. We look first to see whether f (the fork) lies in
the right-hand half of the upper third of the rectangle.
If it does, then we have a seven. Next we see whether f
is in the lower third of the rectangle. In this way we
identify the twos. We then see whether the three end
points are all on the left of the fork, which enables us
to recognize the threes. We find the fours by seeing
whether el and e2 both lie above f Any numeral that
is still not classified can only be a five. We have in-
cluded a further safety criterion here, however, to
make sure that ei does in fact lie on the right-hand edge
before a five is decided upon. If it does not, the numeral
is rejected as unrecognizable.

In the procedure of fig. 6b all numerals are rejected
that have different numbers of end points and forks
than those that correspond to one of the five com-
binations above. If the only numerals presented are of
the types included in fig. 6a as in the original require-
ment, no numeral will be rejected, and the safety
criterion is then superfluous. Our purpose in adding it
was simply to introduce the concept of 'safety criterion',
since in general a procedure for recognizing numerals
written without restrictions can contain a large number
of such safety criteria.

If the recognition procedure described here is applied
to an arbitrary set of numerals, the result will be a
number of correct readings, a number of errors (sub-
stitutions) and a number of rejects. All the numbers
in the first block in fig. 1 were correctly recognized,
but these 70 numerals were written with the proce-
dure of fig. 6 in mind. It does however show that the
automatic recognition of handwritten numerals would
be a fairly simple matter if the people that write them
could be persuaded to observe a few simple rules. We
shall return to this point later on in the article.
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The success of our method is largely due to the subdivision
into groups before the actual recognition begins. The only
characteristics used for this classification are the number of end
points and forks. The recognition of arbitrarily written numerals
requires a complicated scheme for each of these groups, to be
able to distinguish the many numerals belonging to them. We
could increase the number of groups by using various other
appropriate characteristics of numerals in the classification, such
as the presence of a 'tail', etc. The groups would then be smaller
and the subprocedures propably simpler. Perhaps a better result
might be obtainable in this way for the whole system than with a
classification based only on special points. The possibilities of
extending the number of groups in such a manner have not yet
been fully examined.

Refining a recognition procedure

In developing a recognition procedure for numerals
written without restrictions we start from a simple
procedure like the one described in the previous sec-
tion. This is applied to a number of numerals, some of
which will be read wrongly or rejected. We now devise
some new criteria to enable these numerals to be
properly recognized as well, and add these criteria to
the procedure. We then apply this modified procedure
to a new group of numerals, and again introduce modi-
fications that will permit all these new numerals to be
recognized. Since this process is repeated a few times
the procedure will gradually improve, but at the same
time it will become more complicated. In making
adjustments we will undoubtedly devise criteria that
could more usefully have been added to the procedure
earlier. When it becomes obvious that the whole
procedure is becoming impossibly complicated, the
time has come to throw it into the wastepaper basket
and then, armed with the experience gained, to start
on a new one. The new procedure will be more effective
than the old one, and at first simpler, but after some
time this procedure will also have to be discarded to
make way for yet another one. This discarding is one
of the most important but also one of the most difficult
processes in the development of a recognition proce-
dure.

The adjustment process will be explained with a
single example, showing at the same time that the use
of the skeleton by no means implies a limitation to the
end points and the forks, but that in fact other special
points can also usefully be employed for recognition.
We consider the nine and the nought from fig. 7. On
attempting to recognize these numerals with the aid of
the simple procedure described in the previous section,
we see that they both belong to the group (1,1) and
both are classified as nine, which is of course unaccept-
able. We now scan the matrix row by row, beginning
with the row on which e lies and then moving up to the
row on which f lies. We look for the first row on which
only one skeleton point lies, and once we have found
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Fig. 7. Example of two numerals that are not distinguished by a
simple recognition procedure like that in fig. 6b. The numeral in
(a) is correctly recognized as a nine. The numeral in (b) is meant
to be a nought; here, however, a bulge in the loop has caused a
tail. Since the end point of this tail lies lower than the fork, this
numeral is also classified as a nine. To avoid this error we add a
new criterion to the recognition procedure to investigate whether
the tail is in or below the loop.

that point we mark it as the special point p. In fig. 7a
the pointp coincides with e, in fig. 7b we find no pointp.
Next we scan the matrix again, now moving down-
wards row by row beginning with the row below f, and
we go no further than the row with e. Here again we
look for the first row with only one skeleton point; if
such a point exists we call it q. We find such a point q
in fig. 7a, but not in fig. 7b. In the further process of
recognition we can now make use of the existence or
non-existence of the points p and q, and of their posi-
tions. To solve the problem of fig. 7 it is sufficient to
ask whether a point p exists. if it does, we have a nine
(the numeral then has a tail projecting downwards),
otherwise we have a nought. With this extension the

a
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recognition procedure is still far from perfect, but it
is slightly improved.

To recognize a numeral we have so far confined
ourselves to the characteristics of the skeleton, but this
is not possible in all cases. It regularly happens that the
typical features of the original numeral get partly or
completely lost in the skeleton. Let us take one example.
Fig. 8 shows a nine whose skeleton, owing to a slight
discontinuity on the right-hand side at the top in the
`thick' numeral, has the same basic shape as a five. A
choice between these two numerals, purely on the
grounds of the skeleton, is very difficult in this case;
we must therefore use the thick numeral. We could for
example add a criterion that enables us to decide, from
the size of the break in the loop in the thick numeral,
whether it is a five or a nine.

An unfortunate aspect sometimes encountered in
the development of a recognition procedure is that an
improvement in one point makes another point worse.
It is therefore dangerous to let the procedure include a
type of numeral that occurs infrequently if it at all
resembles a frequently used type of another numeral
(inclusion of the nine from fig. 8 endangers the recogni-
tion of the five). It is best to delay this until very many
numerals (e.g. hundreds of thousands), of widely dif-
ferent origin have been tested.

Provisional results

In total, more than 25 000 written numerals have
been used in our investigations. Eighty to ninety per
cent of these numerals present no problems with our
method. The remainder show a wide variety of less
conventional shapes, some of which were encountered
very infrequently, others more often, although they
were then usually from the same person. From the
limited number of numerals available to us we were
not able to conclude anything about the frequencies
with which these aberrant forms of numeral will occur
in practice. Consequently it is not possible to say
exactly what percentage of correctly recognized numer-
als will be obtainable with our method. Nevertheless
some general conclusions can be drawn about the
practical usefulness of the method.

During our investigations various recognition
schemes were developed. The most extensive scheme
now available at Philips Research Laboratories for the
recognition of arbitrary numerals was designed from
more than 15 000 handwritten numerals. Most of these
were placed at our disposal by the Dr Neher Labora-
tory of the Netherlands Post Office; the remainder
came from forms that were filled in by colleagues and
by visitors to demonstrations. The recognition scheme
was checked against 10 000 numerals that were not
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Fig. 8. Example of a numeral where the skeleton is not sufficient
for correct recognition. Because of the chance break in the loop,
the skeleton of this nine has the same basic form as that of a five.
To classify this numeral properly we must add a criterion that
relates to the 'thick' numeral, e.g. by determining whether the
break in the loop is very small.

involved in the development of the scheme. These
numerals also came from the Dr Neher Laboratory.
This test material was obtained in a door-to-door
survey, in which people were asked to fill in a particular
series of numerals in spaces on a printed form. With
this method it was known what numeral the writer
intended each time. No restrictions were imposed on
the handwriting, and since the people filling in the
forms had no personal stake in the results, the average
quality of the handwriting was fairly poor (see fig. 9).
The result of the test is presented in Table I; it can be
seen that 91.37 % of the numerals were recognized,
2.67 % were read wrongly (confused with another
numeral) and 5.96 % were rejected as unrecognizable.

Table L Results of automatic reading of 10 000 numerals. Each
space shows how many numerals which the writer meant to be
read as the numeral on the left were read as the numeral
above. The last column contains the numbers of rejected numer-
als; the numbers of numerals read correctly appear along the
diagonal.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 *
0 1253 1 1 1 9 25

1 1042 3 1 3 25 29

2 1 1123 6 6 1 7 101

3 1 5 802 14 5 1 11 84

4. 1 2 1 624 3 11 14 57

5 2 1214 1 4 58

6 9 2 1 5 662 3 31

7 20 9 7 9 4 765 12 94

8 6 1 1 7 1 7 1013 5 64

9 2 1 11 1 2 5 1 639 53

correct y read
erroneously read :
rejected

9137 numerals (91.37%)
267 numerals (2.67%)
596 numerals (5.96%)
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Fig. 9. Example of the test numerals obtained from a door-to-
door survey. The numerals had to be written in spaces on printed
forms. To give an idea of the quality of the handwriting, the
figure shows a number of numerals taken at random from dif-
ferent forms (forms of three types were used in the survey, with
spaces of different sizes).

The origin of the numerals has been described at
some length because in judging the performance of a
machine for recognizing handwriting it is of the utmost
importance to know exactly what test material was
used. This seems obvious but we have found by per-
sonal experience how easy it is to deceive oneself and
others in this kind of experiment. In fact, a character -
recognition system can only be adequately judged
when it has been used in practice for millions of nu-
merals.

Evaluation of the results

A result of not quite 92 % of numerals recognized is
of course far from sufficient for practical purposes. By
including large numbers of new numerals in our in-
vestigations we would certainly be able to increase the
percentage quite considerably, but the effort this costs
increases with the improvement achieved. In our
opinion it will never be possible to make the step from
99 to 100 %. To see whether there is any point in seek-
ing further improvement, we have tried to determine
what a particular percentage of correctly recognized
numerals means in practice.

Reading forms

In general, the forms that have to be read have not
one but several numerals written on them. The require-
ment then is of course that all the numerals are re-
cognized. If however the individual numerals are not
recognized with 100 % certainty, then the percentage of
forms read correctly will decrease rapidly as the num-
ber of numerals written on them increases. For ex-
ample, if the percentage of numerals recognized is 98,
then 90 % of forms with 5 numerals will be correctly
read, but only 78 % of forms with 12 numerals. To read
correctly 99 % of forms with 12 numerals (the average
on Dutch giro cards) it will be necessary to recognize
no less than 99.9 % of the individual numerals. This
seems an impossible task; even a human reader will
not be able to reach this percentage if he has no means
of making any comparison between the numerals
written on a form - which the machine does not do.

The various percentages are calculated in the following way.
A form on which a number of numerals are written is only
correctly read if all the numerals are correctly recognized. It is
rejected if one or more numerals are rejected and it is wrongly
read if one or more numerals are wrongly read and no numeral
is rejected. If we take the proportion of correctly read numerals
as en, the proportion rejected as rn, and the proportion read in
error as en, we can find the corresponding proportions cf., re and
ef for forms with in numerals from:

Cf = cnm,

re= 1 - (1 - rn)m
and

ee = 1- (Cr + re).

Fig. 10 gives a plot of the curve

Y= 1 - (1 - x)m

for a number of values of in. Given cn and rn we can easily read
the proportions ce, ef and re from this graph.

In making these calculations we assumed that the numerals
that were difficult to recognize were randomly distributed over
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Fig. 10. Illustrating the derivation of the proportion of correctly
read forms ce, those read wrongly ee and those rejected re, from
the corresponding proportion cn, en and rn for individual numer-
als, on forms with m numerals. The proportions rn and (1 - cn)
are plotted horizontally; the desired proportions can be read
from the graph in the way indicated. The numerical example
given refers to the result of the reading test described in fig. 11.
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the forms. It is not unreasonable to expect, however, that in
practice the rejected and wrongly read numerals will tend to be
concentrated on cards filled in by people who write carelessly.
This would make the number of wrongly read forms much lower
than follows from the calculation. In fact, however, it turned out
that this was not the case at all - at any rate with the procedure
used for the test.

A human reading test

To get some idea of the accuracy with which people
can read the numerals used in our investigations, 35
people were subjected to a reading test. In this test
840 numerals were used taken at random from the
group of 10 000 numerals with which we tested our
recognition method. Some of these 840 numerals are
shown in fig. 9. The figure indicates the method of
presentation; the subjects could not see which numerals
had originally appeared together on the same form, so
that they were not able to recognize numerals by com-
paring them with other numerals in the same hand-
writing - a possibility that does not occur in our

20

10

5

the numerical example in fig. 10). This does not of
course mean that people are unable to read giro forms;
on average the numerals will be written more clearly
than our test numerals were, but the most important
point is that people can compare the numerals on a
form.

Provisional conclusions

Without wishing to draw any final conclusions from
the above, it does seem that the results clearly indicate
that the problem of reading giro cards entirely by
machine - the problem always in mind during the
investigation - cannot be solved simply by further
improvement of the recognition procedure for individ-
ual numerals. It is hardly likely that the performance
of the machine will ever be better than the average
result of our 35 test subjects, and even this result gives
little reason for optimism. This does not imply, how-
ever, that the method in its present form is useless. In
the giro service in the Netherlands all cards are pro-
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Fig. 11. Result of a reading test in which 840 numerals were read by 35 people. The numerals
were taken at random from the material used to test our method (see fig. 9). The number of
rejected numerals R is plotted along the horizontal axis, and the number of numerals read
wrongly E is plotted vertically. The lines at 45° give the proportion of correctly read numerals
cn. Each point gives the result for one person; a circle around a point indicates that two
people scored the same result. An approximate relationship between the number of rejects
and errors can be obtained from the points (see the solid curve). For comparison the figure
also shows the result given by our recognition procedure with these 840 numerals (point M.)

recognition method either. Fig. 11 gives the result of
the test; on average 98 % of the numerals were cor-
rectly read, 1.3 % were read wrongly and 0.7 % were
rejected. The same 840 numerals were read by the
machine (using the same recognition scheme as tested
above) and the percentages found were 91.7, 2.6 and
5.7 (point M in fig. 11).

The result of the reading test shows that the machine
does not as yet rival the capability of a human reader. In
comparing man and machine, however, we should bear
in mind that the results of the reading test are somewhat
biased by the fact that in doubtful cases a human reader
can guess, which the machine does not do. With the
percentages found in the reading test with human
readers, only 78 % of forms with 12 numerals are read
correctly, 13.5 % wrongly and 8.5 % are rejected (see

cessed independently of one another by two punch
operators, and their results are automatically com-
pared. One of the punch operators might perhaps be
replaced by a machine using the most universal recog-
nition procedure available. The results of the machine
can be further improved by on-line correction, with
the rejected numerals displayed on a monitor so that
a punch operator can read them. This would only
reduce the number of rejected numerals of course, not
the number of errors.

It might be interesting to consider extending the
system to include new facilities to increase its basic
capabilities. If a memory function were built into the
system the machine could compare the different nu-
merals written on a form, like a human reader. This
would perhaps allow a decision between doubtful
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alternatives, which may occur with numerals like 1

and 7. All this, however, is still rather specUlative. As
far as we can see the situation at present, there is no
likelihood as yet of faultless automatic recognition of
numerals written without restriction, and a little

cooperation from the public will be needed to obtain
complete automation.

Where an automatic reader is to be used exclusively
within a closed organization, for example only for the
administration departments of a firm, the handwriting
can then be subjected to constraints designed to ensure
that the automatic reader will recognize all numerals
correctly. This can be done by choosing types of nu-
merals that are suited to the writing habits of the
people in the department, and programming the ma-
chine with a recognition procedure that recognizes all
these types of numerals. If the reader .now rejects nu-
merals, or makes errors, it means that someone has
not kept to the rules. The machine has then been
adapted to the users. One can of course adopt the op-
posite reasoning and design an automatic reader that
recognizes only a limited number of types of numeral.
The users must adapt themselves to the reader but the
recognition procedure can be made so obvious that
the users can easily understand it and can easily learn
how to write the numerals.

At Mullard Research Laboratories, which are af-
filiated with us, a simple recognition procedure based
on our ideas has been developed for use in a character -
recognition system. This system (the Philips X 1300),
which is primarily intended for reading standard
(OCR) characters, is being manufactured by the
M.E.L. Equipment Co., Ltd., a part of the British
Philips Group.

A system imposing constraints on the freedom of writing
could also be devised for giro services. The constraints imposed
in such a case, however, would have to be kept to the minimum.
The principal requirement would be that forms on which the
writing did not follow the rules would have to be rejected by the
automatic readers. This could perhaps be arranged by providing
the giro card with a special space in which the account holder
makes a mark to show that he has observed the rules and agrees
to automatic reading. All the cards are then read automatically,
and the automatically read numerals from the marked cards only

are used in the giro records. The numerals from the unmarked
cards are also read by human readers and only their results are
used in the giro processes. However, the automatically read
numerals are given on the account holder's statement. In this
way the account holder has a chance of becoming familiar with
automatic reading before consenting to the use of the system.
In return for the care required from the account holder he could
be offered some recompense, such as faster handling of his
payment orders.

A high degree of certainty that a form on which the writing
does not follow the rules will be rejected can be obtained by
combining the recognition system with a number -entry system

01 23
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45 67 89 01 23 45 67 89 01 23 45

Fig. 12. Strip with spaces for fil ing in numerals by the Van der
Toorn system. Each space is marked "with the two numerals that
may be entered in it. The number 2503 has been filled in as an
example; the 2 is in the first space that may contain a 2, the 5 in
the next space along that may contain a 5, and so on. When
reading a numeral in a particular space the recognition proce-
dure therefore no longer has to make a choice from ten numerals,
but only from the two that are allowed to be entered in the
relevant space. This considerably reduces the number of errors
and also - if the recognition procedure has been adapted to this
numeral -entry method - the number of rejects.

proposed by L. van der Toorn DM. To illustrate this system let
us take as an example a case in which the number 2503 is to be
filled in. A strip of spaces like that shown in fig. 12 is used; first
we look for the space containing the numerals 2 and 3. These
numerals indicate that a 2 may be entered in this space, or a 3,
but no other numeral. The first digit of our number is therefore
written down in this space. Next we look along the strip - going
to the right - to find the first space in which we can place the
5 of our number and so on. While the numbers remain easily read-
able for people, the task of the machine is lightened enormously,
since it now no longer has to decide from ten choices but only
two. The location of the space indicates which pair it is. We can
now use a recognition procedure that is simpler and more
effective; doubtful cases such as 1 and 7, which increase the
number of rejects in a normal scheme, do not now arise.

As an illustration we shall first combine Van der Toorn's entry
system with the recognition scheme which we tested above. With
the 10 000 figures used for this test the percentage of wrongly
read numerals falls from 2.67 % to 0.21 %. This may be counted
in Table I, where we now take only the confusions of 0 and 1, 2
and 3, etc. as errors, and all the others as rejects. The number of
errors is indeed very small, but there are now more rejects
(8.42 %). Table II gives the result for a recognition procedure
adapted to the number -entry method. Although it was still in a
very primitive state of development it gave much better results.
There are now 0.75 % errors and only 1.76 % rejects.

The system works even better if each space is marked with one

Table II. Results of automatic reading of the same 10 000
numerals as used for Table I, but now for the combination of our
method with Van der Toorn's method of filling in numerals. The
recognition procedure used was specially designed to distinguish
between the two numerals that may be entered in the same space.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 *
0 1273 5 10

1 1 1095 6

2 1221 6 16

3 6 904 13

4 662 9 42

5 10 1249 21

6 696 2 17

7 9 891 22

8 1073 7 19

9 20 685 10

correct y read
erroneously read:
rejected

9749 numerals (97.49 %)
75 numerals (0.75 %)

176 numerals (1.76 %)

[10) Netherlands patent application No. 6918149.
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numeral instead of two. When the machine reads a numeral,
then the locations alone of the space containing the numeral
gives unambiguous identification of the numeral, so that the
recognition is given the nature of a verification. This is a com-
bination of two entirely different methods of recognition; a
method that classifies by location (in the same way as in a mark -
sensing system), and a method that classifies by shape.

A serious difficulty with this version of the number -entry
system is that twice as many spaces are needed for the same
number of digits. Even when each space is marked with two
numerals, it is difficult enough to find room for the strip on

Summary. A method is described for the automatic recognition
of freely handwritten numerals. The numerals are scanned one
by one with a television camera, and the television picture is
then electronically converted into a matrix of occupied and
unoccupied positions. This matrix is very suitable for processing
in a computer or in electronic equipment specially designed for
the purpose. The numeral is first 'thinned' to a skeleton that is
nowhere thicker than one matrix position. The end points and
forks in the skeleton are then determined. These special points
form the basis of the recognition procedure that is used to classify
the numeral, and is based on a large number of test numerals.
In certain cases the skeleton alone is not sufficient for recognition,
in which case tests must be made on the unthinned numeral. The
system described has great flexibility since the recognition
procedure can continuously be elaborated upon by the addition
of new criteria. A recognition procedure drawn up from more

forms in current use; using only one numeral per space it would
be impossible.

It can easily be seen that Van der Toorn's system meets the
requirement that the machine will reject forms filled in wrongly.
If no notice is taken of the rules for filling in the numerals, or
they are not understood, the chance is extremely small that one
of the two permitted numerals will be read in each of the squares.
If more numerals than we have available at the moment could
be used for making the recognition scheme, it would be possible
to reduce the percentages of errors and rejects very considerably,
and the system could then become a really practical proposition.

than 15 000 numerals was checked against 10 000 other numerals;
91.37 % of these were recognized, 2.67 were wrongly read and
5.96% were rejected. A reading test is described in which 35
people had to read a number of numerals taken at random from
the test group of 10 000. Without being able to compare numerals
written in the same handwriting, they were able to read 98,% of
the numerals correctly. Since this is not sufficient for reading forms
with say 12 numerals, like giro cards, and since it is not to be
expected that a character -recognition system will perform better
than a human reader, it is concluded that if forms are to be read
entirely by such a system, either the method must be extended,
e.g. by building in a memory function for comparing numerals,
or constraints must be imposed on the freedom with which the
numerals are written. Some possibilities of devising a practical
system are indicated, both for a closed organization and for the
general public.
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Improved ear -lobe clip for physiological transducers

In medicine and for ergometric measurements trans-
ducers are sometimes mounted in a small clip so that
they can be connected to a part of the body such as an
ear lobe [1]. The transducer usually consists of a
light source and a detector, and the amount of light
transmitted through the ear lobe is measured. Since
the light transmitted depends on the amount of blood
in the ear lobe, such a transducer is suitable for
observation of the heart rate.

In practice an appreciable fraction of the signals
picked up by the transducer are due to unwanted ef-
fects, caused by movements of the subject, that make
the clip move with respect to the ear. If more infor-
mation than the heart frequency is to be determined
from the signals, the unwanted signals (`artefacts')
should be kept as low as possible. This was the
starting point in the work on the new ear -lobe clip
described here.

Movement artefacts can be largely suppressed by
making the pressure of the clip very high, but this is
not very comfortable for the subject. We have produced
a different kind of solution to the problem (fig. 1). The
light source and the detector are not mounted in the
actual 'fingers' of the clip, but in a 'cup' of plastic
shaped rather like a hemisphere. Each cup is supported
at three points located as far apart as possible, and is
fastened to the finger of the clip by a steel wire that
passes through a hole in the cup. The clearance be-
tween wire and hole is made large so that when the
subject puts the clip on, the cups can take up a position
with the flat part pressed well against the ear. Once
the clip has been put on this position remains fixed
because of the friction between the cup and its support
points; any extra pressure on the cup due to movement
of the subject also increases the frictional forces and
its position is unaffected.

The second special feature of the new clip is that the
friction in the hinge can be preset by the user. This
means that the clip can be fitted with a spring that is
stronger than in other clips, yet nevertheless does not
compress the ear lobe any harder. It ensures that even
relatively large forces, which the ear lobe might
exercise on the clip, will not make it open further -
the second source of artefacts.

To fix the position of the cups the force exerted on them by the
ear lobe should not be less than 0.1 N, while a value of more than
1 N is uncomfortable for the subject. Thus, if the clip force is
made about 0.5 N and the frictional force about 0.3 N, the
subject feels only 0.2 N, which is not uncomfortable. External
forces up to 0.8 N cannot however open the clip.
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Fig. 1. a) Exploded view of the new ear -lobe clip for a physiolog-
ical transducer, which allows a measurement signal practically
free of artefacts to be obtained. The light source and the detector,
which form the transducer proper, can be mounted in the cavities
in the 'cups' shown in the middle of the drawing. Each cup is
fastened to its finger of the clip by a thin steel wire that passes
through three holes, two in the finger and one hole with plenty
of clearance in a projection on the cup. With this very free
arrangement the flat side of the cup can readily take up a maxi-
mum -contact position against the ear lobe when the subject puts
the clip on. From then on this position is maintained by the
friction between the cup and its three support points, even if
external forces act on the clip. b) The part of the cup that must
contain the point of action of an external force if the position is
to remain fixed. This region extends almost to the edge near the
three support points. Forces with points of application elsewhere
can alter the setting of the cup if they are large enough to over-
come the friction. c) Cross-section showing central pin, spring (S)
and the friction adjustment. The pressure of the fingers of the
clip on the friction washer (grey) can be varied by the two knobs

The forces that operate on the clip when the subject
moves his head are kept as small as possible by mak-
ing the clip of extremely light material -a reinforced
polycarbonate plastic - and by making the leads very
light and flexible. The clip with its light source and
detector weighs less than 5 grams.

The light source can be a light -emitting GaAs diode
(an 'LED') mounted in one of the cups; this diode
requires only 37.5 mW. The silicon photodiode BPX-41
is a suitable detector; its sensitivity outside the
infrared is very low [21. If the LED is pulsed -operated,
synchronous detection can be used; this then further
reduces the effect of daylight on the detector. The
transducer with these two elements is very suitable for
use with the Philips Modular Patient -Monitoring
System.

The pen -recorder traces in fig. 2 show clearly the
improvement to be obtained with the new clip; very
few artefacts appear even when the subject shakes his
head hard.

C. P. van Nie

Ir C. P. van Nie is with the Philips Medical Systems Product
Division, Eindhoven.

a

b C

Fig. 2. Part of a recorder trace of the pulse signal for the same
subject simultaneously registered by a conventional transducer
and the new one. During the second half of the recording the
subject shook his head hard. In one curve the heartbeat can
hardly be distinguished; in the other the artefacts are barely
visible; if the subject only makes normal movements the artefacts
are an order of magnitude smaller. With the new transducer the
magnitude and waveform can be determined reliably from the
trace, as well as the frequency.

[11 See for example: G. A. Harten and A. K. Koroncai, A tran-
sistor cardiotachometer for continuous measurements on
working persons, Philips tech. Rev. 21, 304-308, 1959/60.

[21 The idea of using an LED with a photodiode for this kind of
measurement came from Ir M. van Herk of Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven.
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Heat pipes

G. A. A. Asselman and D. B. Green

I. Operation and characteristics

II. Applications

Heat -transport problems in nuclear reactors and in space applications have in recent
years stimulated intensive research in many countries on a heat -transport method whose
principle has long been known, the method of transporting heat in its latent form, i.e. the
latent heat of vaporization. Heat conductors based on this principle, called 'heat pipes',
can have a thermal resistance more than 10 000 times smaller than that of a copper rod
of the same dimensions. Heat pipes have been studied at Philips Research Laboratories
and are of considerable interest for heat transport for Stirling engines and the develop-
ment of isothermal ovens.

Although it has long been known that high rates of
heat transport can be obtained by means of the evap-
oration -condensation process, it was not until 1944
that the first patent appeared on a 'heat pipe', that is
to say an evaporation -condensation device with
recycling of the fluid by capillary action [1]. The first
paper on the heat pipe came only in 196412]. Since
then, interest in this field has grown rapidly. All man-
ner of applications have been envisaged, probably more
than for any device with the exception of the laser.

Unfortunately many of these potential applications
will only be feasible with a working fluid possessing the
density of liquid hydrogen, the latent heat of lead and
the viscosity of superfluid helium. In the meantime,
however, heat pipes have been made that are based on
materials that do in fact exist. These materials and the
principles of operation of a heat pipe are discussed in
this article. Part I is primarily concerned with the
theory, while part II will describe a number of appli-
cations [*].

I. Operation and characteristics

The heat pipe is a device whose primary function is
the transport and distribution of heat by means of the
evaporation and condensation of a working fluid: Its
most characteristic feature is that it derives the power
necessary for the circulation of the liquid and vapour
in the presence of gravitational and frictional losses,
solely from the heat input; hence no external pumping
system is required. In this respect the heat pipe ranks
in terms of simplicity with the domestic coffee
percolator. Howevei, unlike a percolator, which ac-
complishes the circulation of coffee by means of a
bubble pump and is thus dependent upon a gravi-
tational field for its action, the heat pipe employs a
capillary structure, or 'wick', and is thus a device of far
greater flexibility in both design and application.

Jr G. A. A. Asselman is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eind-
hoven; Dr D. B. Green was formerly with Philips Research La-
boratories.

In practice the heat pipe is usually no more than a
tube or duct whose wall, or a large part of it, is clad
with a layer of porous material, the wick just referred
to (fig. 1). The duct is heated at one end, causing the
liquid to evaporate. This end is thus called the 'evap-
orator' E. The other end is the 'condenser' C, which
is connected with the device or component to which
the heat is to be transported. The vapour condenses
at this end, and gives up its latent heat. In an operating
heat pipe there is a continuous flow of vapour through
the duct from evaporator to condenser, and liquid is
continuously recycled in the opposite direction back
to the evaporator via the wick. The driving force for

Part II of this article will appear in the next issue of this
journal.

111 R. S. Gaugler, U.S. Patent 2350348, 8 Jan. 1944.
[21 G. M. Grover, T. P. Cotter and G. F. Erickson, J. appl. Phys.

35, 1990, 1964.
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this liquid flow is the capillary action of the channels
in the wick, and therefore it is essential that the working
fluid should wet the wick. The working fluid can be
anything from liquid hydrogen to liquid silver, depend-
ing on the temperature range within which the heat
pipe is required to operate.

Since both evaporation and condensation can occur
at almost the same temperature, the total temperature
drop over a heat pipe may be very small, a few degrees
or so, whereas the heat transported may be of the
order of kilowatts. The effective thermal conductance
can, therefore, be very high - as much as thousands
or tens of thousands of times that of a copper rod of
the same size.

It is perhaps useful to point out at this stage that the
exceptionally high thermal conductivity of the heat
pipe is not solely exploited for transporting large
quantities of heat, but also for obtaining surfaces of

in such a way that an optimum may be found by varying
certain parameters. Others, such as the absolute operat-
ing range of a particular working fluid, must be regard-
ed as fixed. Some of these limitations are shown in
fig. 2. Clearly, a fluid is useless at temperatures below
its melting point, since it can then no longer be recycled
through the wick. At the other extreme, the latent heat
of vaporization vanishes as the critical temperature is
approached, and so a large part of the heat transport
capability is lost. In general a fluid is considered 'in-
teresting' only in the temperature range that corre-
sponds to vapour pressures between say 0.1 and 10
atmospheres; for example, 650-1250 °C for sodium,
45-180 °C for water and -60-27 °C for ammonia.

The performance of heat pipes is subject to certain
other limitations. In the first place, during 'start-up'
difficulties may arise from the fact that the vapour
stream has a maximum velocity related to the velocity

E Env

V 111.

Fig. 1. Simple cylindrical heat pipe. The wall Env of the completely sealed pipe is clad on the
inside with a porous layer W, the 'wick'. The heat entering the left-hand end of the pipe, the
`evaporator' E, causes fluid in the wick to evaporate. Latent heat is thus taken up by the
vapour, and the vapour pressure at that end rises slightly. The vapour flows from the evap-
orator through the vapour duct V to the condenser C, where the latent heat is released upon
condensation. The condensate is then recycled through the wick to the evaporator. In addition
to the locations of the evaporator and the condenser - which need not be restricted to the
ends - the pipe is provided with external heat insulation. Q input and output heat flux.

equal temperature. We shall return to this point in the
section dealing with the theory of the thermal resis-
tance of a heat pipe. Some applications based on this
will be dealt with in part II of this article.

In general, the temperature drop across a heat pipe
is determined by the amount of heat it is required to
transport, while the mean operating temperature, that
is the average temperature of the vapour in the vapour
duct, is determined primarily by the temperature of the
heat source or heat sink, whichever of the two is
specified. When neither are fixed, as is the case when
both heat input and heat output take place by a radi-
ation process, then the heat pipe will adjust its operat-
ing temperature in accordance with its heat rejection
capability. This generally means that the greater the
required heat transport, the higher the mean operating
temperature.

In practice, however, the heat transport through a
heat pipe cannot be increased indefinitely. Some of the
limitations depend upon the actual design of the pipe,

T
Fig. 2. The working range of a heat pipe. The axial heat flux Q
is shown as a function of the temperature T. The heat pipe oper-
ates in the shaded area. The limits of T are the melting point T.
and the critical point Te of the working medium. The upper limits
of the heat transport in a heat pipe are determined in the first
place by the velocity of sound in the vapour (curve S), and at
higher operating temperatures by the maximum liquid -flow rate
which the wick is capable of handling (curve W). Other limita-
tions are due to the take-up of liquid from the wick by the vapour
flow (curve E) and boiling of the fluid in the wick (curve B).

Tr?, Tc
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of sound in the vapour. Generally speaking, this 'sonic
limit' as it is termed, is of importance only at low
vapour pressures. The vapour density is then small as
well, and the mass transport is thus severely limited.
At higher temperatures and pressures, two other limits
may be encountered, depending on the actual design
of the heat pipe. The first of these is termed the en-
trainment limit and refers to the ability of high -velocity
vapour streams to take up liquid from the wick and
return it, in the form of high velocity droplets, to the
condenser section. Clearly, wicks consisting of wide,
open channels are more susceptible to this limitation
than those with smaller pores. The second is the wick-
ing limit, and refers to the ability of the wick to return
liquid to the evaporator at the same rate as the liquid
is being evaporated.. A failure to sustain this supply
results in burn -out of the evaporator, frequently with
catastrophic consequences.

Another limitation, applicable at even higher operat-
ing temperatures, is the occurrence of boiling in the
wick. As a result of this, vapour may block the sup-
ply of returning liquid and thus cause burn -out.

The relative positions of the limits are not fixed. For
example, when a heat pipe is required to operate against
a gravitational pressure head, that is with the evapora-
tor above the condenser, almost all the operating range
may be limited by the wicking capability. This applies
particularly to working fluids of moderate temperature,
which tend to have rather low surface tensions, a fact
which has put an end to quite a number of proposals
for heat pipe applications.

Heat -transport capability

The large heat -transport capability of heat pipes that
work with liquid metal is almost legendary. It should
be remembered, however, that at lower temperatures
the maximum recorded heat fluxes are much more
moderate. One reason for this is that working fluids of
lower boiling point tend to have lower latent heats,
in accordance with Trouton's rule. Some examples are
given in fig. 3.

The high heat -transport capability of a heat pipe is
due particularly to the transport of vapour along the
vapour duct; the thermal resistance of the vapour duct
is very small, as will be seen in the next section. The
heat flux is in fact limited by other parts of the cycle,
such as heat transfer into and out of the pipe, evap-
oration and condensation processes, etc. Moreover,
the magnitude of the heat transfer capability should be
judged in relation to the associated temperature gra-
dient.

It is interesting to compare the performance of a
heat pipe with that of other energy -transport systems.
For example, it has been reported that a lithium
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the measured maximum heat flux q for various
working fluids, and the temperature at which these are ordinarily
used. A higher operating temperature corresponds in general to
a higher heat -transport capability.

heat pipe operating at 1500 °C can transport an
energy of 15 kilowatts per square centimetre of cross-
section with an axial temperature gradient of about
0.1 °C cm -1. In comparison, a copper rod of the same
dimensions transferring heat by conduction at a heat
flux of 15 kilowatts cm -2 would require a temperature
gradient of approximately 4000 °C cm -1. Although the
same comparison has frequently been made, it is

perhaps a little unfair to the copper rod since it does
not take into account the variation of the latter's
properties with temperature. In the cryogenic region
for example, at temperatures around 10 K, a pure cop-
per rod can in principle handle 15 kilowatts cm -2 with
a temperature gradient of only 75 °C cm -1, and is
probably as good a thermal conductor as any heat
pipe operating in this temperature range.

It is also interesting to make a comparison between
a heat pipe and a hollow pipe of the same dimensions,
along which heat is exchanged between black -body
thermal radiators. A simple calculation shows that if
one end of the pipe could be maintained at absolute
zero the other would have to be brought to approxi-
mately 6900 °C before the radiation flux approached
15 kilowatts cm -2. Moreover, to obtain this energy
flux for a temperature difference between the two ends
of the same order as that encountered in heat -pipe
systems, i.e. 5 °C, the mean operating temperature of
such a thermal radiation pipe would have to be about
50,000 °C.

Although, as the above examples show, radiation
and conduction processes barely stand comparison
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with the heat -pipe process, there are, of course, means
of energy transport that can. For example, the liquid
sodium -potassium loops employed in the heat ex-
changers of nuclear reactors are quite effective. These
operate by the absorption of sensible heat at the heat
source, thus raising the temperature of the liquid alloy,
which is then pumped to the heat sink where the
sensible heat is dissipated and the alloy thus cooled.
In this way, 15 kilowatts can be transferred along a
loop with a cross-sectional area of one square centi-
metre, given that the difference between the tempera-
ture of source and sink is 200 -C and that the alloy is
circulated with a velocity of about one metre per
second.

A more bizarre example is the firing of bullets with
a mass of 10 grams along the pipe. A repetition rate of
3 bullets per second brings one into the region of an
energy transfer capability of about 15 kilowatts cm -2.
Similarly there need be no problems in the transfer of
15 kilowatts of electrical energy along a copper rod of
1 cm2 cross-section. It is thus only in the transfer of

RH-Env

REnv(E) Rw(E)

RL-V

Rv

The high heat -transfer capability of the heat pipe
therefore relies on two factors. The first is that incom-
ing thermal energy may be converted to a potential
energy and vice versa. The second is that the pressure
drop associated with the flow of this potential energy
in the form of vapour is small, as must also be the
corresponding temperature difference between the
evaporator and the condenser.

Thermal resistances in a heat pipe

To explain how the various useful characteristics of a
heat pipe arise, it is convenient to consider a heat -pipe
system as a series of thermal resistances, each origi-
nating from a distinct physical process in the transfer
of heat from source to sink. At least nine such resis-
tances may be identified, and these add up to give the
total thermal resistance Rtot of the system:

9 9

Rtot = ATIQ = E Rn = Q-1 E
n=1 n=1

RV -L

RW(C) REnv(C)

REnv-S

Fig. 4. The thermal resistance of a heat pipe can be regarded as the sum of a series of nine
thermal resistances, each corresponding to a part of the pipe or to an interface. RH-Env is the
heater -envelope interface resistance. REnv(E) is the resistance of the envelope at the position
of the evaporator. Rw(E) is the resistance of the wick in the evaporator. RL-v is the liquid/
vapour interface resistance, Rv the resistance to the vapour flow; Rv-L, Rw(c), REnv(c) and
Rang -s are resistances corresponding to the first four resistances (in the reverse order) but now
relating to the condenser. At the location of the evaporator (left) and the condenser (right) the
representation of the wall and the wick is exaggerated. The wall thicknesses are indicated by
dE, dc and dw respectively.

heat that the heat pipe shows a clear advantage, and
the reason for this should be quite obvious. Like the
bullet and the electrical conductor, the heat pipe does
not primarily transport thermal energy. Certainly,
thermal energy enters the heat -pipe system and thermal
energy leaves it, but in between, in the transport stage,
the energy is in the form of latent heat, which is the
potential energy gained by a molecule on its removal
from the liquid phase.

The nature of these several resistances is illustrated in
fig. 4.

Apart from the heat flux itself, heat -pipe systems are
substantially symmetrical in their characteristics: it is
therefore only necessary to derive expressions for five
of these resistances to determine which contribution to
the total thermal resistance is the largest. In the fol-
lowing sections we shall take a look at the relevant
theory. At the end of the section we shall then compare
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the contributions of each of these resistances, and we
shall see that three of the nine are so small as to be
negligible.

Heater/envelope interface

The majority of heat pipes derive their heat input
from a hot gas, a hot solid or a radiation source. We
shall now consider each of these sources in turn.

Where the source is a hot gas, as is the case with
flame -heated heat pipes, the heat flux per unit area of
the heat -pipe envelope is determined by a relation of
the form:

q = hAT.

Then the thermal resistance of the heater/envelope
interface is given by:

RH-Env = (hAE)-1.

In these expressions AT is the temperature difference
between gas and envelope, h is the heat -exchange
coefficient, and AE is the surface area of the evap-
orator.

As an example of heating where a hot solid is the
source, we consider an electric heating wire which is
separated from the heat -pipe envelope by some form
of electrical insulation. In this situation the heat -
conduction equation applies:

q = AATd-1.

The associated thermal resistance is

RH-Env = d(2,4E)-1.

In these expressions AT is the temperature difference
between heat -pipe envelope and heating wire, d is the
thickness of the insulation and A its thermal con-
ductivity.

Where the heat source is a radiation source the heat
is generated directly on the surface of the heat -pipe.
There is then no heater/envelope interface so that
RH-Env = 0, as it is also, for example, in the case of
electron bombardment heating or friction heating.

Heat transport through the envelope

The transport of heat through the heat -pipe envelope
is for the most part primarily a process of conduction.
Even when thermal radiation does make a contri-
bution, the heat flow may still be expressed in terms of
the general heat -conduction equation:

q = AEATdE-1 and REnv(E) = dE(AEAE)-1.

These expressions indicate that thin -walled, high -
conductivity materials are to be preferred for heat -pipe
envelopes. Unfortunately the need to contain pressures
usually puts a lower limit on the thickness of the en-

velope; and the possibility of corrosion imposes re-
strictions on the type of material that can be employed.

Transport through the wick

The transport of heat through a liquid -saturated
wick may occur in several ways, depending upon the
nature of the wick and the working medium. For liquid
metals the largest contribution is likely to arise from
conduction through the liquid itself. On the other
hand, with an organic fluid and a metallic wick, con-
duction through the wick may assume the dominant
role. If the wick is fabricated from an insulating mat-
erial such as fibre -glass, then convection or even boiling
in the liquid become possible transport mechanisms.

In many situations an analysis of the problem is not
possible, and therefore it is useful to have an estimate
of the upper limit to the thermal resistance of the wick.
This may be obtained by assuming that all the heat is
transported solely by conduction through the liquid,
in which case the resistance is given by:

Rw(E) = dw(AwAE)-1

Liquid/vapour interface

The thermal resistance at the liquid/vapour interface
is not so easily treated as the foregoing resistances. We
begin by considering a heat pipe in static equilibrium,
that is to say a heat pipe not transporting heat. This is
roughly the situation of a heat pipe used for obtaining
an isothermal surface. The temperatures of the liquid
and the vapour will then be the same everywhere and
equal to the temperature of the immediate surround-
ings. The pressure of the vapour is therefore exactly
equal to the vapour pressure of the liquid at that tem-
perature. Now the vapour pressure is in general an
exponential function of temperature, as may be de-
duced from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:

dP/dT =
T(Vv -VL)

In this expression L is the latent heat, Vv is the volume
of the vapour and VL is the volume of the liquid.

Assuming that VL is negligible in comparison with
Vv, we may write: dP/dT = L(VvT)-1. Assuming
further that the vapour may be treated as a perfect gas,
we find dP/dT = LP(RT2)-1, R being the gas constant
A solution of this equation is:

L
P cc exp

RT

From this it is evident that the first derivative dP/dr
increases rapidly with increasing temperature, so that
at higher temperatures relatively small changes of tem-
perature give rise to quite drastic changes in vapour
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pressure. This feature is extremely important in appli-
cations requiring good temperature stability.

For a heat pipe in the dynamic state, but transporting
little heat, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation provides a
means of relating the small pressure drops to equiv-
alent temperature drops, i.e.

AP = LP(RT2)-1.

For a heat pipe transporting a large amount of heat,
the situation is slightly different. At the interface liquid
is vaporizing and the heat input is thus converted into
potential energy (latent heat). To obtain finite vapor-
ization rates, some degree of superheating of the liquid
is required. The heat -transfer rate may be expressed by
a relation of the form

q aAT,

where AT is the temperature difference between liquid
and vapour, and cc is the heat -transfer coefficient,
which is usually experimentally determined. For water
evaporating from a steel -gauze wick, a is typically of
the order of 0.5 watts cm -2 'C-1, with burn -out oc-
curring at about 10 watts cm -2. Observations [3] made
on room -temperature heat pipes indicate that whether
vaporization occurs with or without boiling, the degree
of superheating required to effect a given heat -flux
transfer from a wick is, at the lower levels of heat flux,
less than that encountered in normal pool boiling, but
increases above the pool -boiling value at higher heat
fluxes.

With a liquid like water, the superheating required
for boiling is only a few degrees; as far as liquid metals
are concerned, such as sodium and potassium, super-
heating to between 100 and 200 degrees might be
necessary.

A relation between heat flux and superheat such as
that given above provides little quantitative informa-
tion on the effectiveness of vaporization as an aid to
heat transfer. Another approach may be found by
noting that when a heat pipe is in the dynamic state,
i.e. transporting heat, the vapour pressure of the liquid
at the evaporator must be slightly higher than the
pressure of the vapour there; whereas at the condenser,
finite condensation rates are obtained only when the
pressure of the vapour is slightly higher than the vapour
pressure of the liquid. This is one of the consequences
that may be deduced from the kinetic theory of gases,
which in fact offers a good description of both evap-
oration and condensation phenomena.

Consider a surface element of unit area parallel and
very close to the surface of the liquid. The vapour
below this surface may be taken as having the equilib-
rium vapour pressure P of the liquid (temperature T)
and is in dynamic equilibrium with the vapour above,

at pressure Pv. The number of molecules travelling
from the liquid to the vapour side of the element, per
second and per unit area, is from kinetic theory

= (3/2741(P/nic),

while the number travelling in the opposite direction is

Nir-L = (3/241(Pv/mc).

In these expressions L -V means liquid to vapour, and
V -L vapour to liquid; m is the mass of a molecule of
the vapour, and c is the root -mean -square velocity, a
quantity defined in terms of the average kinetic energy
per molecule, i.e.

c = (3kT1m)1 = (3RTIM)+,

where k is Boltzmann's constant and M the gram -
molecular weight of the vapour. The net number of
molecules crossing unit area per second is therefore:

N = (312741(P - Pv)/(mc).

The rate of heat transfer is, to a good approximation,

q = NmL = (P - Pv)L(M127r12T)+.

The rate at which heat is transferred across a liquid/
vapour interface is therefore determined not only by
the latent heat of the liquid, but also by the difference
between the pressure of the vapour and the vapour
pressure of the liquid. The amount of heat transferred
for only a small pressure difference can be quite sur-
prising: some values of ql(P - Pv) estimated for
several liquids in the vicinity of their boiling points are
given in Table I.

Using the previously derived result relating tem-
perature and vapour pressure differences (p. 108), the
rate of heat flux across the liquid/vapour interface may
be written as

q = AT L2 P(MI2LRT)4(RT2)-1
and the thermal resistance of the liquid/vapour inter-
face is

RL-AT = (RT2IL)(27cRTIM)}(LPAE)-1.

Table I. The boiling point Tb of some working fluids for heat
pipes, and the ratio of the heat flux 9 through the surface of
an evaporating liquid and the difference which is required be-
tween the vapour pressure Pv and the saturation pressure P.

Liquid Tb
(K)

9I(P- Pv)
(kW/cm2 atm)

Lithium 1613 55

Zinc 1180 18

Sodium 1156 39

Water 373 21.5
Ethanol 351 13.5
Ammonia 238 15.2

[3] P. J. Marto and W. L. Mosteller, ASME-AIChE Heat Trans-
fer Conf., Minneapolis 1969, paper No. 69 -HT -24.
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The assumptions made in this derivation are not ten-
able for large pressure differences, but it is probable
that in any real situation these differences will be very
small, at least in comparison to the absolute pressure
in the pipe.

Vapour flow

Clearly, vapour flows from the evaporator to the
condenser only in the presence of a pressure gradient
along the vapour duct. The magnitude of the pressure
drop arising from frictional losses in the vapour flow
has been calculated by T. P. Cotter [4] for various
situations. The result obtained in the limit of low evap-
oration and condensation rates is

APv = 4nv/9/(Levrv41).

Here ?iv is the viscosity of the vapour, / the length of
the heat pipe, ev the density of the vapour, and ry the
radius of the vapour duct. As before, a temperature
drop may be related to this pressure drop via the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The corresponding
thermal resistance arising from frictional losses in the
vapour flow is thus

Rv = (RT2/L)(4riv/)(PvLevrv2Av)-1,

where Avis the cross-sectional area of the vapour duct.
The other four thermal resistances have essentially

the same form as the first four and will not be discussed
further, although they are included in Table II.

Table H. The expressions for the nine thermal resistances that
can be distinguished in a heat pipe (see text), and approximate
values per cm2 of cross-section for water as the working fluid.

Resistance Expression
Approx.

value
(°C/W)

RH-Env
REnv(E)
R W(E)
RL-V

.- Rv
RV -L
RW(C)
REnv(C)
REnv-s

(hAE)-1 or d(AA 0-1
dE(AEA 0-1
dw(2,40-1
(RVIL)(27cRTIM)1(LPAE)-1
(RT2IL)(4nv1)(PvLevrv2Av)-1
(RT2IL)(2aRTIM)1(LPAc)-1
dw(AwAc)-1
dc(Actic)-1
(hAc)-1 or d(AAc)-1

103 or 10
10-4
10
10-5
10-8
10-5
10
10-1-

103 or 10

Table II shows thermal -resistance values calculated
for a hypothetical water -filled heat pipe. It is seen that
the internal resistances associated with the mass -flow
phenomena, that is RL-V, Rv and Rv-L are negligible
compared with those of the envelope, wick and heat
input and output systems.

The total thermal resistance of a heat -pipe system
may thus be estimated from consideration of the latter
six resistances alone; these will in general be sufficient
for determining the heat transported between a source

and sink at fixed temperatures, or for determining the
temperature drop expected for a given heat -transfer
rate.

Design and performance

In the design of a heat pipe the working fluid, the
envelope and wick materials, the dimensions and wick
structure must of course be chosen to suit the operating
conditions. The final choice is invariably the result of
some sort of compromise. Some of the relevant param-
eters and criteria are discussed below.

Pressure drops in a heat pipe

One approach to recognizing the various parameters
that may come into conflict in the design of a heat pipe
is to consider the pressure differences that must occur
in a heat pipe. There are four such pressure differences
- the capillary pumping pressure APeap, the hydrostatic
pressure APgrav, the pressure drop in the liquid API,
and the pressure drop in the vapour APv - whose
sum must be zero:

APcap APgrav APL 6,Pv = 0.

Each of these terms has been evaluated for the case of
a simple cylindrical heat pipe, absorbing heat uniformly
along the length of its evaporator, and liberating this
heat uniformly along the length of its condenser [4].

The capillary pumping pressure AP," is due to the
curvature of the liquid/vapour interface, one of which
exists at both ends of the heat pipe. Let the radii of
curvature be RE and Rc and the surface tension of the
liquid be y, then the net pressure difference is

APeap = 2y(RE-1- Rc-1). However, because of the
dynamic nature of the condensation process R01 may,
generally, be treated as negligible with respect to RE -1.
Moreover, a simple geometrical construction reveals
that R = re/cos 0, where re is the radius of a capillary,
and 0 is the contact angle between liquid and capillary.
A sufficiently good approximation for the capillary-

pressure term is therefore:

APeap < (2y/rc) cos O.

The second term, APgrav, the hydrostatic pressure
drop in the liquid, is given by APgrav = pigl sin 0,
where pi, is the density of the liquid, 1 the length of the
heat pipe and 0 its inclination to the horizontal. This
term is positive or negative, depending on whether it
helps or hinders the recycling of the liquid.

The hydrodynamic pressure drop in the wick, APL,
may be derived from the Poiseuille formula, corrected
for tortuosity and wall roughness. The result may be
written in the form API, = -M/brir,/(2Awerere2),
where if is the mass flow rate, b a factor representing
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tortuosity and roughness, TIL the viscosity of the liquid,
Aw the cross-sectional area of the wick and e its
porosity.

A similar result is obtained by application of the
general pressure -drop equation:

L PL = - R*Cw/viAL/8re2,

where R* is the axial Reynolds number of the liquid,
v is the velocity of the fluid and Cw is the coefficient of
friction. Comparison with the previous result requires
that b = R*Cw/8. The product R*Cw is 64 for
straight, smooth capillaries, 96 for channels, and
100-200 for gauzes, depending on their filling factors.

The pressure drop 6.Pv in the vapour is related to
frictional losses in the vapour flow, and also to the
fact that the axial component of the velocity of mol-
ecules that have just transferred from the liquid to the
vapour phase is zero on average, whereas at the output
of the evaporator it has quite a high value. This pres-
sure difference is thus primarily an inertial effect.

Analogous considerations apply to the condenser. If
the rates of evaporation and condensation are high,
the contributions from the inertial effects may pre-
dominate over the frictional losses. In the limit case of
low evaporation and condensation rates, frictional
forces dominate, and the pressure drop 6.Pv in the
vapour is approximately equal to _447vk1@revi.v9-1.,

where nv is the viscosity of the vapour, pv its density
and ry the radius of the vapour duct. The total pres-
sure drop in the vapour for high heat fluxes is

APv = -A.12(1- 4/n2)/8gvrv4. The first term is the
pressure drop in the evaporator part and the second is
that in the condenser part.

For high evaporation rates, that is high radial flow velocities,
the velocity profile across the vapour duct is not parabolic but a
cosine function. At high condensation rates the velocity profile
in the condenser is nearly constant across the vapour duct with
the transition to zero velocity occurring in a thin layer near the
wall. Surprisingly, the pressure in the condenser actually in-
creases in the direction of flow [5].

Using the above expressions for APcap, APgrav, LPL
and APv, and substituting Q/L (Q = heat flux, L =
latent heat) for /1;/, we obtain from the requirement
that the sum of the pressure drops must be zero, the
following equations. For the case of a low heat input/
output:

4rivQ1 briLQ1 2y cos 0
e+ Le sin +

nevrv4L 2AweLre2Le re.

and for the case of a high heat input or output:

(1- 4/70)Q2 bnLQ/ 2y cos 0
eLgl sin 0 +

8evrv4L2 2AweLrc2Le < re

The above equations can be quite a useful aid to heat -
pipe design, even though they are strictly applicable
only in special- cases. Nevertheless, they give some
insight into the magnitudes that various parameters,
such as the cross-sectional area of the vapour duct or
the capillary radius of the wick, must have if the heat
pipe is to operate well. Certain parameters, such as the
porosity e and the tortuosity of the wick, usually have
to be derived from experiment.

Fundamental limitations are particularly likely to be
encountered in the design of heat pipes that are re-
quired to transport a great deal of heat. For example,
flow losses in the wick increase as the diameter of the
pores decreases, which may offset the gain in capillary
pressure. This effect restricts the length; it has not yet
proved possible to give any heat pipe, required to
transport a large amount of heat, a greater length
than a few metres, without adding an auxiliary system
to maintain the liquid flow.

Choice of working fluid

We consider a heat pipe in which the pressure drop
in the vapour is small enough for it to be neglected in
comparison with the pressure drops occurring in the
liquid phase. We further assume that the capillaries
are perfectly wetted, i.e. 0 = 0. Under these conditions
the sum of the pressure drops occurring in the heat
pipe is approximately given by

briLQ/ 2y

2AweLre2Le
eLgl sin - -= 0 ,

re
or

2y 2AweLrc2Le
Q - eLgl sin (13

re bnLI

4Awerc eL ere
1 sin cipi

y

bl y 2

As can be seen, the expression for Q is a product of
three factors. The first two are primarily concerned
with the geometry of the, wick and the orientation of
the pipe. The last term is the 'figure of merit' F of the
working fluid. It includes the most important physical
properties relevant to heat -pipe performance. Clearly,
for high heat -transport capability we must seek fluids
with a high figure of merit.

Fig. 5 gives some examples of the figures of merit of
several fluids, estimated at their boiling points. The
range of values is very large and shows a definite trend
to higher values for higher -boiling -point liquids. For a
given liquid, F is a temperature -dependent property
which must vanish at the critical point. In general,

[4] T. P. Cotter, Theory of heat pipes, Los Alamos Sci. Lab.
Report No. LA -3246 -MS; -1965.

[5] W. E. Wageman and F. A. Guevara, Phys. Fluids 3, 878, 1960.
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Fig. 5. The figure of merit F for various working media at their
boiling points.

Table M. Properties of some working media. T. melting point.
Tb boiling point. er, density, y surface tension and F figure of
merit at boiling point.

Medium T.
(K)

Tb
(K)

eL
(g/cm3)

y/QL
(cm3/s2)

F
(W/cm2)

NH3 195.3 239.7 0.685 38 976 x 104
CH30H 179 338 0.78 22 486 x 104
CC14 250 349.5 1.5 13 116 x 104
C2H5OH 156 351.5 0.75 23 215 x 104
H2O 273 373 0.96 61 456 x 105
Naphthalene 353.5 491 0.89 22 112 x 104
Hg 234.1 629.5 12.74 30 162 x 106
Rb 311.9 961 1.2 38 250 x 105
Cs 301.5 958 1.47 22 124 x 105
Cd 593.9 1038 7.6 73 376 x 106
K 336.7 1047 0.656 91 450 x 105
Na 370.8 1156 0.756 153 227 x 106
Zn 692.6 1180 6.2 118 114 x 107
Mg 924 1380 1.5 347 590 x 106
Li 452 1613 0.404 530 825 x 106

values tend to increase from the triple point, reach a
maximum around the normal boiling point of the
liquid, and thereafter decreases quite rapidly as the
critical point is approached. Table III lists a number of
working fluids and their properties.

The figure of merit is not, of course, the only factor
involved in the choice of a working medium for a heat
pipe. In fact, there are instances when this parameter
is not at all decisive. Four such instances are touched
on below.

When the inclination of the pipe is steep, a high
capillary rise is required in the wick. In this case, low-

density fluids with high surface tensions (high y/eL,
see Table III) and small contact angles are preferable.
The wick must also be chosen with as much care as the
working medium.

In situations where great pressure differences across
the heat -pipe envelope cannot be tolerated, working
fluids should be chosen which, at the required operat-
ing temperature, have vapour pressures similar to the
ambient pressure.

In some cases the fluid that has the most favourable
figure of merit is likely to cause excessive corrosion of
the heat pipe. For example, at 1400 K lithium has a
much higher figure of merit than most other liquid
metals. At this temperature, however, lithium attacks
stainless steel quite severely. It is therefore more con-
venient in practice to employ sodium with an over-
pressure than to make the heat -pipe envelope from
some special lithium -resistant alloy, even though the
vapour pressure of sodium at 1400 K is about 3 atmo-
spheres, which brings special problems in designing the
wall since the creep strength of stainless steel is low at
this temperature.

The working fluid with the most superior figure of
merit may also have to be rejected if the application
requires from it some subsidiary property, such as a
low electrical conductivity.

Finally, an important non -technical factor to be
considered is the price of the working medium.

The wall and the wick

For the envelope material the requirements of high
heat -transport capability and small temperature gra-
dients lead naturally to materials with high thermal
conductivities. For this reason copper is very suitable
for use at temperatures below 300 °C, especially so on
account of its availability in tubular form. At higher
temperatures, where there is likely to be a problem
from corrosion due both to impurities in the working
fluid and the ambient atmosphere, we have made
extensive use of two types of chrome -nickel steel (AISI
310 and 321). Where possible, seams are joined by
argon -arc welding, although for temperatures up to
1000 °C nickel -based brazing has also been successfully
employed. A sodium heat pipe fabricated with these
techniques, which has operated for 30 000 hours,
continuously is shown in fig. 6.

To make the use of heat pipes an economic prop-
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osition up to temperatures above 1200 °C cheap wall
materials will have to be developed. Refractory metals,
such as tantalum, and certain alloys such as niobium -
zirconium and tungsten-renium, have been employed
by others [61, but construction with these materials is

wicks, i.e. wicks with a small number of relatively wide
channels, are to be preferred.

The amount of working fluid required in a heat pipe
is determined from knowledge of the wick volume and
its porosity.

Fig. 6. A heat -pipe during a life test. This small sodium -filled heat pipe, made of stainless steel
(30 cm long) has operated for more than 30 000 hours continuously - i.e. nearly 3} years-
at a temperature of 750 °C.

not at all simple. It seems that there might also be
some chance of success in producing ceramics able to
withstand the alkali and alkaline -earth metals.

We have found it in general most convenient to
fabricate the wicks from several layers of stainless -steel
gauze spot-welded to the heat -pipe wall. This type of
wick is only really suitable, however, for low -perfor-
mance heat pipes, like those for isothermal ovens. If
higher liquid -transport rates are required, arterial

[61 See for example: C. A. Busse, Heat pipes for thermionic space
power supplies, 3rd Int. Conf. of Space Technology, Rome
1971.

Summary. In its simplest form a heat pipe is a closed duct clad
on the inside with a porous layer, the 'wick'. in which a liquid is
contained. When one end of the pipe is heated, the liquid evap-
orates there. The vapour transports a very large part of the
absorbed heat in the form of latent heat, which is given up at the
other end of the pipe, where the vapour condenses. The con-
densate is recycled through the wick. A heat pipe has an excep-
tionally high thermal conductivity, and can therefore be used
both for transporting very large quantities of heat and for ob-
taining isothermal surfaces. The total thermal resistance can be
regarded as a series of nine resistances, whose characteristics are
analysed. This analysis and the theory of the pressure drops in the
various parts of the pipe lead to an expression that yields a figure
of merit for the working medium. This is: LyeL/r/L, where L is
the latent heat of the working medium, y the surface tension
er, the density and the viscosity. The wall and the wick are also
required, of course, to meet specific requirements. A stainless -
steel heat pipe operating at 750 °C with liquid sodium as the work-
ing medium has now operated continuously for about 31 years.
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The Netherlands astronomical satellite (ANS)
W. Bloemendal and C. Kramer

In the summer of 1974 an American space vehicle will put into orbit round the Earth a
satellite that was designed and constructed (except for one of the measuring systems)
in the Netherlands for astronomical research. The article below is the first of several that
will appear in Philips Technical Review about the design and construction of this satellite
(known in the Netherlands as ' ANS' ), which has been entrusted to a consortium formed
by Fokker -VFW and Philips. In this first article the authors have confined themselves to
a general description of the configuration and operation of the satellite and to a brief
account of the nature, history and organization of the project. Later articles will deal
more thoroughly with some of the components of the satellite such -as the attitude -control
system, the onboard computer, and the sensors and actuators.

Nature and aims of the project

Work has been going on in the Netherlands for some
time on a project whose aim is to put a small astronom-
ical satellite into orbit around the Earth. The project
is known in the Netherlands as 'ANS', an acronym for
Astronomische Nederlandse Satelliet. This activity was
preceded by an earlier phase that started in about 1965.

By this time it had begun to become clear that
industry - not only in America, but in Europe too -
received new stimuli (`spin-off') through taking part in
advanced activities connected with space technology.
In Europe a considerable amount of the work in space
technology was carried out under the auspices of the
European space agencies ESRO and ELDO, financed
by the member countries, which included the Nether-
lands. Apart from these activities a number of Euro-
pean countries also had their own space programmes,
which is still the case today. The effect of this was that
the industrial organizations in these countries were well
placed to serve as contractors for ESRO and ELDO,
because of their greater experience, as was confirmed
by the contracts that were given to these firms. In order
to obtain the experience necessary for effective contri-
bution to international space activities it therefore
appeared that a national space programme would also
be desirable for the Netherlands.

At about the same time it began to be apparent that
space technology had much to offer astronomy in the

Drs W. Bloemendal is the Director of Space Activities of Fokker -
VFW B.V., Amsterdam. Ir C. Kramer is with Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven. Drs Bloemendal is the Project Manager
of the ANS project and Ir Kramer is the Chief Engineer.

way of completely new possibilities: with instruments
in satellites observations could be continued during
long periods of time outside the undesirable influences
of the Earth's atmosphere. There was considerable
interest in these ideas in the Netherlands, a country
that has long occupied a prominent place in astronomy.
This could only partly have been satisfied by the limited
facilities offered for installing observing instruments on
board European or American satellites.

These incentives, which remain equally strong today,
led to the formation of a working group, in consultation
with the Ministries concerned, consisting of represent-
atives from astronomical groups and industrial firms.
There were representatives from the Departments of
Astronomy at the Universities of Groningen, Leiden
and Utrecht, from the industrial firms Fokker, Van der
Heem and Philips, and at the initial phase also from
the Netherlands Aero Space Laboratory (NLR). Two
separate proposals emerged from the deliberations of
the working group, both based on the same kind of
scheme. These proposals were formally presented in
July 1966; the astronomers presented their proposal
to the Minister of Education and Sciences, and their
industrial partners presented theirs to the Minister of
Economic Affairs. In each of the proposals a plan for
the technical realization of the project was included,
accompanied by a brief time scale and a cost estimate.
On the basis of these proposals and after positive
advice from NLR the industrial firms were asked by
the Netherlands Government to carry out a design
study.
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To enable this study - and later on the project, if
one resulted - to be carried out in the most effective
way consultation was set up between Fokker and Phi-
lips (Van der Heem had in the meantime joined the
Philips group of companies). This consultation has led
to the setting up of the 'ANS Industrial Consortium'
(ICANS). This has the legal status of a partnership firm,
with Philips and Fokker as the two partners. The board
consists of four members: the chairman, the secretary
and two executive members - the authors of this
article. The agreement setting up the consortium was
signed in November 1968.

In the meantime, in consultation with the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, a start had been made in October
1968 with the design study, for which a contract was
signed in January 1969. As the result of a number of
detailed studies that had been made in the interim
period, a number of modifications to the original pro-
posal were included. The number of observation sys-
tems (`experiments') to be included in the satellite was
fixed at two: one from the University of Groningen
and one from the University of Utrecht.

As soon as the consortium had been set up an Ameri-
can advisory body was sought for the next phase of the
project. After extensive consultation General Elec-
tric [*] was chosen, a company that is one of the leaders
in American space technology.

The first activity of the study was to discuss the
project thoroughly with the GE experts, who expressed
their confidence in the feasibility of the project.

Since it was clear that any launch would have to be
made with an American launch vehicle, contact was
made in 1969 with NASA r**I. After a study of the
satellite and its scientific objectives, NASA proposed
that they should make available a Scout vehicle with
increased thrust (fig. 1) and use part of the greater
load -carrying capacity to include in the satellite an
observation system of American origin. With this
arrangement the ANS project obtained the status of a
`cooperative programme' with NASA; this was later
confirmed by a 'memorandum of understanding'
exchanged between the Netherlands Government and
NASA.

The study phase continued until the end of 1969 and
was completed in December by a detailed technical
report [11, accompanied by a planning schedule and an
estimate of the costs. On the basis of this report the
Netherlands Government decided that it would in-
struct the consortium and the two scientific institutions
to carry out the project under investigation. The con-
tract for the project was signed in December 1970.
Fig. 1. A space vehicle of the Scout type on its launching tower.
This four -stage rocket (length 22 m, launching weight 20 tons)
will be used to put the Netherlands astronomical satellite (ANS)
into orbit around the Earth.
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The astrophysical observation systems

The central place among the observation systems
to be carried by the satellite was taken by the equip-
ment from the University of Groningen. It is desired
to measure the brightness of a number of 'very blue'
stars in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, at five
wavelengths situated between 1500 and 3300 A. The
objective in this work is to extend the existing classi-
fication of stars, which for young hot stars is rather
uncertain, towards the ultraviolet. If such a classi-
fication is to be of genuine use measurement of a large
number of objects is necessary. The limiting sensitivity
of the equipment is therefore made equal to the tenth
magnitude. Faint stars of this type are mainly to be
found in the plane of the Milky Way. This requires
that the equipment should only have a small field of
view (2.5 x 2.5 minutes of arc) and should also be
aimed (`pointed') with corresponding accuracy.

The instrument consists of a Cassegrain telescope,
followed by a grating spectroscope, and contains five
photomultiplier tubes, which act as detectors. The
telescope plays an important subsidiary role in that it
produces, via a system of lenses and mirrors, an image
of the surroundings of the star being investigated on
the photocathode of a star sensor. As will be explained
later, this enables the reference of the attitude control
to be produced by the instrument itself, so that
alignment errors are largely eliminated. Since the full
aperture of the telescope is used for this purpose, this
is also the most sensitive way of obtaining the reference
signal.

The instruments from the University of Utrecht will
be used to measure the radiation from particular X-ray
sources. The equipment consists of two parts: one for
measurements in the wavelength range 44 to 55 A, and
the other for the ranges 2-4, 4-12 and 27-35 A. This
equipment can be used to detect faint X-ray sources;
the spectral distribution and the time dependence of
the strength of the radiation from these and other
known objects can be measured. The measurement of
time dependence - the investigation of the 'pulsars'-
is a completely new field, in which remarkable results
have already been achieved.

The American observation system to be mount-
ed in the satellite is being constructed by American
Science and Engineering (AS & E), who have designed
it in close cooperation with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). The objective is to perform
measurements similar to those of the Utrecht group,

[*1 General Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A., Valley Forge
Space Technology Center.

(**1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center, U.S.A.

[1] A design study for an astronomical Netherlands satellite,
performed by the ANS Industrial Consortium.

but in a different wavelength range (0.3-6 A), and it
will also be used t6 -detect a pair of partidular spectrum
lines with the aid of a Bragg crystal: The existence of
X-ray sources in -the-universe was first discovered by
AS & E §cientists, who are among the leaders in_ this
field today.

The satellite

At a very early stage it had already been decided that
the ANS would have to be launched by the smallest
available vehicle, the Scout, to keep the costs_ of the
project within reasonable limits. This implied imme-
diately that severe limitatiOns would have to be applied
to the design concerning mass and dimensions. Fig. 2
gives an impression of the exterior of the satellite;
detailed drawings of the arrangement are shown in
fig. 3.

Fig: 2. The exterior- of the-satellite.The radiatiOn'to be measured
reaches the measurement systems through the openings at the top.
The sglar, panels can be seen on the left and_the, right in ,the
deployed position. Between' the^solar pahels there is 'an opening
through which light can reach the soldr sensors. The rads .under-
neath are the ,aerials. The" maximum total .mass will be about
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Fig. 3. b) As for (a), but from the other side of the satellite.
I parabolic mirror, part of the observation system for soft X-ray
radiation (44-55 A). 2 magnetometer. 3 voltage regulator. 4 volt-
age converter. 5 electronic unit for instrument for measuring
ultraviolet radiation. 6 electronic unit of star sensor. 7 solar
panel. 8 electronic unit for operating explosive mechanisms. 9
computer, consisting of seven memory blocks and a central data

processor. 10 shield to keep out scattered light. 11 instrument for
measuring hard X-ray radiation (2-12 A). 12 preamplifier for
large X-ray detector. 13 collimator with transmission channels
grouped in honeycomb structure, part of instrument for soft
X-ray radiation. 14 detector. 15 gas -feed system for large X-ray
detector. 16 reaction wheel for z-axis. 17 horizon sensor. 18 bal-
ance weight. 19 yo-yo ring. 20 aerial.
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The nature of the experiments, the observation of a
large number of very faint stars, requires that the
satellite should be accurately oriented and that it
should be possible to alter its attitude easily. This is
best done by three -axis stabilization, but the high
directional accuracy required (1') is difficult to achieve
in a satellite of low weight and therefore low moment
of inertia. An acceptable solution that has been found
to this problem is to make the satellite describe a polar
orbit. For pointing the satellite, carrying out the meas-
urement programmes and processing and storing the
data obtained, it was found necessary to include a
small computer in the satellite. Since this computer
could only have a permitted weight of 16 mg per bit
and a volume of 20 mm3 per bit, it required tech-
nology then in advance of existing developments. The
required pointing accuracy obviously imposed very
difficult requirements on the sensors and actuators that
would have to be developed for the control functions.

The limited space in the nose cone of the rocket
(fig. 4) and the spin stabilization of the last stage re-
quire deployable solar -energy panels, while a system is
also required that will stop the rotation of the satellite
after it has separated from the propelling vehicle.

Fig. 4. The satellite, as it will be mounted on the fourth stage of
the Scout vehicle in the nose cone. The solar panels are then fold-
ed in, and the openings at the top of the satellite (see fig. 2) are
covered by an ejectable dust cover.

outumn

Fig. 5. The orbital plane of the satellite follows the movement of the Earth around the Sun,
so that its normal always points towards the Sun. This keeps the satellite permanently in sun-
light. The situation at the beginning of the four seasons is shown. The launch will be made in
the summer (point L).

Finally, the vibrational forces that arise during
launching are largest of all in small rockets. This
imposed particularly difficult mechanical require-
ments on a small satellite of light construction that
would have to carry delicate instruments.

Choice of orbit; attitude control

As has already been pointed out, the pointing of the
observation equipment entails difficult requirements
for -the attitude control of the satellite. The Earth can-
not be used as the stable platform, as in a terrestrial
telescope, and the satellite must be pointed. with the
aid of optical references and using equipment for pro-
ducing control torques [2].

The reference most easy to find from an orbit round
the Earth is the Sun. An attitude -control system has
therefore been chosen in which one axis is continuously
directed towards the Sun. Then not only is there a clear
attitude reference, but the solar cells are used in the
optimum way. A disadvantage is that objects can only
be observed if they are located in a plane perpendicular
to the connecting line with the Sun. However, because
of the annual rotation of the Earth around the Sun this
plane rotates once per year, so that any object can
be observed within a period of six months.

It is clear that the attitude -control system adopted
can only operate if the satellite is in fact in sunlight and
does not lie in the shadow of the Earth. By choosing an
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orbit that lies above the poles of the Earth, it is possible
initially to remain outside the cone of shadow of the
Earth. If the orbit is exactly polar, however, the attitude
of its orbital plane is invariant with respect to the fixed
stars. Then, with the passage of time, the satellite
would arrive in the Earth's shadow because of the
orbital movement of the Earth around the Sun. An

chance of running into eclipse; and on the other hand
it is desirable to make the height as small as possible to
give the maximum launched weight and the least back-
ground interference from charged particles.

Once the satellite has been placed in orbit and
aligned on the Sun, another reference object is neces-
sary to enable the satellite to be rotated about the axis

Fig. 6. Projection on the Earth's surface of the ground path of the satellite on the first day
immediately after launching. As seen from the Earth, the orbital plane rotates with the Sun.
WTR the Western Test Range launching site in California. REDU the ground station (see
figs. 7 and 9). The circles indicate the region inside which radio contact is possible.

orbit is therefore chosen whose plane follows the
movement of the Earth around the Sun (figs. 5 and 6).
This is possible since the flattening of the Earth at the
poles causes a certain amount of rotation of the plane
of orbits that do not pass exactly over the poles. A
suitable choice of the inclination of the orbital plane
will give a situation in which the satellite remains out-
side the Earth's shadow for longer than six months at
a time.

The height of the satellite in its orbit has been set at
500 kilometres. This value is a compromise. On one
hand it is desirable to make the height as large as
possible, to give .as long an orbital life as possible, a
large available time for ground contact, and a smaller

directed towards the Sun and into the correct attitude.
This is done by making use of the infrared radiation
from the Earth. A sensor with a small field of view
scans the plane perpendicular to the direction of the
Sun with a mirror rotating at 1 rev/s. In this way the
angle is determined between the direction in which the
telescopes are pointing and the two directions in which
the sensor sees the horizon - 'rising' and `falling';
these data are fed to the onboard computer.

The satellite can be pointed with an accuracy better
than one degree with the horizon sensor. However, for
12] A more detailed treatment of the attitude -control system is

given in: P. van Otterloo, Attitude control for the Nether-
lands astronomical satellite (ANS); to appear shortly in
Philips Technical Review.
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pointing at stars this accuracy is not sufficient. A
more accurate attitude control is not possible with a
horizon sensor because the infrared horizon does not
coincide with the optical horizon, but is located at a
variable height in the atmosphere (30 + 3 km), and
also because the location of the satellite in its orbit is
not known in advance sufficiently accurately for this
purpose.

After the satellite has been pointed as well as possible
with the horizon sensor, further attitude information
is therefore obtained from a television camera tube of
the image -dissector type located at the focal plane of
the ultraviolet telescope. With this device the satellite
can be pointed at a reference point, the `guide -star', to
the desired accuracy. An advantage of this method is
that only those pointing errors arising in equipment
directly related to the star sensor are of significance,
whereas such effects as distortion in the telescope are
largely eliminated because they have a similar effect
on the guide -star and the object to be measured.

The attitude of the satellite is varied with the aid of
the reaction torques of three reaction wheels mounted
at right angles to one another and driven by motors.
All the data from the attitude sensors for fine control
are suppled to a computer, which calculates the torques
required from these data and from an observation pro-
gram stored in the computer [3]. Attitude control with
the aid of a computer has the advantage of consider-
able flexibility. Not only can control laws be applied
that would otherwise require the development of special
circuits, but corrections can also be made at a very late
stage, even during the flight itself, from the results
presented.

To prevent information stored in the computer from
being lost in the case of a temporary loss of power, the
memory is of the core -store type.

Processing the data

Regular radio contact with the satellite is necessary
both for supplying in turn the measurement program
blocks and also for retrieving the results of the meas-
urements. The time that elapses between successive
contacts with ground control is determined by the orbit
selected and the number of ground stations. Except in
the immediate surroundings of the north or south
poles, there is no single location on the Earth from
which contact with the satellite would be possible
during each orbit. However, since the poles are not the
most suitable places for a ground station, in practice it
is only possible to make contact from a single station
at intervals of about twelve hours. This means that
the satellite must be able to carry the measurement
programs for a period of at least twelve hours as well
as the results obtained in that period. Fig. 7 gives a

schematic diagram of the way in which the information
flows between the satellite and the observers on the
ground.

The procedure is broadly as follows. For every
period of twelve hours a program suited to the opportu-
nities available to the equipment, the attitude and the
position of the satellite in its orbit is made at Utrecht,
with consultation between the three astronomical
groups. This program is transmitted to the European
Satellite Operation Centre (ESOC) at Darmstadt
(fig. 8). This is the centre from which the satellite will
be controlled, via a ground station located near the
village of Redu in the south of Belgium (fig. 9). At
Darmstadt the program is checked and coded so that
it can be entered into the memory of the onboard com-
puter, and real-time command instructions can be
added. Transmission between Darmstadt and Redu
is by cable data link, and the transmitter at Redu
operates on a frequency of 148 MHz (wavelength
about 2 m). When the satellite is passing over Redu it
is possible to transmit instructions that have to be
carried out by the satellite in real time in addition to
the instructions for storage in the computer. The satel-
lite transmits verification information back to the
ground about the signals it has received.

While the satellite is out of sight of the ground
station, its own transmitter sends out a 0.15 W signal
at a frequency of 137 MHz. This signal, which can also
be used for tracking the orbit, is modulated by a signal
of 128 bits/second that provides data about the state
of the satellite. At the same time the information
coming from the observation systems and the attitude -
control system is entered into the memory of the on-
board computer. Six blocks of 4096 words of 16 bits
are available for this function. A seventh block serves
as an operating memory and also contains the meas-
urement program. A cross -connection between the
onboard computer and the telemetry equipment allows
a small part of the 'housekeeping' information to be
stored in the computer, and allows a small part of the
results obtained to be transmitted. When the satellite
comes into direct view of the ground station, the trans-
mitting power is increased to 1.5 W and the information
rate to 4096 bits per second. The information stored in
the memories can then be transmitted to the ground.
The housekeeping information and the command -
instruction verification are interleaved with the mem-
ory read-out data. The quality of the signal is checked
immediately at the ground station, so that the satellite

Pi A more detailed treatment of the onboard computer will be
given in: G. J. A. Arink, The onboard computer for the
Netherlands astronomical satellite; to appear shortly in
Philips Technical Review.
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Fig. 8. The control room of the European Satellite Operation Centre (ESOC) at Darmstadt
(West Germany). The satellite will be controlled from here.

can be asked for example to retransmit a part of the
information. The verification of the commands and the
housekeeping information are processed during the
ground contact. A provisional processing of the meas-
urement data is then carried out, to obtain a rapid
assessment before the next ground contact; this can be
useful in deciding whether or not to transmit an alter-
native measurement program.

The final processing of the data is carried out after
the exact orbital data have been obtained. The results
obtained from this final processing are offered to the
astronomers whose equipment is on board the satellite
for scientific analysis.

Power supply and temperature control

The solar cells mounted on the deployable panels
can produce between them a total power of more than
70 W. An NiCd battery (6 Ah) is also provided for use in
periods when the panels cannot be used or can only be
partially used (acquisition of Sun, aiming, periods of
eclipse). The power -supply circuit provides two d.c.
voltages, 20 V and 5 V; the 5 V supply is mainly used
for digital integrated circuits.

Photo ESOC

The temperature control is passive, which means
that the internal temperature of the satellite is deter-
mined by the equilibrium between the internal heat
dissipation and the radiated heat. The thermal insula-
tion is arranged in such a way that this radiation is
emitted almost entirely by the upper and lower surfaces
of the satellite. This is done to reduce as far as possible
the temperature gradient in the transverse direction,
which can cause mechanical distortion of the instru-
ments that have to be aligned very accurately. For
proper operation of the onboard systems the average
internal temperature should lie between 0 and 30 °C.
To keep the temperature within this range when some
of the equipment has to be switched off extra heating
elements are provided; these can be switched on from
the ground.

The scheduling of the project

As was noted earlier, a start was made with the work
of the project in early 1970 (fig. 10). In addition to set-
ting up a sufficiently strong technical group a start was
made with laying down the specifications and the
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Fig. 9. The ground station at Redu (Belgium). ESOC will maintain radio contact of 10 min-
utes in every 12 hours via this station. The aerials with which the satellite will be tracked
can be seen on the right.

development of the subsystems. The mechanical layout
was checked with the aid of a dimensional model, with
particular attention to the relative positions and ease
of access of the various components. A `prestructuraf
model was also made and used in vibration tests to
check the main mechanical features of the satellite.
Polar diagrams of the aerials were measured on a scale
model and on a full-size mock-up.

At about the end of 1971 a start was made with the
assembly - the 'integration' - of structural, thermal
and electrical models of the satellite. The structural
model was subjected to a static load test and to vibra-
tion tests, all intended to simulate the stresses that
would be experienced on launching. The thermal model
was mounted in a large vacuum chamber and exposed
to simulated sunlight and to the low temperatures
to be expected in space, to verify the thermal design
of the satellite. The electrical model was first as-
sembled on the bench and was then mounted in
a satellite frame. In this way the interaction of the

subsystems was checked in all possible operational
situations.

At the start of 1972 a critical design review was car-
ried out for each subsystem. After putting right inad-
equacies that had come to light in this review, a start
was made on the construction of the equipment for the
satellite proper. This will be integrated during 1973
and will put through an extensive test programme.

When this has all been completed the satellite will
be sent to the launching site, checked there once again,
and finally launched. After the launch the satellite will
be checked and calibrated for one or two weeks in
orbit. The phase in which the astronomical meas-
urements are carried out then follows; this phase will
have to be one of at least six months.

Organization

It is clear that good organization is necessary in the
running of a development project of such complexity
and with such a large number of participating groups
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(fig. 11). The day-to-day management of the project is
the responsibility of the Executive Coordination Com-
mittee (ECC). The two executive members of the
ICANS board both have seats on this committee, as
Project Manager and Chief Engineer, and so do the
two Dutch Experiment Managers. The meetings are
presided over by the Project Manager. The interests of
the Netherlands Government in the project are re-
presented by the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace
Programmes (NIVR); the programme is supervised

responsibility of the Product Assurance Group, which
again includes a representative from each company.
The chairmen of these two groups report directly to
the Project Manager, and the representatives to the
Local Project Manager at their company.

It is of course impossible to include all the relation-
ships within such a complex organization in a simple
scheme. Activities such as 'integration' and 'operations'
require some modification to the general approach, but
we cannot enter into a detailed discussion here.

DEVELOPMENT OF SUBSYSTEMS

PRODUCTION OF SUBSYSTEMS
FOR SATELLITE

THERMAL MODEL

PROVISIONAL STRUCTURAL MODEL
STRUCTURAL MODEL

ASSEMBLY AND TEST
OF ELECTRICAL MODEL

ATTITUDE -CONTROL MODEL

MEASUREMENT OF
AERIAL POLAR DIAGRAM

LAUNCH

DITTO FOR
SATELLITE

FLIGHT

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Fig. 10. Planning schedule for the complete programme of the project. The phase in which
investigations are made on models and the subsystems are developed and constructed is now
nearly completed.

by the ANS Supervising Director. Supervision of the
scientific side of the project is the responsibility of a
Project Scientist representing the Dutch astronomers.
Both the Supervising Director and the Project Scientist
attend the meetings of the ECC.

Within the ICANS organization the work is divided
up into a number of activities that coincide in general
with the subdivision of the satellite into subsystems.
These activities are shared among the cooperating
companies with each company producing one or more
subsystems. In each company, one man - the Local
Project Manager - is responsible for the coordination
of all the activities for ANS within that company. The
technical responsibility for this work is delegated to
Subsystem Managers at the company.

The most important lines of communication are
those from the Project Manager to the Local Project
Managers for planning and financial accounting, and
from the Chief Engineer to the Subsystem Managers
for technical problems.

The progress of the project is monitored by the Pro-
ject Control Group, on which each company has one
of its planners as a representative. In a similar way,
reliability and quality control of the satellite are the

Summary. In August 1974 a Scout space vehicle will be launched,
from the Western Test Range launching site in California, which
will put into orbit around the Earth a satellite made in the Nether-
lands and intended to carry out astronomical research. This
Netherlands astronomical satellite (ANS) has been designed and
is being constructed by the ANS Industrial Consortium (ICANS),
a partnership between Fokker -VFW and Philips, at the request of
the Netherlands Government. The satellite will carry three
observation systems, from the Universities of Groningen (meas-
urements on 'very blue' stars between 1500 and 3300 A) and
Utrecht (X-radiation from stars, 2-55 A), and also from AS & E
and MIT (Cambridge, Massachusetts; similar measurements,
0.3-6 A). A polar orbit will be used such that the satellite will
remain in continuous sunlight for at least six months. One of the
axes of the satellite will be permanently directed at the Sun;
searching for the objects to be measured will be done by rotating
the satellite about this axis. Contact with the ground will only
be possible once in 12 hours; this contact will be made from the
European Satellite Operation Centre (ESOC) at Darmstadt via a
station at Redu (Belgium). The instructions for the following
12 hours will then be fed into the memory of the onboard com-
puter, which directs the operations from then onwards, and if
required will send back the measured results at the next ground
contact.

Fig. 11. The organization linking the various groups participating
in the ANS project through the ANS Industrial Consortium
(ICANS). The significance of the abbreviations is as follows:
FOKKER: Fokker -VFW B.V., Amsterdam.
PRL: Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven.
PTI: Philips Telecommunication Industries, Hilversum.
HSA: Hollandse Signaalapparaten B.V., Hengelo.
VDH: Van der Heem Electronics B.V., Voorburg.
NLR: The Netherlands Aerospace Laboratory.
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A flexible method for automatic reading
of handwritten numerals

M. Beun

II. The thinning procedure and determination of the special points

In the first part of this article [41 a broad outline
was given of our method for reading handwritten nu-
merals automatically. The development of a recogni-
tion scheme was dealt with in some detail, but only the
principle of the thinning procedure was described and
no indication was given at all of the way in which the
special points are determined. In this second part of
the article we shall take a closer look at these two
subjects.

The thinning procedure

As described in part I, a skeleton is made from a
matrix of occupied and unoccupied positions, the
occupied positions indicating the numeral (see fig. 13).
Thinning takes place in a number of cycles in which
the edge points of the character are successively re-
moved. In the first thinning cycle points on the circum-
ference of the original pattern are removed, leaving
behind a rather `thinner' numeral. In the second cycle
the edge points of this new pattern are removed,
leaving the numeral thinner still. In this process of
`skeletonization' it is obviously necessary to make sure
that nothing is taken away from the skeleton itself.
Points are not therefore removed that would cause
a break, nor are end points removed. The thinning
procedure is continued until there are no points left
that can be removed; the line pattern then remaining
is the skeleton. Since only edge points are removed, a
skeleton is obtained whose lines lie approximately in
the middle of the 'thick' lines that form the numeral, so
that the skeleton is a good representation of the basic
shape of the numeral.

Before looking at the thinning process in more detail,
it is first necessary to decide which points are to be
regarded as edge points. In the 'checker -board matrix'
used in our method, each position has four nearest
neighbouring positions [11]; in fig. 14 these are the
positions 1, 3, 5 and 7. We call these the 'orthogonal'

Ir M. Beun is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven.
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Fig. 13. Matrix with occupied positions (marked with a dot) and
unoccupied positions (marked with a zero); the occupied posi-
tions represent the numeral nine. In this form the numerals are
ready for skeletonization.

8 7 6

7 5

2 3

Fig. 14. Numbering of the neighbouring positions in the 'checker-
board matrix' used in this article. The position marked with a dot
has four 'orthogonal' neighbouring positions, numbered 1, 3,
5 and 7, and four 'diagonal' neighbouring positions, numbered 2,
4, 6 and 8.

neighbouring positions. We shall also consider posi-
tions 2, 4, 6 and 8 as neighbouring positions, and refer
to them as 'diagonal' neighbouring positions. At this
stage we shall regard a point as an edge point when it
has one or more unoccupied orthogonal neighbouring
positions; for the time being we shall not impose any
constraints on the diagonal neighbouring positions,
which may therefore all be occupied.

In part I we saw that a skeleton may also contain
`loop points'. These points must also not be removed,
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of course, but this is of no significance during the
skeletonization since loop points are never on the edge
of a figure, and there is therefore no danger of them
being removed if only the edge points defined above
are removed.

Let us now return to the thinning process. The thin-
ning cycles in which the edge points are removed each
consist of two scans of the matrix, which we shall call
the 'marking scan' and the 'stripping scan'. In the
marking scan all the edge points of the numeral to be
skeletonized are marked; as an example fig. 15 shows
the numeral of fig. 13 after the edge points have been
marked with a letter M. The scan is in the usual
sequence, from left to right, beginning at the top line.
No points are removed during the marking scan, but
only during the second (`stripping') scan. This scan
only operates on marked points, each of which is
checked to see whether it is a break point or an end
point. If it is neither, the point is then removed - this
is the stripping process. If a marked point turns out to
be an end point or a break point, it is allowed to
remain and the mark is cancelled.

H 11 1.1

11

11

11 11 h
MHM

M H
11

M

h 11 11 11 M 11

M 11 M

M M

M . .

11 M

131

11 14 11 14 11 11 11 Pi 11

11 H 11 11 11

11 11 M H 11

11 11 11 11

11 11 11

11 M

11

11 11 . . 11

11 . M li M

11 11 w 11

H

11

M

Fig. 15. The numeral in fig. 13 after the first marking scan; the
edge points are marked with the letter M (the unoccupied matrix
positions are left open here). An edge point is taken to be a point
which has one or more unoccupied orthogonal neighbouring
positions. The marking scan is followed by the 'stripping scan',
in which the marked points are removed unless they are either
break points or end points (loop points are not marked). This
completes one thinning cycle.

Fig. 16. The six possible configurations in which a point P is a break point. A dot denotes an occupied position
and a 0 an unoccupied position; a broken line through a number of positions indicates that one or more of
these positions is occupied. When point P is removed, these configurations divide into two parts Si and S2. The
two cases on the left are the same apart from a rotation through 90°, and the four cases on the right are the
the same apart from rotations of 90°.

If the scan follows the edge of the figure to be thinned, then
the edge points that are not break points or end points can be
removed as they are encountered. No previous marking scan is
then necessary. If there are loops in the figure, its outer and inner
edges should be dealt with alternately to ensure that the skeletal
lines run in the middle of the thick numeral. In this method the
sequence in which the matrix positions have to be processed
depends on the shape of the pattern to be thinned. This is no
problem if a computer is used, but if the processing is to be done
by special electronic circuits it is better to process the matrix
positions in a fixed sequence. Thus in line -by-line scanning the
process can be carried out in shift registers, as suggested by

P. Saraga and D. J. Woollons 1121. If however edge points that
are not break or end points are removed directly in line -by-line
scanning, the resulting skeleton is less satisfactory, since the
skeletal lines do not run in the middle of the thick numeral, but
are displaced to the right and downwards. This difficulty is
avoided by introducing the marking scan.

L*1

[11]

[12]

M. Beun, A flexible method for automatic reading of hand-
written numerals, I. General description of the recognition
method, Philips tech. Rev. 33, 89-101, 1973 (No. 4).
Another type is the hexagonal matrix, in which each position
has six directly neighbouring positions.
See the first article of note [4] in Part I.
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During skeletonization the thinning cycle is repeated
until a stripping scan is reached in which no further
point is removed. The pattern then remaining consists
entirely of break points and end points (and possibly
some loop points), and thus forms the skeleton, or, to
be more exact, not the skeleton but a skeleton. In fact,
as will be shown below, there are still many ways in
which the shape of the skeleton can be influenced.

During the stripping scans we must be able to deter-
mine whether a given point is an end point or a break
point. End points are easily discovered; they are points
with only one occupied neighbouring position (which
may be either an orthogonal or a diagonal position).
Break points are rather more difficult to trace; fig. 16
shows the configurations in which a point P is a break
point (in fact there are only two configurations, but
they may occur in different orientations). An occupied
position in this pattern is marked with a dot, and an
unoccupied position with a 0, while a broken line
through a number of positions indicates that one or
more of these positions is occupied. We see that in all

21
. . 2 2

. 2 2 2 3 2
2 2 2

. 2 . .

e. 2 2 2 2 2 3
. 2 . . . .

. 2 .

1 2 . 2 . . . 2 2 .

2 2 2

Fig. 17. Skeleton produced from the figure nine in fig. 13 by
several repetitions of the thinning cycle - consisting of a mark-
ing scan followed by a stripping scan. End points, ordinary
skeleton points and fork points are indicated by 1, 2 and 3
respectively. The skeleton is of no use for our recognition method
because of the tails it shows at illogical places (there are five of
them).

A B B A

8 7 6 8 7 6 A 8 7 6 8 7 6

5 P 5 P 5
B

P 5
B

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 A 2 3 4

a

Fig. 18. The four edge criteria due to P. Saraga and D. J. Woollons. a) To determine whether
a point P lies on the left-hand edge, the eight neighbouring positions of this point are divided
into two groups A and B. Point P is considered to lie on the left-hand edge if the number of
occupied neighbouring positions in region A is smaller than 2, and in region B greater than 2
(nn < 2 and nn > 2). The same requirement applies to the right-hand, upper and lower edges,
except that the division of the neighbouring positions is then as shown in (b), (c) and (d)
respectively. In our method we have combined these four criteria into one by treating a
point as an edge point during the marking scan if it satisfies at least one of these edge criteria.

these cases the removal of the point P causes a break
between the parts Si and S2 of the pattern. If Si and S2
are connected not only by P, but also at another place,
the removal of P means breaking open a loop; in this
case P is still a break point.

In the form described above, the thinning method
does not always result in a good skeleton. In some
cases, particularly with boldly written numerals (i.e.
numerals that are thick in relation to the distance be-
tween two matrix points) 'tails' occur (see fig. 17),
which make the skeleton less suitable for recognition.
Avoiding tail formation is therefore an important
problem in skeletonization. We have tackled the prob-
lem by introducing two modifications in the method
described. Prior to the actual thinning, a 'smoothing
procedure' is carried out; this 'irons out' protuber-
ances in the contour that consist of a single position.
As a result, fewer end points and therefore fewer tails
occur during the thinning process. The principal change

made, however, consists in using a different defini-
tion of edge point for the marking scan from that given
above. We shall now first discuss the new edge criterion
and then show how it affects the skeletonization.

The Saraga-Woollons criterion

Our edge criterion for making skeletons without
tails was derived from the work on optical character
recognition by Saraga and Woollons at the affiliated
British laboratories, Mullard Research Laborator-
ies [131. In the part of their work concerned with
skeletonization [12] our British colleagues used sep-
arate criteria for the left-hand, right-hand, lower and
upper edges. The criterion for the left-hand edge
operates as follows. The eight neighbouring positions
of the point under examination (P in fig. 18a) are divid-
ed into two groups, group A consisting of the neigh-
bouring positions 8, 1 and 2, and group B consisting of
the other neighbouring positions, i.e. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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The numbers of occupied neighbouring positions in
the two groups are called nA and nB respectively.
Point P at the central position is now regarded as a
point on the left-hand edge if nA < 2, and at the same
time nB > 2. (The central point therefore has few
points on its left, and a considerable number of points
next to it on its right. Note that nA > 2 means that the
total number of occupied positions on the right of the
double line is greater than three, since the central
position is occupied by the point P.) The criteria for
the other edges are the same as for the left-hand edge
except that the areas A and B will be different; see
fig. 18b, c and d.

We have combined the four criteria into a single one
by treating those points as edge points that satisfy at
least one of the four criteria. A consequence of using
these criteria is that it is necessary to ensure that not
only break and end points but also loop points are not
removed during the stripping scan. This is necessary
because some loop points are marked when the Saraga-
Woollons criteria are used. Fig. 19 gives two examples.

P

a

P

b

Fig. 19. Examples of loop points marked by the Saraga-Woollons
criteria. Point P in (a) satisfies the criterion for the upper edge;
point P in (b) manages to meet all four of the criteria. Since
extra loops cannot of course be introduced during skeletoniza-
tion, it is necessary to exclude not only the break and end
points from removal during the stripping scan when using the
Saraga-Woollons criteria, but also the loop points.

The central point in fig. 19a is a loop point that meets
the Saraga-Woollons criterion for the upper edge
(according to our original criterion it is not an edge
point, and would not therefore be marked). The
central point in fig. 19b is a loop point that manages
to meet all four of the Saraga-Woollons criteria.

Using the combined Saraga-Woollons criterion for
the marking scan is not in itself sufficient to produce
better results. However, if for the stripping scan we
also drop the requirement that no end points shall be
removed - and retain this requirement only for the
break points and the loop points - we then obtain
good skeletons straight away without spurious tails.
Fig. 20 illustrates this with three skeletons all produced
from the same numeral. For the first skeleton the simple
edge criterion in fig. 15 was used during the marking
scan; for the second skeleton the Saraga-Woollons
criterion was used, but the prohibition on removing
the end points was maintained; and for the third

2
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. 2 . .

. 2 .

. 3 .

2 . 1 .

2 2 2 2 2 2 . . 2 2 2

. 2 . . 2 2

. 2 2 2 2 3. 2 . .

2 2
1 . . 2 :s

2 2

2, 2 2 . . 2 2 2 2 .

Fig. 20. Three skeletons of the same numeral eight, obtained
with different thinning procedures. a) In mark scanning, the
simple edge criterion of fig. 15 was used. The skeleton has two
tails that interfere with recognition. b) In mark scanning, the
Saraga-Woollons edge criterion was used, and the prohibition
on the removal of end points was maintained in the stripping
scan. Although the upper tail is shorter than in (a), both tails are
still present. c) Here again the Saraga-Woollons criterion was
used, but the prohibition on the removal of end points has been
lifted. We see that no tails are formed in this case.

[ 1 3] See the first article of note [2] in Part I.

b
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skeleton the Saraga-Woollons criterion was again
used, but this time the prohibition was dropped,
enabling end points to be removed during the stripping
process.

At first sight the reason for this improvement of the
skeletons is not clear. Points that satisfy the Saraga-
Woolions criterion always have at least three neigh-
bours anyway (because of the condition nB > 2), and
can therefore never be end points. This means that
with the Saraga-Woollons criterion end points are
never marked and thus cannot be removed in the strip-
ping scan. The question whether or not end points may
be removed therefore seems irrelevant here. If we take
a closer look at what actually happens during the strip-
ping scan, however, we see that a marked point that
was not an end point during the marking scan can still

upper three rows can simply be removed (unoccupied
positions are again marked with a 0). The first
points in the bottom row do not present any special
cases either, but if point ml is removed point m2
becomes an end point, since it now has only one
occupied neighbouring position, a diagonal one. The
point m2 is thus not removed, and its marking is can-
celled (fig. 21c). In the marking scan of the second
thinning cycle, six of the remaining seven points are
marked, but not of course the end point that has just
appeared (fig. 21d). In the subsequent stripping scan
the first row again presents no special cases, but in the
second row none of the points may be removed, since
all of them are now break points. In the final state we
are then left with an arm of four points (fig. 21e),

which are left untouched by subsequent thinning cycles.

m m m m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 m 0 m m m 0 0 0 0 0

m 0 m m m 0 * * * 0

a

m m

b

Mt M2 0 0 0

d

0 0 0 *

Fig. 21. Skeletonization of part of a numeral, using the Saraga-Woollons criterion and maintaining the prohibition
on the removal of end points. a) Initial situation; the dots denote the occupied positions and the line indicates that
there are more occupied positions on the left, which are not dealt with here. b) Situation after the first marking scan.
c) Situation after the first stripping scan; unoccupied positions are marked with a 0. During the stripping scan, m2
became an end point at the moment that mi was removed, so that m2 can no longer be stripped. d) Situation after
the marking scan of the second thinning cycle; the end point just formed is not marked. e) Final situation; the lower
three marked points were break points and therefore had to be left during the stripping process. This configuration
is no longer affected by further thinning cycles.

m m m m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

m 0 m m3 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 m m m, 0 * 0 0

m m m7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a b c. d e

Fig. 22. The same situations as in fig. 21 but now during a thinning procedure in which the prohibition on the remov-
al of end points has been lifted. The point m2 can now be removed, and therefore so can the point m4 during the
second stripping scan, even though it became an end point at the moment that ma was removed. As a result, a
much shorter arm is left in the final state than in fig. 21.

become an end point during the stripping scan before
it reaches its turn to be stripped. Plainly, in this situa-
tion the removal of the prohibition does have a pro-
nounced effect. This is illustrated in figs. 21 and 22.

Fig. 21a shows part of the matrix of a numeral to
be skeletonized; the dots are the occupied positions
and' the line indicates that other parts of the character
are situated on the left of the dots. We now follow the
process during two thinning cycles in which the prohi-
bition on the removal of end points is maintained.
First the edge points are marked in accordance with
the Saraga-Woollons criterion (fig. 21b). During the
subsequent stripping scan the marked points in the

Fig. 22a to e gives the same 'instantaneous pictures'
as fig. 21 but now during two thinning cycles in which
the prohibition on the removal of end points has been
dropped. We see that the end point m2 is now
removed (fig. 22c). Because of this, when point m3 is
removed in the second stripping scan (see fig. 22d),
point m4 becomes an end point. Nevertheless this
point is also removed when its turn arrives during the
stripping process, so that in the final state (fig. 22e)
only two points are left over (these had to be left be-
cause they were both break points when their turn
arrived during the stripping scan). We see that the arm
remaining is shorter than in fig. 21, and that the figure
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now gives a better reflection of the original character
since it has lost the curvature at the end.

Excessive erosion

In the line scanning of the matrix there are two con-
figurations of occupied points where there is a danger
that complete arms of the original character will be
`eaten away' during skeletonization, causing the loss
of essential information. Fig. 23a gives one example of
this 'excessive erosion'. It shows a vertical, smooth bar
with the thickness of two points, with an open end at
the top. This situation may be present in the original
character or may have arisen during the skeletonization.
During the marking scan all points of the bar are
marked as edge points in accordance with the Saraga-
Woollons criterion. In the subsequent stripping scan

`Clean-up' scan

If the thinning process is continued, using the
Saraga-Woollons criterion, until no further changes
occur, it may nevertheless happen that the result still
contains a few points that are neither end points, loop
points nor break points. The point P in fig. 24 is an
example. It is not an edge point in terms of the Saraga-
Woollons criterion; because of the condition nB > 2,
a point of this type always has at least three neigh-
bours, and P has only two. In subsequent thinning
cycles P will consequently not be marked and will
therefore not be removed, so that when the thinning
procedure finishes P will still be present. To remove
any such points the thinning process is always followed
by a single 'clean-up' scan. This is a scan that removes
all points that are neither end points, break points nor
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Fig. 23. a) Configuration of occupied points threatened by
`excessive erosion'. In accordance with the Saraga-Woollons
criterion, all the points of the vertical bar are marked, and if no
protective measures are taken, they will all be removed during
the next stripping scan because they will never be break points
or loop points. b) To avoid excessive erosion, we check for each
point P that is removed whether only the neighbouring positions
3, 4 and 5 are occupied; if this is the case, any marking of the
point at position 5 is cancelled.

all these points would be removed in turn, since at the
moment when it is about to be removed none of these
points is a break point or a loop point.

To avoid this process of erosion a check is made
every time a point is removed during the stripping
process to find out whether the neighbouring positions
of the point are occupied in the way shown in fig. 23b.
If this is found to be the case, any marking of the point
at position 5 is cancelled, so that during the rest of the
stripping scan this point cannot be removed. In the
application of this procedure the marked points in the
left-hand column of the bar are all removed, but the
points on the right of the column are retained. In a
subsequent thinning cycle none of these points will then
satisfy the Saraga-Woollons criterion, so that the ori-
ginal configuration is represented in the skeleton by a
bar with a thickness of one point.

The second configuration in which excessive erosion
can occur is a horizontal bar with a thickness of two
points, which is open-ended on the left-hand side. It is
easy to show that the approach described above is also
adequate in this situation, although the residual bar is
then slightly bent at the end.

Fig. 24. Example of a point that does not belong to the skeleton,
since it is not an end, break or loop point, but nevertheless is not
removed in the thinning procedure. Point P does not satisfy the
Saraga-Woollons criterion, which means that it is not marked
and therefore not stripped. To avoid such points, we end the
thinning procedure with a 'clean-up' scan, which removes all
points that are not end, break or loop points.

loop points when their turn arrives, and therefore it
removes P. The clean-up scan is thus not preceded by
a marking scan.

The use of a clean-up scan enables the number of
thinning cycles to be limited in advance, e.g. to three.
Even when the stage at which thinning causes no
further change has still not been reached after these
three cycles, a single clean-up scan produces a result
consisting exclusively of end, break and loop points,
i.e. a skeleton. This skeleton will not usually be very
different from the result of skeletonization carried right
through to the end.

Our thinning method works very well with the
Saraga-Woollons criterion and we have therefore used
it in the experiments described in part I of this article.
A more detailed analysis of the thinning proCess in our
later investigations has shown however that it is possible
to find other edge criteria that will give good skeletons.
We shall not pursue this further here OA].

[1A] A forthcoming article in Philips Research Reports will deal
in greater detail with some fundamental aspects of the
skeletonization process. .
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The special points

In tracing the special points of the skeleton required
for our character -recognition method - the end points
and the fork points - every skeletal point is examined
to determine how many arms go out from it. If we
imagine the matrix positions occupied by a skeletal
point to be black and the others white, then the arms
extending from a point will be separated from each
other by as many white areas as there are arms. We

a b C

that the conclusion based on the black -to -white
transitions is correct in this case. A similar difference
is found with the right-hand neighbouring point in
fig. 25c and with all four neighbouring points in
fig. 25e.

Fig. 26b presents the same configuration as in fig.
26a, but now the diagonal -neighbour connection is
made visible by a line. This figure makes it clear that
what we really have is not a fork point but a 'branching

d

Fig. 25. Examples of fork points. If we imagine the matrix positions occupied by a skeleton
point to be black, and the other positions white, the fork points can be detected by counting
the number of black -to -white transitions in a search of the eight neighbouring positions of the
point; this number is equal to the number of arms going out from that point. In the examples
given here, the same result would be obtained by counting the number of occupied neigh-
bouring positions of the point, but this method leads to errors in some other configurations.

now determine the number of arms by counting the
number of black -to -white transitions in a complete
search along the eight neighbouring positions of the
point in question (we can of course also count the
number of white -to -black transitions) [15]. If this
number is one, then the point is an end point; if there
are two transitions, it is an 'ordinary' point. Three
transitions give a T -junction and four give a four -
junction. Four is the maximum, because the eight
neighbouring positions are then alternately black and
white. According to the definition of a fork point
given in part I, every T -junction is a fork point,
whereas a four -junction must be treated as two T-junc-
lions.

The simple method of determining fork points
described here nearly always yields the right result;
some examples are given in fig. 25. In all these cases
the more simple-minded method of taking the number
of arms as being equal to the number of neigh-
bouring positions occupied by a skeletal point would
also give the correct result. For certain other points,
however, this method fails. We can illustrate this
by considering the neighbouring position above the
central point in fig. 25c; in fig. 26a this point is
taken as the central point. In a search of the neigh-
bouring positions here we count two black -to -white
transitions (conclusion: no fork point), but the point
has three occupied neighbouring positions (conclusion :
there must be a fork point after all). It is evident

e

cluster' consisting of three points, from which three
arms or branches extend. A cluster like this is much
more difficult to handle than a simple fork point.
With this simple cluster the method of black -to -white
transitions automatically selects one of the three points
as the fork point (i.e. the central point in fig. 25c) and
classifies the two others as ordinary points. However,
this method also fails when the branching cluster
consists of more than three points, as can be seen from
the example in fig. 27. The centre of the configuration
in this figure is formed by a cluster of four points with
four arms going out from it. A cluster of this kind may

a

Fig. 26. a) Configuration in which the central point would wrong-
ly be classified as a fork point if the number of neighbouring
positions occupied by a skeleton point were to be used as a cri-
terion. It is correctly classified as an 'ordinary' point (it is in fact
the point above the central position in fig. 25c) by counting the
number of black -to -white transitions in a search of the neigh-
bouring positions. b) The same configuration as in (a); the line
joining the three middle points shows that they form a 'branching
cluster'. When the black -to -white transitions are counted only
one point of this cluster is classified as a fork point.
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remain after the thinning process, since the four points
are all break points. Each of the points has two black -
to -white transitions in its group of neighbours; in the
search for fork points they are all therefore classified
as ordinary points, which means that the cluster is not
detected.

Theoretically it is possible to construct even larger
branching clusters, which are also not affected by our
thinning procedure [10], but so far we have not found

Fig. 27. Configuration showing a branching cluster consisting of
four points. The method of counting the black -to -white transitions
also fails in this case; for each of the four points of the cluster we
only find two transitions, so that all these points would be classi-
fied as ordinary points. This error can be avoided by detecting
the four -point clusters separately, and then treating two of the
points as fork points and two as ordinary points.

[15] The method of counting black -to -white transitions to deter-
mine the number of arms was proposed by P. Reijnierse of
Philips Research Laboratories.

[16] This point will also be dealt with in the forthcoming article
(see note [14)).

any in skeletons of numerals. Even a cluster of folir
points, as shown in fig. 27, is extremely rare. For these
reasons we have used the method of black -to -white
transitions in our system of searching for fork points,
but we have extended the method with a procedure
for detecting four -point clusters. If such a cluster is
found, the points at the lower left and upper right are
then regarded as fork points, and the two others as
ordinary points.

Summary. This second part of the article explains in detail the
methods for skeletonizing a numeral and for identifying the end
points and fork points in the skeleton that are needed for recogni-
tion of the numeral. The skeletonization takes place in a number
of cycles; in each thinning cycle the matrix with the occupied and
unoccupied positions that represent the numeral are scanned
twice. During the first scan the edge points of the numeral are
marked (marking scan) and during the second scan the marked
points are removed if they are not break or end points (stripping
scan). Various measures are required to ensure that the skeleton
does not have 'tails' that have nothing to do with the basic shape
of the numeral. The choice of the criterion by which a point is
declared to be an edge point is very important. Good skeletons
are obtained with an edge criterion used by Saraga and Wool -
Ions at Mullard Research Laboratories. The fork points are
easily traced by counting the number of black -to -white transitions
in a search of the eight neighbouring positions for each point.
If this number is one, two, three or four then the point is an end
point, an ordinary point, a T -junction or a four -junction respec-
tively. This method presents problems only if clusters of occupied
points remain after the stripping scan. Such clusters, which are
rare in skeletons of numerals, have to be separately detected and
can then be split into ordinary fork points.
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Heat pipes

G. A. A. Asselman and D. B. Green

II. Applications

The applications of heat -pipe systems that will be
dealt with in this part of the article [*] are discussed
under four distinct headings corresponding to four of
the main features of heat pipes. These four features
are: the exceptionally high thermal conductivity, the
small variation in temperature throughout the pipe, the
ability to give a heat -flux transformation, and the tem-
perature sensitivity. The heat flux is transformed if the
evaporator and condenser have different surface areas,
so that the heat flux at these two parts of the pipe has
a different value. Temperature sensitivity refers to the
degree to which the mean temperature of a heat pipe
depends on the heat flux, which is also a quantity of
considerable significance in applications of the heat
pipe. The temperature sensitivity of simple heat pipes
is already very high, and it can be increased to excep-
tionally high values in the variable -conductance heat
pipes, which we shall discuss in the concluding section
of this article.

The four features mentioned above are of course
interdependent and are used in combination in any
single application. The justification for discussing the
applications in groups, in each of which one of the four
characteristic features is prominent, is that it may
heighten the appreciation of the peculiar advantages of
heat pipes over conventional heat -transport systems.

Heat transport

There are numerous applications employing the high
heat -transfer capability of heat pipes. One that we have
been concerned with is the transport of heat from a
source of thermal energy to the heater head of a Stirling
engine. When a heat pipe is used a Stirling engine can
be combined with various types of heat source 171.

Fig. 7 shows a 10 hp Stirling engine being driven on
a test bench by heat supplied along a 15 cm diameter
sodium -charged heat pipe, operating at about 750 °C.
In this instance the heat pipe received its heat input
from a series of electrical heating elements (25 kW)
wound around the evaporator section. In practice a

1r G. A. A. Asselman is with Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven; Dr D. B. Green was formerly with Philips Research
Laboratories.

Stirling engine will not be required to operate from an
electrical source, but from a combustion process. The
advantage of incorporating heat pipes then lies more
with the ability to transform heat fluxes than with the
high heat -transfer capability. With unconventional
combustion processes both aspects can play an impor-
tant role. In addition, some Stirling systems currently
under development are only viable because of heat -
pipe technology.

Another application is a siphon for the transport of
molten salts. As fig. 8 shows, one end of the siphon is
placed in the vessel containing the molten salt and
heat is transferred from the salt and along the length of
the siphon by heat -pipe action. In this way the siphon
tube may be maintained at a temperature close to that
of the molten salt in the vessel, enabling the salt to be
transferred through the siphon without the danger of

Fig. 7. Test system with a 10 hp Stirling engine driven by heat
supplied along a sodium -charged heat pipe. The pipe itself is
electrically heated; at 750 °C and with a temperature difference
of only a few degrees it can transmit more than 25 kW of energy.
The crankshaft of the Stirling engine can be seen at the bottom
of the picture in the centre; above it is the engine head, enveloped
in insulating material. The heat pipe protudes from the front.
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Fig. 8. A siphon heated by heat -pipe action. A siphon of this
type can be used for transporting molten salts from vessel to
vessel without the danger of clogging because of solidification.
The evaporator section (on the left) is immersed in the liquid to
be transported, so that the siphon tube is automatically kept at
about the same temperature as the molten salt. The liquid flow is
caused by the pressure of compressed gas admitted to the reser-
voir vessel. The insulating material around the pipe is not shown.

clogging arising from solidification. We have made a
siphon of this type for the transport of molten lithium
fluoride. The working fluid is sodium and the envelope
is made of stainless steel.

Elsewhere the large heat -transfer capability of heat
pipes has been applied in quite different ways. Some
attempts have been made to cool electronic circuits and
components with heat -pipe systems [8], thus eliminat-
ing the need for metal cooling bars and other heat
sinks. Extensive use has also been made of heat pipes
in direct -energy -conversion systems [9].

Isothermal spaces

The temperature is almost the same at all points
inside a heat pipe. This feature arises because the
thermal resistances RL-V and RV-L (see I, fig. 5) are
small, so that the temperature gradients are also small,
provided that the heat fluxes are not too excessive. A
heat pipe whose basic function is the creation of an
isothermal surface rather than the transport of large
quantities of heat is usually referred to as an isothermal
chamber. Such chambers are designed to have a mini-
mum of obstruction to the vapour flow, so that pres-
sure gradients in the vapour may be rapidly eliminated.
Inside an ideal isothermal chamber .the liquid in the
wick is everywhere in equilibrium with its vapour. As
we have seen (I, page 108/9), it follows from the relation-
ship between the temperature and the pressure of the
saturated vapour that a small change in temperature of
the liquid in the wick can give rise to vapour flow to-
wards or away from other parts of the chamber, accom-
panied by condensation or evaporation of fluid and the
liberation or absorption of latent heat. This continues
until the temperature variation is eliminated. .

Just how small the temperature differences in a heat
pipe are, even when it is not specially designed as an
isothermal chamber, is illustrated by fig. 9. The dia-
gram shows the temperature profile measured in the
vapour duct of a stainless -steel heat pipe of 1 cm diam-
eter. The working medium was sodium operating at a
vapour pressure of about one atmosphere, and hence
at a mean temperature of approximately 833 °C, the
boiling point of sodium. The temperature drop along
50 cm of the pipe, from the beginning of the evaporator
to the end of the condenser, is only a few degrees. (The
sharp drop in temperature at the very end of the con-
denser is associated with the presence of a non -conden-
sable gas in the heat pipe. We shall return to this subject
in the section dealing with variable -conductance heat
pipes.)

The dashed curve in fig. 9 is the temperature profile measured
after the introduction of a quantity of mercury into the system.
One effect of adding a second component to the working fluid
is evidently the loss of the spatial isothermality. However, the
behaviour of two -component systems is rather complicated, and
will not be discussed here.

The most important industrial application of iso,
thermal chambers is undoubtedly in ovens. A heat -pipe
oven generally consists of two concentric cylinders be-
tween which a heat -pipe process can operate. Heating
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Fig. 9. Temperature distribution in a sodium -charged heat pipe.
The temperature T in the vapour duct is plotted against the dis-
tance x between the point in question and the input end of the
evaporator. It can be seen that the temperature drops only a few
degrees over a length of 50 cm. The abrupt drop at the end is
discussed in the final section of the article. The dashed line relates
to an experiment in which the pipe contained a second condens-
able liquid, mercury, as well as sodium.

C*3

[7]

[8]

[9].

Part I of this article appeared in Philips tech. Rev. 33,
104-113, 1973 (No. 4).
See for example: R. J. Meijer, Prospects of the Stirling
engine for vehicular propulsion, Philips tech. Rev. 31,
169-185, 1970.
C. H. Dutcher Jr. and M. R. Burke, Electronics 43, No. 4,
94, 16 Feb. 1970.
C. A. Busse, Proc. 4th Intersociety *Energy Conversion
Engng. Conf., Washington D.C. 1969, p. 861.
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is usually by electrical resistance, or is inductive, using
radio -frequency coils. These may either surround the
oven itself or deliver heat only to the evaporator sec-
tion, which may be located at some distance from the
oven. This permits a certain amount of flexibility, which
is particularly important when the oven is to be en-
closed in some other system. We shall now discuss some
typical ovens in current use. Other types will be de-
scribed in the final section of the article.

The black -body radiator

This type of oven was designed to produce black-
body radiation for the calibration of pyrometers. Two
versions were made, one operating at 450 °C and em-
ploying potassium as the working medium, and the
other operating at about 750 °C and using sodium.
Both are 13 cm long and have a diameter of 5.4 cm;
they are heated by electrical resistance.

The isothermal insert

As the name indicates, this device was designed for
insertion in a conventional oven to improve the uni-
formity of the temperature distribution (fig. 10a). It
has no heating system of its own, but serves only to
redistribute the heat from the surrounding oven. Ovens
equipped with an isothermal insert are used at Philips
in the measurement of physical properties of glasses.
The working medium is again sodium, and the operat-
ing temperature lies between 700 °C and 850 °C.

The battery of ovens

Fig. 10b shows a number of ovens interconnected
via a common evaporator region, so that they have a
common temperature. Batteries of ovens are employed
for softening copper wires in a continuous process, in
which eight wires can be treated simultaneously. For
this application potassium is the working medium, the
operating temperature is about 450 °C and the length
of the oven is about one metre.

Ovens with relatively high or low vapour pressure

Industrial processes often require conditions that are
difficult or impossible to reconcile with the desirability
of operating the oven at a temperature such that the
vapour pressure is approximately equal to the pressure
outside the heat pipe. In a sintering process, for ex-
ample, the required temperature was 1150 °C. The natur-
al choice of working medium would be lithium (see I,
fig. 5 or Table III), but the corrosion problems asso-
ciated with this metal are so great as to make the em-
ployment of sodium preferable. The vapour pressure of
sodium at this temperature, however, is about 7 atmos-
pheres, which introduces a new problem since above
1000 °C the creep strength of most metals falls rapidly.

c

Fig. 10. Three examples of isothermal spaces operating in a
specific temperature range. They consist in principle of two con-
centric cylinders, the outer one being the evaporator and the
inner one the condenser; the heat -pipe process takes place in the
space between them.
a) Isothermal insert. The whole pipe is placed in an oven to
redistribute the heat more uniformly than is possible with the
oven alone.
b) A battery of eight ovens interconnected by a common evap-
orator. These ovens are used for the simultaneous softening of
eight copper wires.
c) A sodium -charged oven for 1150 °C. Since this temperature
requires a sodium pressure of about 7 atmospheres, instead of
one space acting as the heat pipe between inner and outer wall,
as in (a), there are here 18 axial channels.
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To minimize thermal creep in the oven, we employed
an oven like the one shown in cross-section in fig. 10c.
The oven consists of a thick-walled steel pipe (25/20
Cr-Ni steel) with channels drilled in the wall. Each
channel contains a wick, and each works as a heat pipe
in the radial direction. In this way all the channels to-
gether contribute to the heat transfer from the outside
to the inside wall.

We adopted a similar solution for an oven in which
the sodium vapour pressure in the space between inside
and outside wall had to be much lower than the ambient
pressure. This was required to be some tens of atmos-
pheres for the sintering of optical fibres at a temperature
of about 800 °C. The oven was constructed from 18/8
Cr-Ni steel and grooves were cut in the inside wall.
These ensured that even if both walls were pressed
together by the external pressure, the result would in
fact be the cross-section shown in fig. 10c, and the heat -
pipe function could still continue in the space left by
the grooves.

Heat -flux transformers

The surface areas of the evaporation and condenser
sections of a heat pipe need not be the same. Because
of this a heat flux may be transformed from a higher
to a lower value, or vice versa, since of course the total
heat -transport rate has the same value at evaporator
and condenser. This useful feature arises because the
rates of evaporation and condensation are determined
primarily by local conditions, the most important one
being the difference AP between the pressure of the
vapour and the saturation value. As we saw in I
(page 109) this depends on the heat flux q and is
given by :

q = AP L (M127tRT)+.

Since this relation holds equally for evaporation and
condensation processes, the ratio of the heat flux at the
evaporator to the heat flux at the condenser - the
`transformation ratio' - is:

qE/qc = APE/APc,

where the subscripts E and C refer to the evaporator
and condenser sections respectively.

Since the total heat transport is the same at evap-
orator and condenser, we have:

Q = AEgi = A cqc

If the Clausius-Clapeyron equation is now used to
relate pressure and temperature differences, we may
write for the limit in which these differences are small:

qElqc = APE/APo = ATE/M:c = Ac/AE = -13L-v/Rv-L.

Since the flux -transformation ratio is equal to the ratio
of two pressure differences, it may have a very large
value even when the individual pressure differences are
themselves small compared with the mean vapour pres-
sure in the heat pipe.

This particular feature of heat -pipe systems is being
exploited in several systems currently under develop-
ment at Philips Research Laboratories. In this way it is
possible to provide a Stirling engine with a heat -pipe
flux transformer between the burner and the heater
head. This will enable the heat -transfer surface on the
burner side (the evaporator) to be much larger than
that of the engine -heater pipes on which the working
medium will condense.

Fig. 11 shows an experimental indirect heating sys-
tem fitted to a Stirling engine. The heat pipe uses
sodium as the working medium and operates at a mean
temperature of 730 °C, transporting heat at an average
rate of about 25 kW.

In the test arrangement in fig. 7 the heating is elec-
trical, but in the engine itself the system is heated by
atomized diesel fuel, resulting in a mean combustion -
gas temperature of 1600 °C. Heat is transferred to the
working medium of the heat pipe at an average rate
of about 14 W/cm2. The sodium vapour flows through
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Fig. 11. Indirect heating system for a Stirling engine in which a so-
dium -charged heat pipe HP operates as a heat -flux transfornier.
Combustion gases deliver their heat to the heat pipe via a large
surface (small heat flux), but this transfers the heat to the engine
via a much smaller surface area (large heat flux). Cyl cylinder,
R regenerator and H heater pipes of the engine. W gauze wick.
F fuel atomizer. CC combustion chamber. A air inlet. G con-
bustion gases.
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Fig. 12. Wickless heat pipe in the form of a horizontal hollow disc, containing sodium as the
working medium. The disc is heated circumferentially by r.f. induction, and its edge therefore
functions as the evaporator. When the disc is stationary (at the left) there can be no heat -
pipe action, since the condensate does not return to the circumference. When the disc is
rotated about a vertical axis (on the right), centrifugal force ensures the transport of the
condensate and the disc then operates as a heat pipe.

the heat pipe at a rate that corresponds on average to
an axial heat flux of 500 W/cm2. At the engine head,
sodium vapour condenses on the heater pipes of the
engine, and here the heat flux is about 23 W/cm2. The
corresponding heat -flux transformation ratio is thus
1 : 1.6, and the calculated temperature drop between
evaporator and condenser is 2.7 °C.

Another application of flux transformation that we
have investigated concerns a wickless sodium -charged
heat pipe; the pressure head necessary for the return of
condensed liquid to the evaporator region is obtained
by rotation of the heat pipe. This heat pipe, in the
form of a hollow, rotating disc, was meant to simulate
the anode of a `Rotalix' X-ray tube. With rotating
anodes it could be advantageous, for several reasons,
if the heat generated at the small target area where the
electron beam strikes it could be distributed uniformly
over the whole anode disc and dissipated from there
as radiation. If the disc itself consists of a heat -pipe
system, and provided that the heat -pipe operating
limits are not exceeded - an important factor in this
instance - then the disc will function as a heat -flux
transformer that converts a very high input flux into
a low output flux.

Fig. 12 shows a test system in which the hollow disc
is heated circumferentially by a small radio -frequency
coil to simulate the localized nature of the heat input
to a `Rotalix' anode. Rotation of the disc produces
heat -pipe action, with the outer edge acting as the
evaporator.

Variable -conductance heat pipes

A class of heat pipes not yet discussed are those
whose thermal conductance can be varied between very
wide limits. The heat flow Q in these pipes depends to
an exceptional extent on the mean temperature Tvm
of the vapour, or, in other words: dQ/dTvm, the tem-
perature sensitivity, is very high. This feature, as we
shall see later, is obtained by introducing a non -con-
densable inert gas into the heat pipe in addition to the
working medium.

Variable -conductance heat pipes have an enormously
wide range of potential applications, particularly in
situations where the temperature is required to remain
practically constant despite considerable fluctuations
in the thermal loading. A typical example is the cooling
of electronic components, whose temperature is re-
quired to be maintained within a specified range
even though the power they dissipate during operation
may vary a great deal. Before discussing examples of
such heat pipes, however, we shall take a closer look
at the temperature sensitivity itself.

Temperature sensitivity of a heat pipe

To see how the temperature sensitivity of a heat pipe
is related to the design parameters, it will be useful to
return to the description of a heat pipe as a group of
thermal resistances connected in series, as shown in
fig. 4 (Part I). For simplicity we shall lump together all
the thermal resistances associated with the evaporator
section and call them RE. Similarly, Rc denotes the
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sum of the resistances associated with the condenser
section. As before, the temperatureArop in the -vapour
duct is accounted for by a thermal resistance Rv. It
will be evident that RE is inversely proportional to the
area of the evaporator, and Rc inversely proportional
to the area of the surface where the condensation oc-
curs. .

We now consider the case of a heat pipe delivering
an amount of heat Q to a heat sink at a fixed tempera-
ture (fig. 13). The temperature drops ATE,v,c in the

a

0+d0

of the vapour duct are small. The first can be achieved
by having a large` condenser area, or by ensuring that
the liquid in the wick and also the envelope material
have a high thermal\conductivity.

We now consider Oituation in which the condenser
resistance Rc depends :in one way or another on the
amount of heat transported Q, and we shall gee what
the relationship should be to obtain the highest possible
temperature sensitivity. It is easily shown that. the
thermal response is now given by:

E 0 V

ATE
1 4'

dTvir,

)

ATc

C

tdaTc =0

- Rc= const.

- Rc =
Qo

Fig. 13. The extent to which the mean temperature Tvm in the vapour duct varies with the
heat flow Q can be considerably reduced by designing the condenser section in such a way
that its total thermal resistance Rc (see fig. 4: Rc = Rw(c) REnv(c) REnv-s) de-
creases as Q increases, and is at a minimum when Rc is inversely proportional to Q.
RE thermal resistance of evaporator. Rv thermal resistance of vapour duct. ATE,v,c
temperature drop across RE,v,c

heat pipe across each of these three resistances can then
be written as three lumped thermal resistances :

ATE = QRE; ATv = QRv; ATc = QRc

Now suppose that the heat transported by the pipe
is increased by an amount A Q while all the thermal
resistances remain constant. The accompanying change
in the mean temperature of the vapour (see fig. 13)
will then be given by:

dTvm = dArc dATv,

and the 'thermal response' of the heat pipe by:

drvm/dQ = dATc/dQ dATv/dQ = Rc i-Rv.

The temperature sensitivity is the reciprocal of this
quantity, i.e.

dQ/dTvm = (Rc iRv)-1

A high temperature sensitivity is thus obtained when
the thermal resistance of the condenser section and that

dTvm/dQ = d6.Tc/dQ dATv/dQ =

= Rc(Q) Q dRc/dQ

The lowest value of the thermal response is 4-Rv and
is reached when Rc(Q) -Q dRc/dQ, or when
Rc = Rol Q, where Ro is a constant. The maximum
value of the temperature sensitivity is therefore:

dQ/dTvm = 2/Rv

and the temperature drop in the condenser is:

,O,Tc = QRc(Q) = Ro = constant.

This is the situation shown at the bottom of fig. 13.
The derivative dATc/dQ is zero here, which implies
that the heat flux in the condenser is independent of
the total heat transported by the pipe. In practice this
situation will only be encountered if the effective part
of the condenser surface area can be varied propor-
tionately to the total heat transported.

We shall now discuss the method of obtaining a con-
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F F2

C

T2 (02)

T1 (07)

x

Fig. 14. Schematic representation (above) and temperature dis-
tribution (below; temperature T as a function of space coordi-
nate x) for a heat pipe whose thermal response has been reduced
by connecting the condenser to a buffer space B (volume V) and
adding a non -condensable inert gas to the heat -pipe system.
When the pipe is in operation, the gas is swept out of a large
part of the space by the vapour flow, and a fairly sharply defined
interface F is formed between the vapour and the gas. Only the
part of the condenser to the left of F is effective. When the heat
flow is increased from Qi to Q2, the position of F shifts from
Fi to F2, and the effective surface area of the condenser increases;
the resistance Rc (see fig. 13) therefore decreases. When V is very
large, Rc varies in inverse proportion to Q. At the interface there
is a sharp drop in the temperature (the 'heat front'). In the equi-
librium situation the vapour pressure is equal to the pressure of
the buffer gas compressed in C and B. The buffer pressure thus
controls the operating temperature.

denser surface with a variable effective area, and we
shall see that the temperature sensitivity can be given
any value between the maximum value just mentioned
and the value found in a conventional heat pipe.

Gas -buffered heat pipes

The quantity Rc can be made to depend on Q by
adding a non -condensable inert gas to the working
medium in the heat -pipe system. This gas has the effect
of buffering or blanketing off part of the condenser
section of a heat pipe to a degree which can be made
to depend upon the heat transported along the pipe.
A gas -controlled heat pipe of this kind is shown dia-
grammatically in fig. 14, and we shall now explain its
operation.

Fig. 15. Thermographs of a heat pipe containing water as the
working fluid and a non -condensable gas, taken during warm-
up. The evaporator is on the right. Power consumption was
130 W. These thermographs (taken at intervals of 20 seconds)
were made with an instrument that carries out a horizontal line
scan of the pipe and its environment (01. Parts where the tem-
perature is higher than 40 °C appear white, other parts black.
The white curve is the temperature profile along the horizontal,
which appears black in a picture of the pipe. It can be seen that
the vapour/gas interface is fairly sharply defined and that it
moves towards the condenser as the heat pipe warms up. In the
part to the right of the interface, where heat -pipe action takes
place, the temperature along the axis of the pipe varies by only
about 0.1 °C.
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Fig. 16. Sodium -charged heat pipes with identical electric heaters and the same input power.
The evaporators are on the extreme right. In addition to sodium the upper pipe contains
argon (approx. 200 torr); the lower one is a conventional heat pipe. At the front the insula-
tion has been removed over some distance so that this part acts as the condenser. The lower
pipe dissipates the power input across the whole visible length, the other one only to the right
of the heat front, and therefore at a higher temperature.

As can be seen in the figure, the condenser section C
of the heat pipe is connected to a buffer volume B.
When the pipe is not in operation, gas and vapour are
of course homogeneously mixed, and the total pressure
in the vapour duct is equal to the sum of the two partial
pressures. When the pipe is in operation, however, the
situation is quite different. Owing to the flow of vapour
from evaporator to condenser, the non -condensable gas
is swept along in the vapour stream, and compressed
into the buffer space and in the adjacent part of the
condenser section. The interface between the part of
the heat pipe filled with vapour and the part filled with
gas is fairly sharply defined, and in this situation the
vapour pressure is therefore approximately equal to the
pressure of the compressed buffer gas. Since the buffer
gas cannot condense it cannot be recycled and hence
plays no part in the heat -pipe process, which takes place
exclusively in the vapour -filled part. The effect of in-
creasing the vapour flow is to compress the buffer gas
even more, causing a larger surface area to become
available for condensation, so that in fact Rc decreases
as Q increases. If the buffer volume is made very large,
then as we shall see in more detail below Rc is inversely
proportional to Q and the temperature sensitivity
reaches its maximum value.

The marked separation between buffer gas and va-
pour in a gas -controlled heat pipe is demonstrated in
fig. 15. These photographs relate to a heat pipe filled
with water and nitrogen. Fig. 16 shows that the situa-
tion at higher temperatures is no different. This com-
pares two sodium heat pipes, both at equilibrium, but
with one gas -controlled and the other operating in the
normal mode.

Both heat pipes transfer the same total amount of

heat from evaporator to condenser. The conventional
heat pipe, however, can give up its heat over the whole
of the condenser section, and thus operates at a lower
mean temperature than the gas -controlled pipe, which
has part of its condenser section blanketed off by argon.
In the gas -controlled pipe the temperature drop at the
interface is marked by the abrupt fall in the radiation
emitted from the heat -pipe wall.

An interface as sharply defined as this, in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the heat pipe, is found only
in pipes of relatively small cross-sectional area and
with large vapour flow rates. If the pipe is upright or
sloping however, with the condenser uppermost, and
if the gas is heavier than the vapour, then fairly con-
siderable mixing of gas and vapour is likely to occur if
the amount of heat transported is small. This invariably
means a blurring of the interface and also a loss of iso-
thermality in the evaporator and transport sections.

A somewhat less dramatic situation is demonstrated
in fig. 17, which shows a sloping stainless -steel heat
pipe of 5 cm diameter, containing water as the working
fluid and helium as the buffer gas, where the interface,
though inclined, is nevertheless fairly sharply defined.

An important question for the designer is of course
how large the volume V of the buffer space connected
with the condenser section (fig. 14) should be if the
mean working temperature is to remain between the
limits Ti and T2 when the heat flow is varied between
the limits Ql and Q2.

In the usual theoretical treatment of the gas -con -
lion This equipment was developed in the Laboratoires d'Elec-

tronique et de Physique Appliquee (LEP) at Limeil-Bre-
vannes, France, where we also took the photographs shown
here. A description of the equipment is given in: M. Jatteau,
Philips tech. Rev. 30, 278, 1969.
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trolled heat pipe, the heat front is assumed to lie in a
plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the pipe,
and to be independent of the orientation of the pipe.
Moreover the interface is assumed to be sharp. With
these assumptions W. Bienert [ill has succeeded in ex-
pressing the operation of a gas -controlled heat pipe by
a differential equation.

Using a simpler treatment an expression for V can
be derived that proves to be sufficiently accurate for
design calculations. This is:

known area of the condenser section required to dissipate the
transported heat. For a cylindrical pipe of uniform cross-section
(radius a, condenser length 1) the following equations apply:

Qi = 272aq11, Q2 = 272aq2(1 + Al),

1 I- Q2 Q11

272a q2 qi

°[Q2A v = na2 -
2 q2

Substitution in our equation for VIAV then yields the ex-
pression given above for V.

Fig. 17. Sloping heat pipe containing water and helium with evaporator above the condenser.
The interface between vapour and gas has been made visible by covering the outside with
a liquid -crystal layer that gives selective reflection as a function of temperature. Between
about 60 °C and 65 °C the wavelength of the reflected light traverses the whole visible spec-
trum. The strip of condenser surface where the temperature passes through this interval there-
fore appears in the colours of the spectrum. It can be seen that the interface between vapour
and working fluid, although askew, is still fairly sharply defined.

V
a [Q2 I]

2 q2 qi Pit2

Here P1,2 are the saturated vapour pressures corre-
sponding to the temperatures T1,2, and q1,2 is the heat
flux through the surface area of the condenser at these
temperatures; ti,2 represents the mean temperature of
the gas in both cases and a is the radius of the pipe.

This expression is arrived at as follows. In the equilibrium
state, i.e. with no movement of the interface, the pressure of the
gas is equal to the vapour pressure of the working fluid. Assuming
that the buffer gas behaves like an ideal gas, then we have the
following relations:

Pi( V + Rti for Q1,

P2V = Rt2 for Q2.

Here A V is the volume swept out by the interface in accommo-
dating the change of heat input from Qi to Q2. Combining the
above equations gives:

V_ P2ti
1

AV I_ P112

The quantity A V may be independently determined from the

The above result was applied in the design of a heat -
pipe oven that was not only required to be isothermal
along its length (nearly two metres), but also had to
be capable of accommodating heat -transport fluctua-
tions of up to 10 % (in this case one kilowatt) with only
a 5 °C temperature variation about a mean vapour
temperature of 825 °C.

The oven was designed so that the excess heat input
could be dissipated by radiation. The vapour/gas inter-
face was located in an uninsulated section of the pipe,
and advanced or receded as the oven heat load varied.
The oven design specification required a buffer gas
pressure of 5.7 x 104 Pa and a buffer volume of about
1 litre. To be on the safe side, a volume of several litres
was used in practice.

The equation for the required buffer volume V is
considerably simplified if the temperature of the buffer
gas can be considered constant, that is if ti = t2. If
at the same time Ti = T2, then Pi/P2 = 1, and the
required buffer volume is infinite. For practical pur-
poses this means that it must be large compared with
the pipe itself. The heat pipe is then operating in the
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constant -pressure mode, which corresponds to its maxi-
mum temperature sensitivity.

As mentioned earlier, this maximum temperature
sensitivity occurs when the thermal resistance of the
condenser section is inversely proportional to the trans-
ported heat Q, or in other words when the effective area
of the condenser section is proportional to Q. It can

B

i\N

isothermal plane surface at a known temperature. This
temperature also had to be reached quickly and then
held constant for long periods of time in spite of pos-
sible fluctuations in the power supply to the hot sur-
face.

The main part of the equipment [12] ( fig. 18) is an
isothermal chamber Ch, which forms part of a gas -

MS R

S I

Ch

F

Vac H

Fig. 18. Equipment for measuring the thermal conductivity of insulating material. Under-
neath the sample S is an isothermal surface of virtually constant temperature. MS meas-
uring space. GR thermal guard ring. Ch isothermal chamber filled with sodium vapour.
W wick (steel gauze). H heater. I insulation. B buffer gas volume. F position of heat front.
Vac evacuated space. When the equipment is operating the liquid in MS boils, giving a
constant and even temperature at the upper side of the sample. The heat flow through S
is derived from the quantity of condensed liquid flowing out of the cooler in unit time.

readily be shown that this is in fact the case for a gas -
controlled heat pipe operating in the constant -pressure
mode.

For heat -pipe applications in which non-flammable
working fluids are employed, it is clear that air is a
very convenient buffer gas. Moreover, when a working
pressure of about 1 atmosphere is required, the environ-
ment can provide an infinite buffer volume. The chem-
ist's reflux condenser is in fact an example of this.
In other instances, particularly where the working fluid
is a liquid metal, argon is generally used as the buffer
gas, and for constant -pressure operation a sufficiently
large buffer volume is attached to the system. We have
used an arrangement of this type employing liquid
sodium and argon in an equipment for measuring the
thermal conductivity of insulating materials, which we
shall now discuss.

An equipment for measuring thermal conductivity

To measure the extremely low thermal conductivities
of multiple -foil insulations we needed an equipment in
which heat could be applied to the sample through an

buffered heat -pipe system. The chamber consists of a
cylindrical nickel -chromium steel vessel, whose inside
walls are clad with a wick formed from several layers
of steel gauze spot-welded into position. A horizontal
pipe, also containing a wick, protrudes from the vessel
and is connected via a vertical arm to the gas buffer
space B.

The isothermal chamber is put into operation in the
following way. The pressure of the gas in the buffer
space B is set at a value equal to the vapour pressure
of the working fluid at the desired chamber tempera-
ture. The chamber is then heated electrically until the
vapour pressure of the sodium equals that of the buffer
gas, and evaporation occurs at a rate sufficient to dis-
place the gas from the chamber and drive it into the
horizontal pipe. Here a clear interface, or heat front,
is developed between the argon and sodium vapour.
111) W. Bienert, Proc. 4th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engng.

Conf., Washington D.C. 1969, p. 1033.
[12] D. B. Green and H. H. M. van der Aa, 1 1 th Int. Conf. on

Thermal Conductivity (extended abstracts), Albuquerque,
N.M., USA, 1971, p. 31. A somewhat similar apparatus for
measuring medium to very high thermal conductivities was
described by J. Schroder, Philips tech. Rev. 21, 357, 1959/60.
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The sodium condenses continuously and is recycled to
the evaporator area via the wick.

The position of the heat front in the horizontal arm
is determined primarily by the area required to radiate
the excess power input. As we noted earlier, the liquid
behind the heat front in the wick is everywhere in equi-
librium with its vapour, and since there are only very
small pressure differences the chamber wall acquires
almost the same temperature everywhere. The volume
of the buffer vessel B is made sufficiently large to ensure
that a change in the heat supply to the chamber Ch
causes very little change of pressure; and therefore does
not give rise to any appreciable change of temperature.
The temperature of the wall of Ch in contact with the
sample drifts less than 1 °C per hour.
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Fig. 19. Thermal characteristics of the isothermal chamber of
the equipment shown in fig. 18, recorded by means of four ther-
mocouples located in the upper plate.
a) Position of the four thermocouples, indicated by the num-
bers 1-4.
b) Temperature variation at the location 1 during warm-up
measured at six different initial gas pressures.
c) Temperature differences between the location 1 and the three
others, plotted against the mean chamber. temperature at which
the measurements were made.

Fig. 19 shows some of the results obtained. The
measurements were made with the aid of four thermo-
couples located at the positions marked 1-4 in fig. 19a.
The warm-up characteristics of the chamber (fig. 19b)
were monitored by thermocouple 1 foi various values
of the buffer -gas pressure. It can be seen that the top -
plate temperature rises at first until after about 5 min-
utes the vapour pressure is equal to that of the buffer
gas; no further temperature change is then recorded.

After this state has been reached, the temperature
gradients in the plate are generally less than 0.5 °C/cm,
as the curves in fig. 19c show. This figure shows the
temperature differences existing between the various
thermocouples, for various temperatures between
730 °C and 875 °C. The maxima of these differences
barely exceed one degree.

The examples discussed above show that the high
temperature sensitivity that can be obtained for a gas -
buffered heat pipe can lead to improved solutions to
many problems both in scientific instrumentation and
in manufacturing processes.

In this article we have tried to give an outline of the
principles underlying the operation of heat pipes, and
we have discussed some applications in which the
emphasis was placed on those principles and features
that make the heat pipe so useful. When the four
characteristic features of heat pipes considered here are
taken together, it is clear that devices based on them
pose a formidable challenge to many of the existing
methods of heat transportation, heat distribution and
temperature control.

Summary. This part of the article discusses examples of heat -pipe
systems that function as transporters of heat (in Stirling -engine
experiments and in a siphon for the transfer of molten salts),
as an isothermal space (black -body radiator, ovens, isothermal
inserts for ovens, operating at both high and low vapour pres-
sures) and as heat -flux transformers (in a Stirling -engine heating
system using combustion gases and in a rotating anode for X-ray
tubes). When a non -condensable inert gas is added to the working
medium in a heat -pipe system, the thermal resistance of the con-
denser can be made to depend on the quantity of heat Q trans-
ported along the pipe, thus considerably reducing the extent to
which the mean temperature of the vapour varies with Q (tem-
perature sensitivity). This reduction depends on the volume of
a buffer space connected with the condenser section. In a gas -
buffered heat pipe the vapour compresses the gas into the buffer
space and the adjoining part of the condenser section, so that
this part of the condenser section takes no part in the heat -pipe
process. The position of the vapour/gas interface moves as the
heat flow varies. The article discusses an application of this
principle in an equipment for measuring the thermal conductivity
of insulating materials.

ERRATUM. In Part I of the above article, Philips tech. Rev. 33, 1973 (No. 4), the upper
equation in the left-hand column of p. 110 should read: APv = 4nvq//(Levrv2).
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A simple model for alloys

A. R. Miedema

I. Rules for the alloying behaviour of transition metals

II. The influence of ionicity on the stability and other
physical properties of alloys E*3

Bibt Nat. Cab,

Reliable rules for the alloying behaviour of metals have long been sought. There is the
qualitative rule that states that the greater the difference in the electronegativity of two
metals, the greater the heat of formation - and hence the stability. Then there is the
Hume-Rothery rule, which states that two metals that differ by more than 15% in their
atomic radius will not form solid solutions. This rule can only be used reliably (90
success) to predict poor solubility; it cannot predict good solubility. The author has
proposed a simple atomic model, which is empirical like the other two rules, but never-
theless has a clear physical basis and predicts the alloying behaviour of transition metals
accurately in 98 % of cases. The model is very suitable for graphical presentation of the
data and is therefore easy to use in practice.

I. Rules for the alloying behaviour of transition metals

Introduction

The fusion of two metals can lead to widely different
results. In some instances fusion is in fact not possible
because the metals in the molten state refuse to mix at
any reasonable temperature, rather like oil and water.
Examples of such an immiscible system of two metals
are iron and lead and iron and bismuth. It may also
happen that the two metals are miscible as liquids but
not in the solid phase. When silver and copper are
melted together, the result after cooling is a eutectic
mixture of silver (with a few per cent of copper dis-
solved in it) and copper (with a small proportion of dis-
solved silver). A third possibility is that the two metals
may readily form intermetallic compounds. The alloy-
ing of nickel with titanium produces compounds with
a crystal structure that differs from that of both Ni and
Ti. Just which compound is obtained depends on the
atomic ratio in which Ni and Ti were alloyed. During

Dr A. R. Miedema is with Philips, Research Laboratories, Eind-
hoven.

the formation of an intermetallic compound a great
deal of heat may be released, and indeed the alloying of
two metals - Hf and Pt - has caused an explosion DJ.

Are there any rules that could be used to predict the
alloying behaviour or reactivity of two metals with
some degree of certainty? Some rules have indeed been
proposed in the past. For example, it has been stated
in the literature [2] [3] that two metals more readily
form intermetallic compounds the more they differ in
their electronegativit3f.

Electronegativity is a frequently used term in in-
organic chemistry, and was introduced by Linus
Pauling. In principle, electronegativity is a measure of

[]
(1]
[2]

[3]

Part II will appear in the next issue.
L. Brewer, Acta metal]. 15, 553, 1967.
W. Hume-Rothery, in: Phase stability in metals and alloys
(ed. P. S. Rudman, J. Stringer and R. I. Jaffee), McGraw-
Hill, New York 1967, p. 3.
0. Kubaschewski, E. Ll. Evans and C. B. Alcock, Metal-
lurgical thermochemistry, 4th edition, Pergamon, Oxford
1967.
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the affinity of a particular chemical element for elec-
trons. Strongly electronegative elements tend to form
negative ions (oxygen and fluorine), and the less electro-
negative elements tend to form positive ions in chemical
compounds. Thus the electronegativity of metallic ele-
ments can be measured in terms of their reactivity to
oxygen, for example. The weakly electronegative metals
form stable, ionic oxides; the reactions are strongly ex-
othermic, i.e. the heat of formation is strongly negative.
The more electronegative (noble) metals, on the other
hand, differ less from oxygen in their electronegativity:
the oxides of these metals are not very stable.

When two metals of distinctly different electronegativ-
ity are melted together, the result may be expected to
be a somewhat 'ionic' alloy. The alloy AB, formed from
the metals A and B, can be described as A+Az B -Az,
where AZ indicates the charge transfer per atom and
can have an arbitrary value (which does not necessarily
have to be an integer). The greater the difference in
electronegativity between the metals A and B, the larger
is the value of AZ, and the greater therefore will be the
heat of formation and the stability of the alloy.

This is illustrated in fig. 1 by a comparison of the
phase diagram of Ca and Ag with that of Ca and Au.
The two phase diagrams closely resemble one another
and show a number of intermetallic compounds; the
melting points of the Ca -Au compounds, however, are
always substantially higher than those of the corre-
sponding Ca-Ag compounds. This agrees with the dif-
ference in electronegativity: Ca is the least electro-
negative element of the three, and Au the most electro-
negative, so that the Ca -Au system yields more stable
compounds with higher melting temperatures. Another
example is given in fig. 2. In the Au-Pb system two
compounds occur that do not exist in the Ag-Pb system
because of the small difference in electronegativity

Au
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between Ag and Pb. A similar situation is encountered
when the phase diagrams of Au and Ag with Ga, Sn,
Bi, Ta, V and Cu are compared.

Although metallurgists are generally agreed that the
difference in electronegativity is an important factor in
determining whether or not two metals. will alloy, it is
not easy to derive any quantitative rule from this, firstly
because electronegativity is certainly not the only factor
involved, and secondly because it is not clear from
which physico-chemical properties the electronegativity
can best be deduced. There are various scales [4-7] for
the electronegativity of the elements, in which more
than one value is occasionally given for one element,
depending on the valency. (What then is the valency
of a metal ?) The various scales agree in general terms,
but there are some significant differences in detail.
Electronegativity remains in any case a somewhat
vague concept, which is never encountered in more
physical descriptions of metals.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the phase diagrams of calcium and silver
with that of calcium and gold. The greater difference in electro-
negativity between Ca and Au leads to relatively higher melting
points (after W. Hume-Rothery (2]).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the phase diagrams Ag-Pb and Au-Pb.
Because of the minimal difference in electronegativity between
Ag and Pb, two compounds are not found in the system Ag-Pb
that do occur in the system Au-Pb.
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Fig. 3. Darken-Gurry diagram, the
electronegativity X plotted against the
atomic radius r12, for iron (after J. J.
Waber et al.[81). The rule here is that the
elements that dissolve well in iron lie
inside the ellipse around Fe with the
axes 0.20 A atomic -radius difference
and 0.4 difference in electronegativity.
The other metals wil not readily dissolve
(R.E. represents the elements of the
rare-earth group.)

The scale used for the electronegativ-
ity X is that given by E. Teatum
et al.[6]. It is shown later on in this
article that the best electronegativity
scale for metals differs slightly from
this.
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Another rule that says something about the alloy-
ing of metals is known as the Hume-Rothery rule.
This states that two metals that differ by more than
15 % in their atomic radius will not form solid solu-
tions. Atoms differing considerably in size will not
readily form a mixed crystal (e.g. a phase with the face -
centred cubic, body -centred cubic or hexagonal close -
packed structure [*] in which the atoms are statistically
distributed among the lattice sites), but can of course be
accommodated in an intermetallic compound, in which
the different metal atoms occupy crystal sites that are
not equivalent. The 15 % rule explains, for example, why
Fe and Bi do not mix (the atomic volumes differ by
a factor of 3) or why the two f.c.c. metals Cu and Ag do
not easily dissolve in one another (Cu is much smaller
than Ag). An extensive study of the applicability of the
15 % rule, made from all the binary phase diagrams -
known in 1962 was carried out by J.T.Waber et al. [8].
They defined the solubility of metal A in metal B as
good if it was greater than a fixed value which they took
to be 5 at %, and poor if it was less than this value. The
analysis given by Waber et al. showed that the rule was
quite effective when it was a matter of predicting the
poor solubility of two metals (out ,of 619 cases of poor
solubility 559 were correctly predicted, i.e. 90 %), but
that it was useless for predicting good solubility (out of
804 cases 403 were correctly predicted, i.e. 50 %). Waber
et al. also showed that the prediction of solid solubil-
ities can be improved by combining the electronegativity
factor with the difference in atomic size (the size factor).

1.4. 1.6 1.8 2.0

r72

2.2 2.4,E

They used a rule that was formulated in principle by
L. S. Darken and R. W. Gurry. The basic postulate is
that two metals do not dissolve in one another if the
size factor is too large, or if the difference in electro-
negativity is too large. If the electronegativity difference
is too large there ise chance of intermetallic compounds
forming, which will compete in stability with the solid
solution, and thus reduce the solubility. This leads to a
simple geometrical method (fig. 3) of predicting by
inspection whether or not the various metals will dis-
solve in a particular matrix metal (in fig. 3 this is Fe).
Two parameters - the electronegativity and the atomic
radius - have been applied for each metal, so that each
element corresponds to a point in fig. 3. The rule postu-
lated by Waber et al. now becomes: metals that are
readily soluble in Fe lie by definition within the ellipse
that has Fe as the centre -point, whose horizontal axis
corresponds to a 15 % difference in atomic radius and
whose vertical axis corresponds to a difference of
0.4 units in electronegativity. The metals that do not
dissolve well in Fe lie outside the ellipse. This rule has

L. Pauling, The nature of the chemical bond, 3rd edition,
Cornell Univ. Press, Ithaca 1960.
W. Gordy and W. J. 0. Thomas, J. chem. Phys. 24, 439, 1956.
E. Teatum, K. A. Gschneidner Jr. and J. T. Waber, U.S.
Atomic Energy Comm. Rept. LA -2345 (Los Alamos Sci.
Lab.), 1960.
R. T. Sanderson, Inorganic chemistry, Reinhold, New York
1967, p. 78.
J. T. Waber, K. Gschneidner Jr., A. C. Larson and M. Y.
Prince, Trans. Metall. Soc. AIME 227, 717, 1963.
The abbreviations f.c.c., b.c.c. and h.c.p. will be used in the
rest of the article.
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given a success rate of 77 % in predicting whether me-
tals dissolve in one another or not.

The difficulties inherent in the Darken and Gurry
method are evident from fig. 3. What is the best value
for the electronegativity of a metal? What is the best
parameter for expressing the size of atoms? The atomic
radius as used in fig. 3 - taken as the value that
would be found in a crystal with f.c.c. or h.c.p. struc-
ture - is a relatively arbitrary measure. A more fun-
damental objection is that a prediction with a probabil-
ity of 77 % is still far from satisfactory, and in practical
cases does not offer adequate certainty. What is more,
failure to dissolve is not the same as failure to alloy.
No indication is given as to how it could be possible
for two metals that do not differ in atomic size, but do
differ in electronegativity, not to be capable of forming
an alloy (either solid solutions or compounds), as has
been observed for Mg and Zr.

In this article a simple atomic model will be intro-
duced [9] that leads to rules for predicting the alloying
of two metals with a certainty of about 98 %. Although
the model is essentially empirical, it does have a physic-
al background, and the two parameters to be introduced
have a distinct physical meaning. The consequences
go further than the formulation of rules for the pre-
diction of alloying behaviour. This will become evident
when we later come to consider the work functions of
pure metals and quantities such as the magnetic proper-
ties of the alloys of transition metals.

The model

The essential starting point of the model used here
is that the concept of individual atoms remains of
significance for alloys. This differs from the usual
theoretical treatment of metals, in which the starting
point is a lattice of positive ions surrounded by a 'sea'
of electrons. For pure metals it is customary to assign
to each lattice point an atomic cell whose shape is such
that all the atomic (Wigner-Seitz) cells together fill the
entire space. In the case of an element with a simple
cubic crystal structure the Wigner-Seitz cells will be
cubes; in the two-dimensional example given in fig. 4a
the atoms of metals A and B are represented as squares.
It has been shown theoretically for pure metals that the
shape of the atomic cell has little effect on the bond
energy 'of a metal as long as the volume of the cell does
not change. This means that in fact the crystal structure
assumed by a metallic element is not very relevant to
the bond energy (by which'is meant the latent heat of
vaporization at absolute zero). We see therefore that
various metals can generally assume more than one
crystal structure as a function for example of tempera-
ture or pressure (allotropy).

B B B A A A A

B B B
A A A A

A A A A

B B B A A A A

a

Fig. 4. Model for metals (a) and alloys (b). The alloy AB is con-
sidered to be built up from atomic cells that resemble those of
the pure metals A and B. Equalization of the chemical potential
for electrons gives rise to electron transfer, involving some change
of volume (c). Transfer takes place from B to A.

As can be seen from fig. 4, it is assumed in the model
that the atomic cells of A and B in the alloy closely
resemble, as a first -order approximation, the cells of
the two metals as separate elements. Although the
shape has to be altered slightly, since otherwise the
cells for the alloy AB (fig. 4b) would not take up the
entire space, there is no change in the two atomic
volumes, so that the energy effect need not be taken
into account.

We shall now deal with two effects that correct the
`construction' of an alloy as just described. In general
the chemical potential for electrons, 0*, will not be
equal in the atomic cells A and B. This cannot remain
so. Some electron transfer will take place from the cells
with the relatively high chemical potential (B) to the
sites with the lower, more favourable chemical poten-
tial (A atoms), in which process the cells B will decrease
slightly in volume while the cells A will become bigger
(fig. 4c). This transfer of electrons will always reduce
the energy of the system. A contribution would there-
fore be expected to the heat of formation - i.e. at
T = 0 the formation enthalpy AH of the alloy - which
depends on the difference AO* in chemical poten-
tial for the two metals and which will always be nega-
tive. In a series expansion in AO* the first term will
therefore be negative and proportional to (00*)2.

A second correction to be made is connected with the
fact that there must be no discontinuities in the density
of the electrons (i.e. the number of electrons per unit
volume). When the atomic cells of the pure metals A
and B are combined to form an alloy, the electron den-
sity nws at the boundary of a cell A will not generally
be equal to that at the boundary of a cell B. This dis-
continuity should be eliminated. It is possible to do
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this by compressing the cell with the lower density and
letting the cell with the higher density increase in vol-
ume. Since the original atomic volume of the metals
A and B corresponded to an energy minimum, any
change makes a positive contribution to the heat of
formation of the alloy. One may expect a contribution
to OH that will depend on the difference in the density
of electrons at the boundary of the two atomic cells,
Anws, and this will always be positive. In a series expan-
sion in powers of Anws the first term is therefore
positive and proportional to (Anws)2

The model, as outlined in principle in fig. 4, results
in the following prediction for the heat of formation
of alloys:

OH = f(c) [-Pe(00*)2 Q(Anws)2], (1)

where f(c) is a still unspecified function of the concen-
tration of the metals, e is the electronic charge, while
P and Q are assumed to be constants.

If P and Q are in fact constants, the model and equa-
tion (1) are undoubtedly simple. A problem immediate-
ly encountered concerns the values to be given to the
parameters 0* and nws for a given metal. Another
problem is to compile experimental values of OH for a
large number of metal systems to enable an extensive
study of the validity of equation (1) to be made. These
problems will be discussed below.

It could be that making the two chemical potentials equal and
smoothing out the discontinuity in the electron density are not
independent effects. In that case a term proportional to AO*Anws
could be added to equation (1). In practice this mixing term is
not found. It is evidently very small, and we have therefore
neglected it for the sake of convenience.

The parameters 0* and nws

Until now 0* has been introduced as the chemical
potential for electrons in an atomic cell. In more physi-
cal terms 0* could also be said to correspond to the
position of the Fermi level in an absolute energy scale,
e.g. with respect to vacuum. If a piece of metal one
atomic cell in size still possessed the properties of a
macroscopic piece of metal, it would be a straightfor-
ward matter to identify 00* with the contact -potential
difference for the two pure metals A and B. In other
words, 6,0* would be the same as 6,0, the difference
between the work functions of the two metals. We shall
try out this possibility, assuming that 0* = 0 + 0.5 V,
a margin already present as an uncertainty in the experi-
mental value for 0. It would also have been possible
to take the electronegativity as a measure of 0t*, since
the concepts of electron affinity and chemical potential
for electrons approximately coincide. The difference is
not very great, as can be seen in fig. 5, where 0 is

plotted against the electronegativity X in pauling's
scale for a number of metals. However, 0 seems pre-
ferable since it is a measurable physical quantity that
can be expressed in well defined units.

How can a value be obtained for nws, the electron
density at the boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell of pure
metals? For the alkali metals this is quite a simple
matter. It may be assumed that the conduction elec-
trons (one per atom) are fairly uniformly distributed in
the bulk of the crystal. The density at the boundary of
an atomic cell is then equal to the average density of
one electron per atomic volume. The density nws for
the simple polyvalent metals, the group of non -transi-
tion metals, can also be calculated by theoretical
methods. It may be assumed that the charge distribu-
tion inside an Al crystal, for example, will not differ
much from that obtained as a superposition of the
charge distributions around free Al atoms in the crystal

1.5 2
xPouling

25

Fig. 5. Relation between the work function of a number of pure
metals, 0, and the electronegativity, X, in Linus Pauling's scale:
The work function agrees best with the electronegativity scale 0*,
which is the scale preferred for our approach.

structure formed by Al as a solid (f.c.c. lattice, molar
volume 10 cm3). A reliable theoretical value, can be
calculated for the charge distribution around free atoms
and consequently also for the superposition. Since the
density at the boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell is not
everywhere the same, an average value is taken for nws.

It remains to see how the value of nws can be deter-
mined for transition metals. In their case it is no longer
correct to treat the charge distribution in the metallic
crystal as a superposition of the charge distribution of
free atoms. It is necessary to resort to an empirical
relation that connects the parameter nws with the com-
pressibility of a metal. It seems reasonable to suppose
that a metal in which the electron density between the

[9] See also A. R. Miedema, F. R. de Boer and P. F. de Chatel,
J. Physics F (in the press). A more extensive treatment of
the model will be found in: A. R. Miedema, J. less -common
Met. 32, 115, 1973 and A. R. Miedema, J. Physics F (in
the press).
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atoms is low will be more easily compressible than a
metal in which this density is high. Fig. 6 gives the
empirical relation found for all simple metals, for which
nws can be theoretically calculated as outlined above.
It is found that a linear relationship exists between nws
and (KVm)-4-, where K is the compressibility and Vm
the molar volume. The graph also gives theoretical
values for Cu and Fe (obtained from band structure
calculations adjusted to be self -consistent) and a second
value for Al, which was derived from experiments rela-
ting to small -angle X-ray scatter. Fig. 6 suggests that
(KVm)--+ should be a good linear measure of nws. We
shall take this as our starting point in determining
values of nws for transition metals.

Demonstration of the applicability of the model

To check the validity of equation (1) we need quan-
titative information about AH for a large number of
binary systems. To begin with we shall confine ourselves
to 27 transition metals, i.e. eight metals from the 3d
group, eight from the 4d group, eight from the 5d group
and three 6d metals (see fig. 7). In the 5d metals the
rare-earth metals are represented by La. The 27 metals
in fig. 7 together form 27 x 26/2, i.e. 351 binary systems.
Quantitative data on the heat of formation are available
only for a few of these. We do, however, know the sign
of AH in nearly all cases. For those binary systems in
which intermetallic compounds are formed (or a phase
with a crystal structure differing from that of the pri-
mary elements) that are found to be stable at low tem-
peratures, it can be said with a fairly high degree of
certainty that AH will be negative. However, in systems
in which no intermetallic compounds are formed, and
in which the mutual solubility is also small (e.g. less
than 10 %), it may fairly safely be assumed that AH will
be positive.

If equation (1) gives a correct description of the
energy effect in alloys, then the difference in 0* for the
two metals in binary systems where AH is negative
must be relatively large compared with the difference
in nws. If, on the other hand, AH is positive, the reverse
should be the case. Fig. 8 and Table I show that this
reasoning does in fact hold good. Each point in fig. 8
represents a binary system characterized by 6,0* and
Lnws. A minus sign indicates a system with negative
AH, a plus sign a system with positive OH. It can be
seen that a straight line may be drawn to correspond
to AO* (in volts) = 0.48 nws (in density units), so that
for nearly all minus signs we have 00*/Anws > 0.48,
and for all plus signs 6.0*/Anws < 0.48. (One density
unit - abbreviated sometimes to d.u. - corresponds
approximately to 6 x 1022 electrons per cm3.)

Apart from the groups of systems for which AH as

10'

kg1/2/cm5/2

102

10
10' 10-3'

nws el./(a.u.)

Fig. 6. Empirical relation between the product of the compres-
sibility K and the molar volume V. of pure metals and the
theoretically calculated value for non -transition metals for the
electron density at the boundary of the atomic cell, nws. Each
point represents one metal; all non -transition metals are included.
The three points for Cu, Fe and Al derive from another source
(see text). The solid line corresponds to a linear relationship
between (KVm)-4 and nw s. The abbreviation a.u. stands for
`atomic unit'; 1 a.u. = 0.572 A.

defined above has the plus or minus sign, there is of
course another possibility to be considered. There will
certainly be binary systems in which no compounds
occur, and yet in which at least one of the two solubili-
ties is greater than 10 at %. In these systems AH is
neither distinctly positive nor distinctly negative. Our
model indicates that AH must therefore be in the region
of zero. This turns out to be the case: the circles repre-
senting these systems in fig. 8 are mainly concentrated
near the origin. In view of the square terms P(A0*)2
and Q(Anws)2 in equation (1), AH will not differ greatly
from zero when both AO* and Anws are small. A dis-
tinction is also made in fig. 8 between open and closed
circles. The closed circles correspond to systems where
the solubility at high temperature is greater than 10
but decreases steeply at low temperature. In these
systems AH is probably small but positive.
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Fig. 7. The 27 transition metals considered in this section, ar-
ranged in their order in the periodic system. The numbers give the
values of .0* (in volts) that are relevant to the treatment of the
magnetic properties of transition metals, discussed in Part II.
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Fig. 8. Demonstrating the usefulness
of equation (1). Each point corre-
sponds to a system of two transition
metals that can be characterized by
AO* and Anws. The magnitude of
Jaws is expressed in density units
(d.u.); 1 d.u. is equivalent to 6 x 1022
electrons per cm3.
- Intermetallic compounds are

present (or a stable third phase);
AH is therefore negative.

+ No compounds occur, and the
mutual solubility is smaller than
10 at %; iHpositive.

0 There are no stable compounds,
but the solubility on at least one
side of the phase diagram is
greater than 10 at %.

 No stable compounds, solubility
at high temperature greater than
10 at % but not at low tempera-
ture.

The result for alloys of transition metals provides
immediately convincing confirmation of equation (1)
for the heat of formation, and thus of the model as
well. The slope of the straight line in fig. 8 gives the
ratio of the two constants P and Q.

Table I. The electronegativity parameter (I)* and the electron
density at the boundary of the atomic cell, nws, for 27 transition
metals. 0* is derived from the work function 4) (see text), and
the electron density is derived from the compressibility and the
molar volume of the pure metals. A unit of density (d.u.) corre-
sponds to (KV.)-4- = 102 kg1/2 cm -5/22 and is approximately
equal to 6 x 1022 electrons per cm3.

Element 0* .
(volts)

nws
(d.u.)

Element 0*
(volts)

nws
(d.u.)

Sc 3.0 1.7 La 2.8 1.0
Ti 3.4 3.2 Hf 3.3 2.9
V 4.25 4.4 Ta 4.05 4.3
Cr 4.65 5.2 W 4.8 5.9
Mn 4.75 5.1 Re 5.6 6.5
Fe 4.93 5.5 Os 5.55 6.7
Co 5.1 5.4 Ir 5.55 6.5
Ni 5.35 5.4 Pt 5.55 5.6

Y 2.95 1.4
Zr 3.15 2.5 Th 3.05 1.7
Nb 4.0 4.0 U 4.2 4.1
Mo 4.65 5.5 Pu 3.35 2.2
Tc 5.3 5.9
Ru 5.55 6.5
Rh 5.4 5.7
Pd 5.75 4.5

For completeness we shall outline here the procedure by which
the parameters 0* and nws were finally determined. A start was
made by drawing a graph like the one in fig. 8, using 0* = (I)
and nws cc (KV.)-3-. At that moment the correlation between
the sign of Hand .6.0* or £nws was clearly present, but not so
clearly as in the final fig. 8, since there were still a number of mi-
nus signs in the positive area and plus signs in the negative area.
Next, 0* was allowed to differ slightly from 0 to see if this
improved the correlation. A change in the value of 0* for a
particular element causes a displacement of all points in fig. 8
that correspond to systems based on that element. By this process
of trial and error the final, almost perfect correlation in fig. 8
was reached. For three metals (Mn, U, Fe) it was necessary to
choose a value for nws that differed sligthy from the experimental
values of (KVin)-4.

The final values for 0* still closely resemble the
experimental values found for the work function, as
can be seen in fig. 9, where the solid line corresponds
to 0* = 0. The open circles are the results obtained
from the best correlation for fig. 8; plotted against re-
cent experimental values reported by D. E. Eastman [10]

Relatively marked deviations between 0* and 0 are
found for Ti, Zr, Hf (0* much lower than 0) and Mn.

Fig. 8 leads to the following simple rules for the
metallurgical behaviour of transition metals in terms
of the parameters 0* and nws from Table I:

D] D. E. Eastman, Phys. Rev. B 2, 1, 1970.
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A. When ,6,0* > 0.48 Anws, two metals readily alloy;
this implies either that compounds exist in the system
or that at least one of the solubilities is greater than
10 % (240 cases with only one exception).
B. When 6,0* < 0.48 Anws for two transition metals,
there are then no intermetallic compounds or ordered
phases (105 cases, 4 exceptions).

These statements can also be reversed as follows:
A'. When intermetallic compounds (or ordered phases)
occur in a binary system of transition metals, then
AO* > 0.48 Anws (210 cases, 4 exceptions).
B'. When two transition metals do not alloy, i.e. when
there are no compounds and the mutual solubility
remains below 10 at %, then AO* < 0.48 Anws (65
cases, one exception).

It can be seen that the predictions obtainable with
these rules, which in fact put the problem in a slightly
different way from that found with the Hume-
Rothery rule or the Darken and Gurry method dis-
cussed in the introduction, have an exceptionally high
degree of probability. An interesting consequence of
the rules is that it is now fairly straightforward to make
predictions about the alloying behaviour of the missing
6d metals. It is sufficient to estimate, measure or define
two parameters (as illustrated below for hydrogen), one
approximately equal to the work function, and the other
connected with the compressibility of the metal.

Although equation (1) and a list of 0* and nws
values for the transition metals could obviously be used
to give accurate rules for alloying behaviour, one or
two questions remain. Is the description unambiguous ?
Is the freedom left in the choice of 0* so large that it
will always be possible to find a good fit, even when the
model on which equation (1) is based is not in itself
correct? To learn something about the physical mean-
ing of the 0* values obtained, an attempt has already
been made in fig. 9 to see how far the relationship be-
tween 0* and 0 has been maintained; another possibil-
ity is that of extending the system of 27 transition
metals by adding other metals. If we find that, without
further adjustment of the 0* and nws values compiled,
there is a clear correlation between the alloying behav-
iour of transition metals with that of the 'other metals',
our confidence in the 0* values of Table I will be
increased.

In fig. 10a the alloying of the 27 transition metals
with Cu, Ag and Au is examined. If 0* and nWs are
assigned values close to the experimental values of 0
and (KVm)-+ for pure Cu, Ag and Au, a distinct cor-
relation is again found between the sign of the heat of
formation and the magnitude of 6.0*/Anws. In fig. 10a
a straight line can easily be drawn separating the posi-
tive AH values from the negative ones. The slope of the
line differs slightly from that in fig. 8: Q/P = 0.255

(eV/d.u.)2 and Q/P = 0.23 (eV/d.u.)2 respectively.
In fig. 10a one minus sign is clearly in the wrong place
(Cu-Mn lies in the positive region) and there is

one plus sign wrong (Cu-Ta). There is no informatiori
available on the phase diagrams of Cu, Ag or Au with
Tc or for Ag-Os. In these four cases the prediction on
the grounds of fig. 10a is that there are no alloys (AH is
positive).

1

2 3 5
0*

Fig. 9. Comparison between the parameter recommended here
for the electronegativity of a metallic element, 0*, and experi-
mental values for the work function P.
O transition metals 1 Experimental values given by D. E.
 Cu, Ag, Au J Eastman [10].
 Li, Ca, Sr l Experimental values given by
A Al, Ga, In, Sn, Pb, Sb, Bi H. B. Michaelson [111 and V. S.

JJJ Fomenko [12].

6V

Table H. Values for the electronegativity parameter 0* and the
electron density at the boundary of the Wigner-Seitz cell for a
number of non -transition metals. The experimental values of 0
are averages of values taken from review articles by H. B.
Michaelson [11], V. S. Fomenko [12] and D. E. Eastman [10]. The
density parameter is taken to be proportional to the experimental
value of (KVm)-1-, which can be calculated on the basis of tables
given by K. A. Gschneidner [la].

Element 0*
(volts)

OexP
(volts)

nws
(d.u.)

1 0-2(Krim)-+
(kg1/2 cm -5/2)

Li 2.65 2.4 0.95 0.95
Ca 2.55 2.75 0.75 0.77
Sr 2.45 2.35 0.6 0.59

Al 4.0 4.0 2.7 2.72
Ga 3.9 3.95 2.2 2.21
In 3.8 3.8 1.6 1.63
T1 3.95 3.9 1.4 1.45
Sn 4.0 4.2 1.9 1.84
Pb 3.9 4.0 1.6 1.55
Sb 3.75 4.1 1.5 1.46
Bi 3.9 4.3 1.2 1.23

Cu 4.6 4.65 3.8 4.3
Ag 4.4 4.0 3.2 3.2
Au 5.1 5.1 4.3 4.15

Mg 3.4 3.5 1.6 1.61
H 5.0 4.6
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Fig. 10b shows an analysis of the phase diagrams
based on Li, Ca or Sr with 30 transition metals (now
including Cu, Ag, or Au). There are now a fairly large
number of phase diagrams about which no information
is available (12 based on Li, 12 with Ca and 19 with Sr).
Those that are available again show a good correlation
with the AO* and Anws values; as can be seen in
Table II and fig. 10, the values for 0* and nws of these
three metals are almost identical with the expeilimental
values. The straight line in fig. 10b corresponds to

2.0V

/.5

1.0

0.5

00 2 3 4 5
Anws

Fig. 11. Analysis of binary phase diagrams, based on one tran-
sition metal with Al, Ga, In, TI, Sn, Pb, Sb or Bi. The case of
no compounds occurring when one of the solubilities is greater
than 10 at% is not found.
- Stable compounds.
+ No compounds and mutual solubility less than 10 at %.
x No information on the phase diagram available.

4V

3

2

1

1 2 3 4
Anws

5du. 0

QIP = 0.27 (eV/d.u.)2, thus again to a value somewhat
higher than the previous two. It can be seen that the
extension of our original system of 27 metals to 33
does not require any further adjustment of the original-
ly chosen 0* and nws values.

It is now possible to make a prediction about alloying
or non -alloying for all binary systems based on Li, Ca
and Sr about which no information is yet available. We
can also do this for Ba and the heavier alkali metals
Na, K, Rb and Cs, in which case the information al -

3 4 5
Anws

Fig. 10. The sign of OH for alloys of Cu, Ag, Au (left) and Li, Ca, Sr (right) with 27 transi-
tion metals.
- Stable compounds.
+ Eutectic with mutual solubility less than 10 at %.
0 No compounds, solubility greater than 10 at %.
 No compounds, solubility greater than 10 at %, but OH is nevertheless positive. (OH was

determined calorimetrically for low solubility at low temperature.)
-0-No compounds, solubility greater than 10 at %. Measured values are also given for OH,

which has the negative sign.
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ready available on the alloying behaviour with the 30
transition metals becomes gradually smaller. The limit-
ed information available seems to suggest that a cor-
relation like that of fig. 10b is fully maintained, but that
the slope of the straight line continues to increase slight-
ly in the series Na, K, Rb, Cs (the ratio PI Q changes
and is not constant as it is between the 27 transition
metals).

Fig. 11 analyses the alloying behaviour of the same
27 transition metals with the trivalent, tetravalent and
pentavalent non -transition metals Al, Ga, In, TI, Sn,
Pb, Sb and Bi. The minus signs here indicate that
there are compounds, the plus signs that there are no
compounds and little mutual solubility, and the crosses
that no phase diagram is known.
(11] H. B. Michaelson, J. appl. Phys. 21, 536, 1950.
(12] V. S. Fomenko, Handbook of thermo-ionic properties,

Plenum Press, New York 1966.
113] K. A. Gschneidner Jr., Solid State Physics 16, 275, 1964..
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If again reasonable .values are assumed for 0* (i.e.
values that do not differ much from 0), and using ex-
perimental values for (KVin)-4- as a measure of nws, a
clear correlation is once again found between the heat
of formation and AO*, Anws. There is an important
difference from the foregoing, however. Equation (1)
no longer appears to apply. It remains possible to draw
a line separating the region with predominantly nega-
tive OH values from a region with purely positive Ali
values and unknown phase diagrams, but this line is no
longer a straight one through the origin. The solid curve
in fig. 11 relates to the simplest modification of equa-
tion (1) that corresponds to the results - the cor-
relation found after the addition of a negative constant:

OH = f(c) [-Pe(A 0*)2 Q(Anws)2- R]. (2)

The parabola in fig. 11 relates to QIP = 0.175
(eV/d.u.)2 and RIP = 1.36 eV2. In this figure there are
three minus signs in the positive region (Mn-Bi, Mn-Sb
and Ir-Pb) and five plus signs in the negative region
(Co-Pb, Ni-Pb, Re-Sn, Nb-Tl and Ni-Ti). The number
of systems on which no information is available is 31.
For 17 of these we can state positively whether they
will or will not alloy; see Table III.

The extra negative contribution to the energy of the
alloy, as found here for alloys of transition metals with
non -transition metals whose conduction electrons have
a distinct p character, is not known from the theory.
However, the exceptionally large negative heat of solu-
tion of the rare-earth metals in molten tin ( -60 kcal
per gram atom) has earlier been considered a very
surprising result.

It seems likely that the energy effect arises from more effective
mixing (hybridization) of the wave functions of d electrons with
p wave functions for the transition metals when they are asso-
ciated with typical p metals in one alloy. What is surprising,
however, is that this negative contribution should be approxi-
mately a constant that is virtually independent of which particular
transition metal is alloyed with which particular p electron metal.
The constant R represents a considerable contribution, as will
later be shown (for dilute alloys R corresponds to a heat of
solution of approximately 1 eV/at = 23 kcal/gram atom).

Visual presentation

It will meanwhile have become clear why the divalent
metals Mg, Zn, Cd and Hg have not been considered
along with the group of trivalent to pentavalent non -
transition metals. Whether or not the energy term that
corresponds to the constant R makes a contribution
depends on whether or not these metals are alloyed with
metals that are more strongly electronegative. When
Mg is alloyed with, for example, Pd, Rh or Ni, it loses
electrons and becomes a member of the group Cu, Ag,
Au, Li, Na and K owing to the strongly ionic character

Table III. Predictions relating to the alloying of transition metals
with trivalent or higher valency non -transition metals in cases
for which no experimental information is yet available.

Prediction:
compounds

Prediction: no compounds
and low solubility

Definite

Pb-Hf
TI-Hf
Bi-Hf
Pu-Sb

Bi-Tc TI-Mo
Bi-Ta TI-Ru
Bi-Re TI-Cr
Sb-W Tl-W
In -W TI -Re
Pb-Os TI-Ir

TI -Os

Probable

Sb-Re
Sb-Tc
TI -Rh
In -Re
In-Tc
Sn-Tc

TI -V
TI-Tc
TI-Ta

of the alloy. It is not possible to gain ionic energy while
at the same time preserving the energy contribution
connected with the presence of p electrons.

Let us examine this with the aid of fig. 12. Each
metal is given a place in this figure determined by its
45* and nws values. If equation (1), without the extra
constant R, were valid for Mg alloys, then it ought to
be possible to separate the elements that do not alloy
with Mg from the elements that do by drawing two
symmetrical, straight lines, since j "* I = al Anws
gives two straight lines. The metals in the upper and
lower sectors should alloy well with Mg, whereas those
in the left- and right-hand sectors should give a simple
eutectic. Fig. 12 shows that the procedure gives excel-
lent results; there is only one exception, the system
Mg-Pu, in which compounds occur in spite of the
almost identical 0*. The conclusion is that there might
well be an extra energy term for Mg alloys, but that
it is not large enough to stabilize compounds of Mg
with Zr, Ti or Hf.

In fig. 13 the procedure outlined for Mg is applied to
three other cases. First it is applied to Au as a base
metal to illustrate how the correlations found in this
article can be used in practice. If the two lines corre-
sponding to fig. 10a are drawn through Au as the origin,
we see that one metal lies in the upper sector (Pd) and
a large number in the lower sector. With all these metals
Au forms intermetallic compounds or ordered super-
structures, except with Ag, but a negative value for LH
has in fact been measured calorimetrically in the system
Ag-Au. For all metals in the right-hand sector OH
should be positive. For Au -Pt and Au-Ni the value of
LH is small, so that at high temperatures there may yet
be full solubility. In the case of Au with Ru, Os, Ir, Re,
etc. the mutual solubility is very small and there are no
compounds. At the lower limit there is again some solu-
bility in the case of Au-Mo (much more than in the case
of Au -W), while Au again forms compounds with Cr.
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Fig. 12. Survey of the alloying behaviour of Mg. The minus sign
indicates that intermetallic compounds with Mg exist, the plus
sign means that no stable alloys are known. There is no infor-
mation about Tc, Ru, Os, Re, Cr and Ta. When the values
0* = 3.4 V and nws = 1.6 d.u. are assigned to Mg (i.e. virtually
the experimental values), it is seen that AH is given by equation (1).
The lines I AO*1 = al Anwsl separate the metals that alloy well
with Mg (upper and lower sectors) from the metals that do not
(left- and right-hand sectors).

5.5V

5.0

0*

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

0 1 2 3 4 5
nws

7du.

Fig. 13. Survey of the alloying behaviour of a large number of
metals with respect to Au, H and Al. The lines through Au and H
correspond to I 6,0*I = al Anwsl . The two lines that indicate
where OH is zero for transition metals alloyed with Al form
two parabolae (in accordance with equation 2), one of which

' falls outside the figure on the left.
LH = 0 with respect to hydrogen metal
LH = 0 with respect to Au.
OH = 0 with respect to Al, for transition metals.

The only exception is in the left-hand sector: Au-Bi,
which, like Au -T1, ought not to form compounds but
in fact does. The attractive feature of fig. 13 is that it
shows at a glance the alloying behaviour of gold, which
in itself is of course very well known.

A useful application is found in the metallization
problem in semiconductor technology. In the finishing
of semiconductor devices it is important that vapour -
deposited gold layers that are in contact with other
metals should not form intermetallic compounds with
them, although some solubility is desirable to give
adhesion. In fig. 13 it can be seen that Mo and also W
would be a good choice here.

In the metallization problem it is also important to
know which metals do not react strongly with Al. To
demonstrate this visually for Al with transition metals
we must draw not two straight lines, but two parabolae
around Al as the centre -point. It is seen that Al alloys
well with all transition metals that lie in the now inter-
connected upper and lower regions, and in accordance
with the known facts (Al forms compounds with all
the transition metals) there is not a single transition
metal in the left- or right-hand sectors (the left-hand
parabola falls outside fig. 13). The question that may
now be asked is : with which transition metals are the
compounds least stable ? That is, which transition metals
would be least reactive with Al? Fig. 13 provides the
answer: in the first place W, then Mo, so that it has
now been established that the combination Al-Mo-Au
or Al -W -Au would be attractive in connection with the
metallization problem.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that the two -param-
eter model can also clarify the reactivity of hydrogen
with respect to the transition metals. The formation of
a metallic hydride can be pictured as taking place in
two steps. First, molecular hydrogen is converted into
metallic hydrogen (at the expense of an energy amount-
ing to some kcal per gram atom of H). After this,
metallic hydrogen will alloy just like any other metal.
Equation (1) would then be expected to apply for the
heat of formation of the alloy, since this equation
also gives a good description of the alloying of Li or Au.
The question is: can values of nws and 0* be assigned
to hydrogen metal such that the alloying behaviour of
hydrogen fits in the picture outlined ? The confirmatory
answer is again given in fig. 13, were for hydrogen
we take 0* = 5.0 V and nws = 4.6 d.u. In accord-
ance with the experimental data we find negative heats
of formation for the alloying of H with Pd (in the upper
sector) and with U,'V, Nb, Ta, Pu, Zr, Hf, Ti, Th, Sc, Y
and the metals of the rare-earth group in the lower
sector. The borderline cases Mn and Cr (heat of forma-
tion almost zero) also agree with the model, the only
exception being Pt. An important consequence of the

4
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analysis presented here is that, in the stable hydrides,
hydrogen is the electropositive element only in the
system Pd -H. For all other binary systems there can
be little doubt that hydrogen acts as the more electro-
negative metal, which accepts electrons.

To summarize the main arguments of this first part
of the article, we can say first that the two main con-
tributions to the heat of -formation of alloys of two
Metals are made by a negative term, connected with
the difference in the electronegativity of the two metals,
and a positive term that corresponds to the difference
in electron density at the boundary of the atomic cell
in these metals.

The proof that these contributions are not only pres-
ent for alloys of tlivo transition metals, but are also
sufficient for determining whether two metals will alloy
or not, is obtained from the ability to formulate rules
for the alloying behaviour that allow predictions to be
Made with an exceptionally high degree of certainty.
For alloys of .transition metals with polyvalent non -
transition metals, a third contribution to the alloying
energy has been found that does not depend on which
transition metal is alloyed with which p metal. In all

this the size of the atoms plays no part. It only becomes
important when it is a question of determining whether
two metals can form solid solutions; it is not relevant
to the questicin of whether stable alloys exist.

The recommended values for the electronegativity of
metallic elements correspond closely to the experimen-
tal values found for the work function of pure metals.

Summary. Reliable rules have long been sought for the alloying
behaviour of metals. There is the qualitative rule that states that
the more two metals differ in electronegativity (a rather vague
concept), the greater the heat of formation of the alloy and thus
its stability. There is also the Hume-Rothery rule, which
states that two metals differing by more than 15 % in their atomic
radius will not form solid solutions. This rule can only be used
to predict poor solubility (90 % reliability), it will not predict good

'solubility. In this article a simple atomic model is presented,
which although empirical like the other rules nevertheless has
a clear physical basis' and predicts the alloying behaviour of
transition metals correctly in 98 % of cases. In this model there
are two contributions that determine the heat of formation : a nega-
tive one, connected with the difference in electronegativity - this
quantity must be taken as proportional to the experimental value
of the work function - and a positive one, corresponding to the
difference in electron density at the boundary of the atomic cells
of the metals. For alloys of transition metals with polyvalent
non -transition metals there is also a third contribution to the
heat of formation, which is independent of which transition metal
is alloyed with which p metal. None of this is affected by the
atomic size; this is only of significance in deciding whether two
metals are able to form solid solutions, and not whether stable
alloys exist.
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Luminescent screen with 'pillar structure'

A luminescent screen that converts X-radiation into visible
light must have an appreciable thickness (200 1.Lm or more) if it
is to absorb the incident radiation sufficiently. A thicker layer,
however, means a poorer resolution, owing to lateral scattering
of the generated light. This can be avoided to some extent by using
a screen structure that may be likened to a layer of 'pillars'
standing vertically on the substrate of the screen. The preference
for propagation of the light in the longitudinal direction of the
pillars is based on repeated reflection of the light from the smooth
side faces. With some substances (e.g. Csl) a structure of this
type is obtained by deposition from the vapour phase on to the
substrate, but in that case there is fairly strong optical contact
between the pillars. This is usually avoided by creating light
barriers in a subsequent thermal treatment of the deposited
layer, causing narrow fissures to form between clusters of pillars.

A method has been devised by A. L. N. Stevels and A. D. M.
de Pauw at Philips Research Laboratories in which these struc-
tures are produced in a controlled way during the actual vapour -
deposition process. In this method the substrate is previously
given the desired pattern in some way or another. The pattern
can be made regular in form, and the dimensions of the elements
can be freely chosen within certain limits. The photograph
(made by J. L. C. Daams with a scanning electron microscope)
shows one of the experimental forms, in which the substrate is a
very fine mesh of molybdenum -wire gauze. The vapour -deposited
layer is CsI with a thickness of about 200 Inn. Layer growth
begins on the protruding parts of the gauze, and continues until
completely separated clusters of pillars have formed. Even if the
layer is made considerable thicker, it still retains the pattern of
the substrate.
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- Attitude control for the
Netherlands astronomical satellite (ANS)

P. van Otterloo

This second article on the Netherlands astronomical satellite (ANS) deals with the
attitude -control system. Astronomers who wish to make measurements on what are vir-
tually point sources require their telescopes to be aimed extremely accurately. To satisfy
those requirements the satellite has been equipped with a control system whose accuracy
and flexibility put ANS in the forefront of modern space technique. The secret lies in the
the digital processing of the data, by software in an onboard computer instead of using
specific hardware.

Purpose of attitude control and how it works

In most astronomical investigations, whether from
the Earth or from space, the accurate and constant
aiming or 'pointing' of the observation equipment at the
object under study is a first prerequisite. This is clearly
reflected in the equipment of the astronomical satellite
ANS (` Astronomische Nederlandse Satelliet'). The intro-
ductory article [1] on the ANS project characterizes the
satellite as a relatively comprehensiv'e package of
astronomical observation equipment with a refined,
locally operating and flexible service system, whose
main task is the automatic control of attitude for
pointing the astronomical instruments. It was stated
in the earlier article that the maximum total mass of
the satellite would be about 130 kg, and the construc-
tion therefore was to be kept particularly simple. For
this reason the sensors for the attitude control, the
deployed solar panels and the astronomical equipment
are rigidly connected with the frame of the satellite,
without any possibility of relative movement. Mechan-
ical restrictions of this type do not of course make
attitude control and operational aspects any easier.
Another restriction is that the mass of the attitude -
control equipment should be no more than the 15.5 kg,
permitted in the 'mass balance' schedule for the
satellite.

The control follows a sequence consisting of ten
operating modes. Fig. 1 shows a number of these
modes, which are completed after separation of the
last launching stage. The first is the `despin' mode,
which takes place in two steps, to eliminate a rapid
rotation (180 rpm) originating from the launching
vehicle. Next the satellite takes up a position such that

Ir P. van Otterloo is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eind-
hoven, and is Local Project Manager for ANS.

its solar panels are oriented perpendicular to the line
connecting it to the Sun. This is followed by a mode in
which the sky is scanned in a circular arc in a search
for an object to be observed. In the scanning mode the
satellite slowly rotates about the axis constantly direct-
ed towards the Sun. Finally the attitude -control system
ensures that the instruments are kept permanently
pointed at the object (fine pointing).

The attitude control is effected by means of an auto-
matic control loop, in which a number of sensors
regularly measure the attitude of satellite and obser-
vation equipment and report this to an onboard digital
computer [2]. After comparison of the measured atti-
tude data with the desired values (or setpoints), the
computer sets actuators in operation to carry out any
corrections required [3]. The purpose of the attitude -
control system is in fact twofold. On one hand it has to
point the astronomical instruments in certain directions
or at certain stars on receipt of commands from the
onboard computer and to keep the instruments point-
ed; and on the other hand it has to allow the satellite
to take up a position such that both of its solar panels
continuously receive the maximum amount of sunlight,
since otherwise the power supply could become insuf-
ficient.

The procedure of pointing the satellite at the Sun is
preceded by a 'Sun -acquisition' phase, in which the
satellite looks for the Sun. During Sun acquisition the
[1]

[2]

13]

W. Bloemendal and C. Kramer, The Netherlands astro-
nomical satellite (ANS), Philips tech. Rev. 33, 117-129, 1973
(No. 5).
G. J. A. Arink, The onboard computer for the Netherlands
astronomical satellite (ANS), to be published in a forthcom-
ing issue of this journal.
Separate articles on the sensors and actuators will be pub-
lished later in this journal.
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electrical power is supplied by a nickel -cadmium bat-
tery. The battery is also used when the satellite for one
reason or another, such as a slight orbit -injection error,
has to spend some time in the Earth's shadow at the
beginning of the mission. This situation is signalled by
a group of photosensitive sensors. The control devices
on board then take measures to minimize the consump-
tion of power.

An important subsidiary task of the attitude -control
system is to supply attitude data, which are contin-
uously picked up by the various sensors, for storage in
the memory units of the onboard computer. After trans-
mission to Earth, these data can be taken into account
when the results obtained with the astronomical in-
struments are evaluated.

In the following discussion of ANS it will be con-
venient to assume that it has a fixed coordinate system
(fig. 2). When folded out the solar panels lie in the x,y
plane. The positive z-axis is perpendicular to the front
plane of the satellite, and after Sun acquisition it points
accurately in the direction of the centre of the Sun. The
optical axis of the Cassegrain telescope carried on
board DI acts as the x-axis. All other observation in-
struments, such as the proportional counters for X-
radiation and all attitude -control sensors, are aligned
in relation to the Cassegrain telescope to within a
tolerance of no more than three minutes of arc. The

Fig. 1. The successive situations
or operating modes of the satel-
lite in a normal mission, as they
would appear from the Sun.
E Earth. L launch site. 1 The
satellite is first in a state of rapid
rotation, caused by the spin sta-
bilization of the launcher, and
describes a nutation movement
due to the separation from the
last stage. 2-4 The 'despin' and
`cletumbling' modes. 5-7 The
front of the satellite is turned
towards the Sun; the two panels
with solar cells are now deploy-
ed. 8-12 Rotation of the satellite
about the axis pointing towards
the Sun to search for stellar
objects; the astronomical in-
struments 'look' in the direction
of the arrow.

equipment is fixed to the frame of the satellite in such
a way that any slight deformations of the frame will
cause the least misalignment. The final calibration of
the alignment takes place by adjustment of the com-
puter programs when the satellite has been put into
orbit (in -orbit checkout).

x
A

Fig. 2. Sketch of the satellite showing the coordinate system used.
The z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the deployed solar
panels. The x-axis points in the direction in which the astro-
nomical instruments can make their observations.
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The attitude control chosen for ANS is an 'active'
three -axis system of the coarse -fine type. This means
that there are sensors and actuators on board that are
capable of continuously detecting and correcting
changes in satellite attitude in three dimensions. The
adjustment is coarse in relation to the Earth's hori-
zon, coarse and fine in relation to the Sun -satellite
line, and fine in relation to the line between the satellite
and the object of observation. For these functions there
are altogether four types of sensor and three types of
actuator on board.

`Passive' attitude -control systems also exist, such as spin
stabilization and gravity -gradient stabilization systems. In the
second system the stabilizing force is derived from the difference
in the gravitational forces exercised by the Earth on two heavy
masses located some distance apart in the satellite. This implies
alignment in relation to the local vertical, which, since there is
then no orientation towards the Sun, makes the system unsuitable
for ANS.

For spin stabilization one axis of the satellite is kept in a fixed
attitude in space; a flywheel in the satellite [4) (or the satellite
itself) rotates at a speed of about a thousand (or a hundred if the
satellite itself) revolutions per minute about the appropriate axis.
A system of this type would make it impossible for ANS to carry
out the observations, which have to be made in all directions.
The direction of the axis of rotation would of course be difficult
to change, and in lateral observations the viewing direction would
change much too quickly.

As mentioned earlier, the entire attitude -control
system is designed as a digital system comprising an
onboard computer as the principal controller ( fig. 3).
This digitalization makes it very easy to standardize
the interface between any two neighbouring elements
in the control loop. An even more important point is
that it gives greater operational flexibility. Since the
data processing is performed by software stored in the
computer memory units, it is much easier to make modi-
fications or adjustments in the processing than it would
be if the processing methods were based on analog

Fig. 3. Onboard computer with storage. The part with the con-
nectors is the central processor. The other modules form seven
independent storage units.

circuits. The total storage capacity for control and
measurement data is 28 000 words of 16 bits. The pos-
sibility of introducing changes from the Earth into the
available control algorithms has the great advantage
that even if a fault should occur during the flight, the
satellite can still be optimally used simply by correcting
the software.

In the following sections we shall first take a closer
look at the design specifications for the attitude -
control system; as we shall see later, these specifications
were primarily determined by the astronomers' require-
ments. A description will then be given of the various
elements used in the control system, principally the
sensors and actuators, and also of the operating modes
of the satellite after separation from the last stage of the
launcher. Finally there will be a brief description of the
way in which the attitude -control system has been
checked in the laboratory.

Design and main elements of the control system

As stated, the performance required of the attitude -
control system is very closely related to the measure-
ments that ANS has to carry out. The spectrometer
behind the telescope for investigating the ultraviolet
radiation from young stars [1] has an effective field of
view of 2.5 x 2.5 minutes of arc. The image of a star is
of course very nearly a point; the diameter corresponds
to an angle of less than 10 seconds of arc. During the
measurement the optical axis of the telescope and the
line between the telescope and the star should therefore
not differ in direction by more than minutes of arc.

Before the telescope can be aimed at a star and kept
tracking it, the star must of course first be detected.
Unfortunately the radiation from the stars under
investigation (with brightnesses up to the 10th mag-
nitude) may often be far from strong enough to
provide a useful reference for pointing. To get around
these problems ANS will work with a 'pattern -
recognition' system, enabling the attitude -control
system to recognize an object from two brighter guide
stars in the immediate neighbourhood. The quality of
the fine pointing will then be independent of the
brightness of the object under investigation, which is a
great advantage in the measurement of the many
extremely weak radiation sources which the astrono-
mers have in their programme. To make sure that there
are sufficient guide stars over the whole celestial sphere,
the system will be made sensitive enough for stars with
a brightness up to the 8th magnitude to be used as
guides. Another special feature of ANS is that the pat-
tern recognition will be made through the telescope
used for the astronomical measurements. The mech-
anism for this purpose is incorporated in the tele-
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scope, which means that there are then no alignment
problems.

Since the X-ray detectors are aligned with respect to
the telescope, the detection and tracking of the objects
under investigation can take place in the same way
with two guide stars via the telescope. An extra feature
in the design of the attitude -control system is that a
source of sufficiently hard X-radiation can be tracked
directly by means of the output signal of the X-ray
detector, and not by making use of guide stars. The
X-ray detector is fitted with a collimator that defines a
sufficiently sharp direction for pointing.

During the six months in which the satellite is
operational the z-axis of ANS rotates through an angle
of 180 degrees. Because of this the possibility of observ-
ing an object in the celestial sphere is limited to one
particular day,, which is the day on which the plane
perpendicular to the z-axis contains the object in
question. Furthermore, during any revolution around
the Earth no more than 30 minutes of astronomical
observations can be made on the same object. Other-
wise sunlight reflected from the Earth would penetrate
the telescope; scattered light upsets both attitude con-
trol and observations as soon as the angle between the
local vertical and the optical axis of the telescope is
more than 75°. A time of 30 minutes is too short for
certain observations, such as those for determining the
frequency of intensity fluctuations in the X-ray emis-
sion from pulsars Eli. Observations of this type have to
be repeated in a number of successive_ revolutions, and
this is only feasible if the attitude -control system com-
pensates the simultaneous slight shift of the z-axis, so
that the plane perpendicular to it continues to contain
the source. A refinement has been built into the system
for this purpose; it allows stabilized misalignments of
the positive z-axis to be programmed from the Earth,
up to a maximum of 0.7° (offset facility). This enables
observations to be made on the same object during
some twenty successive orbits. The specified average
accuracy with which the z-axis is to be pointed at the
Sun is normally 0.01°.

The actuators

Three types of actuator have been chosen for making
 corrections to the attitude and movements of the
satellite. The initial spin due to the launcher will be
stopped by a 'yo-yo'. This actuator consists in principle
of two auxiliary masses fixed to the satellite, which fly
out shortly after separation of the last launcher stage,
each mass being attached to a taut release line a few
metres long (fig. 4). The auxiliary masses exert an op-
posing torque until the satellite has lost nearly all its
spin. When the release lines come into the radial posi-
tion they automatically become detached (if this did

not happen the angular momentum carried by the
auxiliary masses would be returned to the satellite).
The yo-yo is thus used once only, and therefore more
actuators are needed.

2'
0

1'

1'0

Fig. 4. Diagram of the 'yo-yo' despin system, which reduces the
initial spin rate of the satellite (180 rpm) to about 2 or 3 rpm.
The system is carried on a ring located below the base plate of
the satellite frame; this ensures that the release lines function
freely. The yo-yo comes into operation as soon as a 'guillotine'
mechanism cuts a connecting line that holds the yo-yo masses in
place. The guillotine is controlled by a time switch that starts
when the satellite separates from the last stage of the launcher.
The masses and the length of the release lines are given values
such that the initial spin has just reached zero (w = 0) when the
lines have completely unwound.

The second actuator is a magnetic 'torquer', consist-
ing of three air -cored coils (fig. 5), mounted at right
angles to each other in the satellite. These coils can be
energized independently of one another, under the
supervision of the attitude -control logic, which will be
discussed in the section dealing with the complete con-
trol system. The interaction betw.een the coils and the
local magnetic field of the Earth makes it possible to
exert a variable torque in such a way as to change the
angular momentum of the satellite. This facility is
subject to limitations, however, since no torque can
of course be generated to provide a rotation with the

[4] See for example: J. P. Reinhoudt, A flywheel for stabilizing
space vehicles, Philips tech. Rev. 30, 2-6, 1969.
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local field vector as the axis of rotation, and moreover,
the accuracy achieved with a magnetic actuator of this
type, a simple on -off control with dead band, is unfor-
tunately not very high, which explains the presence of
the third actuator.

The third actuator consists of a system of three
orthogonal reaction wheels (fig. 6), which act as
angular -momentum exchangers. As the name suggests,
a reaction wheel only exchanges angular momentum
between the satellite and itself (the angular momentum
of the complete satellite remains unchanged). Since
these reaction wheels can be very accurately and easily
controlled by the onboard computer, using an electric

Fig. 5. One of the coils of the magnetic 'torquer'. There are three
such coils at the base of the satellite, each perpendicular to one
of the coordinate axes (fig. 2). The coils are orthocyclically
wound [5] with aluminium wire and embedded in a thermoplastic
material. The power required is 2 W. Each coil delivers a maxi-
mum torque of 5 x 10-4 Nm.

Fig. 6. One of the three reaction wheels. The shafts of the reaction
wheels are parallel to the three coordinate axes (fig. 2). Each
wheel can deliver a positive or negative torque, with a total of
23 different values (including zero). The maximum value is
1.5 Ncm. The maximum power taken is 4 W per wheel. One of
the control -logic units is shown on the left. Each unit consists of
a set of printed -circuit boards and is mounted inside the black
cylinder below the wheel.

servomotor drive, the exchange of angular momentum
can thus be made to take place with sufficient accuracy.

The attitude -control logic is designed to ensure that
the magnetic actuator interacts in the correct way with
the reaction wheels. If, for example, a reaction wheel
takes up so much angular momentum that it ap-
proaches its maximum permissible speed of revolution,
the wheel itself will signal this state of affairs to the
attitude -control logic, which will instruct the magnetic
actuator to exert an appropriate torque on the satellite
as a whole so as to remove the necessity for the exces-
sively high speed of the reaction wheel. The wheel will
then start to turn more slowly, i.e. it is 'discharged' by
the magnetic actuator.

Although it might appear at first sight to be a useful
technique, actuators based on expulsion of mass are
not used in ANS. The primary objection to such
actuators for an astronomical satellite is that they
produce clouds of gas, which can adversely affect the
operation of the astronomical instruments.

The solar sensors

The solar sensors consist basically of one or more
photosensitive silicon devices (solar cells) housed in
such a way as to give a well defined field of view. In the
first stage of Sun acquisition the satellite will tumble
erratically through space. For this reason a sensor is
needed that is capable of scanning rapidly the entire
celestial sphere ( fig. 7). On the other hand the final
pointing of the positive z-axis at the centre of the Sun
must be very accurate. One sensor is not capable of
meeting both these requirements, and therefore in
addition to the 'coarse' solar sensor just mentioned,
there are two others included in the design: an inter-
mediate solar sensor (fig. 8; maximum pointing
error 1°) and a fine solar sensor (fig. 9; maximum error
0.01°). These sensors are required to measure the sign
and magnitude of rotations about both the x-axis and
the y-axis, since any directional error of the z-axis is
equivalent to the superposition of rotations about
the two other axes. The easiest solution is to duplicate
the two sensors, one for the x-axis and the other for
the y-axis.

The high directional sensitivity of the fine solar
sensor is only of significance if the alignment of the
sensor remains within the same narrow limit as 0.01°
in relation to the astronomical observation instru-
ments. This sensor is therefore rigidly fixed to a base
plate of the Cassegrain telescope used for the observa-
tions.

The housings that define the field of view of each of
the solar sensors range from simple masks, which allow
a conical beam of light to fall on a solar cell, to com-
plete small telescopes with cylindrical mirrors, which
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form a linear image of the Sun somewhere on a row of
200 photosensitive elements. The position, and also
any shift in the linear image with respect to these ele-
ments, which operate as a shift register, then give an
extremely sensitive directional indication for the on-
board computer. The linear image covers 50 elements,
i.e. one quarter of the total field of view of 2°, the diam-
eter of the Sun corresponding to an angle of 0.5°.

The horizon sensor

After the fine pointing of the z-axis the next step is to
point the observation instruments at an object to be
studied, in other words to point the x-axis. Clearly, the
Sun cannot serve as a reference for this attitude control
`around' the z-axis. The obvious thing to do is to bring
the celestial body closest to hand, the Earth, into the
control system. The horizon sensor (fig. 10) measures
the direction of the x-axis with respect to two connect-
ing lines between satellite and horizon; these are the
connecting lines lying in the x,y plane. This sensor is
only sensitive in the wavelength region in which the
Earth most resembles a uniformly emitting disc (the
infrared around 15 1..1,m). The operation of the sensor is
little affected by geographic latitude or strongly alter-
nating conditions such as night and day. The sensor
detects the transition between Earth and space (and
vice versa) by a scanning movement, and gives the
desired direction of the x-axis to within an accuracy of
about 0.3°. This means of course that the direction of
the x-axis with respect to the local vertical can also be
calculated.

The ability to observe a celestial object implies that
the x-axis must have a specific direction in space. It
will be clear from fig. 10b that this viewing direction
in space for an x-axis with a fixed attitude angle a in
relation to the line between satellite and horizon will
only occur when the satellite in its orbit around the
Earth passes a particular point with an angle of lati-
tude b. The expected uncertainty with regard to the
exact value of 6 is unfortunately so great that the cor-
rect point in the orbit for the observation would be
communicated to the computer too inaccurately. This
means that fine pointing at the object, and in particular
the tracking of the object, would fail. For this reason
the horizon sensor is used only for coarse pointing of
the observation instruments. The fine adjustment is
made with another type of sensor, which will now be
discussed.

The star sensor

For fine pointing at a stellar object and for star
tracking, the satellite uses a star sensor (fig. 11 and

[53 W. L. L. Lenders, The orthocyclic method of coil winding,
Philips tech. Rev. 23, 365-379, 1961/62.

Fig. 7. One of the silicon devices forming part of the coarse solar
sensor, mounted in its housing, which also serves as a mask. One
such device is fitted on each of the six sides of the satellite. The
fields of view are cones with an apex angle of 120 degrees and
overlap one another.

b

SC

I I
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Fig. 8. a) Schematic representation of the intermediate solar
sensor. A box B with two slits in it contains two series of five solar
cells SC, each diffused into a 60 x 40 mm silicon chip, over which
a mask M with a pattern of slits is fitted. Both series of solar cells
have a field of view of 72°; one is in the x,z-plane and the other in
the y,z-plane. The pattern of slits is laid out so as to make it
possible to determine from the signals the direction and speed
of rotation about the x- and the y-axis. The total power taken by
the sensor is 0.15 W. b) The mask.

II

Fig. 9. The fine solar sensor. The detector SR is mounted in the
focal plane of a small cylindrical telescope (P primary mirror, S
secondary mirror); it contains a shift register composed of a row
of 200 photosensitive bistable circuits (P -channel MOS tran-
sistors). Field of view 2°, power required 0.2 W. There are two
of these sensors, one for the x,z-plane and one for the y,z-plane.
The position of the linear image of the Sun on the shift register
can be determined very accurately.
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Data

Fig. 10. a) The horizon sensor. This is located on the side of the
satellite facing away from the Sun. The plane mirror M rotates at
an angle of 45° about the z-axis, so that the sensor has a field of
view of 360° in the x,y-plane. The germanium lens L concentrates
the received radiation on the temperature -dependent resistor R.
At an abrupt change in R the position of the mirror is read out.
Mo motor. Total power required 1 W.
b) Pointing the x-axis with the aid of the horizon sensor. The
z-axis (perpendicular to the plane of the drawing) points towards
the Sun. The horizon sensor detects the horizon in two directions,
and the onboard computer calculates the angle y between the
x-axis and the local vertical from the angles a and fl. The latitude
angle 6 establishes the position of the satellite with respect to the
Earth's equator Eq.
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fig.12) which looks through the Cassegrain telescope of
the ultraviolet observation system DJ. The star sensor is
a camera tube of the image -dissector type. It consists of
an electron -optical image scanner (using a photo-
cathode) followed by a diaphragm behind which is
located a multiplier section. The tube combines the
required sensitivity with an absence of any significant
storage effect. This feature is necessary, otherwise slight
movements of the satellite would cause a blurred pic-
ture. Radiation entering the telescope at a small angle
to the optical axis is imaged on the photocathode of
the camera tube. (The radiation entering parallel to
the optical axis is the radiation investigated in the
astronomical measurements.) To detect and track an
object the onboard computer compares the information
received from the camera tube with its own data on two
guide stars, and from this calculates the control signal
that is needed. The attitude -control system then
manoeuvres the satellite in such a way that the image
of one of the guide stars is kept constantly at the same
place on the photocathode. If this place is well chosen,
the radiation from the object under observation will
then at the same time enter accurately along the optical
axis of the observation instrument and the associated
detector. It is to be expected that in this way the direc-
tional deviation will remain below the maximum per-
missible value of 1 minute of arc.

The magnetometer

Besides the three kinds of optical sensor the satellite
has another sensor that measures the components of
the Earth's local magnetic field; these data are used in
the attitude -control logic for calculating the energizing
of the magnetic torquing coils. Measurement of the
Earth's field is needed for the detumbling of the satellite

Fig. 11. The detector part of the star sensor is an image -dissector
tube. A picture is projected on the photocathode of the tube,
which is divided into 256 x 256 resolution elements. The onboard
computer indicates a group of four resolution elements in a
particular column, which is continuously scanned. If this group
delivers a signal, as a result of the detection of a star, a second
group of four resolution elements is then scanned. If the pres-
ence of a star is signalled in the second group within one second,
the desired pattern recognition has thus been established.
Thereupon the satellite changes its attitude such that the second
guide star takes up a predetermined position X, enabling the
astronomical observations to be carried out paraxially. The sec-
ond guide star is tracked in the position X with the aid of the
four adjacent resolution elementsin the shape of a cross.
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immediately after the yo-yo has done its work, and
also for the 'discharge' of a reaction wheel. The output
signals of the magnetometer can also be used for
determining whether the satellite is 'stationary', i.e.
whether it is no longer rotating about an axis aligned
with the Sun.

The magnetometer consists of three orthogonal 'flux
gates' or 'peaking strips' [6]. The magnetometer must
not of course be disturbed by the magnetic fields of the
three actuator coils. Compensation for these fields is
provided by auxiliary coils.

A flux gate is a transformer with a strip core, whose primary
coil is energized by a sinusoidal signal. The amplitude of this
signal is such that the core just becomes saturated at the maximum
energizing current, provided there is no external magnetic field.
If, however, an external (weak) field appears in the direction of
the core, the voltage across the secondary coil will be distorted.
The amplitude of the second harmonic appearing in the secondary
voltage as a result of this distortion is proportional to the external
field. After filtering and phase -sensitive rectification, a d.c. voltage
proportional to the field to be measured is therefore available.

The complete control system

Fig. 13 shows a block diagram of the complete auto-
matic attitude -control loop. The onboard computer
with its memory units (OBC, fig. 3) in conjunction
with the attitude -control logic (ACL, fig. 14) acts as a
comparator as well as a controller. Although these
elements are inevitably somewhat complex in structure
in view of the large number of logical decisions that
have to be made for switching from one sensor to the
other in the various operating modes, some simplifica-
tion is nevertheless possible through the adoption of a

periodic sampling system, for which only one control-
ler suffices. Given a sampling period of 1 second, the
required accuracy of control can then still be reached.
Of course the capacity of the computer must be large
enough to ensure that the constant feed -in of all
attitude data does not obstruct the processing of new
setpoints and other instructions from the control
room on the Earth as well as the processing of all the
astronomical measuring data. As we saw in the pre-
ceding article [1], the satellite can only exchange these
data with the ground station (via blocks TC and TM)
once in each 12 hours - and the exchange has to be
completed within ten minutes.

All that need be said here about the onboard com-
puter is that it also provides the attitude -control system
with clock -pulse signals by means of an 8 MHz oscil-
lator with frequency -dividing stages. The computer
memory unit comprises seven blocks, each of which
can operate independently; one of them (which one is
immaterial) is required for the storage of all the pro-
grams. The other blocks are available for data
storage.

The attitude -control logic (ACL) comprises the
magnetic -control logic (MCL), which controls the
energizing of the three magnetic coils (MC) by making
use of the output signal from the magnetometer
(MGM) and the data from the reaction wheels. The
coarse -control logic (CCL) can intervene in several
ways; for example a signal from the coarse solar sensor
(CSS) may lead to a demand for a torque to be supplied

[6] See H. Zijlstra, Experimental methods in magnetism, North -
Holland Publ. Co., Amsterdam '1967, part 2, p. 37.

Fig. 12. The Cassegrain telescope, which
forms part of one of the experiments on
board the satellite. This telescope is also
used for star tracking. 1 primary mirror.
2 secondary mirror. 3 light baffle. 4
oblique beam -folding mirror with cen-
tral opening in the focal plane. 5-7
beam -folding mirrors. 8 field lens for
enlarging the field of view. 9 relay lens.
10 photocathode. 11 image -dissector
camera tube. The radiation entering
parallel to the optical axis is the radia-
tion on which the astronomical obser-
vations are made. This radiation reaches
a spectroscope (not shown) through the
small aperture in the mirror 4. Radiation
whose direction deviates slightly from
that of the optical axis is transmitted
to the photocathode of the star sensor
by mirrors 4, 5, 6 and 7. The star sensor
generates a signal from which the
onboard computer calculates the con-
trol signals for fine pointing and star
tracking.
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Fig. 13. Block diagram of the attitude -control system in the astronomical satellite ANS. The
onboard computer and its memory units (0 BC) and the attitude -control logic (A CL) together
perform the tasks of comparator and controller; their operation can be modified from Earth
via the ground station at Redu (Belgium). One of the ground -station aerials is shown in the
diagram. The left-hand part of the diagram contains all the sensors, the right-hand part the
three types of actuator.

via the magnetic -control logic (MCL). As can be seen
in fig. 13, a signal from the intermediate solar sensor
(ISS) produces an effect on the reaction wheels via its
own control logic (ICL) and the priority logic (PL).
The priority logic decides which of the two possible
signals (from CCL and ICL) will control the reaction
wheels. This decision depends on the operating mode
of the satellite.

The operating modes

The various situations of the satellite after separa-
tion from the last launcher stage each have a corre-
sponding operating mode, and these have to be com-
pleted in succession by the attitude -control system.
It will be convenient to describe these modes in the

sequence in which they occur in a normal mission
(fig. 1). In addition there are the 'eclipse' modes and a
number of modes for dealing with emergency situa-
tions.

Table I gives a survey of the two groups, totalling ten
operating modes. As noted earlier, the first task of the
attitude -control system is to point the satellite at the
Sun; it next has to carry out the fine pointing of the
astronomical instruments.

Aiming at the Sun

The flight schedule, from the moment at which the
satellite separates from the launcher - the 'mission
profile' to which Table I corresponds, runs approx-
imately as follows (see also fig. 13). After the initial
spin has been reduced by the yo-yo the remaining
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Fig. 14. The attitude -control logic circuitry. The nine relatively heavy screws are designed to
help prevent vibration of the printed -circuit boards. They shift the natural vibrations of the
stack towards higher frequencies, so that the loads encountered during the mission are relatively
small.

Table I. The operating modes. In a 'normal' mission the attitude -control system goes through
modes 1-6 after the satellite has separated from the launcher. The emergency modes 7 and 8
come in if the battery voltage is too low. Modes 9 and 10 come in when the satellite is tem-
porarily in the Earth's shadow. The abbreviations used are defined in fig. 13.

Mode Sensor Actuator
Data

storage
Task of magnetic

control logic
(MCL)

Setpoint speed of
reaction wheels

from

1 Despin - YY yes

2 Solar detumbling CSS MC yes attitude control -
3 Magnetic

detumbling MGM MC yes attitude control

4 Sun acquisition CSS
RWL-x
RWL-y
RWL-z

yes discharging RWL ACL

5 Sun pointing MGM
RWL-x
RWL-y
RWL-z

yes discharging RWL ACL

6 Fine pointing FSS
SSE

RWL-x
RWL-y
R WL-z

yes discharging RWL 0 BC

7 Emergency mode
(during
detumbling)

- - no -
8 Emergency mode

(during
standstill)

CSS
ISS

MGM

R WL-x
RWL-y
RWL-z

no discharging RWL ACL

9 Eclipse (during
detumbling) MGM yes attitude control -

10 Eclipse (during
standstill)

CSS
ISS - yes - -
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rotation is eliminated in the 'solar detumbling' mode
by the magnetic coils (MC), under the control of the
six coarse solar sensors (CSS). Even when the sensors
no longer detect any change in lighting level, the satel-
lite will still be able to rotate about an axis that makes
a small angle with the connecting line between satellite
and Sun. In the third operating mode (`magnetic
detumbling') the output signal of the magnetometer
is therefore used instead of that of the solar sensor. If
neither of these two sensors detects any further change
during the next period of 50 seconds, the attitude -
control logic concludes that the satellite is stationary,
and the 'Sun -acquisition' mode can then begin. The
result of this fourth mode is that the satellite points at
the Sun with its positive z-axis within an angle of 30°.
In this mode the reaction wheels are the actuators and
the coarse solar sensors react to the value of the con-
trolled quantity. At the end of this mode the solar pan-
els are deployed. During the next mode (`Sun point-
ing') the z-axis is pointed at the Sun within an angle
of 1°. The two intermediate solar sensors (ISS in fig. 13)
supply the signal in this situation; the reaction wheels
effect the change of attitude, backed up by the magnetic
coils as soon as the speed of a wheel exceeds 20 % of its
maximum permissible value.

In the 'fine -pointing' mode, the last one in a success-
ful mission, the positive z-axis will be pointed at the
Sun and will remain pointed at it with an error of no
more than 1 minute of arc - apart from a pro-
grammed misalignment provided by the offset facility.
The two fine solar sensors (FSS in fig. 13) supply the
signal. The next step in this mode is to point the
astronomical instruments by means of a rotation about
the z-axis. Since this mode is the one concerned in the
actual scientific objectives of the project - the astro-
nomical observations -a separate discussion on this
is given below.

Modes 7 and 8 in Table I are designed to cope with
emergency situations. The emergency measures are
initiated by a signal that indicates that the battery volt-
age is too low. This signal can be generated by the
power -supply units in the satellite and then passed on
to the power -control unit (PCU in fig. 13). If the voltage
is already too low during detumbling (modes 2 and 3)
the controller breaks the connection between the bat-
tery and the satellite. The battery is then charged by
the solar cells without having to supply current for the
other equipment. This is possible because the solar pan-
els have some chance of generating power during the
tumbling of the satellite, even before they are deployed.
An automatic command switches all the equipment on
again when the voltage has increased to a high enough
value.

If the same emergency situation arises when the

satellite is stationary (mode 4) the same action is taken,
but in this case the communication equipment (TM
and TC in fig. 13) and the devices that keep the satel-
lite roughly aimed at the Sun remain switched on.

Even if a fault arises in the onboard computer, the
satellite is kept pointed at the Sun by the attitude -
control logic (ACL in fig. 13). This does however in-
crease the inaccuracy, since the attitude -control logic
cannot work with the fine solar sensor (FSS) but only
with the intermediate solar sensor (ISS). In the next
contact between the satellite and the ground station an
attempt can then be made to restore the original pro-
gram. Of course, this will only help when the fault is
in the software. If the hardware is also out of order, an
adapted program may sometimes solve the problem.

If none of the six coarse solar sensors generates a
signal, which means that ANS is in the Earth's shadow
(modes 9 and 10), the attitude -control logic will deliver
the eclipse signal, and power -saving measures will then
come into operation. If this should already be the case
during the satellite detumbling - which is only possible
in the event of a serious orbit -injection error - the
attitude -control logic then switches over to 'magnetic
detumbling' (mode 3). This is the appropriate mode in
this case, because the Sun is not required here as a
reference or as a power source. After completion of
the detumbling, all the equipment will be switched off
except for the coarse and intermediate solar sensors;
these sensors detect the end of the eclipse period.

Fine pointing of the x-axis

Once the z-axis has been accurately pointed at the
Sun, fine pointing of the astronomical instruments at
a celestial object is carried out in a number of operating
modes that may be regarded as submodes of the fine -
pointing mode (Table II). All possible transitions from
one submode to another (Table III) take place on a
command from - and under the complete control of -
the onboard computer.

Pointing starts with the submode 'slew'. In this mode
the satellite, controlled by the horizon sensor, turns
from the previous direction of measurement to the new
one. The object of this submode is thus to obtain a
particular value for the angle between the x-axis of the
satellite and the local vertical (see fig. 10b). In the next
submode, 'scan', the angle obtained is kept constant,
which implies that the satellite has to rotate about its
centre of mass at the same angular velocity as that
with which the centre of mass describes its orbit, which
is 4 degrees per minute for an orbital period of 90 mi-
nutes. In this way the telescope, which looks along the
x-axis, is able to scan a complete circle once in every
revolution. Apart from the ordinary scan there is a
slow -scanning submode in which the scan takes place
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at the much lower angular velocity of 0.4 degrees per
minute; during this mode the setpoint angle is con-
tinually updated under computer control.

When the star sensor recognizes the programmed
pair of guide stars during one of the scanning modes,
a signal to terminate this operating mode is sent to the
onboard computer. Then fine pointing at the object
under observation starts, so that it can be accurately
tracked by the observation instruments; this finally
brings the satellite into the situation in which the
astronomical observations can be made. In this mode,
referred to as 'star pointing', the onboard computer
calculates the control signals for the reaction wheels,

Details of some control programs

In the 'slew' submode control is effected by electrical
servomotors which drive the reaction wheels or, after
reversal of the energizing current, apply a braking
force to them. Fig. 15 shows the block diagram of this
minimum -time control system. As the name suggests,
the aim of the control program is to bring about the
desired slew in the shortest possible time. A control of
this type is by nature nonlinear. A practical difficulty
is that the perturbations are not easily predictable;
friction is one of them, and another is that with in-
creasing motor speed the torque delivered by a motor
decreases as a result of magnetic saturation.

Table II. The control submodes for fine pointing (Table I, mode 6) in which the astronomical
instruments are pointed at a stellar object by rotation about the z-axis. The positive z-axis
remains continuously pointed towards the Sun.The abbreviations used are defined in fig. 13.

Submode
Rotation about

x-axis y-axis z-axis
controlled by

Angular velocity
around z-axis Inaccuracy

Slew FSS FSS HSE 0-2 0/s -
Scan FSS FSS HSE 4 ± 2 '/s 0.3°

Slow scan FSS FSS HSE 0.4 ± 2 '/s 0.3°

Star pointing FSS SSE SSE zero 1'

Offset pointing FSS SSE SSE zero, except
during transition
to new attitude

1'

X-ray pointing FSS FSS HXX zero

* Strongly dependent on strength of X-ray source; 1 minute of arc with strong sources.

using the signal from the star sensor as input. For hard
X-ray sources it is also possible to use the output signal
of the appropriate proportional counter as input signal
for tracking. The satellite can enter this 'X -ray -point-
ing' mode from either the slow scan or the star -pointing
mode. In the ordinary scan it will generally not be
possible to 'catch' the X-ray source, whose intensity is
usually too weak.

Normally the computer is programmed to point the
observation instruments at the object of interest. It is
however possible to switch from the star -pointing mode
to an offset -pointing mode in which the instruments are
deliberately pointed to one side of the object of interest
to allow the background radiation to be measured.

The scanning submode is also the operating mode of
the satellite when it enters into contact with the ground
station. If for some reason the satellite cannot then be
completely reprogrammed it is always possible to
switch from this submode to an emergency program,
for example to search for new X-ray sources elsewhere.

To conclude this section some details will be given of
the control procedures used in the modes preceding
fine pointing.

In such a situation the phase -plane method [73 is
used for representing the relation between the angular
error s and its time derivative a. The angular error of
the satellite is defined as the deviation from the desired
attitude angle. In our case the phase plane (fig. 16)
contains a number of trajectories which, when satura-
tion and friction are left out of account, are parabolic
in shape. In the figure the driving branches are shown
blue and the braking branches red. These are the only
trajectories along which the system can move.

Table III. The permitted transitions between the operating sub -
modes mentioned in Table II; the transitions are made at a com-
mand from the onboard computer.

Slew

Scan

Slow scan

Star pointing

Offset pointing

X-ray pointing

I

I

I

I

[7] See for example: J. -C. Gille, M. J. Pelegrin and P. Decaulne,
Feedback control systems, McGraw-Hill, New York 1959,
chap. 25. '
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If the computer is only switched over from driving to
braking at an angular error e = 0, a system with an
initial error -et will describe an oscillatory movement
along the associated parabola It and li*. A limit cycle
of this kind is of course not permissible because the
angular error has a permanent maximum value et.

The result required can be achieved by making the
computer switch over earlier, i.e. before the angular
error a has been reduced to zero. With a single switch-
ing operation the system can then be moved into the
`ideal' braking branch Op in fig. 16). This takes the sys-
tem straight to the origin of the phase plane; in the pro-
gramming for the onboard computer the trajectory 1p is
represented by the expression ae = 0. The
branches thus satisfy the equations a = ()2/a,
where a is a gain factor.

An added complication is the fact that the angular
velocity s must in all circumstances be limited to a
value at which rotation of the satellite due to the
reaction wheel does not cause any interfering signal in
the control circuit of one of the two other wheels. The
onboard computer counteracts such gyroscopic effects
by preventing the reaction wheel from generating a con-
trol torque as soon as a exceeds a specified value.
Consequently the system can never move outside the
area bounded by the two dashed lines in fig. 16. It will
therefore not reach the ideal braking branch at point P
but at Q, via the dashed line. The presence of a trajec-
tory of this kind, on which the control torque is zero,
also makes the problem of saturation much less
serious.

In practice of course certain imperfections are en-
countered; for example, near the origin the curve is ex-
ceptionally steep because the maximum control torque
is operative in that region. This could give rise to
severe overshoot and unstable stationary behaviour.
In this stage the control torque should therefore be
reduced to keep the remaining limit cycle - which is
unavoidable with an on -off control - within accept-
able bounds. The magnitude of the torque is chosen in
the second block of the diagram (fig. 15), the maximum
value per wheel being 0.015 Nm. The rest of the pro-
gram is such that from the point where the absolute
value of the angular error is 3° and its derivative is
approximately 0° per second, the control torque
decreases in direct proportion to the angular error.
The ideal braking branch in the phase plane must also
be adjusted accordingly, and the computer does this by
appropriately changing the gain a (fig. 15). The system
can then move sufficiently close to the origin and re-
main there. The slew mode ends as soon as the system
reaches a point where the angular error is 0.8° and its
derivative 0° per second.

In the scanning mode the scanning speed - which of

aE+Elti

+Tmax

-Tmax

DYN

Fig. 15. Block diagram of the m'nimum-time control of a reaction
wheel. The onboard computer switches an electric servomotor
from driving to braking action on the reaction wheel as soon as
the relation between the angular error of the satellite and its time
derivative can be expressed by the equation ae EE = 0,
which is held in the program; E is the angular error of the satellite
with respect to the desired attitude angle, and a is a gain factor
(depending on the control torque). DYN satellite dynamics. S
sensor. The magnitude of the control torque T is chosen in the
second block (extreme value Tmax) in dependence upon the
angular error.

Fig. 16. Phase -plane diagram of the control system in fig. 15.
When magnetic saturation and dynamic frictional behaviour are
neglected, families of parabolic trajectories lie in the phase plane
(driving branches are blue, braking branches red). The parabolae
/i, /i* form the limit cycle that occurs when the switchover from
driving to braking is made only upon the initial error -ei being
reduced to zero; this situation is not permissible. Earlier switch -
over (at position P) makes it possible for the system to return
directly to the origin (e = 0, e = 0) via the ideal braking branch
4,. To avoid undesirable gyroscopic coupling with the controls
of the two other reaction wheels, the value of the angular velocity
e must always remain inside the region between the two dashed
lines. Since the computer does not allow the servomotor to
generate any further control torque as soon as this limit is reached,
the system will in practice return to the ideal braking branch not
at P but at Q, via the dashed line.

course must be equal to the speed of the satellite in its
orbit around the Earth - must be exactly 4 minutes of
arc per second. The degree of constancy required is so
high that the angular measurement once per second
with the horizon sensor (HSE) does not provide suf-
ficiently accurate information. This difficulty is circum-
vented by including in the calculation the seven preced-
ing angular values: the computer determines the new
measured value with the aid of a curve which is fitted
as closely as possible to the eight (= 7 + 1) values.
After subtracting the setpoint value from this new
measured value a deviation is obtained which is then
subjected to a PID control algorithm [8]. The final
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Fig. 17. A test bench (TB), suspended virtually without friction,
is used for investigating parts (P) of the attitude -control system.
This arrangement simulates as closely as possible the physical
conditions which the satellite will encounter during the mission.
W wire for torsionless suspension (consists of 20 insulated strips).
SC slip -ring contacts for electrical connections. K terminals.
TOS torsion sensor. DIF difference amplifier which converts the
measured torsion into a control signal. SER servomotor that
makes the suspension point of the wire rotate with the bench (so
that the torsion angle remains below 0.1°). B shield tube. D dis-
placeable weights for adjusting the moment of inertia of the bench
plus test arrangement. AB air bearing; this prevents oscillation
of the bench about horizontal axes. S securing points, which
protect the bench in the event of a sudden collapse of pressure
in the air bearing.

accuracy achieved is 0.1 ° for the angular deviation and
0.02 °/s for its derivative.

The slow -scan mode requires even more compli-
cated algorithms, for one reason because variations
in the angular velocity with which the satellite travels in
its orbit around the Earth give rise to control difficul-
ties in this mode. 'Slow' implies that the scan takes
place at a speed which is an order of magnitude
smaller than the angular velocity of the satellite in
its orbit (Table 11). This is achieved by periodically
adapting the setpoint value of the attitude angle.
Because of these frequent stepwise adjustments the
control cannot have an integrating action - otherwise,
for example, excessive overshoot could occur. The at-
titude of the satellite may then continue to show a fixed
deviation with respect to the 'sliding' setpoint value,
but within certain limits this is not relevant to the
quality of the measurements to be performed. The
attitude data required for evaluating the astronomical
results are regularly measured with the desired accuracy
and stored in the memory units.

Test procedures

The control algorithms chosen and the operation
of all equipment are tested in two ways, first with
software tests and secondly with hardware tests. The
software tests consist of computer simulations - first
with one and then with three axes - in which the at-
titude control and the dynamics of the satellite are
simulated in a single program. A more detailed discus-
sion of this is however out of place here.

The hardware tests are carried out on all the compo-
nents of the equipment. They are performed with the
equipment rotating about one axis only, since the
torques with which the system works are so small that
a rotation sufficiently free from friction can only be ob-
tained about a single axis.

[81 The controller has a proportional (P), an integrating (I) and a
differentiating (D) action.
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In these hardware tests the conditions which the
satellite will encounter during its mission are simulated
as closely as possible. Frictionless rotation is simulated
as well as the electromagnetic radiation for the sensors:
visible radiation' for the Sun sensors and infrared for
the horizon sensor.

A collimated beam of high luminous intensity is
used to simulate the Sun, two beams of low luminous
intensity simulate the two guide stars, and there is a
horizon simulator. Three pairs of Helmholtz coils are
used to simulate the Earth's magnetic field for every
attitude of the satellite. This arrangement contains the
magnetometer and the three coils of the magnetic actu-
ator.

Frictionless operation is simulated by means of a test
bench suspended by a wire two metres long, which has
a very low torsion constant (fig. 17). The components
to be investigated are placed on the bench, and care
is taken to ensure that the moment of inertia of the
bench and components is equal to that of the satellite
about the same axis.

To reduce the torsion constant of the suspension wire
the wire consists of twenty very thin strips of beryllium
copper, which slide against each other on twisting.
The strips are insulated by a plastic coating, so that
they can be used for supplying power to the components
on the bench and for the data exchange. To prevent the
torsion from reaching an undesirably high value, the
suspension point of the wire is rotated by a servomotor
together with the bench. The maximum twisting angle
of the suspension wire is thus kept below 0.1°. Other
factors, such as air friction and the slight imbalance of
the bench give an 'interfering' torque, which has to be
added to the torsion of the wire. The total applied
torque is somewhat smaller than the torque that will

[93 The linear measuring system LMS III of the Philips Industrial
Equipment Division, Eindhoven. This system was developed
for measuring distances in numerically controlled machine
tools.

act on the satellite in orbit. The interfering torque can
be varied as required by means of an accurately cali-
brated coil on the bench. This enables realistic con-
ditions to be simulated in an easily controllable way.

Since the satellite has three principal axes of inertia
with different moments of inertia, it was necessary to
make the moment of inertia of the bench adjustable as
well. This is done by means of sliding weights under
the bench, enabling the moment of inertia to be
varied from. 5.5 to 17.5 kg m2.

Oscillations about horizontal axes are avoided by
means of an air bearing under the bench; the bearing
carries no load and has a very high stiffness (approx-
imately 6 X 107 N/m).

Since the maximum permissible control -loop error
in the ANS; system is 1 minute of arc, the attitude
of the bench has to be determined with much
greater accuracy. This is done by means of a measuring
system with optoelectronic readout, which was devel-
oped for numerically controlled machine tools [9). The
resolution of this system is 1 pm, which in our case
corresponds to an angle of 1 second of arc.

Summary. The Netherlands astronomical satellite (ANS) is
equipped with a digital attitude-control'system (sampling period
1 s), controlled by an onboard computer (storage capacity 28 000
words of 16 bits) which also stores measurement programs and
results. The computer software can be modified from Earth. The
attitude -control system starts by pointing one axis of the satellite
at the Sun; this is the axis perpendicular to the solar panels and
the optical axis of the astronomical instruments. The satellite can
rotate about this axis through any desired angle and can track
celestial objects to an accuracy better than 1 minute of arc. There
are three solar sensors (coarse, intermediate and fine), a horizon
sensor (sensitive to infrared), and a star sensor. The star sensor
`recognizes' and tracks a programmed pattern of guide stars,
seen through the telescope of one of the astronomical experiments
on board, since the stars to be observed are often too faint to serve
as a reference. The actuators used are three orthogonal reaction
wheels and a set of magnetic coils that cause the satellite to
rotate by means of the Earth's magnetic field. A 'yo-yo' actuator
eliminates the initial spin of the satellite. The operating modes for
a normal mission, the emergency modes and the simulation of
flight conditions in test procedures are discussed.
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VIDEO LONG PLAY

VOLUME 33, 1973, No. 7

Several years ago Messrs Compaan, Forsthuber and Burgstede of the Education Group
of the Philips Electro-Acoustics Division (ELA) in Eindhoven put considerable thought
into the idea of using some form of 'gramophone record' as an inexpensive and therefore
rapid way of disseminating visual information; a project that to some extent had been
prompted by Mr Wols. One of the schemes put forward in the Education Group was
taken up by a team of specialists from Philips Research Laboratories; this team was
later expanded to include members from several other Product Divisions.

The result of these joint efforts is the Philips `VLP' (video long -play) system, which
was first shown to the international press at a conference held at the Research Labora-
tories on 5th September 1972. `VLP' records can be pressed in much the same way as
normal gramophone records. A colour -television programme lasting for more than thirty
minutes can be recorded on a single disc.

The first of the four articles that follow explains how the information is recorded on a
Philips video long -play record and how it is scanned by the playing equipment. The other
three articles are about signal processing during both recording and playback, the
optical system used in the player, and the control systems. These articles cannot of course
give much more than a picture of the current state of development. It also seems too
early to undertake a detailed comparison with other systems that have been proposed.

The commercial reproduction of documents and the commercial reproduction of
recorded sound are both activities whose later progress was almost beyond the imagina-
tion of the early pioneers. We shall therefore attempt no forecast of the future of the
commercial reproduction of recorded moving pictures, but will merely say that the
Philips 'VLF' system will meet a clearly established requirement.
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The Philips.`VLP' system

K. Compaan and P. Kramer

Now that almost every home and many educational
institutions have a television set it is natural to think of
the possibility of using it, in combination with a play-
back unit, for reproducing programmes that have
been permanently recorded in some way or another.
This gives the user the freedom of being able to watch
a programme he is interested in at a time convenient
to himself - the same freedom he can enjoy with a
shelf of books or a collection of gramophone records.

The 'VLF' system [4'3 described here allows a colour -
television programme of about 30 minutes duration to
be reproduced from a recording on a 'gramophone
record' 30 cm in diaMeter, the usual size for a long-
playing record. The 'VLF' record can be produced
simply and in quantity by the normal pressing tech-
niques. The 'VLF system is complementary to the video
cassette recorder (VCR), which has been on the market
for some time, but to some extent it offers an alternative
to it. A programme can be recorded as desired with
a cassette recorder, but it is more expensive to produce
recorded tapes than it is to press 'VLF records.

The development of the 'VLF' system is the result
of the combined efforts of a team of specialists in very
divergent fields. In this article we shall give a broad
general survey of the system; the three short articles
that follow will describe some of the components in
more detail DJ [2] [3].

The information is recorded on the record disc along
a spiral track, which occupies the part of the disc
between the 10 cm and 30 cm diameters. The speed at
which the disc rotates has been made equal to the
picture frequency, 25 5-4 for the European market and
30 s-1 for North America. As we shall see later, 'this
offers some interesting possibilities. If the playing time
is half an hour, these figures give a pitch of 2 p.m for
the track.

For following a track with such a small pitch an
optical method is very suitable. In the `VLP' player
this scanning is done with a spot of light 1-2 p.m in
diameter, projected on to the track by a lens.

The diameter of the spot is of the same order of magnitude as
the wavelength of the light used in the equipment, and it is there-
fore no longer possible to speak of a particular diameter. A
diffraction pattern (an Airy disc) is formed at the focal plane of

Drs K. Compaan is with the Philips Electro-Acoustics Division
( ELA), Eindhoven; DrP.Kramer is with Philips Research Labora-
tories, Eindhoven.

the lens; this pattern consists of a central maximum surrounded
by successive dark and light rings. To produce a pattern in which
the half -intensity diameter is 0.9 to 1.0 µm at the wavelength
used, a lens with a numerical aperture of 0.4 is required.

The information for the reproduction of a television
picture is recorded as a succession of short grooves or
pits of variable length and repetition frequency. The
width of the pits is 0.8 and the depth 0.16 p.m
(see the title photograph). Since in pressing a gramo-
phone record the surface roughness does not amount
to more than 0.01 p.m, it is clearly a practical possi-
bility to make such a pattern in the surface of a pressed
disc.

If the spot of light falls on the surface of the disc
between two of the pits, then most of the light will be
reflected back into the objective lens. If on the other
hand the spot falls on one of the pits, the light will be
deflected by diffraction at the pit in such a way that
most of it is not returned to the objective (fig..]). In
this way the intensity of the light reflected through the
aperture of the lens is modulated by the pattern of
pits [1]. The intensity variations are converted into an
electrical signal by a photodiode. The width and
depth of the pits in the surface are arranged to give as
large a modulation depth as possible.

To obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio in the detector
signal, the reflected beam should have as high an
intensity as possible. If the photocurrent is too low, the
noise will no longer be mainly determined ' by the
thermal noise in the detector, but by the shot noise in
the photon 'current. We have therefore used an He-Ne
laser as the light source. Also, to improve the reflectiv-
ity, the surface of the 'VLF' disc has been coated with
a thin layer of evaporated metal.

Some of the members of our team have developed a
special technology that enables the He-Ne laser to be
manufactured in quantity. This 1 mW laser has been
built into the player in such a way that it can be of no
possible danger to the user.

The information on the surface of the disc can be`
read out through a transparent protective layer. Any
contamination or damage only affects the outer surface
of this layer, and not the disc. The diameter of the
beam at this outer surface is much larger than the spot,
so that these imperfections have very little effect on the
detector signal. This arrangement makes use of the
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very small depth of focus of an objective lens with a
resolving power in the micron range.

To enable it to be encoded in the pattern of pits,
the video signal undergoes a number of special pro-
cesses t2]. The bandwidths of the brightness signal and
the colour signal are both limited to some extent. The
frequency of the colour -signal subcarrier, which is
4.43 MHz in the PAL system, is reduced to a value of
1 MHz, fixed with respect to the line frequency. This
allows the original carrier frequency to be restored
when the record is played, even if there are deviations
caused by variations in the speed of revolution. The
sound is treated as a frequency modulation of a 250 kHz
carrier. The brightness signal, which modulates a
4.75 MHz carrier, determines the repetition frequency
and the average length of the pits, while the prepro-
cessed colour and sound signals give a modulation of
the length of the pits.

Work has also been done on other encoding systems
whose potentialities include the recording of a video
signal with a wider bandwidth.

The master record from which the moulds are pro-
duced for pressing the `VLP' records is cut by a laser
in the specially prepared surface of a glass disc. This
cutting is done at the same speed at which the records

Fig. 1. Modulation of the light by a pit in the surface of a 'VLP'
record. For clarity the system is drawn as if the record were trans-
parent, with the beam incident from above and a second lens
placed underneath the record to receive the light. The pit is also
shown many times enlarged with respect to the rest of the figure.
If the record surface is flat, all of the incident light is received by
the lower lens. If there is a pit in the surface there will be diffrac-
tion, and some of the light will be deflected; when the pit is
correctly dimensioned much of the incident light will be deflected
away from the aperture of the lower lens. In practice the record
surface is reflecting, and only one lens is required for concen-
trating the light on to the record and receiving the reflected light.

will be played. A scene can therefore be recorded on
the record directly from the video camera or trans-
ferred without delay from a magnetic tape. The moulds
are made in the usual way from the master by an
electroplating process.

If a `VLP' player is to give good results four special
requirements have to be satisfied. In the first place, the
speed of revolution of the record must be kept constant
to an accuracy of 1 in 103, or the playback of the video
signal will be unsatisfactory.

Secondly, the objective must remain focused on the
surface of the record. Because of its large aperture the
objective has only a very small depth of focus. Although
the irregularities on the surface of the record are
locally very small, the deviations over a wider area
can be as much as 0.5 mm.

In the third place the beam of light must remain
centred on the track, even though the track may be
not truly circular (out -of -round) or eccentric. Deforma-
tion of the disc during pressing can lead to out -of -
roundness; eccentricity of the spindle -hole in the
record and play between it and the shaft of the play-
back unit can cause the track to rotate eccentrically.
The player must be able to operate correctly even
when the total deviation of the track from the ideal
position is as much as 0.1 mm.

Finally, the complete optical system must move
radially across the record at the rate at which the track
advances (`tracking'), without the aid of a continuous
groove or other mechanical guide in the disc or the
player. To meet these requirements a number of control
systems have been developed; these will be described
in one of the following articles [3].

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the `VLP' player. The
complete pick-up unit can move backwards and for-
wards on a carriage on rails underneath the record
disc 1 to follow the track. The light from the laser 2 is
focused at the record by the objective 3. The control
systems mentioned above act on the objective and a
pivoting mirror 4, thus keeping the beam focused and
centred on the track. A prism 5 ensures that light
reflected by the record falls on the detector 6.

The `NTLP' player can also be used to show the
pictures in reverse motion, slow motion or at higher
speed. This is possible because the record rotates
synchronously with the picture frequency - 25 rps for
the European version, 30 rps for the American one.
Consequently at each rotation of the track the field -
synchronizing pulses always fall within two fixed
diametrically opposite sections of the record disc.

[*] Trade Mark, property of N.V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken.
DJ G. Bouwhuis and P. Burgstede, this issue, p. 186.
[2] W. van den Bussche, A. H. Hoogendijk and J. H. Wessels,

this issue, p. 181.
[3] P. J. M. Janssen and P. E. Day, this issue, p. 190.
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(A television picture consists of two interlaced fields.)
Wherever the spiral track crosses the two sectors it
therefore contains the same information - the field -
synchronizing signal. This means that inside the sector
the beam can be allowed to change from one turn of the

turns. This will give a 'picture -book' of about 45 000
different pictures. Address coding allows any particular
picture to be found rapidly.

The large number of pictures - which can be com-
pletely different if desired - that can be stored on the

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the `VLP' playback unit. The record 1 is scanned from below by
light from the He-Ne laser 2. The objective 3 is held focused on the record by a system based
on a loudspeaker mechanism. The pivoting mirror 4 ensures that the beam remains centred
on the track; the mirror is operated by a rotating -coil arrangement. Incident and reflected light
are separated by the prism 5. The detector 6 converts the reflected light into an electrical signal.

track to an adjacent one, without spoiling the picture.
This is done by applying a control pulse at the correct
moment to the control system for correct centring on
the track. By continually repeating the same turn and
thus the same picture in this way, a stationary picture
will be obtained. By repeating each picture twice a
picture in slower motion will be obtained, and by
omitting every other picture the action of the scene will
be reproduced at twice the speed. A picture in reverse
motion is obtained by jumping back a turn at each half
revolution.

Because of the accurate centring of the scanning
beam on the track the cross -talk between successive
turns is very small (< -30 dB), so that it is possible
to record completely different pictures on successive

`VLF record, and the scope for manipulation of the
recorded information, make the `V1_,P' system one that
clearly offers more than the simple dissemination of
video information.

Summary Television pictures are recorded on the Philips video
long-playing (`VLP') record in a spiral track of pits in the surface.
The pits have constant width and depth but the lengths and
spacings are variable. The information is read out by a beam of
light, which is reflected at the surface of the record. The reflected
beam is modulated by deflection of the light through diffraction
at the pits. To enable the `VLP' playback unit to operate at the
required accuracy, control systems have been developed for
holding the speed of rotation of the record constant, focusing
the read-out beam on the record surface and centring the beam
on the spiral track without the assistance of mechanical guides.
The player can be used to show the recorded pictures one at a
time, and will also allow them to be shown in reverse motion,
slow motion, or at faster speed.
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Signal processing in the Philips `171,P' system

W. van den Bussche, A. H. Hoogendijk and J. H. Wessels

On the `VLP' record there is a single information
track in which all the information is stored for the
reproduction of a colour -television programme with
sound. The photographic process used for writing the
information on to the master record is highly non-
linear, and can therefore only be used for recording a
signal with just two levels. The information can then
only be present in variations in the distances between
successive transitions from one level to the other. A
system of coding will therefore be necessary if four or
five signals are to be recorded simultaneously in this
way (brightness, two colour signals and one or two
sound signals).

As is customary in television techniques, the two
colour signals are processed as a single signal: a
quadrature-modulated subcarrier, as in the NTSC and
PAL systems t']. At playback a reference signal is
required for decoding; this must have exactly the same
phase ag the original subcarrier. Special measures have
therefore been taken to ensure that the `VLP' record
player provides a reference signal that meets the
specified requirements.

In the coding process the brightness signal, which
modulates the frequency of a carrier, is the principal
signal. The. colour and sound signals, each modulating
a carrier of lower frequency than the principal signal,
are contained in symmetrical displacements of the
zeros of this principal signal. The fully coded signal is
recorded on the record as a pattern of short grooves or
pits of the same width and depth, but variable length
and spacing. On average the total length of the pits
occupies exactly half of the total track length. This
feature is made use of in the control system [2] that
guides the read-out beam along the track.

We shall now describe the systems for recording and
playback, and explain the operation of the electronic
units with the aid of block diagrams.

Recording

At a speed of 25 rps and with our coding system, the
central part of the record will not reproduce correctly
the part of the normal video spectrum (fig. 1) lying
above 3 MHz. The original colour information present

Ir W. van den Bussche, A. H. Hoogendijk and Ir J. H. Wessels are
with the Philips Audio Division, Eindhoven.

in this part of the spectrum thus disappears completely.
For the parts of the track that are further out from the
centre of the record this 'cut-off frequency has a higher
value, so that colour information can be directly
recorded and reproduced there. However, this directly
recorded colour information would cause an annoying
interference with the colour information, which as
will be seen later, is recorded in such a way as to enable
corrections to be made on playback for frequency
variations in the colour carrier caused by variations in
the speed of rotation of the record. By using filters to
cut off the brightness spectrum at 3 MHz before
recording, annoying interference can be avoided. In

fc
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Fig. 1. The video spectrum in the PAL colour -television system.
The brightness signal occupies the frequency band from 0-5.5
MHz. This band also contains the colour information, which
modulates a carrier of frequency fe (4.43 MHz). In the `VLP'
system the video spectrum is cut off above 3 MHz, while the
colour carrier is shifted to 1 MHz.

addition, the record can now be used with a minimum
track diameter of 10 cm, which gives a considerable
increase in playing time.

The brightness signal, limited in bandwidth, mod-
ulates the frequency of a 4.75 MHz carrier; the fre-
quency swing of this modulation is made less than the
bandwidth of the information to be transferred. This
gives sidebands that are wider than the frequency
sweep. However, the higher -order sidebands of the
high -frequency signals can be neglected, because of
their small modulation index. It is therefore sufficient
to record a frequency band extending 3 MHz on either
side of the carrier. This means that there is bandwidth
available below 1.75 MHz for colour and sound
signals.

The frequency of the colour subcarrier is therefore
reduced from 4.43 MHz to 1 MHz, in the case of the

[1] F. W. de Vrijer, Philips tech. Rev. 27, 33, 1966.
[2] P. 5. M. Janssen and I'. E. Day, this issue, p. 190.
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PAL system, while the total bandwidth of the encoded
colour signal is limited to ± 0.5 MHz. The sound in-
formation modulates the frequency of a 250 kHz
carrier, with a frequency sweep of 75 kHz. If desired a
second sound channel can be included at the low -
frequency end of the spectrum for stereo purposes or
for a spoken text in another language.

The three signals processed as described above for
brightness, colour and sound are combined in an
amplitude ratio of 10 : 2 : 1. The amplitudes of the
signals for colour and sound scan be smaller since the
noise in these signals is less because of the smaller
bandwidth. (Apart from spectral -distribution effects,
the noise in a particular band is proportional to the
bandwidth.)

In the resulting signal, whose frequency spectrum is
shown in fig. 2, colour and sound can be considered as
artificial lower sidebands in a single-sideband mod-
ulation of the brightness signal as the carrier. Symmet-
rical amplitude limiting of such a single-sideband-
modulated signal results in the synthesis of the missing
upper sidebands at the expense of the power in the
lower sidebands. The amplitude ratio therefore becomes
20 : 2 : 1 after limiting.

Looking at it in another way, the symmetrical limit-
ing gives a signal of rectangular pulses in which the
brightness information is contained as frequency mod-
ulation, while colour and sound information give a
symmetrical modulation of the width of the pulses
(duty -cycle modulation, fig. 3). This rectangular -pulse
signal is suitable for recording in a pattern of pits on
the WLP' record.

It now only remains to say something about the way
in which a stable frequency is obtained for the colour
subcarrier in spite of speed variations that may occur
when the record is played. The frequency used for the
colour subcarrier on the record is 1 MHz. This is
exactly 64 times the line frequency in the video signal.
By locking the two frequencies together, the colour
information can be recreated at playback on a
stable 4.43 MHz carrier obtained from the line fre-
quency and the frequency of a stable 4.43 MHz oscil-
lator.

We shall now discuss, with the aid of a block dia-
gram, the electronic equipment used in recording.

Block diagram

Fig. 4 gives a block diagram of the electronic circuit
used in recording a TLP' record. After what we have
said above, no further explanation is required of the
processing of the sound signal by the audio amplifier 1
and an FM modulator 2.

The part of the brightness signal to be recorded is
separated out from the video signal by a lowpass

filter 3. The FM modulator 4 is a multivibrator driven
by the modulation; it gives a rectangular -pulse signal
modulated in frequency. However, if the duty -cycle
modulation described earlier and shown in fig. 3 is
to flinction properly, then the modulated brightness
signal must not have too short a rise time. To ensure
this the lowpass filter 5 is included, which makes the
signal almost sinusoidal.

The filter 6 separates the colour information from
the video signal. The variable -gain amplifier 7 ensures
a constant level for the colour signal, with the reference
level derived from the 'bursts', constant -amplitude
signals consisting of a number of oscillations at the
colour -carrier frequency, which follow each line-

synchronizing pulse. These bursts are added to a
colour -television signal as a phase reference for decod-
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Fig. 2. The frequency spectrum recorded on a `VLP' record.
Solid lines: the spectrum after summing the brightness, colour
and sound information; dashed lines: the spectrum after symmet-
rical limiting. The relative amplitude ratios of the various
components are not shown to scale. fm centre frequency of the
brightness -signal spectrum. fv, frequency corresponding to the
white parts of the picture. fs, frequency corresponding to the
peaks of the synchronizing pulses. fs, fs the 1 MHz colour sub -
carrier and the corresponding frequency arising in the upper
sideband on symmetrical limiting. fg, fg the 250 kHz sound car-
rier and its counterpart in the upper sideband.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the waveforms in the 'VLF system.
H brightness signal, K colour and sound signal; the three signals
each modulate the frequency of a carrier. S superposition of
brightness, colour and sound signals. C the rectangular -pulse
signal produced on symmetrical limiting; the brightness informa-
tion is still present here as a frequency modulation. Because of
the finite rise time of H the colour and sound signals give a duty-
cycle modulation of the rectangular -pulse signal.

ing the colour signal. The bursts are observed by the
burst detector 11 at a command from the synchroniza-
tion separator 10. If there is no colour signal and
hence no bursts, the gain is reduced to zero, so that
interfering signals in the colour circuit cannot cause
coloured spots in the picture.
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The phase discriminator 12 synchronizes the
4.43 MHz crystal oscillator 13 with the subcarrier fre-
quency given by the bursts. This combination forms the
`electronic flywheel' normally used in television receiv-
ers to make sure that the subcarrier is available with
the correct frequency and phase between bursts. A
second oscillator 17 provides the 64th harmonic of the
line frequency. This oscillator is locked to the line
frequency by dividing the frequency of its output by
64 (16), and comparing the result with the line fre-
quency (15).

The mixer 14 gives the sum frequency of the two
oscillators, 5.43 MHz. This sum -frequency signal is
mixed in the mixer stage 8 with the colour signal on
the 4.43 MHz carrier, after which the lowpass filter 9
separates out the difference -frequency component.

AUDIO

VIDEO
_ . ti

3MHz

FM
MOD

Playback

The output signal from the photodetector of the
`VLP' record player must be translated back again so
that it can be played back via a monitor or television
set. Apart from demodulating the brightness and
sound signals the most important operations here are
the transformation and correction of the subcarrier for
the colour signal, and correcting the 'drop -outs' on the
record as well as possible - 'drop -outs' are places
where the signal is missing because of damage to the
record. For playback on a television receiver the signal
also has to modulate a suitable UHF or VHF carrier
so that the aerial socket can be used as the input. We
shall now look at the electronic circuit of the record
player with the aid of the block diagram shown in
fig. 5.

2
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4.43MHz
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FM
MOD
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1.5MHz

9 (5.43MHz)

14

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the electronic circuit used in recording a `VLP' record.

1 Audio amplifier
2 FM modulator
3 Lowpass filter
4 FM modulator
5 Lowpass filter
6 Bandpass filter
7 Variable -gain amplifier

19

8 Mixer stage 15 Phase discriminator
9 Lowpass filter 16 Divider circuit

10 Synchronization separator 17 Oscillator
11 Burst detector 18 Summation circuit (the ra-
12 Phase discriminator tios in which the compo-
13 Crystal oscillator nents are added is shown)
14 Mixer stage 19 Symmetrical limiter

This is the colour information, modulating a 1 MHz
carrier.

After the three signals have been added in the correct
ratios (18), they go through the symmetrical limiter 19.
The signal is then suitable for supply to the light
modulator used for recording on the 'YU' record.

Sound, colour and brightness signals are separated
from each other by filters (2 to 7). The brightness signal
(frequency between 1.5 and 6 MHz) then goes through
the correction amplifier 8, which gives a falling linear
characteristic. In the symmetrical limiter, which follows
next, a purely frequency -modulated signal is produced.
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Here signals are generated at the high -frequency end
of the spectrum at the expense of the signals at the
low -frequency end, which were emphasized in the
preceding amplification on account of this process.
As well as this main channel, the brightness signal also
goes through an identical subsidiary channel (11, 12,

13), which gives a signal delayed with respect to the
main channel by exactly the time of one line scan. The

EN,
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L5MHz

4

7
CORR
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DEM

signal is produced whose frequency is exactly half that
of the frequency -modulated brightness signal. The
drop -out detector 18 reacts to this and the switch 14

is operated during a period of 3 so that the bright-
ness of the preceding line is employed instead. This
3 µs is found to be a sufficiently long time in practice
since very few drop -outs of longer duration are encoun-
tered. The transit time of the signal through the
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the electronic circuit of the `VLP' playback unit.

1 Photodetector and
preamplifier

2-7 Filters
8 Correction amplifier
9 Symmetrical limiter

10 FM demodulator
11 Delay line
12 Symmetrical limiter
13 FM demodulator
14 Electronic switch

15 Delay line 25 Electronic switch
16 Summation circuit 26 Crystal oscillator
17 Lowpass filter 27 Mixer stage
18 `Drop -out' detector 28 Oscillator
19 Monostable circuit 29 Frequency -divider circuit
20 Synchronization separator 30 Phase discriminator
21 Variable -gain amplifier 31 Symmetrical limiter
22 Mixer stage 32 FM demodulator
23 'Burst' detector 33 Correction circuit for
24 Switching amplifier `drop -out'

transmission characteristic of the delay line is corrected
in such a way that a falling linear characteristic is
again produced. In this way if a drop -out should be
encountered the signal from the previous picture line
is available as a replacement signal.

The filter 17 separates out the part of the signal for
which the frequency is lower than 2.5 MHz. This is
used to detect drop -outs. If the detector misses a pit a

demodulation circuit is longer than the time required
by the drop -out detector, so that the switch 14 is
already changed over before the drop -out in the signal
arrives there.

The most complicated processing is that undergone
by the colour signal. The line amplifier 21 gives a
constant level for the signal that has been separated
out by the filters 3 and 6 (frequency between 0.5 and
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1.5 MHz). As in recording, the blocks 28, 29 and 30
again form an electronic flywheel, now driven by the
line frequency of the playback signal, which reproduces
the 1 MHz carrier, including the frequency deviations
that have arisen during playback. The free -running
crystal oscillator 26 gives a 4.43 MHz signal that will
now have to function as the new colour carrier. The
mixer stage 27 gives a 5.43 MHz signal, containing any
frequency errors that may be present. The difference
between this frequency and the frequency of the colour
signal reproduced from the record is formed in the
mixer stage 22. Since frequency deviations of the two
signals cancel out, the desired stable 4.43 MHz carrier
is recreated.

The burst detector 23 provides the reference signal
for the variable -gain amplifier 21 and at the same time
ensures that in the absence of a colour signal the
colour channel is inoperative (`colour killer', 24). If
there is a drop -out the switch 25 short-circuits the
colour circuit. Because of the averaging with the signal
of the preceding line in PAL receivers, the missing
colour fragments are now filled in at half saturation.
`Spikes' are thus prevented.

The sound signal is separated out by the filters 2 and
5 (frequency between 150 and 350 kHz) and is demod-
ulated (32) after symmetrical amplitude limiting (31).
This signal then also passes through the circuit 33,
which counteracts spikes in the signal level at drop -out.

Summing the colour and brightness signals gives the
complete video signal. A delay line 15 is used here to
correct for differences in transit time in the two cir-
cuits. As was stated earlier, audio and video signals
then have to be used to modulate a carrier for playback
on a normal colour television receiver.

Summary. To be able to record all the video and audio informa-
tion in a single track on the `VLP' record a number of signal
processings are required, particularly since the recording has to
be done with only two signal levels. The brightness signal, whose
bandwidth is limited to 3 MHz, is used to modulate a 4.75 MHz
carrier, the carrier of the quadrature-modulated colour signal
is shifted to 1 MHz and the sound information is supplied as
frequency modulation of a 250 kHz carrier. Summation of the
signals processed in this way in the ratios 10 : 2 : 1 and symmet-
rical limiting of the sum signal give a rectangular -pulse signal.
This contains the brightness signal as a pulse -frequency modula-
tion and the colour and sound as 'duty -cycle' modulation. The
new colour -carrier frequency of 1 MHz is exactly 64 times the
line frequency. By linking these two frequencies together a stable
4.43 MHz colour carrier can be restored at playback, indepen-
dently of variations in the speed of rotation of the record.
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The optical scanning system of the Philips `VLP' record player

G. Bouwhuis and P. Burgstede

The main function of the optical scanning system in
the Philips 'IMP' record player [1] is to read out the
video information recorded on the surface of the disc.
To follow the information track on the record with the
aid of a control mechanism it must also deliver a signal
that is a measure of the lateral misalignment of the
optical system in relation to the track. The video in-
formation is stored on the surface of the record in the
form of small pits which are 0.8 p.m wide, about
0.16 tim deep and of variable length. The pits are
inscribed on a spiral track with a pitch of approx-
imately 2µm. The picture quality and mechanical
accuracy of an optical system that can detect each pit
individually and track the spiral sufficiently accurately
to prevent cross -talk between adjacent turns of the
track must meet extremely exacting standards. At the
same time the system must be as simple as possible to
produce and easy to adjust. Finally, care must be taken
to ensure that the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently
high. The article describes the optical system which we
chose for the `1,7LP' record player to satisfy these
various requirements.

Read-out of information

To read out the information, a beam of light is
focused on the track by means of a lens with a nu-
merical aperture of 0.4. The diameter of the spot is
approximately equal to the theoretical minimum for a
lens with this aperture. This is because the aberrations
of the lens chosen are negligibly small, so that the
intensity distribution in the spot and the dimensions of
the spot are determined not by the laws of geometrical
optics but solely by diffraction at the lens aperture. The
light source is a laser, which means that the intensity
distribution over the entrance pupil of the lens varies
in a radial direction. This together with the diffraction
effect at the lens aperture results in an intensity distri-
bution over the spot such that at the wavelength of the
laser light (0.63 tun) the half -intensity diameter (the
`diameter' of the spot) is about 0.9 v.m.

The light is reflected by the surface of the record,
picked up by the lens again and concentrated on to a
photodiode. Diffraction occurs at the pits in the sur-

G. Bouwhuis is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven,
andP.Burgstede with the Philips Electro-Acoustics Division( ELA),
Eindhoven.

face, and most of the diffracted rays fall outside the
lens aperture (fig. 1). Less light is consequently re-
ceived when a pit passes in front of the lens than when
a smooth section of record surface does so. The pits
thus modulate the current through the photodiode.

The spot diameter of 0.9 t.Em, due to diffraction at the lens
aperture is, as we have just seen, approximately equal to the
theoretical minimum value obtainable with this lens. Conversely,
a detail of this size on the surface of the record would give
diffracted rays that would only just fall within the lens aperture.
Finer details give diffracted rays of greater divergence, which
will therefore not fall within the lens aperture. This is in fact the
case with the pits in the record surface since they are narrower
than the diameter of the spot. Rays diffracted by the pits must
consequently fall outside the lens aperture.

For maximum modulation of the detector current
by the pattern of pits on the record the incident light
that is reflected from the bottom of a pit must have a
180° phase difference from the light that is reflected
from the record surface around the pit, and the inten-
sity of both must be the same. The 180° phase dif-
ference is obtained by making the depth of the pits a
quarter of the wavelength of the light used. This depth
does not require great accuracy, however; the intensity
reflected into the lens as a result of a small deviation
from the correct value is a square -law function of the

r
Fig. 1. The power P reflected by the surface of the record into
the pupil of the objective plotted as a function of the distance r
from the optical axis. Each curve shows the total power in a
thin annulus of radius r. The diameter of the pupil is 2R. Curve I
represents the power for reflection from a flat part of the record,
curve II the power when the spot is centred on a pit in a track in
which the period of the pattern of pits is 1.5 12m and the width
of the pits 0.8 sm; the pitch of the track is 2 Elm.
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deviation (fig. 2). Equality between the intensities is
achieved by dimensioning the spot and the pits in such
a way that the same amount of light falls outside a pit
as falls inside it. In this way an optimum relationship
is ensured between the track geometry and the intensity

A a

Au

Fig. 2. A slight deviation bin the 180° phase difference between
the light (amplitude A) reflected from the bottom of a pit and
light reflected at the record surface beside it gives an out -of -phase
component with an amplitude A. Now Au = A sin ArS.
The corresponding intensity is therefore A262. Since (3 is directly
proportional to variations from the nominal value V. for the
depth of the pit, the remaining intensity is proportional to the
square of the deviation from the correct depth.

A;

A

distribution over the spot. In other words, for every
track geometry there is an optimum value for the lens
aperture used. The most important factor in choosing
the aperture, however, is the highest frequency to be
read from the record by the optical system.

Numerical calculations [2] show that with a decreas-
ing period A of the pattern of pits along the track
the reflected intensity decreases more rapidly than
the modulation depth M of the detector signal (fig. 3).
The definition of modulation depth used here is
M = (Imax -Imin)/(Imax /min). Modulation meas-
urements on a prototype of the record player showed
the same qualitative behaviour of intensity and modula-
tion depth as a function of A as that found by calcula-
tion for an idealized situation.

For a track with a diameter of 10 cm (the innermost
track on the record) at a frequency of 7 MHz, corre-
sponding to A= 1.12 1.cm, a modulation depth of 55 %
was calculated. The highest modulation depth so far
measured on the innermost track at 7 MHz is 15 %.
The measured and calculated values differ because a
number of conditions were idealized in the calculations
(e.g. the focusing and centring of the beam on the track
were assumed perfect while the pits were assumed to
present a perfectly rectangular profile along the track).

The cross -talk between adjacent tracks can be found
by measurement. It can however also be calculated by
adding together the contributions from the various
regions (fig. 4) to the detector signal. In the calculation
the track on which the beam is centred is assumed to
have a different 'pit frequency' from the tracks on
either side. The components with the two correspond-
ing frequencies can then be calculated from the signal
by Fourier analysis. A cross -talk level of -50 dB was
measured for tracks with a width of 1 p.m, combined

['1 A general description of the record player is given in the
article by K. Compaan and P. Kramer, this issue, p. 178.

[2] This and subsequent numerical calculations are largely based
on a mathematical analysis by Prof. H. H. Hopkins of the
University of Reading, England.

with the light beam with a half -intensity diameter of
1 p.m mentioned above; this measured level gives good
agreement with the calculations.

Until now we have always assumed that the spot
was centred in relation to the track. If it is not,
the modulation depth will decrease and the absolute
level of the cross -talk signal will increase. Numerical
calculations show that deviations of the spot from the
track of up to about 0.2 p.m will not give any noticeable
cross -talk. This estimate has been confirmed by meas-
urements.

The light source

The only existing light source suitable for our pur-
poses was the He-Ne laser with its high brightness
(3.105 W/cm2 sr) and low noise at MHz frequencies.
With this laser and a metallized record surface to
increase reflection, it is possible to obtain a signal level
such that the noise from the light source, the photo -
diode and its amplifiers give no unsurmountable prob-
lems. What is necessary is to ensure that not too
much of the light modulated by reflection from the
record surface finds its way back into the laser, because
this kind of feedback would cause undesirable fluctua-

Fig. 3. Calculated modulation of the intensity Ir of the reflected
light for various values of the period A of the pit pattern as a
function of the position x on the track. x = 0 corresponds in all
cases to a point half -way between two pits. For the purpose of
the calculation the aperture of the lens used is taken as 0.4, the
width of the pits as 0.8 pm and the wavelength of the light as
0.63 1.Lm.

D

) C )
Fig. 4. Cross -talk between adjacent tracks. The density of the
hatching gives some idea of the weighting factors which have to
be applied in calculating the contributions to the reflection from
the various pits.
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tions in the power output of the laser. The large dis-
tance over which laser light remains coherent also
necessitates caution. Stray light reflected by moving
parts can interfere with the primary beam at the detec-
tor and modulate the detector current very strongly.

As we have already noted, the intensity distribution
over the spot on the record is determined not only by
the lens aperture but also by the intensity distribution
over the entrance pupil of the lens. The Gaussian distri-
bution describing the radial change of intensity in the
laser beam can be made wider or narrower at will by
introducing an intermediate lens. While it is true that
by doing so and using only a part of the laser beam we
have less power available, the spot on the record is
reduced in size owing to the more homogeneous distri-
bution of the light over the entrance pupil. This enables
the system to detect higher frequencies in the informa-
tion on the record and thus improves the bandwidth of
the `VLP' system as a whole. It is thus a question of
finding the most suitable compromise.

We have matched the laser to the entrance pupil of
the objective in such a way that approximately 80 % of
the laser power is utilized. The remaining inhomo-
geneity of the light distribution results in a bandwidth
which is 7. % smaller than would be obtained with
completely homogeneous illumination of the pupil.
This bandwidth is however 16 % larger than that which
would be obtained if only 1 % of the laser power fell
outside the pupil.

The accuracy with which the distance from the
objective to the record is kept constant for focusing
purposes was investigated by means of numerical cal-
culations [3]. As fig. 5 shows, it is desirable that devia-
tions from the optimum distance should not be greater
than about 2 pm.
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Fig. 5. Numerically calculated behaviour of the modulation
depth M of the light reflected from the track as a function of the
period A of the pit pattern for various deviations A from op-
timum focusing (A = 0).

Tracking control signal

Since the scanning beam has to remain centred on
the track to an accuracy of 0.2 tim, a requirement which
cannot be satisfied with even the most accurate purely
mechanical guidance system, a tracking -control system
has been incorporated in the record player [4]. The
information on the track can only be read out optically
and the deviation of the beam from the centre of the
track can therefore also only be measured optically.
For this we use two auxiliary beams of light, each of
which is imaged on its own detector by the optical
system after reflection from the surface of the record.

The two auxiliary beams strike the track at equal
distances in front of the main spot and behind it. Both
beams are slightly displaced from the centre -line of the
track, in opposite directions, so that each is partly on
and partly alongside the track (fig. 6). The average
current through the detectors of the two auxiliary
beams depends on the deviation of the beams from the
centre of the track. The difference between the two
detector signals is applied to a lowpass filter with a
cut-off frequency of 20 kHz and the output signal
forms a suitable error signal for the control system.

D O 0 0 O ( ) emitD  0 0 1.1O (-) C
cp o O 0 / 0 O c- /c )
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Fig. 6. Position of the main beam M and the two auxiliary beams
Al and A2 in relation to the track to be scanned.

The auxiliary beams are obtained by splitting the
laser light into three approximately equally intense
beams by means of a diffraction grating. (This process
also gives rise to a number of weak unwanted beams
which are removed; the available power is used with
an efficiency of about 75 %.) The fact that the three
beams are obtained by diffraction and not, for example,
with mirrors, ensures that both the intensity relation-
ships and the spacings remain constant.

Finally, in fig. 7, we present a schematic diagram
of the complete optical system. As already mentioned,
an intermediate lens (L) ensures that the laser beam is
imaged on the entrance pupil of the objective in the
desired fashion. It also produces a beam path such that
the spot on the record is imaged on the detector with-
out any other aids. This means that the detector can
easily be adjusted and the sensitivity of the arrangement
to small displacements or vibrations is reduced. A
further point is that the useful radiation falls on a small
part of the detector, thereby reducing the risk of
modulation by stray light as mentioned earlier. Gener-
ally speaking, stray light will not be focused in the
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same way as useful light, and only where the useful
beam and the stray light coincide will interference
occur. Interference results in intensity variations due
to the phase variations of the stray light caused by
reflection from moving parts. The stray light that does
not coincide with the useful radiation merely creates a
background which is constant and therefore much less
objectionable.

ze/ /O/ /11

Det

Fig. 7. Diagram of the optical scanning system. R `VLP' record.
B laser beam. G grating for producing the auxiliary beams. L
lens for adapting the laser beam to the entrance pupil of the ob-
jective Obj. The intermediate image given by lens L also makes
it readily possible to focus.the light reflected from the record on
to the detector Det. The polarizing mirror P, in conjunction with
the quarter -wave plate W, separates incident light from reflected
light. M pivoting mirror for following track on record. Inset a
shows the positions of the three spots in relation to a track on the
record, while inset b gives an impression of the three detectors
with the three beams reflected from the record focused on them.

A transverse magnetic field in the lase'r ensures that
the laser beam is linearly polarized, parallel to the
field [5]. This means that with a quarter -wave plate and
a polarizing mirror [6] the incident and the reflected
light can be effectively separated with the result, firstly,
that the laser power can be used efficiently and, second-
ly, that undesired feedback of the modulated light to
the laser is prevented.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

A theoretical treatment of a similar situation, the imaging of
a black -and -white object instead of the light modulation by
a phase object dealt with here, will be found in: M. Born and
E. Wolf, Principles of optics, 3rd edition, Pergamon, London
1965.
A description of the control system used in the WLP' record
player is given in the article by P. J. M. Janssen and P. E. Day,
this issue, p. 190.
H. de Lang, Physica 33, 163, 1967.
See for example: H. de Lang and G. Bouwhuis, Philips tech.
Rev. 30, 160, 1969.

Summary. An optical system is used to read out the information
which is stored in the form of a pattern of small pits in the surface
of a WLP' record. The intensity of a beam of light reflected from
the surface of the record is modulated by diffraction at the pits.
The information is contained in the variation of the length of
the pits and the distance between them. Their width determines
the optimum value of the aperture of the lens used to focus the
beam at the record and also to gather the reflected light. A nu-
merical aperture of 0.4 requires a width of 0.8 p.m. The depth of
the pits is a quarter wavelength. The relationship between the
modulation depth of the reflected light and the period of the
pattern of pits is found from numerical calculations. Similar
calculations also yield the permissible tolerances on the centring
and focusing of the beam on the track to be scanned. The only
light source of sufficient brightness is a He-Ne laser. Two
auxiliary beams of light obtained from the main beam with a
diffraction grating enable the system to supply a reference
signal for the control system that keeps the scanning beam
centred on the track.
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Control mechanisms in the Philips WLP' record player

P. J. M. Janssen and P. E. Day

The playing time and the bandwidth of the recorded
video signal on the Philips WLP' record are such that
the optical scanning system must be able to perceive
extremely fine details when the record is payeld. This
requires an optical system with a large aperture and
consequently a small depth of focus. It is also essential
that the beam of light used for scanning should be
centred very accurately on the information -carrying
track on the record. The requirements specified here
are about 1000 times more exacting than is usual in
mechanical engineering. For example, the record sur-
face may differ by 100-500 p.m from a true plane while
the depth of focus of the lens used to centre the scan-
ning beam on the record is approximately 1 p.m. The
eccentricity of the track may amount to 100 p.m, while
the beam of light has to be kept centred on the track
with an accuracy of 0.2 pm to avoid cross -talk [1]. To
ensure continuous tracking of the information con-
tained in a spiral of pits pressed in the surface of the
record, the entire optical system has to be displaced on
average by 2 p.m radially for each revolution. Finally,
a high -quality playback of the detected colour -
television signal is only obtained if the speed at which
the record rotates is constant to within at least 1 part
in 103.

The TLP' record player is therefore provided with
four control systems, which we shall describe below.

Focus control

Centrifugal forces that arise because the record is
rotating at 25 rps can assist in flattening the record
since its stiffness is relatively low. Mechanical vibra-
tions are damped by the air layer between the record
and the surface of the player and also by the internal
losses in the disc material. Since a pressed record is
never perfectly flat, axial displacements of the order
of 500 tan are still encountered. The largest com-
ponent of this displacement occurs at the fundamental
frequency of 25 Hz corresponding to the speed of
rotation. Measurement of higher -frequency har-
monics showed that they decreased at a rate of
30-40 dB per decade. A control system used to
keep the microscope objective focused on the record

Ir P. J. M. Janssen is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eind-
hoven, and Dr P. E. Day with the Philips Audio Division, Eind-
ho ven.

surface to the required accuracy of 1 p.m must there-
fore have a reduction ratio of at least 500 at 25 Hz.

The mechanical components of the control system
have been kept as simple as possible. The microscope
objective used for reading the video signal is suspended
in springs and driven by a coil in a radial magnetic
field in much the same way as a moving -coil loud-
speaker (fig. 1). To restrict the energy dissipation in
the region of the microscope objective a spring -mass
system with an open -loop resonant frequency at 25 Hz
was chosen.

Fig. 1. The spring suspension of the microscope objective in the
WLP' record player and the objective drive required for focusing
the light beam on the WLP' record. Obj objective. RI, R2 springs.
E measuring electrode. C drive coil. M magnet.

The distance between the objective and the record is
determined by the capacitance between the metallized
surface of the record and an electrode bonded to the
objective (fig. 2). At a distance of 100 p.m a capacitance
measurement to an accuracy of 1 % is sufficient to
determine the position of the objective to within 1 p.m.

This is not difficult to achieve, especially if the
electrode is made so large that the effect of stray
capacitance remains limited. The electrode must
nevertheless not be too large because the nonlineUr
relation between the capacitance and distance would
then give rise to excessive measuring errors, since the
average distance could not be determined accurately
if the electrode were inclined to the record surface.
The size of the electrode also determines the resolving
power of the measuring system, i.e. the highest spatial
frequency that is still detectable. An electrode surface
area of 1 cm3, giving a capacitance of 10 pF, is found
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R
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Obj Cm Cs

Fig. 2. The capacitive system for measuring the distance between
the objective and the record. Obj objective. E measuring elec-
trode. R the metallized `VLP' record. C the capacitance of the
electrode to the chassis of the 'VLF' record player. Cs is much
larger than Cm and the total of the two capacitances in series is
therefore almost entirely determined by Cm.

Radial tracking control

The beam of light used in the `VLP' record player to
scan the information has to follow the spiral track with
an accuracy of at least 0.2 p.m. Two control circuits are
used for this purpose: one for continuous slow tracking
of the spiral and the other for rapidly centring the spot
on the track in spite of the eccentricity of the track.
The first circuit will be discussed in the next section.

Because of the 100 t.t.m eccentricity of the track on
the rotating record, the second control circuit has to

Fig. 3. The circuit for measuring the distance between the objective of the 'VLF' record player
and the `VLP' record. The oscillator Osc (output voltage Vo) is weakly coupled to the detector
circuit formed by the measuring capacitor Cm and coil Lm. Voltages VI and V2 induced in
coils L1 and L2 will have a phase difference of 180°. Diodes Di and D2 are given polarities
such that the output signal at U is the amplitude difference between Vo Vi and Vo V2.
When the resonant frequency of the circuit Cm - L. equals the oscillator frequency, Vi and
V2 are both 90° out of phase with Vo, the two amplitudes are equal and no voltage occurs at
the output. If the circuit is detuned, V1 and V2 will no longer be in quadrature with Vo and a
voltage will appear at output U whose polarity depends on the direction of detuning. This can
be seen from the vector diagram, where the tuned condition is represented by continuous
vectors and the detuned one by dashed vectors. The part of the circuit inside the dashed line
is used to bring the objective slowly closer to the record. If switch S is closed, transistor T is
conducting and capacitor C0 is connected in parallel with Cm. The resultant detuning of the
circuit causes the objective to be moved away. When switch S is opened, T will gradually stop
conducting, the rate of this change being determined by the value of RC. The objective will
return at the same speed to the operating point determined by Cm and Lm.

to give a satisfactory compromise. The capacitance is
measured with a circuit consisting of an oscillator and
an FM ratio detector (fig. 3). Since the measuring
electrode forms part of the deiector circuit an unambig-
uous control signal is obtained over a large control
range (1 cm- 10 p.m). The oscillator frequency then
determines the desired value of the capacitance and
hence the distance between the electrode and the
record.

Before putting a record on the player the objective
is withdrawn to a safe distance from the record surface.
To ensure that when the player is switched on the
objective approaches the record smoothly and without
overshooting, in spite of the relatively narrow band-
width of the control loop a circuit is incorporated
which enables the operating point of the control circuit
to be shifted continuously from the retracted position
to the operating point.

ensure a reduction of at least 500 at 25 Hz. The require-
ments demanded of the radial tracking system on
account of the spectrum of the radial deviation are
easily met in terms of the closed -loop control band-
width. A larger bandwidth is required, however, since
a rapid step response is necessary for perfect pro-
grammed scanning as employed for slow- and accel-
erated -motion pictures or finding a particular place
on the record quickly.

To keep the spot centred on the track during play-
back, it can be moved radially by a slight movement of
a pivoting mirror fitted immediately behind the objec-
tive in the light path. This mirror can pivot in a
magnetic field and is rotated by a coil attached to it.
The mirror -coil assembly is designed to be sufficiently
rigid for the bandwidth required. The mirror and its

['1 See the article by G. Bouwhuis and P. Burgstede, this issue,
p. 186.
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Fig. 4. Oscillogram of the tracking -control signal, recorded with
the pivoting mirror stationary. Because of the eccentricity, a
number of tracks now pass continuously over the two spots of
light. The oscillogram shows the control signal for one half -cycle
of this movement. It can be clearly seen that 32 turns pass the
beam, so that the amount of eccentricity in this case was ap-
parently 32 van.

suspension are designed as a unit to give a low fre-
quency for the mechanical resonance. This, combined
with the electrodynamic drive, ensures that a very low
power is adequate for tracking.

The control signal is obtained with the aid of two
auxiliary beams which are focused one on either side
of the centre of the track. The light from each of these
beams is reflected from the record surface on to a sep-
atate photodiode [1]. The difference between the two
diode signals provides the signal that controls the
pivoting mirror. The form which the signal takes is
illustrated in fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows how the television picture recorded on
the `VLP' record can be read out in such a way that
accelerated, slow or even reverse motion can be ob-
tained. This requires rapid movement of the beam
from one turn of the track to another at the appropriate
moment, i.e. during field flyback. To enable the beam
to jump from one track to another during this period,
use is made of the fact that the open control loop has
a low resonant frequency, so that it behaves like a
ballistic galvanometer. The beam jump is effected by
opening the control loop and applying an accelerating
current pulse, followed by an equally large retarding
pulse through the mirror coil, and then closing the
loop again (fig. 6).

The radial transport system

We have already seen that to enable the spiral on
the `V1_,P' record to be continuously tracked the
entire optical system is displaced in the radial direction
at an average rate of 2 p.m for each revolution of the
record. The whole optical system is therefore mounted
on a carriage which moves along two guide rails [2].
Since the field of vision of the objective is 300 p.m in
diameter, an eccentricity of 100 µm will still leave

b

Fig. 5. Diagram showing different ways of using the picture
recorded on the WLP' record. Twice per revolution, i.e. during
the field flyback, an opportunity occurs to change from one
turn to another. A reverse jump after every revolution yields a
stationary picture (a), while a forward jump results in motion at
twice true speed (b). A reverse jump after every second revolution
reduces the speed by half (c), while a similar jump every half -
revolution produces reverse motion at the correct speed (d).

T

t

Fig. 6. Control of the pivoting mirror for pick-up of the picture.
The figure shows from top to bottom, plotted as a function of
the time t: the rectangular -pulse current applied to the coil and
the resulting torque T, which is proportional to that current; the
angular velocity w of the mirror; and the position 4, of the
mirror. Between the two turns of the track the beam of light is
insufficiently concentrated on either and no useful signal is ob-
tained. In this region, however, the speed of displacement is high
and the dwell time there consequently short.

100 p.m, and consequently the positioning error may
be about 50 p.m. The radial velocity has to be 50 p.m/s,
which means that a first -order control system with a
response time of 1 s will be satisfactory. The average
current in the coil that operates the pivoting mirror is
used as the control signal for the radial transport
12) See fig. 2 of the article by K. Compaan and P. Kramer, this

issue, p. 178.
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system. The coupling thus formed between two control
systems is obtained in the linear region of the control
characteristic of the system for centring the beam on
the track and there are therefore no complications
arising from the interaction of the two systems.

Speed -control system

Special measures had to be taken to keep the speed
of the `VLP' record constant to within the required
accuracy (at least 1 part in 103) since the mains supply
cannot be expected to provide such a degree of
stability and a simple mains -powered synchronous
motor cannot therefore be used to drive the turntable.

Our solution may be briefly described as follows.
The record is driven by a d.c. motor and a tacho-
generator coupled to the turntable shaft delivers an a.c.
voltage whose frequency is proportional to the speed of

the shaft. By applying this signal to an RC network of
very stable elements we obtain a voltage" whose
amplitude is a measure of the frequency and can there-
fore be used to control the speed of the d.c. motor. In
other words, the RC network acts as a speed reference.

Summary. The `11LP' record player is equipped with control
mechanisms for focusing the optical system on the surface of
the record, centring the scanning spot on the track, tracking, and
keeping the speed of the record constant (25 rps). The focusing
system has a reduction ratio of over 500 at 25 Hz and derives its
error signal from a capaditive sensor. The objective drive is
similar to that used in a moving -coil loudspeaker. The centring
system also has a reduction ratio exceeding 500 at 25 Hz but
here the error signal is obtained by optical means. The scanning
spot is displaced by a small pivoting mirror which is driven by a
rotating -coil system. For continuous tracking purposes a car-
riage moves the entire optical system radially, with the control
system ensuring that the average deflection of the mirror remains
small. The speed -control system (accuracy 25 Hz ± 0.1 %)
consists of a tachogenerator and a d.c. motor plus a precision -
element network that converts the tachogenerator output into a
control signal.
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The Dutch national air -pollution monitoring centre
at Bilthoven

The pictures on these pages illustrate the next important step
towards the control of atmospheric pollution over the Nether-
lands. Regular readers of this journal will remember the descrip-
tion we gave some time ago of a monitoring network in the
Rhine estuary region (Rijnmond) [IL When this network, which
was developed by Philips for the Rijnmond Authority, went
into operation in 1969, it was still limited to monitoring the
SO2 concentration in the atmosphere, which is one of the most
characteristic forms of industrial polution.

Since then work has continued in covering the whole of the
Netherlands with a network of monitoring stations (eventually

over 200), each of which will be connected by telephone line to
the computer at a regional monitoring centre. The regional cen-
tres (there will shortly be nine of these) will be linked by telegraph
lines to the national monitoring centre at Bilthoven. The map
above shows the sites chosen for the 200 stations. The black
dots represent detector stations, which are distributed over the
country in a regular pattern, while the smaller open circles are
extra stations added to the network because of local conditions.
Regional centres are indicated by red dots and the national
centre at Bilthoven by a red star. One completed part of the net-
work went into operation in June 1973. For the time being only
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the SO2 concentration is being measured but in the near future it is
intended to equip a number of monitoring stations with facilities
for measuring the concentrations of other pollutants such as
NO2, NO, 03, CO and H2S. It will also be a fairly simple matter
to add equipment for determining dust, hydrocarbons, fluorides,
etc., in accordance with local needs. Forty of the monitoring
stations are also equipped to measure meteorological parameters.
The detectors are automatically calibrated every twelve hours on
a signal from the regional monitoring centre. They require no
attention apart from minor maintenance at three -monthly
intervals.

A value measured by a detector is first converted into an
electric current of between 0 and 20 mA. The current in turn is
converted into a proportional frequency between 5 and 25 Hz.
This is then used to modulate the amplitude of an audio -frequency
carrier and the composite signal is finally conveyed by telephone
line to the regional centre.

The job of the computer in each of the regional centres is to
pre-process data from the monitoring stations, to pass them on
in 'concentrated' form to a computer in the national monitoring
centre and to control all stations in the region and the peripheral
equipment in the regional centre itself. Every detector is scanned
and the concentration values determined every minute and
averages are computed every hour.

A dialogue teletypewriter in each regional centre records all
reports of excess concentrations while a logging typewriter
continuously registers air -pollution values and meteorological
data. The same information can also be monitored continuously
by an analog recorder. The dialogue teletypewriter can also be

used at any time to obtain additional information from the com-
puter and to feed into the computer the data required for cal-
culations.

The regional monitoring centres in turn are controlled by the
central computer at Bilthoven, which not only maintains com-
munication with the regional computers but also processes,
stores and presents information received from them and controls
the peripheral equipment in the national centre. One item of
peripheral equipment is a line printer which produces average
values every hour. Threshold values can be programmed in the
computer and if a signal exceeds the permitted value a lamp lights
up on the map in the control room (see photograph) to indicate
the monitoring station where the signal originated. Like the
regional centres the national centre can ask at any time for
additional information, which can be presented in a variety of
ways (cathode -ray -tube display, logging typewriter, analog re-
corder, punched tape). The Bilthoven centre can therefore keep
a close and continuous watch on the situation in all the regions
and, if necessary, alert provincial authorities and industry, thus
enabling the emission of pollutants to be restricted and an
intolerable situation avoided.

The information stored can be used for statistical calculations,
for the design of warning systems, etc., subjects in which the
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute at De Bilt is also
closely concerned.

[1] H. J. Brouwer, S. M. de Veer and H. Zeedijk, The SO2 mon-
itoring network in the Rhine estuary region, Philips tech. Rev.
32, 33-41, 1971.
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A simple model for alloys
A. R. Miedema

II. The influence of ionicity on the stability
and other physical properties of alloys

Introduction

In the first part of this article [*] it was shown that a
very satisfactory description of the energy effects
encountered in the alloying of transition metals can be
obtained from a model in which the basic starting point
is the idea that the metal atoms in an alloy remain very
similar to those in the pure metals. The heat of forma-
tion of the alloy arises because on one hand the chem-
ical potential of electrons must become equal for both
kinds of atomic cells, while on the other hand the
discontinuity in the electron density (in electrons per
cm3) that appears at the boundary of dissimilar atoms
has to be smoothed out. This gives:

AH = f(c) [- Pe(1X*)2 Q(Anws)2]. (1)

Here AH is the formation enthalpy of the alloy, f(c) is
a symmetrical function of the concentration of one of
the metals and 6,0* and Anws represent the dis-
continuity in electronegativity 0* and electron density
nws at the boundary between dissimilar atomic cells; e
is the electronic charge and P and Q are constants.
Equation (1) describes the alloying behaviour of tran-
sition metals with one another and of transition metals
with Cu, Ag, Au, Li, Ca and Sr. If transition metals are
alloyed with trivalent or polyvalent non -transition
metals, an extra negative contribution to the heat of
formation appears, which is independent of which
particular transition metal is alloyed with which partic-
ular p electron metal from the group Al, Ga, In, Tl,
Sn, Pb, Sb and Bi:

AH = f(c) [- Pe(A0*)2 Q(inws)2 - R]. (2)

The validity of this equation was demonstrated in
Part I, and it was explained there how the parameters
0* and nws can be obtained. Values for the ratios
Q/P and RIP of the constants in various cases can also
be obtained from the analysis of the sign of the heat of
formation.

In this second part we shall first be concerned with
the absolute values of AH, that is to say we determine
f(c) and the value of P, quantities that can be used to

Dr A. R. Miedema is with Philips Research Laboratories, Eind-
hoven.

calculate the heat of formation for any alloy of a tran-
sition metal. This is followed by a discussion of the
heat of mixing of liquid metals, from which it can be
concluded that equation (1) is also valid for (liquid)
alloys of two non -transition metals.

Finally, the significance of charge transfer for the
physical properties of alloys is examined. In the case
of the heat of formation it was essential that the chem-
ical potential of the electrons was made the same for
the different atomic cells in an alloy. The transport
properties, which are largely determined by the contri-
bution of the d electrons to the conduction band, are
strongly affected by this transfer of charge, particularly
in the transition metals. In the present context these
properties are of interest both in themselves, and also
because they provide the information from which the
quantitative relation between difference in electro-
negativity and charge transfer can be derived.

Absolute values of AH

In equations (1) and (2) another unknown apart
from the constants P, Q and R is the dependence of
AH on the concentration c. In addition, although values
for Q/P and RIP were found in Part I, no value was
found for P.

Let us start with f(c). For solid solutions the function
would be expected to be f(c) = c(1- c) if c is the con-
centration of one of the two metals, and size mismatch,
Brillouin-zone effects and short-range order do not
come into play. In ordered compounds no difference
from statistical solid solutions would be expected pro-
vided that the concentration of one of the metals was
small (again assuming that elastic energies associated
with a difference in atomic size are relatively small; this
is in fact almost always so if I AHI is fairly large - i.e.
if 6,0* is large). This means that the heat of formation
of ordered alloys in fig. 14 should lie between curve 1,
which is the parabola c(1 - c) for solid solutions, and
the curves 2, the tangents to the parabola at c = 0 and
c = 1. An impression of the shape of f(c) can be ob-
tained by comparing the heat of ordering with the total
heat of formation for say 50/50 alloys possessing an
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ordering temperature. These results suggest that on
average the heat of ordering contributes about 30 % of
the total negative heat of formation.

It is also possible to estimate f(c) from experimental
values of AR, provided that for a particular system
there are a large number of ordered structures for which
OH has been measured. These results have been
plotted in fig. 14 for Ni-Al, Co -Al, Cd-Mg, Cu-Zn and
the Pd -Al system, all systems whose measured iH
values lie fairly symmetrically about the vertical
c = 0.5. The results have been normalized with respect
to the parabola c(1 - c) by ensuring that at low con-
centrations the correct derivative is obtained. Close to
the concentration 0.5 the difference between the solid
curve and the parabola is about 30 % of f(c); this
agrees with the values for the relative magnitudes of
the ordering energies.

In principle it is now possible to determine the param-
eter P by comparing experimental values for the heat
of formation of alloys (and not just the sign) with equa-
tion (1) or (2), since the ratios Q/P and RIP have
already been found. Little experimental information is
available about the absolute value of tiH for cases in
which AO* or Anws, and hence OH, are large. Fig. 15
shows all the OH values that clearly differ from zero
and are related to the groups discussed earlier (two
transition metals, transition metals with p metals and
hydrides). To find P, OH is plotted against the quantity
f(c) [-e(A0*)2 ±(Q1P)(Anws)2- RIP], making use of
the values found earlier for Q/P and RIP; R is of course
put equal to zero for the hydrides and alloys of two
transition metals. The amount of data available is too
small to be able to determine whether P has a different
value for the three groups of alloys. When all the
results are taken together the mean straight line corre-
sponds to P = 0.85 A detailed table has been
shown elsewhere [9] in which the OH values calculated
with this value of P for all the alloys quoted have been
compared with experiment.

Alloys of two non -transition metals. Liquid metals

To what extent do the model, and with it equation
(1), also describe the alloying behaviour of non -tran-
sition metals ? It is known that for example in the com-
pounds or elements with the diamond -type structure
(GaSb, InAs, Si, Ge) a large contribution to the energy
originates from Brillouin-zone effects. The presence of
eight valence electrons per unit cell makes these 'metals'
semiconductors. The relatively large energy gap at the
Fermi surface causes a fairly large decrease in energy.
An impression of the magnitude of this energy contri-
bution can be obtained from the latent heat of fusion,
which is considerably larger for the four semiconduc-

Fig. 14. The heat of formation LIH of an ordered alloy (or com-
pound) of two metals as a function of the atomic concentration c.
Curve 1 represents the parabola that would be expected for
solutions in which the metal atoms are statistically distributed
over the lattice sites. The curves 2 give a lower limit for the factor
f(c) of equation (I) in ordered alloys. 0 Ni-Al,  Cd-Mg.

Co -Al, p Cu-Zn,  Pd -Al. The data have been taken from
the publications of notes [16] and [17].

f (c)[-e(LIV)2-1-(0/P)(Anws)2-R/P]

Fig. 15. Determination of the parameter P in the ionic energy
contribution -Pe(A0*)2. The value of P can be derived from
the slope of the straight line through the origin giving the best
fit to the plotted points.  Alloys of two transition metals.
0 Alloys of transition metals with non -transition metals of
valency greater than 2. P Hydrides of transition metals.

[16]

[17]

A. R. Miedema, A simple model for alloys, I. Rules for the
alloying behaviour of transition metals, Philips tech. Rev. 33,
149-160, 1973 (No. 6).
R. Hultgren, R. L. Orr, P. D. Anderson and K. K. Kelley,
Selected values of thermodynamic properties of metals and
alloys, Wiley, New York 1963.
M. Ettenberg, K. L. Komarek and E. Miller, Metallurg.
Trans. 2, 1173, 1971.
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tors mentioned above than for ordinary metals, whose
latent heats of fusion are usually all very similar. The
contribution of Brillouin effects to the heat of forma-
tion can be estimated from the unusually large latent
heat of fusion. It is clear that this contribution only
becomes comparable in magnitude with the terms of
equation (0 for crystals with the ZnS or NaC1 structure.

In liquid alloys there should in principle be no Bril-
louin-zone effects. The equation

AH = c(1 -c)[-Pe(6,0*)2 Q(Anws)2] (1')

would therefore be expected to apply for two non -tran-
sition metals.

In the first article of note [9], which presented an
analysis of liquid metals with 0* = 0, this relation
has already been fairly clearly established. It is inter-
esting to note that (1') is very similar to the equation
used by N. F. Mott to predict (to an accuracy of 80 %)
whether two liquid metals were miscible. Mott used
the electronegativity X, which we know to be approx-
imately proportional to 0*, and a positive term pro-
portional to [A(E,/ Vm)-1]2, where Ev is the latent heat
of evaporation of a metal. The parameter nws used
here represents [A(KVm)-11, and since the compress-
ibility K is approximately inversely proportional to
the latent heat of evaporation this means that Mott's
equation is almost identical with equation (1'). Com-
paring the absolute values found with the two equa-
tions shows that for liquid metals Q is relatively a little
higher than we found for the solid transition metals.
The conclusion is that the difference in electronegativity
and in electron density are also responsible for the
greater part of the heat of mixing in non -transition
metals. The size mismatch between the atoms of an
alloy also contributes to some extent to the positive
terms in AH (which can lead to decomposition in the
liquid phase), but this contribution is considerably
smaller than has recently been suggested by B. Predel
and H. Sandig [18]. It is perhaps fairly obvious that
energy effects depending on a difference in atomic size
could be confused, for disordered solid and liquid al-
loys, with effects due to difference in density. Metals
that differ considerably in electron density at the
boundary of the atom will in general also differ consid-
erably in atomic radius.

Magnetic properties and charge transfer

In the model presented here it is of essential impor-
tance that the negative term in the heat of formation of
alloys is concerned with the transfer of electrons, and
hence with ionicity. How large is the charge transfer
in a particular case, expressed for example in numbers
of electronic charges per atom? It is also interesting to

consider to what extent charge transfer affects other
properties of alloys besides the heat of formation.

In our model, in which the negative part of AH is
determined by f(c) and 6,0*, the charge transfer per
atom will also be a function of only c and .6,0*. If 0*
does indeed represent the value of the chemical poten-
tial for electrons in the correct units, then the ionic
contribution contained in AH is equal on one hand
to -P f(c) (A0*)2, but we also have:

AH = -cAe AZA 6,0*/2. (3)

The quantities cA and AZA represent the concentration
of metal A and the charge per atom A in the alloy. The
equation states in fact that the total charge displaced,
cAeAZA, is on average transferred over the half poten-
tial difference, 6.0*/2. (During the transfer of charge
this potential difference is gradually reduced from
6.0* to zero; the average potential difference was

0*/2.) From the above it follows that

AZA = 2 .6,0* f(C) PICA (4)

We now distinguish between P' and P, since it is not
certain that the 0* scale does in fact give the chemical
potential in the correct units. We do know that our
scale is a good relative measure of the chemical poten-
tial, but in the procedure selected it is by definition
normalized to the scale of the work function 0. If how-
ever there is a proportionality constant relating 0 and
0*, then it will also apply to the quantities P and P'.

For solid solutions f(c) is equal to cA(1 - CA), and
(4) therefore becomes:

AZA = 2 A0*(1 - CA)P' (5)

The value of P' can be derived from experiments in
which AZA manifests itself in some other way than a
reduction of energy. An example for the transition
metals is given by the magnetic properties.

In fig. 7 (Part I) the three groups of the 3d, 4d and 5d
transition metals were quoted together, with the
appropriate values of 0*. The partially filled d shell
indicates that for these metals the d levels make a
considerable contribution to the density of states at the
Fermi surface. This is associated with a relatively large
contribution to the linear term in the specific heat of
metals and a large contribution to the temperature -
independent (Pauli paramagnetic) susceptibility (for
4d, 5d and some 3d metals) or the ferromagnetic be-
haviour (for other 3d metals).

The charge -transfer effect can have a considerable
effect on the magnetic behaviour of alloys. In the alloy
Pd3Y - formed from the last and the first transition
metal of the 4d series - the difference in 0* is very
large. The Y gives up electrons, the Pd receives elec-
trons. The effect is as if Y displaces itself to the left in
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the periodic system, thus losing its transition -metal
character. The Pd displaces itself to the right, the d
levels become completely filled and Pd becomes dia-
magnetic, like Ag. As a result the alloy Pd3Zr does not
have the properties of a transition metal (the high
susceptibility). This change in properties when the
number of d electrons becomes very small or is in-
creased to ten allows an estimate of charge transfer to
be made. The magnetic susceptibility of solutions of
Zr in Pd decreases sharply with increasing Zr concen-
tration and appears to go to a 'diamagnetic' value for
12.5 at. % Zr (the compounds Pd4Zr and Pd3Zr are
also diamagnetic). From equation (5), and assuming
that pure Pd metal has a number of 0.35 holes in its d
level then it follows from the diamagnetic nature of
Pd87.5Zr12.5 that P' = 0.55 V-1. Comparable values
for P' also follow from the magnetic properties of
alloys of Co and Ni with the transition metals of the
first two columns, if again it is assumed that the absence
of ferromagnetism in intermetallic compounds of Co
and Ni at T = 0 indicates an almost completely filled
d level. On average we find that P' c 0.6 V-1
(see note [9]).

Charge transfer can also be estimated from experi-
ments on X-ray fluorescence (A. Wenger et al. [19]).
Wenger obtained a value for the change in the number
of d electrons at the Fe and Co sites in compounds with
Al. The value of P' in this case is again in the region of
0.6 V-1.

Note that the value found for P' corresponds to a
relatively large charge transfer. In a disordered AB
compound with 6,0* = 1 V equation (5) shows that
the charge is given by A-o6B+o.6; here it should not be
forgotten that on one hand still greater values of AO*
can be found in practice, while on the other hand AZ
is larger by a factor of 1.5 in ordered AB alloys (i.e.
compounds).

The value found in this subsection for P' (0.6 V-1)
differs from the value found for P (0.85 V-1) when the
calculation is based on energy data alone. As was noted
earlier, this does not necessarily mean that the model
is 'wrong', but it can be taken as an indication that the
scale of 0* ought really to be stretched by a factor of
1.4 to enable the internal chemical potential to be
expressed in the correct units. On further consideration
this result suggests that a proportionality exists between
the work function 0 of a metal, the discontinuity D
in potential that is present because there is an electric -
dipole layer at the surface of a metal, and the chemical
potential 0*, which relates to the interior of a metal.
The difference between P and P' suggests that

: D : 0* = 1 : 0.4 : 1.4

could be a general relation for all metallic elements.

Ionicity and the physical properties of alloys

In the previous section the initial assumption in
seeking quantitative data for the relation between the
charge transfer per atom and the difference in electro-
negativity was that it was possible to derive information
about the ionicity not only from the energy effects
but also from the magnetic properties of alloys,
for example. In fact, a basic assumption is involved
here. In the model, as it was used in consider-
ing heats of formation, it was assumed that the
distribution of charge (electrons) in the crystal lattice
of an alloy could be found by first taking the charge
distribution for the two kinds of pure metal and then
applying an important correction (making 0* equal)
to this distribution. In the description of magnetic
properties we have gone much further. Here it has been
assumed, for example in the case of the Pd-Zr alloys,
that in the resulting distribution obtained for the alloy
the original metals would still be clearly distinguishable.
To give a picture of the situation it is assumed that the
electron states (wave functions) of the alloy can be
represented to a good approximation as a combination
of Pd -like states and Zr-like states. In the alloy, in this
explanation of the diamagnetic nature of Pc187.5Zr12.5,
Pd has obtained a completely filled d level while that of
Zr has become completely empty, so that the resulting
metal has lost its transition -metal nature.

It is by no means obvious that electron states in an
alloy can be obtained by adding metal A -like states
and metal B -like states together, although this picture
has been fairly widely used in descriptions of magnetic
properties of Pd, Ni or Co alloys. No theoretical justi-
fication for this has been given; a possible qualitative
explanation could be that the 'overlapping' of electron
states of neighbouring atoms is relatively small in a
lattice of transition -metal atoms, i.e. nws is small com-
pared with the average density of d electrons in het
atomic cell. A metal can be thought of as being made
up from a number of free atoms that are first located a
long way apart and then gradually approach one
another. In this picture transition metals are metals in
which the original free atoms have not yet come very
close together. The 'overlap' still remains small; on
this basis it might be expected that the propeities of
free atoms (and in alloys those of the differing atoms)
could be recognized in the metal. In non -transition
metals, on the other hand, nws is not small compared
with the average d electron density and the atomic
nature is lost.

In spite of the doubt, for theoretical reasons, about
an atomic description of the physical properties of

[183 B. Predel and H. Sandig, Z. Metallk. 60, 208, 1969.
[183 A. Wenger, G. Burn' and S. Steinemann, Solid State Comm.

9, 1125, 1971.
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alloys of transition metals, this kind of description has
been found to give surprisingly good results in practice.
For example, it has been found possible to give a simple
formula for the specific heat at low temperature y
- which is a measure of the density of electron states
at the Fermi surface - for solid solutions of transition
metals. It is assumed in the first place that y is atomic
in nature for transition metals : y is mainly determined
by Z, the number of valence electrons per atom. For
an alloy of two metals A and B it is assumed in the
second place that

yam = CAVA CBVB. (7)

Here yA is the y value for the A atoms in the alloy, and
yB is the y value for the B atoms; yA and yB depend
on the number of valence electrons possessed by A and
B in the alloy. This number is found for each type from
the number Zo that applies for the pure metal, and, the
electron transfer AZ in the alloy:

Z = Zo ± AZ. (8)

For Ti, Zr and Hf Zo is equal to 4, for V, Nb and Ta
Zo is equal to 5, for Cr, Mo and W Zo is equal to 6, etc.
(fig. 7, Part I). The value of AZ follows from equation
(5) with P' = 0.6 V-1. Before we can use the formula,
we still need to know the relation between y and Z.
This is given in fig. 16. The curve goes through the
points for the pure elements, and is drawn in such a
way that all the known data for paramagnetic tran-
sition metals are well reproduced. Fig. 17 shows that
with the simple formula a good agreement is obtained
between calculated and measured values for a large
number of alloys.

A similar atomic description also serves for the
transition temperature for superconductivity in solid
solutions of two transition metals. The assumption that
electron states of metal A and of metal B can be added
together corresponds to the addition of [1n(Teien)]-1
for those metals in the theory of superconductivity. The
transition temperature To is measured with respect to
the Debye temperature (OD) for the lattice vibrations.
Equation (7) now becomes :

-
[11:1(TeleD)1-1 = CA

all
[111(TcleD)]-t

1

+ CB [1ri(TcleD)1 .

A

(9)

The characteristic function that represents the
dependence of Te/OB on Z is shown in fig. 18, in which
Tc/OD is plotted to give a linear curve for ln(Tc/en)-1.
Although equation (9) is slightly more difficult to use
than equation (7), the 'recipe' for finding the Tc of
alloys of transition metals is really quite simple. The
results obtained on comparing the calculated and
measured values are again surprisingly good [9]. A
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Fig. 16. The coefficient y of the linear term in the specific heat of
metals, plotted against the number of valence electrons per
atom Z for the 4d and 5d metals. To give an example of the way
in which equation (7) is applied the figure shows the Z values
for Ta and Re in an alloy TasoRe50 that does not in fact exist
as a solid solution. The value Zo of Z for the metals in the pure
state is 5 for Ta and 7 for Re.

simple demonstration of the applicability of the atomic
curve for Tc/OB as a function of Z shown in fig. 18 can
be found in the change in Te of Nb in alloys with small
quantities of a second metal. As fig. 18 shows, pure Nb,
for which Zo = 5, lies at a point of the curve at which
the derivative of Top with respect to Z has a high
value. If a metal is dissolved in Nb, then it is relatively
unimportant that the second metal gives a character-
istic contribution to [ln(Tc/OD)]-1
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Ica!
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different from that

A 5d - 5d
 4d - 4d
 3d - 3d
 5d - 3d
 4d - 5d
 4d - 3d
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Fig. 17. Comparison of experimental data on y for solid solutions
of two transition metals with the values yeah calculated from
equation (7). The points lie close to a straight line of slope 1.
The figure shows which types of alloy the various kinds of points
in the figure refer to.
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Fig. 18. The ratio TO/OD of the temperature at which a transition
metal becomes superconducting and its Debye tar pera lure,
plotted against Z, the number of valence electrons per atom. The
solid curves apply for 5d metals, and the other curves for 4d
metals.

given by pure Nb. However, it is important that the
dissolved metal can change the Z of the Nb. If the
dissolved metal takes up electrons from the Nb (if it
is more strongly electronegative than Nb, higher 0*)
then To/OD will decrease; if the dissolved metal gives
up electrons, then To will be able to increase because
of the high value of the derivative of To/OD with respect
to Z at the location of Nb on the curve. In this argument
it would be expected that the change in Te for niobium
on the solution of small concentrations of a second
metal would chiefly be determined by AO* between Nb
and this metal. The truth of this prediction is shown in

Fig. 19. The derivative of the transition temperature for super -
conduction To with respect to the concentration c, plotted against
the difference in electronegativity AO* for diluted Nb (113 and
Ti alloys 2 3 . (The Ti alloys had 5 % of Rh added to stabilize the
b.c.c. structure.) For each of these alloys the points lie very nearly
on a straight line; the line for the Ti alloys rises for increasing
AO*, the other one falls.

fig. 19, in which dTo/dc, the change in To with the con-
centration of metal added, is plotted against AO*. The
metals with the higher values of 0* reduce To very
noticeably; the relation between dTo/dc and AO* can
be approximated quite well by a straight line. Fig. 19
also shows the change in To for Ti in alloys, plotted
against AO* for the dissolved element. The slope of the
curve of To/OD as a function of Z is also relatively large
for Ti (Zo = 4), but the sign is different.

As was noted at the beginning of this section, there
is no obvious reason for using an atomic description
for alloys of non -transition metals; we can only say
that it does appear to describe energy effects. It is
consequently more difficult to justify the use of Wigner-
Seitz cells for these alloys. A definition that appears
reasonable for the boundary between neighbouring
atomic cells in a transition metal is the minimum in the
electron density as a function of location. This is no
longer possible in non -transition metals, and it will be
obvious that it is difficult to speak of the transfer of
electrons while it is not in fact possible to define the
location of the boundary between atoms A and atoms
B. It is also much less obvious which physical proper-
ties will be affected by the transfer of charge. Whether
Na+o5K-0'5 or Na-o'SK+os is written as the formula
for an Na-K alloy does not affect the metallic proper-
ties at all. Similarly, it makes no obvious difference to
the semiconductor properties of GaSb whether we are
dealing with Ga+Sb-, GaSb or Ga-Sb+. However, the
existence of charge transfer can be observed indirectly
in the change in total volume on the alloying of two
non -transition metals, from the appearance of electric -
field gradients (which can for example be studied at
the locations of atomic nuclei in nuclear -resonance
experiments), or from measurements of the isomer
shift in Mossbauer-effect experiments. Let us consider
Ag and Au in such an alloy of two non -transition
metals. The two metals both have the f.c.c. structure
and very nearly the same atomic volume. Nevertheless,
a fairly large isomer shift is found in Mossbauer
experiments on Ag-Au alloys. This shift is a direct
measure of the probability of s electrons arriving at the
location of the nucleus of Au. While it is true that it is
not (yet) possible to convert a change in isomer shift
into a transfer of charge, it is indeed possible to see
that the ionicity does have consequences for the phys-
ical properties, and not only for the transition metals.

To summarize quickly the results of the second part
of this article, we see that in alloys of two transition
metals the negative contribution to the heat of forma-
tion is almost entirely determined by the difference in
electronegativity AO*. Difference in electronegativity

[291 Ch. J. Raub, Z. Physik 178, 216, 1964. _
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signifies transfer of charge. This is large: AZ is pro-
portional to AO*, and for solid solutions the propor-
tionality constant is given by 1.2 (1- c). Physical prop-
erties of transition metals can be particularly sensitive
to electron transfer, as has been shown in this article
for the contribution of the electrons to the specific
heat and the transition temperature Tc for super -
conduction.

Summary. This part of the article first treats the influence of the
concentration, on the heat of formation of alloys and the value of
the coefficienqof the electronegativity contribution, from which
the absoluteTalue of the heat of formation can be calculated. It
is found that the relation derived in I for the heat of formation of
alloys of two transition metals is also valid for liquid alloys of
two non -transition metals. Difference in electronegativity signifies
transfer of charge, to which the physical properties of transitic n
metals can be very sensitive; this is demonstrated for the electn n
contribution to the specific heat and for the temperature at which
the alloy becomes superconducting.
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The development of field-effect transistor electronics

F. M. Klaassen

The text of the article below is an abridged and slightly modified version of the address
given by the author on 8th December 1972 on his inauguration as Professor Extraordinary
in Semiconductor Electronics at Eindhoven University of Technology. In his address, in
which he outlined the history of the bipolar transistor and the older field-effect transistor,
Prof Klaassen gave particular attention to the recent increase in importance of the
field-effect transistor, after years of obscurity, in digital integrated circuit applications.

Almost exactly twenty-five years ago, in December
1947, John Bardeen and Walter H. Brattain were
attempting to obtain electrical amplification by apply-
ing the well known field effect to the reverse current
through a germanium point -contact diode when they
observed a change in the current that was not entirely
what they had expected [11. This result was later found
to have been obtained because the gold field-effect
electrode was not, as had been intended, separated from
the germanium by a thin film of oxide, but was in fact
in direct contact with the semiconductor. They came
to the conclusion - which later turned out to be the
right one and for which they received the Nobel Prize
- that the gate electrode injected into the germanium
an additional mobile charge that was accumulated by
the point contact. This marked the birth of the first
practical transistor. Although it was the unexpected
result of a physical experiment, this transistor was also
the outcome of a programme of investigations that
had already been in progress for about ten years, with
the aim of finding a solid-state analogue for the ther-
mionic valve. Such an analogue was particularly desired
by the telephone industry, which, with the expansion
of telephone networks, wanted a device less greedy of
power and longer -lived than the thermionic valve.

If we look at a photograph of the primitive construc-
tion of the first transistor (fig. 1), which gives a striking
image of a nearly bygone experimental era, it is clear
why very few people saw this invention as a device that
would revolutionize electronics and help to change the
face of society, and that it would do this in record time.
Spurred on by the best and the worst characteristics of
free enterprise and by the personal ambition of the
experimenters, and resting on the understanding of

Prof. Dr F. M. Klaassen is with Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven and is Professor Extraordinary in Semiconductor
Electronics at Eindhoven University of Technology.

Fig. 1. The transistor produced by J. Bardeen and W. H. Brat-
tain [11.

the solid state gained in the steady struggle of research
into unrelenting matter, semiconductor technology
has undergone in twenty-five years an evolution that is
scarcely rivalled in the history of technology, and with
what a result! Without transistor technology there
would be no computer industry, no moon -walks, no
communication or weather satellites and presumably
no thousands of millions of portable radios, no
hundreds of millions of telephone subscribers, to men-
tion just a few spectacular applications. Bardeen and
Brattain's discovery proved to be a key to the 'all at
once world'.

In electronic engineering itself the change brought
about was equally dramatic. The advent of the inte-
grated circuit brought an end to the old three-way split
that had long dominated electronics. There is no longer
a place for the independent component designer, the
independent circuit designer, or the independent sys-

[1] J. Bardeen and W. H. Brattain, The transistor, a semi-
conductor triode, Phys. Rev. 74, 230-231, 1948.
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tems engineer. Since there are very few who can be
masters in all three disciplines, advances in these fields
will only be made by interdisciplinary cooperation.
Such cooperation requires at the very least, however,
an understanding of the other man's language or, bet-
ter still, an understanding of the other man's often
intuitive basic knowledge.

It was a logical consequence of the discovery in 1947
that the dominant role in the semiconductor realm in
the period that followed has been played by the bipolar
transistor, a device whose operation depends fun-
damentally on the injection and diffusion of electrons
and holes, and whose behaviour therefore deviates
completely from Ohm's law. The field-effect transistor
received much less prominence, even though this
transistor was invented nearly 20 years before 1947, is
simpler in structure and is more closely related to a
pure resistance in its behaviour. It is only in recent
years that it has begun to look as if the bipolar tran-
sistor will have to give up much of the ground it has
gained. This late emergence of the field-effect tran-
sistor, after being so long overshadowed by the bipolar
device, seems interesting enough for closer examina-
tion.

Since the reader will probably be fairly familiar with
the history of the field-effect transistor [21, it should be
sufficient here to recall simply that one of the last major
steps was the replacement of aluminium as gate ma-
terial by polycrystalline silicon (fig. 2), to obtain a
sufficiently low threshold voltage [31.

It was this last technique, not spectacular on the face
of it, but in fact one that required a radical change of
process, that initiated the rapid advance of the MOST
a few years ago. One of the contributory factors here
was that a reliable double -layer wiring pattern fits
fairly naturally into this process; another was that the
transistors can be packed closer together. A technology
that is also of interest besides the now current MOS
diffusion technology is ion implantation [41, in which
very thin layers of the required conduction type are
implanted in the silicon surface by bombarding this
surface with fast ions, making it possible to preset the
threshold voltage. Transistors with positive and neg-
ative threshold voltage can then be made simultan-
eously in one crystal chip, an arrangement for elec-
tronic circuits that is very attractive. Indeed it has
already been found possible to make the threshold
voltage so low that millivolt logic is a feasible proposi-
tion. This brings us a long way in the direction of the
extremely low energy consumption that the human
brain needs to perform logical processes.

As to the usefulness of the field-effect transistor in
electronics, in the first place it is of course true that
there was no dramatic increase in its use during the
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Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section of a field-effect transistor with a
gate of polycrystalline silicon. S metal connection of the source.
D metal connection of the drain. / insulating oxide layer. G gate.

first ten years. In itself this is not so surprising, for
there is often a considerable time lag between the
conception of an idea and its application. The applica-
bility of an idea can generally be demonstrated, but a
broad application is often a problem because of the
lack of adequate background information, such as a
complete understanding of the physical operation,
knowledge of the properties of materials used and,
last but not least, process control. Progress in fits and
starts is therefore rather the rule than the exception.
Nevertheless the slow growth of field-effect transistor
electronics can be partly attributed to trivial, or per-
haps, realistic causes. The price limited applications to
the strictly professional sphere for a long time; the
MOSFET (MOST for short) had a bad reputation for
its disastrous oversensitivity to electrostatic charges;
and most important, the bipolar transistor, which had
led the field for ten years, had set a particular style for
electronic design, so that the FET was hardly ever used
as a pure substitute for the thermionic valve. The
junction FET did better than the MOSFET, however,
and in ten years it gradually grew to its present total
market of eighty million devices a year. Because of its
favour able combination of reasonably low -noise ampli-
fication with a fairly large bandwidth, the junction
FET proved to be exceptionally suitable as a pre-
amplifier for signals originating from sources of high
internal impedance, and was thus able to fill a gap
that the bipolar transistor could not. This low noise
level is very closely related to the absence of input -
current noise in the junction FET, which is not the
case in the bipolar transistor. Of course, not everyone
is satisfied. For example, designers of preamplifiers for
television cameras, radiation detectors and operational
amplifiers are constantly demanding a lower noise
level. The ability to meet that demand implies on one
hand greater process control to reduce the low -fre-
quency noise - whose nature is not yet entirely under-
stood - and on the other hand it implies refined
masking techniques to fabricate shorter FETs for a
lower if. noise. The high hopes of being able to use
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junction FETs for the first stage in telecommunication
receivers remained largely unrealized. The very low
input cross -modulation, compared with that of the
ordinary transistor, which was expected on account of
its square -law characteristic, has been found unattain-
able in practice, for one thing because of the need to
transform the signal from the (low impedance) aerial
to the correct level for the impedance of the junction
FET input. There are also' indications that electron -
velocity saturation in high-transconductance tran-
sistors has an unfavourable effect on the distortion.

Because of requirements that are very nearly irre-
concilable, it is very difficult to incorporate the junc-
tion FET in an integrated circuit. For instance, a
thin high -conductivity channel is required for a junc-
tion FET with a high transconductance, but this re-
quirement is positively disastrous for the breakdown
voltage of a bipolar transistor included in the circuit.
Hardly anyone has yet succeeded in designing good
integrated operational amplifiers with a junction FET
input. To match the two FETs of the differential input
stage the transistors usually have to be twisted around
the chip like a pair of snakes!

A climax in the development of the junction FET
was reached some time ago when a field-effect device
surpassed the power amplification performance of the
bipolar transistor in the microwave region (fig. 3). An
interesting aspect in the achievement of this record is
that silicon, the dominant material in transistor manu-
facture, was replaced here by gallium arsenide, because
this material has a higher electron mobility and thus a
shorter electron -transit time [5]. Although gallium
arsenide has certain properties that make it less suitable
for the fabrication of ordinary transistors, these do
not matter so much FETs. Whether this development
will lead to large-scale application is doubtful, how-
ever, since in practice the bandwidth of a FET ampli-
fier is much smaller than would be expected from the
cut-off frequency given in fig. 3, because of its high
impedance.

The use of the MOS transistor in linear electronics
has largely been a failure; but with one exception: the
ideal insulation between gate and channel makes the
MOST an unrivalled electrometer. MOST integrated
circuits have not, however, been able to replace valve
circuits directly. This is very easily explained. Although
the combination of one MOST as an active element
in series with another MOST as the load forms an
ideal amplifier which in principle takes up less chip
area than its bipolar counterpart, a difficulty arises at
the input and output of the circuit, where only tran-
sistors of relatively large dimensions can operate. At
the input, this need for large size is connected:with the
signal-to-noise ratio, the drift and the ability to with-
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Fig. 3. Increase in maximum useful frequency of bipolar and
field-effect transistors in recent years. The field-effect transistor
(curve FET) took over from the bipolar transistor (curve BT)
some years ago.

stand interfering electrostatic charges, whereas at the
output the dimensions have to be large to obtain a
high transconductance at higher current. In the output -
transistor the very much poorer ratio between trans -
conductance and current - 1 or 2 compared with 40
for a bipolar transistor - also creates difficulties. An
all -MOST circuit will only be attractive for circuits
with a large number of internal stages, but linear cir-
cuits are not usually so large.

Finally, a word about the noise level of the MOST,
which is relatively rather high, particularly at low
frequencies, and is usually about ten times greater than
that of the FET. Although this effect has not yet fully
been explained, there are nevertheless some indications
that the noise is due to a slow interaction between the
free charges in the channel and traps situated in the
silicon -oxide interface [6]. Although progress in pas-
sivation has brought with it a gradual reduction of the
noise level, the decay time involved has certainly
thinned out the supporters in the course of time.

The picture, however, is not an entirely gloomy one.
Indeed, it has recently come to appear that MOST
integrated circuits have a great future ahead of them
in the field of large logic circuits.

What is the reason for this breakthrough, and why
has it come so late? The answer is evident; the use of
MOST technology leads in many cases to lower system

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

See the introduction to the article by H. C. de Graaff and
H. Koelmans in Philips tech. Rev. 27, 200, 1966.
See for example I. A. Appels, H. Kalter and E. Kooi, Philips
tech. Rev. 31, 225, 1970.
See for example F. Faggin and T. Klein, Silicon gate technol-
ogy, Solid -State Electronics 13, 1125-1144, 1970.
W. Baechtold, W. Walter and P. Wolf, X and Ku band
GaAs M.E.S:F.E.T., Electronics Letters 8,°35-37, 1972.
F. M. Klaassen, Characterization of low 1/f noise in MOS
transistors, IEEE Trans. ED -18, 887-891, 1971.
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costs, and in the second place the permissible dissi-
pation imposes less of a restriction on the number of
transistors to be integrated. These facts are sufficiently
important for us to go somewhat deeper into a number
of aspects.

One of the basic circuits with which all logic opera-
tions can 13e carried out is the MOST inverter [7]. This
consists of two very small transistors in series, one of
which functions as an active switching element and the
other as a passive load (fig. 4) . Compared with bipolar
circuits, which are often no more than IC translations
of discrete -component solutions, a combination of
this type is not simply a more advanced form of inte-
gration; it is also more compact, since not a single
resistor is required anywhere in the circuit. In bipolar
ICs it is the resistors that are the expensive items since,
particularly in circuits with low dissipation per gate -
a first prerequisite in large-scale integration - the
resistors have to have a high value, which means that
they take up a lot of chip area. Also, the MOST, unlike
the ordinary transistor, does not have to be completely
electrically insulated from the substrate, and further-
more the number of process steps is somewhat smaller.
Although the miniature MOST switches are not directly
accessible from outside, so that it is always necessary
to have a buffer output stage which takes up a relatively
large amount of space, this is not a serious drawback
in large logic circuits with many internal operations or
repetitive functions, such as shift registers and mem-
ories, and the internal saving in space can then be
fully exploited. Depending on the size of the individual
circuits, it is found in practice that MOST circuits are
about one -and -a -half to three times smaller; not ten
times, as is often maintained.

In itself a high packing density - often measured in
terms of the number of gates per cm2 - is scarcely an
overriding argument for immediately choosing MOST
systems. A second important factor with a considerable
bearing on costs should not be overlooked, and this
is the yield of the process adopted, the result of skilful
`helmsmanship among all manner of technological
rocks and shoals, such as gaps in narrow metal tracks,
the occurrence of parasitic channels or diode leakage
currents, defects in epitaxial layers and faults in masks,
which all too often require a great deal of patience and
effort to trace, diagnose and eliminate. It will also be
evident that in itself the yield is in turn a function of
the desired packing density, which can make optimum
costing a very complicated matter.

Finally, there is a third aspect that must not be
forgotten. Once the yield of a particular process is
reasonably high, the aim will then be to cut down on
external connections and to integrate a number of
functions; in other words, efforts will be made to corn-

bine subsystems of greater functional complexity on
one chip to form a complete system. Although this
involves a reduction of transit -time delays within the
system, the main advantage of a minimum of connec-
tions is that of lower costs. For notwithstanding all
the ingenuity and the inventiveness brought to bear on
the problem of rapidly developing IC technology, we
have the ironic situation that even in a large circuit the
costs of encapsulation and interconnections are of the
same order of magnitude as those of the inspected and
tested chip. Nevertheless a limit is set to the maximum
size of such an IC, because, irrespective of trivial causes
of poor yield, in the present state of silicon technology
the yield rapidly deteriorates when a certain chip area
is exceeded. The economic limit is at present between
10 and 20 mm2, but is rising only very slowly, so that
for more complex integrated circuits there is more to
be expected from minimizing the components -than
from maximizing the chip. This is one reason why the
higher packing density of the MOST may sometimes
tip the scales in its favour.

Apart from the density the permissible dissipation
also plays a role in the MOST/bipolar controversy.
Since it is almost impossible to make high -value resist-
ors of small dimensions in conventional bipolar technol-
ogy, the maximum number of transistors to be inte-
grated is usually limited to a thousand. MOST systems
involve fewer limitations, partly because of the tem-
porary storage effect of the gate, a unique feature of
the MOST enabling versions of the simple inverter to
be made in which d.c. current is eliminated by the use
of pulse techniques (fig. 5). Although this entails the
use of extra circuits which regularly restore the logic
information attenuated by stray leakage currents,
relatively few are required in large integrated circuits.
Dynamic logic circuits of this type only use energy for
periodically charging or discharging minute internal
capacitances, so that depending on the clock period the
dissipation can be reduced by several orders of magni-
tude compared with static systems. If, as technology
advances, more than ten thousand components can
ever be accommodated in one IC, this fact will
decisively tip the scales in favour of the MOST.

By about 1970 the P -channel MOST technique had
progressed, partly because of the suitable level of the
logic thresholds, to a stage that enabled a successful
assault to be made on the stronghold of the bipolar
transistor. In this victory the silicon gate mentioned
earlier played a decisive role. One reason for this was
that a low dissipation per gate could be achieved,
because of the low threshold voltage and the related
supply voltage, while at the same time the logic levels
are well matched to those of the bipolar systems.
Recently we have also seen the emergence of N-chan-
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nel systems which, in spite of the rather more prob-
lematical threshold voltage and a greater risk of
parasitic channels, are a more attractive proposition
because the higher electron velocity reduces the average
delay time per gate by a factor of three. Thus, while
this technology leads primarily to faster systems, an
alternative choice presents itself at the same time. If
the greater speed is not required, there is the option of
reducing the supply voltage, and this can be anticipated
in the design by packing the transistors even closer
together. The result is a lower energy consumption per
gate and a higher packing density.

It is in fact the delay time that is the Achilles heel of
MOST systems. In a circuit the delay is mainly deter-
mined by the charge that has to be fed in or out at the
output by the current through one of two MOS tran-
sistors. The charge to be displaced is of course equal
to the product of the output capacitance and A V, the
difference between two logic levels. If we compare the
MOST circuit with its bipolar equivalent in this respect,
we find that whereas there is not much difference in the
size of the displaced charges, the average charging
current is so much smaller in the MOST that the final
result turns out to be much less favourable for the
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Fig. 4. MOST inverter, as used in integrated digital MOST
circuits.
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Fig. 5. Another version of the inverter circuit of fig. 4, in which
there is no d.c. current because pulse techniques are used.

MOST delay time: in the simple P -channel circuit it
can easily be 20 times greater. However, this very
much poorer result is due not entirely to the lower
effectiveness of the MOST as a switch, but partly to
the higher resistance that the load MOST should have,
compared with the active switch, to give an, acceptable
noise margin. For this reason efforts are now being
made to make MOST logic a great deal faster by using
various alternatives.

One of the most attractive alternatives is the com-
plementary inverter, which can consist of an N -channel
switching transistor and a P -channel load transistor.
Apart from the advantage that this combination by its
very nature passes no d.c. current, the switching is also
faster since the output is charged or discharged by two
opposing current generators.

In spite of the very much slower response of the
MOST at the present time, MOST technology is
already potentially capable of many and various
applications in electronics. Subjects that come to mind
include computer logic outside the central processor,
desk calculators, electronic telephone exchanges, opto-
electronics, watches and industrial control equipment.

A spectacular example of MOST circuits is to be
found in the development of the semiconductor ran-
dom-access memory. Here, starting with a static cell
with six MOST transistors, and proceeding via a
dynamic cell with three transistors, it has now been
found possible to produce a dynamic memory with one
MOST per cell [8]. The enormous gain in chip area
achieved with this system far surpasses the extra space
required for the ancillary circuits, so that a monolithic
4096 bit memory is now in an advanced stage of devel-
opment. With this last example MOST technology has
penetrated deeply into the world of large-scale inte-
gration (LSI), and indeed some ten thousand com-
ponents can be packed in this way in an area of only
10 mm2.

In this complex field MOST technology is now
clearly dominant, and MOST circuits already have a
25 % share of the 700 million dollar market for digital
semiconductor devices. According to some estimates,
this percentage will be as high as 60 % in a few years
time.

Should we now conclude that MOST technology is
going to maintain the dominant position within the
field of LSI, with perhaps a small corner reserved for
the bipolar transistor in applications where speed is
essential? This is very much in question, for new devel-

17] See L. M. van der Steen, Digital integrated circuits with
MOS transistors, Philips tech. Rev. 31, 277-285, 1970.

18] C. W. Lambrechtse, R. H. W. Salters and L. Boonstra,
A 4096 -bit one -transistor per -bit RAM with internal timing
and low dissipation, 1973 IEEE Int. Solid -State Circuits
Conf. Dig. tech. Papers, pp. 26-27.
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opments are under way that could well entail a resur-
gence of bipolar technology. I shall touch on two of
these developments here.

One line of development is connected with isolation
techniques. This is understandable, because the elec-
trical isolation required by a bipolar transistor inside
that monolithic circuit is one of the features that make
this transistor occupy a larger area than the MOST,
which of course requires no isolation. This is often
obtained by means of vertical P -N junctions but if they
are made by the conventional diffusion methods they
are rather wide. It has been found that better isolation
is achieved if narrow strips of silicon oxide are used.
The application of such strips is based on a local
oxidation technique known as LOCOS (9] (local oxi-
dation of silicon) or isoplanar technique. This method
also offers an additional gain of space, since the relative
positions of the transistors are automatically fixed and
because smaller resistors can also be used. A density of
fifty thousand gates is thus quite feasible, as demon-
strated by a fast static 1024 -bit memory brought out a
few months ago, although it was rather more expensive
than the dynamic MOST equivalent.

No less interesting is a second development, which
is intended to correct the other shortcoming of the
conventional bipolar integrated circuit: the relatively
large area of high -value resistors, which are necessary
to provide acceptable dissipation in large circuits. Now
it was known that a complementary transistor could
take over the role of a resistor, but this does not result
in a more compact circuit. It is surprising that, after

[9] See Philips tech. Rev. 31, 276, 1970.
[10] C. M. Hart and A. Slob, Integrated Injection Logic (I2L),

Philips tech. Rev. 33, 76-85, 1973 (No. 3).

some ten years of development work on digital inte-
grated circuits, there was still room for a new elemen-
tary circuit. I refer here to the integrated injection -
logic circuit (12L), in which a simple complementary
transistor is combined with a reverse -biased bipolar
switch, which can be used for making any desired logic
circuit [10]. This arrangement is so compact that it can
easily rival anything produced by MOST technology,
although it does not at the moment look like a threat
to the large MOST memories.

This concluding remark is in fact an indication that,
although a fierce struggle is going on at the moment
between the bipolar and MOST technologies to win
the favour of the system designer, there will ultimately
be room for both systems, each with their own area of
applications. But there is a large area where the dif-
ferences between the two are marginal, and here it will
not be easy for the electronics engineer to make his
choice.

Summary. This article is a slightly abridged version of the address
given by the author in December 1972 on his inauguration as
Professor Extraordinary in Semiconductor Electronics at Eind-
hoven University of Technology. After outlining the changes
brought about in electronics by the invention of the transistor
and by the advent of integrated circuits, the author turns his
attention to the field-effect transistor, which had in fact long
been known but has only recently become of practical interest.
This applies particularly to the MOS transistor, which, in large-
scale integration (LSI) has become an important competitor of
the bipolar transistor. But in recent years considerable advances
have also been made in logic circuits using bipolar transistors,
such as injection logic (12L). In the long run it is to be expected
that both types of transistor will find their own areas of applica-
tion. Many of the differences are now marginal, and the elec-
tronics engineer is faced with a difficult choice.
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Small electric motors

The history of the electric motor is already a long one. A recent feature is the marked
increase, in the last ten years or so, in the use of electric motors with a power rating of
less than one kilowatt. Nowadays hundreds of millions of these small motors are manu-
factured every year, and in some countries the total value of the annual production
exceeds that of the larger motors.

There are two main destinations for all these small motors: domestic use and automa-
tion. In the modern home they perform many duties - one motor may provide a
mechanical power of less than one watt for a record player, another a power of several
hundred watts for a large domestic appliance - and today a total of twenty or more
small electric motors can easily be found in a single home. In the automation of industrial
equipment small electric motors are used for all kinds of control, adjustment and other
processes that were formerly carried out by hand.

Since Philips are manufacturers of consumer articles and industrial control equip-
ment they have become manufacturers of large numbers of small electric motors; the
annual production now reaches tens of millions. This means that through the years a
great deal of research and development work has been done on motors; yet very little
on the subject has appeared in our journal.

In the present issue and in two later ones, which will appear in the next eighteen
months, we wish to bring the motor research at Philips somewhat more into the lime-
light. We have selected a number of very different subjects from this research directed
towards small motors - often extremely simple in construction to keep the costs down,
but with the theory just as elaborate - and each of our 'motor' issues will therefore
have a very varied content. Thus articles will be found on progress in the theoretical
fields (single-phase synchronous motor, battery motor), as well as descriptions of new
constructions (vibrator, moving -coil motor, brushless d.c. motor) and methods for
electronic control of the speed of d.c. and induction motors. There are also a few articles
of a more general nature. One of these appears as the introduction at the front of this

first motor issue; it describes the operation and the characteristics of the various existing
types of electric motor, and can be taken as a fundamental background to the other
articles.
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Electric motors

E. M. H. Kamerbeek

Types of electric motor

The function of an electric motor is to convert elec-
trical energy into mechanical work. The electrical ener-
gy supplied is usually obtained from mechanical work
applied simultaneously somewhere else in a conversion
in the other direction by means of generators. Electric
motors and generators are both referred to as electrical
machines and are essentially the same in construction;
in principle the same electrical machine can perform
both functions.

In this article a description will be given of the fun-
damental principles of the operation of the electrical
machine. Various types of machine will be considered,
all of them types that can be applied as small electric
motors. Here small motors are taken to be motors with
a rating of 1 kilowatt or less.

Most electric motors carry out the energy conversion
by way of a rotating movement - exceptions are the
linear electric motor, in which the movement is a linear
one, and the vibrator [1]. The rotating part of the
machine is called the rotor, and the stationary part the
stator. At least one of these is provided with one or
more windings that are connected to the source of
electric power. Depending on the type of source, the
machine will be a d.c. motor or an a.c. motor.

In both cases the operation of the motor can often
be described by starting with the Lorentz force - the
force experienced by a conductor carrying a current in
a magnetic field (see fig. I). If we imagine that the
magnetic field in a d.c. motor is stationary, then to
ensure that the Lorentz force on a conductor at the
circumference of the rotor has the correct direction
during the whole of each revolution, the current must
be regularly reversed. This is the function of the com-
mutator, an essential feature of every d.c. motor [2].
The commutator is usually a mechanical device and
generally consists of a cylinder formed by insulated
conducting segments mounted on the shaft; the wind-
ings are connected to the segments and the current is
fed to the segments by brushes (fig. 2).

A commutator of this type is subject to wear, par-
ticularly when there is sparking between brushes and
segments. The sparking also causes radio -frequency
interference. For these reasons there has been consider -

Dr Jr E. M. H. Kamerbeek is with Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven.

able interest recently in developing electronic methods
of commutation; motors with an 'electronic commuta-
tor' are also called brushless d.c. motors.

The d.c. motor is the obvious choice when battery
supplies have to be used. A characteristic feature of the
d.c. motor is that its speed of rotation can be varied
over a wide range. When this is a requirement, d.c.
motors are sometimes used even though power has to
be taken from a.c. mains [3]. The current then has to be
rectified; modern circuits for rectification and control
include semiconductor diodes, transistors and thyris-
tors.

Fig. 1. The Lorentz force. A conductor carrying a current i in
a magnetic field of flux density B is subject to a force F, the
Lorentz force. In the diagram the conductor is assumed to be
straight. F is at right angles to the plane of the vectors i and B;
the magnitude F of the force is proportional to the sine of the
angle a between i and B, the length I of the conductor, the
strength of the current and the magnetic flux density. In vector
notation F = li x B. In motors i and B are usually perpendicular
so that the magnitude of the force is given by F = liB.

Fig: 2. Commutator. Each segment is connected to a part of the
rotor winding. The current is supplied via two stationary brushes,
which make a sliding contact with the segments.

[1]

[2)

(31

J. Timmerman, Two electromagnetic vibrators; this issue,
p. 249.
An exception is the unipolar machine, but this is rarely used.
A special form of this machine, which made use of supercon-
ductivity, has been described by J. Volger in: A dynamo for
generating a persistent current in a superconducting circuit,
Philips tech. Rev. 25, 16-19, 1963/64.
See the article by R. Raes and J. Schellekens about a d.c.
motor with speed control for a washing machine, to appear
in the second issue on electric motors.
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In a.c. machines there is no need for a commutator;
use can be made here of the periodic change in the
direction of the current in the a.c. mains. This means
that a relation must exist between the frequency of the
a.c. current and the speed of revolution of the machine.
In synchronous machines the number of revolutions per
second is proportional to the frequency of the current.
Synchronous machines are therefore widely applied
where constant speed is a first requirement. Then there
is the group of asynchronous motors; these motors run
at a speed a little lower than the 'synchronous' value,
and the difference (the slip speed) increases with the

load on the motor. Because of this difference in speed
currents are induced in closed circuits in the rotor; this
induction is essential to the operation of this type,
which is therefore usually referred to as the induction
motor. The induction motor is the most common type
of a.c. motor.

In some applications the relation between the speed
and the mains frequency is a nuisance. One way around
the difficulty is to use a commutator, even though the
supply is a.c. This is because a commutator motor in
the correct kind of circuit can operate from a mains
supply of any frequency - and not just if that fre-

Table I. Survey of the most important types of motor. The torque -speed characteristics show the
variation of the electromagnetic torque Te as a function of the rotational speed n of the motor.

Type Torque -speed characteristic Special features See page

Synchronous motors

Motor
permanent

ell
Te

f
I

Also applied as
stepping motor and
brushless d.c. motor

217

with
-magnet rotor n

-
Reluctance

Also applied as
stepping motor and
brushless d.c. motor

223

motor

Hysteresis

,___

hyst.

J Self-starting 224

motor

Asynchronous or
induction motors

Motor
slip

",-s___

if91
Rext

..----
ext>6`. \ An external resistance Rex'.

in the rotor circuit can be
used for starting0

226

with
-ring rotor

Squirrel

o
..°,:.
.0.

Torque -speed characteristic
affected by shape of cage
(double cage, skin -effect cage)

-cage motor

Motor
solid

0 Skin effect in the rotor
is of major importance

with
rotor

Commutator motors

Separately
excited

\ Permanent magnet
often used in small motors
instead of field winding

230

1.
motorla-.-:

Shunt
\

motor

Series

Can also be used for a.c.
(universal motor)III

motor
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quency is zero, as for a d.c. motor. In practice a motor
to be used in this way has to be specially designed, and
is called a universal motor. If such a motor is run from
an a.c. supply the currents in the rotor and stator wind-
ings continually change sign simultaneously. This
means that the interactive force, which is proportional
to the product of the two currents, maintains the same
sign.

The speed of a synchronous or asynchronous motor can also
be varied over a wide range if it is supplied from a source of
variable frequency. This requires the mains frequency to be con-
verted to another frequency; there are rotary frequency conver-
ters (a motor driving a generator) and static (or electronic)
frequency converters. In fact the operation of the commutator
in a d.c. or universal motor can also be considered as a frequency
conversion. This is why the combination of a synchronous motor
and a frequency converter is found to behave in a similar way to
a d.c. commutator motor under certain conditions.

Finally, there is the stepping motor M. This is
essentially a motor of the synchronous type, supplied
by electronically generated pulses of current. Each
pulse produces a constant angular rotation. The num-
ber of angular rotations (the 'steps') is equal to the
number of pulses applied, so that a digital signal is
converted into a mechanical displacement. Stepping
motors are used in applications such as numerically
controlled machine tools.

Motors of the various basic types listed here, except
perhaps the stepping motor, were in existence long be-

fore the end of the nineteenth century [**1. Neverthe-
less, new developments are still under way. The main
trends are:
- Improvement of the various characteristic features

(the efficiency, the variation of torque with speed,
the starting characteristic, etc.).

- Increasing the power/weight and power/volume
ratios.

- Improving reliability and safety.
- Improving methods of motor control.
These developments are possible since improved
magnetic and insulating materials are now available,
computers can be used in design work, and new pro-
duction techniques can be used, such as sintering of
rotors. The availability of electronic components, in
particular thyristors and transistors, has also increased
the range of possibilities, especially in motor control.

We shall now examine the operation and character-
istics of the most important types of motor in more de-
tail, and derive an expression for the delivered torque.
Table I shows a diagrammatic survey of the motor
types examined in this article, with the page references.
Types with an external rotor, sometimes used in small
motors, are not described separately as they do not
differ in principle from the types with an internal rotor.
Since the synchronous motors to be discussed in this
article are of simple configuration, we shall start with
these. Asynchronous or induction motors and the
commutator motors will then follow.

I. Synchronous motors

The kinds of synchronous motor to be discussed here
all have a rotor with no windings. This rotor can be a
permanent magnet, in which case its magnetization will
give it a preferential position with respect to the
magnetic field produced by the stator windings. In
another type, the reluctance motor, the rotor is not
permanently magnetized, but is made from a material
of high permeability; this rotor is not cylindrical and
therefore has a preferential position for which the
magnetic resistance - the reluctance - of the magnetic
field is at a minimum. In both motors the stator wind-
ings excite a rotating magnetic field; the rotor tries to
maintain the preferential position with respect to the
field and rotates with it, provided that it is not pre-
vented from doing so by too great a load on the shaft.
In the third type of motor to be discussed, the hysteresis
motor, there is also a rotating stator field. This induces
a magnetization in the rotor, as in the reluctance motor.
The rotor is now cylindrical, however, and made of a
material that has considerable magnetic hysteresis. Be-

cause of this hysteresis the magnetization always lags
behind the direction of the rotating stator field, thus
giving a torque.

Synchronous motor with permanent -magnet rotor and
cylindrical stator bore

Let us now pass on to a calculation of the torque
operating on the rotor of a synchronous motor with a
permanent -magnet rotor. We shall assume here that
the motor is constructed as in the cross-sectional dia-
gram of fig. 3. A cylindrical rotor can rotate in the
cylindrical bore of the stator. The stator - usually
laminated in practice to reduce eddy currents, i.e. made
from a stack of thin stampings insulated from each
other - carries two 'diametral' windings I , 1 ' and 2,2'.
In fig. 3 these are shown in the air gap, but in practice
[*] We intend to publish a separate article on this subject in the

third issue on electric motors. (Ed.)
E**3 We intend to include an article on the history of hte electric

motor in the third issue on electric motors. (Ed.)
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they can be mounted in slots in the stator. The rotor is
homogeneously magnetized parallel to a diameter.

It is not difficult to calculate the forces experienced by
the sides of the coils in the magnetic field of the rotor
when a current flows. These forces taken together give a
torque on each coil. The reaction torque on the rotor
is then equal in magnitude to the sum of the torques
on the two coils but of opposite sense. The only com-
ponent of the magnetic field that contributes to the
torque is the radial component that crosses the air gap.
This component is therefore the only one considered
in the rest of the discussion. Similarly, the forces ex-
perienced by the coils from their own and one another's
field will not be taken into account, since they do not
contribute to the torque.

Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section of a synchronous motor with a
cylindrical permanent -magnet rotor (N north pole, S south pole).
The rotor rotates inside the cylindrical bore of a stator carrying
two 'diametral' coils 1,1' and 2,2' When current flows in the
coils in the magnetic field of the rotor they experience a torque;
a reaction torque Te of the same magnitude but opposite sign
then operates on the rotor. If suitable a.c. currents flow in the
coils and the rotor has the correct angular velocity, the torque
on the rotor then always has the same sign and the rotation is
maintained. The position of the rotor is given by the angle 0;
a rotation in the direction of increasing 0 is taken as positive.
The angle 0 is the coordinate used in the calculation for position
on the stator circumference.

If a current Is(1) flows in the coil 1, then a side of
this coil of length I (at right angles to the plane of the
drawing in fig. 3) will experience a Lorentz force
F = Is(1)Ns1B, where B is the magnetic flux density
in the air gap and Ns is the number of turns in the coil.
Using B everywhere for the radial component, as indi-
cated above, then whatever the position of the rotor F
is always perpendicular to the plane of the coil. The
magnitude of B varies sinusoidally along the circum-
ference of the rotor: B = B cos Or, where Or is the
angle in radians with respect to the plane of symmetry
of the rotor. For an arbitrary angle 0 of the rotor with
respect to the stator the variation of B around the stator

is given by B = .1.1 cos (Os - 6); here Os is the coor-
dinate along the circumference of the stator (see fig. 3).
The force on the side of the winding at os = n/2 is
then F = Is(1)N8113 sin 0; the force on the other side
(at Os = -n/2) is equal in magnitude but of opposite
sense. The torque resulting from the two forces is 2aF,
where 2a is the width across the coil. If the second wind-
ing shown in fig. 3 is not taken into account this is the
electromagnetic torque acting in the motor. With the
directions of current and magnetization of the rotor as
shown in fig. 3 the sense of the reaction torque on the
rotor is opposite to the direction of increasing 0, i.e.
it is negative, so that for this torque we have:

Tea) = -2a//s(i)N8il sin O. (1)

The torque is zero in the two positions opposite each
other for which 6 is equal to zero or 7t radians. In the
first position the equilibrium is stable; for a small de-
viation of the rotor it experiences a torque tending to
return it to this position. This is the preferential posi-
tion referred to above. In the second position the equi-
librium is unstable; the sense of the torque is such that
a small deviation will increase.

By making use of the coil 2, which is rotated by 7t/2
radians with respect to the first coil, the rotor can be
given another stable final position 7r/2 radians ahead
of or behind the first one. In this way the rotor can be
kept rotating in 'steps'. This is the essential principle
of a stepping motor with a permanent -magnet rotor
and a 'stepping angle' of 71/2 radians.

However, what is usually required is a steady con-
tinuous rotation of the rotor. This can be obtained by
supplying the coils I and 2 with sinusoidally varying
a.c. currents of equal magnitude and differing in phase
by 71/2 radians. To calculate the torque in this case the
expressions for the two currents, is(i) = is cos cot and
/s(2) = is sin cot (where co is the angular frequency of
the a.c. currents and t the time) can be substituted in
equation (1). Summing the torques produced by the
two coils will give the total torque Te. If it is now further
assumed that the rotor rotates at a constant angular
velocity cur, so that 6 = curt + 00, then for the total
torque we have:

Te = -2ali8N8il sin {(cur - co)t + Bo}. (2)

The time -average value of this torque can only differ
from zero if co, is equal to co, i.e. if the rotor runs at
synchronous speed. This means that the motor will not
operate as a motor at any speed other than the syn-
chronous speed. It also means that the motor will not
start of its own accord, since the time average of the
torque at zero speed is also zero. This is an important
practical difficulty; to avoid it synchronous motors are
often provided with a second rotor of another type on
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the same shaft and rotating in the same stator. The
second rotor can be for example a squirrel -cage rotor,
as used in induction motors (see below).

At the synchronous speed the torque is constant:

Te = -2ali8Nsil sin 0o. (3)

With the motor rotating at constant speed, the
accelerating torque acting on the rotor is apparently
zero. This means that the magnitude of the electro-
magnetic torque is exactly large enough to compensate
the torques produced by the load and by friction. At a
given current the only variable in (3) that could enable
the motor to match the electromagnetic torque to the
load is the angle 00 between the rotor and the stator
field. For motor operation 0o is negative; the rotor lags
behind the rotating stator field, falling further back as
the load increases. When 0o is equal to -a/2 the electro-
magnetic torque has reached its maximum; if the load
increases further the motor will be unable to maintain
its constant speed of rotation; it will 'fall out of step',
and come to rest. This shows the limited flexibility of
the synchronous motor, which cannot maintain the
equilibrium between the electromagnetic and mechan-
ical torque by a reduction in speed.

The synchronous motor will operate as a generator
when the rotor is externally driven. The effect of the
electromagnetic forces on the rotor is then to produce
a braking torque, of the opposite sense to that in motor
operation. In this arrangement 0 in equation (3) is
now positive.

Higher harmonics

So far it has been assumed that the magnetic field
originating from the rotor is sinusoidally distributed
along its circumference. This is usually only approxi-
mately true. Terms of higher order are therefore pres-
ent; these give rise to fluctuations in the torque at
every revolution of the rotor, which interfere with the
even running of the motor.

These fluctuations can be counteracted by using dis-
tributed windings 1 and 2 instead of the diametral coils
1 and 2. A distributed winding consists of a number of
coils at various points of the stator circumference, all
connected in series. In this case it is more convenient
to replace the quantity Nsis(i) by the current -density
distribution S5(i)(00, expressed in amperes per unit of
length along the stator circumference. Since all the
turns are in series, Sell is equal to is(i)zs(cks), where zs
is the number of turns per unit of length. This quantity
zs is called the copper -density distribution. The sign of
this function indicates whether the current at the loca-
tion Os flows in the positive or negative direction
(0 or 0 in fig. 3) when a positive current is applied
at the terminals.

In many cases a distributed winding in which Ss(i)
is distributed sinusoidally around the stator circum-
ference is ideal. As we saw above, a uniform torque
can be obtained with a purely sinusoidal distribution of
the rotor flux density and a non -sinusoidal current-
density distribution. An even torque is also obtained
with a sinusoidal current -density distribution and a
magnetic flux density that is not sinusoidally distrib-
uted, since the current i and the magnetic flux den-
sity B are equivalent factors in the expression F = liB
for the Lorentz force.

In practice only an approximation to a sinusoidal
current -density distribution is attempted. The coils of
the winding are usually arranged in equidistant slots
in the stator circumference. Fig. 4 shows a stator with

2'

Fig. 4. Schematic cross-section of a synchronous motor in which
the two windings 1,1' and 2,2' each consist of three coils. The
stator has twelve equidistant slots for the coils. This arrangement
is used to give an approximation to a sinusoidal current -density
distribution.

twelve slots, in which there are two windings, each con-
sisting of three coils. Usually two to five coils per wind-
ing are considered sufficient, with equal numbers of
turns in each coil. This approach gives a considerable
reduction in the torque fluctuation.

If the distribution of the rotor flux density Br around the stator
circumference is symmetrical but not sinusoidal, it will contain
higher harmonics and we can write:

Br(Os) = Bri cos (Os - 0) Br2 cos 2 (Os - 0) +
Br3 cos 3 (Os - 0) + 

At the synchronous angular velocity w the torque is then

Te = -2alisIsle{Bri sin 0o - Br3 sin (4cot 30o) +
Brs sin (4wt + 50o) -  }.

This shows that the torque will pulsate at angular frequencies
of 4w and higher. At the same time it can be seen that only the
odd harmonics in the spatial distribution of Br will contribute
to the pulsation of the torque.

If the winding is distributed, the calculation of the torque is
more complicated. Fig. 5 shows the variation around the circum-
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-1.4 n1 -0 -

Fig. 5. The variation of the current -density distribution Ss(1) of
stator winding 1 around the stator circumference of the motor
shown in fig. 4. The other curve shows a possible curve for the
rotor flux density Br around the stator circumference. The angle a
characterizes this trapezoidal curve and the angle 15' represents
the width of the slots.

ference of the stator of the current -density distribution Ssw,
applying to stator coil 1, for the motor of fig. 4. The 'current -
density pulses' have the width of the slot opening and are reck-
oned as positive when the current flows 'into the paper' in fig. 4.
The other curve shown in fig. 5 is an example of a possible non -
sinusoidal flux -density distribution. A general method for the
calculation of the torque on stator coil 1 starts with the expres-
sion, assuming certain symmetries, of both the rotor flux density
and the current -density distribution in terms of a series in chs.
This has already been done above for the rotor flux density, and
for the current -density distribution we obtain:

Ssw = fswz5(0s) -isw(zsi. sin Os -I- zs3 sin 3rks
z05 sin 50. ...).

The total torque, for which the general expression
zn

Ts = al f (Ss(i) Ss(2))Bra dOs

is applicable, is then given by

Ts = --7ra211. {zsjBri sin 00 zs3Br3 sin (30o 4wt)
zs5Br5 sin (50o + 4wt) -I-  }.

For a purely sinusoidally distributed winding zss, zs5 and higher
terms are zero. This cannot be achieved for all the terms. How-
ever, some degree of compensation for this can be obtained by
choosing a distribution for the rotor flux that will make the
remaining troublesome terms in the series for Br very small.
With the configuration shown in fig. 5, for a = 7r/3 and /5' = n/60
radians:

Z03

Zsl
= 0.37

Zs5

zs1
= 0.27

Zs7

Zs].
0.27

Br3 =0 Br5 = 0.04 Br7
0.02

Br' Br1

The amplitudes of the terms in 30o, 50o and 70o are thus respec-
tively 0 %, 1 % and 0.5% of the maximum value of the first term.

Three-phase and single-phase machines

The machine shown in fig. 4 has two windings that
together set up a current -density wave whose funda-
mental spatial harmonic is given by

Ss = iszsi sin (cot - 0s).

Here zsi is the amplitude of the fundamental of the

copper -distribution function zs(rks). Such a machine is
called a two-phase machine. A current -density wave
can also be excited by using three stator coils, separated
by angles of 243 radians (see fig. 6), and supplied by
a.c. currents similarly separated in phase by 243
radians: ism = is cos cot, ism = Is cos (cot - 2n/3),
is(3) = Is cos (cot - 4n/3). This is called a three-phase
system. The fundamental of the current -density wave
produced in such a three-phase machine is given by

Ss = 4 iszsi sin (cot - 00.

The current -density wave around the stator circum-
ference produces a magnetic field in the air gap. For a

Fig. 6. Winding of a synchronous motor operating from a three-
phase supply. The rotating stator field Bs is excited by the three
stator coils carrying a.c. currents separated in phase by 27r/3
radians.

purely sinusoidal current -density wave the magnetic
field wave excited around the stator circumference (the
rotating field) is also sinusoidal, provided that the air
gap is uniform or the rotor consists of a material whose
permeability is equal or nearly equal to that of air (e.g.
permanently magnetized ferroxdure). The flux -density
wave Bs is then always displaced in phase by n/2 ra-
dians with respect to the current -density wave Ss.

A special case arises in a synchronous motor when
only one stator winding is energized, say winding I.
The conditions for a current -density wave of constant
amplitude and angular velocity are then no longer satis-
fied. The fundamental of the current -density distribu-
tion then has the form -ismzsi sin Os and is zero for
Os = 0 and Os = n. This 'standing' wave can however
be resolved into two travelling waves rotating in op-
posite directions:

-1s(i)zsi sin Os cos cot = i ismzsi sin (cot - +
isci)zsi sin (-cot -- 00.
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The motor - it is called a single-phase motor - can
thus rotate clockwise or anticlockwise at the synchro-
nous speed. However, because of the current -density
wave in the opposite sense the torque is not constant,
but pulsates at twice the mains frequency.

Multipole machines

In all the machines so far discussed the air -gap field
has a single pair of poles, and they are therefore known
as two -pole rotating -field machines; the angular veloc-
ity of the rotating field is equal to the angular fre-
quency w of the supply mains.

A stator can also be wound in such a way that the
air -gap field has four poles; alternate north and south
poles are then obtained around the stator with n/2
radians between poles. Fig. 7 shows how the stator
windings are arranged in the four -pole version of the
motor of fig. 3. Winding 2 is now displaced by a/4
radians with respect to winding 1, which means that
the angular velocity of the rotating field, and therefore
the synchronous angular velocity of the motor, is equal
to half the angular frequency of the mains. The rotor
is magnetized in such a way that it also has four poles.

This provides a way of reducing the speed of a syn-
chronous motor by a factor of two. The procedure can
be extended to give six -pole and eight -pole motors, or
in general terms 2p -pole motors, where p is the number
of pairs of poles.

Supply from a constant -voltage source

In all the calculations given above for the torque the
situation has been simplified by the assumption that the
magnitude of the stator currents is given. In practice
this is rarely the case. The motor is almost always con-
nected to a source of supply whose voltage at the ter-
minals is given; the magnitude of the currents then
varies with the load on the motor.

To derive an expression for the torque in terms of
the terminal voltage instead of the stator currents we
must calculate the currents that flow for a given voltage
at the terminals. The voltage induced in the stator
winding by the alternating magnetic fields is an impor-
tant quantity in these calculations. Part of this voltage
will be related to the magnetic field produced by the
stator winding itself and will depend upon the induct-
ance Ls of the winding; there is also a magnetic field
produced by the rotor that will induce a voltage in the
stator winding when the rotor is rotating. A useful
representation is given by the equivalent circuit shown
in fig. 8 for a stator winding. This equivalent circuit
corresponds to the equation in complex notation:

Vs = (Rs + joiLs)Is Esr. (4)

Here Vs, Is and Esr are complex numbers whose moduli

are equal to the r.m.s. values of the terminal voltage,
the current and the motional e.m.f. or 'speed voltage'
induced by the rotor field respectively, and with argu-
ments equal to the appropriate phase angles. Rs is the
resistance of the stator winding, and as previously w
is the angular frequency of the mains supply.

Equation (4) gives the desired relation between ap-
plied voltage and current; if we introduce the param-
eter A = I Esr/ Vs I then Is can be expressed in explicit
terms :

=
vs

Is 1 Ae
+ 7r/2)

(5)Rs + jcoLs

The parameter A has a constant value for a synchro-
nously operating motor; for a terminal voltage of given
amplitude and frequency A depends only on the con-
struction of the motor. When the rotor is stationary A
in equation (5) is equal to zero; the stator current then
takes the value corresponding to the impedance
Rs + jcoLs of the stator winding. The angle 0o
is the phase angle of the voltage induced by the rotor
field with respect to the applied voltage; 0 is the rotor
position at the instant when the voltage across the
winding reaches its maximum value. As we saw earlier,
00 varies with the load on the motor; equation (5) shows
how Is then varies.

Fig. 7. Stator windings and magnetization of the rotor in a four -
pole synchronous motor. The two halves of the stator winding 1
and 2 carry the same current. In each cycle of the a.c. supply
the motor makes half a revolution.

S S

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit of a synchronous motor with stator
resistance Rs and stator inductance Ls. V. supply voltage. Is cur-
rent in the stator winding. The e.m.f. Esr induced by the field of
the rotating rotor is represented by a constant -voltage a.c. source.
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The equations (4) and (5) apply to each stator wind-
ing separately. The calculation of the torque, for
example for the motor shown in fig. 3 with two wind-
ings, is most readily performed by setting up a power
balance. The mechanical power Teco can then be set
equal to the electrical power taken up by the two stator
windings, less the ohmic losses in the windings.

The power balance can be expressed in complex notation by:

Teo) = 2 Re(ism* /s(i.)*/s(1)Rs) = 2 Re(h(i)*Esr(i.)). (6)

Here the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. The power
balance is the same for both stator windings; it is therefore suf-
ficient to take the electrical power for a single stator winding
and double it.

With the aid of the two equations (4) and (5) the current /s(1)
and the speed voltage Esr(1) can be expressed in terms of the
terminal voltage Vs in (6). Returning now to real quantities and
writing Vs for the r.m.s. value of the terminal voltage, then from
the power balance:

22Ts - {cos (00 7c/2 zs) -). cos zs} .
co I/

Vs

Rs2 co2Ls2

Here zs = arctan coLsIRs, the phase angle of the stator impe-
dance.

If Rs is much smaller than coLs the stator resistance
can be neglected in the expression for the torque. A
convenient expression for the torque at a given r.m.s.
value Vs of the terminal voltage can then be obtained
from the power balance:

2A Vs2Te- cOS 00 (02Ls

For motor operation Te is positive and therefore

37r- < 0o < - 2;

for stable operation however 0 must not be smaller
than -n, since as soon as the motor falls behind by
more than n radians the torque decreases and the motor
falls out of step. Note that the angle 0o is the 'phase
angle' of the rotor with respect to the a.c. voltage
across winding 1, whereas in (3) 0o is a phase angle
with respect to the current in winding I.

(7)

Synchronous motors with non -uniform air gap

There are also synchronous motors that do not have
a cylindrical stator bore but have salient poles (fig. 9a).
In these motors the rotor can be subject to a torque
even when there is no current in the stator winding.
This is because it tries to take up a position in which
the reluctance (the 'magnetic resistance') to the flux of
the permanent magnet is at a minimum. The torque
involved here is a stator -reluctance torque. In a motor
like the one in fig. 9a this makes no contribution to the

energy conversion, since on rotation its average value
is equal to zero.

If the rotor is non -cylindrical (fig. 9b) instead of the
stator and also has a magnetic permeability greater
than that of air, then a rotor -reluctance torque can be
produced under the influence of the stator field. The
operation of the reluctance motor is based upon this
torque.

In the treatment of both types of motor it is probably
best to start from energy considerations, since we can
then obtain some insight into their characteristics
without previous knowledge of the complicated varia-
tion of the magnetic field. Also, a direct calculation of
the electromagnetic forces acting on the stator in the
case of fig. 9a would not only have to include the
Lorentz force on the conductors of the stator winding:
it would also have to include the forces operating on
the stator core. Such a calculation would be a com-
plicated exercise. To make the energy considerations
as general as possible it will be assumed that we have
a kind of motor that combines the characteristic feat-
ures of both types; with stator and rotor both non -
cylindrical, and with a permanent -magnet rotor that
nevertheless has a higher permeability than that of
air (fig. 9c). In this motor we are concerned with energy
in various forms: the applied electrical energy, which
in a short time At is equal to vsisAt, the energy dissi-
pated in the resistance of the stator winding, equal to
Rsis2At, the magnetic -field energy present in the motor
Wm, and the mechanical energy TeA0 supplied by the
shaft to the load during a rotation AO. The applied
energy is equal to the sum of the dissipated and supplied
energy and the change in the magnetic -field energy; in
differential form:

vsisdt = Rsis2dt d Wm + Ted O.

Here Wm is a function of the stator current is and the
angular position 0 of the rotor.

To derive the torque from this energy balance we
make use of an expression for the voltage vs across the
stator winding:

dOs
vs = Rsis +

dt

where Os is the total magnetic flux linked with the
stator winding. To a first approximation this linked
flux can be equated to the product of the total magnetic
flux through a stator pole and the total number of
turns. Os is also a function of both is and 0.

Substituting in the energy balance it follows that

o Os o Wm
Te =is

o0 o0
(8)

Both terms on the right-hand side are connected with
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Fig. 9. a) Synchronous motor with a
non -uniform air gap and salient po-
les. The permanent -magnet rotor has
a preferential position, even when
the stator winding is not energized.
b) Non -cylindrical rotor in a cylin-
drical stator. If the permeability of
the rotor is greater than that of air,
it takes up a preferential position
parallel to the existing stator field.
c) A scheme for a motor combining
the characteristics of (a) and (b).

a

the magnetic field. To be able to draw the correct con-
clusions for the various types of motor from this equa-
tion, we must separate the flux Os linked with the
stator winding and also the magnetic -field energy W.
into a contribution from the stator current, character-
ized by the inductance Ls, and a contribution from the
rotor. Both components vary with the angular posi-
tion 0 of the rotor. We then have:

Os = Ls(0)is °sr(0),
Wm = 4 Ls(0)is2 Wmr(0).

Substituting this in (8) gives the general expression for
the torque

d0,(0) d Wmr(0)
2

dLs(0)
Te = + is (9)

dO dO dO

The first term is equal to the calculated torque in equa-
tion (6) for the motor with cylindrical stator and rotor.
However, in the general case there are extra terms; the
second term is related to the stator reluctance, the third
to the rotor reluctance.

Single-phase synchronous motor with non -cylindrical
stator

We now confine ourselves to the case shown in
fig. 9a, of a motor with a cylindrical rotor magnetized
along a diameter and a non -cylindrical stator. This is a
single-phase synchronous motor, and therefore gives
the pulsating torque peculiar to this type. This is no
great handicap in applications such as small domestic
equipment, for which such motors are ideally suited
because of their simple construction. In the design
however full account must be taken of the notable
instabilities that can appear in this motor [4].

Since the motor has a cylindrical rotor the induct-
ance Ls of the stator winding is not dependent on the
angular position 0 of the rotor, and the last term in
expression (9) for the torque therefore disappears. It
can be shown that the quantities appearing in the other
two terms depend on 0 as follows :

Osr(e) = O'sr cos (0 + of),
Wmr(0) = W1- W2 cos 2(0 + M, W1> W2.

The angles a and 13 are determined by the geometry of

Pr>>1

the stator poles; they are both zero if the stator is sym-
metrical about the plane Os = 0, as in fig. 9a. In
general:

Te = -is -sr sin (0 + a) - 2W2 sin 2(0 + 13). (10)

The second term represents the torque for zero stator
current; this reluctance or `detent' torque can be felt
on turning the shaft by hand. It pulls the rotor to one
of the two stable rest positions (0 = -13 or 0 = - 9 + n)
where it remains. If the current is then switched on, a
torque is only produced if a is not equal to /3. In the
configuration shown in fig. 9a (a = fi = 0) this torque
does not arise and the motor will not run. By giving
the pole arcs of the pole pieces an asymmetrical shape
a can be made unequal to )3, thus giving a self-starting
motor.

The torque pulsations found at twice the mains frequency in
this motor originate from two sources. The first is the backward -
running rotating field already mentioned in the single-phase
motor with cylindrical stator; the second is the stator reluctance.
This appears in the expression that we find for the torque when
we express the time dependence of is = is cos wt and 0 = wt + 00
in (10):

Te = is &sr {sin (20)t + 00 + a) + sin (00 + a)} +
-2 W2 sin 2(tot + 00 + p).

Reluctance motor

Reluctance motors are characterized by a non -
cylindrical rotor of high -permeability material. The
stator bore can be either cylindrical or non -cylindrical.
Fig. 10 shows a single-phase two -pole reluctance
motor.

The rotor is not a permanent magnet and the quan-
tities Osr and Wmr in expression (9) for the torque now
disappear. The simple expression remaining is

dLs(0)
Te = is2

The variation of the stator inductance Ls with the rotor
position 0 is not in general easy to calculate. As a first

[4] These have been investigated at the Philips Aachen laborator-
ies; see: H. Schemmann, Stability of small single-phase
synchronous motors; this issue, p. 235.
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approximation for the case shown here let us assume
that

Ls = Li + L2 cos 20, Li >L2.

From this we have for the torque:

Te = -is2L2 sin 20.

This torque is zero for four positions of the rotor; the
two positions perpendicular to the stator field (0 =
and 0 = 3n/2) are unstable and the two parallel to
the stator field (0 = 0 and 0 = a) are stable. When
the stator winding is energized with d.c. or a.c. cur-
rent the rotor takes up one of the last two positions;
the motor thus has a positioning effect but is not self-
starting, even with a.c. current.

Motor operation will only occur if the motor runs
synchronously with the stator current is = Is cos wt;
the torque is then given by

Te = -+182L2{2 sin(2wt + 20o) -1-
+ sin (4on 200) + sin 20o}.

This is a pulsating torque with the average value:

<Te) = is2L2 sin 20. (11)

The positioning effect of the reluctance motor is
made use of in a stepping motor of the reluctance type.
An example with four stator poles and five rotor lobes
is shown in fig. 11. The four stator windings are ener-
gized in succession with d.c. current; each time the
next stator coil is energized the motor performs a step of

- x 360° = 18°. The control pulses are produced
electronically. Fig. 12 is a photograph of a stepping
motor with eight lobes on the rotor and twelve poles
on the stator. In this motor four poles spaced by 90°
are energized at a time; the stepping angle is 15°.

Hysteresis motor

The hysteresis motor is a special case of the syn-
chronous motor, with the notable feature that its
average torque can differ from zero at all speeds, and
not just at the synchronous speed. This has the prac-
tical advantage that no special provisions have to be
made for starting. If the load torque remains less than
the maximum motor torque the motor runs synchro-
nously.

We shall now look more closely at the hysteresis
motor, starting with fig. 13, which shows a two-phase
hysteresis motor. The two stator windings are distrib-
uted sinusoidally around the circumferences of the
stator bore; the rotor consists of a homogeneous cylin-
der of a material such as cobalt steel. Let us first assume
that one of the windings is energized with a d.c. cur-
rent. A stationary stator field is then produced, which

magnetizes the rotor homogeneously. If the rotor is
now made to rotate by external means at an angular
velocity wr, every element of the rotor is exposed to a
rotating magnetic field. The field thus rotates wr/2n
times per second.

e

8

Fig. 10. Reluctance motor. The non -cylindrical rotor has a per-
meability much greater than that of air.

Fig. 11. Principle of the reluctance stepping motor. The four
stator coils / to 4 are successively energized with d.c. current
pulses; after a cycle of four pulses the rotor has rotated one
lobe, and hence by a fifth of a revolution.

Fig. 12. Reluctance stepping motor. There are eight lobes on the
rotor and twelve poles on the stator. Four stator poles spaced
by 90° are energized at a time; the stepping angle is 15°.
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In most hysteresis motors the rotor consists of a cylinder with
marked hysteresis properties, mounted around a core that can
be ferromagnetic or not. Here it is more difficult to describe the
hysteresis, since it can no longer be assumed that each rotor
element is subjected to a rotating field of constant amplitude
and angular velocity. We shall not go further into this here.

The existence of hysteresis implies that the magnet-
ization of each element is delayed in direction with re-
spect to the inducing stator field. The angular difference
is independent of the speed of rotation, and is deter-
mined only by the magnitude of the stator field and the
hysteresis properties of the rotor material. Because of
this angular difference a braking torque Te is exper-
ienced when the rotor is driven; this braking torque is
also independent of the speed of rotation. Fig. 14a
shows the torque as a function of the speed of rotation :
the torque -speed characteristic. Mechanical power
-Tewr is thus applied to the motor; this is completely
converted into the hysteresis losses Physt associated

s(2)-4-

Fig. 13. Two-phase hysteresis motor. The rotor is a homogeneous
cylinder of material with a high magnetic hysteresis, such as
cobalt steel. Because of the hysteresis the direction of the magnet-
ization in the rotor always lags behind that of the stator field,
so that a torque is exercised on the rotor.

0

a

Fig. 14. Torque -speed characteristic of a hysteresis motor when
the stator windings are energized with (a) d.c. currents, (b) a.c.
currents.

with the rotational magnetization of the rotor material:

-Tecor = Physt.

The hysteresis losses are proportional to the speed,
since in each rotor element the direction of magnetiza-
tion rotates once per revolution of the rotor; it follows
from this that the braking torque is independent of the
speed.

In motor operation the stator is energized in such a
way as to produce a stator field that rotates once for
each period of the supply current. If the angular speed
co, of the rotor is smaller than that of this rotating field,
then the rotor will rotate in the opposite direction to
the field and a similar situation arises as described
above for the stationary stator field. If to is the angular
velocity of the rotating field, the direction of magnet-
ization rotates in the rotor material (co- cor)/27r times
per second and we have:

Te(w - COO = Physt (12)

The torque -speed characteristic is now that of fig. 14b.
When the motor is running synchronously the

torque can take any value between the extreme values
shown in fig. 14b. The hysteresis motor then behaves
rather like a synchronous motor with a permanent -
magnet rotor. This means that the angle at which the
rotor magnetization follows the rotating stator field
now depends upon the load. As soon as this angle tends
to become larger than the angle resulting from the
hysteresis, the rotor starts to 'slip' and falls below the
synchronous speed. The angle between the magnetiza-
tion and the rotating field then remains at the fixed
value determined by the hysteresis.

In practice there are deviations from the rectangular
curve shown in fig. 14h. These are due to the slots in
the stator bore for the winding, the associated higher
harmonics in the current -distribution pattern, and the
eddy currents in the rotor body.

A hysteresis motor wound for two-phase operation
as in fig. 13 can easily be modified for operation from
the ordinary single-phase mains. Usually one of the
windings (the main winding) is connected directly to
the mains, while the other (the auxiliary winding) is
connected through a capacitor. The effect of the capac-
itor is to advance the phase of the current in the
auxiliary winding with respect to the current in the
main winding. This phase difference depends to some
extent on the speed of the motor. By carefully choosing
the element values in the auxiliary circuit the phase
differences can be made equal to r/2 at for example
zero or nominal speed. The motor will then operate
like a true two-phase motor at this operating point.
In the first case we have a 'starting capacitor', in the
second a 'running capacitor'.
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II. Asynchronous motors (induction motors)

So far we have been concerned with motors whose
operation does not depend upon currents in the rotor.
Now we shall look at motors that do depend on such
currents, and we shall begin with the motors in which
these rotor currents are not supplied by an external
source but are induced by the stator field. These are
the induction motors. An induction motor has a rotor
with closed current circuits. If these are not accessible
from outside it is a squirrel -cage rotor machine. Some-
times the current circuits are given external access via
slip rings for control purposes; then we have a slip -
ring -rotor (or 'wound -rotor') machine.

When an induction motor runs synchronously with
the rotating stator field, the rotor is stationary with
respect to the field and no rotor currents are induced;
the torque is then zero. In normal operation the motor
`slips' with respect to the rotating field; it is because of
this slip that currents are induced in the rotor and a
torque is produced. For this reason these motors are
also known as asynchronous motors. Within certain
limits they can suit their speed to the torque required,
which in many applications is an advantage over the
rather inflexible behaviour of the synchronous motor.
There is also a torque when the rotor is stationary, so
that induction motors are self-starting. These charac-
teristics, and the little maintenance required - since
current does not have to be supplied to the rotor via
sliding contacts subject to wear - make the induction
motor a tough and reliable drive unit that gives useful
service in many applications.

To give a simple treatment, the torque will first be
derived for known stator currents, and then for a known
terminal voltage. The torque is a function of the speed;
in practice the torque -speed characteristic is very useful
in assessing the performance of a motor.

Derivation of the torque

With stator currents known

We shall assume a two-phase, two -pole induction
motor whose rotor carries two short-circuited diametral
coils (fig. 15). The stator windings are distributed
around the stator circumference in such a way that
higher harmonics in the stator field can be neglected.
No account will be taken here of iron losses due to
eddy currents and hysteresis. There are two ways of
calculating the torque from the Lorentz forces. One is
based on the forces experienced by the stator conduc-
tors as a result of the magnetic field excited by the rotor
currents, and the other is based on the forces exper-

ienced by the rotor conductors as a result of the
stator field. We shall use the second method.

The stator field is similar to the rotating stator field
in the synchronous motor and is given by

Bs(0s) = fis cos (wt - Os).

The new feature is the calculation of the rotor currents.
These have a frequency proportional to the difference
between the angular velocities of the stator field and the
rotor, and hence proportional to the slip. We define
the slip s as

s= - (or
w

The rotor currents ir(1) and ir(2) can be calculated with
the aid of the voltage equation for the closed rotor cir-
cuit. For rotor coil 1 the equation becomes:

dir (i d Ors(1)
0 = Rrir(i) Lr (13)

dt dt

Here Rr is the resistance of the coil, Lr is its inductance
and Ors(1) is the part of the stator flux linked with rotor
coil /. The magnitude of Ors is proportional to the
mutual inductance M.

Fig. 15. Two-phase, two -pole induction motor. The stator has
two sinusoidally distributed windings, which together excite a
rotating field. The rotor has two short-circuited diametral coils
1,1' and 2,2' in which currents are induced.

When the rotor currents are known, the torque can
be found as the sum of the torques on the two coils:

Te = 2bNr1{ir(1)Be(0 7t/2) ir(2)/38(0 + r)},

where b is the radius of the rotor, 1 is its length and
Nr is the number of turns on the rotor coil.
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The stator flux linked with the rotor coil 1 is

Ors(1) = 2b1Nrhs cos (wt- 0).

We can also write:

Ors(1) = isM cos (wt -

M = 2blNr
Bs

Is

is a quantity entirely determined by the construction of the
motor. If we put

0 = 00 = (I - s)cot 00,

where

then we have

Ors(1) = is/Cl cos (swt- 0o).

When this is substituted in the differential equation (13), we ob-
tain a solution

swish sin (swt - 00 -/.r)
ir(1) - (14)

Rr2 (scoLr)2

where xr = arctan (swLr/Rr) is the phase angle of the impe-
dance of the rotor coil at the angular frequency sw of the rotor
currents. Since the current in rotor coil 2 lags behind the current
in coil / by n/2 radians,

-swish cos (scot - 00- xr)
ir(2) -

Rr2 (SCOL.02
(15)

The following expression can be shown to apply for
the torque of the induction motor for known stator
currents is:

1

Te - (16)
Lr RriSCOLr SCoLr/Rr

The first factor of the right-hand side contains only
motor constants besides the stator current; the second
factor varies with the slip and has a maximum value at
scoLr = Rr. This maximum torque

Tmax = 1s2/0-2/2L,r,

is known as the pull-out torque and the corresponding
slip smax = Rr/WLr as the pull-out slip. If the load
torque rises to a value higher than the pull-out torque
the speed suddenly falls and the motor comes to rest
- this is the reason for the name 'pull-out torque'. On
altering the resistance Rr of the rotor circuit, the pull-
out slip changes, but not the pull-out torque. This effect
can be applied in an induction motor that will give the
maximum torque at a desired speed. In this kind of
motor the rotor windings are brought out to slip rings,
and an external control resistor completes the circuit,
via brushes. This is a slip -ring -rotor or wound -rotor
machine. Varying the control resistor gives different
shapes of torque -speed characteristics; see fig. 16. The
starting behaviour can also be varied in this way.

7s211;12

With terminal voltage known

In the derivation above of the torque of the syn-
chronous motor supplied from a constant -voltage

source, the quickest method was to set up a power
balance: the electrical power supplied was set equal
to the mechanical power supplied plus the heat pro-
duced in the windings. This is again the quickest
method here. It will also be convenient to make use
of the similarity between the induction motor and a
transformer. The stator windings can be compared
with the primary winding of a transformer connected
to the mains, and the rotor with the secondary winding.
If the rotor is stationary the induction motor is effec-
tively a transformer with a short-circuited secondary.
Once the motor starts to rotate this situation changes;
a load resistance appears in the secondary circuit to
represent the mechanical load (fig. 17). This resistance
varies with the slip and is equal to R,(1 - s)/s.

This expression can be derived by starting from the voltage
equation for the stator windings. For winding 1:

dism dOsmr
vs(1) = Rsism + Ls dt dt

Here chswr is the magnetic flux originating from the rotor cur--

Tmax

oo

Rr

s-
as a2 o

Cir

Fig. 16. Torque -speed characteristic of an induction motor. The
horizontal axis indicates the slip s as well as the angular velocity
tor of the rotor. The angular velocity of the rotating stator field
is w, and the maximum torque (the pull-out torque) of the motor
is Tmax. The slip at which the pull-out torque is delivered can be
made larger (dashed curve) by increasing the resistance of the
rotor circuit. To enable the characteristic to be varied in this
way slip rings are sometimes provided to allow a control resistor
to be included in the rotor circuit. If the resistance of the rotor
circuit is increased in this way from Rr to 2Rr, the pull-out slip
increases from 0.2 to 0.4 in the diagram.

Fig. 17. Equivalent circuit for the induction motor. This is similar
to the equivalent circuit of a transformer of mutual inductance M;
the primary side, connected to the mains supply voltage Vs;
also includes the inductance Ls and the resistance Rs of the stator
windings. The secondary circuit includes the corresponding quan-
tities for the rotor circuit and a load resistance Rr(1 - s)/s,
representing the mechanical load.
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rents and linked with stator coil /. The magnetic field of the rotor
is a rotating field; its distribution around the circumference of
the rotor depends on the construction of the motor and is usually
not sinusoidal. However, for an approximately sinusoidal cur-
rent -density wave around the stator the only component of this
distribution of any importance in calculating the torque is the
fundamental. This is given by:

Br = fir sin (scot - 00 - Zr - Or),

as can be shown from equations (14) and (15). The field therefore
rotates around the rotor at an angular frequency sw. Since the
rotor is itself rotating at an angular velocity (1 - s)w, the
angular velocity of the rotor field with respect to the stator is
equal to w:

Br = hr sin (wt - Zr - Os).

This is also the angular velocity of the stator current -density
wave, and in fact the two angular velocities must be equal if the
average value of the torque is to differ from zero.

This equation corresponds to the equation for a transformer
with a resistance Rrls in the secondary circuit. Since the resist-
ance of the rotor circuit is Rr there is a load resistance equal to

Rr - Rr 1 - s
S

Rr

The power taken up in this resistance, multiplied by
2 since there are two rotor coils, is equal to the
mechanical power supplied:

1 -s
Rdr2Te(1 - s)co = 2S

(Ir is the r.m.s. value of the rotor current.) From this it
follows that the torque is equal to

2Rrir2
Te =

SCO

Fig. 18. Stator and rotor of a 50 watt induction motor. The rotor is a squirrel -cage rotor;
bars and end rings are cast as a single piece of aluminium (together with the fan wheel, which
provides internal air cooling).

The flux s(i)r is proportional to the amplitude of Br at the_

stator coil 1, where Os = 0. Making use again of the mutual
inductance M we have:

Os(nr = irR sin (wt - xr),

and for the voltage equation:

d
vs(i) = Rsism

didtm
Ls M-dt it sin (wt- Zr) 

From (14) and (15) we see that

cofsM
ir =

(Rr/s)2 001-02'

which can be substituted in the voltage equation to eliminate fr.
The equation then becomes, in complex notation:

w2
Vs(1) = (R. + jwLs Rrls jwLr) Is(1)

where as before the modulus of Vs(1) and Is(1) indicates the
r.m.s. value.

The rotor current Jr can be expressed in terms of the
stator voltage. This gives an expression for the torque
that is fairly complicated; it can be simplified if we
assume that the stator resistance is negligible compared
with the stator reactance, as we did for the synchronous
motor. We also introduce the leakage coefficient a,
frequently used in transformer analysis:

/fp
a= 1

LsLr

This is a measure of the coupling between primary and
secondary: it approaches zero for tight coupling and
unity for weak coupling. In practice a has a value
between 0 and 0.2 for induction motors and is a con-
stant of the motor. We now obtain for the pull-out
torque and slip:
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1 -a 1/52
Tmax

cr (D2Ls

Rr
Smax =

cnoLr

and for the torque in general:

2 Tmax
Te =

S/Smax Smax/S

Three kinds of rotor

Several kinds of rotor can be used for an induction
motor. The slip -ring rotor (or wound rotor) was dis-
cussed earlier; other important types are the squirrel -
cage rotor and the solid rotor.

In the squirrel -cage rotor conducting bars embedded
in slots in the rotor iron are short-circuited together
at their ends by two conducting rings (fig. 18). This
sturdy and relatively simple type of motor is widely
used.

The solid rotor consists of a homogeneous steel cylin-
der or ring. Here the rotor material acts at the same
time as an electrical and a magnetic conductor. It is
obviously the simplest and sturdiest kind of rotor
imaginable. This kind of rotor is sometimes used in
high-speed induction motors operated from a high -
frequency supply [*].

If the skin effect is present, as in the solid rotor and
in some types of squirrel -cage rotor, the rotor resist-
ance Rr and the rotor inductance Lr become functions
of the slip. The torque -speed characteristic of these
motors then differs from the curves shown in fig. 16.

Single-phase induction motor

An induction motor will also run with just one stator
winding; however, such a motor has no starting torque.
This can be seen as follows. The current -density distri-
bution of the stator winding can be resolved into two
waves, one rotating clockwise, and the other rotating
anticlockwise. Each wave produces a torque on the
rotor. Fig. 19 shows the corresponding torque -speed
characteristics. The resultant torque -speed character-
istic passes through the origin. Once the motor is
rotating motor operation is possible, in either direction;
the torque pulsates at twice the mains frequency.

Most single-phase induction motors are provided
with an auxiliary winding, which is connected in either
temporarily for starting or permanently to improve
normal operation. The required phase difference be-

[*] We intend to include an article on high-speed induction mo-
tors in the third issue on electric motors. (Ed.)

[51 See th earticle by K. Rennicke about speed control of capac-
itor motors, to appear in the second issue on electric motors.

tween the current in the main winding and the current
in the auxiliary winding can be obtained by including
a capacitance in series with the auxiliary winding [5]
(see also p. 225), or giving the auxiliary winding a rela-
tively high resistance.

A special type of single-phase induction motor with
an auxiliary winding is the 'shaded -pole' motor. The
construction of this motor is shown in the schematic
diagram of fig. 20. The main winding consists of two
coils wound on the stator poles and connected in series
or parallel. The auxiliary winding merely consists of
one or more short-circuited turns or shading coils SC
surrounding a portion of the pole. Currents flow in
these coils even when the rotor is stationary, since they
are magnetically coupled to the main winding. These
currents lag behind the main current and their fields

Fig. 19. Torque -speed characteristic of a single-phase induction
motor. This has a pulsating stator field, which can be resolved
into two rotating components, one clockwise and the other anti-
clockwise. The two rotating components produce two opposing
torque -speed characteristics (dashed curves); the resultant curve
is the torque -speed characteristic of the motor (solid curve).

Fig. 20. Single-phase induction motor of the 'shaded -pole' type.
This kind of motor is fitted with auxiliary windings SC, the
`shading coils'. The currents induced in these produce a local
magnetic field that lags behind the main field; this gives rise to
a primitive kind of rotating field in the air gap, so that the motor
is self-starting. Sq squirrel -cage rotor.
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are displaced in position with respect to the main field.
The arrangement forms in effect a primitive kind of
rotating -field motor, which is not only self-starting but
has a better running characteristic than it would have
without the shaded poles. Fig. 21 is a photograph of
a shaded -pole motor with three shading coils.

Fig. 21. Shaded -pole motor with three shading coils; this motor
is mainly used in record players. The squirrel -cage rotor has cop-
per bars and end rings.

III. Commutator motors

The principle of the commutator motor - the type
that has to be used when the supply is a d.c. source -
wil be explained with the aid of fig. 22, which shows
a commutator motor in its simplest form. A rectangular
loop of wire can rotate in a magnetic field B; the axis
of rotation is at right angles to the direction of B. If a
current / flows in the loop it will be subject to a torque;
this torque varies as the sine of the angle of rotation 0
and is therefore zero when averaged over a complete
revolution. To obtain a torque whose average value is
different from zero the current is reversed at the posi-
tions 0 = -7r/2 and 0 = t/2; the torque then varies
as shown in fig. 23. The usual way of reversing the

I
Fig. 22. A commutator motor in its simplest form. A rectangular
loop of wire can rotate in a magnetic field of flux density B.
The commutator C reverses the current I in the loop at the
positions 0 = -7r/2 and 0 = 7r/2; this ensures that the torque
exerted on the loop has the same sign during the complete revo-
lution.

current is by means of a mechanical commutator on
the shaft of the motor; the commutator in fig. 22 con-
sists of two segments and two brushes.

The average value of the torque is of course much
larger if the rotor is arranged to carry a large number
of coil loops which are all supplied with current in the
way just described. Moreover, the variations in the
torque will be proportionally reduced. A winding of
this type is the lap winding. The principle of this wind-
ing is illustrated in the developed diagram shown in
fig. 24 of a simple lap winding with four diametral
coils. These coils are arranged in practice in slots in the
circumference of a laminated cylindrical core. Each
slot carries two coil sides, one above the other in the
slot. All the coils are connected in series, while the four
connecting points are each connected to a segment of
the commutator. The result is that the circuit appearing
between the brushes is an armature winding consisting
of two paths in parallel, the 'armature paths'.

When a brush goes from one segment to the next, one
of the coils is short-circuited by this brush. The com-
mutation is said to be ideal if the current in the short-
circuited coil varies linearly from 1/2 to -1/2 or vice
versa (straight-line commutation) during the short-
circuiting.

The attainment of good commutation requires much
careful attention, particularly in the larger motors, and
special provisions such as brush -shift, commutating
poles and perhaps compensating windings are quite
usual. However, since we are mainly concerned here
with small motors we shall not discuss these matters
further.
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If a d.c. current is applied to the brushes, then each
coil of the armature winding takes an a.c. current whose
waveform is approximately a square wave. The com-
mutator ensures that the angular frequency of this
square wave always corresponds to the angular velocity
of the rotor; it functions effectively as a frequency con-
verter. In this case it converts the zero frequency of the
d.c. current into a frequency corresponding to the rotor
speed.

-=e
Fig. 23. The torque exerted on the loop of fig. 22, as a function
of the angle O.

Fig. 24. Development of a lap winding consisting of four dia-
metral coils. Each coil is uppermost in a slot on one side of the
rotor (solid lines), and at the bottom of a slot on the other side
(dashed lines).The connection between each pair of coils is con-
nected to a commutator segment Seg. The rotor winding gives
two armature paths, which appear in parallel between the
brushes; half the rotor current Jr flows in each path. N and S
indicate the north and south poles.

Torque and speed voltage

Fig. 25a is a schematic diagram of a commutator
motor with a field winding on salient poles. In a motor
of this construction the main field around the circum-
ference of the rotor is approximately trapezoidal. If the
current distribution around the rotor is uniform
- which means that there must be a large number of
rotor windings and hence a large number of segments -
then the 'current packet' present in the stator field will
always be the same and the torque will be practically
constant. The general expression for this torque is

2n

Te = -b21 SrBsckkr, ,

where as before b is the radius, 1 the length and Sr is

the current density of the rotor. For the present it will
be sufficient to derive from this the relation

Te = ClrOrs. (17)

Here Ors is the magnetic flux penetrating the rotor
from a stator pole and C is a constant determined by
the construction of the motor.

As soon as the rotor is in motion a voltage is induced
in its conductors. The sign and magnitude of this volt-
age is given by the general vector relation E = Iv x B
where v is the velocity of the conductor. In our case
the magnitude is equal to wrblBs, since the rotor speed
at the circumference is curb. This voltage can be meas-
ured at the rotor terminals when there is no current in
the rotor and it is externally driven. It is called the
speed voltage Er. and from the above it is proportional
to wi 0,s:

Er = CO)rOrs

The proportionality constant is the same as in (17);
this follows from the power balance

TeWr = Er1r,

which is the same as that discussed on p. 222 for the
synchronous motor, since Erl, is equal to the electrical
power supplied less the copper losses

Erfr - Vdr - RrIr2.

Here Rr is the rotor -circuit resistance. including the
brush -contact resistance (see fig. 25b).

a

r

Vr A Er

b

Fig. 25. a) D.C. commutator motor with a field winding on
salient poles. Vr voltage at rotor terminals. Ir rotor current.
b) Equivalent circuit for a d.c. motor. Rr resistance of rotor
winding and commutator. Er speed voltage.

To say more about the behaviour of the torque for
varying supply current, voltage or speed, we need to
know more about the motor circuit. This is because,
unlike the types discussed earlier, this kind of motor
has two windings that have to be connected to the
source. There are three ways of doing this.
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Three types of commutator motor

Commutator motors can be divided into three types
with different circuits: the separately excited motor,
the shunt motor and the series motor (fig. 26). In the
separately excited motor the field winding and the rotor
each have a separate supply that can be independently
operated. Motors with permanent -magnet excitation
can be included in this clags, in which there is of course
no question of controlling the main field. Permanent -
magnet excitation is usually only employed in small
motors.

Even though the motor with independent energiza-
tion of the field winding already has appreciable scope
for control, a starting resistance Rext is often used in
the rotor circuit, as with the other types. In larger
motors the starting resistance is in fact necessary to
limit the current when starting at full mains voltage;
at the instant when the motor is connected to the supply
no speed voltage has as yet appeared to oppose the
supply voltage and with no extra resistance there would
be a very large surge of current. From the equations
given earlier it follows that the general relation between
torque and angular velocity for the d.c. motor is

Vr - CCOrOrs
Te = Ctrs

Rr Rext
(18)

This relation can be altered by varying the three param-
eters Ors, Vr and Rext; independent variation is only
possible for the separately excited motor with field
winding. The effect of such independent variation of
the three parameters on the torque -speed characteristic
is shown diagrammatically in fig. 27. It is clear from this
figure that the d.c. motor is basically very adaptable;
it is therefore very suitable for control systems.

In the shunt and series motors the three parameters
cannot be varied independently. In the shunt motor the
field winding and the rotor are connected in parallel
across the supply voltage Vr (fig. 26b). If this voltage
has a constant value, Ors is constant and the torque -

b
Fig. 26. The three circuit arrangements that can be used with a
commutator motor. a) Separately excited motor; field winding
and rotor are connected to two independent sources of supply.
A starting resistance Rext is connected in series with the rotor.
Motors with permanent -magnet energization are also included
under this type. b) Shunt motor; field winding and rotor are
connected in parallel across the same supply voltage. c) Series
motor; field winding and rotor carry the same current.

a

b

0

0
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Ors=20

V= 2V V iv

Re,,t=8R 4R 2R 0

Fig. 27. The changes in the torque -speed characteristic of the
commutator motor for variation of a) the stator flux Ors, b) the
rotor terminal voltage Vr and c) the starting resistance Rext in
the rotor circuit.

speed characteristic is a straight line with a negative
slope that can be varied by means of Rext (fig. 27c).
In the series motor the field winding is in series with
the rotor (fig. 26c); the main -field flux Ors now varies
with the rotor current Jr. When the loading torque is in-
creased the speed decreases and the rotor current in-
creases; consequently Ors also increases at lower
speeds. Curve Se in fig. 28 is an example of the torque -
speed characteristic of a series motor; it shows the
same variation of the slope when Ors is varied as in
fig. 27a.

To determine the torque -speed characteristic of a shunt or
series motor completely we must know the relation between the
main -field flux 45,8 and the excitation current Is. This relation is
only linear for small values; at higher values it is affected by
magnetic saturation. The relation can be measured by driving
the motor at constant speed and measuring the voltage produced
at the rotor terminals as a function of the excitation current;
this gives the relation since the speed voltage is proportional
to the main field. The curve obtained in this way is called the
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open -circuit characteristic; fig. 29 gives a typical example. D.C.
motors are usually designed to allow a small amount of magnetic
saturation under nominal operating conditions.

Sh

0

Fig. 28. Torque -speed characteristics for a shunt motor (curve Sh)
and a series motor (curve Se) with the same nominal operating
point P. When the load on the motors is greater than the nominal
torque the operating point moves upwards along the curves,
which in the figure are continued to the point at which the rotor
current has increased to the maximum permissible value (assumed
to be the same for both motors). The diagram shows that the
shunt motor reaches this limit at a lower torque; the shunt motor
is therefore less able to withstand overload than the series motor.

Fig. 29. The main -field flux Ors
as a function of the energizing
current Is (the 'open -circuit
characteristic' of a d.c. mo-
tor). The magnetic saturation
of the stator iron for increas-
ing energizing current affects
the shape of this characteristic.

Shunt and series motors behave quite differently
when the load is varied. When the load is increased,
the speed of a shunt motor falls only slightly. The extra
power then delivered requires a proportional increase
in the rotor current. The heavy portion of the curve Sh
in fig. 28 indicates how the operating point moves in
this case. The heavy portion of the curve Se indicates
the shift of the operating point for a series motor when
its rotor current increases by the same factor. This
increase in the rotor current also results in a higher
value for the main field, which contributes to an
increase in the delivered torque; if the torque is
doubled the rotor current only increases by about
40 %, as against 100 % for the shunt motor. This means
that the series motor is more able to withstand over-
load than the shunt motor. Since the applied electrical
power increases less for a series motor, the greater
torque required can only be supplied at a significantly
lower speed. A particular point to note is that if the
loading torque is removed the motor speed rises sharply
and will generally 'run away' to a speed above the
maximum rated value.

If the series motor is supplied with a.c. current it
gives a pulsating torque; with the field and rotor wind-
ings connected in series the main field and the rotor
current are always in phase, so that their product al-

ways has the same sign. It is more difficult in this case
to achieve good commutation, since the time -varying
main field induces an additional voltage in the rotor
coils. The stator core, and not just the rotor, also has
to be laminated to prevent eddy -current losses. A series
motor designed for use on either d.c. or a.c. current is
known as a universal motor. Such motors are widely
used in domestic equipment.

Brushless d.c. motor

A mechanical commutator requires periodic main-
tenance, is subject to wear, is noisy in operation and
causes vibration and electrical interference. In many
applications these effects are a nuisance or prevent the
use of a mechanical commutator. For these reasons
brushless d.c. motors have been under development for
several years [*]. In these motors the commutation is
obtained with electronic devices.

The rotor of a small brushless d.c. motor consists of
a permanent magnet, while the stator has a multiphase
winding. The windings can be wound on salient poles
or in slots in the stator circumference. In small motors
that have to provide a pulsation -free torque, i.e. no
`cogging', the windings are attached to a smooth stator
bore in the form of 'air -gap coils'. Fig. 30 gives a

0-0 40

Fig. 30. Brushless d.c. motor. Opening and closing the switches
of the four stator coils in succession produces a rotating stator
field, which pulls the permanent -magnet rotor round with it.
In practice the switches are transistors or thyristors. The control
signals for these devices are derived from the position of the
rotor, which can be monitored optically with' photodiodes or
magnetically with Hall elements.

(*] We intend to include an article on brushless d.c. motors in
the second issue on electric motors. (Ed.)
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schematic diagram of a brushless d.c. motor with a
two -pole rotor and four stator windings; this arrange-
ment of stator and rotor shows considerable similarity
to a four -phase synchronous motor with a permanent -
magnet rotor. However, in the motor of fig. 30 the
four stator windings are supplied from a d.c. source,
in a way that recalls the supply arrangements for the
stepping motor. The notable difference, however, is
that the opening and closing of the switches between
the windings and the source are determined only by
the position of the rotor and the desired direction of
rotation. This is shown schematically in fig. 31 for the
case of clockwise rotation. Apart from brief transient
effects, only two of the four windings are in use at any
one moment. In small motors the switches consist
of transistors, in large motors the rather less easily
quenched thyristors are used.

There are various types of brushless d.c. motor,
which can be classified by the nature of the elements
for detecting the position of the rotor. First of all there
are the Hall elements or field -dependent resistors.
These are located in the rotor field, which varies with
the position of the rotor [6]. The position of the rotor
can also be established with the aid of photoelectric
devices (photocells), magnetic [7] or electrostatic sens-
ing elements. The electronic circuit is usually provided
with a speed control and current limiting, giving a very
adaptable d.c. motor that is particularly suitable for
control purposes. Brushless motors are very suitable
for applications where torque has to be uniform and

[6] See: G. Bosch and J. H. H. Janssen, Integrated circuit with
Hall device for brushless d.c. motors, Philips tech. Rev. 31,
366-368, 1970.

[7] W. Radziwill, A highly efficient small brushless d.c. motor,
Philips tech. Rev. 30, 7-12, 1969.
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Fig. 31. Schematic representation of the cyclical variation of the
four stator currents Ii to Li for the brushless d.c. motor shown
in fig. 30.

efficiency high; they can be used for the drive in bat-
tery -operated tape recorders and record players with-
out the need for an intermediate transmission system.

Summary. The most important types of electric motor are de-
scribed and the main characteristics are derived. Electric motors
can be classified as a.c. or d.c. motors. A.C. motors are either
synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous motors the num-
ber of revolutions per second is equal to the frequency of the
supply divided by the number of pairs of poles. The stator wind-
ings maintain a rotating stator field, which the rotor follows;
the rotor can be either a permanent -magnet rotor or made from
a material of high permeability (and non -cylindrical) in the
reluctance motor, or of material with considerable hysteresis
(hysteresis motor). In the asynchronous or induction motor the
rotor has closed current circuits in which currents are induced ;
the rotor 'slips' with respect to the rotating stator field. D.C.
motors have a commutator, which reverses the current in the
windings after every half -revolution. The commutator usually
consists of brushes and sliding -contact segments, but electronic
commutation is sometimes employed (brushless d.c. motor). If
the commutator motor is series wound it can also be run on a.c.
current (universal motor).
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Stability of small single-phase synchronous motors

H. Schemmann

Introduction

Electrical equipment nowadays does much of the
work in and about the house that was formerly done
manually. Electric power is used on a large scale for
washing machines, vacuum cleaners and shavers, and
also for tape recorders and record players. This has
all become possible because such household machines
have certain features in common: they are all simple
to use, cheap to produce, use little power and are
relatively cheap to service. In almost all cases the
devices are required to operate from the ordinary
single-phase mains supply.

For household use in the broadest sense, electrical
energy is transformed into mechanical energy mainly
by single-phase electric motors. Well known types of
motors are synchronous and induction motors with
their starting circuits, and hysteresis and series mo-
tors W. Their reliability, cost and efficiency must of
course match the requirements of the devices in which
they are used.

The development of oriented permanent -magnet
materials with a high coercivity, such as ferroxdure,
has led to the suggestion that synchronous motors with
permanent -magnet rotors might offer advantages with
regard to design, characteristics or efficiency. Such
motors have no need for a commutator (which is sub-
ject to wear), they cause no electrical interference and
they have a constant speed. Moreover, their efficiency
can be high and the motor can be constructed from a
small number of relatively simple components. Fig. I
shows the principle of such a motor {2]. A laminated
stator is provided with a coil that can be directly con-
nected to the mains. A permanently magnetized rotor
of ferroxdure with two diametrically opposed poles is
mounted on a shaft in the stator field and can be used
to drive some external load.

When the voltage is switched on, the motor should
be self-starting and it should then rotate steadily in the
same direction. Our permanent -magnet synchronous
motors, like synchronous motors in general, do not
meet these requirements unless special measures are
taken. A well known and generally used method of
starting a single-phase synchronous motor is the use
of an auxiliary coil to give a rotating field, in combina-

Dr H. Schemmann is with Philips Forschungslaboratorium
Aachen G mb H, Aachen.

tion with an induction cage or a hysteresis cylinder on
the totor. In this way the motor can start to rotate
asynchronously in one direction. This solution, how-
ever, requires modifications to both the rotor and the
stator and should therefore be avoided if possible.

Another difficulty in purely single-phase motors is
that while the stator field does in fact change sign it has
a fixed direction : it does not rotate, as in rotating -field
motors. The direction of rotation of such a single-
phase motor is therefore indeterminate.

Fig. 1. Principle of a single-phase synchronous motor with a per-
manent -magnet rotor. R rotor, magnetized in the direction Br.
S stator. 0 angular coordinate defining the rotor position.

Furthermore, a synchronous motor can behave as
an oscillating system because there is an elastic coup-
ling between the rotor and the rotating stator field. If
the damping in this system is too small, oscillations can
be set up that allow the motor to fall out of step with
the field. With a non -conducting rotor, as in the present
discussion, there is no electrical damping in the rotor
at all. The stability of the rotary motion therefore re-
quires special attention in such motors.

The advantages mentioned above were however
sufficient to indicate a further study of these problems.
In this article particular attention will be paid to the
starting and stability of the motor.

[11 E. M. H. Kamerbeek, Electric motors, this issue, p. 215.
[23 R. Thees, Philips tech. Rev. 26, 143, 1965 and Elektrotechn.

Z. A 87, 171, 1966.
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Starting

Normal polyphase synchronous motors with no
damping or starting cage will not in general start to
rotate unaided when the stator winding of the station-
ary motor is connected to the supply. The polyphase
supply produces a synchronously rotating field imme-
diately but owing to its inertia the rotor cannot usually
follow this field [3]. There are now two ways of rem-
edying this situation. The motor can be brought up to
speed mechanically from outside or the frequency of
the supply voltage can be reduced until the rotor is
in step with the field; the frequency is then increased
slowly until the rotor reaches the desired speed.

In single-phase synchronous motors an auxiliary
field is usually excited, as mentioned above, which
combines with the main field to give a rotating mag-
netic field. This can be produced by means of an auxil-
iary winding on the stator, connected to the supply via
a capacitor, or by including one or two short-circuited
turns around part of the stator poles (shaded pole) [4].
Electric motors with a large moment of inertia or high
speed usually run asynchronously during starting, that
is to say, starting takes place by virtue of currents
induced in the rotor by the stator field. Starting of
hysteresis motors will not be discussed here.

Single-phase synchronous motors with a non-
conducting permanent -magnet rotor cannot be started
by any of the methods just mentioned. When the supply
is switched on the rotor is subject only to an alternating
field that only changes sign; it does not change direc-
tion. This field exerts a torque on the rotor only when
the rotor field and the stator field do not lie exactly in
the same direction. Their directions coincide twice per
revolution; the rotor must be prevented from coming
to rest in either of these two positions since it would
then remain there.

The rotor of the motor shown in fig. 1 is subject not
only to a torque exerted by the stator field but also to a
magnetic torque (the reluctance torque) even when
there is no current in the stator winding. This is because
the total magnetic energy of the system depends on the
orientation of the rotor magnet between the stator
poles. This reluctance torque can be used to prevent
the rotor from coming to rest with its field parallel to
the stator field. This is just what does happen in a
symmetrical configuration like that of fig. 1. If however
the space between the stator poles is made asymmetrical
so that the air gaps between rotor and stator along one
diameter are smaller than those along another diam-
eter (fig. 2) then the rotor will assume a rest position
in which the magnetic resistance is at a minimum. The
stator field is hardly affected by the above asymmetry:
to the stator the rotor appears to be part of the air gap
because of the relatively low permeability of the rotor

material. If To is the amplitude of the reluctance torque
and y the angle between the rest position (determined
by the reluctance torque and the direction of the
stator field 151 then the torque acting on the rotor in
the undesired 'parallel -field' position is To = To sin 2y.
If the rotor is in fact to be moved from this undesired
position, then To must be larger than the total friction-
al torque Tyr acting on the shaft of the rotor.

In the electric motors considered here, the critical
frictional torque is much smaller than the maximum
torque of the motor. These motors are therefore only
suitable in applications where the external frictional
torque at the instant of starting is not too large.

Now let us consider the starting process in more de-
tail. The behaviour encountered here is different from

Fig. 2. Configuration of a single-phase motor with asymmetric
stator poles. A motor like this is self-starting. R rotor. S stator.

the well known starting effects in asynchronous or d.c.
motors; in these motors the rotor begins to rotate in
one particular direction and then rotates faster and
faster in that direction. In the single-phase synchronous
motors considered here there is in general a complicat-
ed aperiodic transient behaviour. As fig. 3 shows, the
angular velocity is alternately positive and negative:
the motor thus changes its direction continually. This
irregular movement continues until the variables of
the motion (speed, rotor position with respect to stator
field, stator current and phase angle of this current)
have adjusted themselves to the values corresponding
to uniform rotation. The final direction of rotation
depends on the initial conditions: in a given situation
the phase of the voltage at the instant of switching on
is particularly important.
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Fig. 3. Starting behaviour of a single-phase synchronous motor with a parmenent-magnet
rotor. The angular velocity is plotted as a function of time for various values of the phase
angle a of the supply voltage at the instant of switching on. The starting behaviour and the
direction of rotation are affected by this phase angle but the motional state finally achieved
is always the same.

A motor behaves in the manner shown in fig. 3 only
when the moment of inertia of the rotor and the load
attached to it is not too great. If the combined moment
of inertia is too great the rotor will only oscillate about
an equilibrium position. In general it is not possible
to start a single-phase synchronous motor by a gradual
increase in the frequency of the supply voltage.

This rather summary discussion of methods for self-
starting shows that a single-phase synchronous motor
with a permanent magnet rotor can only be used to
drive devices with a low static friction or which are
coupled to the motor only after it has started. More-
over, the device to be driven must have a small mo-
ment of inertia and the direction of rotation must be
unimportant.

The limitations imposed by the requirements of a
small frictional torque and a low moment of inertia
can largely be overcome by the use of a mechanical
coupling that reduces the mechanical load on the
motor to an acceptable value during starting. A num-
ber of schemes have been investigated, all depending
on frictional effects. In the design of such couplings it
is especially important that there should be no slip in
the coupling after starting, for this would mean that
the mechanical power of the motor could not be fully
used.

If necessary the direction of rotation can be predeter-
mined by means of a mechanical device that prevents
rotation in one direction. In each case these extra
complications must be weighed against the likely ad-
vantages.

Experimental investigation of the motor behaviour

We shall now examine the behaviour of a single-
phase synchronous motor with a permanent -magnet
rotor that has run up to speed after switching on and

does not, as described above, remain stationary or just
perform small -amplitude oscillations. An electric mo-
tor is only suitable for practical applications if once it
has started it continues to rotate in the same direction
with little variation in speed. It can be shown that to
achieve this, the parameters of the motor, the supply
voltage and the load must be matched to each other
between fairly narrow limits. If this is not the case, a
perturbed motion will ensue that differs considerably
from the desired unperturbed motion [6]. A good
overall picture of the possible rotor motions can be
derived from measurements of angular velocity as a
function of time for various amplitudes of the supply
voltage. Table I (p. 239) shows the results of such meas-
urements on a motor designed for a voltage of 220 V,
which therefore rotates with an unperturbed motion at
this voltage. There are, however, at this voltage speed
variations at twice the mains frequency. This modu-
lation of the rotational speed is due to periodic varia-
tions in the electromagnetic torque. In a purely single-
phase synchronous motor, there is a field that rotates
in the opposite direction to the rotor at twice the mains
frequency and thus gives rise to an oscillating torque
at this frequency [71. For a motor of other dimensions
or with another load, however, the various perturbed
motions may take place at the nominal voltage.

The angular velocity is measured by means of a
unipolar generator, which has negligible effect on the
behaviour of the motor. In the diagrams in Table I the

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

See for example R. Richter, Elektrische Maschinen, part I,
3rd edition, Birkhauser Verlag, Basel 1967, p. 63.
Further details are given on p. 229 of the article by E. M. H.
Kamerbeek [1].
The angle y is the difference between the angles a and /3
defined by Kamerbeek [1].
Definitions of the terms used here are given in J. G. Malkin,
Theorie der Stabilitat einer Bewegung, Oldenbourg, Mfinchen
1959, p. 3.
See p. 220 of the article by Kamerbeek
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angular velocity is plotted as a function of time. The
graphs refer to the motion after starting transients have
died away.

The phase of the voltage at the instant of switching
on usually has no effect on the final rotation of the
rotor; the situations 6 and 7 in Table I are exceptions.

The experiments show that the single-phase syn-
chronous motor with the permanent -magnet rotor
described has a useful motion only within a limited
voltage range or, more correctly, in a limited range of
motor parameters. The extent of this range and its lim-
its are of course of interest. It should be remembered
here that the motors must retain their unperturbed
motion in spite of the spread in properties that
normally occurs in industrial materials or as a result of
the production process. The motors must also be able
to take a load. Another interesting point is the extent
to which the behaviour of the motor may be affected
by nonlinear effects such as the saturation of the stator
iron.

An attempt will be made to examine these questions
using the equations of motion discussed in the next
section, which describe the dynamic behaviour of the
motor.

Equations of motion

A theoretical model of the situation must always
satisfy two conditions. Firstly, it should allow the
various relevant characteristics to be represented with
sufficient accuracy. Secondly, the model must give a
clear physical picture and it must be easy to manipulate.
This second requirement means that simplifications
have to be introduced and certain things neglected, in
the hope, however, that nothing essential is lost. In the
model of our motor it has been assumed that the
magnetic state of the motor is uniquely determined by
the stator current and the rotor position, in other words
that hysteresis effects are completely neglected. Fur-
thermore, saturation effects and eddy currents in the
iron of the stator are neglected and the friction is
assumed to depend linearly on the normal forces and
to be independent of velocity (Coulomb friction).
Finally it is assumed that the magnetic flux and the
reluctance torque vary sinusoidally with the rotor
position.

On the basis of these assumptions it is not difficult
to write down the equations of motion. The first equa-
tion states that the sum of the voltages across the stator
winding must be equal to the mains voltage. The sum
is made up of the iR drop due to the current i through
the coil of resistance R, the voltage Ldi/dt due to in-
ductance L of the coil and finally the voltage dOsr/dt
induced in the stator coil as a result of the change in

the flux Osr of the rotor linked by the stator coil.
The latter contribution is proportional to the angular
velocity 0 of the rotor and is a sinusoidal function of
the rotor position. The equation for the voltage across
the stator coil is therefore:

di
sin ((pint s) = iR L-dt+ Osr0 sin 0,

where com is the angular frequency of the mains voltage
and 8 its phase angle.

The second equation for the motor behaviour comes
from the condition that the sum of the torques acting
on the rotor must be zero. Apart from the frictional
torque Ter and the reluctance torque To there is also an
electromagnetic torque acting on the rotor, which is
proportional to the stator current and to the rotor flux.
The values of these torques must together be equal to
the rate of change 10 of the angular momentum:

iOsr sin -0_ Ter -To = IB .

The initial conditions of this equation are that at the
instant the voltage is switched on (t = 0) the current is
zero and the rotor is in the position 0 = y, i.e. the
position for static equilibrium.

In spite of the relatively simple form of the equations
there is no general method for solving them. This is
because of the nonlinearities that occur in the equa-
tions. (In the first equation the product 0 sin 0, in the
second i sin 0.) Attempts to linearize the equations
yield no clear picture of the real situation; indeed the
observed instabilities are probably directly due to these
nonlinearities.

The equations have therefore been solved by means
of an analog computer. This method gives a direct
physical picture of the behaviour of the model. A more
accurate solution on a digital computer is, less attractive
since programs for the solution of nonlinear differential
equations require a great deal of computing time.

In the analog calculation a model with the same dif-
ferential equations as the electric motor under inves-
tigation is set up in the computer. The operations such
as summation, integration and multiplication are carried
out by operational amplifiers. Important quantities can
be read off during the calculations from instruments
connected at appropriate points in the circuit [8].

The form of the theoretical model is determined by
the equations of motion. To simulate a given motor,
the various parameters of the motor must be deter-
mined and from these the coefficients of the equations
must be derived. It should be noted that the inductance

[8] A description of the analog computer used is given in:
H. Schemmann, Thesis, Eindhoven 1971, also published as
Philips Res. Repts. Suppl. 1971, No. 5 (in German).
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Table I. Typical curves for the motion of a single-phase synchronous motor with
a permanent -magnet rotor, arranged in increasing values of the supply voltage.

74V

t/T
100V

125 V

135V

145V

166 V

166V

AJIAAAAAAA11.1\

220V

4N4

I. At low voltages the motor does not start. The rotor vibrates about the equilib-
rium position defined by the reluctance torque. (The same situation arises at
the nominal voltage if the moment of inertia is too large.)

2. The rotor rotates but the motion is very irregular. The motion is not uni-
directional even though the synchronous angular velocity is sometimes
momentarily exceeded. The rotor changes its direction of rotation in a quite
irregular manner.

3. The rotation has now become unidirectional. However, there are quite large
periodic variations superimposed on the synchronous speed. Stroboscopic
observations show that a steady-state motion is achieved with a repetition
period of two revolutions of the rotor (25 Hz perturbation).

4. As the voltage is increased further the irregularities of the motion do not
decrease. On the contrary, large new irregular and aperiodic motions occur
in which the rotor again keeps reversing its direction of rotation. Apart from
the voltage at which it occurs, this situation is no different from that de-
scribed under 2.

5. When the voltage is increased still further, the motion becomes unidirectional
again. Strong periodic variations are still present (hunting) but the motor
runs with a mean speed equal to the synchronous value.

6. The amplitude of the hunting now becomes smaller; above a particular volt-
age the oscillations disappear entirely. For the first time the motor assumes
its state of unperturbed rotation as at the nominal voltage (see 8).

7. At the same voltage at which this unperturbed motion occurs, however, the
rotor can also run with very large speed variations. The rotor periodically
comes almost to rest; the mean rotor speed is, however, the synchronous
value. These variations are repeated every 1-1- periods (33-i Hz perturbation).
Which of the two states of motion, 6 or 7, takes place is determined by the
phase of the supply voltage at the instant the motor is switched on.

8. At the nominal voltage the rotation is again unperturbed. The angular
velocity is now modulated only at twice the mains frequency. The modula-
tion in speed is 20-40 % of the mean synchronous value. If a large moment
of inertia is coupled to the motor, the modulation depth becomes smaller.
The unperturbed motion is stable for voltage variations that are not too
large, and the motor can drive a load.

9. Increasing the voltage above the nominal value again gives rise to large
variations in the angular velocity. The rotor comes to rest once per revolution
and the direction of motion may even be momentarily reversed. Within
milliseconds the rotor then assumes velocities far above the synchronous
value and is then immediately slowed down (50 Hz perturbation).

If still higher voltages are applied, the accelerating torques are so large
that any regular motion is quite impossible.
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of the stator coil(s) and the value of the rotor flux must
be determined under conditions that approach the
actual working conditions as nearly as possible. This
is necessary because in the equations of motion a linear
relation has been assumed between stator current and
stator field and in practice this is not the case.

4

7

Fig. 4. Rotor motion after starting transients have died away, determined by an analog com-
puter. The curves 1, 9 show the behaviour as the supply voltage is increased; curve
8 refers to the nominal voltage. The types of motion agree qualitatively very well with the
results measured on a practical motor, as given in Table I.

very good. The 50 Hz perturbation, the unperturbed
range and also the 33-i Hz perturbation and its adjacent
transition region occur in the model at almost the same
voltages at which they are observed in practice. At
voltages less than 160 V it is noticeable that the model
exhibits less tendency to oscillation than is observed in

5 6

tt

i

II
A

8 9

Before conclusions can be drawn from the model,
it must be established that, in essentials, the model
describes the real situation sufficiently well. This point
has been investigated by determining how the model
describes the angular velocity as a function of time
after switching on the voltage, as was done earlier for
the motor itself.

The results are shown in fig. 4. Comparison of these
results with the results of the measurements on the
motor, as given in Table I, show that the equations
represent a behaviour completely analogous to that of
the motor. Not only do the equations reproduce the
details of the motion observed in the motor but there
are no extraneous effects, i.e. effects not observed in
the motor. This implies that neither the perturbed
motion nor the unperturbed motion are caused by
effects that have been neglected in the formulation of
the model.

If the voltages corresponding to the limits between
the regions of perturbed and unperturbed motion are
compared, the following conclusions can be drawn
(see fig. 5). Particularly at voltages above 160 V, which
is the range of most interest, the agreement between the
calculated behaviour and the observed behaviour is

practice. This difference is connected with the fact that
the curvature was neglected in the magnetization
characteristic of the stator iron. Since voltages below
160 V are of little practical importance, it is not nec-
essary to revise the model in this connection. Apart
from this the choice of the model is seen to be justified
by the results.

Periodic solutions of the equations of motion

We have seen that the motor can rotate with a con-
stant mean speed. Superimposed on this mean value are
large periodic variations with frequencies that are
simply related to the supply frequency.

In general a synchronous motor, once started, must
run at a constant mean speed; for a rotor with two
poles the mean speed must correspond to the frequency
of the supply. This means that the mean of the speed
variations over a long time must be zero, or

t
1 dO

win dt = 0,
T dt

0

(1)

where the integration time x extends over an integral
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number of periods of the speed variations. For steady-
state motion, i.e. if the speed variations are periodic,
then these variations can be written as the sum of a
number of simple harmonic motions:

THEORETICAL MODEL PRACTICAL MOTOR

0

V

50Hz oscillation

-20-

50Hz oscillation

-40-

-60-

-80-

-100-

°periodic motion
with no changes
in direction of
rotation 120

25Hz perturbation 25Hz perturbation
transition region -
with changes in
direction of
rotation

aperiodic motion
with changes in
direction of rotation

aperiodic motion
with changes in
direction of rotation

transition region
with changes in
direction of rotation

hunting -140-

unperturbed
hunting

unperturbed motion
after hunting

Hzhuntr160 . 331/37perturbation

331/3 Hz perturbation 33 1/3 Hz perturbation

nsi ion re. ion ansi ion re on
unperturbed motion after unper ur ed mo ion after
starting difficulties starting difficulties

-180-

unperturbed
motion

-200-

-220-

unperturbed
motion

50 Hz perturbation -240- 50 Hz perturbation

rotor periodically I rotor periodically
comes to rest comes to rest

260V

Fig. 5. The various regions of perturbed and unperturbed rotor
motion. Left: results from the analog computer. Right: results
measured on an actual motor.

- m =
11

v=1

A, sin (avcomt ckv), (2),

where the factors a, are provisionally arbitrary real
numbers. Inserting (2) in (1) gives:

0 v=3.

A sin (avwmt 0,)dt = 0 .

Either the integration or the summation may be per-
formed first. The expression is identically zero, if
the separate terms of the sum are each equal to zero:

1- Aj sin (avont + 96,)dt = 0 . (3)

The instants in time t = r, 2x, 3'r, . . . , after which the
rotor motion is repeated, must be synchronous with
the supply frequency. In the stable unperturbed state
of motion, the fundamental of the speed variations has
a period equal to half the period T of the supply volt-
age. The integration time r can thus be taken equal to
al = T/2 = nlwm. This corresponds to a frequency of
twice that of the supply voltage; it depends on the
mains -frequency component of the stator current.

Other possibilities of synchronization occur when
the period over which speed variations average out is
an integral multiple of xi; then z = k'r1 = kn/com,
where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . The rotor then runs synchro-
nously with the voltage supply. The condition (3) can
now be written, on omitting the factors before the
integral, as:

kali°

sin (avant ckv)dt = 0

c;

Or

cos (a,kn 0,) = cos 0, .

This condition is fulfilled when a = 21/k, where
1 = 1,2, 3, . . . . It follows that steady-state motion is
obtained when a has the following values:

k = 1
k = 2
k = 3
k = 4
k = 5

al = 2, 4, 6, . . .

a2 = 1, 2, 3, . . .

_ 2a3 46
n -

2,u4 - 2,-25
3
-2,

_ 2- 6, 46, 66, . . . .

For the various values of a, the motional states are
represented by the sum of a number of sine terms. We
thus find, for k = 1:

= coin+ Al sin (2wmt + A2 sin (4comt
A3 sin (6ahnt + a3) + . . . ,
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Fig. 6. Behaviour of the motor for a 10 % variation in each of the
following parameters: the rotor flux linked by the stator, the
inductance L of the stator coil or coils and the moment of inertia
I of the rotor. In each diagram the moment of inertia is plotted
vertically and the supply voltage v horizontally. In the central
diagram * indicates the situation for a motor operating correctly.

and, in accordance with the definition given above, this
equation describes an unperturbed motion. Larger
values of k give the various perturbations indicated
above by the fundamental frequency of the appro-
priate variation. For a 50 Hz supply frequency there is
therefore, for k = 2, a 50 Hz perturbation:

= (om Bi sin ((Unit -1- fir) 4- B2 sin (2wmt 132) +

B3 sin (3Wmt + 133) .

and for k = 3, a 33- Hz perturbation:

6 = Ci sin (1 ahnt yi) ± C2 sin (i comt + y2) +
C3 sin (gcomt + y3) . . . .

Perturbations are also possible for larger values of k.
The longer the period of a perturbation, the more com-
plicated the resulting motion.

A periodically perturbed motion in which the accel-
erations are very large and the frequencies only slightly
different from those mentioned here is not possible.
The motor would then fall out of step because the
angular positions of the rotor would exhibit steadily
increasing deviations from the synchronous values.

The perturbed motions found can all be considered
as subharmonic resonances of a periodic driving torque
with a frequency equal to twice the supply frequency.
Such a torque is always present in a single-phase mo-
tor, owing to the reverse field that rotates around the
surface of the rotor at this frequency.

Stable regions

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the
behaviour of our motor have yielded the following
result. The perturbed motions that remain after the
starting transients have died away are characteristic of
the motor. The unperturbed motions can be regarded
as transition states between the upper limit of the one
perturbed region and the lower limit of the next. To
be useful, an unperturbed region must be at least wide

MI1111111

V

240V

4/7

Air
100 120 140 160 180 200

V

220 240V

aperiodic motion with changes in direction of rotation.
the same, but direction of motion does not change
25 Hz perturbation
334 Hz perturbation
50 Hz perturbation
unperturbed motion

enough to cover the spread in supply voltage that may
be expected. There must be no chance that any per-
turbations should arise as a result of the spread in
material properties, dimensions or load.

The effect of the spread in the various parameters
can be very conveniently investigated with the analog
computer. Using the model discussed earlier, it has
been found that the inductance of the stator coils, the
moment of inertia and the flux linkage of the rotor
are particularly important in determining the be-
haviour. The effect of a 10% variation in these param-
eters is shown in the stability diagram of fig. 6. The
following conclusions can be drawn from this diagram.
Firstly, increasing the flux linkage of the rotor dis-
places the perturbed regions towards lower voltages.
It can also be seen that an increase in the inductance
of the stator coils results in a displacement of the per-
turbed regions to higher voltages. Finally, any increase
in the moment of inertia also displaces the perturbed
regions towards higher voltages. The value of the in-
ductance of the stator coils also has a strong effect on
the region mentioned earlier of oscillation below the
33-i Hz perturbation region. Unperturbed motion takes
place only with small inductances. If the inductance
increases, the unperturbed region becomes narrower,
and eventually disappears altogether. Increasing the
resistance of the stator coils has just the opposite effect.

It can be seen that changes in the parameter values
only lead to displacement of the limits between the
various stability and instability regions. No new effects
are observed. In designing a motor for a given applica-
tion care must be taken to obtain a sufficiently wide
stability region around the nominal supply voltage and
to ensure that this stability region continues to exist for
all possible values of the mechanical load.

Both theory and experiment show that the single-
phase synchronous motor with permanent -magnet
rotor remains stable at loads equal to the maximum
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theoretical value, provided that a small part of the
load consists of a velocity -dependent damping. This
is the case in many applications of these motors. A
reduction of the Q (quality factor) co.LI R of the stator
coil has, as in the unloaded oscillation of the rotor, a
stabilizing effect. The motor can in any case be used for
applications in which the load is of a frictional nature
(i.e. both Coulomb and velocity -dependent friction).

Applications

The single-phase synchronous motor with perma-
nent -magnet rotor as described is particularly suitable
for driving small mass-produced articles such as

domestic appliances. As we have seen, it is not a
universally applicable motor characterized simply by
voltage, power and speed. Because of problems with
starting, rotation direction and the stability, the motor
is only suitable as a drive for certain types of load. The
motor therefore has to be specially designed for the
load it must drive in practice and it is because of the
development work required that it is only really suit-
able for mass -production applications.

For loads with a small moment of inertia and low
bearing friction there are few difficulties - certainly
not when the load is coupled to the motor after starting
and when the direction of rotation
The motor is therefore very suitable for driving a recip-
rocating device where the direction of rotation is im-
material. Moreover, the frictional load is then depend-
ent on the position of the driven components; it is

therefore possible to couple the motor and load in such
a way that the friction is least in the most critical rotor
position (the position with the rotor field parallel to
the stator field). Also, with a reciprocating motion, the
inertia of the reciprocating parts is much reduced in
the transmission to the rotor. Compared with a vibra-
tor drive, there is the advantage that the amplitude of
the motion does not depend on the load or on the
supply voltage; the motor can also be designed so that
the whole device still functions properly at various
supply frequencies. Furthermore, the loading of a
reciprocating device has no effect on the speed of
synchronous motors, unlike induction and series
motors.

Fig. 7 shows an electric hair/massage brush in which
the attractive features of the synchronous motor are
put to use. The maximum available power developed
by this motor, depicted in fig. 8, is about 7 W and the
motor can be run from either a 220 V/50 Hz supply or
a 120 V/60 Hz supply. The stator coils are encapsulated
in plastic so that the motor is protected against mois-
ture. A similar type of motor can be used for the drive
of a trimmer.

Fig. 7. Hair and massage brush driven by a single-phase syn-
chronous motor with a permanent -magnet rotor. The mechanical
coupling between the rotary motion and the reciprocating motion
can be seen between the motor and the brush.

Fig. 8. The motor used in the brush of fig. 7.

For other applications a suitable coupling is required
that restricts the moment of inertia during starting and
ensures unidirectional rotation. With these measures,
the possibility of applications in rotary shavers and
similar devices can be considered.

Summary. The small single-phase motor described here with a
permanent -magnet rotor is a small and efficient motor of very
simple construction : a magnetized cylindrical rotor of ferroxdure
and a laminated stator with a field winding. To make the motor
self-starting without any special extra provisions (auxiliary coil
with capacitor, or 'shaded poles') the air gap of the motor is made
asymmetrical, so that the rotor field is not parallel to the stator
field in the rest position. Once the motor has started, then
depending on the motor parameters and the load regions of
perturbation can affect the movement; the perturbations consist
of very strong periodic variations in the speed of rotation. Studies
made on the motor with an analog computer show that the
existence of perturbed and unperturbed regions is an essential
feature of this type of motor, which can be traced back to non-
linearities in the equations of motion that describe the behaviour
of the motor. It is shown that these perturbed movements also
satisfy these simplified equations. It is relatively easy to design a
motor in such a way that a sufficiently wide unperturbed region
is obtained around the nominal values of the supply voltage and
the load. Finally, a number of possible applications for the motor
are described. Since a special version of the design has to be
produced for each application the motor is only of interest for
driving devices that are to be produced in quantity.
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Moving -coil motors

J. H. M. Hofmeester and J. P. Koutstaal

Small d.c. motors are used in very large numbers in
playback equipment, toys, measuring recorders, etc.
These motors owe their wide applications to a number
of features which can be made use of singly or in com-
bination, depending on the particular requirements.
For example, the efficiency is high, even for very small
motors; the delivered torque is uniform, and there is
ample scope for selection and control of the motor
speed. Further features which may be of importance
are the rapid start, the ease with which the direction of
rotation can be reversed and the possibility of using a
battery as power supply. The rotor of such motors
often consists of a laminated ferromagnetic material,
with the rotor windings wound round the stack of
laminations. Fig. I shows by way of example a simple
version with three rotor lobes. The stator generally
consists of a permanent magnet in the form of a hol-
low cylinder, which is sometimes divided into a number
of segments.

Despite the utility of this type of motor for many
applications, it has certain disadvantages when a very
uniform torque is required, e.g. in tape recorders. Since
there are slots in the rotor, it has a number of preferred
positions, sometimes called 'reluctance positions'.
The corresponding magnetic reluctance torques can be
felt when the shaft of the motor is turned by hand. It
will be clear that these reluctance torques give fluc-
tuations in the torque delivered by the motor; this has
an adverse effect on the quality of audio recording and
playback. The reluctance torques can also cause motor
noise, since there is always a little play in the bearings.
The reluctance torques can be reduced by increasing
the number of rotor lobes, but for given motor dimen-
sions this can only be done at the expense of the ef-
ficiency, since the space factor of the winding is then
decreased. Another solution is to minimize the width
of the rotor slots, but this also can only be done within
certain limits since the slot has to be wide enough for
the winding process.

The impossibility of eliminating the reluctance tor-
ques from motors with an iron rotor while continuing
to satisfy all the other requirements involved led us to
design three d.c. motors with no iron in the rotor. Such
motors, which are called moving -coil motors, offer the
following advantages:

J. H. M. Hafmeester and J. P. Koutstaal are with the Philips Audio
Division at the 'Johan de Witt' Works, Dordrecht, the Netherlands.

1. Reluctance torques cannot arise since there is no
iron.
2. Since there are no discrete rotor lobes, the rotor can
be wound uniformly, which makes it possible to divide
the winding into a large number of coils. This also helps
to reduce the fluctuations in the delivered motor torque,
since a large number of coils with corresponding com-
mutator segments reduces the torque pulses resulting
from commutation. This feature makes this type of
motor very suitable if a low and uniform speed of
rotation is required.
3. The moment of inertia of the rotor can be made
smaller than that of a rotor with an iron core in a com-
parable motor (same power consumption, same torque -
speed characteristic).
4. Iron losses (hysteresis losses and eddy -current losses)
cannot occur in the rotor. This is especially important
in small motors, where the delivered motor torque can
be of the same order of magnitude as the loss torque

an iron core (a situation which leads to a
very low efficiency).
5. The inductance of the rotor is low, which improves
the commutation: there is less electrical interference,
and the life of the commutator (and hence of the motor)
is increased.

We shall now discuss the basically simple principle
of the d.c. moving -coil motor, with reference to fig. 2.

H

S

Fig. 1. Example of a d.c. motor with iron rotor. H housing.
M cylindrical permanent magnet with poles N and S. R rotor,
consisting of a stack of laminations. The winding W is situated
in the slots between the rotor lobes (three in this example).
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Fig. 2. Principle of the moving -coil motor. H housing. M per-
manent magnet (stator). W one turn of the coil (rotor). The side
of the coil is of length 1. The magnet M gives a magnetic flux
density B in the air gap d. When a current i flows in this turn,
a Lorentz force F is exerted on it. The radius of the winding is b.
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The stator consists of a permanent magnet M, which
produces a magnetic flux density B in the air gap d
between the magnet and the housing H (which is made
of a ferromagnetic material). The rotor winding W
rotates round a vertical axis in this air gap (only one
turn of the winding is shown). If the flux density B
and the current i in the turn have the directions shown
in the figure, the rotor will rotate anticlockwise under
the influence of a Lorentz force F applied to one side
of the turn; the magnitude of this force is liB, where
/ is the length of the side of the turn in question. The
torque delivered per turn, Te, is equal to 2Fb (b is the
radius of the winding).

Construction

Fig. 3 shows a cross-sectional view of one of our
moving -coil motors. The stator consists of a permanent
magnet M mounted on the steel motor housing H by
means of a support 7. This steel housing is also a part
of the magnetic circuit; the magnet has two diametri-
cally opposite poles.

The rotor is formed by a winding W wound on a coil
former 5 with cover 6. The coil former is fixed on a
shaft 8. The winding consists of a large number of turns
distributed uniformly round the circumference, and is
divided into five or nine coils, depending on the type
of motor.

The commutator 2 is built up of flat segments (see
also fig. 4b), one per rotor coil. These segments are
gold-plated by a special technique.

The brush unit consists of two brush springs I,
mounted in an injection -moulded plastic bridge 4. The

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view of a
practical version of the moving -
coil motor. 1 brush spring. 2
commutator segments. 3 damp-
ing compound. 4 plastic bridge
carrying the brush springs. H
motor housing. W coil. M per-
manent magnet. 5 coil former
with cover 6. 7 support for
mounting the magnet on the
housing. 8 motor shaft.
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brush springs are silver-plated at the place where they
make contact with the commutator. Damping com-
pound 3 is applied to damp the vibrations of the brush
springs.

Winding and magnet

It can be seen from fig. 3 that the coil former has
central projections at each end: these are necessary for
the insertion of the magnet support and for attaching
the coil former to the motor shaft. This arrangement
does not permit purely diametral winding, and the
winding method shown in fig. 4a has to be used, in
which the plane of the winding is slightly skewed with
respect to the centre -line of the coil former.

A regular distribution of the turns around the cir-
cumference is obtained by rotating the coil former
through a small angle a after each turn of the coil has

a

centrated at a small cross-section through the winding.
As a result, the total length of the winding in a motor
of a given size can be made less than in a moving -coil
motor. Since the motor losses are mainly the sum of
copper -resistance losses and iron losses, the higher dis-
sipation in the coil of the moving -coil motor could
partially cancel out the advantage of the absence of
iron losses.

This difficulty can be avoided by making the per-
manent magnet of material with very good magnetic
properties. This makes it possible to obtain a motor
with good characteristics (in particular, high efficiency
and short starting time). In the moving -coil motors
described here we used `Ticonar 550 [*], a magnet
steel which is given an anisotropic structure by means
of a special heat treatment; this material combines a
reasonably high remanence with a high coercivity (see

Fig. 4. a) Principle of the 'ball -winding' method which has to be used to leave the central
space in the coil free. The turns are distributed over the circumference by rotating the coil
former through an angle a after each turn. b) A rotor (coil + commutator) wound in this
way.

been wound; the value of a is chosen so that the coil
former will have rotated through exactly 360° after the
desired number of turns. Because of the skewed posi-
tion of the turns, successive turns will cross previously
wound ones during the winding process. The coil ob-
tained in this way looks rather like a ball of string and
this winding method is therefore called 'ball winding'.
A photograph of a wound rotor complete with com-
mutator is shown in fig. 4b.

The air gap between the magnet and the housing is
considerably wider than the thickness of the winding,
since room must be left for the coil former and for
clearance on each side. Since this space can only be
provided at the expense of the magnetic flux, the
moving -coil motor is at a disadvantage here compared
with the iron -rotor motor (see fig. 1). Moreover, in the
motor with iron rotor the magnetic flux can be con -

fig. 5). `Ticonar 550 has a (BH)max product of about
4.4 x 104 J/m3 (5.5 x 106 GsOe). In the operating range
of the motors, the product BH lies between 4.4 x 104
and 3.5 x 104 J/m3. The high magnetic flux produced
in the air gap as a result of the use of this material,
and which is not of course limited in this type of motor
by magnetic saturation of the core, compensates for
the above -mentioned disadvantages. A further ad-
vantage is that with the geometry of coil and magnet
used here, the ends of the coil are situated in the stray
field of the magnet, so that the winding wire there does
not merely increase the resistance of the coil, it also
makes an appreciable contribution to the motor
torque.

`Ticonal' 550 magnets are expensive compared with
magnets made of the materials conventionally used in
d.c. motors, such as ferroxdure. The winding method
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Fig. 5. Demagnetization curve of `Ticonal' 550. B is the flux
density in teslas (1 T = 104 Gs). H is the demagnetizing field -
strength in A/m (1 A/m = 47r x 10-3 Oe). The load lines for the
magnets of the motors described in this article fall inside the
shaded area.

used for the coil, and the complete construction of the
motor are also more expensive. It is therefore likely
that the application of the moving -coil motor will be
restricted to cases where high -quality operation is
required - in particular, uniform rotation, a low loss
torque and a small moment of inertia. The last point
is of importance for rapid motor starting, and rapid
speed changing; the 'starting time constant' of the
motor, which is a measure of its performance in this
respect, should be kept low.

The starting time constant Ts depends on a number of charac-
teristic features of the motor. To illustrate the relation between
this constant and the features in question, we shall derive an
expression for Ts. If we neglect the electrical time constant, equal
to the ratio L/R of the inductance L and the resistance R of the
motor, we can start by considering the linear relation between
the motor torque Te and the speed n found for a d.c. motor
(fig. 6). This linear relation is represented by the equation

Ts = Ts(1 - nitro),

where Ts is the starting torque and no the speed at zero load.
Mechanical and electrical losses are neglected here, which means

Fig. 6. Torque -speed characteristic of a d.c. motor. The motor
torque Te is plotted as a function of the speed n. Ts is the starting
torque, and no the zero -load speed.

that the motor approaches the zero -load speed no asymptotically;
at the speed no it will rotate with a drive torque Te = 0.

The time constant xs is defined for the unloaded motor, so
that only the moment of inertia of the rotor is of significance.
If we denote the latter quantity by I, the changes in speed are
given as a function of time by:

dn
Te = 2n1 .

dt

Combining the above two equations, we find that the speed a
time t after switching on is given by:

n(t) = no(1 - e-11-rg) ,
where

Ts = 27a/10/Th.

The starting time constant Ts is thus proportional to the moment
of inertia I, which can be made much smaller for an ironless rotor
than for an iron rotor. If we want to derive the full advantage
from this, we must ensure that the ratio no/Ts for the moving -coil
motor is no larger than the value for an iron -rotor motor.

The zero -load speed is defined by:

V = 27rCnoOrs,

where V is the applied voltage, C is a motor constant and Ors
the flux enclosed by the rotor coils RI. The starting torque is
given by:

Ts = Cis Ors,

where is is the current immediately after switching on. The cur-
rent is therefore entirely determined by the motor resistance R
and the applied voltage:

is = V/R,
so that

no

Ts 2nC2Ors2 

The time constant is thus inversely proportional to the square
of the enclosed flux. If we want to take full advantage of the small
moment of inertia of the moving -coil motor, we must provide a
powerful magnetic field. As mentioned above, we are not limited
here by the magnetic saturation of the rotor core as in the case
of a motor with iron rotor.

Practical realization

Fig. 7 gives the dimensions and other data for three
of our moving -coil motors, together with a number of
applications. Motor A was designed for use in a new
version of the Pocket Memo dictating machine [2].
The good performance of the motor is reflected in the
following four points:
1. Since the motor is small (the delivered torque is only
2 x 10-4 Nm), the low loss torque of the moving -coil
motor (0.5 x 10-4 Nm) is particularly useful. As a result
of this, the mechanical efficiency is as high as 80 %,
while the overall efficiency (54 %) is also relatively high.

[1] See E. M. H. Kamerbeek, Electric motors; this issue, p. 215.
[2] An earlier version of the Pocket Memo is described in P. van

der Lely and G. Missriegler, Audio tape cassettes, Philips
tech. Rev. 31, 77-92, 1970.

r*] `Ticonal' is a registered trade mark of N.V. Philips' Gloei-
lampenfabrieken.
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The current required for driving this machine is only
20 mA.
2. The Pocket Memo has no capstan and hence no fly-
wheel, so that a motor with a uniform speed is vital
here to avoid wow and flutter.
3. The motor noise must be kept to a minimum, since
the built-in microphone is very close to the motor. An
important source of noise - bearing chatter due to the
reluctance torques - is completely absent in the
moving -coil motor.
4. As the motor is also very close to other electrical

15.2r

19

-"tr-
1.2 1L

The more powerful motor C is used in tape recorders
with separate reels and in professional equipment such
as measuring recorders and computers. The application
in tape recorders is again based on the uniform rota-
tion, even at low speeds where the effect of the flywheel
is slight. The small time constant (Ts = 19 ms) is a
great advantage for professional equipment.

These examples show that a motor with a moving -
coil rotor may be the best choice in cases where uniform
rotation, minimum motor noise and a small starting
time constant are of importance.

29

39.5

B

Te = 2 x 10-4 Nm Te 5x10-3 Nm Te = 10-2 Nm

efficiency 54% efficiency 64% efficiency 82%

rs = 56 ms Ts = 23 ms Ts = 19 ms

5 rotor coils 9 rotor coils 9 rotor coils
pocket dictating machines digital cassette recorders tape recorders
cameras audio cassette recorders professional equipment, such as

measuring recorders and computers

Fig. 7. Illustrations and data for three moving -coil motors. The torque Te is given for a speed of 3000 rpm. Ts is the starting time
constant. The photograph for motor A shows this motor used in a Philips Pocket Memo dictating machine. The photo for motor B
shows a model of a digital cassette recorder developed at Philips Electrologica. Apart from two type B motors, which are used for
tape transport in both directions, this photograph shows (on the right) a type C motor with a tachosystem designed for tape -speed
control. The photograph for motor C shows this motor mounted in a Philips tape recorder.

39.5

42
3

components in the dictating machine, the low rotor
inductance - and therefore the low electrical inter-
ference level - is a useful feature.

Motor B was developed for cassette recorders (for
both audio and digital data). The diameter is chosen
so that four motors can be mounted under one cassette
if required, thus permitting both cassette reels and both
capstans to be driven directly (for tape transport in
both directions). In tape recorders the direct drive is
an added advantage; the moving -coil motor does not
produce wow and there is no chance of wow arising
from gearing. The small starting -time constant
(Ts = 23 ms) is important for digital applications.

C

Summary. Moving -coil motors contain a rotor consisting merely
of a coil with commutator rotating about a permanent magnet
(the stator); conventional small d.c. motors have rotor coils
wound on an iron core. The advantages of the ironless rotor
include the absence of reluctance torques (so that it is easier
to obtain uniform, low -noise motion) and the small moment of
inertia, permitting short start and stop times. Moving -coil
motors also have a high efficiency (particularly in the low -power
models) because there are no iron losses. However, these motors
have the disadvantage that the flux density inside the coil is lower
than in an iron -rotor motor of comparable dimensions. In the
motors described in this article, this disadvantage is minimized
by making use of the permanent -magnet material `Ticonal' 550,
which has a large (BH)max product. Moving -coil motors are
suitable for use in equipment where uniform motion, rapid
reaction and high efficiency are required, and where the greater
expense is not a serious drawback. A number of practical ver-
sions are discussed, with their applications in tape recorders,
pocket dictating machines, measuring recorders, etc.
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Two electromagnetic vibrators

J. Timmerman

Introduction

When a reciprocating motion has to be driven elec-
trically, using a rotary electric motor with transmission
is really a rather roundabout way of solving the prob-
lem. In such a case the more obvious thing to do is to
look for an electromechanical system that produces a
to-and-fro movement directly. Such systems, which
are usually called 'vibrators', can be based on various
principles. One such approach is to use the forces
exerted on a piece of soft iron or a permanent magnet
in a magnetic field produced by an a.c. current. The
piezoelectric effect can also be used to produce the
required alternating forces from an a.c. voltage input.
Magnetostriction can also be considered as a means
of energizing a to-and-fro movement, and another
scheme is to use the forces between the two plates of a
capacitor fed by an a.c. voltage (capacitive drive).

All the possibilities mentioned above require an a.c.
voltage supply. In many cases, the a.c. voltage can
simply be taken from the mains. The choice of operat-
ing principle depends on the particular application;
the amplitude that the reciprocating motion is required
to give is very important. So far, electromagnetic drives
have given the largest amplitudes; magnetostrictive or
capacitive drives give a very small amplitude, which
severely limits their practical application, while piezo-
electric drives occupy an intermediate position. In
most cases the amplitude required of the reciprocating
motion makes it necessary to choose an electromagnetic
drive.

This was also the choice made in the two cases de-
scribed in this article: one vibrator for an electric
shaver [11 and one for a refrigerator compressor. The
article deals with a number of calculations and meas-
urements made in the development of these two vibra-
tors, after a more general look at the electromagnetic
forces and the spring/mass systems in the two vibrators.

Permanent magnet or soft iron

Although both of the vibrators described here make
use of electromagnetic forces, they differ quite fun-
damentally in design. Fig. la shows the principle of the
vibrator for the electric shaver. This vibrator has a
soft -iron yoke which forms a closed magnetic circuit

1r J. Timmerman was with Philips Research Laboratories, Eind-
hoven, until his retirement in 1967.

together with a movable armature. The yoke is provided
with a winding. In the figure, the armature is shown in
its rest position; when current flows in the winding
(whatever the direction), the armature will be drawn
to a position above the poles of the yoke. With an a.c.
supply, this happens twice in each period; the armature

Fig. 1. Two vibrators that make use of electromagnetic forces.
a) When the coil is actuated, a soft -iron armature is drawn over
the poles of the yoke. The force is independent of the direction of
the current, so the frequency of vibration is twice the frequency
of an a.c. current through the coil. b) When current flows in the
coil, it moves in the air -gap field of the permanent magnet N, S
under the influence of a Lorentz force. When an a.c. current
flows in the coil, it vibrates at the same frequency as the current.

will thus vibrate at a frequency equal to twice that of
the supply current. It is common practice to make the
mechanical resonance frequency of the armature,
determined by its mass and the stiffness of the sus-
pension springs, approximately equal to twice the
mains frequency so that the amplitude of the vibration
will be at a maximum.

The principle of the vibrator for the refrigerator
compressor is shown in the diagram of fig. lb. Here a

[1] The idea of an electric shaver with piezoelectric drive was put
forward several years ago (see British Patent Application
No. 38111/67, registered in 1967 by Mullard Ltd.), but the
piezoelectric materials at present available do not have the
characteristics required for a successful device.
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coil carrying a current moves in the field of a permanent
magnet (the magnetic circuit is therefore provided with
an air gap in which the coil can move). When current
flows in the coil, it is subjected to Lorentz forces, whose
direction changes with the direction of the current.
With an a.c. supply, the force therefore has the same
periodicity as the current; the frequency of the vibra-
tion will then be equal to that of the current, and not
twice as great (as in fig. la). The mechanism of fig. lb
is also used for driving the cone of a loudspeaker. In
the refrigerator compressor, the mass of the moving
system and the stiffness of the springs are arranged to
resonate at the mains frequency.

Electromagnetic forces

The description of the electromagnetic forces can be
based on the energy balance of the vibrator: the elec-
trical energy supplied in a time At is equal to the sum
of the energy dissipated in the windings in that time,
the increase in magnetic field energy and the mechan-
ical work due to the simultaneous displacement of the
armature or the coil by a distance Ax. This balance
leads to an equation in which both electrical and
mechanical quantities occur. We can derive the follow-
ing expression for the total electromagnetic force Fe
from this equation, by reasoning similar to that given
for the synchronous motor elsewhere in this issue [2] :

Fe - i
dx

- . (1)
d00(x) d Wo(x) 6

dx Ox
0

In this expression i is the current in the winding, 00(x)
the flux from the permanent magnet enclosed by the
winding at zero current, multiplied by the number of
turns, Wo(x) the energy of the field produced by the
permanent magnet and 0i(x,i) the flux produced by
the coil itself. For the integration of 0i(x,i), the value
of x is assumed to be constant. This expression is
only valid if hysteresis and eddy -current losses are
neglected.

A moving -armature vibrator (fig. la) has no per-
manent magnet. The first two terms of (1) will there-
fore vanish for this vibrator; the force exerted is
entirely due to the variation of 0i(x,i) with x. In the
moving -coil vibrator (fig. lb), on the other hand, there
is no change in the shape of the magnetic circuit and
hence the field energy Wo remains constant; the second
term therefore vanishes. The two remaining terms
refer to the two components of the magnetic flux en-
closed by the coil: the flux from the permanet magnet,
00(x), and the flux produced by the coil itself, 0i(x,i).
A qualitative picture of the variation of 0 with x and i
is given in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The magnetic flux 0 linked by the coil as a function of
the current i in the coil and the displacement x of the coil (in
fig. lb above). The flux 0 consists of a component 00 from the
permanent magnet and a component Ot generated by the current
through the coil.

The system of masses and springs

In both types of vibrator the moving part is connect-
ed to the stator by springs which determine the rest
position. When the motor is working, the 'stator' will
not be stationary either: the electric shaver is held in
the hand, which permits a certain amount of move-
ment, and the compressor is suspended from springs
in the refrigerator to minimize the transmission of
vibrations. The movement of the stator has an effect
on the resonant frequency of the system; this therefore
has to be taken into consideration when setting up the
vibrator to give the maximum stroke.

If for simplicity we assume that the stator can be
represented as connected to a fixed reference point
(earth) by means of a spring, then in both cases the
entire vibrating system can be represented by the dia-
gram of fig. 3, where ml is the mass of the moving part
and m2 the mass of the stator. The masses ml and m2
are connected by a spring of stiffness Si, and m2 is
connected to earth by a spring of stiffness s2. The
electromagnetic force Fe moves ml and m2 with respect
to one another; a frictional force is therefore produced
in the element 1, the load of the vibrator; it is this
frictional force that performs the useful work. The
useful displacement in the vibrator is xi - x2.

In practice, m2 is several times larger than mi. The
effect of the (relatively small) movements of the former
can be taken into account by replacing the moving
mass mi by an effective moving mass m which is con-
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nected to earth by a single spring of stiffness Si. The
effective mass m is smaller than mi; as long as s2 is
small, we may write :

Min12m
ml m2

(2)

In practice, therefore, the resonant frequency is
slightly higher than that of the system consisting of mi
and Si alone.

To derive equation (2), we start by writing the equations of
motion for the masses mi and m2:

mini si(xi- x2) = Fe, (3a)

m222 - si(xi - x2) + s2x2 = - Fe, (3b)

where Fl is the frictional force. Adding these equations gives:

m2X2 s2x2 = 0, (4)

a result which we shall be using below. It is important for the
solution of the equations that the motions are practically sinus-
oidal, as is found in practice. The loading force F1 does not vary
sinusoidally, but it can be replaced by a sinusoidal variable by
expanding it in a Fourier series and taking only the first term
(the fundamental) of this expansion. Such a procedure is allow -

T

to

In2

/ / / / / / / // ///////////

x2

Fig. 3. The mechanical quantities that determine the behaviour
of the two vibrators. ml mass of the moving part. Si stiffness of
the springs connecting the moving part to the stator. I frictional
load on which the useful work is performed. Fe electromagnetic
driving force. n12 mass of the stator. s2 stiffness of the connection
between the stator and earth; for simplicity, this connection is
replaced here by a spring.

able because this term is the only one with the same period as the
motion, and therefore the only one that contributes to the work
done. The fundamental can be regarded as a force due to fluid
friction, which is proportional to the velocity of mi relative to m2.
Substitution in (3) gives:

- X2) + Sl(X1 - x2) = Fe,

where r represents the fluid friction.
Introducing the effective mass m, we find:

m(iel - X2) + - ±2) SAX]. x2) = Fe.

This is the equation of motion for a system with a single mass m

and a spring stiffness Si. The angular resonant frequency Wr of
this system is given by:

siWr = - 
This must be equal to the angular frequency at which the actual
system consisting of mi, Si and m2 resonates. The magnitude of in
then follows from:

m(.74 - X2) = /mg'

and (4). By assuming simple harmonic motion at an angular fre-
quency w, we find the following expression for the effective mass:

CO2/7/2 - S2m=mi
co2(mi + m2)- s2

This shows that the value of in depends on w. In practice, the
spring that connects the system to the earth is generally quite
weak, i.e. s2 is small. If s2 is neglected in the above equation we
get the expression for in given in equation (2).

Vibrator for an electric shaver

The moving armature of the vibrator of fig. la is
made of laminated soft iron. It moves parallel to the
pole faces of the soft -iron yoke, a short distance (e.g.
0.2 mm) away from them. Depending on the construc-
tion, the movement is either linear or along the arc of a
circle; in the second case the armature oscillates about
a pivot. This arrangement is often used in practice
(fig. 4) , but we shall restrict ourselves here to the linear
motion, since the path of the motion makes no essential
difference to the calculation of the forces and ampli-
tudes.

The friction to be overcome by the vibrator in a
shaver or clipper has the nature of dry or Coulomb
friction. This means that the magnitude of the frictional
force is independent of the velocity, and that the
frictional force changes direction with the motion.

The magnitude of this frictional force is an important
parameter in the design of a vibrator. One of the first
questions that arise is how the stroke and the mechan-
ical power supplied vary when the frictional force
changes.

The sensitivity of the armature amplitude to changes
in the mechanical adjustment or, conversely, in the
frequency of the a.c. voltage is also of importance. The
answer to these questions has been sought by means
of measurements on test models and by solving the
differential equations that describe the behaviour of
the vibrator. No analytical solution can be found for
these equations, because of the nonlinear character of
the frictional force; they can however be solved
numerically, and simulation on an analog computer is
also possible. Both these approaches have been tried.

[23 E. M. H. Kamerbeek, Electric motors, this issue, p. 215, in
particular p. 222.
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The differential equations

One of the differential equations is the dynamic
equation of motion. This was given above in terms of
the effective mass m (also defined above); the displace-
ment of the armature with respect to the stator is
denoted by x (fig. 5). If we denote the constant force
of the Coulomb friction by Fir, the equation of motion
may be written:

mi + Fir S(x xo) = Fe , (5)

where xo is the displacement of the armature in the
rest position.

Since there is no permanent magnet in the present
case the electromagnetic force Fe is given by the last
term of equation (1):

Fe =
Ox

0

(6)

The current i appears in this equation; in practice, this
is not given so the a.c. voltage v across the terminals
has to be used. The current i can be obtained from this
with the aid of the voltage equation

v = iR (7)

where R is the resistance of the winding.
To complete this set of equations, we need an expres-

sion for Oi as a function of x and i. We have deter-
mined this relation experimentally by measurements
on a test model, which had two identical coils arranged
as a bifilar winding on the same former. Reversal of a
known d.c. current I in one part of the winding leads
to an induced voltage pulse in the other; Oi can be
determined from this pulse. If this procedure is
repeated at various positions of the armature, Oi is
obtained as a function of x and i. The measured values

Fig. 4. Vibrator -driven electric
shaver. The armature, which
moves along an arc of a circle,
can be seen below the coils. The
armature moves a plastic lever
that carries the shaver cutters at
its other end. The stiff springs
that tune the armature to a
frequency of about 100 Hz can
be seen just beneath it.

are plotted in fig. 6 as a family of 0-x curves with I as
parameter. It can be seen that when the armature
deviation exceeds the pole width b, there is very little
further variation of the flux with the position of the
armature; bOilox is thus very small in this range, and
so is the force.

m

Fig. 5. The quantities in the equation of motion of the armature.
x displacement. xo displacement in the quiescent position. m
effective moving mass. s stiffness of spring. Ffr frictional force.
Fe electromagnetic driving force.
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Fig. 6. The magnetic flux 515i linked with the winding as a function
of the displacement x of the armature. The graph is based on
measurements carried out on a test model by reversing the direc-
tion of a known d.c. current I and measuring the voltage pulse
induced by this; I is a parameter in the figure. When the armature
displacement exceeds the pole width b, the flux through the
winding has a low, constant value.
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The curves of fig. 6 are represented to a good
approximation by the equation

= A
le-ax2 «x41

+ B , (8)

where A and B are functions of i, and a is a constant.
This approach thus gives a set of equations which
completely describe the vibrator.

The function B is simply a constant times i; this constant
therefore has the dimensions of inductance and represents the
inductance of the winding when the yoke is not closed by the
armature (see the flat portion of the curve for x > b in fig. 6).
For A we can write: A = all - azi3; the coefficient al is equal to
the inductance added when the armature arrives above the poles
of the yoke, while the term -a2i3 represents the magnetic satura-
tion.

Amplitude of vibration, delivered power

A numerically computed solution of equations
(5-8) is given in fig. 7. This solution is based on a
number of assumptions: that the supply voltage is
sinusoidal, the mechanical system is tuned to twice the
frequency of this supply voltage, and the frictional
force is such that the system delivers the maximum
mechanical power. One striking feature of fig. 7 is that
the motion is practically sinusoidal, even though the
force is far from sinusoidal. This indicates that the
mechanical system is very lightly damped at the op-
timum friction, and behaves as a resonator with a
high Q (quality factor).

x

b 10 20

Fig. 7. Variation of the armature displacement x, the current i,
the magnetic flux Ot and the electromagnetic force Fe as functions
of the time t. The curves are the result of a numerical calculation.
It can be seen that the motion of the armature is practically
sinusoidal.

A system that only has 'Coulomb friction, as described by (5)
and driven by a force Fa of sinusoidal waveform will have an
infinite amplitude at resonance. In fact this amplitude is not
infinite, since the waveform of the force deviates considerably
from a sinusoid because of the geometry of the vibrator. As we
shall see below, the force can even be negative during part of the
cycle.

The amplitude x of the motion of the armature is
highly dependent on the choice of the rest position xo.

15mm 1.5W

-1.0

 0.5

0.25 0.5 0.75 1N 6'

Fr

Fig. 8. The amplitudes of the armature movement, and the
delivered mechanical power P, as functions of the frictional force
Fe, experienced by the armature. The graph applies to a model
with a pole width of 5 mm; the displacement in the quiescent
position has been made equal to the pole width. Even without a
frictional load, the amplitude never becomes much greater than
the pole width. The delivered power P is calculated for a vibration
frequency of 100 Hz; it has a definite maximum as a function
of Frr.

It has been found that with the type of vibrator con-
sidered here, the amplitude is at a maximum when xo
is approximately equal to the pole width (see fig. 5).

We have also calculated the amplitude of the arma-
ture as a function of the frictional force for a vibrator
with a pole width of 5 mm (see fig. 8). Even when the
frictional force is zero, the amplitude is found to be
little greater than the pole width. Simulated curves of
the force (fig. 9) obtained with the analog computer
show that at low frictional loads the force becomes
negative during part of the cycle; this apparently leads
to the amplitude limitation mentioned above.

Since the frictional force is constant, the mechanical
power delivered can easily be calculated. During one
cycle of the motion of the armature, the distance
travelled is 4.i, so the work done is 4sFrr This work is
performed 2fm times per second, where fm is the mains
frequency, so the mechanical power P may be written:

P = 8 fmX'Ffr.

This power is also plotted in fig. 8 for a 50 Hz supply.
It shows a marked maximum of about 1 W at an arma-
ture amplitude slightly less than the maximum ampli-
tude, and approximately equal to the pole width. At
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Fir= 2N
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Fig. 9. The variation of the electromagnetic force Fe for various frictional loads Fir. At small
values of Fir, Fe is negative during part of each period; this limits the amplitude of the
motion, even when the load is small or zero. The curves were simulated on an analog com-
puter.

this amplitude the variation in flux during the stroke
is at its maximum, since the armature just covers the
poles completely in one of the extreme positions.

Voltage variations

Variations in the supply voltage from the nominal
value while the shaver is in use (and variations of
± 10% in the mains voltage can indeed be expected)
must not affect the operation of the shaver too greatly:
too high a voltage should not make the armature
exceed the limits of its free path, and too low a voltage
should not make the shaving speed too low. The am-
plitude and power have therefore also been calculated
for voltages lO% above and below the nominal value.
Since these calculations were carried out for a test
model with stepped poles (fig. 10), which gives a
higher drive force and a lower amplitude, the nu-
merical results are not comparable with the results of
fig. 8. It can be seen (fig. 11) that the maximum am-
plitude (without frictional load) does not change when
the voltage is varied; the amplitude at which the
vibrator delivers its maximum power is also found to

1.0N

be constant. Both these amplitudes are closely related
to the dimensions of the vibrator. At the nominal
frictional load of 0.82 N, the amplitude only increases
slightly when the voltage is increased, but it falls off
quite sharply when the voltage is reduced. To coun-
teract this, it is advisable to load the vibrator with
slightly less than the nominal frictional force; the am-
plitude variation resulting from a given voltage varia-
tion is then less.

Behaviour away from resonance

It has already been mentioned that the vibrator acts
like a resonator with relatively weak damping when
the frictional load has the optimum value. It is conse-

Fig. 10. Stepped poles. A vibrator provided with such poles has
about half the amplitude of one with flat poles, but at twice the
loading force.
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Fig. 11. Armature amplitude 'I and delivered power P at the
nominal supply voltage and at voltages 10 % above and below
this. At the optimum setting of the frictional force Fir (0.82 N), a
drop of 10% in the voltage leads to an appreciable drop in am-
plitude. If the frictional force is adjusted to a lower value, the
amplitude drop is reduced. It can be seen that the amplitude at
which the maximum power is delivered is the same in each case
(3.2 mm).
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Fig. 12. Effect on the armature amplitude I of a variation As of
a few per cent in the spring stiffness. At As = 0, the armature is
tuned to twice the mains frequency. The frictional force Fir is
taken as a parameter; the maximum power is delivered at a
frictional force of 1 N.
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Fig. 13. Cross-section of a vibrator compressor. C coil. P hollow
plunger. B cylinder bore. IV inlet valve. OV outlet valve. M
magnet.

15W quently to be expected that the amplitude of the arma-
ture motion will exhibit a pronounced maximum at the
resonant frequency. This was confirmed by a computer
simulation in which the parameter introduced for the
spring stiffness s was varied by several per cent (fig. 12).
The optimum frictional load was 1 N here; at higher
damping, the curve is much flatter.

Vibrator for a refrigerator compressor

In a refrigerator, a coolant (usually 'Freon') is

pumped round the cooling circuit by a compressor
which takes the coolant in at its inlet as a gas, and
compresses it. The compressor is situated in a tank
filled with the coolant, completely isolated from the
outside air atmosphere. The pressure in the tank is
equal to the intake pressure of the pump. The coolant
is compressed by means of a plunger that moves to and
fro in a cylinder. Refrigerator compressors are nor-
mally driven by induction motors, with the rotary
motion converted into a reciprocating motion for the
plunger.

It seemed likely that use of a vibrator to drive the
plunger might lead to a simpler and more efficient
construction. To test this assumption in practice, we
have developed a compressor for a small domestic
refrigerator, driven by a moving -coil vibrator as
illustrated in fig. lb. The motor and compressor were
designed as a single unit: the plunger and its cylinder
are situated centrally in the hollow magnet (fig. 13).

Tht force exerted by the gas had to be taken into
account in the design of this compressor. For example,
in determining the stiffness of the springs required to
bring the moving masses of coil and plunger to res-
onance at the mains frequency, the force exerted by
the compressed gas in the cylinder on the plunger is of
significance. This gas volume behaves as a nonlinear
spring, since the force exerted is not proportional to
the displacement of the plunger.

Our vibrator compressor, shown in section in
fig. 14, is driven by two 'balanced' coils. These coils
move in two air gaps. Since the field of the permanent
magnet has opposite directions in the two air gaps, the
current in the two coils must also flow in opposite
directions. The fields developed by the two coils there-
fore largely cancel each other, ensuring that the
permanent magnet is not demagnetized by the current
pulse produced on switching on (the amplitude of this
pulse can be several times the operating current).
Moreover, with this design the coils do not produce an
alternating field in the magnetic circuit, so that the
iron losses are low.

Another noteworthy feature of fig. 14 is the use of
spiral springs. These have the advantage that the
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force of the spring acts along the centre -line of the
plunger and not at one side, as is the case with helical
springs. In the latter case, the friction of the plunger
in the cylinder would be too high. Spiral springs can
be used in single or double versions (fig. /5). They are
carefully centred with the aid of an accurately fitting
central hole for the plunger mounting and two holes
with a large clearance at the edge for attaching the
spring to the vibrator housing. With this arrangement
the springs do not exert any lateral force on the
plunger.

It has been found that satisfactory vibrator com-
pressors can be built on the basis of the design illus-
trated in fig. 14. We shall now discuss the electro-
magnetic and compression forces in these compressors
in somewhat greater detail.

Electromagnetic forces

In the discussion of the general expression (1) for
the electromagnetic forces, it has already been men-
tioned that in the moving -coil vibrator the energy of
the permanent -magnet field is not affected by the
motion of the coil, so that the second term on the
right-hand side is zero and the expression for the elec-
tromagnetic force is given by:

d00(x) 6
Fe = i ± , (9)dx Ox

0

where 00(x) is the flux from the permanent magnet

Fig. 14. Cut -away view of a
vibrator compressor with two
coils and spiral springs.

Fig. 15. Double (a) and single (b) spiral springs.

linked with the coils. By making the coil a little longer
(0.5 to 0.7 times the stroke of the plunger) than the
height of the pole shoe, 00(x) can be made to vary
almost linearly with the displacement, so that
d00(x)/dx is constant. The force represented by the
first term has the same period as the current i, i.e. in
practice the same period as the mains voltage.

The second term can be simplified, since meas-
urements have shown that the flux Oi is to a good
approximation proportional to the current i; this is
due to the fairly large air gaps, which restrict the effects
of saturation of the magnetic circuit. The second term
may therefore be written ii2dL(x)/dx. This produces
second harmonics in the force, but measurements have
shown that the amplitude of this term is 50 to 60 times
less than the first term. This means that only the first
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term is of importance for the electrical design. The
design calculations are based on the work performed
in compressing the gas during each stroke of the
plunger (the compression work).

Compression work

When the plunger is moving downwards, the gas
beneath it is compressed until the gas pressure is high
enough to open the outlet valve against the force of
the valve spring plus the gas pressure on the other
side of the valve (see fig. 14). During the rest of the
stroke the pressure stays at this value (the compression
pressure), and gas is pushed out of the cylinder. When
the plunger reaches its lower dead point, there is still a
small amount of gas left in the unswept volume. When
the plunger starts to move upwards, the outlet valve
closes and this residual gas expands. Its pressure soon
falls below the intake pressure, so that the inlet valve
at the bottom of the plunger opens and the cylinder is
connected to the 'Freon' in the tank via the hollow
plunger. The rest of the upward movement of the
plunger has no effect on the gas pressure. When the
upper dead point is passed, the inlet valve (which is
freely movable in the plunger) closes under its own
inertia, and a new compression stroke starts.

If the vibrator is driven at 50 Hz, the whole com-
pression and expansion cycle is completed in 20 ms.
This is so fast that we can assume that both compres-
sion and expansion are adiabatic. We can therefore
write:

p(x) = po (vV(x° , (10)

where po is the intake pressure and Vo the gas volume
under the plunger at the moment when the inlet valve
closes; p(x) and V(x) are the pressure and the volume
for a displacement x of the plunger, and x is the ratio
of the specific heats of the gas at constant pressure and
constant volume. If the pressure p(x) is plotted as a
function of the volume V(x) in a p -V diagram the result
is a closed contour, which is traversed once each time
the plunger completes a stroke (fig. 16). The pressure
pi is the compression pressure. The straight sides of
the contour shown in fig. 16 are approximations; the
actual curve will be more complicated, because of
vibration of the outlet valve and the inertia of the
inlet valve. However, the straight lines make it easier
to calculate the volume enclosed by the curve, which
represents the compression work performed by the
plunger per stroke:

W = -f pdV.

Making use of (10) for the curved parts of the contour,

we obtain the following expression for W:

W = poVo
x v2(pi)÷3 ii/21):_

11, (11)x- vopol 11po/

where V2 is the unswept volume. This compression
work W is plotted as a function of the ratio V2/ Vo in
fig. 17, with the ratio pi/po of compression pressure
to intake pressure as parameter. This family of
curves applies to 'Freon' 12 (difluorodichloromethane,
CF2C12), the coolant gas normally used in refrigerators,
for which x = 1.13.

V

Fig. 16. The compression work performed during each stroke
of the plunger is equal to the area enclosed by the contour in the
p -V diagram; this contour is for adiabatic compression. Vo
volume under the plunger at the start of compression; when this
volume has been compressed to Vi, the outlet valve opens. The
gas is now expelled, apart from the unswept volume V2. When
this volume has expanded to Va, the inlet valve opens. po intake
pressure. pi compression pressure.

polio

v2/vo

Fig. 17. The compression work W performed during each stroke
of the plunger as a function of the expansion ratio Vs/ Vo; W is
normalized by dividing it by poVo. The shape of the curve varies
with the value of the ratio of compression pressure pi to intake
pressure pa. The operating point of one of the experimental mod-
els is indicated in the figure.
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The operating point of one of our test models is
situated on this graph at V2/ Vo = 0.05 on the curve
pi/po = 6; it can be seen from the graph that the work
per compression stroke is then W = 1.5 poVo. Assum-
ing an intake pressure of po = 2 bars and an initial
volume Vo = 3.5 cm3, we arrive at a compression
power of 52.5 watts at a drive frequency of 50 Hz.
These figures all apply to the refrigerating power re-
quired for a domestic refrigerator with a capacity of
about 120 litres. If the frictional losses are estimated
at about 15 to 20 watts, the total mechanical power
required is found to be about 70 watts; this has to be
supplied by the vibrator.

Power of the vibrator

The design calculations for the vibrator are greatly
simplified by the experimental observation that the
movement of the plunger is practically sinusoidal,
despite the nonlinearity of the forces exerted on the
plunger by the gas during compression. As in the case
of the shaver vibrator, this must come about because
of the high Q of the resonating spring/mass system,
here formed by the mass of the coil and the plunger
and the restoring force of the spiral springs and the
enclosed volume of gas. If we restrict ourselves to the
first term in expression (9), the same is true of the
force, since dO/dx is constant in a well designed
vibrator. The mechanical power delivered by the
motor is given by the product of force and velocity;
both these variables vary sinusoidally with time and
are in phase with one another, since the system is
resonant. The amplitude of the velocity is coma, so the
internal power is

&Po
P = tecom5C -

dx
komic (12)

The quantity dio/dx can be expressed in terms of
the magnetic flux density and the length of the wire
wound in the coil. If we consider a coil with a single
turn of length xd (see fig. 18), moving in a radial air -

Fig. 18. If a single -turn coil moves downwards by a distance Ax,
the magnetic flux enclosed by the coil increases by BnclAx.

gap field of flux density B, then when this coil moves
downward a distance Ax the magnetic flux it encloses
will increase by BnclAx. If the coil has N turns, the flux
linked will be N times as great. If the coil is situated
partly outside the air gap, as in our vibrator, we can
approximate to the result by considering only the
windings in the air gap, and multiplying their number
by a correction factor y, which is found in practice to
have values between 1.05 and 1.1. It follows that
dio/dx = ylB, where / is the length of wire in the air
gap.

The power is thus given by

P = ly1Bianja.

This expression forms the basis for the electrical design
calculations.

For the purposes of these calculations, P and x are
given by the compressor characteristics; the mains
voltage is also given. The design work consists in
finding the best compromise between efficiency (mini-
mum losses in the coil), cost price (a higher flux density
B requires a more expensive magnet) and reliability
(the heat dissipated in the coil must not raise its tem-
perature above a certain limit). A good compromise,
which we have used in a test model, is found with a
wire length (in the air gap) of 152 m, an air -gap flux
density of 0.33 teslas and a current amplitude of 0.57 A
(rms value 0.4 A). These values are for the compressor
mentioned above for a 120 litre domestic refrigerator;
the plunger amplitude is here 14 mm, and with a
delivered motor power of 70 W the power required is
88 W. Taking the compressor power as 52.5 W (see
above), the overall efficiency of the vibrator compres-
sor is 60 %; this compares favourably with the values
of 50 to 55% found with conventional refrigerator
compressors.

Parasitic oscillations in the springs

The individual turns of the spiral springs have their own
resonant frequency, which depends on their mass and stiffness.
If one of these resonant frequencies lies near a harmonic of the
mains frequency, the turn in question will be brought into res-
onance by one of the harmonics of the plunger motion (even if
this is very small). This effect is sometimes so severe in practice
that the spring breaks.

Parasitic oscillations can be suppressed by means of a dynamic
absorber, usually consisting of a flat spring mounted on the top
of the plunger and carrying little weights at its ends (fig. 19).
These weights are chosen so that the spring/mass system of the
dynamic absorber is tuned to the frequency to be suppressed. At
this frequency, the dynamic absorber presents such a high
mechanical impedance to the plunger that plunger movement at
this frequency is practically eliminated; as a result, the parasitic
resonance of the spring is also suppressed.

This effect can be demonstrated theoretically by an analysis in
which damping is neglected. Let the moving mass of the vibrator
be in and the stiffness of the spiral springs s, and similarly the
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moving mass of the dynamic absorber md and its spring stiffness
sd; the entire system can then be schematically represented as
shown in fig. 20, and described by the two differential equations:

mad + sd(xd - x) = 0,

mg sx - sd(xe- = Fe 
For sinusoidal motion at an angular frequency w, these differen-
tial equations give the two algebraic equations:

-c02maxd sd(xd - x) = 0,

- co2mx sx - sd(xd - = Fe,

from which the following expression for the displacement of
the plunger can be derived:

Fe(sd - co2md)x - (14)

(13)

(s sd - co2m)(sd - co2md)- sd2.

At the angular frequency cod = Jsr"-d, to which the dynamic

Fig. 19. A dynamic absorber. Two weights at the end of a flat
spring mounted on the top of the plunger suppress movements
of the plunger at the frequency to which they are tuned.

and

Xd

m

Fig. 20. Mechanical quantities in a vibrator compressor with
dynamic absorber. m mass of coil and plunger. s stiffness of the
spiral springs. and mass and sd stiffness of the dynamic absorber.
Fe driving force.

absorber is tuned, the numerator of this fraction is zero; it
follows that plunger motion at the frequency cod/27r is impossible,
even though the force Fe may contain components of this fre-
quency.

The dynamic absorber inevitably includes a certain amount of
damping. This gives rise to a damping term that remains in the
numerator of (14) when sd - co21nd vanishes. To ensure efficient
operation of the dynamic absorber, its damping must be made
as low as possible.

The vibrator has proved to be a suitable power
source for driving a refrigerator compressor; its ef-
ficiency is better than that of a compressor with an
induction motor. The double -coil construction offers
an adequate solution to the problems otherwise caused
by demagnetization and iron losses, especially at higher
powers. Whether vibrator compressors can be used on
a commercial scale in refrigerators depends largely on
the price for which they can be made. Large magnets
are expensive, and can make the vibrator compressor
for high powers more expensive than the conventional
compressor with rotary drive. At low powers, on the
other hand (e.g. 20 W, which corresponds to a 25 litre
refrigerator), the simpler construction of the vibrator
compressor makes it the best choice.

Summary. Vibrators to provide a direct electrical drive for reci-
procating motion can be based on various principles; in practice,
however, they usually make use of electromagnetic forces. Two
electromagnetic vibrators are described, one with a moving soft -
iron armature that is attracted to the poles of a yoke when a
coil is energized, and the other with a coil moving in a constant
magnetic field. In the first case the vibrator oscillates at twice the
drive frequency; this model is intended for use in an electric
shaver. The moving mass is made to resonate at twice the mains
frequency by means of stiff springs; the motor delivers a mechan-
ical power of more than 1 W. The other vibrator has been
designed to drive a refrigerator compressor. In this type, two
coils in which the current flows in opposite directions move in
the field of a permanent magnet; the fields produced by the coils
cancel out, so that demagnetization and iron losses are eliminated.
The coils are rigidly connected to a plunger; spiral springs ensure
a centrally acting spring force, and bring the whole system into
resonance at the mains frequency. The motion of both vibrators
is approximately sinusoidal, despite the non -sinusoidal form of
the loading forces.
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Frequency -analog speed control

H. Kalis and J. Lemmrich

General

An electronic method of control that has been known
since the early thirties is that of the phase -lock -loop
technique. In this method the phase angle of a periodic
signal whose frequency corresponds to the value of the
quantity to be controlled is continuously compared
with the phase angle of an applied signal whose fre-
quency represents the specified value. A change in the
phase difference between the two produces an error
signal that counteracts the change; in this way the two
frequencies are permanently synchronized and the
quantity to be controlled is kept to the required value.
A control system of this type, in which the quantities
are represented in the form of a frequency, is referred
to as frequency -analog control at Philips Forschungs-
laboratorium Hamburg [1]. The principle of frequency
control is convenient for the control of many kinds of
quantity, but is particularly suitable for controlling the
speed of electric motors, where the quantity to be
controlled is essentially periodic in nature.

We shall start by way of introduction with such a
system; see the diagram of fig. 1. A voltage Vrer of
sinusoidal waveform and angular frequency corer (or
the sum of a number of signals of different frequencies)
is multiplied by a voltage of sinusoidal waveform and
angular frequency 0) in a multiplier circuit M. The
output voltage of the multiplier is applied through a
lowpass filter LP to an oscillator VCO whose frequency
can be controlled by a voltage; this in turn supplies the
voltage V of angular frequency co.

The multiplication produces a voltage Vo at the out-
put of the multiplier, given by:

V0=-1- ABC{cos(coreft cot -0)- COS (cord/ + cot+ 4) }.

Here A and B are the amplitudes of the two voltages,
C is the multiplication constant and 0 is the phase of
the voltage V with respect to the reference voltage
Vrer. The output signal of the multiplier thus contains
the sum and difference frequencies of the input signals.

The lowpass filter suppresses all frequencies above
the cut-off frequency we/27r. It always suppresses the
sum frequency, and also the difference frequency if this
is above cue/2n. If however the frequency of the con-
trolled oscillator is set close to the reference frequency

DipL-Ing. H. Kalis and Dipl.-Ing. J. Lemnnich are with Philips
Forschungslaboratorium Hamburg GmbH, Hamburg, West Ger-
many.

corer, e.g. by the auxiliary voltage Vl, so that the
difference I corer - co I is less than co,, then synchroniza-
tion is obtained automatically and co becomes equal to
corer. Synchronization is initiated because the control
signal Va increases if the difference frequency becomes
smaller; the frequency of the controlled oscillator is
therefore pulled in to the reference frequency. Once the
system is synchronized the multiplier circuit acts as a
rectifier, controlled in phase by the oscillator, which
takes a phase difference such that

corer = k ABC cos (- + (1)

where k is a generator constant.
It can be seen from the diagram of fig. 1 that this

method of obtaining synchronization depends on the
existence of a control loop. The error signal in this
loop is given by the phase difference 0 between the two
input signals while the angular frequency co is the
controlled quantity [23.

Now let us consider a phase -lock -loop system in
which the voltage -controlled oscillator VCO is replaced
by a motor whose speed of rotation is determined by
the voltage Va. The shaft of the motor is assumed to
be connected to an a.c. tachogenerator that gives an
output signal at a frequency proportional to the angular
velocity co corresponding to the speed of rotation;
this signal corresponds to the voltage Vin fig. 1. With
such a system there could be no possible error between
the speed of the shaft - represented by the angular
frequency co - and the specified value corer: the speed
control would therefore be ideal. The idea has been
put into practice in various places in the last ten years
or so [3], but had been used as early as 1938 (4].

M
Vet = A sin tAirett

V= B sin (cot+ r

LP

Fig. 1. Phase -lock loop for synchronizing the frequency of a volt-
age controlled oscillator VCO with a reference frequency corer/27r.
The output voltage V of the oscillator is multiplied by the
reference signal Vrof in the multiplier circuit M and the resultant
signal is passed through a lowpass filter LP to give the voltage Va.
This voltage Va controls the oscillator. An auxiliary voltage V1
can be applied externally to initiate the synchronization.
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Phase -lock loops for speed control of electric motors

In this section we shall look at the system of fig. 1 to
see if it is the most suitable one for speed control and
to find the best way of replacing the controlled oscil-
lator by a motor fitted with a sensing device. We shall
also attempt to illustrate the most important common
features of the various versions of the system produced
in our Hamburg laboratories by two simple but typical
examples.

Since the measured frequencies have to be produced
by tachogenerators, the frequencies used in motor
control are relatively low (a few hundred hertz). The
signals are usually rectangular pulses, because these
are the easiest to produce. Rectangular pulses are
used without exception in all the literature that we
quote.

Control with the aid of analog signals

In our first example of a frequency -analog speed
control the multiplier of fig. 1 is replaced by a phase -
detector circuit in which the phase of the pulses is con-
verted into a voltage.

The operation is explained with the aid of fig. 2. Fig. 2a shows
the reference signal (corresponding to Vree) and fig. 2b the meas-
ured signal (corresponding to V) as a function of time; a phase
change in the measured signal is produced at time to, for example
by changing the load on the motor. Fig. 2c shows a sawtooth
voltage whose slope angle a is proportional to the reference
angular frequency corer; the start of the sawtooth always occurs
at the leading edge of the reference -signal pulse. The phase dif-
ference between the reference and measured pulses is converted
into a quasi -steady-state signal NO by a hold circuit, which
holds the instantaneous value of the sawtooth voltage at the
instant when a measured pulse appears and produces this voltage
at the output as a control signal (fig. 2d). This control signal is
independent of the frequency, since the slope angle a of the
sawtooth voltage is proportional to the reference frequency.

Fig. 3 shows the complete system, including the
motor M, in the form of a block diagram. It is assumed
that M is a d.c. motor with separate excitation because

01 D. Gossel, Meflsysteme und Regelungen mit Frequenzsigna-
len, Messen, Steuern, Regeln 14, 22-28, 1971.
D. Gossel, Frequenzanalogie - Ein Konzept ffir und
Regelsysteme mit digitaler Signalverarbeitung, Elektrotechn.
Z. A 93, 577-581, 1972.

[21 A general treatment of phase -lock loops is given in: F. M.
Gardner, Phaselock techniques, Wiley, New York 1966.

[3] M. J. Campos Costa, Obtaining precise induction motor
speed, Control Engng. 10, No. 6, 92-93, 1963.
J. Lemmrich, Der synchronisierte Induktionsmotor, Elek-
trotechn. Z. A 85, 724-726, 1964.
E. K. Howell, Solid-state control for dc motors provides
variable speed with synchronous -motor performance, IEEE
Trans. IGA-2, 132-136, 1966.
H. Kalis and J. Lemmrich, Frequenzanaloge Drehzahlrege-
lungen I, II, Regelungstechnik 16, 497-502, 555-562, 1968.

[4] H. Rinia, Television with Nipkow disc and interlaced scan-
ning, Philips tech. Rev. 3, 285-291, 1938.

of the extremely convenient static and dynamic equa-
tions relating rotor current and motor torque, and also
motor torque and speed.

The part of the system corresponding to the voltage -
controlled oscillator of fig. 1 - motor, controlled
rectifier bridge (CRB) and pulse tachogenerator (L,
SD, Pho, PS) - is enclosed by a chain -dotted line.
Since there are time delays present inside this block

a

b

C

d

t
to

Fig. 2. Conversion of the, pulse phase to a voltage. a) Reference
pulses. b) Measured pulses. c) Sawtooth voltage whose start
always coincides with the leading edge of the reference pulse.
When the measured pulse arrives the sawtooth voltage has
reached a value proportional to the phase difference between
reference and measured pulses. d) This value is held in a hold
circuit. At time to there is a step in the phase difference, e.g. as a
result of a sudden change in the load on the motor.

PD+Syw f
vo Vm

- - --
or

Li I'

L _ _

I

-_-_-- SD
Pho

PS

Fig. 3. Frequency -analog control of a d.c. motor M with the
speed of rotation measured by a light source L, a slotted disc SD
and a photodetector Pho. The rotor current is controlled by a
controlled rectifier bridge CRB. This circuit is controlled by the
analog output signal of the phase detector and synchronizing
circuit PD + Sy, after subtraction of the damping signal Vm,
which is proportional to the speed and is derived from the photo -
detector via the pulse shaper PS and the frequency/voltage
converter.
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(the moment of inertia of the rotor and time constant
of the rotor circuit) its dynamic behaviour does not
correspond to that of the oscillator of fig. 1; a damping
signal is required, to prevent instability. This is supplied
by a circuit that converts frequency to voltage (the part
of the circuit inside the dashed line in fig. 3). More will
be said about this circuit later.

The operation of the speed -control system is as
follows (leaving aside for the moment the signal from
the frequency/voltage converter). The output voltage
from the phase detector PD, whose operation has

Wref

it also follows that for steady-state conditions

Ti = kik2A6k,

where k2 is another gain factor. The phase difference
between reference and measured signal is therefore
proportional to the load, from which it can be seen
that this - and any other frequency -analog -controlled
machine - behaves like a synchronous machine [s].

To bring out these relationships more clearly, we
shall show how the complete system reacts to a sudden
step in the load when it is in equilibrium. After the

Wf
Is

r

'-2Te

+ 14-srd

L

Fig. 4. The block diagram of fig. 3 redrawn in control -theory terms. The transfer function of
each block is shown; s is the complex frequency a -I- jw.

already been described, functions as a reference value
for the rotor -current control circuit of the d.c. motor.
This ensures that when the very short-lived transients
from the rotor -current control circuit have died away
the torque Te of the motor is directly proportional to
Va. The relation between the angular velocity meas-
ured by the sensing device and the torque Te of the
motor is given by the equation:

Te -Ti = / dcor/dt = / d2ckr/dt2, (2)

where T1 is the load torque, I the total moment of
inertia of the rotating components, cor their angular
velocity and Or the instantaneous value of the angular
position of the rotor. The sensing device gives a meas-
ured frequency

co/27E = kwr/2m, (3)

where k is the number of pulses per revolution.
If the phase -lock loop is in equilibrium (coref = co),

then dwr/dt = 0 and it follows from (2) that Te is equal
to Ti and therefore, because of the current control
mentioned above, equal to Vaki (ki is a gain factor).
Since the reference voltage Va originates from the phase
detector and is directly proportional to the phase dif-
ference AO between the reference and measured pulses,

increase in the load the motor slows down because the
motor torque Te is now too small. This immediately
causes a progressive increase in the phase difference
between wren and w, and hence an increase in Va. This
process continues until the voltage Va is large enough
to ensure a sufficiently large motor torque. The new
equilibrium has then been reached.

To demonstrate the need for the damping by means of the
frequency/voltage converter, we represent the circuit shown in
the block diagram of fig. 3 in control -engineering terms (fig. 4).
The appropriate transfer function is shown in each block; the
individual transfer functions can be combined to give the transfer
function G of the complete control loop. The independent vari-
able in these functions is the complex frequency s = a + jw,
used as an operator in control and circuit theory. The same
blocks as in fig. 3 are enclosed by chain -dotted and dashed lines.
It can be shown from fig. 4 that for k3 = 0 the transfer function
for the open loop is given by

kkik2
G - (4)

1s2(1 srr) '

where Tr is the time constant of the rotor circuit. A control loop
with such a transfer function is always unstable when closed.
If k3 is made greater than zero the loop becomes stable. The
transfer function of the open loop is then:

G - Is(1 sTr) s

kki. 1(2(1 k3s/k2)
(5)
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For every combination of parameters there is a value of k3 that
will give critical damping of the transient effects.

Apart from the quantization that arises because reference and
measured values are only compared at discrete times, the transfer
function of this frequency -analog control system is identical with
that of a conventional PI control for the speed. (In which the
control is provided by a signal P proportional to the speed and a
signal I proportional to the integral of the speed.)

Up to this point we have been concerned with main-
taining the equality corer = cf.). However, at the moment
when a stationary motor is switched on, a) = 0 and
carer > 0. The phase -lock loop is therefore not in
equilibrium. It has to be brought into equilibrium by
the synchronizing circuit Sy (fig. 3). This is essentially
a frequency -comparison circuit; if corer 0 CO it produces
the required acceleration or deceleration of the motor,
and when corer has become equal to a), Sy switches over
to the phase comparison described earlier.

The function of Sy can be carried out by various
kinds of circuit. A very simple circuit that makes use
of the phase detector described above (fig. 2) is a five -
stage ring counter - a shift register with the output
connected to the input - that can count both back-
wards and forwards (i.e. the pulses can progress
through the shift register in either direction). The ring
counter used here has automatic latching: in the final
state '5' it suppresses all forward -travelling pulses and
in the final state '1' it suppresses all backward -travelling
pulses. The reference pulses travel forwards, the meas-
ured pulses backwards.

If corer > 0.), then on average there are more reference
pulses per unit time than measured pulses and the
counter is switched erratically back and forth between
`4' and '5'. If corer < co, then it is switched erratically
between states '1' and '2'. This switching back and forth
can be used in both cases to make the control unit -
e.g. a controlled rectifier - give either maximum
acceleration of the motor (for '5', '4'), or maximum
deceleration (for '1', '2'). When the two frequencies
have been made equal by this synchronization process,
a characteristic pattern results. Depending on the sign
of the previous frequency deviation, either two for-
ward pulses appear between two backward pulses (for
switching between '1' and '2'), or two backward pulses
appear between two forward ones (switching between
`4' and '5'). When this indication is received the syn-
chronizing circuit switches to the phase detector: for-
ward and backward pulses now appear singly but
alternately, which shows that the ring counter is switch-
ing between '2' and '3' or '3' and '4'. The phase dif-
ference between forward and backward pulses is now
converted with the aid of the phase detector as de-
scribed earlier into (say) a negative control voltage for
braking and a positive one for acceleration [6].

We shall now end our description of this first example
of a frequency -analog motor control with a short dis-
cussion of the frequency/voltage converter and the
sensing device.

The most usual way of converting a frequency into
a voltage is by deriving the average of the pulse fre-
quencies with the aid of a lowpass filter, but this
process gives too large a delay to permit effective damp-
ing. Only a very fast process making use of a hold
circuit is of any use; the operation is shown in fig. 5.
The leading (or trailing) edge of each measured pulse

tmin

t

Fig. 5. Conversion of the measured frequency into a voltage
Vmeas At a time train after a measured pulse a function generator
starts to generate the function A/t (the time t is related to the
leading or trailing edge of each pulse), and continues to operate
until the next measured pulse arrives. The time between two pulses
is equal to T, so that thd voltage at that instant is AIT; this value
is retained in a hold circuit, and since it is inversely proportional
to T it is proportional to the repetition rate of the measured
pulses.

starts an electronic function generator, which waits a
constant time /rein and then generates a voltage curve
of the shape V(t) = Alt; V(t < tmin) = Altmin. On the
arrival of the next measured pulse, at time t = T, the
instantaneous value of the voltage is held in a hold
circuit and the whole procedure starts again. In this
way a measured value Vmeas = A/T can be obtained,
where T is the period of the measured frequency. The
application of this function generator thus enables a
voltage proportional to co to be derived for each pulse
period.

Next we come to the sensor. Fig. 3 shows a well
known type of sensor - a disc with equidistant slots.
The disc is attached to the motor shaft; the frequency
is obtained with the aid of a lamp and a photosensitive
device connected to a pulse shaper. However, we have
found it preferable to use a carrier -frequency technique,
based on a new principle, in which single-sideband
modulation is obtained from 'mechanical' signals.
This can be done by using small rotary -field devices
(synchros) driven by the drive shaft and with the car-
rier signal of frequency coo/2z supplied to the electrical

[5] See: E. M. H. Kamerbeek, Electric motors, this issue, p. 215.
[6] A system operating in a closely similar way but for another

application and in only one direction has been described in
detail by P. Diekmann in: Digitale Frequenz- and Phasen-
vergleichsschaltung fur nachgesteuerte Oszillatoren, Int.
elektron. Rdsch. 24, 231-232, 1970.
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input (the stator or rotor). The signal obtained at the
output then has either the sum frequency (coo + cor)/27c
or the difference frequency (coo - cor)127C depending on
the sense of the mechanical rotation with respect to the
rotary field.

This arrangement does not have the disadvantage of
the slotted -disc sensor (and any other sensor that gives
pulses at a repetition rate proportional to the shaft
speed) that the scanning rate of such a discrete system
is so low that this quantization limits performance and
can introduce instability if there is a large decrease in
speed. Our carrier -frequency technique also avoids
another difficulty that can occur with the more usual
double-sideband modulators. These produce two
sidebands, coo + co and coo - co; at low angular fre-
quencies co the two sidebands are very close and can-
not be separated by using a linear filter.

Purely digital control

We now come to our second typical example of a
frequency -analog speed -control system. The essential
difference between this system and the first one is that
here there is no analog transfer in the actual control
loop (fig. 6), only switching. This approach makes the
system very insensitive to interference.

As in fig. 3 the block PD + Sy (phase detector and
synchronization) represents a bi-directional counter
with almost identical control; but in this example of a
single -quadrant drive - in which only one sense of
rotation and motor operation are required - there
are four states, not five, with latching in states '1'
and '4'. The states of the counter have a different
significance here. In the states '4' and '3' the amplifier
PA, which amplifies the trigger pulses for the controlled
rectifier, is gated off; while the counter has state 'I' or
`2' the thyristors Thi and Th2 are triggered contin-
uously. The reference pulses are derived from the zero
crossings of the mains waveform by a pulse shaper
PSi: the mains voltage acts here as the reference signal.
The measured pulses are derived from the zero cross-
ings of the output voltage of the synchro generator by
a pulse shaper PS2. For the present we shall leave aside
the functions of the phase modulator PhM connected
in the signal path and the f/V converter for damping;
their operation will be more fully explained later. The
specified speed is presented here in the form of the
carrier frequency for the synchro. The frequency range
to be covered is given by

corn < coo < corn 27rnmax,

where corn is the angular frequency of the supply mains
and nmax is the maximum speed of the motor (in
revolutions per second). The angular frequency of the
synchro output voltage is equal to coo -

co(t-dt)
PD+Sy

PhM

PS2

V

CO= CO0 -C4.

Psi

S

PA

coo

Fig. 6. Speed control for a d.c. motor. M motor. S synchro
generator for generating the measured frequency. G three-phase
generator. PS1,2 pulse shapers. PhM phase modulator. PA pulse
amplifier.

After the system has been switched on, coo- cor > com,
so that the ring counter switches erratically back and
forth between states '1' and '2' because of the counting
direction, as discussed earlier. Continuing with the con-
vention adapted above the thyristors are then per-
manently triggered and the rotor voltage corresponds
to the average of the complete half -cycle of the 50 Hz
a.c. voltage. The maximum motor torque is then de-
livered and the motor consequently runs up to speed.
This makes co = coo - cor smaller and when the
situation corn = co is reached state '3' of the counter
appears for the first time. Since state '3' is initiated by
the reference pulse, then in our convention the trigger -
pulse amplifier is gated off at the zero crossings of the
mains voltage, so that triggering does not start at the
beginning of the next half -cycle. Triggering does not
start until the measured pulse switches the counter back
to state '2'. From now on state '2' and state '3' are
selected alternately, which has the effect of phase
control of the mains voltage and also means that
synchronization has been achieved. Fig. 7a shows the
rotor voltage derived from the mains voltage, fig. 7b
shows the output voltage of the synchro, fig. 7c the
reference pulses derived from the mains voltage and
fig. 7d the measured pulses derived from the synchro
voltage. The hatching indicates the part of the cycle in
which each thyristor conducts.

If the load is increased the machine starts to run
more slowly. Since co = coo - cor, this results in a
decrease in the phase difference between co and corn and
an increase in the firing angle cc. The motor torque
therefore increases and the control takes up a new
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equilibrium. This is very similar to what happened
in the first example for an increase in load, but one
difference here is that the ring counter is involved in
both measurement and control.

To explain the function of the phase modulator PhM and the
frequency/voltage converter, let us look again at fig. 7. We can
see at once that an intentional change in the phase difference
between corn and w will have an immediate effect on the motor
torque because of the phase control. In the same way as in the
first example damping can be provided by introducing a phase
change proportional to w. The block diagrams of the control are
therefore identical for the two systems.

The phase modulator consists of a simple monostable circuit
whose delay At can be controlled by a voltage. The control is
taken from the output voltage of an fl V converter, like the one
described earlier, via a highpass filter. The original value of the
delay time of the monostable circuit, the 'operating point' for
the control, has no steady-state significance since it merely pro-
duces a constant angular difference. It can in fact be used to
apply angular corrections to a rotating motor with a control
voltage. The dynamic operation is of course slightly affected by
the small extra delay time.

Two other versions

To end this section we shall take a quick look at two
frequency -analog control systems for induction mo-
tors, which are widely used in drive systems. The first
system is for a slip -ring armature motor, the second
for a squirrel -cage motor.

Since the slip -ring armature motor is in itself an
electromechanical frequency -difference device, like a
synchro, no sensor is necessary, and the frequency of
the rotor current will serve as the measured quantity
related to the speed (see fig. 8). To obtain the desired
scanning speed the rotor -current frequency is multiplied
by six, making use of the three rotor phases. In this
way a measured -frequency range of 300-50 Hz corre-
sponds to speeds of 0 to about 21 rev/s in a four -pole
machine. This same frequency range also has to be
covered by the reference generator G [7]. Control of the
motor torque is obtained with the aid of a d.c. chopper
Ch and a full -wave three-phase rectifier that converts
the rotor current to d.c.; this d.c. current, which also
flows through an external rotor resistance, is period-
ically interrupted by the chopper. The ratio of the
time switched on to the time switched off (mark/space
ratio) determines the effective resistance, giving rapid
electronic control of the motor torque 15] [8]. As before
damping is provided by phase modulation of the
reference frequency.

The motor torque and speed of a squirrel -cage motor
can be controlled by using an inverter; a voltage -
controlled oscillator is then required that will control
the frequency of the output voltage from the inverter,
and also its amplitude, to obtain as constant a flux as
possible in the machine; see fig. 9. The phase detector

a

b

C

d
f

Fig. 7. a) Rotor voltage of the d.c. motor in the control system
of fig. 6. At any given moment one of the two thyristors will be
conducting (firing angle a); it will remain conducting after the
mains voltage has changed sign since the energy stored in the
magnetic field of the rotor still has to be discharged. This
thyristor remains in the conducting state until the other one is
triggered. b) Output voltage of the synchro. c) Reference pulses
derived from the mains voltage. d) Measured pulses derived from
the output voltage of the synchro; these determine the firing
angle a of the thyristors.

Ch

t

76f

w

PD+ Sy
cure

G
J-L

Fig. 8. Frequency -analog control of a slip -ring armature motor
by measurement of the rotor frequency. This is multiplied by
six and compared with the reference frequency produced by the
generator G; the error signal resulting from this comparison
controls a d.c. chopper Ch. This chopper interrupts the rotor
current successively, after full -wave rectification in a three-phase
rectifier, with a variable mark/space ratio and connects them to
a resistive load. This varies the effective resistance in the rotor
circuit and hence the motor torque.

and the synchronization stage operate in the same way
as in the first example given in this section, while the
measurement is made as in the second example, but
with the aid of the upper sideband.

Since the flux in the machine is taken to be constant,

[7] J. Lemmrich, Frequenzanaloge Motorsteuerung mit kontakt-
losen Bauelementen, Elektr. Austlistung 1965, No. 2, 58-61.

[8] H. Kalis and J. Lemmrich, D.C. chopper with high switching
reliability and without limitation of the adjustable mark/space
ratio, IEE Conf. Publn. No. 53, Part 1: Power thyristors and
their applications, pp. 208-215, 1969.
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Fig. 9. Frequency -analog control of a squirrel -cage motor M by
varying the frequency of the supply with the aid of an inverter In.
The output frequency and amplitude of the inverter are deter-
mined by a voltage -controlled oscillator VCO. A synchro S
measures the speed. HP highpass filter.

a larger motor torque can only be obtained at greater
slip, because the torque of a squirrel -cage motor is
approximately proportional to the slip in the operating
region of the characteristic M. This proportionality
requires an extra control of the supply frequency, which
is obtained by adding to the control signal S2 a signal

k3wr proportional to the speed. The coefficient k3
is given a value such that the rotating motor field is as
close as possible to synchronism with the shaft at
S2 = 0. Damping is derived from the signal obtained
through a highpass filter HP and the following
amplifier.

Many more examples could be listed, such as the
control of an induction motor by voltage chopping [9].
However, we hope that the explanations given above
will allow such combinations to be worked out inde-
pendently.

Advantages of frequency -analog control over conven-
tional systems

Conventional systems of motor control are either
completely analog or partly digital. A group that are
completely analog are the PI and PID control systems;
these use control signals proportional to the speed error
(P), to its time integral (I) and in some cases to the time
derivative (D). The most important advantages of
frequency -analog controls over these analog systems
are:

- Perfect angular precision, allowing accurate tracking.
- The angular position of drive shafts can be adjusted
at will, even with the motor running, merely by chang-
ing the phase of reference or measured pulses.
- Much better signal/noise ratio (the information is
not contained in the amplitude).
- Compatibility with electronic data -handling equip-
ment.

Compared with high -quality digital control systems
combined with a minor analog P -control loop, the
advantages of frequency -analog control are:
- There is no need for the P -control tachogenerator.
- For the same discrimination of the sensing device
the amplification that can be obtained in the control
loop is much greater.
- The control quantity is continuously variable; this
is not so in some conventional systems.

Very accurate angular tracking can be achieved by
operating two frequency -analog control systems from
the same reference generator, and constant speed ratios
can be maintained by using frequency dividers and a
common reference generator. Extremely low shaft
speeds can be obtained, right down to zero. At zero
speed the drive reacts like a torsion spring. With this
arrangement tracking systems can therefore be run
right up to speed synchronously, even from rest.

Drying -oven conveyor belt synchronized with a printing
press

We now give a description of a frequency -analog
control that we have developed for the conveyor belt
of a drying oven. The frequency signals used not only
provide the synchronization for the two drives, they
are also applied for other control purposes.

Many commodities are packed nowadays in tins or
in glass bottles or jars with closures, such as screw -caps
or 'crown corks' made from tinplate. In the manufac-
ture of the tins and closures sheets of tinplate about
1 m2 in area are printed during one revolution of the
cylinder of a printing press and then carried along
between two carriers attached to the conveyor belt of
a drying oven. Fig. 10 shows a diagram of such a
printing -and -drying unit. The drive for the conveyor
belt has to meet the following requirements:
1. The conveyor belt and the printing press must
operate in synchronism.
2. The speed of the belt should be continuously variable
in a given range (e.g. 1 : 3).

3. The belt must never become so slack that the carrier

(0] A. Wairaven, Controlling the speed of small induction motors
by means of thyristors, Philips tech. Rev. 28, 1-12, 1967.
K. Rennicke, Speed control of capacitor motors by varying
the supply voltage, to appear in the next issue on electric
motors.
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St Pr

frames tip over. Also, the belt is so long that two driving
motors are required.
4. The phase angle between the cylinder of the press
and the separate carriers at the instant of transfer must
be variable in steps or continuously, to enable different
sizes of sheet to be loaded correctly into the drying
section.
5. The time required to synchronize the conveyor belt
to the selected phase must be less than 3 seconds. This
is necessary for compatibility with other operations.

Previously all these requirements have been met by
using mechanical devices such as shafts and clutches.
However, there are limits to the successful use of such
devices when the process is speeded up or the instal-
lation made larger. Electronic elements then have to be
brought in. The solution to the problem is split into
two parts: driving the conveyor belt to match a control
value provided independently or by a sensor on the
printing press, and the phase adjustment and syn-
chronization at the correct phase angle.

Driving the conveyor belt

The conveyor belt is driven at each end by a con-
trolled induction motor with gearing. Since the upper
half of the belt is in tension, M1 (fig. 10) has to supply
the greater part of the total torque required to over -

Fig. 10. The printing -and -drying
unit for tinplate. St stack of
sheets of tinplate to be printed.
Pr printing press. Dr drying
oven, with its conveyor belt and
upright carriers to carry the
printed tinplate through the
oven. Mi,a,a motors.

come the friction, while M2 determines the speed at
the point where the tinplate sheets are transferred by
supplying a greater or lesser additional torque. To
obtain good dynamic operation and a satisfactory
static stituation, it is found desirable to arrange that a
constant torque, unaffected by the control and just too
small to move the belt, is supplied by Ml; the additional
torque required to operate the belt, and dependent on
the load, is shared between the two motors. In this
arrangement the ratio in which the additional torque
is divided between the two machines is independent of
speed and load, - a desirable condition for good
dynamic operation.

The speed of the slip -ring armature motor M2 is
controlled by a frequency -analog system (fig. 11). The
measured frequency is derived from the electrical rotor
signal (as explained on p. 265). The reference frequency
is produced in the rotor of a synchro S or by an elec-
tronic frequency generator G. Comparison of the re-
ference and measured values in the block PD + Sy
gives a periodic switching function, which controls a
chopper Ch that operates as an electronically con-
trolled resistance [8]. Fig. 12 shows examples of torque -
speed characteristics.

Motor Ml has a squirrel -cage rotor that makes use
of the skin effect. The rotor is designed so that a voltage

GBx
162:1

Ch

PSw2

PS

PD+Sy

(18)

PSw3

GBX

Sy+PhS

PS

GB Fig. 11. Block diagram of the
frequency -analog control for the
conveyor belt. Motor Mi pro-
vides the torque, motor M2 de-
termines the speed. Ma driving
motor for the printing cylinder
Pr. GB gear -box. The block
PD + Sy controls the speed of
the motor Ma from the signals
arriving via the chopper Ch and
also provides a signal for the
control of the torque of M1. The
synchronization circuit and
phase -shifter Sy + PhS syn-
chronizes the belt with the print-
ing cylinder and ensures the
correct relative angular settings
with the aid of the pulses from
the proximity switches PSw2
for the belt and PSw2 for the
cylinder. G generator for internal
reference frequency.
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of mains frequency induced in the stationary cage will
only produce a current in the outer part of the cross-
section of the conductor bars, because of the skin effect.
This means that the stationary rotor has a relatively
large effective resistance and hence a high starting
torque. When the motor runs up to speed the frequency
of the rotor current decreases, so that the skin effect
also decreases and the effective rotor resistance be-
comes smaller. Because of this interaction the motor
has a constant torque over a wide range of speeds; this
independence of speed holds for a considerable range
of stator -voltage variation, produced for example by
phase control (see fig. 13).

The phase control for the torque motor M1 is
driven by a quasi -steady-state signal derived from the
switching function 6 of the speed motor M2, which is
proportional to the load (see figs. 11 and 12). This
ensures that while changes in the load of the conveyor
belt are sensed only by the frequency -analog control,
they are shared between the two motors in an adjustable
ratio. The torque distribution is made independent of
the speed by using a multiplier circuit that takes the
slip into account in generating the control signals.

Since the two motors Ml and Ma are both mechanically
coupled by the belt and electrically coupled by the torque -shar-
ing, precautions have to be taken to avoid instability. The dynamic
characteristics can best be discussed with the aid of the control
diagram of fig. 14. The frequency -analog control of Ma has a
transfer function Goo (to a good approximation the same as for a
P1 control). The driving torque Ta produced in Ma first of all
compensates the load Tie and secondly it operates on the entire
spring/mass system (Gi) of the conveyor belt; the angular
velocity cannot therefore be derived directly by simple integration
of the acceleration. At the same time a signal a is derived from
the control error of the frequency -analog control: this is the
phase angle between reference and measured frequencies, and is
represented by the mark/space ratio of the switching function;
this signal a determines the torque of Mi. This torque Ti also
operates both on the braking load Tu and on the spring/mass
system (G3). The speed of each motor shaft is however still
affected by the torque of the other motor through the spring/
mass system (G2 = G4).

The transfer functions Gi to G4 are determined by the inter-
action of the masses and springs in the conveyor belt, seen from
the appropriate reference system. They are rational fractional
third-degree functions of the complex frequency.

This system can easily be stabilized by putting the torque -
control signal a derived from the frequency -analog control
through a lowpass filter of transfer function 1/(1 + s -c), to
attenuate the higher -frequency components responsible for the
instability. An apparent disadvantage here is that the control of
the torque in Mi. is then relatively slow compared with the speed
of reaction of the frequency -analog control. However, since the
complete system can be considered to be a slow system, cutting
off the frequency response with a lowpass filter does give satis-
factory stabilization. If faster operation were required for a
different kind of installation, effective damping could for example
be obtained with velocity feedback.

Te

10 20 25 rls
n

Fig. 12. The torque To of the motor Ma (fig. 11) as a function of
the speed n; the rotor circuit is closed for a percentage 6 of the
time. The motor has four poles and is rated at 800 W.

10 20 25 rls

Fig. 13. Torque -speed characteristics of the squirrel -cage motor
Ml with skin effect, for phase control at various angles a. The
torque is practically constant for a wide range of speeds.

rl

TZ

Fig. 14. Control block diagram of the conveyor -belt drive. Gsc
control circuit. a error signal. Gmi.,2 motors Mi.,2 with their
control. Gi,Ga driven spring/mass systems of the conveyor belt.
ahl,2 angular velocities of the motors Mi,a. Instability arising
from the coupling between Mi. and M2 through the belt can be
damped out either by including a lowpass filter 1/(1 -I- sr) in the
control of Mi or by adding a signal of negative sign and propor-
tional to the angular frequency cori.
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Phase adjustment and synchronization at the correct
phase angle

For the conveyor belt to make the transition from
the non -synchronized to the synchronized state, all that
is required is to switch over from the internal reference
frequency to the external frequency derived from the
speed of the printing press. This would introduce a
small transient because of the discontinuity in phase.

However, the situation becomes more difficult with
the requirement that both drives must be synchronized
with a particular phase angle between them, with no
more than about 3 seconds delay between the start of
the synchronization process and its completion. A
condition for the fulfilment of this requirement is that
there must be a difference in speed between the printing
press and the dryer. There is a fixed relation between
this difference and the time necessary for synchroniza-
tion; the shorter this time has to be, the greater the
difference in speed required, but the more marked the
transient at the instant of synchronization. Some sort
of monitoring device is also required that measures the
relative angular position at the start of synchronization
and compares it with the specified value. If the two
values do not coincide, which is usually the case, then
the change in the relative angular difference due to the
difference in speed must be added to the value first
measured until it reaches the specified value. Only then
can the internal frequency be exchanged for the exter-
nal one.

Although solutions to such problems have indeed
been found, whether by using an analog method with
servomotors, or a digital method whose pulse rate
corresponds to the required setting accuracy for the
angle, neither of these two kinds of sensing device are
required in frequency -analog drives. Only simple pulse
generators are required which indicate the separation
in time between the successive carriers and between the
separate revolutions of the printing cylinder. The fine
subdivisions for accurate indication of the intermediate
positions between two carriers are given by the meas-
ured frequency of the motor itself.

Starting from the frequency relation for the induction
motor :

fr = fm - np,

where fr is the frequency of the rotor currents, used as
the measured frequency, fm the mains frequency, n the
number of revolutions per second and p the number of
pole pairs, it can be shown that the displacement of the
train of reference pulses results in a mechanical angular
rotation of 360°/pa in one pulse interval T. Here a is a
factor by which the measured frequency has to be
multiplied. In the case described here a is equal to 6;
this is because the zero crossings that occur in each of

the three rotor phases are used in the multiplication
process. For a four -pole machine and a = 6 the pulse
interval therefore corresponds to an angular increment
of 30°.

A displacement of the measured signal with respect
to the reference signal of one pulse interval therefore
corresponds to a 30° rotation of the motor shaft. If the
motor is connected to gearing, then this corresponds to
an angular difference of 30 °/mg at the output side,
where mg is the gear ratio. This increment of 30°/mg
indicates the fineness of the subdivision achieved by
the frequency -analog measured signals, and hence the
maximum setting accuracy. In the present case the gear
ratio mg is equal to 162, giving a subdivision into units
of 30°/162 = 0.185°. Such a degree of setting accuracy
is by no means necessary, so that frequency dividers
can be used to simplify monitoring and adjustment.

The definite relation between pulses and the angular
positions of the motor shaft forms the basis of the
circuit in which the measurement and adjustment of
the phase take place. The composition of this circuit
will now be described by examining the operations that
take place in it.

After the drying -and -printing unit has been switched
on a gate circuit is opened to pass the first pulse from
the proximity switch PSw3 for the printing cylinder,
which releases an .up -down counter C preceded by a
frequency divider (see fig. 15). Two signals now appear
at the input to the counter: the reference pulses from
the rotor of the synchro driven by the printing roller
and of frequency fpr = 6 (fm- npr), and the sixth har-
monic of the mains 6fm (in the expression for fpr the
quantity npr is the speed of the printing roller in revo-
lutions per second). When the next pulse arrives from
the proximity switch PSw2 for the conveyor belt this
counting process is stopped. The contents of the
counter are now proportional to the number of revolu-

Fig. 15. Unit for measurement and control of the phase difference
between printing cylinder and conveyor belt (fig. 11 PhS). C
up -down counter. DA digital -to -analog converter. Com com-
parator. CU control unit. The phase difference is preset with the
aid of the resistor network (right).
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tions of the synchro and correspond accurately to the
angle described by the printing cylinder during the
measuring time. The proximity switch for the printing
press suppliesna pulse for each revolution of the print-
ing cylinder, and the proximity switch for the conveyor
belt supplies a single pulse each time a carrier passes
(to give a phase angle of 20° between the separate
carriers 18 teeth are required on the proximity -switch
disc). The angular position of the printing cylinder with
respect to the carriers therefore follows from the angle
described by the printing cylinder between the two
pulses.

Next, the counter input to which the sixth harmonic
of the mains frequency is applied is instead switched to
the measured frequency far from the drying unit; this
provides a continuous measurement of the difference
in angle between the two machines. This relative angle
varies continuously owing to the difference in speed.
When the angular difference reaches 2n (corresponding
to 108 pulses) the counter is set back to zero and
started again because of the periodicity of 2n on
rotation.

As soon as the angle - expressed by the state of the
counter - between the cylinder and the belt, rotating
at their different speeds, has become equal to the
specified value, synchronization takes place as follows.
The state of the counter is converted into an analog
signal in a digital -to -analog converter (DA, fig. 15) and
applied to the input of an operational amplifier. Cur-
rents that represent the specified value of the phase
angle, but of the opposite polarity, are also supplied at
the same input, so that comparison of these and the
measured values is made right at the input of the
amplifier. The control error is amplified and applied to
a comparator Com that can distinguish between three
states: positive error, negative error and equality
(within a tolerance interval). Once the error has become
equal to zero, the inputs of the counter are disconnected
from the pulse generators and the internal reference
frequency of the generator G (fig. 11) is exchanged for
the external one from the printing unit.

In practice it is often necessary to alter the phase
relation between printing and drying units while they
are in operation. However, since the two units are
already synchronized, there is no accelerating or
decelerating reference frequency. This can then be
derived from the reference frequency produced by the
printing cylinder or from the measured frequency,
with the aid of two special phase -shifters in which the
applied pulses can be delayed as required.

The phase -shifters consist essentially of monostable
circuits, connected in the path of the reference and
measured pulses, with variable delay times. By in-
creasing these delay times continuously the pulses can
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Fig. 16. The output voltage of the digital -to -analog converter at
synchronization (left) and at the first phase check (right). After
the pulse from the printing -unit proximity switch PSw3 the coun-
ter is set back to zero (upper step); next the angular increments
of the printing cylinder are added up in the counter (short steps)
until a pulse arrives from the conveyor -belt proximity switch
PSw2. The number of increments indicates the phase angle of the
cylinder with respect to the belt. From this moment on the two
angular velocities are compared and only the differences in the
angular increments are counted in (long steps). The specified
phase angle is reached in due course because of the differences in
angular velocity. Synchronization takes place here; the counter
remains at its final value. At the first check the phase angle is
measured again; a phase correction of one angular increment is
found necessary to correct a phase error that has arisen during
the switchover.

be given a steadily increasing delay. This will cause
the belt to speed up or slow down, depending on
whether the variable delay is applied to the measured -
frequency or reference -frequency path. The fundamen-
tal limit to the delay, and hence the phase shift, that is
encountered when the next trigger pulse arrives before
the previous delayed pulse has been delivered is avoided
by setting the monostable circuits back to zero and
suppressing the next delayed pulse to arrive.

These automatic phase -shifters come into action as
soon as an angular error appears, due for example to
a change in the specified phase. After the error has
disappeared the phase -shifters switch themselves out
of use automatically.

This system for phase measurement and control also
includes a timer, which compares the value of the
phase angle with the prescribed value every ten seconds.
For this purpose the existing phase relation is first
determined, as in the synchronization process. Any
deviation from the specified relation is corrected by
switching in the phase -shifters.

To illustrate the operation of the synchronization
process, the output signal from the digital -to -analog
converter is shown in fig. 16. The short 'steps' indicate
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the measurement process for determining the angular
difference at the time of the first pulse from the con-
veyor belt, the long 'steps' are angular corrections that
are carried out before synchronization takes place.
The first periodic phase check can be seen at the end
of the trace after the first interval of 10 seconds. This
check consists of a measurement and a correction of
one step that had been lost because of the time taken
by the synchronization process and now has to be
made up.

Provided that the synchronization command does
not coincide with switching on the complete printing -
and -drying unit, but is only given when the machines
are running at full speed, the synchronization time
consists only of the correction time, which depends on
the difference in speed. The delay arising between the
synchronization command and the arrival of the first
pulse from the printing unit and the measurement time
that elapses between the appearance of the printing -
unit pulse and that of the conveyor -belt pulse do not
extend the synchronization time.

To obtain an estimate of the worst -case value of the
synchronization time, we have to remember that this
can be equal to the reciprocal of the difference in the
number of revolutions per second of the printing
cylinder and the belt. The reason for this is to be found
in the periodicity of a rotation: at the instant when the
synchronization command is applied the phase angle
may have just overshot the specified value, so that an

extra angular difference of nearly 2m must be described
before the specified value is reached. This means that
with a printing -roller speed of 70 rev/min and a drying -
unit speed of 100 rev/min the difference betWeen the
two is 30 rev/min or rev/s and the maximum syn-
chronization time is therefore 2 seconds.

The specified phase angle is indicated by a switch
that enables the specified value to be selected with the
aid of a resistor network with 16 steps. Since the total
spacing between carriers is 20° this means that the
positioning accuracy is about 1.25°. Inside each of the
steps there is a further uncertainty of ± 0.1°, which
depends on the sequence in which the first measured
and mains -frequency pulses happen to appear after the
starting pulse for the measurement of the angle.

Summary. The well known phase -lock -loop technique from
electronics can also be used with advantage in the speed control
of electric motors. In this application the angular position of the
motor shaft is continuously compared with the phase angle of a
reference signal. The angular differences that arise are used to
give a corresponding control of the motor, e.g. by phase control
with thyristors. The phase comparison allows very accurate
tracking to be obtained. The specified value, provided in the form
of a frequency, can readily be transferred to a remote location
and the digital data processing is not sensitive to interference.
The principle can be applied with both d.c. motors and asyn-
chronous motors; with asynchronous motors of the slip -ring
armature type the rotor frequency provides the necessary meas-
urement information for speed and phase control.

A tracking control for a drying and printing unit for tinplate
sheets is described in detail as a practical example; a special
feature of this system is that the relative phase can be altered
when the unit is in operation.

a
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Field emission of electrons and ions

A. van Oostrom

Until recently the spectacular possibility of making the swface atoms of a specimen
individually visible by means of a field -ion microscope was confined to metals possessing
great cohesion, such as tungsten or platinum. The way in which this limitation was
successfully removed is one of the subjects of the article below, which discusses the
principles of field emission of both electrons and ions and also shows that the two methods
lend themselves to both qualitative and quantitative investigations of the solid state.

Electrons can overcome the potential barrier at the
surface of a solid and be emitted if, for example, they
absorb sufficient thermal energy (thermionic emission)
or sufficient radiant energy (photoemission). It was
originally thought that field emission, i.e. the emission
of electrons which is caused by a strong electric field
and which was first observed in metals towards the end
of last century [1], could also be accounted for in a
similar way. It was assumed that the applied electric
field lowered the potential barrier at the surface suf-
ficiently to make the emission of electrons possible, but
this supposition proved to be incorrect. It was not until
1928 that R. H. Fowler and L. Nordheim [2] succeeded
with the aid of quantum mechanics in giving a satis-
factory explanation of the phenomenon, based on the
`tunnelling' of electrons through the potential barrier.
Field electron emission, the first main subject in this
article, forms the basis of field -emission microscopy,
which will be discussed in greater detail below.

It was also in about 1930 that the possibility of
ionizing hydrogen gas situated in a powerful electric
field, i.e. field ionization, was predicted [3].

The field emission of ions, the second main subject
of this article, starts with a field -ionization process in
the immediate vicinity of the positive electrode. But
whereas in field electron emission the electrons are
liberated from the metal into the surrounding space,
precisely the opposite takes place here : an electron from
a gas molecule striking the metal tunnels its way
Dr A. van Oostrom is with Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven.

through the potential barrier at the surface to the
metal. The electric field then causes the gas ion which
has been left behind to leave the surface immediately.
As in the case of field -electron emission, there is also a
method of microscopy which is based on the field emis-
sion of ions. Because of the function which the gas plays
in field -ion microscopy, it has been termed the 'image
gas'.

Both forms of field emission were first used for
microscopy by E. W. Muller [4]. This scientist has con-
tributed so much in the area of field -emission and field -
ion microscopy over a period of 35 years that he can
rightfully be called the founder of both these inves-
tigation techniques.

The field -emission microscope, often abbreviated to
FEM, is basically a very simple device [5]. One elec-
trode is also the specimen, the other a fluorescent
screen facing the specimen at a distance of several cen-
timetres; both are situated in a vacuum chamber. The
specimen must be tapered towards the screen and the
tip radius, must be so small that at voltages which can
be conveniently used in practice (in the kilovolt range)

R. W. Wood, Phys. Rev. (1) 5, 1, 1897.
R. H. Fowler and L. Nordheim, Proc. Roy. Soc. London
A 119, 173, 1928.
L. Nordheim, Proc. Roy. Soc. London A 121, 626, 1928.
It was first found experimentally by E. W. Muller; see
Z. Physik 131, 136, 1951.
For the first application of field -emission microscopy see
E. W. Muller, Z. Physik 106, 541, 1937; for the first appli-
cation of field -ion microscopy see the article of note [3].
A detailed description is given in: R. Gomer, Field emission
and field ionization, Harvard Univ. Press, 1961.
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the field set up is sufficiently strong to produce emis-
sion. The electrons emitted leave the specimen radially
in straight lines and therefore produce a stereographic
projection of the specimen tip on the screen (fig. 1).
In practice, deviations from the spherical shape of the
specimen tip and deviations from the radial field cause
the paths of the electrons to be somewhat curved,
resulting in a compression of the image. The magni-
fication of the image is approximately equal to the
distance of the sample from the screen divided by the
radius of the specimen tip; it can easily be as high as
a million. The resolving power of a field -emission

1,ig. 1. Micrograph of a rhenium surface, made with a field -
emission microscope at a voltage of several kV. The brightness
variations correspond to differences in the work function of the
emitted electrons.

microscope is limited to about 2 nm. This limit is set
by the tangential velocity of the electrons and their de
Broglie wavelength. An obvious way of overcoming
this limitation is to use particles of larger mass (ions)
and thus obtain both a lower tangential velocity and a
lower de Broglie wavelength. In the field -ion micro-
scope [8] (FIM) the resolving power is so high (0.2 nm)
that the surface atoms of the specimen are imaged
individually (,fig. 2): it was the first instrument with
which this was possible.

In the field -emission microscope an ultra -high vac-
uum (10-8 Pa, i.e. approximately 10-10 torr) is needed
to ensure that the rate of adsorption of foreign gas
molecules on the surface is low. The partial pressure of
the contaminants may be higher in the FIM provided
helium or neon is used as the image gas. In this case
the field -strength at the surface of the specimen is so
high that all other gas molecules are ionized before
they can reach the surface. Vacuum technology has
made such progress in the last twenty years that both
the FEM and the FIM have been successfully developed
into important tools for investigating solid surfaces.

Field emission can also be applied in scanning elec-
tron microscopy and in the mass -spectrometer inves-
tigation of organic substances. In the former applica-

tion a beam of electrons derived from a field -emission
cathode is brought to an extremely fine focus and used
to scan the object in a raster. The signal resulting from
the scattering of electrons or the emission of true
secondary electrons is used to modulate the intensity
of another electron beam which describes a raster or
pattern on a luminous screen in synchronism with the
first beam. Individual heavy atoms can be imaged with
this type of instrument PI. With regard to the second
of the two applications, mass spectra obtained with
field -ion sources are found to be much simpler than
those obtained with conventional ion sources, because
the molecules under investigation disintegrate into
fewer fragments.

Interest in field emission is also being shown in an
entirely different field as a result of the discovery that
an electrical discharge between two electrodes in a
vacuum is generally initiated by the field emission of
electrons [8]. This subject will be discussed briefly

below.
To return now to our two field -emission microscopes,

the FEM and FIM occupy a unique position among
other aids and methods for studying surfaces because
they enable differently oriented crystal planes of a
specimen to be studied simultaneously. One of the
ways in which these planes differ is in the density of
the surface atoms, as reflected in differences in the
work function of the electrons. By measuring the
brightness variations of the FEM screen - or, as is
usual, by measuring the electron flow in the different
directions - the work functions of the different crystal
planes of the specimen can be found. In the FIM the
brightness differences on the screen are brought about
by local field -strength differences caused by individual
atoms. Most applications of the FIM are in metallurgy
where it is used for example to study lattice imper-
fections and the way in which they originate or dis-
appear. In particular the effect of bombardment with
alpha particles, protons, other ions and neutrons and
the resultant damage are being investigated in nu-
merous laboratories. The simultaneous observation of
the different crystal planes is also of interest in the
study of adsorption, which is often very selective,
especially in transition metals.

It is well known that small quantities of impurities
can appreciably change the electrical properties of the

surface of a solid. A hitherto much -used method of
purifying surfaces consists in bombarding them with
ions of inert gases and heating the specimen either
simultaneously or subsequently. Such bombardment
is very effective in removing impurities but also causes
damage to the lattice, while it is also possible for inert -
gas ions, depending on their energy, to penetrate a
varying depth into the lattice (implantation). The
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heating required to remove the implanted ions fre-
quently leads to an equally undesirable segregation of
impurities at the surface.

With the FEM and FIM another purification method
in addition to those described above is possible. This
consists in increasing the field -strength until the foreign
atoms at the surface are 'pulled off' in the form of ions,
a process known as field desorption. If the field -
strength is increased still further, it is even possible to
evaporate the actual material in ion form. This process,
which is called field evaporation, results in surfaces
which are completely free from lattice imperfections.

Fig. 2. Micrograph of a tungsten surface made with a field -ion
microscope. Image gas helium. Temperature 78 K. The white
spots are images of individual tungsten atoms. Every dark area
corresponds to a crystal plane, of which only the peripheral
atoms are imaged, thus forming a ring.

An important new tool for research into the solid
state is a combination of an FIM and a mass spectro-
meter, known as an atom probe [9], in which the
spectrometer is generally a time -of -flight mass spectro-
meter. With the atom probe atoms are freed from the
specimen surface by field evaporation and identified
one by one.

The intention in this article is to give an impression
of the results that can be achieved with the FEM and
FIM, placing special emphasis on results which yield
an insight into adsorption phenomena. The better
understanding now obtained of the nature of electrical
discharges will also be briefly discussed.

So far as equipment is concerned, this article will
deal chiefly with two recent improvements to the
FIM um. Until recently the situation was that ade-
quate brightness of the fluorescent screen could only be
obtained with helium as the image gas. This meant

that only metals possessing great cohesion, such as
tungsten and platinum, could be imaged without
giving rise to field evaporation of the metal. By intro-
ducing a channel plate as an image intensifier we have
succeeded in increasing the brightness of the screen to
such an extent that neon or argon, for example, can
be used as the image gas. This has prepared the way
for more extensive application of the field -ion micro-
scope. Not only tungsten and platinum but many
other metals (fig. 3) can now be studied at lower field -
strengths at which field evaporation does not occur.

Another improvement which the introduction of the
channel plate has made possible is the use of colour to
register small changes in the image [111, caused for
example by field evaporation or surface migration. In
one of the methods used by us a mixture of two phos-
phors is applied for the screen, generally Y202S-Eu
(red) and (Zno.35Cd0.65)S-Ag (green). An exposure
with a red filter is made before the change in the picture
and another is made after the change with a green
filter. The result is that the atoms which have remained
in the same position are shown in yellow and the atoms
which have disappeared in red, while the newly visible
atoms will be green.

Field emission of electrons

Theoretical and experimental aspects

If at a metal surface there is an electric field directed
at the surface, the potential barrier which an electron
has to overcome on leaving the surface will have the
form shown in fig. 4. The potential barrier is composed
of two components: -eEx, the potential energy of the
electron in the applied field, and -e2/4x, the energy
resulting from the action of the 'image force'. This
force can be described as originating in a positive point
charge generated by reflecting the electron in relation
to the surface. From the relation for the potential
barrier:

V = - eEx - e2/4x,

it can easily be shown that the applied field lowers the
level of the barrier by an amount j/e3E. This is some-
times referred to as the Schottky reduction due to the
electric field.

A detailed description is given in: E. W. Muller and Tien
Tzou Tsong, Field ion microscopy, Elsevier, New York 1969.
A. V. Crewe, J. Wall and J. Langmore, Science 168, 1338,
1970.
See for example the Proceedings of the Symposia Discharges
and Electrical Insulation in Vacuum (Cambridge Mass.
1964, 1966; Paris 1968; Waterloo Ont. 1970; Poznan 1972).
E. W. Muller, Naturwiss. 57, 222, 1970.
P. J. Turner, P. Cartwright, M. J. Southon, A. van Oostrom
and B. W. Manley, J. sci. Instr. (J. Physics E), ger. 2, 2, 731,
1969.
A. van Oostrom, Ned. T. Vacutimtechniek 9, 13, 1971 (in
English).
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The more powerful the electric field is, the lower, and
also the narrower, the potential barrier will be; the two
effects increase the tunnelling probability. If it is as-
sumed that only free electrons can tunnel out of the
metal, the electron flow at 0 K is given by [2] :

92U2A 03/21
i = Ci exp C2

13 U
(1)

If the relation between the electron flow i and the
applied voltage U is found experimentally for each
crystal plane separately, the work -function difference
between the various crystal planes can be calculated
from the slope of the Fowler-Nordheim plots. Changes
in the work function of a particular crystal plane result-
ing from adsorption can also be deduced from the
variations in the slope. Measurements of this kind can

Fig. 3. Micrograph of a gold surface made with a field -ion microscope. Image gas neon.
Temperature 20 K. (By courtesy of Dr M. J. Southon, Metallurgical Department, Cambridge
University.)

where U is the applied voltage, /3 a geometrical factor,
A the area of the emitting surface and 0 the work func-
tion. Although the image -force contribution means
that factors CI and C2 are not completely independent
of U, a plot of log i/U2 versus 1/U is nevertheless a very
good approximation to a straight line - the Fowler-
Nordheim plot - whose slope is proportional to
03/2/fl.

The energy distribution of the emitted electrons at
a certain temperature and current density can also be
calculated. The result of a calculation based, like the
derivation of eq. (1), on the free -electron model is
illustrated in fig. 5.

be carried out with an arrangement like that of fig. 6.
The emitted electrons are incident upon an anode A
containing a hole H behind which a collector Coll is
located. The enlarged image of the specimen is dis-
played on a phosphor layer Scr on the anode, thus
enabling the equipment to be arranged in such a way
that with magnetic or electrostatic deflection, or by
rotation of the specimen, only the electrons from one
particular crystal plane pass through the hole [12]. The
electrons can also be passed through an energy analyser
and their energy distribution determined. The full
width at half maximum of this distribution depends on
the work function and the applied electric field.
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Fig. 4. The potential barrier 'seen' by an electron leaving a metal
at an external field E of 3 GV/m and a temperature of 0 K. V
potential energy of the electron. x distance from the metal sur-
face. The contribution -eEx, the potential energy of the electron
in a field of field -strength E, is indicated by a broken line, as also
is the contribution -e2/4x made by the image force, i.e. the force
exerted on the electron by the positive mirror -image charge. The
figure also shows the Fermi level VF of the electrons in the metal,
the energy level If, of the vacuum, and the work function 0.
The region with fully occupied electron levels is shown cross-
hatched. An arrow symbolizes tunnelling by the electron.

-4.50 -4.60 -4.70 -4.80 -4.90eV

Fig. 5. Theoretical energy distribution (fraction P versus the total
energy W) of electrons liberated from tungsten by field emission
at a current density of 103 A/cm2 and a temperature of 4.2 K.
The calculation is based on the free -electron model and a Fermi
level at -4.5 eV is assumed. The P values are normalized to
unity for 0 K.

C Scrl'H Coll

A

Fig 6. Schematic diagram of a field -emission microscope ar-
ranged for measurement on individual crystal planes. C cath-
ode. A anode. Scr fluorescent screen. H hole in the anode.
S shield. Coll collector.

[12] A more detailed discussion is given in: A. van Oostrom,
Thesis, Amsterdam 1965 (also published as Philips Res.
Repts. Suppl. 1966, No. 1).

The theoretical and experimental results for the
relation between the electron flow and the voltage and
for the energy distribution of the emitted electrons are
generally in fairly good agreement. Divergences are
largely ascribed to deviations from the free -electron
model, resulting for example from irregularities in the
band structure or from the presence of surface states.

In the section which follows some results of our
research into adsorption at the (100) plane of tungsten
will be discussed: these results illustrate the potential
of the method. The effect knOwn as tunnel resonance
will also be discussed.

Adsorption on the ( 100) plane of tungsten

The (100) plane of tungsten is of special interest to
us because adsorption on it is often selective, and in
other respects its behaviour also differs from that of
most other crystal planes.

Atoms adsorbed on tungsten possess a dipole moment
due to an interaction with the tungsten atoms at the
surface. Depending on the donor or acceptor character
of the adsorbed atom, this dipole moment will reduce or
increase the work function. The former is the case when
substances such as zirconium and the inert gases kryp-
ton and xenon are adsorbed (Table I), while the latter
occurs upon adsorption of substances such as carbon
monoxide and oxygen (at room temperature).

Table I. Some values measured by us for the reduction AO of
the work function which occurs as a result of adsorption on the
(100) plane of tungsten. T is the temperature. The work function
of pure tungsten is 4.65 eV. Its reduction causes the electron
emission in the (100) direction to increase steeply in relation to
other directions as a consequence of the great selectivity of the
adsorption.

Adsorbate T

Rhenium 300 K - 0.05 eV
Zirconium 300 - 1.95
Nitrogen 300 - 0.31
Nitrogen 78 - 0.51
Krypton 78 - 0.69
Xenon 78 - 1.53

The special character of the (100) plane of tungsten
is indicated by the fact that the adsorption of nitrogen at
room temperature causes a reduction of the work func-
tion which is not found upon adsorption of this gas on
most other crystal planes.

Of the atoms which produce a marked reduction of
the work function upon adsorption - and which
therefore have a large dipole moment - zirconium
adheres strongly and inert gases such as krypton and
xenon weakly to the tungsten surface. Apparently,
therefore, there is no direct relation between dipole
moment and bond energy.
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Some investigators have tried to explain the pronounced re-
duction of the work function by zirconium by the fact that the
diameter of the zirconium atom coincides exactly with the short-
est distance between two tungsten atoms in the (100) plane
(0.316 nm). It seems to us, however, more appropriate to use this
good fit to explain the high bond energy rather than the magni-
tude of the dipole moment. It then also becomes possible to
explain the adsorption behaviour of rhenium which is also

strongly bound but causes only a slight reduction of the work
function. This atom combines a good fit and a low dipole mo-
ment.

Another respect in which the (100) plane of tungsten
differs from the other crystal planes is that the meas-
ured value of the pre -exponential factor in eq. (1) is
considerably larger than the theoretical value. This
discrepancy disappears completely if a monolayer of
nitrogen is adsorbed on the (100) plane at room tem-
perature. This indicates the existence of surface states.
The pre -exponential factors for other crystal planes
are not greatly changed by adsorption.

More information on the subject can be obtained by
analysing the energy distribution of the emitted elec-
trons. It has been found that the distribution of elec-
trons from the (100) plane of tungsten displays a
prominent maximum at an energy level 0.35 eV below
the Fermi level. Recent measurements have shown
that this feature gradually disappears after adsorption
of either zirconium, krypton or hydrogen [13]. This
result is again an indication that surface states are
present.

Tunnel resonance

It has just been shown that deviations from the free -
electron model can disappear as a result of adsorption;
conversely it is also possible for adsorption to give rise
to deviations where none existed. This was first ob-
served in experiments in which nitrogen was adsorbed
on tungsten and then bombarded with electrons. At
78 K a new bond state was formed which led to
marked divergences from the free -electron model [14].

When these divergences occur, they are often found
to be associated with atoms or molecules for which the
energy level of the valence electron is just below the
Fermi level of the substrate. Quantum -mechanical
resonance effects as illustrated in fig. 7 then occur be-

tween the energy level of the valence electron and that
of the metal. The resonance may cause the current
density to increase by several orders of magnitude. This
adsorption effect has mainly been observed in alkaline -
earth metals.

The interaction with the metal electrons causes the
level of the adsorbed atom to widen more pronouncedly
the closer it is to the surface. The position and widen-
ing of the level can be found by measuring the energy
distribution of the electrons.

When caesium, the heaviest of the alkali metals, is
adsorbed on tungsten, tunnel resonance does not occur.
This is connected with the fact that alkali metals have
relatively wide bands in which the density of the energy
levels is lower than in narrower bands. The number of
energy levels that can lead to resonance is therefore
relatively small. More success can consequently be
expected with the alkaline -earth metals since they
possess much narrower bands, especially for p and d
electrons [15].

Field -electron emission and electric discharge

As was indicated in the introduction, the electrical
discharge occurring between two flat electrodes in vac-
uum is also a subject of interest. It has been found,
particularly for electrode spacings smaller than 1 cm,
that the discharge is preceded by electric currents be-
fween the electrodes. These currents consist entirely of
field -electron emission from the negative electrode and
may initiate the electric discharge. The electron emis-
sion originates in whiskers or other sharp projections
on the surface of the electrode. The electrons bombard
a small area of the anode surface and will increase the
temperature there. When the anode begins to evap-
orate, an 'anode discharge' is initiated. Because of the
high current density in the whisker it is also possible
that the latter will start evaporating sooner than the
anode. In that case we speak of a 'cathode discharge'.

Because of the low thermal capacity of the emitting tip, it will
reach an equilibrium temperature within several tens of nano-
seconds after the voltage has been applied. The anode, on the

Fig. 7. Diagram to illustrate tunnel resonance resulting from
adsorption during field emission of electrons. On the left the
potential energy V of the electrons is plotted as a function of
their distance x from the surface. The potential energy consists
of a contribution from the external field and the energy Va of
the valence electron of the adsorbed atom. The contribution of
the image force has been neglected (see fig. 4). The diagram on
the right shows the energy spectrum of the emitted electrons (the
fraction P versus the energy V). Exchange of electrons readily
occurs between the energy level Va, which has been widened by
interaction with the metal surface, and the energy levels in the
metal, which are situated in the same area. This means that
electrons occupying the latter levels escape more easily than
others, a fact reflected in a peak in the energy spectrum. VF
Fermi level. V, vacuum level. 0 work function.
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Fig. 8. The relation between the critical field -strength Ecr at
which electrical discharge occurs and the surface area A of a
number of emitting tungsten tips.

other hand, is bombarded by a stream of electrons which is much
less intensely localized, so that the anode only attains an equili-
brium temperature milliseconds later. Advantage can be taken
of this difference in thermal capacity to apply high -voltage pulses
of several microseconds duration and cause a cathode discharge
which will melt the emitting tip. An anode discharge obtained
with a d.c. voltage causes appreciably more material to evaporate,
which may have the undesirable effect of coating the insulators
with a thin metal layer. The conditioning process using short
pulses is therefore to be preferred to d.c. conditioning.

Discharge resulting from the evaporation of needle -
shaped projections on the negative electrode occurs if
the current density and hence the field -strength exceeds
a certain limit. The critical current density is of the
order of 1012-1013 A/m2, which corresponds in practice
to a critical field -strength between 5 and 10 GV/m. The
critical field -strength depends on the material and
geometry of the emitting tip. In fig. 8 the critical field -
strength E'er is plotted as a function of the emitting
surface area A of the tungsten tips. Similar results have
been obtained with rhenium. The value of the critical
field -strength is also strongly influenced by quantities
such as the surface purity. Fig. 9 shows how the ad-
sorption of oxygen and carbon monoxide, the presence
of carbon as an impurity, and that of implanted argon
ions can affect the relation between A and Ecr.

The equilibrium temperature reached in an emitting
tip is chiefly determined by the Joule effect, thermal
conductivity and the Nottingham effect. The Notting-
ham effect results from the difference between the mean
energy of the emitted electrons and those which refill
the holes formed in the Fermi sea by their emission
(fig. 10). Heating occurs if the difference is negative,
cooling if it is positive. For a particular field -strength

008 on 0.12 0.14 016 0.18 0.20 0.22 024

1/Ecr(GV/m)

Fig. 9. Curves as in fig. 8 for tungsten which has been subjected
to certain treatments: adsorption of oxygen (crosses), adsorption
of carbon monoxide (triangles), adsorption of carbon (squares),
argon -ion bombardment (white circles) and argon -ion bombard-
ment followed by heating to 1200 °C (black circles). The con-
tinuous line is the curve for untreated tungsten, as in fig. 8.

V

Vm

Fig. 10. Diagrams to illustrate the Nottingham effect. The two
on the left show the occupancy of the energy levels in the metal,
those on the right the energy spectrum of the emitted electrons
(the fraction P versus the energy V). At low temperatures (top) the
mean energy V. of the emitted electrons is lower than the Fermi
level and heating occurs as a result of replenishment of the elec-
trons from the Fermi sea; if V. is higher than VF, as is the case
at high temperatures (bottom), cooling occurs.

us] C. Lea and R. Gomer, J. chem. Phys. 54, 3349, 1971.
B. J. Waclawski and E. W. Plummer, Phys. Rev. Letters 29,
783, 1972.

[14] W. Ermrich and A. van Oostrom, Solid State Comm. 5, 471,
1967.

[15] E. W. Plummer and R. D. Young, Phys. Rev. B 1, 2088,1970.
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and work function there is a critical temperature above
which there is cooling and below which heating. For
low -melting metals Nottingham heating is important,
in fact more important than the Joule effect. In the case
of high -melting metals the temperature equilibrium
depends chiefly on Joule heating and Nottingham
cooling.

Further research will undoubtedly lead to even
greater control of the electrical discharge than our
present knowledge, as represented by the results re-
ported here.

Field -ion emission

Theory

The potential barrier which an electron has to pass
through in the case of field-icn emission takes the form
illustrated in fig. 11. As explained in the introduction,
the direction in which the electron passes through the
barrier is the opposite to that in field -electron emission:
the electrons tunnel from the gas molecules through
the barrier to the metal. Since the ionization energy of
most gas molecules is appreciably higher than the work
function of a metal surface (10.25 eV as compared to
4-5 eV), it means that the electric field required for field
ionization must be stronger than for the field emission
of electrons.

There are two requirements which must be met
before field -ion emission can occur: not only must the
potential barrier be sufficiently narrow and low, but
the energy level of the valence electron to be removed
must be higher than the Fermi level of the specimen -
otherwise no tunnelling is possible. If the gas molecules
are far from the surface of the specimen, the first
condition is not satisfied; if they come too close to the
surface, the energy level of the valence electron drops
below the Fermi level and the second condition is not
satisfied. There is therefore a narrow zone around the
specimen tip in which ionization occurs. If the gas
molecule has come so close to the specimen that the
energy level of the valence electron has reached the
Fermi level, the height and width of the potential bar-

for the given field -strength have the lowest values
at which tunnelling is still possible, and the ionization
probability is greatest.

For a simple potential barrier of height
and width (I - J)/eE, the tunnelling probability is
given by [6] :

D = exp Cs(/ - C4E1/2)1/2 (I E)} , (2)

where I is the ionization energy of the gas molecule, 0
the local work function, E the electric field -strength and
C3 and C4 represent constants.

If a situation occurs in which D has the same value
for different image gases, the relation between the field -
strengths can be derived from eq. (2). It is thus possible,
for example, to compare the field -strengths at which
field ionization is a maximum for various gases. The
field -strength at this maximum can be determined for
one particular gas by calibration with the aid of field -
electron emission. In this process the polarity of the
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Fig. 11. The potential energy V of the valence electron of a
helium atom in a field -ion microscope as a function of its distance
x from the specimen surface, at a field -strength E of 44 GV/m and
a temperature of 0 K. VF Fermi level. V, the energy level of the
vacuum. A value of 4.5 eV is assumed for the work function 0.
I is the ionization energy of the gas. Broken lines indicate the
contribution eEx - the potential energy of the electron in the
applied field - and the potential energy of the electron without
an external field. The latter contribution has a minimum V0 at
the site of the gas atom. Unlike the situation in field electron
emission, the electron tunnels towards the surface, and the ionized
atom leaves the latter. The tunnelling probability increases as
the potential barrier becomes narrower and lower. This does not
apply, however, if the energy level of the electron drops below the
Fermi level VF, in which case tunnelling becomes impossible.
The value xe chosen for the distance of the atom from the surface
in this figure is the one at which the two levels are the same. The
ionization probability is then greatest.

voltage is reversed without altering the other condi-
tions, and the gas is removed. A field -electron flow is
then generated and the prevailing field -strength result-
ing from the intensity of this flow can be derived from
the slope of the Fowler-Nordheim characteristic.

Table II lists a number of gases and the field -strengths
at which field ionization is at a maximum, (a) as found
theoretically from eq. (2) and (b) as measured by us.
The agreement between theory and experiment can be
considered excellent.
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Measurement of the energy distribution of the ions
has established that the ionization occurs in a zone
which is only 20 pm (0.2 A) wide. The number of
molecules in this zone available for ionization is
considerably larger than would be expected on the basis
of the kinetic theory of gases. There is an extra supply
of gas molecules since they are polarized in the inhomo-
geneous electric field. The equation for this supply Zs
is [17] :

MkT 112 2kT(2n)Zs 4nr 2 (3)

where r represents the radius of curvature of the
specimen, p the gas pressure, a and M the polarizability
and the mass of the molecule, respectively, T the tem-
perature of the gas and k the Boltzmann constant. As
before, E is the electric field -strength. This relation will
be used in one of the subsections which follow.

Field -ion microscope

For the proper functioning of a field -ion microscope
it is essential that the specimen should be cooled.
This is related primarily to the fact that the polari-
zation of the gas molecules referred to above causes
them to pass through the ionization zone at high
velocity, thereby greatly reducing the probability of
ionization. If, however, the specimen is cooled to
lower temperatures, the velocity of the molecule after

Table II. Calculated (E0) and measured (Em) values of the field -
strength at maximum field ionization for a number of gases, and
the ionization energies of the same gases. Eq. (2) was used for the
calculations.

Gas I Em E0
(eV) (GV/m) (GV/m)

He 24.5 44.0 44.0
Ne 21.5 34.0 34.5
Ar 15.7 19.0 19.0
H2 15.6 22.0 18.8
N 14.5 16.5
N2 15.5 18.5 18.6
CH4 14.5 13.0 16.5

reflection and remaining a short time at the surface
will have been greatly reduced, so that the ionization
probability is much greater. In the second place, if the
temperature of the image gas is low, the tangential
velocity of the ions formed in the zone is low, which
improves the resolving power of the field -ion micro-
scope.

It is also important for the proper functioning of the
FIM that the image gas should be correctly chosen.
The factors determining this choice are as follows.

The first is the light output of the fluorescent screen.
As was indicated in the introduction, we were able to
increase this output by introducing a channel plate 1183.
Until this was done the light output of the screen limited
the choice to light gases such as hydrogen and helium.

The second factor is the radius of the ion. The smal-
ler the radius, the higher the resolving power.

The third factor is the desirability of cooling the
specimen. This limits the gases which can be used to
those which do not condense at the cooling temper-
ature.

The fourth factor is the level of the ionization energy.
Helium possesses the highest ionization energy of any
gas: 24.5 eV. This means that if helium is used as the
image gas, the field -strength has to be so high that any
other gases in the vacuum chamber are ionized before
they reach the surface of the specimen. The choice of
helium as the image gas ensures that the surface to be
imaged remains completely free of adsorbed gas from
the vacuum, even if the gas pressure is relatively high.

The fifth factor is the requirement that the field -

strength necessary for field evaporation of the material
being investigated should be higher than that at which
the molecules of the image gas are ionized. It was this
factor which previously restricted the application of
the FIM using helium, with its high ionization energy,
to the investigation of metals with great cohesion, such
as tungsten. The ionization energy of the other gases
which are now also employed, such as argon, xenon and
methane, is lower than that of helium, which means
that the field -strength used can also be much lower.

To enable the atoms of a crystal lattice to be imaged
individually with the aid of a field -ion microscope, it is
also necessary for the tip of the specimen to be prac-
tically spherical and 'atomically smooth'. This ideal
shape is obtained with the aid of field evaporation,
which ensures that the atoms located on sharp edges
and projections are the first to be evaporated by the
local increase of field -strength.

In the system which we employ, the specimen is
cooled with a cryogenic liquid such as helium (4 K),
hydrogen (20 K), neon (27 K) or nitrogen (78 K).
There are also systems in which any desired tempera-
ture can be set, e.g. by flushing with °cold gas. The
image gas is admitted through a valve or by a diffusion
process, e.g. through quartz in the case `of helium.

Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram of a field -ion micro-
scope with a channel plate. The gas ions produced by
field ionization in the strong electric field at the surface

(16] The Schottky term derived earlier reappears here.
[17] M. J. Southon, Thesis, Cambridge 1963.
[18] J. Adams and13. W. Manley, Philips tech. Rev. 28, 156, 1967.

G. Eschard and R. Polaert, Philips tech: Rev. 30, 252, 1969.
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of the specimen Sp are accelerated radially towards the
channel plate Ch, where they liberate electrons from
the conducting layer at the channel -plate input. The
number of electrons thus liberated depends on the mass
and energy of the ion and also on the angle of incidence.
The electrons entering the channels of the channel plate
are multiplied by secondary emission. The emerging
electrons are accelerated towards the fluorescent
screen Scr. The total increase in the light output of the
fluorescent screen may be as much as a factor of 105.

The higher luminous intensity of the picture ob-
tained with the channel plate has enabled us to work
not only with image gases other than helium but also
to lower the gas pressure.

Some characteristic micrographs that were obtained
with the field -ion microscope illustrated in fig. 12 will
now be discussed.

Some characteristic micrographs

The interpretation of the images obtained with the
field -ion microscope is often far from simple. This is
not the case with the tungsten micrograph in fig. 13,
which will be used to explain some characteristic
features of FIM micrographs. The colour technique
described in the introduction was used for this micro-
graph, which was made in order to study the prccess of
field evaporation. Two exposures were made, one be-
fore the field evaporation using a red filter and one
after it using a green filter. The object was imaged with
helium as the image gas (with pressure 4 x 10-2 Pa, i.e.
3 x 10-4 torr) at a temperature of 78 K. The radius of
curvature of the tungsten tip is approximately 15 nm,
the magnification approximately three million times.
Every spot in the image corresponds to an atom on the
surface. Only the atoms which increase the field -
strength locally are imaged. In practice these are the
atoms at the edge of a crystal plane, resulting in a
circular structure. The planes can be indexed by com-
paring the micrograph with the stereographic projec-
tion of a b.c.c. (body -centred cubic) lattice. The (110)
plane in the middle of the picture and the four (211)
planes surrounding it are characteristic. In the middle
of the (110) plane there was a single atom which was
removed by field evaporation and is therefore visible as
a red dot. Some (red) atoms have also disappeared at
other points on the surface as a result of field evapora-
tion, while new (green) atoms have become visible. The
photograph also shows a grain boundary cutting across
the bottom of the pattern.

The colour technique also allows deformation effects
to be studied. Plastic deformation can be caused by

powerful electric fields, and may give rise to dislocations
at the surface. Elastic deformation of the specimen as
a whole can also occur. If the specimen is spherical and
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of a field -ion microscope incorporat-
ing a channel plate. Sp specimen. Ffilament enabling the specimen
to be heated. Scr fluorescent screen. Sh shield electrode. I insu-
lating block. W window. Cooling is effected with liquid neon in
space CI. To prevent rapid evaporation further cooling can be
obtained with liquid nitrogen in spaces Cz.

isotropic, the deformation will not produce any change
in the image and will consequently not be reflected in a
shift of the post -deformation colour picture as com-
pared to the first picture made. If, however, the tung-
sten tip is not spherical, a shift will take place. Fig. 14
shows a tungsten tip with a grain boundary, imaged
first with the aid of helium (green) and then with argon
(red). To the left of the grain boundary the tip is
approximately spherical and there the two pictures
coincide accurately, as indicated particularly by the
many yellow atoms in the (111) and (211) regions. To
the right of the grain boundary, however, the material
has been deformed as a result of the applied field, as
can be seen from the divergence from the circular
structure. Where the deformation is greatest, the helium
and argon pictures do not coincide. The maximum
shift here is approximately 0.3 nm.

The third micrograph to be discussed here (fig. 15)
was prepared to study the effect of the image gas on the

field evaporation. As stated, this process can be used to
give the specimen tip the desired spherical shape. As
a rule we carry out this process in the presence of the
image gas, so that the specimen can be observed during
the field evaporation.

It has been shown experimentally that molecules of

t191 E. W. Muller, S. B. McLane and J. A. Panitz, Surface Sci.
17, 430, 1969.
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Fig. 13. Left, micrograph of a tungsten surface made with an FIM with 10-2 Pa helium and a
voltage of 5360 V, illustrating the effect of field evaporation (at 6100 V). To enable the crystal
planes to be indexed a stereographic projection corresponding to the micrograph has been
drawn on the right. The fluorescent screen used consisted of red and green phosphors. One
exposure was made with a red filter before field evaporation and another with a green filter
afterwards. Where field evaporation produced no changes, the atoms are shown yellow. In the
middle of the (110) plane there is a red spot where an atom obviously disappeared as a result
of field evaporation. The effect of the field evaporation is also apparent at various other places
in the form of red atoms (atoms which have disappeared) and green atoms (which have become
visible). A grain boundary is visible at the bottom of the micrograph (shown on the right as an
incomplete line).

the image gas (even at the imaging voltage) are ad-
sorbed on the surface with a bond energy of laE2 [19].
Although the polarizability a of inert gases is low, the
high electric field -strength nevertheless makes adsorp-
tion possible. The presence of the adsorbed inert gases
affects the field evaporation. As a general rule the

field -strength at which field evaporation occurs is low-
ered by the adsorbed gas. Fig. 15 clearly illustrates that
the shape which the tungsten tip assumes as a result of
evaporation in helium is different from that assumed
in neon. The (110) area in the middle is flattened,
and therefore not imaged, when evaporation takes
place in neon (the field -strength is then too low because
the curvature is too small). This flattening has also
been observed in the (110) region in tungsten specimens
with the (100) plane in the axial direction. The effect
probably arises because inert gases are more strongly
bound to the (110) plane than to other planes, and as
a result of this interaction the bond energy of the
tungsten atom is reduced.

Fig. 14. Micrograph of a tungsten surface made with an FIM, a
first exposure having been made using helium as the image gas
and with a red filter, followed by a second exposure with argon
as the image gas and a green filter. The difference in imaging
field -strengths between the two exposures (due to the different
image gases) means that different electrostatic forces are exerted
on the specimen. This has no effect on the micrograph at places
where the specimen is perfectly spherical (to the left of the grain
boundary) but it does have an effect where this is not the case
(to the right of the grain boundary). Considerable deviations from
circular symmetry are then observed and the red and green
images do not completely coincide.
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a Fig. 15. Micrographs of a tungsten surface a ter field evaporation in helium (a) and neon (b).
The (110) area (in the centre) is not visible in the latter case because of flattening caused by the
field evaporation in neon. (This part of the specimen has too little curvature to give sufficient
field -strength to allow imaging.)

Adsorption of nitrogen on tungsten

The remaining part of this article will be concerned
with the adsorption of nitrogen on tungsten. The de-
scription of the process will show that the field -strength
affects the interaction between the tungsten surface and
the adsorbed nitrogen. If the field -strength is sufficiently
high, the nitrogen causes a displacement of tungsten
atoms which can be recorded with the aid of the colour
technique described above. It will be shown at the
same time that the field -strength also affects the prob-
ability of adsorption: the higher the field -strength,
the larger the percentage of molecules prevented by
`premature' ionization from reaching the surface. The
sites of the nitrogen molecules which do reach the
surface and are adsorbed can be displayed indirectly
with the aid of the colour technique, through the
displacement of tungsten atoms referred to above.
The number of molecules adsorbed can also be calcu-
lated. It follows from the agreement between the theor-
etical and the experimental data that it is possible to
determine the number of nitrogen molecules adsorbed
on the tungsten quantitively from an FIM micrograph.

An earlier study of the field desorption of nitrogen
molecules which have been adsorbed on a tungsten
surface showed that marked 'corrosion' of the surface
occurs, the latter undergoing a complete reorientation.
This behaviour has been ascribed to a reduction of the
bond energy of the tungsten atoms as a result of the
adsorption of nitrogen. A similar mechanism may

b

possibly operate in the case of field evaporation in the
presence of hydrogen, a method frequently used to
evaporate materials at a lower field -strength than is
possible in vacuum.

Even without field desorption pronounced changes
occur at the surface as a consequence of the electric
field. It proved possible to establish this point in
experiments in which the values of the electric field
were such that the impossibility of field desorption
could be safely assumed. In these experiments a tung-
sten tip was subjected to field evaporation in helium at
78 K and then imaged with 10-2 Pa argon at 19 GV/m.
After the argon image had been recorded photographi-
cally, the argon was pumped from the microscope and
nitrogen admitted, while the electric field was switched
off to ensure that the nitrogen would be adsorbed.
After the nitrogen had been evacuated to a pressure
lower than 10-7 Pa, a micrograph was again made
using argon.

This procedure was repeated a number of times, the
field -strength being increased in steps after adsorption
of nitrogen. After each step the image was again
checked for changes with argon. Before the electric
field -strength was increased by a further step, the
argon was once more pumped off. We found that after
a certain time, depending on the increase of the field -
strength, the electric field resulted in a reorientation of
a permanent nature. At 34 GV/m the reorientation of
the surface was completed in a few seconds. Fig. 16 is
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a picture of the surface thus formed : the regular struc-
ture of a clean surface has completely disappeared.

From measurements with the atom probe it has been
concluded that the imaged points are in fact derived
from tungsten atoms and not from adsorbed nitrogen.
The effect observed has been found to be independent
of the adsorbed quantity of nitrogen over a wide range.
The amount in our experiments was varied from 1 to
1500 x 10-4 Pa s.

The influence of the image gas was also investigated
by repeating the above experiment at various values of
argon pressure between 10-2 and 10-5 Pa. At higher
pressures the corrosion was considerably accelerated by
electron bombardment or perhaps as a result of
energy dissipation by incident high-energy polarized
argon atoms. After the field evaporation of two atomic
layers the perfectly ordered surface structure was once
more obtained.

In order to eliminate the influence of the 'foreign'
image gas, the experiment was repeated with nitrogen
itself as the image gas at a field -strength of 18.5 GV/m.
Fig. 17 shows a micrograph made with nitrogen, at a
temperature of 78 K. It is obvious that in this case no
reorientation has yet occurred although the image was
obtained at a nitrogen pressure of 7 x 10-3 Pa. At such
a pressure it would at first glance be expected that the
surface would be rapidly covered with a monolayer
of nitrogen since the probability of nitrogen adhering
to tungsten at 78 K is practically unity. A number of
the incident nitrogen molecules, however, will be
ionized before they have reached the surface. The
question is what percentage of the incident molecules
can in fact reach the surface.

A good method of investigating this point is to take
advantage of a unique feature of the field -ion micro-
scope: protection of the surface by the electric field
(field protection). If the surface is imaged with the aid
of neon at 34 GV/m, there is no other gas, with the
exception of helium, which can reach the surface. All
molecules of any other gas will be ionized some
distance from the surface. The molecular flow to the
surface, and hence the adsorption, can be controlled
by setting the field -strength to less high values.

This screening effect of the electric field is illustrated
by the two micrographs in fig. 18. Both exposures are of
the same tungsten specimen at 78 K and neon pressure
of 10-2 Pa. The image voltage is 4600 V. The micro-
scope also contains nitrogen with a partial pressure of
2 x 10-5 Pa. All other partial pressures are of the order
of 10-8 Pa or lower. The micrograph on the left shows
the effect of reducing the field -strength to zero for
10 seconds, and the one on the right that of reducing
the field -strength to 23 GV/m for the same period. In
both cases the specimen is shown in red before the field

.
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Fig. 16. Micrograph of a tungsten surface on which nitrogen has
first been adsorbed and which has then been subjected to a field -
strength of 34 GV/m (image gas argon, temperature 78 K). A
reorientation of the surface then takes place within several
seconds, the neat ordered structure of the clean surface dis-
appearing entirely.

Fig. 17. Micrograph of a tungsten surface at a field -strength of
18.5 GV/m, using nitrogen as the image gas (6.5 x 10-3 Pa).
Temperature 78 K. Reorientation has not occurred although in
view of the effect of nitrogen adsorption demonstrated in fig. 16
it would have been expected.

reduction and in green after the field reduction.
Changes have occurred in the photograph on the left,
as can be seen from the red and green atoms; adsorp-
tion was apparently possible here. In the photograph
on the right there has been no adsorption: all atoms
in the picture are yellow.

The number of molecules that can reach the surface
depends on the gas pressure as well as on the probability
of ionization. Polarization will cause this number to
increase in proportion to the field -strength until field
ionization makes it fall sharply again. This number can
be easily calculated.
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a Fig. 18. Micrograph of a tungsten surface with 10-2 Pa neon at a voltage of 4600 V and a
temperature of 78 K. 2.1 x 10-5 Pa nitrogen is also present. a) The field -strength has been
lowered to zero for 10 seconds; b) the field -strength has been lowered to 23 GV/m for the same
period. Both micrographs show the surface in red before the field -strength reduction and in
green after the field -strength reduction. In (a) adsorption and hence reorientation were ap-
parently possible, as can be seen from the red and green atoms which are visible (right and
top). This was not the case in (b) where only yellow atoms can be seen.

If x is the lifetime of an atom in the ionization zone,
then:

= 1/Dv, (4)

where D is the tunnelling probability as given by eq. (2)
and v the Bohr frequency of the electron in the atom.
The ionization probability P(t) during the time interval
t can be written as

P(t) = 1 - exp (- . (5)

The ionization probability in the entire space outside a
shell with a thickness xe (see fig. 11) around the speci-
men is then given by:

CO

P(t) = 1 - exp [- f dx(6)
v(x))

,
1

vD(x

Xe

where v(x) represents the velocity of the gas atom.
The number of molecules Z8 reaching the ionization

zone from the gaseous phase under the influence of the
electric field is given by eq. (3). The total number of
molecules Z that can penetrate to the surface is given by :

Z = Zs exp [-
v(x)

(7)
vD(x)

Xe

At low field -strengths D(x) is zero over the entire inte-

b

gration area and therefore Z = Zs. If the field -strength
is increased, field ionization will occur and D(x) will
increase rapidly. This will cause Z to decrease, finally
becoming zero at complete field ionization.

This effect of the field -strength on field ionization
can also be found experimentally. Fig. 19 is a graph of
the field -ion current i as a function of the electric field -
strength E for a nitrogen pressure of 4.5 x 10-2 Pa
measured for the tungsten specimen shown in fig. 17.
The field -strength was calibrated by establishing the
value required for field evaporation at 10-2 Pa helium
at 78 K, which is known to be 55 GV/m. The ionization
probability Pi is also plotted in the figure.

The curve in fig. 19 shows the same behaviour as the
curve for the field ionization of inert gases. In the initial
part of the curve d(log i)/d(log U) = 36; similar values
were found for helium, neon and argon. It was decided
to use a linear horizontal axis in the figure to enable the
field -strengths at which field ionization occurs to be
plotted more accurately.

Comparison with the theoretical values of the field -
strength for the nitrogen atom and the nitrogen mole-
cule, as given in Table II, shows that the micrograph
in fig. 17 was obtained with the aid of nitrogen
molecules.

Fig. 19 will make it easier to appreciate why in the
experiment illustrated in fig. 18, in which the electric
field was reduced to 23 GV/m, no adsorption occurred.
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All the nitrogen molecules have been ionized at this
field -strength. The same applies to the experiment
illustrated in fig. 17, in which the specimen was imaged
in nitrogen at a field -strength of 18.5 GV/m.

It is possible to lower the field -strength periodically
briefly by means of high -voltage pulses without any
noticeable effect on the image. In one experiment we
used rectangular pulses of 1 p..s width and a repetition
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Fig. 19. Field -ion current i as a function of the voltage U (and of
the field -strength E) for a nitrogen pressure of 4 x 10-2 Pa meas-
ured on the tungsten specimen shown in fig. 17. If it is assumed
that all the molecules have been ionized at the knee A of the
curve, the ionization probability Pi can be plotted vertically. The
calculated ionization probability is in good agreement with the
curve for this field -strength and for the ionization energy of
nitrogen.

frequency of 103. In addition to 10-2 Pa neon the
system included nitrogen with a pressure of
2.1 x 10-5 Pa. The amplitude of the pulse was variable
and the field -strength could be set to any desired value
between zero and 34 GV/m. If the pulse causes the
field -strength in such a system to drop below the mini-
mum value required for field ionization of nitrogen,
nitrogen can be adsorbed while the pulse lasts. Because
of the short pulse duration and low repetition frequency
the adsorption rate in our experiment was low. In a
period of 15 seconds only 2 x 1012 nitrogen molecules
per cm2 were adsorbed, while the adsorption rate for
impurities was so low that not more than 109 mole-

cules per cm2 were adsorbed during the same period.
During imaging with neon this gas was adsorbed on
the surface by polarization forces. It was desorbed again
during the pulse because the bond energy was then too
small. At 78 K neon is bound only at field -strengths
between 23 and 50 GV/m. Adsorbed neon cannot,
therefore, have any effect on the nitrogen adsorption
process, which takes place at lower field -strengths.
Under the influence of the electric field the adsorbed
nitrogen atoms will cause reorientation and thus reveal
their presence.

In the experiment the field -strength was varied be-
tween 12 and 24 GV/m during the pulse. The same
part of the surface, with an area of 8 x 10-13 cm2, was
considered for each 15 seconds of adsorption. The num-
ber of new spots occurring was recorded with the col-
our technique. The number Nm thus found is shown
in Table III as a function of the field -strength E during
the pulse. The table also includes the function Z5

Table III. Summary of the data from an experiment described in
the text, in which the effect of the field -strength on the ionization
probabitity of the image gas in an FIM was investigated by briefly
lowering the field -strength at periodic intervals. Nm is the number
of observed new spots occurring as a result of non -ionized
molecules being adsorbed. Z8 is the expected number of new spots
calculated with eq. (3), on the assumption that no molecule is
ionized, that all N2 molecules dissociate after adsorption and
that every atom causes a new spot. The number registered Nm is
smaller for higher values of the field -strength E during the pulse
because a proportion of the molecules are prematurely ionized
(probability Pi) and therefore fail to reach the surface.

E (GV/m) Zs Nm Pi

0 3 3 0

12.7 21 19 0

14.6 24 14 0

15.6 25 21 0

17.6 29 4 7

19.0 31 2 90
21.4 35 1 100

23.3 38 0 100

calculated with eq. (3), on the assumption that all the
molecules dissociate and each atom becomes visible
after the increase of field -strength. 'Visible', does not
of course mean that the nitrogen atom can actually be
seen. As already stated, it is probably only tungsten
atoms that are seen. Also included in the table is the
ionization probability Pi as a function of the field -
strength.

The agreement between the calculated and meas-
ured values can be considered surprisingly good, par-
ticularly if th6 statistical fluctuations are borne in
mind. Another interesting point is that at 19 GV/m
only two of the possible 31 events were observed. If
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this is compared with the field -ion current measured
at this field -strength and the number of nitrogen mole-
cules expected in the ionization zone, it is found that
nearly 90 % of the molecules are ionized, which is in
reasonable agreement with the adsorption experiment.

Summary. Field -electron emission is the effect in which a metal
surface exposed to sufficiently strong electrical fields emits elec-
trons. To obtain emission at voltages which can be conveniently
used in practice, the cathode has to be a tip with a sufficiently
small radius of curvature. In the field -emission microscope the
specimen acts as the cathode and the emitted electrons image the
specimen tip in stereographic projection on a fluorescent screen
located opposite it. To prevent adsorption at the surface an
ultra -high vacuum is necessary. Field emission of ions can be
obtained in a similar system if the direction of the field is reversed,
the field -strength increased and a small quantity of gas, e.g.
helium, admitted to the vacuum chamber. On arrival in the

The conclusion must therefore be that, even if only
indirectly in the form of reorientation of the surface,
the adsorption of a number of molecules can be
observed and this number is in good agreement with the
number calculated.

vicinity of the specimen surface the gas molecules will each give
up an electron to the surface and the resultant ions will then
leave the surface. Images of the specimen tip are thus obtained in
which the atoms at the surface are individually visible. The use
of a channel plate as an image intensifier has made it possible to
increase the brightness of the screen and also to use other image
gases. The channel plate also renders it possible to apply special
colour techniques. The article shows that both methods of field
emission are suitable for qualitative as well as quantitative inves-
tigation. The work done on field electron emission has also con-
tributed to understanding of the electrical discharge between
electrodes.
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Magnetic liquids

The liquid shown in the photographs is behaving in
the most curious manner: it is rising out of the con-
tainer towards the rod above. It can be seen that some
of the liquid has already passed from the container to
the rod. Under certain conditions, a stable bridge of
liquid can be formed between the rod and the liquid in
the container, as the third photograph shows. The rod
is a permanent magnet and the black liquid is a magnet-
ic liquid, a colloidal suspension of very small particles
of magnetite, Fe304. Owing to their minute dimensions
(7-10 nm), these particles are superparamagnetic, i.e.
they have a saturation magnetization just like a ferro-
magnetic material but their direction of magnetization
fluctuates continuously under the influence of the ther-
mal agitation. In addition, the particles undergo the
usual Brownian movement of small particles in a fluid.
However, when the particles are subjected to a magnet-
ic field, they all assume practically the same direction
of magnetization. The liquid therefore behaves magnet-
ically as soft iron.

To prevent flocculation of the particles they must be
coated with some surface-active substance. After this
treatment the excess surface-active agent must be
removed. At Philips Research Laboratories, J. M. A.
Nevelsteen and Dr P. C. Scholten have devised an
improved method for this, which will give a very high
concentration of particles in the magnetic liquid. In
this way magnetic liquids with a saturation magnetiza-
tion of up to 0.06 T can be prepared.

Apart from the curious behaviour shown in the
photographs, magnetic liquids possess other interesting
properties. They can for example be set in motion by a
moving magnetic field, and their viscosity is field de-
pendent.

Most applications of magnetic liquids depend on one
of the following: the ability of a magnet to hold the
liquid in some fixed configuration; influencing the
streaming of a liquid; and the possibility of injecting
magnetic signals into a liquid. Examples of the first
possibility are rotating seals and new types of fluid
bearing.
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Some inductorless filters

D. Blom, H. W. Hanneman and J. 0. Voorman

The frequency -dependent elements that have always been used in filters are capacitors
and inductors. With the current trends for miniaturization of circuits, it has become
increasingly difficult to use inductors, first in low -frequency circuits and later also at higher
frequencies. The need for networks with no inductors soon became apparent; these net-
works have to include circuits that simulate the inductors. One way of doing this is by
introducing active elements. This article describes three types of these 'active' filters.

Introduction

Filters are used in practically all electronic systems;
from the very beginning of the science now called el-
ectronics they have occupied a central place. In the very
first volume of this journal a series of articles were pub-
lished on this subject 11]. The classical filters discussed
there were composed of passive elements: resistors,
capacitors and inductors. The use of inductors is not
strictly necessary: filters can be made from resistors
and capacitors only (RC filters). However, when in-
ductors are included it is easier to obtain some of the
characteristics desired of a filter, such as high discrimi-
nation between desired and undesired signals. If such
a filter were to be constructed entirely from resistors
and capacitors, a large number of components would
be required and the signal would be considerably
attenuated. On the other hand, inductors have a num-
ber of serious disadvantages: they are usually larger,
heavier and more expensive than capacitors of the
same impedance and Q (quality factor). This is especial-
ly the case for inductors for low frequencies, which
often need a ferrite core. Since these filters cannot be
built into integrated circuits - because resistance
values in integrated circuits cannot be sufficiently
accurately defined and because suitable inductors and
capacitors cannot be made with values in the range of
interest - they have to be combined with ICs as
separate elements. The objection to inductors has
therefore increased steadily over the years: their use
makes the size of the filter disproportionately large
compared with the rest of the circuit.

For certain applications - in fact inductors can
sometimes be used with advantage -a need has there-
fore arisen for filters without inductors, which never-
theless give the same characteristic behaviour as filters

Jr D. Blom, Ir H. W. Hanneman and Ir T. 0. Voormail are with
Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven.

with inductors. One way in which this may be achieved
is to introduce one or more active elements, i.e. ampli-
fiers, into the circuit. Some filters of this type were
described about ten years ago in this journal by G.
Klein and J. J. Zaalberg van Zelst [2].

In recent years the techniques used in integrated cir-
cuits have been used to obtain a better solution to the
problem; with these techniques very compact circuits
can be constructed that contain active elements and
can replace the inductors.

From recent publications on active RC filters [3] it
is evident that the design of such a filter can be based
on a variety of quite different circuits. In this article we
shall describe three types of circuit investigated at
Philips Research Laboratories. First, however we shall
give a review of general ideas on filters, especially those
that have played a role in the choice of the circuits de-
scribed here.

The transfer function of a two port network

Most filters are networks with two pairs of terminals
(two -ports); one pair is considered as the input port
and the other as the output port (fig. 1). The ratio of
the complex expressions for the input and the output
quantities (e.g. the voltages) is termed the transfer
function. If the circuit is entirely, .composed of elements
whose dimensions are negligible in comparison with
the wavelength of the signals, the transfer function can

io

Fig. 1. Two -port circuit. vi input voltage. vo output voltage.
ii input current. io output current. These quantities are taken as
positive in the directions indicated.
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be expressed as the ratio of two polynomials [41:

Vo bmpin bm-ipm-1 ± + bo

anpn an_ipn-1 . . . alp + ao
(1)

In this expression p, sometimes called the Laplace op-
erator, is equal for sinusoidal signals to the product of
j = and the angular frequency:

P = RD. (2)

Further, ao . . . an and bo . . . bm are real constants. The
transfer function is thus a real rational function of p.
The highest power of p occurring in the expression is
called the order of the function and of the correspond-
ing filter.

Expression (1) can also be written in the form:

Vo (p - zi) (p - zo) . (p - zio
T (p -po (P -p2). (p-pa)'

where A is a constant; zi zn, are the zeros and
pi . pn the poles of the function. Because the coef-
ficients in the polynomials are real, the poles and zeros
that are not real occur in complex -conjugate pairs.

If the number of poles is greater than the number of
zeros (n > m), the transfer function tends to zero for
high frequencies. The corresponding network then
forms a lowpass filter. We shall be chiefly concerned
with this type in this article, since expressions and
sometimes circuits, for highpass filters, bandpass
filters or bandstop filters can be derived in a simple way
from those for lowpass filters.

The simplest transfer function for a lowpass filter is
one in which no zeros occur at finite frequencies; p
does not then appear in the numerator. A filter of order
n will in this case be characterized by:

V° 1

anpn an-ipn-1 + alp + ao
(4)

The characteristics of an ideal lowpass filter

The purpose for which a filter is intended determines
the requirements demanded of it. If it is intended
merely to discriminate between signals of different fre-
quencies, then only the amplitude characteristic is of
interest; this is the ratio of the amplitude of the output
signal to that of the input signal (i.e. the modulus of (4))
as a function of frequency. The phase shift that takes
place in the filter is then of secondary importance.
Usually it is required that the transmission loss or gain
of the filter should be the same for all frequencies in
the passband, i.e. that the amplitude characteristic in
the passband should be as flat as possible. In the
stopband a certain minimum attenuation is required.
An ideal amplitude characteristic therefore has the
form shown in fig. 2a. The quantity S2 plotted hori-

zontally is the frequency w normalized with respect to
the cut-off frequency coo.

In other cases, however, the specifications relating
to the phase shift may be more important. Usually the
phase shift is required to be as accurately proportional
to the frequency as possible. The time delay of the
signal (the derivative of the phase shift with respect
to the frequency) is then independent of the frequency.
Obviously this is only of importance in the passband of
the filter. The ideal time delay characteristic is thus a
horizontal straight line in the passband (fig. 2b).

Vo

IT

a 00

b 00

1

1

S2

S2

Fig. 2. a) Ideal amplitude characteristic of a lowpass filter. The
modulus of the transfer function V./ Vi is constant in the trans-
mission region. S2 is the normalized frequency, i.e. the frequency
w divided by the cut-off frequency coo. b) Ideal time -delay
characteristic for a lowpass filter. The time delay d is constant
in the passband.

Common types of transfer characteristic

A filter with an ideal amplitude or delay charac-
teristic would have to have an infinite number of
elements. In practice therefore a compromise must be
made. We shall now look at four types of characteristic
that are often used.

The simplest types are the maximally flat or Butter-
worth characteristics. These are amplitude charac-
teristics whose shape is such that for a filter of order n,
at zero frequency, the 1st, 2nd, . . . nth derivatives with
respect to frequency are zero. Fig. 3a shows the shape
of the amplitude characteristics for various values of n.
The corresponding time -delay characteristics are shown
in fig. 3b.

B. van der Pol and T. J. Weijers, Electrical filters, Philips
tech. Rev. 1, 240-245, 270-276, 298-306, 327-334 and 363-366,
1936.
G. Klein and J. J. Zaalberg van Zelst, Some simple active
filters for low frequencies, Philips tech. Rev. 25, 330-340,
1963/64.
A recent and fairly full bibliography has been given by
S. K. Mitra, in: Analysis and synthesis of linear active net-
works, Wiley, New York 1969.
See for example E. A. Guillemin, Synthesis of passive net-
works, Wiley, New York 1959 (2nd printing).
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S2

Butterworth functions have the form given by (4)
and for sinusoidal signals the modulus of a Butterworth
function is given by:

vo

Vt

1

1/(1 S22n)
(5)

where S2 is again the normalized frequency.
The values of the coefficients required in (4) to

enable the modulus to satisfy (5) have been published
in tables [5].

A Butterworth curve gives the best approximation to
the ideal characteristic at S2 = 0, but at frequencies
near the cut-off frequency it is not so good an approxi-
mation.

An approximation that is equally good over the
whole passband can be achieved with Chebyshev charac-
teristics. These characteristics do not fall away mono-
tonically with increasing frequency but have a ripple
in the passband. The number of peaks is equal to n/2.
The peaks are all of equal height, and so are the
troughs. Such a curve is therefore called an equal -ripple

2 characteristic. Fig. 4a shows such characteristics for

Fig. 3. a) Amplitude characteristics of Butterworth filters for
three values of the order n. b) Time -delay characteristics of these
filters.

S2

various values of n. In this example the depth of the
ripples is 1- dB. If the ripples in the curve are made
deeper, there is a steeper cut-off. The time -delay char-
acteristics are given in fig. 4b.

Chebyshev characteristics can also be represented by
(4). The values that the coefficients then have to assume
are again given in tables [5].

When the time delay is required to remain sub-
stantially constant as the frequency changes (as in the
processing of pulse signals and in television circuits),
Butterworth and Chebyshev filters are not satisfactory,
as can be seen from figs. 3b and 4b. In such cases Bessel
functions are frequently used in the design of filters.
Filters of this type are called Bessel filters. Their
particular feature is that, for a filter of order n, the
time -delay characteristic has such a form that at zero
frequency the 1st . . . nth derivatives are all zero. (So
that the time -delay characteristic is then maximally
flat.) The transfer characteristic of Bessel filters can
again be represented by the relation (4) and again there
are tables giving the values of the coefficients [5] Fig. 5a
gives the amplitude characteristics and fig. 5b the phase
characteristics of Bessel filters for various values of n.

The signal -separating performance of a filter can be
improved by using a circuit in which the transfer func-
tion has not only poles in the passband but also zeros

[5] See for example L. Weinberg, Network analysis and syn-
thesis, McGraw-Hill, New York 1962.

Fig. 4. a) Amplitude characteristics of Chebyshev filters for three
values of n. In this example, the ripple in the passband is dB.
b) Time -delay characteristics.
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a

b

IVT

n=5

Fig. 5. a) Amplitude characteristics of Bessel filters for three
values of n. b) Time -delay characteristics.

a

in the stopband. If these zeros occur at certain purely
imaginary values of p, then the circuit is called an
elliptic filter or a Cauer filter. A zero in the stopband,
not too far from the cut-off frequency, makes the cut-
off much steeper. This can be seen from fig. 6a which
shows the amplitude characteristics of an elliptic filter
for various values of n. The curves show ripples of
equal height both in the passband and in the stopband
(equal -ripple in both bands). The corresponding time-
delay characteristics are shown in fig. 6b.

Passive filters

The simplest kind of lowpass filter consists of a
resistor and a capacitor (fig. 7). The transfer func-
tion is:

Vo 1

1 ± yr'

Fig. 7. Lowpass filter consisting of one RC section.

(6)

where T. = RC. This is a Butterworth function of the
first order with a cut-off frequency of lit. A Butter-
worth function of higher order cannot however be
obtained with a circuit containing only resistors and
capacitors. For example, the transfer function of a
circuit as shown in fig. 8 is:

Vo 1-=
Vi 1 + (T1 + T2 7-2C1/C2)p T1r2p2

=
X

Vo

(7)

Fig. 8. Filter formed from two RC sections. A Butterworth
characteristic cannot be obtained with this type of filter.

which is not a Butterworth function. This can be seen
from the fact that the function (7) only has real poles,
whereas in a Butterworth function of order 2 the poles
form a complex conjugate pair.

Fig. 6. a) Amplitude characteristics of elliptic filters for three
values of n. In both the passband and stopband there are ripples
of constant depth. In this example the ripple in the passband is
+ dB; in the stopband the ripple depth is sufficiently great for the
suppression of the signals to be at least 20 dB compared with the
passband. b) Time -delay characteristics.
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Vi 1 + {ri T2(1 Ci/C2 - K)} p + T1-r2P2

Circuits with one or more inductors give much more
scope. For example, the transfer function of the
circuit of fig. 9 is:

Vo 1
(8)

Vi 1 + p2 I cor2

0

L R

C= vo

Fig. 9. Filter section consisting of inductance, resistance and
capacitance. Butterworth, Chebyshev and Bessel characteristics
can be obtained with this circuit.

where Wr2 = 1/LC and r = RC. Putting r = la and
cor2 = 1 gives a Butterworth filter of order 2 with a
cut-off frequency of 1 radian/s. A different cut-off fre-
quency is obtained by altering r in inverse proportion to
the desired cut-off frequency and altering co, in direct
proportion. With a different choice for x and Wr
Chebyshev or Bessel filters of order 2 can be obtained.

Active filters

By using one or more amplifiers, RC networks can
be made that behave in the same way as networks with
inductance. A simple example is shown in fig. 10. This
circuit, proposed by R. P. Sallen and E. L. Key [6],
contains an amplifier of voltage gain K. Assuming that
this amplifier has an infinite input impedance and that
its output impedance is zero, analysis of the circuit
shows that the transfer function of the circuit is:

V,

(9)

Choosing the elements correctly will give the transfer
function of a Butterworth, Chebyshev or Bessel filter.
If, for example, we make RI = R2 = 1 C1 and
Cl = C2 = 1 F, then xi = -r2 = 1 s; with a voltage
gain K = 3 - 'awe then have the transfer function:

Vo 1.586

Vi 1 + p la+ p2
(10)

Fig. 10. Active filter of the second order after R. P. Sallen and
E. L. Key [63. This filter differs from classical passive filters by
the presence of an amplifier.

This is a Butterworth function of order 2 with a cut-off
frequency of 1 radian/s. Filters with a different cut-off
frequency can again be obtained by changing it and T2
in inverse proportion to the desired cut-off frequency.

Criteria for the choice of a filter

In designing a filter, the basic requirements are those
set by the amplitude and phase characteristics. For
classical filters, tables and graphs have been published
relating to the standard characteristics and for most of
the corresponding circuits [7]. In this way computations
can be reduced to a minimum. Similarly, in applying
active RC filters it is preferable to take a circuit whose
component values can be simply derived from existing
tables. If this is not the case, for example because a
non-standard transfer characteristic may be required,
a circuit is of course chosen whose component values
can be calculated easily.

Apart from these criteria there are other significant
factors in the choice of circuit. Of great importance,
for example, is the sensitivity of the characteristic to
deviations of the component values from their desired
values; thus, with a filter of low parameter sensitivity a
wider tolerance on the component values is admissible.
Also, with components of a given tolerance, a more
accurate filter can be made. In classical filters these
requirements can readily be satisfied, largely because
they are usually ladder networks, which are less sensi-
tive to small deviations in component values than
two -ports of other configurations. The low loss of
practical capacitors and inductors used in filters also
helps to give low parameter sensitivity.

This low parameter sensitivity of low -loss filters can be under-
stood by considering a lossless two -port circuit that connects a
signal source of internal resistance R1 to a load resistance R1 [8]
(fig. 11). If the signal source is optimally matched, i.e. the maxi-
mum power is dissipated in RI, then any change in parameter
values of the two -port circuit leads to a decrease in the power
dissipated in RI. The first derivative of the output signal ampli-
tude with respect to the value of any circuit element will then be
zero; this implies a minimum sensitivity of the signal transmis-
sion ratio to variations in the components.

Deviations of the parameters in a filter occur as a
result of the normal spread of values of the components,
ageing of the components, temperature changes and
the effect of moisture. In active filters, deviations in

1

T

Fig. 11. Two -port with load resistance RI, connected to a voltage
source of internal resistance Ri.
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amplifier parameters also have their effect; such devia-
tions can arise because of changes in the supply voltage.

The sensitivity of filters to parameter changes can be
of vital importance in the choice of a filter. A number
of studies have consequently been devoted to this
topic [9].

Another feature that may be significant in the choice
of a filter is the signal -voltage range for distortion -free
processing by the filter - the dynamic range. In filters
composed of passive elements there are in principle no
limits on the size of the signal [b0]. In an active filter,
however, the amplitude of the signal is restricted be-
cause the amplifiers must not be overloaded. In most
filters the output voltage in the passband is approxi-
mately equal to the input voltage. This is however not
the case for the voltages occurring inside the filter. In
active filters of higher order, voltages much larger than
the input voltage can occur. The input voltage must of
course be limited to such a value that no single ampli-
fier is overloaded. Because the filter introduces noise,
this implies a limitation on the signal-to-noise ratio.
This must also be taken into account in the design of
active filters.

Finally there is one rather obvious criterion that can
affect the choice of the type of filter; this is the simplicity
of the circuitry. In an active filter it is preferable to keep
the number of elements small.

These various features have played a role in the
choice of the three types of circuit for the active RC
filters investigated and discussed below. In the first type
the simplicity of the circuit was the primary criterion;
these filters, including those of higher order, contain
only one amplifier. The second type discussed is
characterized by a very simple design procedure;
because little computation is required, transfer charac-
teristics of non-standard type can be obtained without
much difficulty. This is especially important for appli-
cations in the laboratory. Finally, we shall discuss a
type of circuit which can be used to give very accurate
filters. In these circuits gyrator elements are used to
simulate inductors with very low losses. As we saw
above, this allows the parameter sensitivity of the
circuit to be kept to a very low value.

Fig. 12. Filters of the 2nd . . . 5th orders (marked
by II to V) based on the same principle as the filter
of fig. 10.

vo

Active filters with one amplifier

A method for the design of higher -order filters using
only one amplifier has been given by T. Fjallbrant [11].
Fig. 12 shows a scheme that he has proposed for filters
up to the fifth order. In his article he demonstrates a
method of calculating the filter elements required to
obtain a given transfer function. Fjallbrant only
considers the case in which the input and output volt-
ages of the amplifier are equal (K = 1). There are
certain disadvantages to this method: the calculations
are rather lengthy and all the resistances and capaci-
tances are given different values. Another more prac-
tical disadvantage is that very large and very small
resistances and capacitances are required.

The difficulties with Fjallbrant's approach largely
disappear if the requirement of an amplifier with a
voltage gain of unity is abandoned [12]. In this case,
for a circuit of order n, we have 2n 1 variables
(Ri . . Rn, C1 . . . Cn and the gainK). Since, to obtain
a transfer function of order n, we have only n condi-
tions to be fulfilled, n 1 quantities can be chosen at
will. For example, we can make all the resistances 1
and two capacitances can be made equal to one
another (for a filter of order n, Cn = C91-1). For reasons
that will be given later filters of this type are usually
restricted to an order of five. The transfer function of a
filter of order five is :

[6]

[7]

[2]

[2]

[10]

[11]

[12]

R. P. Sallen and E. L. Key, A practical method of designing
RC active filters, IRE Trans. CT -2, 74-85, 1955.
See for example P. R. Geffe, Simplified modern filter design,
Iliffe Student Edition, London 1964.
See H. J. Orchard, Inductorless filters, Electronics Letters 2,
224-225, 1966.
See for example P. J. McVey, Sensitivity in some simple RC
active networks, Proc. IEE 112, 1263-1269, 1965;
H. W. Hanneman, The systematic and the random errors due
to element tolerances of electrical networks, Philips Res.
Repts. 26, 414-423, 1971;
H. W. Hanneman and H. N. Linssen, A relation between
sensitivity and variance of network functions, IEEE Trans.
CT -19, 499-502, 1972.
In telephony filters, in which very small inductors are often
used, the signal level may however be limited by distortion
arising from saturation of the core.
T. Fjallbrant, Canonical active RC filters with a low transfer
function sensitivity, Ericsson Technics 23, 211-238, 1967.
See H. W. Hanneman, Higher -order RC -active filters,
Philips Res. Repts. 26, 65-74, 1971.
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Vo

T a5p5 a4p4 aap3 a2p2 alp +1
. (11)

Depending on whether a Butterworth, Chebyshev or
Bessel function is required, the values of the coefficients
al . . . a5 are selected from the appropriate tables [5].
Analysis of the circuit then permits a set Of five non-
linear inhomogeneous equations to be written for the
five variables C1. . C4 (= C5) and K. The values of
the capacitances and the gains for the three types of
filter to obtain a cut-off frequency coo = 1 radian/s are
given in Table I. It can be seen that the capacitances no
longer differ greatly in value.

The same cut-off frequency is obtained if all the
resistances are multiplied by the same factor and all
the capacitances are multiplied by the reciprocal of this
factor. For an arbitrary cut-off frequency coo, if all the
resistances are kept constant, all capacitances must be
changed in inverse proportion to coo (or, if the capaci-
tances are kept constant, the resistances must be
changed).

The gain required has a value between 1 and 2. This
can be provided by an operational amplifier with volt-
age feedback from the output to one of the input
terminals (fig. 13a). The gain is then almost com-
pletely determined by the feedback ratio, here equal to
(RI R2)/Ri. Another circuit is shown in fig. 13b. In
this case the gain can be adjusted by means of the
variable resistance.

Highpass filters

Highpass RC filters can be derived quite simply from
lowpass filters. It is only necessary to interchange the
capacitances and resistances. In this way circuits for
highpass filters of order 2 . . . 5 take on the form shown
in fig. 14. The relation for the transfer characteristic
can be derived from (4) by putting 1/p in place of p:

Vo pn

Vi an + an-lp an -2p2  + aopn
(12)

If all the capacitances have a value of 1 F and the gain
has the value given in Table I, highpass filters with a
cut-off frequency of 1 radian/s are obtained if the
resistances have values equal to the reciprocals of the
corresponding capacitances in Table I.

The parameter sensitivity of a large number of
filters of the type now under discussion has been inves-
tigated. From these (computer) calculations it has
been found that the parameter sensitivity is always
largest at or near the cut-off frequency. To judge the
usefulness of a filter in this respect it is therefore usually
sufficient to investigate the behaviour at the cut-off
frequency. It has also been found that the parameter

Table I. Values of the capacitances C1-2 and the gain K required
for a cut-off frequency coo = 1 radian/s in Butterworth, Cheby-
shev and Bessel filters of order a, as in fig. 12

11 Ci C2 Ca C4 = C5 K

2 1.000 1.000 1.586

Butterworth 3 0.426 1.531 1.531 - 1.269
4 0.151 2.815 1.535 1.535 1.106
5 0.171 1.462 1.251 1.790 1.335

2 0.812 0.812 1.841

Chebyshev 3 0.342 2.080 2.080 1.219
a dB ripple) 4 0.255 1.782 2.409 2.409 1.404

5 0.140 1.909 1.529 3.694 1.381

2 0.952 0.952 1.953

Chebyshev 3 0.321 2.524 2.524 1.192
(1 dB ripple) 4 0.295 1.665 2.717 2.717 1.508

5 0.127 2.159 1.532 4.397 1.281

2 0.785 0.785

Bessel
3 0.392 1.043 1.043
4 0.072 2.944 0.967 0.967 1.009

5 0.097 1.118 0.736 1.065 1.203

a b

Fig. 13. Amplifiers for use in the active RC filters of figs. 10 and
12. a) Operational amplifier with negative feedback. b) Amplifier
with adjustable gain.

c,
R5

1
R4 Rz

C4 c2 c,
R3

k

Fig. 14. Highpass active RC filters of the second to the fifth orders.

sensitivity increases with the order of the filter. To
quote some figures: in a Butterworth filter of order
three, a variation of 1% in the most sensitive element
gives a variation in the voltage transfer ratio of 1.8
at the cut-off frequency; if the filter is of order 5, this
voltage variation is 6 %. A Chebyshev filter dB
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ripple) is much more sensitive in this respect: the same
variation in the most sensitive element gives a variation
of 2.3 % in a third -order filter. This figure rises rapidly
with the order of the filter; for the fifth order it is 30 %.
Deviations in the values of the passive elements can be
partially compensated by adjustment of the gain but
the sensitivity to changes in the elements remains.

An impression of the changes that can occur in the
amplitude characteristic as a result of the spread in
values of the elements is given in fig. 15. The figure
shows the characteristic for a Chebyshev filter of order
five. The bars indicate the limits within which 66 % of
the transfer characteristics lie if the values of all ele-
ments have a (uniformly distributed) spread of 1 %.
The dashed line indicates the mean of the range of
spread.

The fact that the parameter sensitivity of this type
of filter rises rapidly with the order of the filter is one
of the reasons why this method of designing is not used
for filters of order higher than five. Another reason is
that the voltage magnification in a filter increases with
higher order. A further difficulty is that, for filters of

0.20 0.42
K3.1.3.9

0.20 3.2

I I

tions whose poles have a rather high Q [13]. This
difficulty becomes less serious if the various sections
are connected in a particular sequence. The section
with the largest Q is connected after the section with
the lowest Q. Then the sections whose poles have the
next -to -largest Q are connected after those with the
next -to -lowest Q, and so on. A further considerable

S?

Fig. 15. Amplitude characteristic of a Chebyshev filter of the fifth
order with a passband ripple of 1 dB. The bars at certain fre-
quencies indicate the range of values of the transfer function
obtained in 66 % of all cases when all the circuit elements have a
uniform spread of 1 %. The dashed line indicates the mean of the
range of spread.

0.31

1

0

0.80
K2=1.93

EF11-1-11-7
0.31 2.5

i1
0.13

K1=1

4.2

1

Fig. 16. Highpass filter of the tenth order consisting of two sections of fourth order and one
section of second order (separated by chain -dotted lines). At the resistance values given the
cut-off frequency is 1 radian/s; the capacitances then all have a value of 1 F.

higher order, very large or very small capacitances or
resistances are necessary. We shall now discuss a
method for satisfying the requirements for filters of
higher orders.

Filters of higher order

A filter of higher order is obtained by cascading a
number of sections of lower order. To design these
sections the polynomial in the denominator of the
transfer function of the filter is written as the product
of a number of polynomials of lower order (this is
always possible for rational functions).

In the article by Sallen and Key referred to earlier 161
it has been shown that a filter of the tenth order, for
example, can be split up in this way into five sections of
order two. A difficulty with this configuration is that
rather high voltages can occur in various sections
(voltage magnification). This is the case in those sec -

improvement is obtained by replacing each pair of
sections chosen in this way by a single section of order
4. (If the order of the filter is not a multiple of 4, then
of course this will only be possible to a limited extent.)
Fig. 16 shows the circuit of a highpass filter of order 10
that consists of two such sections of order 4 and one
section of order 2. Analysis of this circuit has shown
that the voltage magnification is only 2.7 whereas a
cascade circuit of second -order sections in the scheme
due to Sallen and Key has a voltage magnification of 30.

Elliptic filters

In filters of the type discussed here it is easy to
arrange that zeros appear in the stopband and there-
fore to make elliptic filters. This is done by providing

[13) The Q of a pole is the imaginary part of the pole divided by
twice the real part.
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an extra path for the signal through the filter to the
output. In fig. 17 this is illustrated by a filter of the
third order. The input terminal of the filter is connected
to the input of the amplifier via Ro and Co. It can be
shown that the signal at the amplifier input is then zero
at the frequency an if Ro and Co have the following
values :

RO = w12R1R2R3C2C3 - R1 - R2 - R3,

1

Co =
(DO {RiC2(R2 + R3) + R3C3 (R1 +

The transfer function is then:

Vo p2 an2

Vi a3p3 a2p2 alp ao
(13)

It can be seen from the numerator that there is indeed
a zero at the frequency col.

More than one zero can be obtained by combining a
number of sections as in fig. 17. Fig. 18 gives the circuit
of such a filter consisting of two elliptic third -order
sections. The cut-off frequency is 3.5 kHz and the zeros
are at 5.0 and 6.6 kHz.

30 316

1-11---
-8200

K2=1.4
10 10 10

= 8200

6

=1000

Fig. 17. Elliptical lowpass filter of the third order.

the output to one of the input terminals (fig. 20). This
is sometimes called a voltage follower. Assuming,
again, that the input impedance of the amplifiers is
infinite and their output impedance zero, then analysis
of the circuit yields the following transfer function:

Vo 1
(14)

Vi r1r2p2 + rip + 1

where xi = R1C1 and T2 = R2C2. We obtain in this
way a lowpass second -order filter of arbitrary type,
provided Ti and 22 are chosen so that xi = al and

90 102
.-I I --II

10 10

:=-- 8200

-8200

10

K1=1.3

=1300 vo

Fig. 18. Lowpass filter consisting of two elliptic sections of the third order. The values of the
resistances are in ka; capacitances are given in pF. The cut-off frequency is 3.5 kHz. The zeros
in the stopband are at 5.0 and 6.6 kHz.

Filters to give an arbitrary transfer characteristic

In certain cases, for example in experimental work,
the need arises for a filter with a transfer characteristic
that does not correspond to one of the standard func-
tions. Synthesis by the methods described above then
usually involves much computational work because no
tables exist for the values of the elements corresponding
to the polynomials to be used. It is therefore desirable
to have filters in which a simple relation exists between
the circuit elements of the filter and the coefficients of
the transfer function required.

We shall now describe a series of circuits which go a
long way towards this. One way in which these circuits
differ from those described above is that they contain
more than one amplifier - which may be considered
a disadvantage. The circuit of such a filter is shown in

fig. 19 [14J Both amplifiers have a gain of unity.
Operational amplifiers can be used with feedback from

Fig. 19. Lowpass active RC filter of the second order. Each
amplifier has a gain of unity. With this configuration there is a
very simple relation between the values of the circuit elements
and the coefficients of the desired transfer function.

0 0

Fig. 20. Operational amplifier with negative feedback to give a
gain very close to unity.
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ri.T2 = a2, where al and a2 are the coefficients of the
polynomial forming the denominator of the required
transfer function.

Fig. 21 shows how a filter of arbitrary order can be
designed on the principle of fig. 19. The transfer func-
tion is then given by (4), in which

al = Ti, a2 = T1T2, a3 = T1r2T3,  an = riT2  T.
(15)

For the design of a given filter we therefore have to
choose the values of resistances and capacitances such
that

T1 = al, T2 = a2/ai, T3 = a3/a2, . . . Tv, = an/an-i. (16)

There is then no objection to making all the resistances
equal and the capacitance values can then be calculated
by means of (16). Alternatively, the capacitances can
all be made equal and the resistances then calculated.

In this way we of course find values for the time
constants that again correspond to a cut-off frequency
coo of 1 radian/s. For a filter with a higher cut-off fre-
quency, the time constants must be made smaller in
inverse proportion to the required cut-off frequency.

C

C4

voltage always occurs at or near the cut-off frequency.
In practice, therefore, the investigation of voltage
magnification is usually restricted to the cut-off fre-
quency. An estimate of the voltages in the various
amplifiers at the cut-off frequency can be made as
follows: the voltage in the kth amplifier can be written:

ak-ipk-1 aipi ao
Vk Vi. (17)aripn +  + ao

Since the voltage transfer ratio is always approximately
unity in the passband, the modulus of the denominator
of (17) is also approximately unity. And since the
normalized complex cut-off frequency is equal to j, the
voltage magnification in the kth amplifier at this fre-
quency is equal to:

Vk = + + a4 Has - az ± jai ao. (18)
Vi

If ao ak-i are known, the function (18) can be
depicted in a vector diagram that shows all the internal
voltages in the filter. As an example, fig. 22 gives these
diagrams for Butterworth filters of the third and fifth
orders. In these filters the largest voltage magnifications

Cz

C3

=CI

Fig. 21. Extension of the filter of fig. 19 to give a filter of arbitrary order.

Calculations show that the parameter sensitivity is
again largest at or near the cut-off frequency. By
changing the value of each element by 1 %, we have
investigated which of the elements has the greatest
effect on the voltage transfer ratio at the cut-off fre-
quency; the following figures relate to a 1 % variation
of the 'most -sensitive' element. In a Butterworth filter of
the third order, the maximum change in the voltage
transfer ratio is 1.5 %; for a filter of the fifth order, it
is 3.1 %. A Chebyshev filter (- dB ripple) of the third
order shows a maximum variation in the voltage trans-
fer ratio of 1.7 %; for a fifth -order filter, it is 6.2 %.
These figures are better than those for the filters de-
scribed earlier.

In filters of the type shown in fig. 21, every section
contains an amplifier: the danger of overload is there-
fore greater than in the filters described earlier. Cal-
culations have again shown that the maximum signal

a
a4.

Fig. 22. Vectorial representation of the terms of (18), giving an
impression of the voltage magnification at the cut-off frequency
in the amplifiers of a filter of the type shown in fig. 21. a) Dia-
gram for a Butterworth filter of the third order. b) Diagram for
a Butterworth filter of order five.

V,

b

[14] While this article was being prepared it was found that a
similar circuit had been published by F. Anday: Active
realization of nth -order low-pass transfer functions, Proc.
IEEE 60, 909-910, 1972.
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are respectively 1.6 and 3.7. For Chebyshev filters with
a ripple of -I- dB in the transmission region these figures
are respectively 2.2 and 8.6. The figures are still larger
for filters with a larger ripple. For example, in a Cheby-
shev filter of the fifth order and a ripple of 2 dB the
voltage magnification has a value of 12.3.

The limitation imposed by the voltage magnification
on the amplitude of the input signals and its unfavour-
able effect on the signal-to-noise ratio again often acts

cn

section, the emitter of the other is connected to the
capacitor of the previous section. If these transistors
have a large enough current gain, the collector and
emitter currents are effectively equal and the col-
lector currents of the upper transistors will be equal to
the currents in the resistors. In the circuit shown, the
sum of these currents flows in the resistor Rt. If the
output is taken from this resistor, then the transfer
function is:

R

II

T

Tc1

Ro

Uo

Fig. 23. Lowpass filter of the nth order. By taking the output signal from the currents in he
resistors, a transfer function with both zeros and poles can be produced.

as a deterrent to the use of orders higher than about
five for the filters described in this section.

Circuits based on the principle of fig. 21 can also be
used to make elliptic filters. To obtain zeros in the
transfer function, the input signal can again be taken
to the output via two separate routes (see fig. 17).
However, since every section now contains an ampli-
fier, zeros can also be obtained in another way: by
deriving the output signal from the currents in the
resistors of the filter. This will be illustrated with a
simple example, a filter of the second order as in fig. 19.
The equations for the currents in the resistors are:

J1 = Vi

J2 -

pCi

1 + PT1 P2riT2

p2C2

1 + PT1 P2riT2

A circuit that gives a voltage proportional to the sum
of these two currents will have a transfer function in
which the polynomials of both numerator and denom-
inator are functions of p; the transfer function there-
fore contains zeros.

A lowpass filter of this type and of order n is shown
in fig. 23. At each place where there is a voltage follow-
er in fig. 21, there are now two voltage followers, which

use transistors in emitter -follower circuits. The emitter
of one of these is connected to the resistor of the next

(19)

Vo R0-1 + pCi p2-n.C2 +
. (21)= Rt

Vi 1 + pn. + p22 -1T-2 + 

Appropriate choice of the resistances and capacitances
gives zeros in the stopband. Although the positions of
the poles are determined only by the time constants
(so that, in this respect the choice of the resistance and
capacitance values remains free), the positioning of the
zeros requires particular values of the capacitances and
therefore of the resistances, as is clear from inspection
of the numerator of (21). All available degrees of
freedom of the passive elements have thus been used.
If the required polynomial in the numerator has been
established in the form

bo b2p2 +  + bnPn,

(20) then the passive elements must be chosen so that

Ro = 1/bo; Ci = b1, C2 = b2/Ti,  Cn =

The positioning of the zeros does not therefore require
very much extra calculation.

Precision filters

We now return to a subject dicussed earlier that can 
be important in choosing a filter, the parameter sensi-
tivity. In some cases the specifications relating to param-
eter sensitivity can be very exacting. This is the case
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in systems where a large number of filters are used in
cascade, as in telephony. Because errors in the filters
have a cumulative effect on the signals to be processed,
particular attention must be paid to the accuracy of
each filter.

We have stated earlier that low -loss elements are
very important in the design of active filters. Since, in
passive filters, the losses mainly originate in the in-
ductors, precision filters can be made if circuits are
available to simulate high- Q inductors. In this case the
circuits of passive filters are used in which only the
inductors are simulated and not complete circuits
including inductors, as before. The simulation of in-
ductors is made possible by the use of gyrators.

The gyrator

The ideal gyrator is a network element that was
defined in 1948 by B. D. H. Tellegen 1151. It is a lossless
two -port with the following relationships between the
input and the output signals:

vi = - Rio, vo = Rii, (22)

The quantity R is the 'gyration resistance'. As in an
ideal transformer, the sum of the powers at input and
output of an ideal gyrator is always zero : these network
elements are 'instantaneously lossless'. The symbol
for a gyrator is shown in fig. 24.

From (22) it can be seen that the input voltage is
proportional to the output ' current and the output
voltage is proportional to the input current. It also
follows from (22) that connecting an impedance Zu
across the output gives an input impedance equal to
R2/Zu. If Zu is due to a capacitance, i.e. Zu = 1/jcoC,
then the input impedance becomes jcoR2C. In that case
the circuit behaves as an inductance

L = R2C. (23)

If R = 1 MD and C = 1 p.F, then L = 1 MH. (A con-
ventional inductor of this inductance and with corre-
sponding losses would weigh more than 1000 tons!)

Unlike all other passive circuit elements, the gyrator
does not exhibit reciprocity. The gyrator cannot there-
fore be built up from combinations of other passive
elements - resistors, capacitors, inductors and trans-
formers. However, it is possible to produce gyrators
from resistors and active elements [163. The availability
of integrated circuits has been an important stimulus
to the construction and application of gyrators.

A circuit that works as a gyrator is shown in fig. 25
(only the essential signal -processing parts are shown).
It is formed by two differential amplifiers connected in
parallel opposition. One of the stages contains two
N -P -N transistors, the other two P -N -P transistors.
For the circuit to approximate to the behaviour of an

ideal gyrator, the transistors must fulfil two conditions.
Firstly, the current gain should be very large, e.g.
> 1000; the current ii is then virtually equal to the
current through R2 and io is virtually equal to the cur-
rent in R1. Secondly, the signal voltage between the
base and the emitter should be small compared with
the voltages across R1 and R2. The input voltage vi
can then be equated to the voltage across Ri and the
output voltage vo equated to the voltage across R2. To

ii io

Fig. 24. Symbol for a gyrator. For such a circuit element
vi = - Rio and v. = Rii; the resistance R is the gyration
resistance.

vi
vo

Fig. 25. Gyrator formed by two differential amplifiers connected
in parallel opposition and two resistances Ri and Rz. If a capaci-
tor is connected across the terminals p2 and p2', the impedance
across pi and pi' corresponds to that of an inductance.

fulfil this condition, the transconductance of the tran-
sistors - the ratio of a.c. collector current to a.c.
base -emitter voltage - must be large with respect to
the reciprocal values of Ri and R2. If these two resist-
ances are each 10 Ica, then the transconductance of the
transistors must be much larger than 0.1 mA/V, say
100 mA/V. With equal resistances (RI = R2 = R)
equations (22) are satisfied and we therefore have a
gyrator.

Closer approximation to both conditions is obtained
if each transistor is replaced by a number of transistors
in a circuit with negative feedback. Fig. 26 shows such
a circuit, which simulates an N -P -N transistor. Base,
collector and emitter connections are indicated by the
letters b, c and e. If the current -gain factors ,8 for the
N -P -N transistors and /3p for the P -N -P transistor are

[15] B. D. H. Tellegen, Philips Res. Repts. 3, 81, 1948; see also
B. D. H. Tellegen, Philips tech. Rev. 18, 120, 1956/57.

(10] There are also some very important gyrator devices that are
not built up from conventional electronic components; these
make use of gyromagnetic effects in ferromagnetic materials
or piezoelectric effects.
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large compared with unity, analysis of the circuit shows
that the current gain fin' of the simulation transistor is

Nn I3n3192).

To make a simulated P -N -P transistor of very high
current gain a different circuit is used. The reason for
this is that with present integration techniques N -P -N
transistors are fabricated in a 'vertical' configuration,
which permits much higher current -gain factors than
those of P -N -P transistors which are of 'lateral' con-
figuration [17]. For example, fin is usually between 50
and 150 whereas /3p lies between 3 and 10.

A circuit that simulates a high -gain P -N -P transistor
is shown in fig. 27. The current -gain factor 132,' is

given by

i3n2

If 13n = 100 and flp = 5 we find :

fin' ti 5 x 106 and 13p' 104.

For both simulation transistors, the transconductance
S' is fin times the transconductance S of the single
transistor. The latter is given by qI/kT, where q is the
electronic charge, /the collector current, k Boltzmann's
constant and T the absolute temperature. For a current
of 100 tiA, the value of S is about 4 mA/V ; taking,
again, fin = 100, the transconductance of the simu-
lation transistors becomes:

S' = = 400 mA/V.

If a gyrator with the above values of fin', p' and S' is
terminated by a capacitance C, then the simulated in-
ductance is given by (23) to an accuracy better than
0.2 %. The precision of the simulated inductor is there-
fore entirely determined by the precision of the gyration
resistance and that of the capacitance. The rest of the
circuit does not need to be of high precision; it is

constructed as a monolithic integrated circuit on a
crystal chip of area 3.4 mm2. Fig. 28 shows the circuit.
The two resistors and the capacitors are connected
externally [18].

In fig. 28 the dashed boxes delineate the four simula-
tion transistors. The other transistors form d.c. sources
of high internal resistance; this type of supply opens
the possibility of making the input terminals 'floating'
(neither input terminal connected to earth). The
resistances RI and R2 are connected between the points
ri,r1' and r2,r2' (see also fig. 25). The input terminals
are pi,pi' and the output terminals p2,p2'. The capacitor
is connected across p2 and p2'. The diodes in the circuit
serve to suppress parasitic effects. Fig. 29 gives an
impression of the size of a simulated inductor of in-
ductance 1 MH. It consists of a gyrator and a capacitor
of 1

Fig. 26. Simulated N -P -N transistor. This circuit functions as an
N -P -N transistor of high transconductance and current gain.
Base, collector and emitter connections are indicated by b, c
and e. I d.c. source.

Fig. 27. Simulated P -N -P transistor. The letters b, c, e and I have
the same significance as in fig. 26.

Fig. 29. Simulated inductor consisting of a gyrator as in fig. 28
and a 1µF capacitor. With gyration resistances of 1 MI, the
simulated inductance has the rather astonishing value of 1 MH.
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Fig. 28. Circuit of a monolithic integrated gyrator. The two
gyration resistances are external and are connected at ri,ri and
r2,r2 (see fig. 25). The simulated N -P -N and P -N -P transistors
are enclosed by dashed boxes. The other transistors form d.c.
sources of high internal resistance. The supply voltage is 12 V ; if
the gyration resistances are 10 kn, the whole circuit dissipates
about 10 mW. Signals with peak amplitudes up to 1.6 V and
0.16 mA can be processed without distortion. The precision with

Filters with gyrators

With the gyrator shown in fig. 28, an inductor of
very high Q can be simulated. If a capacitor C is con-
nected across both input and output terminals, a
parallel -resonant circuit of resonant frequency 11.12C
is formed. At low frequencies the Q is greater than 500
and it increases with increasing frequency. Gyrators of
this type can be used in classical LC filters which can
be designed from existing tables. Fig. 30 shows the
circuit of a lowpass filter of this type for telephony [19].
It is made from ten capacitors and three gyrators. The
passband extends to 3400 Hz. The attenuation is
shown in fig. 31 as a function of frequency. This charac-
teristic can be obtained without the need of any adjust-
ment of circuit parameters, using resistors and capaci-

which an inductor is simulated depends almost entirely on the
precision of the gyration resistances and the capacitor connected
at p2,p2'. The simulated inductance corresponds to the theoret-
ical value given by (23) to within 0.2 %. A resistance that deter-
mines the values of the direct current is connected between the
terminals 1. The terminals 2 can be either short-circuited or
connected via one or more diodes; the number of diodes deter-
mines the maximum permissible drive voltage.

Fig. 30. Lowpass filter consisting of ten capacitors and three
gyrators. If such a filter is supplied from an a.c. source of internal
resistance equal to its resistive load, the transfer characteristic in
the passband is little affected by parameter variations.

[173 See for example A. Schmitz, Solid circuits, Philips tech. Rev.
27, 192-199, 1966.

[is] For further details see J. 0. Voorman and A. Biesheuvel, An
electronic gyrator, IEEE J. SC -7, 469-474, 1972.

[10] R. Saal, Der Entwurf von Filtern mit Hilfe des Kataloges
normierter Tiefpasse, Telefunken, Backnang 1961.
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tors with a tolerance of 1 %. The
achieved by the use of gyrators
fig. 32. This photograph depicts
shown in fig. 30, together with a

0.3dB

a
02

0.1

01,02

reduction in volume
is demonstrated in
a filter of the type
filter with the same

characteristics but containing inductors. The volume
of the gyrator filter is about a quarter of that of the
filter with inductors. At lower frequencies a much
greater reduction in volume can be obtained.

103
f

60dB

a

401

20

0
104Hz

Fig. 31. The attenuation a of the filter shown in fig. 30 as a function of the frequency f.

Fig. 32. Equivalent filters with gyrators (left) and with coils (right). The gyrator filter occupies
only a quarter of the volume of the filter with inductors.

Summary. Conventional filters have always been made with
resistors, capacitors and inductors. The current trend for minia-
turization of electronic equipment has led to the design of filters
with no inductors. This has been made possible by the introduc-
tion of one or more active elements. In this article three types of
circuit for this purpose are described. In one of these, using only
one amplifier, filters with one of the standard characteristics can
be designed very simply with the aid of published tables and
graphs. In the second type of filter, for which more than one
amplifier is required, such tables are not required; the method
used is well adapted to the synthesis of filters with an arbitrary
transfer function. In active filters the amplitude of the signals

must be limited to values that do not cause overload of the
amplifiers. Voltage -magnification effects in the filter, which in-
crease with the order of the filter, can make it difficult to use this
method for the design of filters of higher order than five. Another
point of interest in the choice of a filter is the effect of the param-
eter sensitivity on the shape of the transfer characteristic. This
parameter sensitivity is very small in filters of the third type, in
which low -loss inductors are simulated by means of gyrators
produced by using transistors and diodes in integrated circuits.
Gyrators permit the use of classical filter circuits and their exist-
ing design tables. Precision filters considerably smaller than
classical filters with inductors can be made in this way.
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Waves

Electromagnetic waves creeping through a metal at a few centimetres
per second, elastic waves ampled by d.c. currents or which themselves
generate d.c. currents, elastic surface waves launched and detected
electrically - these are some of the remarkable phenomena that have
come to light during the last 15 years in the world of electronics and
solid-state physics. In the present issue of this journal they are dis-
cussed within the framework of a survey of various kinds of waves that
are possible in insulating, conducting or piezoelectric solids.

A number of phenomena ordinarily not thought of as waves will be
found to have a wave character. With the transverse electromagnetic
waves, for example, we encounter not only light but also the skin effect;
with the longitudinal electric waves we have not only plasma waves but
also dielectric relaxation and Debye-Hiickel screening.

Much attention is given to piezoelectric materials, in which elastic
and electromagnetic waves are not independent of each other. In these
materials electromagnetic waves ( light) and elastic waves (sound) com-
bine to give 'near -light', 'near -sound' and 'stiffened sound'. The stiffening
is complex in piezoelectric semiconductors; when such a material carries
a sufficiently large current, acoustic waves can be ampled.

The article concludes with a discussion of the remarkable Bleustein-
Gulyaev wave - an electro-elastic surface wave which is a surface wave
only by virtue of the piezoelectric nature of the substrate. The Bleustein-
Gulyaev wave is presented as an 'imaginary' variant of a wave of
`sti ened sound' reflected at a surface.
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Electromagnetic, elastic and electro-elastic waves

C. A. A. J. Greebe

Introduction

Electronics is very much concerned with electro-
magnetic waves - their generation, modulation, pro-
pagation, reception and processing. Electromagnetic
waves may be transmitted through space or they may
be guided by wires or other types of transmission line.
Sometimes, especially in the microwave region,
electromagnetic waves appear in the generating or
processing equipment itself. Two important examples
are the resonant cavity - where energy can be stored
in the form of standing waves - and the delay line -
where information can be stored in the form of modu-
lated travelling waves.

Electronics also makes use of elastic waves: the
quartz -crystal resonator is a very early and well known
example. The use of elastic waves offers in many cases
two notable advantages : the velocity of propagation
is some 105 x smaller than that of electromagnetic
waves - so that, in 1 cm of a solid, elastic waves are
delayed by the same amount as electromagnetic waves
in 1 km of a cable; also, in certain carefully prepared
materials, the attenuation of elastic waves can be
relatively very small.

Elastic waves in solids are almost always generated
and detected electrically. The conversion of electric
signals into mechanical signals and vice versa is usually
done by means of piezoelectric materials such as
quartz; sometimes magnetostrictive materials are used.

Attempts to generate high -frequency elastic waves
were for a long time limited to frequencies below
100 MHz because the electromechanical conversion
was always done with mechanically resonant trans-
ducers. Such transducers must be only one or a few
half wavelengths in thickness and above 100 MHz they
became so thin as to be difficult to make or too fragile
for practical use. This difficulty was surmounted during
the fifties [1] and progress was such that some years
later (1966) it was possible to generate and detect
coherent waves of no less than 114 GHz [2]. One of
the features of this breakthrough was the integration
of transducer and medium: for example, elastic waves
in a quartz crystal were generated and detected by
virtue of the piezoelectric property of the crystal it-
self [2].

Dr C. A. A. J. Greebe is with Philips Research Laboratories,
Eindhoven, and Professor Extraordinary at Eindhoven University
of Technology. Prof. Greebe is now Director of the Institute for
Perception Research (1P0), Eindhoven.

The use of elastic waves in electronics only really got
under way after another development: the application
of elastic surface waves (31. As the name implies, these
waves propagate only on the surface, leaving the bulk
of the solid undisturbed. Like elastic waves in the bulk
material they have a low velocity and, for well pre-
pared surfaces, a low attenuation. They have however
a great extra advantage: they are accessible over the
whole length of their trajectory. This unique property
opens up a whole range of possibilities which are easy
to put into practice when the substrate is piezoelectric.
The waves can then be generated, processed and
detected by means of simple comb -shaped surface
electrodes (interdigital transducers, see fig. 1); for
example, filters with a wide range of characteristics can
be made simply by choosing the shape, spacing and

Fig. 1. Interdigital electrodes on a slice of a piezoelectric material
(interdigital transducer) for the generation of elastic surface
waves. The temporal frequency of the applied a.c. voltage, and
the spatial frequency of the 'fingers' must correspond to the
frequency and the wave number of the wave to be excited.

number of the 'teeth' of the electrodes [41. Layer
structures on the medium can be used to guide the
waves or to give local changes in their dispersion.
Delay lines based on surface waves can be provided
with a large number of points where the signal may be
tapped off [5]. The waves can be amplified by drift elec-
trons in an adjacent semiconductor [6]. Finally, surface
waves are particularly well adapted to systems of
planar integrated circuits.

H. E. BOmmel and K. Dransfeld, Phys. Rev. Letters 1, 234,
1958 and 2, 298, 1959, and Phys. Rev. 117, 1245, 1960.
J. Ilukor and E. H. Jacobsen, Science 153, 1113, 1966.
A survey is given in: R. M. White, Surface elastic waves,
Proc. IEEE 58, 1238-1276, 1970.
See for example J. H. Collins and P. J. Hagon, Electronics
42, No. 23, 97, 10 Nov. 1969, and R. F. Mitchell, Philips
tech. Rev. 32, 179, 1971.
See for example J. H. Collins and P. J. Hagon, Electronics
43, No. 2, 110, 19 Jan. 1970.
J. H. Collins, K. M. Lakin, C. F. Quate and H. J. Shaw,
Appl. Phys. Letters 13, 314, 1968. See also J. H. Collins and
P. J. Hagon, Electronics 42, No. 25, 102, 8 Dec. 1969.
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In recent years there has therefore been a growing
interest in all sorts of wave phenomena - bulk waves
and surface waves, electromagnetic waves and elastic
waves and combinations of these in piezoelectric
materials. It seemed to be useful to attempt a systematic
review of these various forms against a background of
conventional, well known forms of wave propagation. 
This article, therefore, is meant as a sort of 'introduc-
tion to waves, and is of a tutorial nature; it gives no
scientific 'news' but presents known material and
points out relationships. The opportunity will also be
taken of discussing certain perhaps in practice less
important but nevertheless remarkable wave phenom-
ena such as helicon waves.

In the first part of the article we shall consider wave
propagation in unbounded media - for example in free
space, in optically anisotropic media and in conductors
with and without a magnetic field - starting from the
differential equations for the appropriate variables of
the medium. The travelling waves that we find are
characterized by an angular frequency w (2n x the
frequency) and a wave vector k (whose components
kx, ky and kz are respectively 2n divided by the
wavelengths in the x-, y- and z -directions). The waves
may grow or diminish in both space and time (see

fig. 3, p. . . .), which is indicated by k or w having an
imaginary part. A very important aspect of a wave
phenomenon is the dispersion relation which is the
relation between (0 and k. Among the subjects dealt
with in this first part of the article are the familiar
waves of light and sound; the strongly attenuated
propagation in metals resulting in the skin effect; a
variant of this in a strong magnetic field, the 'helicon'
waves, and some longitudinal electric waves. We shall
also consider a situation where the wave does not pro-
pagate in the direction of the wave vector k, a matter to
be borne in mind when considering anisotropic mate-
rials, such as crystals, whether carrying bulk or surface
waves.

The second part of the article deals with the coup-
ling of waves in unbounded media. Wave propagation
in piezoelectric materials can be very complicated
because the electric and elastic variables are not inde-
pendent of each other. If, however, the coupling is
weak, the problem can be considerably simplified by
regarding the waves as coupled electric and elastic
waves, each of which would propagate independently
if the coupling were in fact zero. This method of attack
can also be useful in other cases where there are many
coupled variables. Among the examples discussed here
is the amplification of acoustic waves (`acoustic ampli-
fier').

In the third part of the article combinations of waves
that can exist in two adjacent media are discussed.

These include combinations of incident, refracted and
reflected waves and also - our particular concern
here - surface waves. A surface wave occurs in the
well known phenomenon of total internal reflection,
but in this case it occurs only in combination with the
incident wave and the reflected wave. Modern devel-
opments in electronics, however, are concerned with
true surface waves that are independent of any bulk
waves. A simple example - the Bleustein-Gulyaev
wave - will be discussed at length.

In concluding this introduction attention should be
directed to a problem that will not be dealt with in this
article but is of the greatest importance to inves-
tigations of wave behaviour in unusual, novel media.
In general a travelling wave transports energy of which,
usually, a fraction is dissipated in the medium. For a
given real frequency the wave amplitude then dimin-
ishes in the direction of propagation (k is partly
imaginary); the medium is passive. There are, how-
ever, media which can be activated in one way or
another; in such media waves are possible that become
larger in the direction of propagation. In the acoustic
amplifier, for example, the medium is a piezoelectric
semiconductor which is fed with energy by means of
a d.c. current; this energy is partly taken up by the
acoustic wave. In a well designed device, the input
signal re -appears, after traversing the medium, ampli-
fied at the output. It is, however, not at all certain that
a medium in which such 'amplifying' waves are
theoretically possible will necessarily be potentially
useful as an amplifier. It is possible, for example, that
the medium will exhibit 'absolute instabilities' and
reacts to an input signal with an explosive increase of
the variables. In this case the output signal is no longer
related in any way to the input signal. A. Bers and
R. J. Briggs have given a theoretical approach to the
problem of how to decide, on the basis of the dispersion
relation, whether a new medium will have absolute
instabilities or whether it can be used for amplifica-
tion [7]. The investigation of how the medium reacts to
an excitation (input signal, source) is inherent to this
analysis. We shall leave this question completely aside
and consider only freely propagating waves, without
enquiring how they are generated.

[7] See R. J. Briggs, Electron -stream interaction with plasmas,
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 1964, chapter 2.
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Waves in unbounded homogeneous media

Main features of the analysis

The method of analysis of wave phenomena in
unbounded media will be illustrated by means of a
simple one-dimensional example: an infinitely long
uniform transmission line with a capacitance of
C(F/m) per unit length and an inductance of L(H/m)
per unit length; see fig. 2. Changes in current in this
transmission line give rise to voltage differences across
the inductances. The capacitances are charged by the
difference in the currents before and after them, so
that the voltages across the capacitances also change.

LAI

"'T T TIT
z

Fig. 2. Transmission line with a shunt capacitance CAI and a
series inductance LAI per section A/. When A/ 0, with C and
L remaining constant, we get a uniform continuous line as dis-
cussed in the text.

These qualitative relations between the two wave
variables of this problem, the voltage V and the current
I can be quantified in two homogeneous linear dif-
ferential equations in the spatial coordinate z and the
time t:

oV o1-=
oz

L
ot

0

oV 01
C

of oz
=0.

(1)

The solutions of these equations are exponential func-
tions of z and t:

V = Vo exp j(cot - kz),

I = Io exp j(cot - kz).
(2)

All the waves discussed in this article can be described
as functions of this form. The real parts of such com-
plex expressions represent the actual physical quanti-
ties. If w and k are real, as we shall provisionally as-
sume, we have waves in their simplest form: sinusoidal
functions of position which propagate at the velocity
co/k, the phase velocity. The amplitudes Vo and /0 can
be complex; the modulus of the complex amplitude
is what we normally call the amplitude whilst its
argument gives the phase of the disturbance.

Substituting (2) in (1) yields two homogeneous
linear equations for the complex amplitudes:

kV0 - coL/0 = 0,

coCV0 - kb° = 0.

There are solutions to (1) only when the determinant
of the coefficients of (3) is zero and this condition gives
the dispersion relation

k2 (02LE = 0.

(3)

(4)

From this we derive the phase velocity

v = colk = ±111/LC,

which, combined with (3), gives the following ratio of
the complex amplitudes:

Vail) = ± VLI C. (5)

The positive root is called the characteristic impedance
of the transmission line.

The steps outlined above are typical of many prob-
lems of wave motion. We shall always express the
properties of the medium or the physical system in
terms of differential equations in the wave variables. We
shall restrict ourselves, as above, to homogeneous
linear differential equations, whose coefficients are
independent of time and place: this expresses the fact
that the properties of the medium remain constant and
are spatially homogeneous. Substitution of harmonic
waves leads to homogeneous linear algebraic equations
for the complex amplitudes. In a well formulated
problem, the number of these equations is equal to the
number of variables. Putting the determinant of these
equations equal to zero yields the dispersion relation.
Subsequently, we can in general calculate all the com-
plex amplitudes in terms of one of them and so find
the ratios of all the real amplitudes as well as all the
phase differences - that is to say, the 'structure' of the
wave.

If there are several harmonic solutions these can be
quite freely superposed. Superposition implies, by its
nature, that the behaviour of each component wave is
entirely independent of the presence of the others:
there is no interaction between the components. The
situation is quite different when the differential equa-
tions contain nonlinear terms. If such terms are suf-
ficiently small, it is often possible to consider a solution
as the sum of several approximately harmonic com-
ponents, but the behaviour of each component will
now depend on the presence of the other components:
the components interact, some becoming stronger,
others weaker.
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The dispersion equation; dispersion

The left-hand side of the dispersion relation (4), i.e.
the determinant of (3), can be factorized into two
factors. If one of these is set equal to zero we get the
dispersion relation for one type of wave, e.g. a wave
travelling to the left (v < 0). The other factor set
equal to zero gives a wave travelling to the right
(v > 0).

This is a trivial example of what one always tries to
do : to resolve the determinant of the wave problem into
factors - setting each factor equal to zero gives a
dispersion relation for one type of wave. A less trivial
example is found in the problem of sound waves in an
isotropic solid: when the equations are set up suf-
ficiently generally, two factors are found in the deter-
minant, one corresponding to longitudinal waves and
the other to transverse waves. It is also possible to
reverse this whole approach. For example, in this
article we shall assume - to stay with sound waves in
solids - a longitudinal wave in the z -direction and
find out for which combinations of w and k this is
possible. What we then find is the dispersion relation
for longitudinal waves in the z -direction in the given
medium, and the structure of these waves. in the case
of an isotropic substance, the characteristics of longi-
tudinal waves in any direction would then also be
known. However, whether other waves could exist in
the medium then remains an open question.

In the transmission line all harmonic waves travel-
ling to the right have the same velocity v. If a disturb-
ance consists only of waves travelling in this direction,
therefore, these all continue to proceed together along
the line, i.e. they do not disperse from one another, so
that the disturbance or signal retains its form while
propagating at a velocity v to the right. The trans-
mission line is then called a dispersionless system. We
shall encounter many other dispersionless systems but
also systems with dispersion in which v is a function of
k and where the shape of a disturbance in general
changes as it is propagated.

Complex wave number and complex frequency

If the transmission line of fig. 2 has not only series
inductance but also series resistance (R per unit length,
in 12/m), a term IR must be added to the left-hand side
of the first equation (1). Repeating the procedure out-
lined above, we arrive at the dispersion relation

k2 jwRC - w2LC = 0.

Expressions (2) are thus no longer solutions for real w
and k. This is obvious physically: the line is no longer
lossless so that the waves are attenuated as they are
propagated. Our whole scheme can however still be

retained and the attenuation included if w and k are
allowed to be complex.

When w and k are written as the sums of real and
imaginary parts:

= COr iC01,

k=kr+jki,
the waveform (2) can be expressed as the product of an
exponential and a harmonic factor:

exp j(wt - kz) = exp (-wit + kiz) exp j(wrt -krz). (6)

This represents a sinusoidal wave (the second factor)
whose amplitude diminishes (or grows) both with time
and from place to place. The general case is illustrated
in the central curve of fig. 3. The other curves show
the nature and behaviour of the excitation if w or k
is purely real or purely imaginary. All these and the
intermediate cases can be regarded as kinds of wave.
Among them are phenomena which in ordinary
experience would not be called waves, for example the
alternating field in a waveguide when this is excited at
a (real) frequency below the cut-off frequency; k is then
purely imaginary. Such a cut-off wave (or evanescent
mode) is shown in fig. 3c.

Waves in three dimensions

For wave phenomena in three dimensions, the term
kz in equation (2) must be replaced by k  r, where
r is the radius vector of a point in space defined by
coordinates x, y, z, and k is the wave vector having
the components kz, ky, kz along these coordinates:
kl = Iczx kyY kzz. If k is complex it can be re-
presented by the two real vectors kr and ki:

k (k,,ky,kz) = kr(krx,kry,krz) jki(kiz,kty,kiz),
kx = krz ikiz,ky,= kry jkiy,
kz = krz jkiz

If kr and ki are parallel to one another, in other words,
if the ratios krx/kix, kry/kiy, krzlkiz are equal, then the
problem can be reduced once more to a one-dimen-
sional one. We only have to rotate the coordinate
system until the new z-axis coincides with the com-
mon direction of kr and ki; then k  r = kzz. The
waves are in this case essentially one-dimensional and
plane waves: the wave variables are independent of the
(new) x- and y -coordinates. The (new) x,y-planes (per-
pendicular to kr and ki) are wavefronts.

When kr and ki are not parallel, the wave is essen-
tially not one-dimensional. This is the case, for example,
for surface waves, which are propagated parallel to the
surface (kr // surface) but usually fall off exponentially
in the perpendicular direction (ki I surface).
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With more than one dimension there is still only one
dispersion relation. This implies that a great variety of
waves is possible since, of the four complex quantities
kx, kv, kz and w, three are in general independent.

Notation

In order to avoid more indices than are really neces-
sary, we shall usually make no distinction between a

The differential operators 0/01, 0/ox, . . . will be
abbreviated to Ot, .....Thehe algebraic equations of
the type (3) are obtained from the differential equations
of the type (1) by replacing the operator of by the
factor jw, bx by the factor -jkz, etc.

We shall also be concerned below with curls and
divergences of the vectorial wave variables. In terms
of Cartesian coordinates the curl and divergence of an
arbitrary vector a are defined as follows:

complex imaginary

f

Fig. 3. The character of the various waves represented by the expression exp j(wt- kz),
classified according to whether a) and k are real, imaginary or complex (see eq. 6). Solid curves:
the waveform at a given instant. Dotted lines: a fraction of a period later. Dashed lines (c and
f only): half a period later. Only cases (a), (b), (d) and (e) represent travelling waves in the con-
ventional sense. It is assumed that car and kr have the same sign: the waves travel from left to
right (+z -direction). It is assumed that col is positive and ki is negative, where they arise: the
amplitudes decrease with time and from left to right. The opposite sign for toi or ki would
imply waves of increasing amplitude.

complex variable, its real part (i.e. the actual physical
quantity) and the complex amplitude. In equations of
the type (3) and (5) we shall therefore omit the indices 0.
This should give no difficulties: where the distinction
is important it is usually clear from the context what is
meant. Some care may be necessary with nonlinear
combinations and relations; an expression such as IV
for power, for example, is correct only if I and. V are
the actual instantaneous current and voltage [8].

(curl a)z = Oyaz - Ozay,
(curl a)y = Ozaz - Occaz,

(curl a)z = 0zay - oyax,
div a = Ozaz Oyay Ozaz

[8) The power is thus (Re/)(Re V) in terms of complex variables
I and V. Usually only the time average of such a product,
(Re/)(Re V), is of interest; this is given by file(IV*), where
the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate.
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Electromagnetic waves

Maxwell's equations

Many natural phenomena are wholly or partly elec-
tromagnetic. The set of differential equations describ-
ing a wave phenomenon often, therefore, involves
Maxwell's equations in one way or another. In their
most general form these are, in SI units:

curl H = J, (7)

curl E = -B, (8)

div B = 0, (9)

div D ee, (10)

where His the magnetic field, E the electric field, B the
magnetic flux density, D the dielectric displacement, J
the current density and ee the charge density.

`Divergence' can be interpreted as 'strength of
source'. Thus (10) states that charge is the source of the
D field and (9) states that the B field has no sources.
Similarly we can say that 'curl' is equivalent to 'vortex
strength' [9].

If we take the divergence of (7), remembering that
the div curl of any vector is zero, and combine the
result with (10), we find the continuity equation for the
charge:

div J = -be. (11)

This equation states that the charge decreases at loca-
tions where there is a source of current.

Finally, there is an important energy equation:

-div [Ex E  J E H  :13, (12)

which is found by combining (7) and (8) with the vector
identity -div [a x b] = a curl b -b curl a. Equation
(12) may be interpreted as follows: energy is transport-
ed by the electromagnetic field with an energy -flow
density given by the Poynting vector [10]

S= ExH. (13)

The three terms on the right-hand side of (12) thus
represent sinks (negative sources) for the energy flow.
The first term represents the development of ohmic
heat, the second the storage of electrical energy and
dielectric losses, and the third the storage of magnetic
energy and magnetic losses. We shall encounter the

second term E  D again in our considerations below.
Maxwell's equations are 'laws of nature' in the sense

that they are always and everywhere valid. However,
they leave a considerable freedom in the behaviour of
the electromagnetic variables : they give only 8 scalar
relations as against 16 scalar variables. The properties
of the wave are further determined by the properties of
the medium. Therefore one can expect new and
unusual electromagnetic phenomena if new and
unusual media become available. An example is

furnished by the remarkable helicon waves, first discov-
ered on paper, which can be generated in very pure
sodium at very low temperatures (4 K) in a strong
magnetic field (104 Oe). These electromagnetic waves,
which will be discussed in more detail below, propagate
with almost no attenuation at the unusually low
velocity (for electromagnetic waves) of, say, 10 cm per
second. .

In simple cases the properties of the medium can be
specified by three constants of the material: the per-
mittivity a, the magnetic permeability it and the con-
ductivity a. The following three equations then de-
scribe the medium :

D = 8E, B = /LH, J = aE. (14)

In the special case where the medium is free space,

D = 80E, B = poH, I = 0, oe = 0. (15)

When D and E0E differ, as they do for a physical me-
dium, this is a consequence of the electric polarization
of the medium. Equally, any difference between B and
,a0H is a consequence of the magnetization of the
medium.

If we introduce the electric polarization P via the definition
D = FoE P, the expression EdD for the electrical energy
delivered by the electromagnetic field in time dt (see the text
referring to eq. (12) and (13)) becomes clearer physically: EdD
= Ed(enE P) = d(460E2) EdP. The first term is the in-
crease in the free -space field energy and the second term is the
work done on the medium by the field (force x displacement).

Taking the equations (14) together with (7), (8), (9) and (10),
the medium seems to be `overdetermined': we have five vectors
D, J, E, B and H and one scalar pe and also five vector equations
in (7), (8) and (14) but two scalar equations (9) and (10). How-
ever, the derivative of (9) with respect to time, div B = 0, is a
direct consequence of (8) (because div curl = 0). For our time -
dependent waves, with B = jcoB and w 0 0, this means that (8)
implies (9). In a more general situation, the independent informa-
tion given by (9) is concerned only with the constant (time -inde-
pendent) part of B.

In what follows we shall first derive the velocity and
the structure of electromagnetic waves in free space.
Then we shall consider other non -conducting media

= 0). If in such media a and ,a are truly constants of
the material, i.e. wholly determined by the medium
and not at all by the wave, then we should find waves
that are qualitatively the same as in free space. An
interesting phenomenon that does not occur in free
space, double refraction, can be related to anisotropy
of the medium; to describe the medium in such a case,
instead of the constant a, six constants are necessary (in
the worst case) combined in the permittivity tensor e.
Other phenomena that do not occur in free space,
dispersion and absorption, can be described by a for-
mal extension of the concept of permittivity to a
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frequency -dependent complex permittivity (which thus
also depends on the wave). Of course, this does not
explain dispersion and absorption; to do this the re-
quired s(w) has to be related to the structure of the
medium. Faraday rotation, as we shall see, can also be
described formally in the same way, using a particular
complex permittivity tensor.

The same methods can be used to describe wave
propagation in conducting media, because the con-
ductivity can be represented by an imaginary part of
the permittivity. In this case we shall proceed less for-
mally and derive for example an effective 8 -tensor that
describes the propagation of helicon waves on the basis
of the behaviour of the conduction electrons in a
strong magnetic field. We shall also encounter longi-
tudinal electric waves which are not possible in free
space because so is not zero, but which may occur in
conductors under certain conditions when the effective
permittivity is zero.

Electromagnetic waves in non -conducting media

Free space

For the analysis of electromagnetic waves in free
space we start with Maxwell's equations, combined
with the equations (15). (We omit here the suffix 0
from a and ,u; some of the results can then be used
later.)

When we substitute jw for bt and assume non -zero
w, the equations become considerably simpler. In view
of the identity div curl = 0, not only does (9) follow
from (8) but also (10) follows from (7) because J and
ee are both zero. Two vector equations are thus left
over for the two vectors E and H:

curl H = jw8E,
curl E = -ja4/H. (16)

For plane waves propagating in the z -direction we have
therefore (with Oz = -jk, oz = by = 0):

coeEz - kHy
kEz - copHy

weEy + kHz = 0
(b)

kEy co,uHz = v
weEz = 0 (c)

witH, = 0 (d)

(17)

The determinant of these equations can be seen to
factorize into four factors, and by putting each factor
separately equal to zero we find in principle (see
p. 314) four dispersion relations, each representing a
wave. In each of the four waves, given by (a), (b), (c)
and (d) the wave variables are different.

Now the pair of equations (a), with E = so and
= ,uo, already describe all the properties of electro-

magnetic waves in free space (see fig. 4a). Their
velocity - the velocity of light in free space - fol-
lows from the dispersion relation for (a):

k2 - 80,uoco2 = 0, (18)

and is therefore 1/1/80,uo. The waves are transverse
(E and H both perpendicular to k) and E and H are
also perpendicular to each other. The ratio of the
complex amplitudes Ex/Hy is equal to k/sow = Vuo/eo,
the intrinsic impedance of free space; and since this
ratio is real, Ex and Hy are in phase. (The concept of
the intrinsic impedance of a medium is directly anal-
ogous to that of the characteristic impedance of a line.)

z

z

Fig. 4. Structure of electromagnetic waves in free space, a) corre-
sponding to (17a), b) corresponding to (17b). The wave (b) is
simply the wave (a) rotated through 90° about the z-axis. These
waves are plane polarized. A circularly polarized wave (c) is
obtained by superposition of waves (a) and (b) of equal ampli-
tude but with 90° phase difference.

[0]

[10]

See for example J. Volger, Vortices, Philips tech. Rev. 32,
247-258, 1971.
In (13) E and H are the actual electric and magnetic fields.
Using complex wave variables, the time -averaged Poynting
vector is :1-= -1-Re[E x H*]; cf. note (8].
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The practical significance of the expression 1/Veopo for the
velocity of light in free space is that, in the construction of a
system of units such as SI, although there is some freedom of
choice with respect to Co and ito the combination 1/Veolco must
always be equal to the velocity of light.

Other solutions are obtained by applying a rotation
to that of fig. 4a; k (or w) and E (or H) can be freely
chosen. The solution of the equations (17b) is simply
the wave of (17a) rotated through 90° about the z-axis
(fig. 4b). Any wave in free space can be described by a
superposition of such waves.

One rather special case of superposition is the super-
position of (a) and (b) where Ex in (a) and Ey in (b) are
of the same amplitude but differ by 90° in phase:

Ex = jE. (19)

This is a circularly polarized wave (fig. 4c). The upper
sign (+) represents a vector rotating clockwise, and
the lower sign (-) represents a vector rotating anti-
clockwise, as seen by an observer looking in the +z -
direction, and assuming w to be positive au.

The end points of the vectors lie on a helix. The re-
lation between the sense of this helix, the sense of rota-
tion of the vectors and the direction of wave propaga-
tion can best be formulated by adopting the conven-
tion used in optics. In this convention a sense of rota-
tion is defined as that seen by an observer receiving the
waves. Then the sense of the helix is the same as that
of the rotation of the vectors (in whatever direction the
wave propagates), and this is by definition the sense of
the circular polarization. According to this definition
the upper sign in (19) represents left-handed circular
polarization for a wave travelling in the +z -direction
and right-handed circular polarization for a wave
travelling in the -z -direction.

The equations (17c) and (17d) would represent longi-
tudinal electric waves and longitudinal magnetic waves

Ef

6.1E5 D

E

E4.

Fig. 5. If a material has a different polarizability in two directions
sE and (see eq. 20), the ratios Dg/E and Dr/EE are not equal.
Hence D and E are no longer parallel to one another, unless they
happen to be along the or the c -axis.

respectively, but their dispersion relations, we = 0,
(Op = 0, are not satisfied in free space (for w 0 0). For
this reason longitudinal electromagnetic waves cannot
exist in free space.

For a medium whose electric and magnetic properties
are described by (14), where 8 and ,u are true constants
of the material and where a is zero, electromagnetic
waves entirely analogous to those in free -space waves
are possible; their velocity is 1/V8,u and the intrinsic
impedance E/H is Such media do not really
exist but in certain cases - for example that of low -
frequency waves in an isotropic lossless insulator - the
wave propagation is well described in this way.

We shall now examine what happens when the
medium is not isotropic.

Anisotropy; double refraction

Let us consider a crystal that is not equally polariz-
able in all directions. The relation between D and E
can now no longer be characterized by a single scalar
quantity. We shall assume that an orthogonal coordi-
nate system 77, c exists in which

= eiEv D = elE, Dc = 63Ec, (20)

where 83 > 81; the polarizability is thus larger in the
c -direction than in the ,77 -plane. We are then con-
cerned with a uniaxial crystal in which the c -axis is the
optical axis. From (20) we can immediately conclude
- see fig. 5 - that D and E are no longer parallel to
each other, unless they happen to be parallel or perpen-
dicular to the 4 -axis.

For light propagated along the optical axis, the cal-
culation of p. 317 can again be used, with a = el. For
propagation perpendicular to the optical axis, the cal-
culation is also entirely analogous, except that in (17a),
E = E3 and in (17b), E = Cl: we therefore get two waves,
one polarized along the optical axis and the other
perpendicular to it, with different velocities.

The situation becomes really interesting when we
consider plane waves whose k vector makes an angle
other than 90° with the c -axis. Going back to Maxwell's
equations (7) and (8) we find, taking a coordinate
system x,y,z in which k is parallel to the z-axis, and
taking B = pH, J = 0, ,u 0 and w 0 0:

kHy = wDz,

kHz = -copy,
0 = Dz,

co,uHz = -kEy,
0.),uHy = kEz, (21)

Hz = 0.

It follows that D, H and k are perpendicular to one
another. D and H are still transverse: the wavefronts
are D,H-planes. If D is taken perpendicular to the
4 -axis (fig. 6a) the situation is still quite unremark-
able: E is again parallel to D and the wave has the same
nature as we have already encountered. If, however, D
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is taken to be in the k,C-plane (fig. 6b) then D is neither
parallel nor perpendicular to the c -axis, so that E is
no longer parallel to D (see fig. 5). The Poynting vector
S = Ex H is therefore no longer parallel to the wave
vector k. Since S gives the direction of the energy flow
and therefore, in the case of a parallel beam, the direc-
tion of the beam, the wavefronts lie obliquely to this
direction (fig. 7). An unpolarized beam falling perpen-
dicularly on the x,y-plane in fig. 6a and b (this being
the surface of the crystal) is therefore split into a
`straight -through' beam (fig. 6a) and an 'oblique' beam
(fig. 6b): this is double refraction.

The permittivity tensor

We have seen that in an anisotropic material D and
E are in general not parallel to one another (see fig. 5).
It follows that, in a coordinate system x,y,z not paral-
lel to the coordinate system used above, each

a

Fig. 6. Double refraction. In a uniaxial crystal, a plane wave
whose k vector makes an angle with the optical axis C, the vectors
D, H and k (see eq. 21) are still perpendicular to one another, as
in an isotropic medium. If D is perpendicular to the optical axis
as in (a), then E is parallel to D and the Poynting vector S is
parallel to k; if, however, D lies in the plane defined by k and
as in (b), then E is not parallel toD and so S is not parallel to k.

Fig. 7. A beam, i.e. a wave with bounded
wavefronts, is propagated in the direction
of the Poynting vector S. Ifk is not parallel
to S (fig. 6b), the wavefronts are not per-
pendicular to the beam.

component of D may depend on all the components os
E. In general we must write:

Dk = E 8k/Ei. = x,y,z) (22)

This applies also to a biaxial crystal for which three
different e's occur in (20). The two or three e's in (20) and
the nine ski's in (22) give the same linear relationship be-
tween the physical vector fields D and E; if yet another
coordinate system is chosen, the nine quantities de-
scribing this relationship will have other values. Such a
tensor relation between D and E is written:

D = EE, (23)

where e, the permittivity tensor, is thus a property of the
crystal which, for each coordinate system x,y,z, is de-
fined by another array

eyz
8zx

Exy

821Y

ezy

eyz

Ezz

(24)

of nine scalar quantities.
In such a crystal the electric state and therefore the

electric energy per unit volume UE are determined by
the values of Ex, Ey and Ez. In a change of state in
which D increases by dD, the crystal takes up an
energy of E dD per unit volume from the field (see
p. 316) and UE thus changes by this amount so that

dUE = E  dD = E eklEkdEl.
k.1

It follows that

and

oUEIOEl = E eklEk)
k

O2UEMEkbEi = ekr.

an A right-handed coordinate system is assumed here as in
fig. 4. It is further assumed that all the wave variables are
proportional to exp jwt) and not to exp (- jwt), as is
sometimes done. We shall continue to use these conventions.
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From this it can be seen that s is symmetrical :

ekt =--- Elk (25)

Hence there are at most six different quantities in (24).
The proofs that symmetries of the same nature must
exist for elasticity and piezoelectricity run along the
same lines.

The description of a crystal by means of six constants
of the material 6k1 is satisfactory for static and for
slowly varying fields. Losses and dispersion which
become important at higher frequencies are not en-
compassed by this description. They can however be
included in the formal framework of the permittivity,
if the latter concept is extended in the following
manner.

Complex and frequency -dependent permittivity

If, for an isotropic material, a is regarded strictly as
a constant of the material, then D is everywhere and at
every instant (independently of the situation elsewhere
and of previous events or states) given by the value of
E at the same place and the same instant. In other
words, D = 8E is a local, instantaneous relation. In
reality such a rigorous relation between D and E exists
only in free space. For example, when E varies very
rapidly, the polarization and therefore D in most
materials also usually varies at the same frequency but
the ratio of the amplitudes of D and E may well depend
on the frequency and D often lags behind E. At a given
moment D may thus depend not only on the value of
E at that moment but also on previous values. Such a
non -instantaneous relationship will be accounted for,
as usual, by regarding the expression D = BE as a
relationship between the complex quantities D and E,
where s is then a quantity that may be complex and
frequency -dependent:

= 61 (CO) -..16"(N).

Since a minus sign is conventionally used here, a
positive value of e" indicates a lag of D behind E and
this implies losses, as can be seen by calculating the
mean energy dissipated by the dielectric per second and
per unit volume, (ReE)(Reb), which is found to be
-/ cos "EE*

At zero frequency we must recover the original rela-
tion between D and E: this means that a "(0) must be
zero and s'(0) must be the permittivity for static fields.

The complex representation and method of calcula-
tion thus allows us to take account of non -instanta-
neous relations between D and E and so to describe los-
ses (e" 0 0) and dispersion (e' is a function of w). Non -
local relations between D and E will not be considered
here. Later on, the conductivity a in (14) will some-
times also be taken as complex and frequency -depend-

ent. The permeability ,u, on the other hand, will be
considered here always as a real constant (and not
complex as for example in problems related to electron
and nuclear spin resonance). .

Analogously we shall hereafter consider that E in
(23) may be a complex and frequency -dependent tensor.
Instead of (25) we must then have the symmetry rela-
tion

= ea* (26)

if the material is lossless. This follows since the time -
average of (ReE) (ReD) can be shown to be

iw E (8k1 - 81e)EltEl*
kl

and in a lossless crystal this must be zero for all E. At
zero frequency the real part of e must again reduce to
the original tensor for static fields and the imaginary
part must again vanish. The relation (26) then reduces
again to (25).

The Onsager relations

The conclusion that the permittivity tensor s must
satisfy the relation (26) is based on the assumption that
the medium is lossless. It can be shown in quite a
different way that certain relations must in any case
exist between the elements of e, whether there are
losses or not. However, other factors then have to be
taken into account, e.g. whether or not the medium is
subjected to a magnetic field Ho. If this is the case (and
if this is the only other factor involved), then

ekz(- Ho) = ea(Ho). (27)

These are the well known Onsager relations [123 applied
to e. Thus, if there is no magnetic field, E is symmetric,
whether there are losses or not. Only if sk1 is real does
(27) reduce to (26) when Ho = 0.

The Onsager relations are applicable to the coef-
ficients of many kinds of linear relationships in physics
and engineering and are of a fundamental nature. They
are based on the reversibility (in time) of micro -
processes. They are valid only for coefficients relating
variables that are conjugated in a prescribed manner.
The derivation of the Onsager relations cannot be
dealt with here.

Reversibility in a system of particles implies that all the
particles would retrace their paths exactly if at a given moment
all the velocities were reversed. All external influences that are
antisymmetric in time must then also be reversed, for example
electric currents and magnetic fields (which can always be
considered as deriving from currents). The only influence of this
kind mentioned in the foregoing was an applied magnetic field.

1121 See H. B. G. Casimir, Rev. mod. Phys. 17, 343, 1945.
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Faraday rotation

On the basis of the symmetry relations we shall now
set up a very simple s -tensor with which the rotation of
the plane of polarization in a constant magnetic field
(Faraday rotation) can be formally described. The
question of how the form of the tensor depends on the
structure of the medium will not be discussed.

Restricting ourselves to lossless media, we resolve s,
element for element, into real and imaginary parts.
From (26) the real part is symmetric, the imaginary
part antisymmetric. We can therefore write:

8 = 8S +

where Es is symmetric, Ea is antisymmetric, and both
are real.

Next, by a suitable rotation of coordinates, we re-
duce the s -tensor to diagonal form. It can be shown
that this is always possible for a real and symmetric
matrix. Ea then remains antisymmetric and real so that
E takes the form:

E = 0
/esi

\0

0 Ea 8a2

8s2 -8a3 0 8a1)
0 8s3 -8a2 0

In our previously considered isotropic case (free space)
all the ss's would be equal and all the sa's would be zero.
One of the simplest deviations from isotropy - all the
sa's zero but one of the ss's different from the other
two - has also been discussed: this was the case of
the uniaxial crystal (see 20) and it leads, as we have
seen, to double refraction. If we now take all the ss's
equal but make one of the sa's not zero :

/es jea 0

-i8a 8s 0 ,

\0 0 es

we have the tensor with which the Faraday rotation can
be described. We note, first of all, that according to the
Onsager relations, Ea in (28) can be non -zero only if a
constant magnetic field Ho is present: for we must have
Ea(Ho) = --8a(-Ho). In the coordinate system x,y,z in
which (28) is valid, the z-axis differs from the x- and
y-axes: this must therefore be the direction of the mag-
netic field. The simplest case in which (27) is satisfied is
that with ea proportional to Hz, so that its sign reverses
if the field Hz is reversed. If the frequency goes to zero
(25) must again be satisfied and so Ea must become
zero.

Next we show that (28) leads to a rotation of the
plane of polarization. For a wave propagating along
the z-axis, Maxwell's equations, with B = ,uH, J = 0,
ti 0 0 and w 0 0, lead again to the equations (21). The
waves are thus purely transverse; from (21), Dz and Hz
are zero and (28) then shows that this is also the case

S = (28)

for E. Combining (21) and (28) we find for the trans-
verse components of E and H:

-jcoeaEz
kEy -1-co,uHx = 0. S

(b)

The terms are arranged in the same way as in (17a,b).
The 6a term now, however, couples the pair of equa-
tions (a) and (b), so that independent linearly polarized
Ez,Hy-waves and Ey,Hz-waves are no longer possible.
From (29) we find as dispersion relation :

(29)
kEx -awHy

wesEx - kHy d-jcosaEy
=

0,
(a)= 0,

+ cossEy + kHx = 0,

1 k2

= = 1,1(8s ± Ea). (30)

We see here again what we already knew: propagation
of undamped waves is possible only for real ss and
real Ea. Eliminating Hy from (29) and using (30) leads
to:

Ex = ± jEy. (31)

We thus find a left-handed and a right-handed cir-
cularly polarized wave with different velocities. For a
small difference in velocity (lea! < Es), these waves, if
of equal amplitude, can be combined to give a plane -
polarized wave with a slowly rotating plane of polari-
zation.

The plane of polarization forms a helix whose sense
is the same as that of the circularly polarized wave with
the smallest pitch, i.e. the slower of the two waves, that
having the shorter wavelength. If the magnetic field
has a polarity such that 8a is positive, then the slower
wave corresponds to the upper sign in (30) and in (31)
and is thus left-handed if it travels in the +z -direction
and right-handed if it travels in the -z -direction
(optical convention, see (19) and the accompanying
text); for negative Ea (reversed polarity of magnetic
field) the reverse is true. For a given polarity of the
magnetic field, the sense of polarization of the slower
wave, and consequently the sense of rotation of the
plane of polarization (optical convention) is thus
opposite for waves propagated in opposite directions;
also, for both cases, the rotation reverses its sense when
the magnetic field is reversed.

The situation is thus essentially different from that
with natural optical activity, e.g. in quartz or in sugar
solutions, where the sense of rotation (optical con-
vention) is the same in both directions. The above de-
scription is therefore not applicable to natural optical
activity. This follows, too, from the Onsager. relation
for the field -free case: ski = Elk, which is inconsistent
with (28).

Returning to the magnetic rotation, the situation is
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drastically changed if I ea I becomes larger than ss.
From (30) it then follows that for real co there is one
real k and one imaginary k. Only one wave is therefore
propagated; the other is cut off. Both are still circularly
polarized. This is the situation that obtains for helicon
waves as we shall see presently.

Electromagnetic waves in conducting media

Conductors obviously cannot support undamped
waves; the field E and the consequent currents J give
rise to losses. However, the losses may be small if J
differs in phase from E by about 90°. Some examples
of both strongly attenuated waves and almost un-
attenuated waves in conductors will now be discussed.

We assume that the current is carried by free elec-
trons in a crystal lattice, and also that the material has
no pronounced magnetic or dielectric properties; for
convenience we put B = ,u1H and D = s1E, and as-
sume that the pi's and the si's are little different from
to and so. The cardinal question is now: what is the
relation between J and E? In 'normal' circumstances
in conductors we have:

J = crE, (32)

where a is a constant of the material, the conductivity.
Equation (32) can also be used under less normal cir-
cumstances, for example at very high frequencies, but
then a is a complex quantity, possibly frequency -de-
pendent. Provided (32) is applicable, in one way or the
other, a simple procedure enables us to make use of
the results of previous calculations. Substitution of

s1E and aE for B, D and J respectively in (7)
and (8) yields:

curl H = (jwe1 o)E,
curl E = -jco,u1H,

and these equations are equivalent to (16) if we
replace e in (16) by serf, an effective dielectric constant:

Self = 81 + a/jcv. (33)

We note here that serf could assume the value zero if
the two terms should compensate each other. In that
case the dispersion relation cos = 0 for longitudinal
electric waves would be satisfied (see 17c); we shall see
later, that such waves are indeed possible. First, how-
ever, we shall give some examples in which sofr is still
non -zero and the waves still transverse (17 a,b).

In metals, the term si in (33) can be neglected up to
very high frequencies, so that self is given by

Eeff = Ma). (34)

This can be seen from the fact that, while the permit-
tivity of the material el is at most a few orders of

magnitude larger than so (8.855 x 10-12 F/m), the value
of a/co at room temperature in copper (for example)
has even at microwave frequencies a value of 10-2 F/m

r.%.4 108 0-1m-15 w 1010 s -a),

The skin effect

Let us consider a metal of conductivity ao. Following
the simple procedure mentioned above, we replace so
in (18) by the Eat of (34), putting a = u0, and we put
,uo = ,ui. We then get the dispersion relation for trans-
verse waves in a metal:

or

k2/w2 ittiadico (35)

k - j) Vcop 100/2 . (36)

For real co, (36) represents strongly attenuated travelling
waves of the type shown in fig. 3b; in particular the
real and imaginary parts of k are equal in magnitude.
This implies a wave of the type shown in fig. 8. Such
waves can exist only in the neighbourhood of the
surface of a metal. They propagate inwards from the
surface and die out within a small distance, the
penetration depth or skin depth. At high frequencies the
skin depth is very small.

The above is a description of the skin effect at high
frequencies (or in very thick wires). An a.c. current
through a conducting wire is not distributed uni-
formly over the whole cross-section of the wire as is
a direct current: the amplitude and phase of the
current density are functions of distance from the
surface and at high frequencies the current is confined
to a thin layer under the surface. To discover the
distribution of the current and its magnetic field (see
inset, fig. 8) it is only necessary to consider a layer of
thickness equal to a few times the penetration depth.
If the penetration depth is small compared to the wire
diameter, the surface can be considered as flat and in
this case the current and field distribution can be cal-
culated from (36), and the result is that shown in fig. 8.

For the values used above, ao = 108

= 1010 s-1, and = µo = 47rx 10-7 H/m, the clas-
sical skin depth elk = V2/co,u ao is only 1 p.m.

The intrinsic impedance Ex/Hy of the metal for a
transverse wave is found from (17a) and (36):

= copilk = ± (1 j) Vaiuil2cro.

Because the value of ao/co is so very much larger than
so, the modulus of Exl Hy is many orders of magnitude
less than Vuoleo, the intrinsic impedance of free
space. This implies a virtually complete mismatch be-
tween free space and metal. For this reason an electro-
magnetic wave in space incident on a metal surface is
almost completely reflected (see p. 341/42).
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Fig. 8. Electromagnetic wave in a metal according to the disper-
sion relation (36) for real w: the waveform at a given instant
(solid curve), a quarter of a period later (dashed curve) and the
amplitude of the wave as a function of z (dotted curve). The
curves represent the functions exp(- a) cos a, exp(- a) sin a and
exp(- a) respectively, where a = z/ok and ok = 1/(2/co,u300) is the
classical skin depth. The vertical scale represents a wave variable
in arbitrary units, e.g. the current density Jz or the magnetic field,
H. (The field Hy has a quarter of a period phase lag with respect
to ./x, as follows from (7) with D = 0 and k = (1 - .D/6k.) The
inset diagram gives the relative directions of J, H and k in a
cylindrical wire carrying a high -frequency current. The plane -
wave solution discussed is of course only valid here if 6a is much
smaller than the wire diameter.

Helicon waves

In a conductor with a high concentration of high -
mobility electrons (e.g. a pure metal at low tempera-
ture) situated in a strong magnetic field, circularly
polarized waves can propagate in the direction of the
magnetic field. Under certain circumstances, these
waves are practically unattenuated and propagate at
an extremely low velocity. These waves are the helicon
waves noted earlier. Their existence was predicted
theoretically [133 in 1960 and in 1961 they"were demon-
strated experimentally [143. There is a certain kinship
with the Hall effect: as in that case, the current and
electric field are not parallel - indeed, if the magnetic
field and the mobility of the charge carriers are large
enough, current and field may be almost perpendicular
to one another.

It follows from this that J and E are no longer linked
by a scalar relation such as (32), but by a tensor
relation. Table I shows how in the normal situation, in
the absence of a magnetic field, the usual scalar relation
I = aoE is obtained. The equation (I.1) in the table
expresses the fact that the conduction electrons (charge
-g, mass m, concentration n) are accelerated by the
field but also - because of collisions - are subject to
an averaged frictional force; vd is the resulting mean
drift velocity of the electrons. The 'coefficient of fric-
tion' is the reciprocal of the relaxation timer approx-
imately equal to the mean time between collisions.
When the left-hand side is neglected - justifiable if the
frequency is not too high - then making use of (1.3),
(I.4) and (I.6) we find the usual relation (I.5); ,ue is
the 'mobility' of the electrons.

In order to include the effect of a static magnetic

Table I. Summary of the theory of conduction in metals (Drude)
at low frequencies (`co =-- 0') and in the absence of a magnetic
field. m mass of charge carriers, n their concentration, vd drift
velocity, r relaxation time. The formulae are written for negative
charge carriers (electrons) of charge -q. For positive charge
carriers of charge +q, the signs in 1.2 and 1.4 and the'sign of qE
in I.1 would be reversed; with this convention, 9, ,u and ad are
thus always positive. For further explanation, see text.

mvd = - gE - invdIr (1.1)
= 0

Vd = - /AeE
tie = grim = - ngvd (I.4)

J = aoE (1.5)
cro = nqiue = nerlin (I.6)

field, a term representing the Lorentz force has to be
added to the right-hand side of (I.1):

mvd = -qE -gvdXBo - (37)

Bo is the static magnetic flux density. We shall presently
study waves that propagate in the direction of Bo, or
in the opposite direction, and we therefore choose a
coordinate system with the z-axis in this direction
(Box = Boy = 0, Box = ± Bo). If the vector equation
(37) is written out as three equations for the com-
ponents of E and vd, we find (because Box = Boy = 0)

[13] O. V. Konstantinov and V. I. Perel', Sov. Phys. JETP 11,
117, 1960.
P. Aigrain, Proc. Int. Conf. on Semiconductor Physics,
Prague 1960, p. 224.

EMI R. Bowers, C. Legendy and F. Rose, Phys. Rev. Letters 7,
339, 1961.
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two equations in the transverse components vdz, vay,
Ex and Ey in which the magnetic field appears, and
one equation in vdz and Ez which is independent of the
other two and in which the magnetic field does not
occur. The equation in vdz and Ez is of no interest to us
and will not be treated further. Neglecting the left-
hand side again and making use of (1.3) then for the
transverse components, instead of (I.2) we find:

Vdx fiVdy,

Vdy = -/AeEy flvdz,

where
fl = kteBoz

(38)

(39)

Equations (38) and (1.4) and Maxwell's equations lead
to the wave phenomena called helicon waves. Before
going further we should note that the quantity /3

- which for electrons is the opposite of the Hall ratio
(see fig. 9) - is a kind of quality factor: only for
Iflu >> 1 are the electric field and the drift velocity (i.e.
current) nearly perpendicular to one another, the
condition for virtually unattenuated helicon waves. It
can be seen that this condition is only satisfied in
quite extreme circumstances: for example, in a field
Bo = 1 T = 1 Vs/m2 = 10 000 gauss, we must have
Ice >> 1 m2/Vs, whereas in copper at room temperature
,cce is only about 6 x 10-3 m2/Vs. Indeed, the first helicon
experiment PM was done with exceptionally pure so-
dium at 4 K: /3 was 40 for Bo = 1T, so that
ue 40 m2/Vs.

Solving (38) for vdx and vdy and using (1.4) yields a
tensor relation between J and E instead of (I.5):

J= aE,

where the tensor a is given by:

ao 1

fl2 +fi.

X

AJx

E Ex
080

arc(an (-0

Ey
y

(40)

Fig. 9. Hall effect. The quantity f3 (eq. 39) for electrons is equal
but opposite to the tangent of.the Hall angle, i.e. the angle be-
tween the direction of the electric field and the current. This can
be seen directly by putting voy = 0 in (38), i.e. by choosing the
x-axis in the direction of the current. Equation (38) then gives
EylEz = In the diagram Bo is directed along the positive
z-axis (into the paper); Boz and fl are thus positive, while Ey/Ex
is negative.

ao is the conductivity (I.6) when there is no static mag-
netic field.

The dispersion relation for helicon waves propagating
along the z-axis can now be easily derived because of
the following.
1) We consider good conductors for which we may
write Bell = aljco.
2) The e -tensor that then follows from (40):

Sat s jeete a a0 1 -13\
eat =

-Jeeff a Beff ja)(1 + / -F16 1

(41)

has the same form as the transverse part of (28),
although serf s = aoljco(1 + 132) is no longer real for
real a) (whereas eeff a = /3ao/co(1 /32) is still real).
3) The calculation based on (28) and using (29) which
leads to (30) and (31) is straightforward and is there-
fore also applicable for es and sa not real.

Application of (30), with tc = pi, therefore yields
the required dispersion relation. The result is:

= k2. (42)
,ciao

The tensor (41) satisfies the Onsager relations (9
changes sign with Boz) but no longer represents lossless
propagation, as was to be expected, because seers is no
longer real. The medium is however virtually lossless
when 1#1 >> 1 because the real quantity Serf a in (41)
then dominates the imaginary quantity ear 8. In this
situation (IM >> 1) the properties of helicon waves are
most clearly manifested. The term j in (42) can then be
neglected and we find, using (I.6) and (39):

Bosk2
co =

ping
(43)

For real a) we find a real k, which means travelling
waves, for the upper sign (+) if Boz is positive. This
corresponds to the upper sign in (31), i.e. to waves in
which thevectors rotate clockwise as seen by an observ-
er looking in the +z -direction. This is true for waves
propagating in both directions along the z-axis (k > 0
and k < 0); see fig. 10. The sense of rotation using the
optical convention (see p. 318) is thus, as in Faraday
rotation, opposite for waves in the two directions, and
reverses if the magnetic field is reversed. For positive
Boz the waves in which the vectors rotate anticlockwise
(for an observer looking in the +z direction) have
imaginary k and are thus cut off. The whole of the
discussion above has been based on the assumption
that the charge carriers are electrons; if the conduction
were to take place via holes, the senses of rotation
would all be reversed.
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Fig. 10. Helicon waves moving in the direction of the magnetic
field (upper diagram, k parallel to Bo), and opposite to the magnet-
ic field (lower diagram, k in opposite sense to Bo). The black
curves represent the current -density wave (J) at a given instant
and the red curves the J wave a quarter period later. In the upper
diagram, the wave moving to the right, H is in phase with J; in
the lower diagram, the wave moving to the left, H is in antiphase
with J. The electric field E is many orders of magnitude smaller
than in free space for the same H (see eq. 44), and is of little
importance. The diagrams refer to conduction with negative
charge carriers (electrons); for hole conduction the vectors rotate
in the opposite direction. Helicon vectors rotate in the same
direction as the corresponding charge carriers in cyclotron reso-
nance in the same magnetic field.

Helicon waves exhibit a strong dispersion: the phase
velocity v = w/k, which from (43) is proportional to k
or j/co, can have widely differing values, depending on
the frequency. In particular the velocity can be
exceedingly low. For example, in a metal with
n= 6 x 1028 m -3 in a field of 1 T (10 000 gauss), a
helicon wave of frequency 17 Hz (w = 100 s-1) has a
wavelength of 6 mm and hence a velocity of 10 cm/s.

The term j in (42) represents the attenuation. From
the form of (42) it can be seen, once more, that 1,3 is a
kind of quality factor. For a given medium (here this
includes the value of Bo), ICI is independent of w. If the
medium satisfies I/31 >> 1, the attenuation per wave-
length (or per period) is just as small for low -frequency
(slow) waves as for high -frequency fast waves.

At very high frequencies the left-hand side of (37)
can no longer be neglected. It is found that the fre-
quency at which this term begins to play a significant
role lies in the neighbourhood of we = qBo/m, the
cyclotron resonance frequency. This is the angular fre-
quency at which electrons in a magnetic field execute
a circular or helical motion. For w < coc, the helicon
waves behave as described above.

The fact that ao/w is so many orders of magnitude
larger than ro implies that the intrinsic impedance of a
metal for helicon waves - as for the classical skin
effect 'waves' - is many orders of magnitude less than
that of free space for conventional electromagnetic
waves. From (29a) and (42), neglecting losses:

= w,uilk = Muil(aolw)<V,uoleo. (44)

(Although PI >> 1, it is negligible compared to the
very high value of the ratio of ao/co to so.) We therefore
again have a complete mismatch between the medium
and free space, so that both normal electromagnetic
waves in free space and helicon waves in the medium
are almost completely reflected at the interface.

As a result, in a configuration like that shown in
fig. 11, standing waves can be set up whose attenuation is

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of an arrangement for a helicon
experiment. A sample plate in a magnetic field perpendicular to
the plate is provided with crossed coils. As a result of their cir-
cular polarization, standing helicon waves excited by one of the
coils can be detected by the other coil. (In practice the primary
coil is wound uniformly over the whole length of the plate.)

determined entirely by /3. For example under the same
conditions as above (n = 6 x 1028 m-3, Bo = 1 T) in a
plate of thickness 3 mm (= 2/2), standing waves of
17 Hz can be expected.

In helicon experiments the sample is usually arranged
with a primary coil and a secondary coil as in fig. 11.
If a d.c. current is switched on or off in the primary, a
series of standing helicon waves are excited and the
corresponding damped oscillations induced in the
secondary can be observed (fig. 12). Crossed coils are
particularly well adapted for the experiment: the only
coupling between them is via the (circularly polarized)
helicon waves.

By means of such experiments, the elements of the
a -tensor and hence the Hall constant and the magneto -
resistance [15] can be determined relatively easily and
very accurately as functions of Bo [16]. The determina-

[15] These are exy(BO)/ BO and gxx(Bo) respectively, where exz and
exy are the elements of e (the inverse of the tensor o) which
expresses E in terms of J through the relation E = eJ.

[16] R. G. Chambers and B. K. Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 270,
417, 1962.
M. T. Taylor, J. R. Merrill and R. Bowers, Phys. Rev. 129,
2525, 1963.
See also E. Fawcett, Adv. Phys. 13, 139, 1964.
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tion of these quantities by conventional methods
usually requires difficult precision measurements of
very small resistances and voltages between accurately
located contacts. Helicon measurements are made
without contacts on the sample.

0.5 S

Fig. 12. Voltages induced by helicon waves, after R. Bowers,
C. Legendy and F. Rose [141. The diagrams show the voltages
across the secondary coil (see fig. 11) as a function of time, after
interruption of the primary current, with the sample in a magnetic
field of strength (from top to bottom) 0 Oe, 3600 Oe, 7200 Oe
and 10 800 Oe. (In this first helicon experiment, the sample was
not of plate form as in fig. 11 but a cylinder of diameter 4 mm,
and the coils were not crossed.)

Two complications that can arise with helicon waves should
be mentioned. These do not come within the framework of
purely local relations, characterized by effective e's and e's to
which we have previously confined ourselves (see p. 320).

Firstly, there is the absorption arising from Doppler -shifted
cyclotron resonance. The electrons responsible for conduction
move in all directions through the metal at a high velocity, the
Fermi velocity vF (not to be confused with the drift velocity vo).
An electron with a Fermi velocity in the direction of the helicon
wave runs through the wavefronts and is thus subject to an
alternating field of frequency kvF (the velocity of the slow helicon
wave is neglected here). If kvi? is equal to eve, the electron under-
goes cyclotron resonance and so absorbs energy from the wave
and attenuates it. If kvF is greater than we then there are some
electrons moving obliquely to the wave which come into reso-
nance. For a given Bo, there is thus an absorption edge at
k = coelvF. Measurement of this absorption edge in single crys-
tals for various direction of Bo with respect to the crystal axes
yields data on the anisotropy of the Fermi velocity and hence
information about the shape of the Fermi surface [17].

Secondly, there is the question of 'open cyclotron orbits'. In
a metal with a simple Fermi surface (e.g. an alkali metal) in a
magnetic field, the momentum vector of an electron describes a
closed orbit on the Fermi surface. In metals such as copper, silver
and gold, however, the Fermi surface is so anisotropic that in
certain directions the cyclotron orbits are 'open'. Because of this
the helicon waves may be plane -polarized and strongly attenuat-
ed. This effect is also used for the study of the Fermi surface 118].

Reflection and transmission of optical waves in metals

We shall now leave situations involving magnetic
fields to enquire what happens when the frequency of
an electromagnetic wave is raised to the optical region.
Important changes occur in the skin effect, primarily
because the term mvd in (I.1) can no longer be neglected.
Instead of (I.5), with vd = jwvd we find:

J = ooE/(1 jarr).

Neglecting my. d in (I.1) is clearly justified only when
an. << 1. Let us now assume that the frequency is so
high that cot >> 1; there is then an effective conductivity

O'er = ao/jcor = -jnq21mw, (45)

which is purely imaginary so that there are no losses
(J and E differ in phase by 90°). Substituting (45) for
ao in (35) gives the dispersion relation

k2 = _juinem. (46)

Since k is imaginary, the waves are evanescent (fig. 3c,
for real co). As with the classical skin effect, these
`waves' are restricted to a thin layer at the surface of
the metal. When electromagnetic waves are incident
on such a surface, it follows that no power can be
transmitted through the metal and there are also no
losses; the waves are reflected completely. The shiny
appearance of most metals is explained in this manner.

At still higher frequencies the term El in (33) can no
longer be neglected. This means that we have an
additional term eittico2 in (46):

k2 = pinq21m = sip1(co2 - Wp2),

where

wp = Vnq21sim (47)

is called the plasma frequency. This is a critical fre-
quency: for w < wp, k is imaginary so that the waves
are evanescent; for co > wp, k is real so that the waves
are propagated through the metal. In the first case
there is complete reflection at the surface; in the second
case there is partial reflection and partial transmission,
dependent on the ratio of the intrinsic impedances of
metal and free space (see Part III of this article). This
impedance ratio passes through the value unity in the
transition region, around the plasma frequency, and
this implies zero reflection and 100 % transmission.
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For most metals cop lies in the ultraviolet. With
n = 6 x 1028 m-3, el = so, and the usual values for
the electronic charge q and mass m, we find

cop 1.4x 1016 s-1 which corresponds to a free -space
wavelength of 140 nm. In this way the transparency of
alkali metals in the ultraviolet region can be under-
stood [19].

Longitudinal electric waves in conducting media

Introduction of an effective dielectric constant
8eff = 61 + aljai allowed us to make use of (16) for
the problem of electromagnetic waves in conductors.
For plane waves propagated in the z -direction we
arrived at (17) and it was noted that longitudinal elec-
tric waves would be possible if sen were to be zero. It
can in fact be seen from (17) that if

Serf = 81 + OACO = 0, (48)

then all components of E and H in (17) must be zero
except Ez. (It follows directly from (8) that all magnetic
components must be absent in a wave with a longi-
tudinal electric field, since longitudinal vectors all have
zero curl). Now el and a themselves are not zero in
(48), so that not only E but also D and J have lon-
gitudinal components. Since we also have bz 0 0 it
follows that the divergences of D and J (o zD z and
OA), and hence ee and 6e (see (10) and (11)), are
neither of them zero. These waves are thus characterized
by fluctuations in charge density: the electrons bunch
together and disperse again. This is different from the
case of purely transverse waves, where the charge den-
sity is everywhere zero (local electroneutrality): the
divergence of a transverse vector is zero.

In what circumstances is the dispersion relation (48)
satisfied? For real conductivity, a = ao, we have for
the first time the situation that w cannot be real; w
must be purely imaginary, co = jao/si, and k is com-
pletely arbitrary. Any charge distribution e e(z) with
its corresponding field therefore dies away exponent-
ially (see fig. 3g, h, j). The characteristic time for this
process is tE = coi-1 = sj/ao, the dielectric relaxation
time. For metals -Cc has no physical significance:
El/ao ., 10-11/108 = 10-16s and, for processes taking
place in such a short time, the assumption that a equals
ao is certainly incorrect. Certainly at radio frequencies
we can conclude that there is always local electro-
neutrality in metals. In semiconductors, however,
local space -charge variations do play a role and r, is
an important quantity as we shall see presently.

In media and under circumstances where cot >> 1
(e.g. in metals at optical frequencies) the conductivity is
purely imaginary, as we saw earlier (see 45). Lon-
gitudinal waves of lea' frequency are then possible, for
substitution of (45) in (48) gives:

so that
El- nq2Imco2 = 0,

co = COp = Vnq2Isim.

We see that the plasma frequency (47) is not only the
critical frequency for the propagation of transverse
waves but it is also the frequency at which longitudinal
waves can exist, if cot >> 1. As with dielectric relaxation,
k is arbitrary. Such waves do not transfer energy: the
Poynting vector S= E x H is zero because there are no
magnetic fields.

The plasma frequency is a quantity continually encountered
in 'plasma physics', which is the basic discipline for a number of
quite diverse subjects such as travelling -wave amplifiers, astro-
physics and controlled nuclear fusion. A plasma is a medium
whose behaviour depends primarily on the charge and mass of
the charge carriers and in which collisions play only a minor role.
(Helicon waves are thus waves in a plasma.) The term was in-
troduced in the twenties by Irving Langmuir, in connection with
his investigations into gas discharges, to describe a dilute,
strongly ionized but electrically neutral gas [20]. In this work
Langmuir discovered that, surprisingly, electrons injected into
the plasma rapidly came into thermal equilibrium with the
plasma in spite of the very long mean free path. High frequency
oscillations of the plasma would explain this. Such plasma
oscillations had in fact been observed earlier by F. M. Pen-
ning [21]. The frequency found by Penning was 108 to 108 Hz,
corresponding to wavelengths of several decimetres. From (47)
this would imply an electron density of the order of 1017 m-3,
which is indeed typical for low-pressure gas discharges such as
those used by Penning.

Summarizing we can say that local space -charge
fluctuations die away exponentially in a time r, if
electron collisions play the dominant role (a = ao), or
oscillate at the frequency cop if collisions can be neglect-
ed (cot >> 1). For charge variations that are very steep
(large k) it is necessary to take into account a phenom-
enon that has not yet been discussed in this article,
and which is of a non -electromagnetic nature: the
diffusion of the electrons from regions of high concen-
tration to regions of low concentration. We shall now
look into this, but only for the case of low frequencies.
The extra electron current due to diffusion is
-Dn grad n (Do = diffusion constant). The concentra-
tion n has a gradient only because of deviations from
the equilibrium concentration no and the net local
charge density corresponds exactly to these deviations
ee = g (n - no), so that grad n = grad (n - no) =

[17] E. A. Stern, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 91, 1963.
M. T. Taylor, Phys. Rev. 137, A 1145, 1965.

[18] S. J. Buchsbaum and P. A. Wolff, Phys. Rev. Letters 15,
406, 1965.
C. C. Grimes, G. Adams and P. H. Schmidt, Phys. Rev.
Letters 15, 409, 1965.
See also the article by Fawcett [18].

[19] R. W. Wood, Phys. Rev. 44, 353, 1933.
C. Zener, Nature 132, 968, 1933.

1203 I. Langmuir, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 14, 627, 1928.
121] F. M. Penning, Nature 118, 301, 1926, and Physica 6, 241,

1926.
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=-- -q-1 grad ee. The total electric current density there-
fore becomes:

J = aoE - Dri grad ee. (49)

For plane longitudinal waves this can easily be reduced
to the form (32). With (grad ee)z = -jkee and
ee = OzDz = -jkeiEz, we find:

Jz = (.0 k2 ElDn)Ez.

The factor in the bracket is again an effective conduc-
tivity. Together with (48) it leads to the following
improved dispersion relation for longitudinal waves:

jami ab k28iDn = 0. (50)

For waves of infinite wavelength (k -- 0), we find again
the relaxation behaviour discussed above; from (50)
we find - as was to be expected - that for shorter,
steeper waves (steeper charge variations) the relaxation
is more rapid.

We now consider infinitely slow waves (w 0)

instead of infinitely long wavelengths. From (50) we
find that these are exponential charge distributions
having the characteristic length ki-1 = VelDnI cio =
=-- I/Dn-c6. This is the Debye-Htickel length 2D. A surface
inside a conductor covered with a uniform charge is
screened by a layer in which the charge density at the
distance 2D has fallen off by a factor e.

In the Debye and Hilckel theory [221 of the conduction of
electrolytes the quantities Te and AD both play a role. Generally
speaking, a positive ion is surrounded by a cloud of negative ions
of radius 2D; the positive ion experiences a frictional force,
because relaxation causes the cloud to lag behind the positive
ion when this moves.

In (50) we first neglected the third term and then we neglected
the first term. Suppose we now neglect the second term (co 0):

el then also disappears from the equation and all purely electric
variables have vanished. With coil = Tr), and kr1 = LD,
(50) reduces to the familiar relation common to diffusion

problems, LD = l/DTD.

Elastic waves

Elastic waves in solids can be of a very complex
nature. We shall introduce only a few elementary
elastic waves here, but in passing we shall see how
complications can easily arise. Later on we shall con-
sider coupling between the waves introduced here and
electromagnetic waves, and we shall then see that this
can give rise to some remarkable effects in piezo-
electrics.

We shall find in this section the well known result
that the wave velocity (the velocity of sound) is highest
in rigid and light substances. More specifically, in sub-
stances with a high resistance to pressure and tension
but not to shear, longitudinal waves are fast but trans-

verse waves are slow; in those with a high resistance to
shear as well, transverse waves are also fast. In most
substances the velocities of longitudinal and transverse
waves do not differ greatly. Gelatine is an example in
which transverse waves are much slower than longitu-
dinal waves.

In elastic waves we are concerned with non -uniform
displacements of volume elements, i.e. deformation of
the material; this implies internal mechanical stresses
in the material which, in turn, react on the displace-
ments. The linear equations (algebraic and differential)
between these quantities again define the wave problem.

Displacements, strains and stresses

Starting with the displacement u of each point of the
material from its equilibrium position x,y,z, in which
u is thus a function of x, y and z, the six strain com-
ponents S1, S2, . . . S6 are defined as follows:

= Sxx -=Oxtlx,
52 = Syy = boy,
S3 = Szz = Ozuz,

S4 = Syz = Oyuz OzUy,

S5 = Szx = Oztix Oxidz, (51)
S6 = Sxy = Oxtly byliz

There is deformation of the medium only if the dis-
placement u is a function of the coordinates; if it is not,
either there has been no displacement (ii = 0) or the
medium has been displaced as a whole (u 0 0). The
strain components are therefore derivatives of u. S1,
S2 and S3 give the extensions in the x-, y- and z -direc-
tions (fig. 13a) and S4, S5 and S6 give the shear
(fig. 13b); the latter consist of combinations of the
derivatives such as Oyuz Ozuy because oyuz 0 0 alone
does not necessarily imply deformation as is explained
in fig. 13.

The internal stress is the force per unit area exerted
by material on one side of a given internal plane on
material on the other side. In tension or compression
the force is directed normally to the plane, in shear
tangentially (fig. 14). We can therefore expect nine
stress components Tzx, Txy, . . . Tzz; the first suffix
indicates the direction of the force and the second the
normal to the plane considered. The net couple on
each volume element must be zero, which reduces the
number of components to six (because Tyz = Tzy,
Tzz = Tzz, Tzy = Tyz); this is explained in fig. 15.
There remain the six stress components:

Ti = Txx,
T2= TM
T3 = TzZI

T4 = Tyz = TZY,
T5 = Tzz = Tzz,
T6 = Tzy = Tyre.

In equilibrium the net force on each volume element
must also be zero which means that the stress field is

[22] p. Debye and E. Mickel, Phys. Z. 24, 305, 1923.
L. Onsager, Phys. Z. 27, 388, 1926.
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homogeneous (fig. 15). We shall return to this later
(p. 330).

Provided the strains are small, they are linearly
related to the stresses (Hooke's law):

Tk = caiSt (k,1 = 1, 2, . . . 6). (52)

The 36 coefficients cia are called the elastic moduli (or
stiffness constants). As in the derivation of (25) (and
assuming that any changes in S and T are so slow that
the cal remain real) it can be shown that the elastic
moduli are symmetric (cat = cia) if no mechanical
energy is transformed into other forms of energy. (The
work done on the medium per unit volume in the
elastic case is E TicdSk. This is explained in fig. 16).
In the case of greatest anistropy (triclinic crystal) we
still need however 6 x (36 - 6) = 21 different
constants to describe the elastic properties of the ma-

y

tiix

J

z

terial. Clearly complications can arise all too easily.
Crystal symmetries, however, restrict the number of
independent constants and with a favourable choice of
coordinate system this restriction becomes apparent
through the appearance of many zeros and many equal -
valued constants. In particular, isotropic material has
only two independent constants; the array of constants
then has the following form:

uy

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 So

Ti

T2

T3

T4

T5

Ts

C11 C12 C12 0 0 0

C12 C11 C12 0 0 0

C12 C12 C11 0 0 0 (53a)
0 0 0 C44 0 0

0 0 0 0 C44 0

0 0 0 0 0 C44

L
uy

b

Fig..13. Various types of deformation: a) extension, b) shear. In (a) a volume element is
extended in the x -direction; bzuz is positive. A negative Oxitx means a compression in the
x -direction. By definition Oxitx is the first deformation component Sxz = In (b) layers
perpendicular to the z-axis are displaced with respect to each other in the y -direction; bzuy is
positive. A positive or a negative value of Ozity does not always imply deformation, however:
in (c), where a volume element has been rotated without deformation, bet!, is also positive.
But oyitz is equally large and of opposite sign. If the sum bytiz bzuy is not zero, the element
does undergo deformation. This is the deformation component Syz = S4. Analogously,
S2 = SYY, S3 = Szz and S5 = Szx, Sc = Sxy.

y

z

z

.a

Fig. 14. Tensile stress and shear stress. The material on the +x
side of an elementary area perpendicular to the x-axis exercises
a force on the material on the -x side. The stress components
Txx, Tyz and Tzx are by definition the x-, y- and z -components
respectively of that force per unit area of the elementary area.
Txx is a tensile stress (T. > 0) or a compression stress (Txx < 0).
Tyx and Tzz are shear stresses. The stress components Txy, Tyy,
Tzy, Txz, Tyz and Tzz are defined analogously. See also fig. 15.
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TY x (x2)

Txx(x2)

x2

Tyx(x )

a

Fig. 15. a) In equilibrium the net force on a volume element is
zero. Since the force per unit area exerted on the volume element
on its face that faces left (or down or backwards) is equal but
opposite to the stress there, we have Txx(x2) is equal to Txx(X1),
Tyx(x2), to Tyx(xi), etc; in other words the stress field is uniform.
b) The uniform stress field Tyx exerts a couple on the volume
element. In equilibrium, this must be balanced by the opposite
couple resulting from Txy. It follows that Txy = Tyx, and equally,
Tyz = Tzy, Tzx = Txz. There are thus six independent ,stress
components: Tj. = Txx, T2 = Tyv, T3 = Tzz, T4 = Tyz, T5 = Tzx,
T6 = Txy.
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where Cu, c12 and c44 are related as follows:

C11 = C12 + 2C44. (53b)

One or two comments will serve to illustrate the
significance of the constants cii, c12 and c44 in the

dydzi

a

0 1 2

01 2

u,(2)

0 1 2

Ttlydz

b

Txxdydz

X

7jAyilz

x

Fig. 16. Tensile stress and strain are assumed to be present here
only in the x -direction. a) The work done on the material to the
left of the element of area AyAz, when it is deformed from the
state 1 (dashed) to the state 2 (dotted) is:

TxrAyilz(ux(2)- ux(1)) =
Solid line: the undeformed state (0).
b) The work performed on the volume element Ax.ly,Az is:

Ti(dux(x Az) - dux(x))4 =
= Ti d(ux(x Ax) - ux(x))AySz =
= T1 d(S1.6.x)Ay,..1z = Ti dSi(Ax.NyAz).

The work done per unit volume is thus TidSi. For the general
case it can be shown that the work per unit volume is ETkdSk.
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x
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Fig. 17. A stress field (above) and the resulting strain (below) are
described as shear stresses T6 and shears S6 in the x,y coordinate
system. In the x',y' system the same stresses and strains are de-
scribed as a tension Ti and a compression T2 resulting in an
extension Si and a contraction S2.

isotropic case. If cll and C12 are non -zero and positive,
a tensile stress Ti implies not only an extension in the
x -direction but also a lateral contraction: when
T2 = T3 = 0, and Si is positive, it follows from (53a)
that S2 = S3 < 0. That the shear modulus (or modulus
of rigidity) c44 must be closely related to cii and c12 is
illustrated in fig. 17. It is shown there that the shear re-
sulting from a shear stress (c44) in one coordinate sys-
tem is equivalent to an extension and a lateral contrac-
tion resulting from the combination of a tension and a
lateral pressure (cii, c12) in an other coordinate sys-
tem; and because of the isotropy, the constants must
be independent of the coordinate system chosen.
Finally, if c44 is zero (zero rigidity), cil = c12 so that
Tl = T2 = T3 = C11(S1 + 52 + S3). It is easily shown
that for any deformation, the relative change in volume
AVIV is given by Si + S2 + S3. Thus c44 = 0 implies
that when a deformation takes place involving no
change of volume no stresses are set up. This is the
situation with fluids (gases and liquids). In this sense
gelatine and rubber are 'near -liquids' because c44 is
small, and very much smaller than cii and c12.

Finally we must consider the dynamic influence of
the stresses T on the displacements u. If the stress field
is non -uniform, the volume elements undergo a net
force which accelerates them. The net force in the x -
direction on a volume element dxdydz is (see fig. 18):
(OzTxxdx)dydz (oliTzydy)dzdx (OzTxzdz)dxdy. This
force is equal to the product of the mass emdxdydz
and the acceleration o Otis in the x -direction ((m is the
density). In this way we find the equations of motion :

Txxdydz

Txydxdz

( yTxy dy)d dz

(7;x+ax7;xdx)dydz

Fig. 18. Forces in the x -direction on a volume element in a non-
uniform stress field. Besides the forces acting on the faces per-
pendicular to the x- and y-axes there are analogous forces on the
z -faces.

embe2mc = E OtTki (k,1 = x, y, z). (54)

The six defining equations for the strain (51), the six
Hooke equations (52) and the three equations of mo-
tion (54) give altogether 15 linear homogeneous equa-
tions for the 15 variables ui, 112, u3, Si,  S6, Ti,
T6, thus describing fully the wave phenomena. Of the
possible solutions of these equations, we shall consider
only two simple cases.
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Transverse waves in isotropic materials

For transverse waves in an isotropic medium (see
53), propagating in the +z -direction (oz = by = 0,
Oz = -jk, bt = jaw) and with displacements only in the
x -direction (uy = uz = 0), many of the 15 variables are
zero. There remain:

(51) S5

(52) Ts
(54) -ginco2uz =

= -jkux,
= c44S5, (55)

from which the dispersion relation follows immediately:

C44/(m.(021k2= (56)

The waves are thus dispersionless; at all frequencies the
velocity of propagation is vst = 1/c44/em.

Longitudinal waves in isotropic materials

For longitudinal waves in an isotropic medium prop-
agating in the +z -direction (ux = uy = 0, oz = op = 0,
oz = -jk, of = jco), (51), (52) and (54) reduce to:

(51)-+S3 = Hkuz,
(52) --T1 = T2 = ci2S3, T3 = C11,53)
(54) -emw2uz = -jkT3.

(57)

Combination of the three equations in u5, S3 and T3
yields the dispersion relation:

Citlem(021k2 = (58)

(This is the condition for the existence of solutions
with Ux, S3 and T3 non -zero; in each solution Ti and
T2 follow directly from S3.)

The velocity of longitudinal sound waves,
vsi = Vcii/em, is therefore always higher than that of
transverse sound waves, vst = 1/c44/Om. In solids vst
is often of the order of 2 x 103 m/s and, as cii is about
three times C44, vsi is about a times vst. In lead
vsi/vst is about 1/5, in 'near -liquid' materials such as
gelatine and rubber vsi/vst is one or more orders of
magnitude larger. In liquids there are no transverse
waves, at least no transverse waves with a real wave
vector.

Coupling of waves in an unbounded homogeneous medium

Up to now we have studied separately two classes of
waves, electromagnetic and elastic waves. We shall
now go on to consider coupled waves, in particular
coupling between these two classes of waves, as found
for example in piezoelectric materials. To give an
illustration of what is involved in the coupling of
waves, we shall take as example the longitudinal and
transverse elastic waves in an isotropic medium which
we have just treated separately. We shall now consider
them together: we assume a wave propagated in the
z -direction in which displacements are allowed both in
the z- and the x -directions (but not in the y -direction).
We then find again equations (55) and (57), now
together. These are written symbolically as follows:

ux S5T5 uz S
.3

T3

X

X

x

X x

x

X

X

x

x x

x

(55)

(57)

(59)

Each row represents an equation and the crosses in-

dicate which variables are involved. (The equations for
T1 and T2, here omitted, are of no importance at the
moment.) The 6 x 6 determinant of the equations is the
product of two 3 x 3 determinants, f(w,k) and g(w,k).
The dispersion relation is thus

f (co,k)g(co,k) = 0. (60)

There are therefore two independent solutions, re-
presenting two types of wave:
f = 0, variables ux, S5, T5 (uz = S3 = T3 = 0): trans-
verse waves;
g = 0, variables u5, S3, T3 (Ux = S5 = T5 = 0):
longitudinal waves.

Let us now suppose that the medium loses its iso-
tropy in such a way that a tension T3 results not only in
an extension (S3) but also in a shear (S5). The purely
longitudinal wave can then no longer exist: the tensile
stress associated with it would cause transverse dis-
placements ux via the term S5. This is expressed in (59)
by terms at the black dots (C35 and thus c33 no longer
zero). The 6 x 6 determinant then no longer factorizes:
longitudinal and transverse waves are coupled.

In this way the Ex,Hy waves and the Ey,Hx waves of
(17a,b) are mixed in (29) by the ea term. Similarly,
electromagnetic and elastic waves in piezoelectric
materials are coupled because the electric fields give
rise to mechanical stresses.
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Weak coupling

' In the above we found pure longitudinal waves and
pure transverse waves for c35 = 0. If c35 is not zero but
still very small - weak coupling - we may expect
`nearly -pure' longitudinal and transverse waves. In
such a case we can start from the dispersion relations
f = 0, g = 0 as a zero -order approximation to find the
relation between w and k for the new waves. If, for
example, the terms at the dots in (59) are small,
although not zero, the dispersion relation becomes,
instead of (60):

f (co,k)g(co,k) = o(co,k), (61)

where (5 is a measure of the coupling. More complicated
situations can arise giving, for example, a dispersion
relation of the form fg2 = (5; however, the simpler
form (61) is usually found and we shall restrict our
discussion to this form. -

For a given frequency coo, the new waves will have
wave numbers in the neighbourhood of those of the
old f -wave and g -wave (fig. 19). Suppose that the wave
number of the old f -wave is ko, so that f (wo,ko) = 0,
and let the new wave number closest to ko be ko
For w = wo, it follows from (61) that

(fo fi:00k)(go gkloAk) = d, (62)

where fo, go, fk'o, g, 0 are the values of f, g, OflOk,oglok
at wo, ko. According to our assumption, fo = 0; on the
other hand, go will in general differ substantially from
zero, so that gk'oAk can be neglected. To a first approx-
imation, therefore,

Ak = 611;:ogo (w = (00)- (63)

Similarly, for a given wave number ko, the difference in
frequency Ow between the new 'near -f -wave' and the
old f -wave is

Ow = (V.:0g° = ko). (64)

In a similar way we can find the difference in wave
number or the difference in frequency between the new
`near -g -wave' and the old g -wave. These expressions
will be useful later on.

Resonant coupling.

Suppose that the curves f = 0, g = 0 intersect at
some point with real k and w. Such an intersection can
occur, apart from the trivial case of k = 0, w = 0,
only if at least one of the waves is dispersive. An
example is the combination helicon wave/sound wave;
see fig. 20. At the point of intersection ko,wo the two
waves are `resonant' : their phase relation is constant in
both space and time. Even a weak coupling can then
give a strong effect. In particular, for a given (5, k and
w will exhibit larger changes than in the non -resonant

case. This can be seen directly by applying (62) to the
point of intersection. Because fo = 0, go = 0 we find
(see fig. 21):

and

Ak = ± V6/fkiogrm at w = coo, (65)

= V6/f,:og,:o at k = ko. (66)

near -g'

g=0 f=0

dw
------- near- f '

ko

Fig. 19. The dispersion relations f = 0 and g = 0 (solid curves)
for two independent types of waves. The dashed curves represent
the dispersion relations of waves that can result from the coup-
ling of the f and g waves.

Fig. 20. The dispersion relation for helicon waves (43) is a square
law in k, that for acoustic waves is linear. They therefore intersect
not only at the origin but also at another point (/co, wo). At this
intersection even a weak interaction gives rise to strong effects
(resonance). For a given magnetic field, the intersection takes
place at lower frequencies as the concentration of the electrons is
lower (see eq. 43). For Bo = 1 T, the resonant frequency in metals
lies in the gigacycle region. In semiconductors the resonance lies
in the megacycle region or lower.
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As 6 approaches zero, IAapproaches zero less rapidly
and, at sufficiently small 6, the resonant effects (65)
and (66) are much larger than the non -resonant effects
(63) and (64). Owing to the coupling, the intersection
disappears; in its neighbourhood the curves f = 0,
g = 0 become two hyperbolae asymptotic to the original
intersecting lines. If, in (65) and (66), Ak, Au) or both
happen to be imaginary, the curves shown respectively

ko

g=0

f=0

k

Fig. 21. The effect of weak coupling on the dispersion curves of
two waves in the neighbourhood of resonance.

f
k

Fig. 22. The various situations that can occur with resonant
coupling, depending on whether Lk or &o in (65) and (66) are
real or imaginary.

near-helicon

Fig. 23. The effect of coupling between helicon waves and sound
on the combined dispersion relation.

in the second, third, and fourth diagrams of fig. 22 are
relevant. One of the main results of the analysis given
in [7] is, that in the fourth situation we have travelling -
wave amplification while the third gives rise to the
`absolute instability' which was briefly mentioned in
the introduction. The second situation was already
referred to as 'cut-off' on page 314.

For the combination helicon wave/sound wave there
is a weak electric coupling between the electron motion
of the helicon wave and the ion motion of the sound
wave [23]. The combined dispersion relation of fig. 20
thus splits into two branches which nowhere intersect
except at the origin (fig. 23); along each branch, the
corresponding wave gradually changes from 'near -
sound' to 'near -helicon wave' or vice versa.

The coupling of helicon waves with sound was first
demonstrated experimentally in potassium [24]. How-
ever, the point of intersection of the uncoupled dis-
persion curves for metals in 'convenient' magnetic
fields (up to 1 T = 10 kilogauss) lies in the none too
easily accessible gigacycle region. In this respect, semi-
conductors are more convenient: owing to the lower
electron concentration the helicon curve in fig. 20 is
steeper so that the point of intersection is displaced to
lower frequencies. W. Schilz [25]has demonstrated the
coupling in N-PbTe with n 1024 m-3. He used a
plate of PbTe fitted with two quartz transducers
(fig. 24). The three elements were all acoustically a half
wavelength long at the same frequency ( 800 kHz)
and thus resonant. The acoustic transmission of the
system peaked sharply at this frequency (curve a,
fig. 24). The PbTe plate was also fitted with crossed
coils (as in fig. 11) by means of which a A/2 helicon
resonance could be set up and detected at this same fre-
quency when the magnetic field was about 0.4 T
(= 4 kG). This field and this frequency correspond to
the point of intersection shown in fig. 20. If, at this
field, a signal of varying frequency was applied to one
of the helicon coils, then the transducers gave a sharply
peaked output close to the resonant frequency (curve
b, fig. 24). The height of this peak varied with the
magnetic field in approximately the same way as the
helicon resonance itself. The high electron mobility
necessary for this experiment was obtained by using a
single crystal of PbTe at a temperature of 4 K
(kt 100 m2/Vs).

[23] See for example D. N. Langenberg and J. Bok, Phys. Rev.
Letters 11, 549, 1963, and J. J. Quinn and S. Rodriguez,
Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 552, 1963 and Phys. Rev. 133, A 1589,
1964.

[241 C. C. Grimes and S. J. Buchsbaum, Phys. Rev. Letters 12,
357, 1964.

[25] W. Schilz, Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 104, 1968.
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Fig. 24. Demonstration of the coupling be-
tween sound waves and helicon waves in a
semiconductor (lead telluride) by W.
Schilz [251. The PbTe plate P is wound with
crossed coils C (see also fig. 11) for the
generation and detection of helicon waves,
and fitted with electro-acoustic transducers
for the generation and detection of elastic
waves. The plate and the transducers form
a single acoustic unit with a certain resonant
frequency (F.S 800 kHz). The magnetic field
is adjusted to a value such that helicon
resonance occurs at this same frequency.
The output signal A of one of the electro-
acoustic transducers is shown on the right
as a function of the frequency f, a) when
the other transducer is excited, b) when
one of the helicon coils is excited.

Piezoelectric coupling

In piezoelectric materials mechanical variables such
as stress and displacement are coupled with electrical
variables such as field and polarization. Since the
twenties piezoelectric materials have been used exten-
sively for the conversion of acoustic or mechanical
signals into electrical signals and vice versa: in micro-
phones, loudspeakers, pick-ups, crystal oscillators,
filters, transducers, etc. For a long time the well known
materials tourmaline, Rochelle salt and quartz have
been of practical importance and indeed quartz still is.
Since the fifties, however, a large number of synthetic
piezoelectric materials have entered the field.

Materials exhibiting piezoelectricity all have a crystal
structure without a centre of symmetry. It can easily be
seen that a centro-symmetric crystal cannot be piezo-
electric: for instance, a uniform deformation cannot
cause any separation of the centres of positive and
negative charges, i.e. a polarization, in such a crystal.

Conduction can mask the piezoelectricity of a crystal,
for the motion of free charges tends to destroy an elec-
tric field if there is sufficient time available. All the
piezoelectric materials widely used in practice are
consequently insulators. Nevertheless, it is in fact the
interaction of a piezoelectric crystal lattice with free
charge carriers - in piezoelectric semiconductors -
that can offer so many interesting effects. Such possi-
bilities form the main theme of the next section. Cad-
mium sulphide and tellurium are examples of such
piezoelectric semiconductors.

The piezoelectric coupling is expressed through
electric terms in the elastic equations (52) and mechan-
ical terms in the electric equations (22):

Tk = E CiaSi - E enkEn,

Dm = emiSi E 8,nE7i.

(k,1 = 1, . . 6 ; m,n = x,y,z)

(67a)

(67b)

700 750 800 850 900 kHz

The nine linear equations (67) with their 81 coefficients
express the nine variables . Ts, Dz, Dy, Dz in
terms of the nine variables Si, . . . Ss, Ex, Ey, E5. Apart
from the minus signs in (67a), the 9 x 9 array of coef-
ficients is again symmetric if the electrical and mechan-
ical energy is not transformed into other forms such as
heat. With regard to the coefficients e, this symmetry
has already been incorporated in the notation of (67),
whereas for the c's and s's we must have, as before :

ck/ = Clk, amn = 6nm (68)

This can be shown by reasoning analogous to that on
p. 319/320. Again we assume that the coefficients are
real constants; this means that the variables may not
vary too rapidly.

If we assume that the electromechanical state of the material is
completely determined by the six quantities T or S and the three
quantities D or E, the expression

dU = ETkdSk >3.EnidDm,

i.e. the mechanical and the electrical work done when the state
of the material changes must again be a total differential; in other
words the 'internal energy' U is again a variable of state. It follows
in the same way as before, that the 9 x 9 array of coefficients will
be completely symmetric if T and E are expressed in terms of S
and D. In (67), however, as in the literature on acoustic ampli-
fication and electro-acoustic surface waves, we have expressed T
and D in terms of S and E. A difference in sign for the e then
occurs between (67a) and (67b); this can be seen as follows.
Under the above assumption, not only U but also the quantity
HE = U- EEmDm is a variable of state (i.e. it is fully deter-
mined by the nine quantities T or S and D or E), so that

dHE = Tkd Sk - ED,nclEi

is a total differential. From this follows, in the usual manner, the
symmetry of the array of coefficients in (67), including the minus
signs. HE is called the electric enthalpy.

Fortunately, a drastically simplified form of (67) is
sufficient for the discussion of a number of typical
cases. This is because, in certain materials possessing a
sufficient symmetry, waves in certain directions are
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possible in which only one component of each of T, S,
D, and E is of importance. We shall restrict the

discussion to such situations. We then have:

T = cS - eE,
D eS

(69a)
(69b)

Strictly speaking, in each actual case we should indicate
which component of T, S, D and E is involved. We
shall do this for D and E - we shall discuss waves
for which D and E are either transverse or longitudinal
- but we shall not specify which components of T, S
and u are involved.

The positive dimensionless constant e2/ec will be
found to be a convenient measure of the relative
strength of the piezoelectric coupling. In most piezo-
electric materials, e2lec is much less than 1, i.e. the
coupling is weak. In certain specially prepared ceram-
ics, e.g. certain lead zirconium titanates, e2/ec may
approach the value unity.

As for the purely electromagnetic waves, we shall
first discuss insulators here and then examine what
complications and possibilities arise as a result of con-
duction. These considerations follow, somewhat freely,
the analysis of A. R. Hutson and D. L. White [26].

Near -light and near -sound

We shall first consider electric transverse waves in
weakly piezoelectric insulators. As might be expected,
these are near -electromagnetic waves or near -acoustic
waves. The deviations in velocity from 'pure light' and
`pure sound' respectively will be calculated from the
weak -coupling relation (63).

We take the direction of propagation as the z-axis
and the direction of D and E as the x-axis. Maxwell's
equations reduce to the first two, (7) and (8), with
J = 0. Because Oz and by are zero and, according to
our assumptions, only one component of each of S, T
and a are involved, only one of the defining equations
(51) remains (S = ozu). Similarly, only one of the
equations of motion (54) remains (eni( 12u = ozT).
Using (69) as well we thus obtain six equations with six
variables. With ox = 0, by = 0, oz = -jk and of = jo.),
these equations become:

kHy = a)Dx, wyHy = kEz; (Maxwell) (a,b)

Dz = eS eEz, T = cS - eEz; (mixed) (c,d) (70)
-jku = S, emco2u = jkT; (elastic) (e,f)

Equations (a,b) are purely electromagnetic, (c) is

electric with some elastic admixture, (d) is elastic with
some electrical admixture and (e,f) are purely elastic.
We can find the dispersion equation by putting
[26] A. R. Hutson and D. L. White, J. appl. Phys. 33, 40, 1962.

D. L. White, J. appl. Phys. 33, 2547, 1962.

the 6 x 6 determinant of (70a . . . f) equal to zero or by
successive elimination of the wave variables. The result
can be written as:

2(w2 vi2k2)(a)2 vs2k2) _e w2k2v82 (71)
8C

In this equation vi and vs are the velocities of light
and ound respectively in the 'unperturbed' me-
dium (vi = 1/ eu, vs = 1//Fi). As anticipated,
equation (71) is of the form (61), fg = 6. For zero
coupling (e = 0) we return to the two independent
waves: light waves of velocity vi and sound waves of
velocity vs. With (weak) coupling (e2/ec << 1) we find
near -light and near -sound. To find the velocity of the
near -light wave we put coo = viko. Using (63), together
with

e2f = w2 v12k2, g = w2 vok2, a co2k2vo,
EC

we obtain:

Ak e2 vs2

ko
-=

EC v12
(72)

For the near -sound wave, putting coo = vsko, we find
analogously :

Ak e2 vs2

ko
-=

EC Vi2
(73)

(In (72) and (73), vs2 in the denominator has been
neglected in comparison with v12.) Since Aviv is equal
to -Aklk, the velocity of the near -light wave is a frac-
tion i(e2/se)vs2/v12 greater than that of light in a non -
piezoelectric medium with the same s and ,u. Similarly,
the velocity of the near -sound wave is the same frac-
tion smaller than the velocity of sound in a non -piezo-
electric medium of the same em and c. The effect is
extremely small (<< 10-10), not primarily because the
coupling factor e2Isc is small but because the velocities
of light and sound differ by so large a factor (105). This
is a matter of some generality: between waves of greatly
differing velocities there is little interaction.

Piezoelectric stiffening

We now consider electric longitudinal waves in
piezoelectric insulators. Since in non -piezoelectric
materials, as in free space, electromagnetic waves of
this type do not exist, there is no question of near -
light in this case; we can expect only an acoustic wave
with some admixture of an electric -longitudinal charac-
ter. Its velocity is easily found. Since E is longitudinal,
so that curl E is zero, it follows from the Maxwell
equation (8) (with ,u 0 0, co 0 0), that H = 0; also
from (7) (with J = 0, co 0 0), that D = 0. (For lon-
gitudinal D, this also follows from the fact that
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div D = 0 for an insulator.) From the mixed equa-
tions

(74)
0 = eS eE,

T = cS - eE,
it follows by elimination of E that

T = c(1 e2lec) S. (75)

We see that only elastic wave variables remain for
which the conventional elastic equations are valid -
with this difference that c is replaced by c(1 e2/ec).

The material has thus become effectively stiffer. This
phenomenon [27] is known as piezoelectric stiffening.
The velocity of the near -sound wave is thus equal to
Ve(1 e2/sc)/em Ps-, (1 + -ie2Isc)11cl em, so that the
relative effect on the velocity is a factor v12/vs2 1010)

larger than above.
For the elastic wave, the distinction between electric -

longitudinal and electric -transverse admixture is es-
sentially the distinction between electrostatic and
electrodynamic phenomena. This explains the relatively
small effect of the electric -transverse admixture:
electrodynamic effects are small for slow processes and
an elastic wave is slow compared with a light wave. Let
us now elaborate on this a little further. In the neutral
insulator with which we are concerned, the divergence
of D must be zero. For the longitudinal wave, this also
implies that D = 0 and that therefore the polarization
wave eS gives rise to a field wave E of significant ampli-
tude: eE = -eS. According to (75) this results in a
considerable change in the elastic stiffness of the me-
dium. In the transverse case there is no electrostatic
reason for D to be zero: all transverse vectors have
zero divergence. The (transverse) polarization eS now
excites a field E only by induction. This however is very
small. From (70a,b) we find (with calk = vs):
eEz = ett,s2Dz = (vs2ivi2)Dx. The terms in Ex in
(70c,d) can therefore be neglected so that D x is virtually
equal- to eS and, from (70d), the stiffness is hardly
affected. Summarizing, the electric field is significant
in the longitudinal case (E = -eS1s) but not in the
transverse case. For this reason we may restrict our-
selves to longitudinal fields and currents in our discus-
sion of piezoelectric semiconductors, which now follows.

Acoustic waves in piezoelectric semiconductors

Mobile charge carriers in a piezoelectric material
cause attenuation of an acoustic wave: the electric
fields associated with the wave cause currents and thus
ohmic losses. On the other hand, however, there is the
interesting possibility of negative attenuation, i.e.
amplification of an acoustic wave, through activation of
the medium by a constant electric drift field [28]. A

simple criterion decides whether amplification is pos-
sible or not: the drift velocity vdo must be higher than
the wave velocity vs. As noted above, we are exclusively
concerned here with longitudinal fields and currents.

We shall treat the attenuation and amplification of
acoustic waves in two stages. First we shall establish
formally the relation between attenuation or ampli-
fication and the complex conductivity a = ar +
which is the ratio of the wave variables J and E. It will
be found that a negative ar implies amplification. After
this we shall show that with a constant applied electric
field, a negative ar can be obtained.

For the first stage we write, as usual (eq. 32):

J = aE. (76)

As in the case of piezoelectric stiffening, we shall derive
a new effective stiffness of the material by elimination
of the electric wave variables. From Maxwell's equa-
tions (using curl E = 0 for longitudinal E, whence
H = 0 and therefore J D = 0), and (76):

D = -aE/jco.

Substituting this in (69) now leads not to (74) and (75)
but to :

T = cS - eE,

0 = eS (s crljoi)E,

and hence to:

e2 1

T = c (1 ±
sc 1 + °jaiS.

We now have an effective elastic stiffness of

(77a)

(77b)

e2 1

= C (1 +
EC aliWE)

There is thus stiffening of the medium again but it is
now a complex stiffening. (Comparing this with the
stiffening in insulators, we see that, as before, the con-
duction could have been taken into account by intro-
ducing an effective dielectric constant e a/jco.)

We assume that 6.c = c' -c is small compared with
c. This is certainly the case for weak piezoelectric
coupling, provided 11 + Mom' is not too much less
than unity. We then obtain directly from the dispersion
relation k2/co2 = endc for sound waves, the relative
change AkIk occurring at a given co as a result of the
relative complex stiffening &lc:

Ac e2

k = = EC 1 + aljcoe

We are interested only in the imaginary part Oki of Ak.
Negative Aki/k implies attenuation, positive Alcilk
amplification of the sound wave. (See (6) and the cap-
tion to fig. 3. If Oki is sufficiently small, the relative
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change in amplitude per unit length is equal to Oki and
the relative change per wavelength is 2thki/k.) Remem-
bering that a can be complex, we find:

Aki e2 ar/we

k = EC (1 + ai/co02 (ar/w8)2 (78)

This shows that amplification occurs if ar is negative.
The small change in the real part of k, i.e. in the wave

velocity, can be neglected in the calculation of the
attenuation or amplification. In the following, there-
fore, we put w/k = vs.

In the simple cases where a merely represents the
static conductivity (ar = ao, ai = 0), the attenuation is
given by

Oki e2 a)./0)

lC ec 1 + (0,21(02'

where co, is called the relaxation frequency, co, = ao/e.
This is the reciprocal of the dielectric relaxation time
-r, discussed on p. 327. The attenuation is a maximum
for w = wc, and has a significant value only when w
and co, are of the same order of magnitude. It can be
shown from this that, even for frequencies in the GHz
region, attenuation of this nature is found only in
semiconductors with a very low concentration of
charge carriers. In photoconductors ao, and hence co
is dependent on the intensity of the incident light. The
light-sensitive acoustic attenuation found in CdS [291
can be explained in this way [30].

Amplification of acoustic waves

We now come to the second stage: to show that ar
can become negative by the application of an electric
field E0 that gives the electrons a constant drift velocity
vdo, thus enabling acoustic waves to be amplified.

The acoustic wave in a piezoelectric semiconductor
produces variations in three directly related quantities
via the lattice polarization. These are the longitudinal
electric field, the charge density (electron concentra-
tion) and the current. There are now two factors in the
expression for the current density that vary: the drift
velocity and the electron concentration. We are thus
concerned with the product of two varying quantities
and we can therefore no longer use complex quantities.
We now denote the actual field by Eo El, the actual
drift velocity by vdo vdi and the actual electron
concentration by no + ni, where Eo, vdo and no are
constant and E1, vdi and ni are real quantities with
frequency w and wave number k. We then have
Vd1 = The current density is

-q(no ni)(vdo vd].) =

= -qnovdo - qnovdi - qni.vdo - qniva]..

There is thus a d.c. component -qnovdo and a wave

component -qnovdi - qnivdo of frequency w and wave
number k. The last term -qnivdl is of second order and
can be neglected. This term does contain a d.c. com-
ponent -q Oliva> to which we shall return in the next
section. At the moment, however, we are only con-
cerned with the wave component. Using complex wave
variables J, n and E again (ni = Re n, El = Re E) we
find, with noq,ue = ao (see Table I, p. 323, eq. 1.6) and
-qn = es:

J = aoE valve. (79)

The current in the wave thus consists of a direct reac-
tion aoE on the field and a current valve which is auto-
matically present in each charge fluctuation ee because
the electron gas as a whole has the drift velocity vao.

Equation (79) is not quite complete. Because there
are charge fluctuations there is also diffusion, so that
besides the current (79) there is also a diffusion current.
We shall neglect this diffusion current for the moment,
but will return to it presently.

Apart from (79) there is a further relation between
the wave variables J and ee: the continuity equation
(11). Because J is longitudinal, this assumes the form
-jkJ = -jave or, with w/k = vs:

J = vsee (80)

Elimination of ee from (79) and (80) gives the ratio
between J and E and hence the complex conductivity
that we require. The result is:

J = aoE/(1 - vdo/vs),

and thus

ar = ao/(1 - voo/vs), ai = 0. (81)

This shows that by giving the electrons a drift velocity
vdo greater than the wave velocity vs, ar can indeed be
made negative and amplification of the wave can be
achieved.

The operation of the acoustic amplifier is therefore as
follows. Let us assume that the acoustic wave prop-
agates at a velocity vs to the right. The associated
longitudinal alternating electric field causes charge
fluctuations that propagate with the wave. Now a
positive net space charge only moves to the right be-
cause it is continually built up at the front and con-
tinually dispersed at the back by an a.c. current moving

[27] See for example W. Voigt, Lehrbuch der Kristallphysik,
Teubner, Leipzig 1910.

[28] A. R. Hutson, J. H. McFee and D. L. White, Phys. Rev. Let-
ters 7, 237, 1961.

(20]= H. Gobrecht and A. Bartschat, Z..Physik 153, 529, 1959.
H. D. Nine, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 359, 1960.
H. D. Nine and R. Truell, Phys. Rev. 123, 799, 1961.
H. J. McSkimin, T. B. Bateman and A. R. Hutson, J. Acoust.
Soc. Amer. 33, 856, 1961.

[30] A. R. Hutson, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 505, 1960. See also'the
article by Hutson and White (263.
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in the direction of the wave. This current must thus be
directed to the right in a positive space charge and to
the left in a negative space charge (see fig. 25). This is
expressed by the continuity equaiion (80) for lon-
gitudinal waves.

If the mean drift velocity is zero, this current is
directly caused by the alternating field, which thus
maintains the charge wave. Alternating field and cur-
rent are in phase, so that there are losses. When, how-
ever, the electron gas as a whole has a velocity vdo to
the right, each net positive space charge now implies a
current to the right (and each negative space charge a
current to the left) so that. a weaker alternating field is
necessary to maintain the charge wave. Alternatively
we see that, with the same alternating field, larger
charge fluctuations will arise. If vdo is equal to vs, then
no field, at all is necessary to maintain the charge
wave - it propagates 'by itself' - and, for a given
alternating field, infinitely large a space charges would
arise (in the absence of diffusion). Finally, if vdo is
larger than vs, then a positive space charge must now
be dispersed at the front and built up at the back to
maintain the stationary state, and this has to be done by
the alternating field (fig. 26). Field and current are
therefore in antiphase, so that the field, and hence the
wave, take up energy from the charge carriers.

By ignoring the diffusion we have been able to give a
fairly simple description of the essentials of the acoustic
amplifier. To discuss the practical possibilities, how-
ever, it is necessary to take the diffusion into account.
This can be done by adding a diffusion term
-A, grad ee = jkDnee to the right-hand side of (79),
see also (49). It is then easy to show that (81) becomes:

ar
0.0 y2 + (02/(0D2

cri co/o)D
, (82)

cro y2+ w2/c0D2

where y = 1 - vdo/vs and WD = vs2/Dn.
To find the amplification given by the negative con-

ductivity, we must combine (82) with (78). The result

some manipulation, to take the form :
2

for the amplification per unit length is found, after

Aki =
e we

(83)
6C Vs 712 + (WEN + w/WD)2

In (83) co/k is again written as vs. From this equation
it can be seen that two restrictions are imposed on the
frequency: there is substantially no amplification when
o.) is much smaller than co or much greater than cop.
The physical reason is as follows. When co is much
smaller than coc, the charge fluctuations relax so rapidly
that they completely screen off the piezoelectric field.
If, on the other hand, co is much larger than cop, then
the waves are so short and the wave flanks so steep
that diffusion erases the charge fluctuations. Ampli-

fication is thus possible only in materials for which
co, < con. Now in most materials cop is no larger than
10 GHz. With s 60 10-11 F/m, it then follows
that to make an acoustic amplifier, the piezoelectric
semiconductor must have a conductivity ao = sco,
smaller than 10-11 x 1010 = 10-10-1

The acoustic amplifier is an example of the general
phenomenon in which a stream of particles can interact
in some way with a travelling wave, and give up energy
to that wave when their velocity is larger than the wave
velocity. Another well known example is the travelling -
wave tube, in which electrons are injected into an
electromagnetic wave of relatively low velocity.

Acoustic amplification was first demonstrated exper-
imentally by A. R. Hutson, J. H. McFee and D. L.
White [28] in a photoconducting CdS crystal. The
acoustic transmission they measured is plotted as a
function of the applied field in fig. 27. Free charge car-
riers were produced by illumination of the crystal. In

Fig. 25. Illustration of the continuity equation for clouds of
space charge moving from left to right. Clouds of positive space
charge move to the right because on their right there is a net
accumulation and on their left a net removal of positive charge.
There must therefore be an a.c. current directed towards the
front and away from the back of a moving cloud of positive
charge, i.e. to the right in the clouds of positive charge and to the
left in the clouds of negative charge, in accordance with (80).

Fig. 26. Clouds of space charge consisting of surpluses and de-
ficiencies in the concentration of an electron gas that moves as a
whole with a drift velocity vdo that is larger than the wave velocity
v.. These clouds would move faster than the wave (vdo > v5)
were it not for the alternating field set up by the wave. In order
to get clouds of space charge moving with the required velocity v9
each cloud must be dispersed at the front and concentrated at
the rear. This means that in clouds of positive charge the field
must be directed to the left, and in the clouds of negative charge
it must be to the right. The positive clouds, however, still represent
current to the right and the negative clouds a current to the left
(fig. 25). Field and current are therefore in antiphase.
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the dark the crystal was a good insulator; the concen-
tration of charge carriers, and hence coc, was adjusted
by the incident light intensity. The zero level in fig. 27
refers to acoustic transmission through the crystal in
the dark (the attenuation at 45 MHz was less than
7 dB and at 15 MHz less than 2 dB); positive dBs
mean attenuation, negative dBs amplification. The
results are qualitatively in good agreement with equa-
tion (83). In particular, the charge mobility can be
derived from the zero intersection at 700 V/cm, by
putting the drift velocity corresponding to this field
equal to the velocity of the transverse acoustic wave
used, vs = 2 x 105 cm/s. The mobility of 285 cm2/Vs
found in this way agrees well with values found by
other method 300 cm2/Vs).

The acoustic amplifier we have dealt with can be
regarded as the precursor of the amplifier of acoustic
surface waves (p. 347-348) which has attracted atten-
tion in recent years.
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Fig. 27. Acoustic amplification as shown by A. R. Hutson,
J. H. McFee and D. L. White [28]. The vertical axis represents the
acoustic attenuation in dB in a photoconducting CdS crystal of
length 7 mm as a function of the applied drift field Eo for various
frequencies and various levels of illumination. The conductivity
as and hence the relaxation frequency We = aol a were adjusted
by means of the illumination of the crystal. Curve A, 15 MHz,
we/co = 1.2; B, 45 MHz, co,/a) = 0.24; C, 45 MHz, we/a) = 0.21.
The attenuation is given relative to that of the crystal in the dark
(0 dB). At 45 MHz the 'dark' attenuation was less than 7 dB, at
15 MHz less than 2 dB. Positive dBs mean attenuation, negative
dBs mean amplification.
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Acoustic amplification considered as weak coupling of two types of
wave

We have considered the acoustic attenuation and amplification
as a result of the 'complex stiffening' of the material. In this
connection we came across the phenomena of dielectric relaxation
and diffusion; these are `longitudinal -electrical' wave phenomena
(p. 327). Acoustic attenuation and amplification can also be

considered as the 'result of weak piezoelectric coupling between
an acoustic wave and a longitudinal electrical 'wave' [31]. To
show this, we shall start with a complete set of equations in the
variables J, D, E (all longitudinal), Qe; T, S and u in, for example,
the following form:

J b = 0, T = cS - eE, S = Oztt,
div J = -60, D = eS 6E, OzT = ambe2u,

J = aoE vooae- Dograd eo.

The dispersion relation that follows from these equations can
easily be written in the form fg = 6 (eq. 61), remembering that
e2/ec is small. The result is:

(CO2/Vs2 - k2) [we ± j(w - Vd0k) k2D111 =

f g
= (e2I ec)k2 [j(w - vdok) k2Dn] (84)

By putting f = 0, we have once more the unperturbed sound
wave, while g = 0 yields an unperturbed longitudinal electric
wave - another version of (50) somewhat complicated by the
occurrence of vdo. Applying (63), with coo = veko, to (84) we
obtain after some amnipulation a complex expression for Aklk,
the imaginary part of which is indeed given by (83).

The acousto-electric effect; Weinreich's 'relation

We have seen that a d.c. current in a piezoelectric
semiconductor can affect an acoustic wave in that
material. Conversely, an acoustic wave in the material
can give rise to a d.c. current or to a static electric field
(depending on whether the semiconductor is short-
circuited or open -circuited). The charge carriers are
`carried along' by the wave. This is known as the
acousto-electric effect. It also occurs, to a less extent, in
other materials. When R.H. Parmenter predicted the
effect [32] in 1952, he remarked on the correspondence
with two other quite different phenomena - the linear
accelerator, in which electrons are accelerated by oscil-
lating fields that are synchronized to form an (accele-
rating) travelling wave, and the thermoelectric effect
where charge carriers are borne along by the stream
of phonons (acoustic quanta) caused by a temperature
gradient.

The effect can be attributed to the d.c. component
that is present in the current density because both the
electron concentration and the drift velocity are
modulated when the material carries an acoustic
wave. On p. 337 we saw that this component is equal
to -g <ni vdl>, where ni and vdi are actual physical
modulations; using complex wave variables n and vd,
the d.c. component is --igRe(nvd*). We thus have an
acousto-electric d.c. current source

Jae = -1gRe(nvd*) = -1-Re(eeve).

This is equivalent to a 'field source'

Eae = Jae/6o = iRe(eeve)/ao (85)

PU See for example K. Blotekjmr and C. F. Quate, Proc. IEEE
52, 360, 1964.

[321 R. H. Parmenter, Phys. Rev. 89, 990, 1953.
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This is the field that is equivalent to the acoustic wave
in its effect on the charge carriers. This acousto-
electric field is directly related to the attenuation of an
acoustic wave. The quantity Re(eevd*) is proportional
to iRe(JE*), the ohmic heat developed (ee 0C J from
(80) and vd cc E) which must be supplied by the
acoustic wave which is thus attenuated. If this ohmic
heat is the only cause of attenuation, then

aP = -I-Re(JE*) = - i(vs/jue)Re(eevd*), (86)

where cc is the acoustic attenuation coefficient and P
the energy flow density of the sound wave. (By defini-
tion, cc = - (11P)oPloz; since P is proportional to the
square of the wave variables, cc = -2Aki.) In (86) we
made use of J = vsee (eq. 80) and vd = -,LteE (eq. 1.2
in Table I).

From (85) and (86) the very simple relation between
cc and Eae first given by G. Weinreich [33] follows
directly :

cc = - nqvsEae/P. (87)

The very general reasoning used by Weinreich was as
follows. A travelling acoustic wave represents not only
a flow of energy but also a flow of momentum. At-
tenuation of the wave therefore implies a diminishing
momentum flow: momentum is transferred to the
`cause of the attenuation' and hence a force acts on
this 'cause', i.e. the charge carriers. The field equivalent
to this force is the acousto-electric field. This reasoning
shows that we are concerned here with a kind of
radiation pressure exerted by the acoustic wave on the
charge carriers.

Let us now make one or two further comments about Wein-
reich's relation.

Assuming that charge carriers of only one kind, of mobility
ye, are responsible for the attenuation, the relation is very
generally valid, even when the charge carriers have a non -zero
constant drift velocity vd(). This means that, as vuo increases, Eae
changes its sign exactly at the instant when attenuation changes
to amplification.

If the charge carriers do have a non -zero drift velocity, several
field and current components come into play, as discussed on
p. 337. It is not perhaps immediately clear whether only the part
iRe(JE*) of the ohmic heat is due to the acoustic wave (J and E
are the wave variables) as is assumed in (86) (and not, for
example, JueE0). If this is not the case, then the derivation of (87)
would no longer be valid. However, (86) can also be proved
explicitly starting from the expression (78) for the attenuation
and from the fact (not proved here) that the acoustic -energy flow
density P can be represented by -1-vscSS*. Since Re(JE*) is
equal to crrEE*, (86) gives

Lr EE*
vsc SS *

Substituting here the value for EIS from (77b), we arrive, using
Aki = - fa, directly at (78). This is an indirect proof of (86).

Much experimental work has been done on the acousto-
electric effect, acoustic attenuation and the relationship between
them, especially in CdS. In spite of what has been said above,
Weinreich's relation is often not satisfied. For one thing, as vuo
increases, Eae and a often do not go through zero at the same
point. The reason for this is that some of the charge carriers are
trapped and thus are not mobile although they still contribute to
the space charge. These charge carriers cause absorption but they
do not contribute to the acousto-electric current. From this
reasoning [34] a generalization of Weinreich's relation can be
derived by taking the mobile charge for ee in (85) and the total
charge for ee in (86). Further analysis shows that measurement
of the frequency dependence of Eae gives information about the
trapping mechanism.

Waves in two media with a common boundary

In bounded media, the bulk waves studied above
can, in general, no longer occur by themselves be-
cause alone they do not satisfy the conditions imposed
by the boundaries. At the free surface of a solid, for
example, the shear stress tangential to the surface and
the tensile stress normal to it are of course zero, where-
as almost every simple sound wave involves such
stresses. Superposed simple sound waves are however
possible if when taken together they cause the surface
stress to be zero. This indicates the way to tackle the
present problem - the problem of two adjacent media:
we should try to combine the bulk waves in such a way
that the boundary conditions at the interface are always
satisfied at all points of the interface. In this way we
can describe phenomena such as refraction and reflec-
tion of waves and - our special interest here - surface

waves. We shall first illustrate this approach by some
simple examples.

Transmission, reflection, refraction

The junction of two transmission lines

In the transmission line of fig. 2 waves can be prop-
agated with a voltage -current ratio V/I given by

./1/'. Or, more precisely, in the waves travelling to
the right (v > 0), V/I is equal to + j/L/ C, the charac-
teristic impedance Z of the line; in the waves travelling
to the left (v < 0), V/I is negative, V/I = -Z. This
follows directly from (3), (4) and (5). Let us now
consider the reflection at the junction between two
transmission lines of different characteristic impe-
dances Z1 and Z2 (fig. 28), and consider what com-
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Fig. 28. Reflection and transmission at the junction of two trans-
mission lines of characteristic impedances Z1 = VLi/Ci and
Z2 = 14.2/C2; a incident wave, b reflected wave, c transmitted
wave.
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binations of incident (a), reflected (b), and transmitted
(c) waves are possible. In this one-dimensional
example the interface has degenerated to a junction.
The boundary conditions require continuity of the
current and voltage at the junction. If we take the junc-
tion to be at z 0, then we must have (see eq. 2):

Va exp jcoat Vb exp jam/ = V, exp jcoct,

/a exp jwat + lb exp jcobt = /, exp jcoct.

Since these equations must always be satisfied it follows,
first that coa = cob = we and secondly that

Va Vb = Vc,
- Vb/Z1 = Ve/Z2.

(88)

From (88), the voltage reflection coefficient KR (the
ratio Vb/ Va) and the voltage transmission coefficient
KT (the ratio V,/ Va) are, respectively :

Z2 - Z1 2Z2
KR = KT = (89)

Z2 ± Z1 9 Z1 ± Z2

When the two lines are matched, i.e. Zi = Z2, there is
no reflection and complete transmission (KR = 0,

lc KT = 1). When the first transmission line is open -
circuited (Z2 = co) or short-circuited (Z2 = 0) there
is complete reflection (KR = 1).

Fig. 29. Reflection and transmission of normally incident linearly
polarized light at the interface between two media with intrinsic
impedances Zi = I/,41/el and Z2 = 11µ2/e2; a incident wave, b
reflected wave, c transmitted wave.

x
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Fig. 30. Integration contour for E along the surface, for the proof
that E is continuous at an interface (see text).

Normally incident light

When light falls normally on the interface between
two isotropic transparent media (fig. 29) we again
have the three waves incident (a), reflected (b) and
transmitted (c). Suppose the light is linearly polarized.
The boundary conditions in this case are that E and H
are continuous at the interface. This can be shown for
E by integrating E along an extended contour as in
fig. 30. The result is curl E integrated over the enclosed
area. If the loop of the contour is made infinitely thin,
this surface integral is zero (curl E does not become
infinite, see eq. 16) and therefore the contour integral
is also zero, so that E must be the same on either side
of the interface. The continuity of H is shown in a
similar way.

The ratio Ex/ Hy in each of the waves has an abso-
lute value equal to the value of Viu/s in the correspon-
ding medium (see p. 317); the sign is positive for waves
travelling to the right (k > 0), negative for waves

[33) G. Weinreich, Phys. Rev. 107, 317, 1957.
[34) C. A. A. J. Greebe, Physics Letters 4, 45, 1963.

I. Uchida, T. Ishiguro, Y. Sasaki and T. Suzuki, J. Phys.
Soc. Jap. 19, 674, 1964.
P. D. Southgate and H. N. Spector, J. appl. Phys. 36, 3728,
1965.
C. A. A. J. Greebe, IEEE Trans. SU-13, 54, 1966 and
Philips Res. Repts. 21, 1, 1966.
Y. Kikuchi, N. Chubachi and K. Iinuma, Jap. J. appl. Phys.
6, 1251, 1967.
C. A. A. J. Greebe, 1968 Sendai Symp. on Acoustoelec-
tronics, Sendai, Japan, p. 67.
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travelling to the left (k < 0); see (17a). Therefore
Ea + Eb = Ec

Ea/V/41/81 - Eb/i411/81. = EcI V/42/82 -

These equations have exactly the same form as (88).
With the definition of the intrinsic impedance of a
medium given on p. 317, Z = Vic the reflection and
transmission are given again by (89).

Normally incident sound

For sound in two adjoining elastic isotropic media
(fig. 31) the situation is analogous to the foregoing.
It is clear that, at the interface, Tzz, Tyz, Tzz and ux, uy,
uz must be continuous (interface perpendicular to the
z-axis). Let us assume that in each medium only one
component of T and u is involved. For waves travelling
to the right we have (with co/k = Mem)

T = cS = cOzu = - jkcu = -janiVcem,

and for waves travelling to the left:

T = jcoulicem.

Therefore

Tb = To,

TalVciezal- TblVcierni = TelVc2em2.

The quantity I/FeTn is called the mechanical impedance.
The reflection and the transmission are again given by
(89). The reasoning is valid for both transverse and
longitudinal waves. Which component of T and of u
and which constant c are relevant depends on the type
of wave considered.

The close analogy between the above three cases might suggest
that for normal incidence (89) is of very general validity. This is
not the case. To obtain a result such as (89) with one transmitted
and one reflected wave, these waves and their polarizations have
to be matched to the incident wave. An example of a simple
situation where this is no longer possible is the case of a linearly
polarized beam of light that is normally incident on the interface
between free space and an optically anisotropic uniaxial crystal
when the optical axis lies in the interface but is not parallel or
perpendicular to the plane of polarization of the light beam. Two
beams of different velocities and different ratios E/H then arise
in the crystal (see p. 318) so that (89) is no longer applicable. Of
course, in this simple case, that incident beam can be resolved
into two components with polarizations parallel and perpen-
dicular to the optical axis, and (89) can then be applied to each
of the two problems thus obtained.

Obliquely incident waves

In the three foregoing cases, the wave variables
depended on z and t and thus, in the interface, only on t.
Because the boundary conditions have to be satisfied
at all times the waves must all have the same frequency.
This virtually self-evident requirement was mentioned

Fig. 31. Reflection and transmis-
sion of normally incident sound
at the interface between two
elastic media 1 and 2. It is Cppm/
assumed that for these waves
each medium is sufficiently
characterized by a density em
and a single elastic modulus c. a

b

x

C2, m22, m2

C

z

explicitly only in the first example. With obliquely
incident waves, the wave variables also depend on the
coordinates in the interface. Since the boundary condi-
tions must be satisfied at all times everywhere in the
interface, all waves combining at an interface must
have the same periodicity both in time and in place
along the interface. In the following we shall take the
y-axis to be normal to the interface. Then all the waves
of a combination must have the same w, kz and kz.
Once these three quantities are given, e.g. by the inci-
dent wave, then ky is determined for each other wave
of the combination by its dispersion relation (which is
a relation between co, kz, ky and kz for that wave), and
thus its direction of propagation is also determined.
This is illustrated by the following example.

The laws of optical reflection and refraction

At the interface of two optically isotropic media,
incident light is reflected and refracted (fig. 32). The
velocity of light in medium 1 will be denoted by vi,
that in medium 2 by v2. As stated above, the y-axis is
taken to be perpendicular to the interface; the x,y-
plane is taken as the plane of incidence (the plane

y

Fig. 32. Refraction and reflection of a light beam falling obliquely
from medium 1 on to the interface y = 0 with a second medium
2; ka, kb and ka wave vectors of the incident, reflected and
refracted beams respectively.
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containing ka and the y-axis). Then kza = 0. As a
result kzb and kzc are also zero: the reflected beam (b)
and the refracted beam (c) lie in the plane of incidence.
The law of reflection, x = 0, follows from fig. 32 by
observing that not only are kxb and kxa equal, but kb
and ka also, because the waves a and b are in the same
isotropic medium and have the same frequency.
Finally, Snell's law of refraction follows from the
dispersion relations ka2 = 0.,2/1,12 and k02 = co2/v22 for
the waves a and c and from the fact that Icza = kza:

sin o kxcike v2= -
sin 0 kxa/ka v1

These laws are thus a direct consequence of the require-
ment for equal frequencies and equal wave -vector com-
ponents along the interface. They do not of course
represent all the information contained in the boundary
conditions : as in the previous three cases, it is also pos-
sible to calculate how much light is reflected and how
much refracted. This leads to Fresnel's laws, but we
shall not consider these here.

In fig. 32 we assumed that the boundary conditions
can be satisfied by one incident wave, one reflected
wave and one refracted wave. For light waves in op-
tically isotropic media, further investigation shows that
this is indeed the case, but it is by no means a general
rule. For longitudinal sound waves, for example, in-
cident at a certain oblique angle, one reflected and one
refracted longitudinal wave are not sufficient - it is
also necessary to introduce transverse waves with
different velocities and directions: mode conversion
takes place at the interface. However, the wave vector
of each of the waves is always completely determined
by its dispersion relation and by the 'interface com-
ponent' of the wave vector of the incident wave.

Total reflection; surface waves

Whatever the value of the angle of incidence 0
(fig. 32), the number of variables and the number of
boundary conditions remains the same, so that the
number of waves necessary to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions remains unchanged. In particular, when the
angle of incidence is increased so far that total reflection
occurs, three waves are still present. What then hap-
pens to the refracted wave can be seen by calculating
kyc from

kza2 kya2 =/co,

in which kc is given by the dispersion relation for waves
in medium 2:

keg = w2/v22,

and kxc is given by kxa:

kz 02 =. kza2 = (0/v12) sing 0.

If sin 0 becomes larger than v1/v2 - only possible for
v2 > vl - then kxc2 becomes larger than keg. Hence
ky c is imaginary. The wave that was previously refracted
now propagates along the surface (kx, is real) but its
amplitude in medium 2 decays exponentially at right
angles to the surface. This means that the refracted
wave has become a surface wave. This is why the re-
flection is total: no energy is carried away from the
interface in medium 2. Total reflection thus implies a
surface wave in medium 2.

It is clear that an imaginary ky0 (positive imaginary in fig. 32)
implies that wave c transports no energy away from the bound-
ary: no power is transmitted downwards through medium 2
because at large distances from the interface the wave has zero
amplitude, and no energy is dissipated in the medium because our
assumption was that it is lossless. We can calculate the situation
explicitly as follows. The mean energy flow in the y -direction
(see note [10]) is

Sv = 4Re(EzHx* - ExHz*).
From Maxwell's equations

curl H = D, curl E -n,
with

Oz = 0, by = -jky, 61 = jto, B = D = eE,
it follows that

Hz = kyEzi cop and Ex = - kyHzitos.
Substituting these values in the expression for Sy gives:

31y = -1-Re [ky*EzEz* 'cog kyHzHz* 'we] =
(kyrlweg) {}eEzEz* + # 11HzHz*}.

Since the expression inside the curly brackets is real, ky would
have to have a non -zero real part if there is to be a mean energy
flow in the y -direction.

In this demonstration it is assumed that the material is iso-
tropic (D = eE), that there are no losses (a andµ real) and that
w is real. Under these conditions, the same is true for every other
direction. For anisotropic media, on the other hand, it cannot
be concluded that S has no component in a given direction if k
has no real component in that direction. In fig. 6b, for example,
S does have a component in the x -direction even though kx is
zero.

With an 'ordinary' wave, with real wave -vector com-
ponents, the phase velocity colkz in any direction (x)
other than the direction of propagation is greater than
the velocity of propagation co/k, since kx < k. For a
surface wave, on the other hand, as follows from the
foregoing, Icx > k: the surface wave is propagated
more slowly than the corresponding bulk wave. Sur-
face waves are therefore said to be 'slow'.

The phenomenon of total reflection can thus be
summarized as follows. As the angle of incidence 0 is
increased, the phase velocity along the surface of all
the waves involved decreases. When this velocity
becomes smaller than the velocity of bulk waves in
medium 2, the wave in medium 2 becomes a surface
wave.

The surface wave is excited by the incident wave. In
certain circumstances, however, independent freely
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propagating surface waves are possible. This is the case
when all the waves necessary to satisfy the boundary
conditions are surface waves, i.e. waves that have a real
wave -vector component along the surface (the same
for all of them) and for which the wave variables decay
exponentially with distance from the surface. Such
waves form the subject of the next section.

Surface waves

As was mentioned in the introduction, acoustic
surface waves on the free surface of a piezoelectric
material offer interesting possibilities in certain fields
of electronics. Such waves carry an electric field that
extends beyond the boundary of the medium so that
they can be generated, detected, amplified or other-
wise processed electrically anywhere on the surface.

y

a

1

x

type of surface wave is possible, the Love wave
(fig. 33c). The particle movement is confined here to
the z -direction. In this case, however, if medium 1 is
made less dense, the penetration depth of the waves in
medium 2 becomes greater, and in the limit the Love
wave does not remain a surface wave but degenerates
to a bulk wave, propagating parallel to the surface
without being perturbed by it.

In piezoelectric media the situation differs from the
foregoing only in this last respect. Rayleigh -like,
Stoneley-like and Love -like waves are all possible,
now carrying electric polarizations and fields. The
Rayleigh waves can again be regarded as a special case
of the Stoneley waves. But the Love wave no longer
reduces to a bulk wave when the density of one medium
becomes zero as it does in the case of a non -piezoelectric
medium. Instead, it remains a surface wave - at least

Fig. 33. Elastic interface waves. a) The Rayleigh wave propagates along the free surface of an
isotropic elastic medium 2 (1 is free space); in the coordinate system used (y-axis normal to
surface, x-axis in propagation direction of wave) the particle movement is in the x,y-plane.
Waves are also possible along the interface between two bonded isotropic elastic media
(1 and 2), e.g. Stoneley waves (b) with particle movement in the x,y-plane and Love waves
(c) with particle movement in the z -direction. If the density of medium 1 tends to zero, we
find the Rayleigh wave as a special case of the Stoneley wave; the Love wave, however, be-
comes a bulk wave (the penetration depth in the medium 2 becomes infinite). If, however,
medium 2 is piezoelectric (and some other conditions are satisfied, see text), the Love wave
remains a surface wave if the density of medium I becomes infinitely small; this limiting
case is the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave.

Let us for a moment consider isotropic solid media
that are not piezoelectric. The well known Rayleigh
wave can be propagated on the free surface of such
a medium (fig. 33a). In a coordinate system in which
the surface is perpendicular to the y-axis, and the sur-
face wave propagates in the x -direction, the particles
move in ellipses in the x,y-plane for a Rayleigh wave.
The Rayleigh wave is a special case of the Stoneley
wave (fig. 33b). This can occur at the common boun-
dary of two elastically different solid media bonded
to each other - at least, when the elastic moduli and
the densities satisfy certain conditions. Here again the
particle movement is in the x,y-plane. If the density
of medium 1 tends to zero, the Stoneley wave reduces
to the Rayleigh wave.

At the interface of two bonded media yet another

in the case of a piezoelectric medium with an axis of
rotation or a six -fold axis of symmetry lying in the
surface and direction of propagation along the surface
perpendicular to this axis. This is the Bleustein-Gulyaev
wave 135] discovered theoretically in 1969. This wave is
a surface wave only because of the piezoelectric nature
of the medium : if the piezoelectric coupling were zero,
the penetration depth would become infinite. The exis-
tence of the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave has been con-
firmed by many experiments [361, made, however, in
configurations of a complexity far beyond that sug-
gested by the simple situation of fig. 33c.

Rayleigh, Stoneley and Love waves are rather com-
plicated and are not easily treated mathematically,
especially in piezoelectric materials. The Bleustein-
Gulyaev wave, on the other hand, with its particle
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movement confined to the z -direction, is a relatively
simple example of an acoustic surface wave on a
piezoelectric medium. We shall now consider this wave
in somewhat more detail. The treatment is different
from that usually given but is perhaps more instruc-
tive [37].

Bleustein-Gulyaev waves

Let us consider a piezoelectric medium bounded by
the plane y = 0, outside which there is free space
( fig. 34; y < 0 medium, y > 0 free space). We shall
show that under certain conditions combinations of
waves exist in the piezoelectric medium and in the free
space that consist entirely of surface waves and in
combination satisfy the boundary conditions. These
combinations are called Bleustein-Gulyaev waves. The
common w and kx of the waves are assumed real and
positive, so that the waves in fig. 34 are propagated
to the right.

The calculation is given in condensed form in
Table II (opposite p. 348). The approach and the
result of these calculations are roughly as follows. We
put certain restrictions on the piezoelectric medium and
on the waves to be considered. An introductory calcu-
lation first shows that the boundary conditions can be
satisfied under these restrictions by the superposition
of four waves - not all surface waves as yet - of given
real positive w and k, (see fig. 35, upper diagram).
These four waves are: a) a surface wave in free space;
b) a surface wave in the piezoelectric medium; c) an
incident wave and d) a reflected wave of 'stiffened
sound' (see p. 336), at least, if the given k, is smaller
than the wave vector ks of 'stiffened sound' in the piezo-
electric material. The waves c and d have equal but
opposite real ky. Denoting the amplitudes of the poten-
tials of these four waves by A, a, c -b, Aye and 96d, respec-
tively, then Oa, chb and Od can be expressed in terms of
cb, because there are three independent boundary
conditions. The problem of the reflection of 'stiffened
sound' at a free surface is thus solved. However, this
was not our problem: we were in search of a surface
wave.

As for the refracted wave in the refraction of light
(p. 343), we may now enquire what happens to the
waves c and d if for any reason kx should become larger
than ks. The wave -vector components ky of c and d
then become imaginary. They remain however of op-
posite sign and thus we do find a 'well behaved' surface
wave propagating in the x -direction whose amplitude
falls off exponentially with distance from the surface
(let this be c); however, we also find a wave (d) that
would again propagate in the x -direction, but whose
amplitude would increase exponentially with distance
from the surface, and which is therefore unacceptable.

The combination of waves a, b, c and d necessary to
satisfy the boundary conditions therefore no longer
forms an acceptable solution.

Nevertheless a freely propagating surface wave can
be found, since for any real positive w we can find
a real, positive kx that is larger than k5 and makes
Od equal to zero. The unacceptable wave thus van-
ishes from the scene (fig. 35, lower diagram). In other

Fig. 34. Coordinate system used for the derivation of the Bleu-
stein-Gulyaev wave; y = 0 is the interface between the piezo-
electric medium PE (y < 0) and free space FS (y > 0). The wave
propagation is in the x,y-plane, the particle movement in the
z -direction. In this coordinate system the piezoelectric material
must have an array of coefficients of the form M in Table II
(opposite p. 349).

)C0(3000°,

x

Fig. 35. Above: a wave of stiffened sound (c) incident from the
piezoelectric material on the interface gives rise to a reflected
wave (d) and two surface waves, one in the free space (a) and the
other in the piezoelectric medium (b). The common kx of the
four waves is smaller than the wave vector k9 of stiffened sound
in the given piezoelectric material. If kx becomes larger than ks
then the wave -vector components ky of (c) and (d) become
imaginary; they remain opposite in sign. Both of these waves
thus propagate along the surface, and while the amplitude of one
of them decreases, that of the other increases exponentially away
from the surface. At a certain value of kx (> ks), however, the
unacceptable wave (d), whose amplitude increases away from the
surface, vanishes from the solution. The solution is then the
Bleustein-Gulyaev wave (lower diagram).

[35] J. L. Bleustein, Appl. Phys. Letters 13, 412, 1968.
Yu. V. Gulyaev, JETP Letters 9, 37, 1969.

[36] See for example P. A. van Dalen and C. A. A. J. Greebe,
Philips Res. Repts. 27, 340, 1972, and P. A. van Dalen,
Philips Res. Repts. 27, 323, 1972.

[37] A more comprehensive survey of possible surface and inter-
face waves and further literature references are given in the
article by R. M. White [3].
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words, when we attempt to satisfy the boundary
conditions for a given w with the three waves a, b and
c, we find that this is possible with one value of kz that
is larger than ks, so that c is also a surface wave. This
combination of three surface waves is the Bleustein-
Gulyaev wave, and the relation found between kz and
w is its dispersion relation.

In our description of the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave we
thus allow an incident wave and a reflected wave (real
ky) to change into two surface waves (imaginary ky),
one decreasing and the other increasing exponentially
in amplitude with distance from the surface. We then
cause the unacceptable increasing wave to vanish by
choosing a suitable value Icx(w) for kz. We note that
this approach is of general application to surface
waves: the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave merely serves here
as an example.

We shall now look into one or two details of the
calculation. We impose the following restrictions (see
R1 -R4 in Table II): the piezoelectric material must
have a certain symmetry and a certain orientation (R4);
the waves must be 'slow' (R2), must propagate in the
x,y-plane (RI) and must involve particle displacement
in the piezoelectric medium in the z -direction only (R3).
The waves must be slow in the sense that only electro-
static effects and no electrodynamic effects arise (see
also p. 336); this means that the electric field can be
derived from a potential 4) (E = -grad 0).

For the waves indicated in Table II as FSL, which
can occur in free space under the restrictions RI and R2,
k2 = 0 for all w. The wave variables thus satisfy the
two-dimensional Laplace equation, for k2 = kx2

ky2 = -(0z2 by2) = 2. These are in fact
static field distributions which can propagate at an
arbitrary (but not too high) velocity, provided that the
boundary conditions at the surface are satisfied. For lcz
real, ky is evidently imaginary: ky = ± jkz. The wave
to be used for combination (wave a in list L, Table II)
must decrease exponentially with distance from the
surface (i.e. upwards in fig. 34) so that for the given kz,
the ky of the wave must be equal to -jkz. Lines of
force and equipotential surfaces of this Laplace wave
are given in fig. 36.

Restrictions on the symmetry and orientation (R4) of
the piezoelectric medium are imposed in the array
marked M in Table II, which gives the coefficients by
means of which the variables Tl, T2,  Dx, Dy, Dz are
expressed in terms of the variables SI, S2,  Ex, Ey,
E. The many zeros imply a high symmetry and a
simple orientation; the coefficients indicated by points
are not relevant to the present discussion. Materials
with a six -fold or rotational axis of symmetry are
examples in which the array of coefficients can take the
form M. The restrictions RI, R2 and R3 have already

limited the components of S and E to be taken into
account here to S4, S5, Ex and Ey and now because of
the form of the array the components of T and D are
limited to T4, T5, Dx and Dy.

As a result of the foregoing, there only remain two
differential equations for the waves in the piezoelectric
material: a mechanical equation of motion and one of
Maxwell's equations. The resultant dispersion relation
represents two waves - again, Laplace waves (PL),
with k2 = 0 and further 'stiffened sound' (PS), with the
dispersion relation (DS). This reduction of the possible
waves to two simple types is of course a consequence
of the simplifications introduced by (M). The Laplace
wave to be used for combination (wave b in list L,
Table II) must decrease with distance from the surface,
i.e. downwards in fig. 34, and thus has ky = jkz. For
the incident sound wave (c in list L), ky > 0; the re-
flected wave (d) has a negative ky. In the list L of
possible waves, only wave variables are included that
enter into the boundary conditions.

The boundary conditions Bl, B2, B3 express, firstly,
that the boundary y = 0 is a mechanically free surface.
The shear stresses (Tzy = T6 and Tyz = T4) along the
surface and the tensile stress (Tyy = T2) normal to it
are thus zero. Two of the boundary conditions (T2 = 0,
T6 = 0) are automatically satisfied in all the waves
considered, and therefore only one mechanical bound-
ary condition remains (B1): T4 = 0. The electrical
boundary conditions (B2, B3) stating that 0 and Dy
must be continuous at the surface, follow because
at the surface the field must be derivable from a poten-
tial and there is no source of D, i.e. no charge. We note
that before the introduction of the boundary condi-
tions, the factor exp j(wt - kzx - kyy) in each wave
plays no part - it cancels out in all equations. How-
ever, when various waves are combined, different fac-
tors exp (-jkyy) are involved. At the boundary these
factors again vanish since y = 0 there.

Substitution of the wave variables from list L in the
boundary conditions (B) yields, after eliminating 0s, and
013, the relation (A) between 0c and ch. Therefore we
arrive at the two conclusions mentioned earlier:

x
Fig. 36. L'nes of force (solid curves) and cross -sections of equi-
potentials (dashed) of the Laplace wave which decays exponen-
tially for y -I- co.
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I. A wave of 'stiffened sound' incident at a certain
angle imposes a kz and thus determines indirectly all
the ky's; since kz is smaller than ks, kys and kyd turn out
to be real. Using (A) in Table II, all the wave variables
can be expressed in terms of fie. The angle of reflection
is equal to the angle of incidence (kyd = -kyc).
The reflected wave has the same amplitude as the in-
cident wave (10d1 = 10c1, because the coefficients of

and 4d in (A) are the complex conjugates of one
another).

IL From (A) we can produce a pure surface wave,
the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave, because wave d vanishes
(Od = 0) for the value of kye given in (K) (Table II); this
value of kys is positive imaginary and thus c becomes
a 'well behaved' surface wave. Substituting this value of
kys in the identity kx2 ky2 = k52 yields expression
(DBG) in Table II, the dispersion relation for the
Bleustein-Gulyaev wave. The velocity colkz is independ-
ent of o): the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave is therefore dis-
persionless.

Notes on the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave

In the foregoing derivation of the Bleustein-Gulyaev
wave it was not necessary - as it was in other prob-
lems discussed in this article - to assume that e2/se
was much less than unity. This underlines once more
the relative simplicity of the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave.
We assumed only that the_wave was 'slow' and the dis-
persion relation (DBG) shows that this is always the
case except when e2I sc >> 1, a situation that in fact
never arises.

From (K) it can be seen that the penetration depth
increases as e2/ec decreases and becomes infinite, as
mentioned earlier, in the limit e2I sc 0; the surface
wave has then degenerated to a bulk wave. In contrast
to this, the penetration depth of a Rayleigh -like wave
always remains of the same order as the wavelength
along the surface. Bearing in mind that, in practical
applications, the great attraction of surface waves lies
in their small penetration depth, it can be seen that the
Bleustein-Gulyaev wave has its limitations; only when
e2/ec is approximately unity can it match the Rayleigh
wave in this respect.

The factor 801(60 e) in (K) also tends to make Ikycl
small and hence the penetration depth large because e
is often much larger than so in piezoelectric materials.
In the above the empty space behaves only as a medium
of permittivity so with no mechanical effect on the
surface. If the empty space is replaced by another
medium with a large permittivity but still with no
mechanical effect on the surface, then the penetration
depth can be reduced. For this reason the surface is
sometimes coated with a thin film of metal (8 00).

Further analysis shows that the wave a then vanishes

(yds = 0); there is virtually no penetration in the metal
so that the metal film can be so thin that its mechanical
effect is negligible. Strictly speaking, we are then deal-
ing with a wave problem in a single bounded medium,
the piezoelectric material, but with different electrical
boundary conditions.

Amplification of surface waves; the effect of a transverse
magnetic field

An acoustic surface wave on a piezoelectric material
is accompanied by an electric field that extends beyond
the surface and propagates there as a Laplace wave.
The wave can be excited, detected, directed, amplified
and its dispersion relation changed by means of this
electric field. Here we shall only examine the ampli-
fication of such waves and we shall show that with a
transverse magnetic field the amplification can be
enhanced.

From the foregoing it is fairly evident how to set
about amplifying a surface wave on a piezoelectric
material: a semiconductor is placed against the piezo-
electric material and a current is passed through it of
such a value that the drift velocity of the electrons is
higher than the wave velocity. We shall see presently
that this should work; that it does work was first shown
experimentally by J. H. Collins et al. [6]. Compared
with the bulk -wave acoustic amplifier (see p. 337) the
present configuration has the advantage that the piezo-
electric material and the semiconductor can be selected
independently, so that an optimum choice can be made.
This is one of the reasons why the surface -wave ampli-
fier seems to be a step nearer to practical applications
than the bulk -wave amplifier. Nevertheless, there are
still great difficulties associated with the surface -wave
amplifier. In the first place, the required drift field is
very high (this point is illustrated in fig. 27); this means
that it is generally necessary to dissipate undesirable
large amounts of power unless certain precautions are
taken that present practical difficulties.

Secondly there is the problem of the electric coupling
between the piezoelectric material and the semi-
conductor. In a Rayleigh wave, the surface particles
move primarily in the y -direction (see fig. 33). This
wave is therefore very sensitive to mechanical contact
with the surface. To avoid this difficulty it can be
arranged, for example, to have a gap between the sur-
faces of the piezoelectric material and the semiconduc-
tor. This gap, however, must be very small (a small
fraction of the wavelength), for otherwise there will be
no electric coupling. The Bleustein-Gulyaev wave, in
which there is particle movement in the z -direction
only, is better in this respect: it is very little affected by
the presence of a substance such as a liquid (which
attenuates a Rayleigh wave strongly), and a dielectric
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liquid of high permittivity in the gap results in a strong
electric coupling. This, however, may give rise to new
difficulties, such as corrosion of the surfaces by the
liquid.

We shall now indicate briefly how acoustic surface
waves are amplified and how this effect can be enhanced
by a transverse field [38]. In fig. 37a, 1 denotes the
semiconductor and 2 the piezoelectric material. In the
semiconductor the slow wave consists of a Laplace
wave (see fig. 36); associated with the field E, there is
the bulk current Jb = aoE. In a Laplace wave there
can be no charge fluctuations in the material since in
the Laplace wave div D = - 0. The current
that flows towards and away from the surface gives,
however, an alternating surface charge. In fig. 37a it is
assumed that the d.c. drift velocity of the electrons is
zero and that the Laplace wave, including the surface -
charge pattern, travels to the right at velocity vs. The
maxima of positive and negative surface charge must
assume, with respect to the field pattern, the phases as
shown : on the right (front) of the positive charge
maxima, the charge must increase, so the current must
be directed towards these points. In fig. 37a the field
and the current are in phase: energy is therefore dis-
sipated.

If the electron gas as a whole is now made to move
through the semiconductor at a drift velocity vdo, the
pattern of alternate surface charges itself represents
- quite independently of the alternating field E- an
a.c. surface current Js (fig. 37b). A smaller bulk current
will now maintain the same surface charge; or the same
alternating field E and bulk current Jb will now give
rise to a surface -charge wave of larger amplitude.
When vdo is equal to vs no bulk a.c. current will be
required to maintain a surface -charge wave. (Diffusion
and trapping of charge carriers are neglected here.) If,
finally, Vd0 becomes larger than vs, charge has to be
removed from the front of each positive charge maxi-
mum by the bulk a.c. current (fig. 37c). Field and cur-
rent now have opposite phase and hence energy is
supplied to the wave.

It will be clear that the operation of the surface -wave
amplifier is rather similar to that of the bulk -wave
amplifier. In the surface -wave amplifier, however,
advantage can be taken of a transverse magnetic field
in a way that has no parallel in the case of bulk acoustic
waves. We shall attempt to explain this by means of
the equation

Aki e2 e (a + ado)) ado)=
k - ec a + craw (a + crilto)2 (ar/w)2'

which is simply (78) in a slightly different form. This
relation derived for phenomena in the bulk, is not of
course exactly valid in this form for surface waves, but

a very similar relation is valid and we use (90) to
indicate qualitatively the effect of a transverse magnetic
field [39]. The last factor in (90) is of the form
pq/(p2 q2) and it therefore has values between ++
and The 'best' value, can always be achieved,
for arbitrary values of a and ai, by giving ar, via the
drift velocity vdo, a suitable (negative) value. From the
other factors in (90) it can be seen that the maximum
amplification obtainable in this way could be increased
if ei could be made negative, i.e. if the phase difference
between J and E could be changed in a certain way. In
the bulk -wave amplifier there is no way of doing this.
In the surface -wave amplifier, however, it can be done
by means of a transverse magnetic field. To make this
clear, fig. 37d shows the extreme case of a magnetic
field so large that there is a Hall angle of 90° between
J and E. The figure shows that for a travelling Laplace

a

b

+++
2 Q. --

Fig. 37. Operation of the acoustic surface -wave amplifier and the
effect of a transverse magnetic field. I semiconductor, 2 piezo-
electric material. In the semiconductor, the field E of the Laplace
wave (velocity vs) carries with it a bulk a.c. current Jb and an
alternating surface charge. For a given alternating field, the
amplitude and phase of the surface -charge wave are dependent
on the mean drift velocity vdo of the electrons in the semiconduc-
tor (see text). a) vdo = 0; b) 0 < vdo < vs; c) vas > vs. In case
(c) amplification occurs. J. is the surface a.c. current directly
associated with the movement of the surface charges with the elec-
tron gas as a whole at velocity vdo. d) When a large magnetic field is
present E and Jb are at right angles to one another which means,
for the travelling Laplace wave, a phase difference of 90° between
J and E. Such a phase difference can lead to greater amplification.
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wave this corresponds to a phase difference of 90° be-
tween J and E. It is also clear that smaller phase dif-
ferences are introduced by smaller fields and that the
sign of the phase difference is determined by the
polarity of the magnetic field.

The effect of a transverse field on the amplification
has been experimentally confirmed for Rayleigh waves
by J. Wolter [40]. Some particulars concerning this
experiment are given in fig. 38.

Summary. A survey is given of freely propagating electro-
magnetic, elastic and electro-elastic waves, the accent falling
on certain types of wave that have attracted attention in elec-
tronics and solid-state physics during the last decade or so. These
include helicon waves, amplifying acoustic waves and electro-
acoustic surface waves; several more conventional waves are also
discussed by way of introduction.

The dispersion relation and structure of a travelling wave in
an unbounded homogeneous medium follow from the differential
equations (assumed to be linear and homogeneous) for the
appropriate variables. By allowing the frequency w or the wave
vector k to be complex, the attenuation or amplification of the
wave in time or space can be represented.

Starting with Maxwell's equations, electromagnetic waves
(light) are discussed, first in free space and then in other non-
conducting media, whose particular properties can be formally
expressed in terms of a permittivity which may be complex and
may be a tensor. In this way double refraction and rotation of the
plane of polarization, as in Faraday rotation, are described.
Application of the results to conductors (with a permittivity that
formally includes the conductivity) leads to wave phenomena in
metals such as the skin effect and, for very high conductivities
and very high magnetic fields, helicon waves. The latter are
virtually unattenuated circularly polarized waves (simplest case)
with a very strong dispersion so that, for low frequencies, their
velocity is extremely low (e.g. 10 cm/s at about 20 Hz).

At the plasma frequency of a conductor, transverse EM waves
change from cut-off waves (k imaginary) into travelling
waves and longitudinal waves of arbitrary wavelength are pos-
sible. Examples of other longitudinal EM wave phenomena are
dielectric relaxation (w imaginary) and Debye-Hilckel screening
(k imaginary, w zero).

Of the purely elastic waves, in which only mechanical variables
are involved (displacements, deformations and stresses) only
those in isotropic media are discussed.

In media where one set of variables is weakly coupled with
another set, the possible waves can often be considered as if they
were two separate coupled waves. The coupling between elastic
and EM variables in piezoelectric materials leads to 'near -light'
and 'near -sound' (electric transverse waves) and to 'stiffened
sound' (electric longitudinal waves). In piezoelectric semi-
conductors the stiffening is complex. This leads, for real w,
to an 'amplifying' wave (amplification) if the real part of the
complex conductivity becomes negative. This can be achieved
by means of a constant electric field that gives the electrons a
certain drift velocity in the semiconductor (acoustic amplifier).
The acoustic attenuation or amplification coefficient is directly
related to the acousto-electric field (Weinreich's relation).

In two media with a common boundary the possible wave con-
figurations are found by superposition of simple waves with due
regard to the boundary conditions. In this way the reflection and
transmission coefficients can be found for waves at the junction
of two transmission lines or for light or sound incident on an
interface. All component waves must have the same frequency
and the same wave -vector component along the common bound-
ary. The laws of reflection and refraction are a direct conse-
quence of these requirements. When total reflection occurs one
of the component waves becomes a surface wave.
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Fig. 38. Effect of a transverse magnetic field on the amplification
and attenuation of Rayleigh waves, a) experimental b) theoretical,
after J. Wolter [40]. The amplification in dB is plotted in (a) as a
function of the applied drift field Eo, for various values of the
transverse magnetic flux density B; in (b) the amplification is
plotted as a function of the drift velocity vdo for various values
of ,uB = mobility of the electrons in the semiconductor). The
Rayleigh waves have a frequency of 50 MHz and are propagated
on the surface of a plate of the piezoelectric material LiNb03.
They are amplified or attenuated by the electrons moving in a
silicon plate (type N, 150 0cm, 2 mm long x 200 1.1.1ri thick) on
that surface. The values of /LB and vdo in (b) are matched (i.e.
chosen so that (b) fits (a) as well as possible). The silicon was
pressed against the LiNb03 so that the two media were in
intimate mechanical contact at one or two places (the Rayleigh
wave is therefore somewhat attenuated). It was established op-
tically that the gap was less than 0.1 µm over a length of about
0.4 mm. Only over this length was the silicon effective. The
calculated amplification and attenuation were in reasonable
agreement with experiment.

-1

In a freely propagating surface wave, each component wave is
a surface wave. As an example, the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave,
known since 1968, is described. This is a surface wave by virtue
of the piezoelectric property of the medium. This wave is closely
related to the reflection of 'stiffened sound' at the surface of a
piezoelectric medium. Acoustic surface waves on a piezoelectric
medium can be amplified by a drift current in an adjacent semi-
conductor. A transverse magnetic field can enhance this ampli-
fication in an interesting way.

[38] A fuller discussion of these and related subjects and further
references are given in: C. A. A. J. Greebe, P. A. van Dalen,
T. J. B. Swanenburg and J. Wolter, Electric coupling prop-
erties of acoustic and electric surface waves, Physics
Reports 1C, 235-268, 1971.

[39] In many problems the description can be made in terms of
either a complex a or a complex a (see for example eq. 33).
Here we use a complex a. In the article of note [38] a complex
a was used.

(40] J. Wolter, Physics Letters 34A, 87, 1971.
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Table II. Derivation of the Bleustein-Gulyaev wave

Rl. Restriction to waves propagating in the x,y-plane: oz = 0

Ex = jkxyl.
R2. Restriction to slow waves: E =---- - grad 0 --4- Ey = jky56

Ez = 0

Waves in free space

D = soE

Maxwell's equation:

div D = 0 -4- k20 = 0
1

Dispersion relation
k2 = 0

Laplace waves

k2 = 0

Dx = jkxcoq
Dy = ilcyse0
Dz = 0

(FSL)

Waves in piezoelectric medium

R3. Restriction
in the

R4. Piezoelectric

to displacement
z -direction: S ux =-- 0

?tit/ = 0

coefficients:

S1 Si S3 S4 S5 56 Ex Ey Ez
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Dispersion relation k2
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Laplace waves 'Stiffened sound'
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Waves with real positive w and kx to be used for superposition
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b) The Laplace wave
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cays exponentially
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